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environmental flows for the health of that river system
now and into the future.
Even within the construction of the question the
member has asked, part of the government’s
justification and rationale for embarking upon what is
known as the food bowl modernisation program has
been to identify water savings that will not only benefit
consumers of water in Melbourne and enhance the
availability of water for irrigators within the Goulburn
and further downstream in terms of the productive
capacity of Victoria. The third and very important
rationale for embarking upon this infrastructure
program has been to identify water savings that can be
used for environmental flow purposes to restore
environmental values within our catchments, including
the Goulburn.
That is an important part of the government’s
commitment and agenda in making sure that we
maximise the degree of savings and maximise the
benefit across domestic, productive and environmental
uses of that water in the years to come.
Supplementary question

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
The PRESIDENT — Order! As members would be
aware, the Leader of the Government is sitting in a
place other than his own. This is acceptable to me,
given the circumstances he finds himself in, which are
uncomfortable to say the least.

Water: north–south pipeline
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — I direct my
question without notice to the Minister for Environment
and Climate Change. The Murray-Darling Basin
Commission’s sustainable rivers audit reveals that the
Goulburn River is rated as the river with the poorest
ecosystem health in the entire Murray–Darling Basin.
With this report painting such a bleak picture, how does
the minister justify the Premier’s plan to remove
75 gigalitres of precious water from the Goulburn
River?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — As Ms Lovell knows, whilst I have
an acute interest in this matter, I am not the Minister for
Water and I am not the Premier, but in accordance with
my responsibilities and on behalf of the government I
can respond on the real and lasting environmental
pressures that the Goulburn River and other catchments
within the Murray–Darling Basin are currently
experiencing and the need to ensure that we can
identify sufficient water to provide for the

Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — The proposed
savings the minister speaks about can only be achieved
once the water has entered the irrigation district, but the
water for Melbourne is to be removed at Yea in the
slope zones of the river, well before the irrigation
district. In the slope zones the health of the river’s
ecosystem is rated as very poor, the health of the fish
community being extremely poor and the hydrological
condition very poor. Will the minister advise the house
how the removal of 75 gigalitres of water from the
already stressed slope zones of the Goulburn River will
improve the health of the ecosystem in these zones?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — Ms Lovell’s question is a good
one, because these issues need to be worked through
and we need to have confidence as a community going
forward that we can address all the expectations for the
Victorian community and the Victorian environment in
the context of whatever water is available for that
variety of purposes.
It will be the intention of the government in terms of the
development and implementation of its water
strategies — the infrastructure, investments and
approach to water management in the future — to be
able to provide an answer and confidence in relation to
the matter the member referred to. In terms of the
immediate details, to provide that confidence I suggest
that she or other members of her party in other parts of
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the Parliament may seek specific undertakings from my
colleague the Minister for Water in the other place.
Ms Lovell — You are the one who is responsible for
environmental flows.
Mr JENNINGS — I have indicated to Ms Lovell
that I have an interest in this regard and that I have a
collaborative relationship with my colleagues, and over
time we intend to address the matters that she has raised
in the house today.

Schools: western suburbs
Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Treasurer, and I ask: how has the
Brumby Labor government’s investment in education
paid off for the western suburbs?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I thank Mr Pakula
for his interest in education and in particular for his
ongoing interest in education for the western suburbs. I
particularly take on board his question, ‘How has the
Brumby Labor government’s investment paid off for
the west?’.
Mr Finn — This will be a quick answer.
Mr LENDERS — Mr Finn says, ‘This will be a
quick answer’. Through you, President, I remind
Mr Finn that the sessional orders of this house have
been changed, so I can be loquacious about what has
happened in the west — for hours. There is a lot to be
said. Mr Pakula would be interested if I went through
all the initiatives for the west for hours, as would all the
government members who care about the west.
Mr Pakula specifically asked me about education in the
west. This is all about commitment.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr LENDERS — Mr Finn asked about the west. I
will in answering the question remind the house that
those opposite do not really care about the west — they
say things at election time and forget about it. Mr Alan
Brown, in 1988, promised — —
Mr D. Davis — On a point of order, President, this
is not relevant to the question. It is reflecting on
previous Liberal Party members — we are talking
about Alan Brown now, for goodness sake! I think it is
well out of order.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Given that the
Treasurer has been going for only a couple of minutes,
there is some leeway. However, I remind all ministers
answering questions of the rules about overt criticisms
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of members of the opposition — or those dearly
departed members et cetera — but I do not think he is
there yet.
Mr LENDERS — The context of Mr Pakula’s
asking what Labor has done for the western suburbs is
that we need to be judged on our deeds, not our words,
because in 1988 Alan Brown promised a St Albans
station, as Bill Baxter promised in 1992 and Geoff
Craige weaselled out of 1996 when he said Bayswater
was a higher priority. In response to Mr Pakula, we
deliver what we promise, unlike those two shallow
promises to the west that were broken — at least Geoff
Craige said it was because Bayswater was a higher
priority. Actions speak louder than words.
Regarding education, when this Labor government
came into office in 1999 prep to grade 2 classes in the
western suburbs had an average of 25 students. Today
the average class size in the western suburbs is
20.7 students — down from 25 to 20.7. We have also
seen a massive investment of those parts of the city of
Brimbank and the shire of Melton known to many of us
here as Kororoit. I am delighted for the people of
Kororoit that those opposite show such an interest in
going out to visit from time to time. I am sure many of
them have been lost and their global positioning
satellite systems have taken them to other suburbs. It is
very interesting.
Since it was elected this government has invested
$48.6 million in schools in the Kororoit electorate.
There has been investment in the modernisation of
Auburnvale, Deer Park and Kings Park schools. We
have seen a range of improvements including the
construction of the new Caroline Springs College that I
mentioned the other day. This is an investment in the
west; a commitment to the west.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr LENDERS — Mr Finn was part of the
government that when in opposition twice promised a
St Albans station and reneged on both occasions. This
government is on the first stage of a three-stage project.
We are not seeing just improved school buildings. We
have not only reversed the sacking of 1500 teachers in
the western suburbs by putting teachers back in, but we
are also seeing results. If members opposite would
actually look at some of the data that has now come out
of the education department, they would see that since
2003, when the On Track data came into place, more
than 36 per cent of year 12 students in the western
suburbs have been going to university, which is much
up on the 30 per cent in 2003 when the On Track data
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started and even higher still than it was under the
Kennett government.
This Labor government is committed to the west of
Melbourne, as it is committed to all parts of the state.
We have invested in education in the west of
Melbourne — we have invested in schools, we have
invested in teachers and we have invested in
communities — and the results we are seeing are
greater opportunities for students across the whole state
and greater opportunities for students in the west, as
reflected by a 6 per cent increase in the number of
year 12 students going on to university despite the cuts
by the former national government over the last four
years.

Energy: Rebates for Being Green program
Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — My question
without notice this afternoon is directed to the Minister
for Environment and Climate Change. On
17 April 2007 the then Premier, Steve Bracks, issued a
press release announcing a $14 million Rebates for
Being Green program. That press release announced
$100 rebates for replacing inefficient appliances
including washing machines, refrigerators, and heating
and cooling systems. That announcement was made
over 12 months ago, yet there is still no appliance
rebate in place. I ask the minister why the government
has failed to deliver on this commitment given in 2007.
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — This almost has to be the best
question asked of me in my time as a minister because I
am going to have to seek some advice in order to
provide Mr Hall with an answer. As he is acutely
aware, the government has made significant
undertakings in relation to supporting households, and
in fact we have delivered time and again in terms of the
audits of low-income households, the retrofitting of
those households and the guidance and support we have
provided to consumers in making sure they are well
advised about what energy-efficient appliances are
available to them. There has been an extensive program
that goes around the heart of the program the member
has drawn my attention to. There have been significant
rebates for the installation of hot water systems and
water tanks to supply people with support for solar
water heaters. In fact we have delivered time and again
in relation to the rebate program and support for
low-income households.
If for some reason there is a blind spot in the delivery of
a program, I am very happy for Mr Hall to draw that to
my attention so I can seek a remedy and an answer to
his question, and most importantly to provide the
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comprehensive suite of rebates that the government is
committed to providing — and in the vast majority of
those instances we are delivering. I am happy to take
advice about the particular question Mr Hall has asked
me.
Supplementary question
Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — I am happy for the
minister to look into this matter and report back to me.
By way of supplementary I ask the minister whether he
would also look into whether the $14 million that was
intended to be allocated in the 2007–08 budget was
indeed allocated and whether he expects it to be fully
expended by 30 June.
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — I can certainly tell Mr Hall that I
am not expecting there to be any carryover in relation to
the $14 million. In relation to how that money has been
allocated and whether there is a direct correlation
between it and the program he identified or whether it
has been diverted into the other programs I am talking
about, I can tell him that it is not the intention of the
government to carry over the funding. I will account for
the answer, but it is certainly our intention to deliver the
full value of those rebates I have outlined to the house.

Information and communications technology:
Melbourne University supercomputer
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is to the Minister for Information and
Communication Technology. Could the minister inform
the house about recent investment by the Brumby
Labor government that reinforces Victoria’s position as
one of the world’s centres for life science research?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Information and Communication Technology) — I
thank the member for his question. As the Premier was
at the time in San Diego, I was very pleased to make an
announcement about Melbourne’s — in fact,
Australia’s — first supercomputer.
It will be a phenomenal addition to our capacity in the
bioscience area, and I am very proud to have been
associated with ensuring this happened. I was talking to
Professor Glyn Davis about this during the launch, and
he was telling me that this investment at Melbourne
University is the largest single investment by a
government in university infrastructure, with
$50 million being contributed by the state government
and $50 million coming from the university, making an
investment of $100 million in the supercomputer.
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I commend the staff at the Department of Industry,
Innovation and Regional Development and the people
at Melbourne University on the professional way in
which they have gone about developing this project and
this program. From start to finish — the idea through to
its completion and the recent announcement — it has
taken nine months, which is an incredibly short period
of time to negotiate the very complex set of issues that
needed to be taken into consideration for something as
important and as major as this supercomputer.
This is something that needs to be celebrated by
Victorians, because it will expand our capacity in
bioinformatics, in computational biology and in
advanced biomedical image analysis. Those technical
terms might not make much sense to some people, but
let me explain: it will help us to predict, for example,
the resistance of viruses to drugs an, as a result will
enable researchers to stay one step ahead in the design
of better treatments. This initiative will lead to
improvements in public health outcomes in areas such
as cancer and cancer research, cardiovascular research,
neurological disease and diabetes.
I am told there are 50 different types of cancers, but
there are actually millions more, because each of those
50 different types of cancers reacts differently
depending on the genetic make-up of a particular
individual. Can members imagine a world where we
have a computer that is powerful enough to be able to
take the genetic make-up of a particular individual and
identify the best treatment in terms of the type of
medicine to be applied to that particular individual?
Mrs Coote — Does the computer have a name?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — We don’t have a
name for the computer as yet, but I will give you a little
bit of information about just how powerful it is.
Members may know that a teraflop is a measurement
of computing power. One teraflop is the capacity to
make 1 trillion calculations— not 1 million but
1 trillion per second. This computer’s capacity is
400 teraflops, which means it can make 400 trillion
calculations per second.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I want to remain
focused because I want this to go on the record so that
Melbourne University and all the people who have
been associated with this important initiative can see
how enthusiastically it has been received here in the
Parliament of Victoria. This is a very important new
addition to our capacity in the bioscience area. It is
something that will save lives in the future. It will put
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us at the forefront of being able to save lives, and at the
same time it will yet again cement Victoria as the centre
of bioscience research not only in the nation but in the
Asia Pacific and as one of the great centres of this kind
of research in the world.

Toyota Australia: hybrid car
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
question without notice is for the Minister for Industry
and Trade. Will the minister confirm precisely how
much Victorian taxpayers are to contribute to the
building of the hybrid Camry in Victoria?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and Trade) — I thank the member for his
question. We were very pleased to be able to announce
the hybrid Camry, and again I thank my department,
because deals that result in this kind of infrastructure
development or result in jobs being created for the
future in Victoria do not happen by accident; they
happen because of the dedication of many people who
work together, and having a department whose staff
work well together is absolutely crucial to these
opportunities being realised.
We started talking to people at Toyota, and I also
started talking to them some time ago, about the
prospect of a hybrid vehicle being produced in
Australia. There were some hybrid cars sold in
Australia but none were actually made here, and we had
a policy dilemma as a government because our policy
was to purchase Australian-made vehicles but there was
no Australian-made hybrid vehicle.
Having the opportunity to assist in bringing hybrid
vehicle production into Australia meant that we could
purchase those vehicles in line with our policy of
purchasing Australian made. One of the elements of the
arrangement that has been put in place with Toyota is
our undertaking to seek to purchase up to 2000 vehicles
from it as part of the government’s contribution, so in
one sense you could classify that as part of the
contribution that we are making as a state, because in a
sense I imagine that the price of the hybrid Camry is
going to be a bit higher than that of the standard Camry.
In other words, there will be some premium attached to
that, for which the government will pay, which we will
know more about as the final price of the hybrid Camry
becomes known.
There was assistance provided, however, by the state
government in order to bring the production here, and
the thing I need to emphasise most is that we wanted to
bring this hybrid production here not just because of the
20 000 vehicles that will be produced by Toyota; we
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wanted to bring it here because we wanted to position
Toyota to be able to bid in 2012 for the new model
Camry and for the production of the new model in its
hybrid form, because we can see that this will be the
future for Toyota. It would not have been in a position
to bid for that new hybrid if it had not already started
producing the existing hybrid. So on any measure this
was a very good and smart investment of Victorian
money and commitments in relation to this initiative; so
we made that decision.
To come to Mr Dalla-Riva’s specific question, he is
aware that one of the policy decisions we took as a
government was that when we seek to attract major
investment opportunities into Victoria we do not
disclose the amount we allocate towards attracting that
investment. There is a very good reason for this. The
fundamental reason is that the federal government,
which does not have to compete with state
governments, has made a decision. It is the federal
government, and if it decides to spend $35 million, as it
did, in order to attract hybrid production, it is doing so
for Australia; it is not doing so for Victoria. The
difference, whether we like it or not, is that we have a
state-based system, and in that state-based system there
is competition between the states, so it would be
irresponsible for me as the minister for industry to tell
our competitors, not just in this sector in the motor car
industry but in a wide variety of sectors, exactly how
we structure our incentive payments for bringing major
investment into Victoria. Telling them how we do that
would simply give away our competitive advantage.
Supplementary question
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) —
Given the minister was unable to provide precisely the
amount of money, can he actually explain to the house
whether this proposal was brought to and discussed in
cabinet before the announcement of the project by
Prime Minister Rudd in Japan earlier this month? If he
is unable to provide the details of the finances, can he
inform the house what the terms and conditions are that
his government has agreed upon for the distribution of
those millions of dollars of taxpayers money for that
particular project?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and Trade) — The member well knows that
this is not a forum for discussion of deliberations that
take place in cabinet, and I do not intend therefore to
discuss or outline the kinds of discussions that occur in
cabinet. As the member knows, there is not only
cabinet; there are cabinet committees and a range of
other departmental committees as well that may or may
not be involved in this kind of decision making.
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However, in relation to the second part of his question
I can assure him that this is value for money. This is
good value for money, and the conditions that are
attached to it are not something that we make public.
But I can tell him in the broad that the conditions
obviously include that hybrid production will take place
in Victoria and that that hybrid production will be at a
minimum level of 20 000 hybrid Camrys. That will
occur as part of Toyota meeting its obligations. Beyond
that, as I have indicated to him before, this is about
positioning. It is about strategy. It is about positioning
the industry for the future.
We do not walk away from this decision. We are very
pleased to have been able to make this decision,
because it will result in jobs for Victorians into the
future and it will make a contribution to reducing
emissions from motor cars going forward as well.

Costco: Melbourne retail store
Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Industry and Trade. Can
the minister inform the house of any recent decisions by
international retailers that again highlight Melbourne’s
reputation as the shopping capital of Australia and will
demonstrate the benefits to Victorian families of greater
competition in the retail industry?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and Trade) — I thank the member for his
question. I might in a preliminary way say that the
Melbourne retail strategy has been one of the successful
strategies that we have been putting in place. It has
resulted not only in the investment that I will be talking
about in a moment, but it is also the case, as members
would know, that Myer and David Jones are involved
in very significant expansions of their businesses and
refurbishment of those stores that will again showcase
Melbourne. That involves many hundreds of millions
of dollars of new investment in continuing to keep
Melbourne as a retail centre for Australia.
But there have been many other developments as well.
The Aldi stores that have come in have provided a
different kind of retail option for consumers and have
been taken up enthusiastically by consumers.
The latest development is one which involves one of
the world’s largest retailers — the eighth largest retailer
in the world, Costco, an American company; it is the
fourth largest in America — coming to Australia for the
first time and establishing its main store, its first
Australian store and its headquarters here in Melbourne
at Waterfront City in Docklands. I was very pleased to
be at the official opening last Friday with my
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ministerial colleague Justin Madden and the Premier to
make the announcement of Costco’s decision at the
company’s global headquarters in Seattle.
This is another terrific get for Melbourne. I get excited
every time I am able to get up in Parliament and talk
about all the things we are able to attract into
Melbourne. In this instance, in terms of investment and
jobs, it is $60 million of investment and 250 jobs. But
that is not the end of the story. The Costco retail
experience will be different. There is a membership fee
which is paid in order to become a member and be able
to shop in a Costco store. One might think, ‘Why would
I bother paying a fee?’. The fee in the United States is
$50, but it allows you to shop in bulk for all sorts of
things from food right through to major appliances and
so forth and, based on what we have seen in the United
States, with significant savings to the community.
It is not my job to sell a particular retail outlet, but if
Costco comes here and offers significant reductions,
guess what happens? When one store offers significant
reductions, other stores have to compete. What you get
is a flow-on competitive effect. This will not only mean
lower prices out of the Costco stores, but the
competitive pressure will mean lower prices out of a
whole range of other stores as well.
We on the Labor side, despite what the opposition often
says about us, support competition. We love
competition because competition is the way in which
consumers get the best deals. We have fostered that
competition in a whole range of industries, and this is
another example of bringing a major store here, with
more jobs, more investment and lower prices. What
more could one ask for?

Planning: Latrobe Valley
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I direct a
question without notice to the Minister for Planning.
The minister has provided repeated assurances in
support of the urban development program and the
Transit Cities program which fall within the Melbourne
2030 urban planning strategy that the government is
committed to ensuring a 15-year supply of land for
residential growth. The minister has also announced the
route of the Princes Highway bypass at Traralgon — a
decision that protects the Latrobe Valley’s coal reserves
and locks up land that would otherwise have been
available for residential development. Given the
minister’s undertakings, his decision on the Traralgon
bypass and the fact that Traralgon — part of the
Latrobe transit city — has a land supply of less than
two and a half years, will he explain how local
community growth can be accommodated?
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Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
welcome the member’s question because this is one of
the decisions in relation to the Traralgon bypass that
were put off by many governments over many years. It
was one of those decisions that just languished in
government for many years.
Mr Hall interjected.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I take up Mr Hall’s
interjection, seeing he is so passionate about the matter.
This is a matter which has been languishing across
various governments for something in the order of
25 years. Nobody could determine where the bypass
should go and where it should not go. Whilst Mr Davis
might suggest that land is locked up by this decision, let
me say that without the decision a whole lot more land
might be locked up. Previous governments, including
Liberal governments, locked up land by failing to make
decisions. For the Liberal opposition to come in here and
criticise this government for making hard decisions about
the Latrobe Valley that provide certainty and security in
relation to jobs is the most hypocritical — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I have mentioned to
Mr Hall and Philip Davis that it is the most hypocritical
position that this opposition could take.
Mr P. Davis — On a point of order, President, I am
sorry to interrupt the minister’s answer, but he took the
opportunity to attack the person who asked the
question. I have asked a question; I have not made a
criticism of the minister. If he would answer the
question to completion, perhaps I would be able to be
informed about the matters to which he is speaking.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Davis knows that
is a long way from a genuine point of order.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I know this answer might
hurt members of the opposition and they might feel
uncomfortable with it, but it is something I am very
passionate about, because it was a decision that needed
to be made. I can tell Mr Hall that, as is often the case
in planning, this was a case where, no matter what
decision was made, you could not make everybody
happy all the time, but it is the best decision for the
Latrobe Valley.
This is the best decision for the Latrobe Valley, because
it provides job security going into the future. This is in
stark contrast to the opposition, which when it was in
government did away with 4000 jobs in the Latrobe
Valley. This matter might be about land supply, but
only as recently as last week I was in the Latrobe
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Valley working with the local council. I was prepared
to work in partnership and to make commitments to
funding and strategic work that needs to be done. This
decision might sit uncomfortably with the opposition,
but it is a decision that needed to be made and that will
provide jobs, security and certainty. This contrasts with
the former Liberal-Nationals government, which did
away with jobs, would not make decisions that needed
to be made and could not guarantee jobs into the future.
People will remember that, and they will remember that
for a long time.
We are prepared to work in collaboration with the
council to make sure we provide more land, job
security and work to ensure the prosperity of the
Latrobe Valley going into the future. That stands in
stark contrast to the record of the opposition when it
was in government.
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This stands in stark contrast to land supply. Land
supply is one thing, but jobs are another. There is no
point in having land and plenty of it if there are no jobs
in the area. I have mentioned before in this place that
when the opposition was in government you could not
give land away in the Latrobe Valley; you could hardly
sell it. The stark contrast now is that we are ensuring
job security, we are ensuring industry and we are
ensuring that the coal industry has a future in the
Latrobe Valley. We are ensuring that there are jobs.
We will work collaboratively with the local council to
make sure that there is extensive land supply going into
the future, so that not only is Victoria a great place to
live, work and raise a family but the Latrobe Valley,
under this Labor government, will be a great place to
live, work and raise a family as well.

Planning: career initiatives
The PRESIDENT — Order! Before Mr Davis asks
his supplementary question, I remind members in the
house that it is not appropriate to indicate to, wave to or
communicate in any way with people in the gallery.
Supplementary question
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I thank the
minister for his extensive answer and particularly for
bringing into the equation the Latrobe City Council, the
members of which have strongly expressed the view
that the minister has made a poor decision. Further, he
just mentioned that he is going to make more land
available. It would seem to me that the minister cannot
do the arithmetic if there is a problem with making land
available because of a decision with regard to the
bypass.
Given that the minister appears not to accept that coal
development will depend on community infrastructure
development to support it, in view of the limit being
imposed on the future development of Traralgon by the
bypass decision, could he explain how it will be
possible to further develop the coalfields?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
sometimes find the opposition’s position on these
matters completely unfathomable. This decision was
made after a long process and after lots of delays by
other governments, and it was made to assure the
certainty of the coalfields going into the future and to
do justice to the development of the surrounding cities,
the surrounding industries and surrounding jobs. The
decision took into account all those matters, and it held
them all in high regard, but of course in order to allow
for one it might have had to slightly compromise one of
the others.

Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is also to the Minister for Planning. I ask the
minister to advise the house of recent initiatives the
Brumby Labor government has taken to promote
planning as a career choice, particularly in light of
Victoria’s strong population growth.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
welcome Ms Mikakos’s interest in this area. I thank her
for the support she gives to the planning portfolio
through the work she does with numerous stakeholders
in relation to many planning matters. As I have
mentioned in this place before, we have seen enormous
population growth. Not only are we seeing enormous
population growth, but because of the formation of
households we are seeing enormous demand for
housing, full stop. Even if we did not have the
population growth, we would still see extensive
demand for housing and housing supply. With that sort
of growth, that sort of economic prosperity and the
continuing increase in our ability to attract people to
Victoria, there is enormous pressure on the planning
system, particularly in relation to planners. We are
working to streamline the planning system to make sure
we free up planners’ time so that they can get on with
the things they need to do rather than play around with
the rats and mice in the system.
The other thing we need to do is ensure that we attract
people to the planning profession. This is why my
department recently convened a working group called
Pathways to Planning. It comprises key stakeholders
from state government, the Municipal Association of
Victoria, the planning institute and the university
sectors to examine how we can better promote and
provide planning as a career choice going into the
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future. These groups combined to invest an
extraordinary amount of time and effort to put together
an exhibit at the Herald Sun careers expo at the
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre. It was
not just about being a town planner; it covered areas
like geography, surveying, environmental planning and
many of the professions related to planning more
broadly. We want to attract more people into the system
and get more people out there working with local
government or private practices to make sure we have
sufficient planners in the system.
One of the great things about planning as a profession is
that it is easily transferable. You can move from city to
country or vice versa — and we have seen plenty of
that, particularly with lifestyle changers. We also know
there is a shortage of planners in country Victoria, and
we want to see more planners attracted to the provincial
lifestyle. As well as that, it is a very flexible profession,
because you can transfer overseas if you are young and
you want to get some experience. We have seen some
planners travel to Sri Lanka to assist the local
community in post-tsunami planning. They have come
back with enormous skills. It is a very attractive
profession. We worked very hard with many
stakeholders to promote that point at the careers expo
last weekend.
I had the pleasure of opening the entire exhibition.
There was an enormous turnout of young people and an
enormous interest in this exhibit put together by the
planning profession. We have not only the challenges
of population growth but also the coastal pressures and
pressures of growth in rural communities. We really
need more planners to help out with many of those
issues. It is a particularly interesting profession going
into the future. Given that, I would like to thank the
stakeholders who worked so closely with us,
particularly the universities, and their work will also
promote their ability to invest more time and resources
into their planning courses. It will reinforce the fact that
not only the sciences and the humanities but also many
of those planning areas are worthy of investment to
attract people to invest their time and effort into gaining
expertise and understanding in those areas.
I would like to record my appreciation to the members
of the Pathways to Planning advisory group for their
work so far, and I look forward to continuing to work
with them and to promote planning as a career going
into the future so we can guarantee that Victoria is the
best place to live, work and raise a family.
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Environment: Land for Wildlife program
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Environment and
Climate Change. It is in relation to the Land for
Wildlife program. Can the minister tell us whether this
program is under any specific review, and can he also
assure us that the budget available for this program is
the same as it has been in past years and that there has
been no reduction in the number of Land for Wildlife
officers actually taking action on the ground?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — It begs a supplementary for
Mr Barber to give me specific details of concerns that
may underpin his question. From my vantage point, the
approach of providing for habitat protection and
providing for land to be identified to protect that habitat
continues to be a priority of our activities, certainly in
light of our ongoing significant review of our approach
to land and biodiversity management and our
approaches to that important part of our responsibilities.
It is in that context that there may be consideration
about the role that specific program may play.
We are very keen to build on any successful programs
and to not lose the success of any programs and to add
to and complement the array of measures we have
within programs and the effort that is dedicated to
achieving habitat protection, in which this program will
play a role. The general answer to the question is that
from my vantage point there is absolutely no mandated
authority to reduce our effort or our commitment to the
outcomes that underpin that program. In terms of shifts
of resources on the ground, there are ongoing reviews
of departmental arrangements at a regional level, and
this may have led to the concerns that may underpin
such a question. But as a general answer about the
effort, it would be my intention to maintain that effort
in one shape or form and to be able to provide
confidence to those in the community who are
concerned about the wellbeing of our wildlife that we
have programs that add to habitat protection and we
will not lose that priority.
Supplementary question
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — There
were quite a few ‘mays’ in that answer, so I will ask a
more specific question that perhaps might illuminate.
Given that the program works in conjunction with other
programs such as natural heritage trusts — and the
minister has answered previous questions in relation to
the withdrawal of those resources that has led to, as we
speak, a reduction in the number of biodiversity staff
available in certain regions — and given the
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complementarity of this program with others such as
the Trust for Nature, can the minister assure me that
there has been no reduction in the number of Land for
Wildlife officers to try to make up this shortfall as other
biodiversity works are being defunded?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — I knew Mr Barber would
ultimately try to assist me in formulating my response
to his question — and he has. In this context he has
drawn the attention of the house to the connection
between the programs that are fully funded and
supported by the Victorian government and those that
we operate in collaboration with our brothers and sisters
from the federal jurisdiction and the amount of support
that will be available from them to provide for care for
country-type programs. There is, as I have reported to
the house previously, some significant work that has
been undertaken by the Victorian government, the
catchment and management authorities and other
stakeholders within the Victorian community to try to
make sure that we do not lose the effort that applies to
land management, catchment management and, in this
case, biodiversity programs that are an important part of
that suite of programs.
From my vantage point there is no intention to
short-change any element of that agenda. The challenge
that confronts Victoria and all our stakeholders in the
field is to try to make sure that we maximise the
potential to leverage state investment, of which there is
a significant amount that has been identified in our
budget, with funding coming from the commonwealth.
It is not the first time we have discussed that in this
chamber; it continues to be an issue. I noticed in the
weekend press that the commonwealth issued
applications for programs under its funding
arrangements seeking submissions for funds that are
available now. It will be an opportunity for us in the
second half of this year to try to make sure that we
maximise the effectiveness of state investment with the
commonwealth investment.
And to specifically address the question: I have not
authorised any shift in resources from the Land for
Wildlife program to make up for a shortfall that may
have derived from a shortfall in commonwealth
funding.

Innovation: stem cell research
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — My question is
to the Minister for Innovation. Will the minister inform
the house of any recent collaborations entered into by
the Brumby Labor government that will further
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advance important health and medical research using
stem cells?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Innovation) — I
thank Ms Broad for the question and the opportunity to
talk about the circumstance last week when the Premier
and I were confronted by the political persona of the
man most widely known throughout the world as the
Terminator. When we confronted the Terminator in this
context it was a life-affirming experience, because in
his political life Governor Schwarzenegger has been
absolutely committed to providing support for
life-affirming programs that will restore the viability of
life and the capacity for life.
This was something on which the Premier and I were
very keen to find a degree of collaboration between
Victoria and California, which is renowned as a leader
in stem cell research and stem cell investment, that will
lead to greater capacities within Victoria and within
California to rise up and meet very important
challenges that bedevil our global community in the
context of cancers and conditions such Parkinson’s
disease, Alzheimer’s disease and motor neurone
disease. In terms of neurosciences, there are very
important developments that are undertaken both in
California and in Victoria to deal with stem cells — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr JENNINGS — The baying from the backbench
on the other side will be responded to in accordance
with the narrative that is being developed before their
very ears.
Mrs Peulich — That is offensive.
Mr JENNINGS — I doubt it; I doubt that it was
extremely offensive. This is very important work in
terms of our global community. As part of the
announcement that was made subsequent to the
memorandum of understanding being signed by the
Premier of Victoria and myself on behalf of Victoria
and also by Bob Klein, who is the chair of the
Californian Institute of Regenerative Medicine, and its
chief executive officer, Alan Trounson, who is a
well-respected and well-known Victorian scientist of
international repute who is now heading up the
Californian institute, we undertook to both jurisdictions
that we would collaborate to the highest degree to share
scientific expertise and capacity across the significant
institutions we have in Victoria and the significant
institutions they are building in California.
Subsequent to what is known as Proposition 71 in
California, which began in 2004, $3 billion has been
allocated to investment in research facilities in
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California. It is the centre of investment, it is the centre
of global capacity for stem cell research, and it is
recognised that Victoria houses the equivalent
institutional repository in Australia.
The memorandum of understanding that was signed last
Wednesday was the first memorandum of
understanding signed between California and any other
jurisdiction. California subsequently moved on to sign a
memorandum of understanding with Canada which will
drive significant investment and research, but Victoria
was the first jurisdiction. Governor Schwarzenegger
was very complimentary about our capacities.
In relation to the question of what types of stem cells
will be subject to research, after the meeting with the
Terminator I happened to meet with a much smaller
politician from New South Wales. Verity Firth, the
New South Wales Minister for Climate Change and the
Environment, and I undertook on behalf of New South
Wales and Victoria to allocate funding from both of our
jurisdictions to stem cell research.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr JENNINGS — No, it was Verity Firth, a petite
woman but nonetheless absolutely, wholeheartedly and
determinedly supportive of stem cell research and
scientific endeavour in New South Wales and in
Victoria. We took the opportunity to establish what will
be a benchmark approach to stem cell research
throughout the world, so responding to the
questioning — —
An honourable member — Adult.
Mr JENNINGS — Very good, very important. This
research will benchmark the potential and capability of
adult stem cells, known as iPS (induced pluripotent
stem) cells, comparing them with embryonic stem cells,
also known as SCNT (somatic cell nuclear transfer) —
and this is an issue that Mr Kavanagh, I am sure, will be
very interested in, given that I have not forgotten his
contribution to the debate that took place in this
chamber. It will establish effectively a world-leading
benchmark for the capability and potential of those two
streams of stem cell research. That research will be
undertaken simultaneously in New South Wales and
Victoria and will determine the capability of those
streams of stem cells and their utility in dealing with the
conditions I referred to. Whether it is in cancer or in
regenerative medicine in terms of the neurosciences, we
will be acutely interested to see how this world-leading
research develops.
We will be better as a community if we can take this
research and apply it to those conditions that bedevil the
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quality of life of many of our citizens both here and
abroad, and we will be very happy to do it in a
collaborative environment with California. We are
hoping to maintain our position as world leaders in
stem cell research in the years to come.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I have answers to the
following questions on notice: 679, 784, 1023, 1090,
1094, 1192, 1194, 1203, 1376, 1412, 1730, 1736, 1753,
1785, 1793, 1819, 1829, 1917–46, 1949, 1987, 2002,
2008, 2039, 2058, 2059, 2070–2072, 2074, 2075, 2088,
2089, 2092–97, 2100–10, 2112, 2113, 2115, 2141,
2180, 2208, 2221–25, 2258, 2271, 2274, 2275, 2392,
2403, 2411, 2419, 2424, 2445, 2475–2504, 2510, 2511,
2537, 2538, 2590, 2591, 2630, 2631, 2657, 2658, 2666,
2713–25, 2727–47, 2754, 2755, 2762, 2802, 2835,
2872, 2875, 2978, 3018, 3050, 3057, 3090.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Lovell has written
to me seeking my ruling in relation to a number of
answers to questions on notice provided by the Minister
for Housing in the other place. In relation to
questions 1950, 1952 and 1953 Ms Lovell sought
specific statistics relating to public housing waiting
lists. The answer referred Ms Lovell to budget paper 3.
However, that budget paper contains only a statewide
average figure and not the specific details requested,
and the 2007–08 annual report, which might contain the
information, has not yet been tabled.
I note that Ms Lovell asked an almost identical question
on 24 May 2007. In the answer circulated on 7 August
2007 the minister was able to provide the specific
details requested by Ms Lovell. In relation to
question 1954, Ms Lovell sought the current dollar
value of the public housing maintenance backlog. The
answer provided by the minister contained general
information related to this topic; however, it did not
provide the specific details requested. I therefore direct
that questions 1950, 1952, 1953 and 1954 be reinstated
to the notice paper.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Water: north–south pipeline
To the Honourable the President and members of the
Legislative Council assembled in Parliament:

STANDING COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
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The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council its opposition to the
proposed building of the north–south pipeline by the Brumby
Labor government which will steal water from country
Victorian farmers and communities and pipe this water to
Melbourne. We believe there are better alternatives to
increase Melbourne’s water supply such as recycled water
and stormwater capture for industry, parks and gardens, and
therefore call on the Legislative Council to oppose the
construction of the proposed pipeline.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (120 signatures)
Laid on table.

Abortion: legislation
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of the undersigned residents of Victoria draws
the attention of the house to proposed amendments to the
Crimes Act which will ensure that no abortion can be
criminal when performed by a legally qualified medical
practitioner at the request of the woman concerned.
The implementation of this legislation will allow abortions to
be legal in Victoria right up to birth. This will only increase
the thousands of children who die needlessly each year
through abortion and will add to the existing social problems
in Victoria resulting from such a high abortion rate.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
of Victoria vote against amendments to the Crimes Act that
will decriminalise abortion in the state of Victoria.

By Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (824 signatures)
Laid on table.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Port Phillip Bay: channel deepening
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) presented interim report, including
appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

resolution establishing the committee. In its first month
it sought submissions from interested parties.
Thirty-seven submissions were received by early May.
The committee’s progress to hearings was then delayed
until early June due to an inability of the Parliament to
service the committee by way of Hansard services.
Accordingly the committee undertook its public
hearings in the first week of June and is now
proceeding to produce its report back to the Parliament.
However, due to the delays as mentioned, the
committee will be seeking an extension of its reporting
date to 11 September by a motion that I will give notice
of shortly.
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — I acknowledge the
work that has been done on this report so far by all
members of the committee. The government is in
support of the interim report and will be supporting the
motion to extend the time for reporting.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I have
something of a minority view on this report. We also
will be, as Mr Viney has indicated, supporting the
extension of time. The specific reference that was given
to the committee was to examine the business case for
Port Phillip Bay channel deepening, and the committee
has not even begun to do that. What we have
extensively examined is the economic case for bay
dredging — that is, the cost to the port and to the
taxpayer versus the expected downstream economic
benefits.
The port is a commercial entity — as is clear from its
legislation, its practice and the way it is regulated — so
the business case for the port is how it expects to pay
for the works and recover the costs through its own
revenues. In order to examine that case, we would need
documentation held by the port, and possibly also held
by Treasury, and while the committee will no doubt
persevere in attempting to obtain those documents, in
my view we are only just making a start.
Motion agreed to.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 8

Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

This report records the committee’s progress to date on
its reference from the house with respect to the business
case for the channel deepening project. The committee
was established on 7 April following the passage of the
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Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) presented Alert
Digest No. 8 of 2008, including appendices.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.
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PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of Approval
of the following amendments to planning schemes:
Ararat Planning Scheme — Amendment C16.
Baw Baw Planning Scheme — Amendments C18 and
C47 (Part 2).
Campaspe Planning Scheme — Amendments C58 and
C59.
Central Goldfields Planning Scheme —
Amendment C14.
Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme — Amendment C77.
Greater Shepparton Planning Scheme —
Amendment C77.
Hume Planning Scheme — Amendment C97.
Melbourne Planning Scheme — Amendment C139.
Melton Planning Scheme — Amendments C53 (Part 2),
C61 and C72.
Victoria Planning Provisions — Amendment VC48.
Wangaratta Planning Scheme — Amendment C26
(Part 2).
Yarra Planning Scheme — Amendment C87.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Introduction Agents Act 1997 — No. 54.
Residential Tenancies Act 1997 — No. 55.
Rural Finance Act 1988 — No. 52.
Serious Sex Offenders Monitoring Act 2005 — No. 51.
Transfer of Land Act 1958 — No. 56.
Working with Children Act 2005 — No. 53.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 —
Ministers’ exemption certificates under section 9(6) in
respect of Statutory Rule Nos. 51, 54, 55 and 56.
Minister’s infringements offence consultation
certificates under section 6A(3) in respect of Statutory
Rule Nos. 38, 54 and 55.
Victorian Environmental Assessment Council Act 2001 —
Minister’s response to submissions on the proposed
Terms of Reference for the Investigation into
Metropolitan Melbourne, pursuant to section 16(2) of
the Act.
Minister’s response to submissions on the proposed
Terms of Reference for the Investigation into Remnant
Native Vegetation, pursuant to section 16(2) of the Act.
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Annie Donaldson
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — Last Friday a
very special lady passed away. Annie Donaldson had
battled cancer for the past 15 years. During the entire
15 years Annie refused to think of herself as a victim,
and her constant positive attitude and beautiful smile
inspired everyone who met her.
Annie turned her battle into a positive by devoting her
time to raising money for cancer research. Annie was a
member of the committee of the Shepparton Relay for
Life — an event that in the past five years has raised
over $1 million for cancer research — but not content
with being a part of this major annual fundraiser, Annie
continued to raise money herself through charity
auctions, dinners and through raffling beautiful
porcelain baby dolls that she made herself.
Annie was also a proud Liberal and was one of the
inaugural members of Team Murray, a small group
who came together to assist Sharman Stone to win the
federal seat of Murray in 1996. Team Murray has
grown from the original handful of Liberals to include
hundreds of members and supporters, but Annie has left
a void that will never be filled.
I extend my deepest sympathy to Alan, Carrie, Scott,
Petra and Jack. My love and thoughts will remain with
them. Annie, I thank you for your friendship and
support over the years — my memories of you will
continue to brighten my life.

Traralgon bypass: route
Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — I listened this
afternoon to the answer given by the Minister for
Planning to a question regarding the Traralgon bypass. I
was flabbergasted when the minister suggested that the
previous government had done no work on this issue.
Putting aside the fact that the previous government
worked on the realignment and duplication of the
highway between Melbourne and Traralgon, the
minister must have had a memory block, because just
four years ago a significant community consultation
process was undertaken to decide the bypass route, and
agreement was reached by all parties.
However, earlier this year this government revisited the
issue at the request of the Department of Primary
Industries and has chosen a route that is blighted with a
lot of the issues mentioned in today’s question without
notice.
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Also I seek some commitment or an assurance from the
minister about the placement of the buffer zone
surrounding the proposed Traralgon bypass. On
27 February — four months ago — I asked the Minister
for Planning to clarify the placement of the buffer zones
on either side of the planned bypass, because the
600-metre buffer zone on its northern side includes
some significant structures such as the Latrobe
Regional Hospital. The minister said he would come
down and work with the local council and community
to resolve the buffer zone issues. To my knowledge, to
this point no decision has been made with respect to
that and no announcement has been made by the
government.
To give some certainty to existing businesses and
planned developments along the highway today I call
upon the Minister for Planning to give a solid
declaration as to what his work has revealed in respect
of the placement of those buffer zones.

EastLink: speed cameras
Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — I
understand some members of the opposition refer to the
shadow transport spokesman, the member for Polwarth
in the other place, Terry Mulder, as the Great Terry
Mulder Express. I was surprised to read the unmitigated
drivel he — someone with such apparently grand
designs — espoused in the Sunday Herald Sun of
15 June. Talking about speed cameras on EastLink,
Mr Mulder said:
… the government is claiming that motorists are heeding the
message to slow down, so why does it need cameras?

They are heeding the message, so why have speed
limits at all? They are also heeding the message not to
drink and drive, so I suppose we can mothball the
booze buses. What makes Mr Mulder’s comments all
the sillier is that just four days earlier, in the Age, he
was advocating a greater police presence to reduce
speeding. While Mr Finn is in here calling for more
police on the beat, Mr Mulder wants us to ditch the
cameras and have the police on traffic duty.
At the start of the 1990s the road toll was 548. Last year
it reached 332. Speed cameras have played a major role
in reducing the toll. Mr Mulder needs to ask himself
whether it is worth risking 216 Victorian lives a year
for a cheap headline.

Roads: South Eastern Metropolitan Region
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
ConnectEast’s real-time traffic information available on
eastlink.com.au illustrates the degree of traffic
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congestion in Melbourne’s south-east and the level of
congestion that commuters are forced to endure daily. I
was not surprised to see on that website that there are
massive amounts of congestion during peak hour,
which affects my electorate from Mount Waverley to
Chelsea and Mentone in the south, including Warrigal
Road between North Road and Old Dandenong Road;
Clayton Road between Princes Highway and Centre
Road; and Springvale Road between Westall Road and
Governor Road. All of these roads are shown to be
heavily congested, with lots of red colouring on that
real-time traffic information website.
But the most serious concern is the absolutely blatant
mismanagement of the extension of South Road, which
the government seems to trumpet, and the funnelling of
an enormous amount of traffic into Old Dandenong
Road from South Road. The South Road-Kingston
Road segment is an undulating single-lane road. I drove
there recently at 5.15 p.m. when there was a little
drizzle; the traffic was bumper to bumper. The roadway
was covered in mud as a result of the road’s unsealed
shoulders and traffic from the tips. It is a disaster
waiting to happen. If a life is lost, VicRoads and the
minister will have it on their hands. They must act now
to make this a safe stretch of road for commuters.

Transport: western suburbs
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — On
18 June I organised a meeting of residents of the inner
western suburbs to give them information about the
Eddington report and how it may affect their local area.
There was such an overwhelming response that we had
to move to a bigger venue, and still the bigger venue
overflowed with residents eager for information. The
issue that came out again and again at the meeting was
the lack of detail in the proposal, especially in terms of
mapping. People wanted to know how the proposals
would affect their streets.
The deadline for submissions is 15 July, but how can
you ask people to comment on new roads and tunnels
without telling them where they will be located and
what they will look like? Broad areas are identified: in
the words of the technical reports as being ‘likely to
have a detrimental impact by one or more of the
proposals’. But there is no detail about what that impact
would be.
Residents also identified public transport as a major
issue, especially the problem on the Sydenham line,
which Connex says is six months away from being at
capacity. Being a regular train user, I would have
thought it was at capacity now. Money needs to be
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spent on better public transport rather than having
thumping big new roads through our residential streets.
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were defacing, no understanding of the cost to the
owner to remove the graffiti and, perhaps what is
worse, no fear of being caught or stopped by the police.

Preschools: Western Victoria Region
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — Last
Wednesday I had the pleasure of visiting the wonderful
staff and students at the Apex Preschool Centre in
Elliminyt to announce funding boosts to early
childhood services. ‘I have happy tears rolling down
my cheeks’, was the response from one kindergarten
staff member when I passed on the news. Another staff
member said, ‘This is extremely important to us’.
As part of the $10.7 million program, four Colac Otway
shire kindergartens will receive funding. Apex
Preschool Centre will receive just under $94 000; the
Apollo Bay Preschool will receive $26 000; the Colac
East Kindergarten will receive $90 000; and the
Wydinia kindergarten will receive just over $8700.
Earlier in the day, and further west in the electorate, I
visited the South Warrnambool Kindergarten, which
received a $60 000 grant to extend its existing
multipurpose room. I particularly wish to thank the
parents and committee members who attended the
announcement. I also wish to thank them for their
tireless fundraising efforts.
The Brumby Labor government’s grants further enable
the integration of additional supports and programs to
enhance positive outcomes for all children at Victorian
kindergartens. They provide a morale boost to all the
adults, whether they are parents or teachers, involved in
each of the kindergartens. I would also like to
congratulate and thank each kindergarten for its
wonderful contribution to early childhood development
and I sincerely thank them for their ongoing efforts.

Police: numbers
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — Last
Friday at approximately 9.30 p.m. a close associate was
walking along Collins Street between William Street
and Queen Street when he happened upon four young
people who were using a spray can to put their tag on a
historic sandstone building. What shocked my associate
was the brazen way these four young people were
going about this act of graffiti at 9.30 p.m., which is a
very busy time in the city. But this did not appear to
concern these young people.
My associate challenged the group over what they were
doing but was then threatened with physical assault.
What shocked me, and what shocked my associate, was
the brazen nature of the group. They had no respect for
public space or for the historic sandstone building they

Our police do a fantastic job, but this is another
example which shows that there are simply not enough
police on the beat, whether you are in the central
business district of Melbourne, on the Mornington
Peninsula, at Phillip Island, Bairnsdale or Silvan. The
state government must provide the resources to train
additional police so that when someone attempts to
deface public or private property, police are available to
catch them and bring them to account for their
disgraceful actions.

EastLink: tolls
Mr O’DONOHUE — The imminent opening of
EastLink will be a fantastic addition to road
infrastructure. What a tragedy it is that it will be a toll
road and not a freeway as promised by this government.

Manningham: early childhood hub
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I think we all
understand that early childhood education is absolutely
critical. It sets a child on the right track to reach their
full potential as an adult, and it is about getting the right
start to life. I am very pleased that the Victorian
government has provided Manningham City Council
with a planning and capital grant to create an early
childhood hub. The initial planning grant of $50 000
has gone towards planning for the construction of the
hub. This is a great result and a significant allocation of
government funds and commitment to the civic precinct
where these services will be located.
The civic precinct is at the heart of Doncaster Hill. This
is another investment in the community which will
provide a one-stop shop, a community services hub in
Manningham. It shows what can be achieved when
local government and state government work together
and when they plan for growth. It is a great example of
Melbourne 2030 delivering for the community and
providing community services in the local communities
where they are most needed. I congratulate
Manningham City Council and the state government for
this terrific outcome.

SecondBite
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I would
like to praise two charities within my electorate. One is
called SecondBite, which collects nutritious surplus
food and distributes it, in its raw state, to a variety of
agencies and people in need. I would like to praise the
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Prahran Market retailers for their support of SecondBite
in its endeavour to provide food to welfare agencies
throughout Melbourne and for those in need. The
Prahran Market retailers donate over 700 kilograms of
fruit and vegetables each week to people in our
community and throughout Melbourne who are going
hungry. The Prahran Market retailers are doing our
community proud and pooling together to help those in
need. I praise their efforts and encourage them, and all
the other food outlets involved, to continue
endeavouring to ensure people do not go hungry.
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completion of the Koonwarra–Foster section, and last
year a further $399 460 for the bridge. When the trail is
finished — and it is nearly there — locals and visitors
to South Gippsland will be able to access a
46.5 kilometre track for walking, cycling and horse
riding. The opening of the Pumphouse pedestrian
bridge over the Tarwin was a great event, and I
congratulate the communities of South Gippsland and
the Victorian government on a magnificent
achievement.

Marysville Primary School: maintenance
Off Your Back
Mrs COOTE — The other group I want to
recognise is Off Your Back, and I praise the efforts of
the organisers of this wonderful project in association
with the Salvation Army. They give coats to people
who are going to be cold throughout the winter. I
particularly praise Andie Dynon, who collects coats at
her art gallery in Bay Street, Port Melbourne. Andie
says, ‘The kids have woken up to find the whole front
porch covered with coats and they scream like it is
Christmas. Imagine if everyone got their excess coats
out to the homeless!’. I encourage everyone in this
chamber to donate their excess coats. You can give
them to me, and I will distribute them to Off Your
Back.

Great Southern rail trail: Meeniyan bridge
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — It was an
honour to join members of the South Gippsland
community in Meeniyan to open the Pumphouse
pedestrian bridge over the Tarwin River — the latest
stage of the Great Southern rail trail. The bridge and rail
trail is truly a work of many hands, and I congratulate
Eric Cumming and members of the Great Southern Rail
Trail Committee of Management; the Friends of the
Great Southern Rail Trail; the South Gippsland Shire
Council; the Leongatha, Meeniyan and Foster chambers
of commerce; members of the local cycling, walking,
equestrian and service clubs, school children and their
families; Trevor Hulls and the people at Hulls
Engineering Australia; and John McKay, who designed
the bridge. The Great Southern Railway served local
people and industry for exactly 100 years — between
1892 and 1992. The railway then brought people
together, just as the development of the rail trail brings
people together now.
The South Gippsland Shire Council provided $214 731
and the Great Southern rail trail committee of
management contributed a phenomenal $234 030. The
Victorian Labor government has contributed around
$1 million — $600 000 in 2001 for the construction and

Mrs PETROVICH (Northern Victoria) — I would
like to draw attention to the state of Marysville Primary
School, which I had the pleasure of visiting last week.
This school, which is more than 100 years old, has
major maintenance problems.
Over the last decade during which this Labor
government has been in power, it has allowed that
school to run down to its very bones. For example,
there is a plague of white ants in some areas between
classrooms, plaster is falling off the walls, there is a
leaking ceiling in the toilet block and the urinal flushes
away precious litres of water at the push of a button.
Yet this stingy government has done nothing to help fix
these problems.
Needless to say, these health threats have the school
community gravely concerned about the health and
wellbeing of its students. This is a far cry from the
Premier’s claim that education remains the
government’s no. 1 priority and that the government is
rebuilding every school in every community across
Victoria — another empty promise!
With the federal government hastily withdrawing
successful programs like the Investing in Our Schools
program and federal water grants for schools, this
school and others like it have no resources to fall back
on. It is yet another example of how this government is
neglecting country Victoria. A mere $6000 would fix
the immediate problem of the leaking toilet block.
Given that this government, in its recent budget,
boasted about the amount of money it is spending on
education, you would think it could provide a measly
$6000 to assist with the necessary upgrades to the toilet
area and secure the safety and wellbeing of the students.
I hope the Treasurer and education minister and the
lower house member for that area can assist Marysville
in — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.
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Tom Jobling
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I would like
to acknowledge the service to the community of a fine
citizen. For the past two-and-a-half years Tom Jobling
has been the president of the RSL Ballarat sub-branch.
With Tom’s decision to stand down it is timely to
reflect on his leadership. During this period the Ballarat
RSL made some difficult decisions. Tom worked hard
to make changes to both the Anzac Day and
Remembrance Day services. Tom’s hard work and
dedication is reflected in the ever-increasing visitor
numbers at events like the Anzac Day dawn service.
During his period as president Tom frequently visited
schools and met with community groups. His work in
helping future generations understand the sacrifice of
our fallen service personnel and why we remember
them will be an important part of his legacy. Tom
leaves the Ballarat RSL in great shape. It has been a
pleasure to work with him in his time as president and
to get to know a true gentlemen. On behalf of the
community, I would like to say to Tom Jobling, ‘Thank
you’.

Rail: Warrnambool steam train
Mr VOGELS (Western Victoria) — Historic
journeys to Warrnambool by steam trains are on the
backburner, according to an article in the Warrnambool
Standard of 16 June by Glenn Bernoth:
Carriage loads of cashed-up rail buffs will not reach
Warrnambool anymore with track changes at Colac forcing
an end to the nostalgic return diesel train trips from
Melbourne.
…
… the steam train can no longer reach Warrnambool and
return to Melbourne in a single day due to clashes with
V/Line’s passenger services.
The quandary follows the state government’s decision to
close a rail siding (passing area) at Colac.

The decision will cost tens of thousands of dollars in
lost tourism trade for south-western Victoria. Heritage
steam trains are very popular, especially with parents
who take their children to Warrnambool to see the
whales. Even events like Fun4Kids and Warrnambool’s
famous racing carnival can be made more attractive by
arriving on a steam train.
According to the report in the Standard, V/Line closed
the siding, citing costs associated with signalling
upgrades. Having travelled to Melbourne and back on
numerous occasions by rail I know that it is very
important to have the option for a train — either a
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steam train, a passenger train or a freight train — to pull
into a siding to allow another to pass. I call on the
transport minister in the other place to intervene in this
issue, to ensure that the necessary works are done to
keep the siding open.

Australian Labor Party: Kororoit candidate
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I wish
to add my voice to the many well-wishers who have
congratulated former mayor of the City of Darebin,
Marlene Kairouz, on her successful ALP preselection
for the seat of Kororoit. Marlene is well-known as a
conscientious hard worker for the people she
represented during nearly 10 years of active
involvement in local government. I know she will be a
terrific MP for the constituents of Kororoit.

Yarra: Fitzroy parkland
Mr ELASMAR — On another matter, the Minister
for Housing in the other place has given the people of
Fitzroy a park, which generations of city of Yarra
residents will be able to enjoy. He has rezoned the
Condell Street park, which is currently owned by the
Crown, from residential to public open space. The City
of Yarra will now be able to purchase the rezoned land
so the residents and their families can enjoy one of the
few open spaces in Fitzroy.

Bill Kelty
Mr ELASMAR — On another matter, well-known
trade unionist Bill Kelty was made a Companion of the
Order of Australia in the Queen’s Birthday honours list
for his work in establishing a universal superannuation
system for all Australians. Bill Kelty, a former secretary
of the Australian Council of Trade Unions, is the man
who drove the agenda for universal superannuation for
all Australians; a man of stature who worked alongside
Australian icons like former Prime Minister Bob
Hawke and current federal ministers Simon Crean and
Martin Ferguson. I congratulate Mr Kelty for a
well-deserved Queen’s Birthday honour.

Ambulance services: Whittlesea station
Mr ELASMAR — On another matter, work has
already begun on the new Whittlesea ambulance station
in Millennium Drive. Currently Whittlesea is covered
by a team based at the Epping station, which attends
about 190 cases a month. The $3.5 million
much-needed station — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Unfortunately the
member’s time has expired.
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Eltham College of Education: Melbourne City
School
Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) —
Everyone likes to hear about innovation and market
leadership. A fine example of a market leader in
education is the Eltham College of Education. Last
Monday Dr David Warner, the school’s principal,
launched the Melbourne City School. It seems that
Eltham will usher in a new era of learning for the
21st century.
Commencing in 2009 the new campus will initially
take enrolments from prep to year 4, and will
complement Eltham’s existing main campus in
Research, in the highly popular year 9 campus on
Flinders Lane.
The Melbourne City School will provide care and
tuition to students from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. across
52 weeks of the year, with each student having their
own learning adviser. Strategic partnerships have been
forged with the University of Melbourne’s early
learning centres and Kids on Collins. Eltham college
states that its mission is to release and enhance the
talents of individuals, and by all accounts the new
Melbourne City School should be well positioned to
deliver on such goals.
It will be an exciting new way to cover the education
syllabus and provide learning and development for
young people. The Melbourne City School will provide
parents with educational flexibility that is needed in the
21st century, and create more choice for families when
making decisions about how best to educate their
children. The entire Eltham College of Education and
its community is to be commended for its innovation
and commitment to 21st century education services.

POLICE INTEGRITY BILL
Committed.
Committee
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
committee has been asked to consider amendments and
to invite some discussion on the Police Integrity Bill
2008 — a bill for an act to re-establish the Office of
Police Integrity, to set out the functions of the office
and of the director, police integrity; to amend the Police
Regulation Act 1958 and other acts and for other
purposes.
I understand there are some members who wish to
make some comments as we proceed through the bill. I
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indicate that clause 1, of course, talks about the basic
principles of the bill, and I am prepared to entertain
some discussion in respect of that clause; but if there
are specific matters I would prefer that they were
directed at the clause that relates to those matters as we
proceed.
Clause 1
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
would like to confirm with you that I have several
amendments to put to the committee, but also I want to
make comments on or ask the minister questions about
quite a number of other clauses to which I do not
necessarily have amendments.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Does
Ms Pennicuik have some further remarks on clause 1
that she would like to put forward?
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Just
one general question for the minister: can the minister
assure the house that the principles of natural justice in
respect of witnesses before the Office of Police
Integrity have not been diminished by this bill?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that they have not been diminished by this
bill.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I will
probably ask the minister that question again with
respect to certain questions.
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I am excited to
have the opportunity to deal with some matters on this
clause, and just for the guidance of the minister, the
matters which I am raising now he may choose to
dispose of at clause 1, which may well satisfy my
inquiry. Ultimately we will need to progressively deal
with matters on a clause-by-clause basis.
I therefore refer the minister to the second-reading
speech on the introduction of the bill, and in particular I
quote this section:
In addition to replicating the relevant parts of the Police
Regulation Act 1958, the bill makes some improvements to
these existing provisions, such as providing clearer, more
detailed provisions outlining the obligations of the director
and witnesses during the examination of witnesses. No
changes, however, are being made to the jurisdiction of the
director.

I am picking up the point that Ms Pennicuik raised in
relation to natural justice for witnesses, and I note that
the report of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee on this bill, which was tabled on 10 June,
said in part:
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The committee refers to Parliament for its consideration the
questions of:
whether or not clause 69(3), by permitting the use of
information derived from compelled questioning in a
prosecution of the person questioned, limits such
people’s charter right to a fair hearing.
and if so, whether or not clause 69(3) is a reasonable
limit on that right according to the test set out in charter
section 7(2).

Having given that preamble, I have concerns which I
will flag in relation to clauses 54, 62 and 69. I just
wanted at this point to say that the minister may well
satisfy my concern. On the face of it, it seems that what
are accepted as the common-law rights to natural
justice with respect to witnesses and prospective
victims, I guess, of the processes that are set out in the
Police Integrity Bill may indeed be abrogated simply by
the provisions of these clauses. What I am interested to
know is whether the Parliament is, in effect, enacting
new law or, as has been set out in the second-reading
speech, in relation to those matters that I have just
raised, remaking them in a different form?
In other words, this bill is a bill to create a stand-alone
act to deal with matters relating to police integrity. That
is something which I think the chamber has expressed a
view about during the second-reading debate, and I do
not want to go into that.
What I am concerned to know is whether the provisions
that are referred to in clauses 54, 62 and 69 are
translations from provisions in the existing law into the
new act, or further draconian restrictions on rights.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that the explanatory memorandum remarks
that these are re-enactments, but if the member wants
more specific details I am happy to provide those to
him as we go through the clauses for a bit more clarity.
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I will take my
lead from the minister. We will drill into this in some
detail.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I will
just make the comment that I hear what the minister is
saying: it is re-enactments from the Police Regulation
Act, but I understand that the Police Regulation Act
came into being before the human rights charter, and so
this bill is now being measured against that. I am just
making the comment that when you do that some of
these issues that Mr Davis and I just alluded to do come
to the fore, but I will raise them again in terms of other
specific clauses.
Clause agreed to; clause 2 agreed to.
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Clause 3
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order!
Ms Pennicuik has a suggested amendment, her
suggested amendment 1, which in my view is a test for
her suggested amendments 2 to 6. I would therefore
invite Ms Pennicuik to formally move her suggested
amendment 1 and she may of course foreshadow the
related suggested amendments 2 to 6 and their impact
in regard to the legislation.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that they make the
following amendment:
1.

Clause 3, page 6, after line 18 insert—
“Parliamentary Committee means the Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee under the Parliamentary
Committees Act 2003;”.

This is an amendment to clause 3, which basically
inserts into the definitions that a parliamentary
committee as referred to further in my amendment
refers to or means the Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee under the Parliamentary Committees Act
2003.
My second suggested amendment is the major
amendment which would insert into clause 9 that the
parliamentary committee — that is, the Drugs and
Crime Prevention Committee — on behalf of the
Parliament, has the principal responsibility for ensuring
the independence and accountability of the director and
the Office of Police Integrity.
My apologies, Chair; I should have said that it be a
suggestion to the Legislative Assembly that it make
certain amendments to the bill. This amendment had
previously been circulated by me in the second-reading
debate, but I have since been advised by parliamentary
counsel and the clerks that, because it would have
resource implications for the Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee, it be a suggested amendment to
the Assembly.
During the second-reading debate I did point out that
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee in its
report on independent officers of the Parliament
recommended that independent officers of the
Parliament report to a joint standing committee of the
Parliament. The Greens propose to move this
amendment that the director, police integrity, who
under this bill is defined as an independent officer of
the Parliament, be overseen by this particular
committee.
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The functions of the Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee are, if so required or permitted, to inquire
into, consider and report to the Parliament on any
proposal, matter or thing concerned with the use of
drugs, including the manufacture, supply and
distribution of drugs, the level or causes of crime or
violent behaviour, and also to report to Parliament on
any annual report or other document relevant to its
functions and which had been laid before either house
of Parliament. Under this bill the director, police
integrity reports to the Parliament. The provisions that
are in my amendment mirror the provisions by which
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee has the
responsibility for ensuring the independence and the
accountability of the Auditor-General. So it is exactly
the same provision with regard to the director, police
integrity as to an independent officer of the Parliament.
I remind the committee that some of the issues raised
by members in the second-reading debate were further
examined and amplified during the public hearing on
this bill held by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee and through submissions made to that
inquiry. One of those was the lack of oversight of the
Office of Police Integrity. I note that both Liberty
Victoria and the Police Association made submissions
that this office and the director, police integrity should
be overseen by a parliamentary committee. Also I draw
the committee’s attention to a similar body, the Police
Integrity Commission in New South Wales, which is
overseen by a similar mechanism. That is what we are
trying to put in place here, because otherwise we will
have an Office of Police Integrity that is not
accountable to a parliamentary committee.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I take the
opportunity to elaborate on the point that Ms Pennicuik
made that the amendments we are dealing with now are
suggestions to the Legislative Assembly. They are
framed in that context because it is the view of the
clerks and of the government that they could possibly
have financial implications going forward, and this
house is therefore in a position of needing to suggest
those amendments rather than to pass them as
amendments to the legislation before it goes back to the
Assembly. Ms Pennicuik has clarified that and I would
just explain that to the house as well. Are there further
speakers on the amendments?
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
have a question for the minister. Given that there is a
similar mechanism for oversight of the Police Integrity
Commission in New South Wales, why did the
government not consider this particular oversight and
also consider the matter in light of the report of the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee?
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Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that the Office of Police Integrity already
has effective oversight mechanisms in place. Over the
first three years of operation, the OPI has been
accountable to the special investigations monitor (SIM),
the Ombudsman and the Parliament. The suggested
amendment, whilst it does not affect existing
mechanisms, adds another level of oversight that may
have unintended consequences. I am also advised it
does not include appropriate safeguards to protect
ongoing investigations of the OPI.
The committee would be an additional level of scrutiny
of the OPI, in addition to the SIM, and the DPI’s
current reports to the Parliament. The SIM is
empowered to investigate complaints about the OPI’s
use of coercive powers. The director must give detailed
reports to the SIM on any use of coercive questioning
powers within strict time frames. The SIM’s specialist
expertise in police integrity issues and its significant
investigatory powers mean it is better able to oversee
the activities of the OPI than a parliamentary
committee.
The SIM will continue to report to Parliament on an
annual basis and make additional reports to Parliament.
In addition, Parliament is already well informed of the
activities of the OPI. Since November 2004 the director
has made 12 reports to the Parliament on various
matters in addition to his annual reporting obligations.
I am advised that last year alone the director tabled five
reports to the Parliament in addition to the annual
report. In his detailed report to the Parliament on the
operation of the OPI the SIM made no recommendation
that the OPI be subject to further oversight by a
parliamentary committee. Currently reports to the
Parliament by the SIM and the director must not
contain any information that identifies or is likely to
identify a person who the director has examined or the
nature of any ongoing investigation by the OPI,
Victoria Police or members of the police force.
The effect of this amendment is that it would enable the
Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee — ‘the
committee’ — to call persons to give evidence and
request documents or other things. Without appropriate
protections included in any amendment, evidence and
reports to the Parliament are likely to include
information that may compromise the integrity of the
OPI investigation.
The amendment merely provides a function to a
parliamentary committee — and this is particularly
important — without the appropriate safeguards that are
in place in New South Wales and for the Australian
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Crime Commission. I am advised that the New South
Wales Police Integrity Act 1996 makes clear that the
New South Wales parliamentary committee cannot
investigate or reconsider findings, recommendations,
determinations or other decisions about particular
complaints or investigations. These checks on the New
South Wales committee’s power are important to
preserve the integrity of the Police Integrity
Commission and are lacking in the Greens amendment
provided to the house today.

Mr DALLA-RIVA — Mr Davis is correct — the
Attorney-General has been silent on it. It makes it
difficult for us that on the one hand there is an
amendment which substantially would be vetoed by the
government in the other chamber; and it makes it
difficult, given some of the issues that the minister has
just raised, although hypocritically the minister raises
those concerns against the backwash of the New South
Wales model, which actually does have an ICAC,
which is the very issue that we have been calling for.

The amendment says that the minister or the
parliamentary committee can make a request to the
director that the OPI conduct an investigation, but the
director has complete discretion in deciding whether or
not to investigate the matter.

Whilst we understand the sentiment by Ms Pennicuik, it
is difficult for us on this side to support the amendment.
We understand the sentiment; we understand the
principle that is trying to be underplayed. The only way
we are going to resolve this is by having an
independent broadbased commission, and that is
essentially where the Liberal Party will stand in relation
to these amendments.

The amendment is not likely to change the current
situation. Any person currently can write to the director
and request that the OPI conduct an investigation. The
director may treat the letter as a written complaint or
initiate an own-motion investigation. I would like to
point out that the New South Wales legislation does not
include an equivalent proposition. That is very
important, and I will say that again: any person can
write to the director and request that the OPI conduct an
investigation. The New South Wales legislation does
not include an equivalent provision.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — The
opposition has concerns about what the minister has
just espoused, referencing the New South Wales
Parliament, where in fact, for the minister’s own
knowledge, there is an ICAC (Independent
Commission Against Corruption) in operation. That is a
separate body that operates external to the SIM and
others up there. Western Australia has the Crime and
Corruption Commission and, whilst I understand the
sentiments put forward by Ms Pennicuik in the
suggested amendment — and it is a suggested
amendment because of the financial considerations
attached thereto — it does not go far enough in the
view that we share.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
Mr Dalla-Riva makes his point, but can I reinforce that
I am talking to the clause here and not a significant
different policy position or another piece of legislation.
Whilst we are talking about amendments, I have
relayed the detail of why those amendments are not
only not necessary but the impact they might have on
the operation that currently exists. Mr Dalla-Riva puts a
significantly different proposition on the table today,
and that is no doubt an ongoing issue for the opposition
to promote as a policy position if it believes it wants to
see that, but I do not believe that is specifically relevant
to the level of detail I have provided today in relation to
those specific clauses and the amendments proposed to
them.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I take it
that Mr Dalla-Riva was in fact putting a framework, if
you like, for the opposition’s voting on the amendments
and on the legislation going forward. I think that was
the context of his remarks.

Whilst we understand the sentiment, and we need to go
back to the motion that was brought forward in this
chamber only recently where Ms Pennicuik, on behalf
of the Greens, moved for a referral that would lead to
an independent or similarly independent broadbased
anticorruption commission review by the Law Reform
Commission, needless to say we have heard nothing
from anyone in the government in relation to where that
proposal has moved forward.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
would like to refer to the minister’s answer to my
question. There is nothing in my amendment that would
have that parliamentary committee conducting
investigations. Even though it does not mention it, it
uses the same wording that is used to link the
Auditor-General with the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee. As far as I know, that committee
does not conduct investigations into the work of the
Auditor-General. It is more benign than that.

Mr D. Davis — The Attorney-General has been
silent.

In New South Wales there is a parliamentary
committee and a parliamentary inspector, similar to the
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Victorian special investigations monitor, which
oversees the Police Integrity Commission, so the
proposed model does not depart from the existing
model in New South Wales. If Victoria does not follow
a similar model, then in effect we will have an Office of
Police Integrity which has draconian powers and a
special investigations monitor which has a certain role,
but not a full role, in overseeing that office. In the
minister’s response I have not heard any logical
objection to my suggested amendment. I repeat: a
report of the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
recommended that any independent officer created by
an act of Parliament — and this bill creates an
independent officer — should be linked to a joint
standing committee, and my suggested amendment
proposes to do exactly that.
With respect to what Mr Dalla-Riva and the opposition
were saying, the Greens do support the creation of an
independent commission against corruption (ICAC),
but the situation in New South Wales is that that state
has an ICAC as well as a Police Integrity Commission.
In Victoria we are trying to oversight our Office of
Police Integrity with an appropriate body, similar to the
arrangement which exists in New South Wales. I do not
believe the answers the minister has given contain any
arguments against this amendment. I commend my
amendments.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
understand the member’s position on these matters,
which is obvious because she is proposing to make
these amendments to the bill. I interpret her term
‘benign’ as being vague and non-specific, and where
legislation is not specific or does not define clearly
what it is that is being sought to be implemented, the
vagueness or lack of clarity is often an impediment to
its operation or creates difficulty. I have already
highlighted the difficulties in relation to the way in
which investigations by the respective authorities are
being conducted and what that committee may or may
not seek to have before it. As I mentioned, we cannot
support vagueness or a lack of specific measures, so we
cannot support Ms Pennicuik’s amendment.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — If I
am to follow the minister’s argument, am I to infer that
the wording that links the Auditor-General to the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee is somehow
deficient?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am not here to play games with Ms Pennicuik. There is
no doubt that there are significant differences in the
sorts of investigations that the Auditor-General
conducts and the investigations of organisations we are
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talking about here. The information before the
Auditor-General may not necessarily have secrecy
provisions related to it, but these organisations might
have in order to continue to conduct their operations
and ensure that those operations are not tarnished or in
any way hijacked or affected. The Auditor-General
does not conduct investigations in secret; there are often
reports at the end of the process. I would say to
Ms Pennicuik that to compare this with that of the
Auditor-General shows a lack of understanding of the
way in which these organisations work. They often
need to conduct their operations in secrecy to a point at
which they can publish their reports or conduct the
necessary prosecutions, or whatever it might be in
relation to those matters, as opposed to the
Auditor-General, whose reports are often presented at
the end of set circumstances or investigations, but they
are not necessarily conducted under any significant
secrecy provisions that might impact their operation.
I have recently had a report provided to me by the
Auditor-General in relation to the performance of local
government in the planning system. Whether that was
reported during the process or after the process was
probably never going to affect the extent of the report
or the impact of the report. What we are talking about
here in relation to the Office of Police Integrity and the
special investigations monitor is significantly different,
because they might have ongoing investigations where
they need those investigations not to be interfered with
in any way until the operation is completed. There is a
significant difference between the proposition put by
Ms Pennicuik and the operation of these two different
organisations and their respective heads.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
director, police integrity, is an independent officer of
the Parliament, this bill will re-establish the Office of
Police Integrity under a new act and the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC) has
recommended that independent officers of the
Parliament should be linked to a joint standing
committee. That is the rationale for this amendment, as
well as the other reasons I have given and the reasons
that have been given by people in submissions to the
public inquiry held by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee that there was not enough
oversight of the Office of Police Integrity. It is
disingenuous to run an argument about what it is that
the Auditor-General, the Ombudsman, the director,
police integrity, or the electoral commissioner do; they
are all independent officers of the Parliament and all
have different roles. The point is that each of them
should be linked to a joint parliamentary committee,
which is the recommendation of the PAEC.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I do not
want to unnecessarily truncate or curtail debate on these
matters. I am of the opinion that Ms Pennicuik’s points
are well made, but I do not think the minister finds her
argument persuasive. I am not sure that we are going to
get much further in terms of going backwards and
forwards on this particular clause. If the minister or
Ms Pennicuik have no concluding remarks, I propose to
put Ms Pennicuik’s suggested amendment 1 to the test.
As I have indicated, I believe it is also a test for her
suggested amendments 2 to 6. The question is:
That the suggested amendment be agreed to.

Committee divided on suggested amendment:
Ayes, 4
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms

Kavanagh, Mr (Teller)
Pennicuik, Ms

Noes, 36
Atkinson, Mr
Broad, Ms
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr

Lovell, Ms
Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms (Teller)
O’Donohue, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr (Teller)
Tee, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thornley, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Suggested amendment negatived.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Suggested
amendments 2 to 6 will fail because they depended on
amendment 1 being carried. For the sake of the
committee, could I ask Ms Pennicuik whether she
proposes to call for a division on the question ‘that
clause 3 stand part of the bill’?
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — No.
Clause agreed to; clauses 4 to 23 agreed to.
Clause 24
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — It has
been raised in submissions to the public inquiry of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee regarding
clause 24, the disclosure information, which is basically
derivative information, that the disclosure of
information that is given under coercive powers to the
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Office of Police Integrity — the disclosure of that
information to the chief commissioner and a whole
range of other authorities — is somewhat draconian. It
is allowing evidence that otherwise would not be able
to be used against a defendant to be used against the
defendant in a subsequent hearing or proceeding, and
that is an infringement of natural justice. Can the
minister explain how it is not an infringement on
natural justice?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised it is not, in a technical sense. I am happy to
go into more technical detail if the member wants me
to, but it is going to take me a few moments to get the
specific technicalities of that. Ms Pennicuik has to bear
in mind that, if she wants highly technical legal answers
in relation to these matters, it is going to take me a little
time. Otherwise I can seek to provide that to her in
writing.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! My view
would also be that this is a fairly important point and
that in fact the courts look to the proceedings of
Parliament when they are assessing their positions on
matters that come before them. This is a very pertinent
point that has been raised. I think it ought to be clarified
in this debate.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am happy to do that; however, having had experience in
committee stages before, I know that sometimes a
committee of the whole can become impatient if the
minister does not return to the table, having been
briefed, in sufficient time. I seek the indulgence of the
chamber and the Chair to allow sufficient time for me
to get the technical advice from the legal advisers in the
box and come to the member with that advice and do
justice not only to her request but also to the
interpretation that might be made in the courts in
relation to this matter.
I am advised that this information cannot be used in
criminal proceedings unless, I understand, it is
perjury, but I am advised that it becomes informative to
those conducting investigations where it might assist
them in their investigations.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
think that is a point that has been raised by submitters
about that issue, which is that information derived from
the questioning can be put to the Chief Commissioner
of Police or the others listed in clause 24(2) and (3), and
that that information can be used to find other evidence
— which if not for the information would not have
been found — to be used against a person and which
could be used in a criminal proceeding. Is that correct?
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(1) For the purposes of an investigation into a complaint
concerning a possible breach of discipline …

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that the information that might be obtained
cannot be used in a prosecution, but if it leads to other
legitimate information that can be used in a
prosecution, it would be.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Can I just
clarify the minister’s answer to the extent that what he
is saying is that the specific information cannot be used
as the basis for prosecution, but it might well allow
further investigations to be pursued given that
knowledge?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
Yes, I understand that is the case.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Part
of the nub of the concern is that someone is put in a
position of having coercive powers used against them
where they must answer a question, and that could lead
to self-incrimination. The issue is to ensure that this
provision — and I am not convinced by anything I have
heard so far — does not diminish natural justice for the
person in that position.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
think I have made my point. The process of this
committee is not to argue or labour the point, but for me
to provide Ms Pennicuik with as much information as I
can, given the circumstances and the information
provided by the advisers that I have alongside me and
my understanding of that advice. I do not want to
labour the point, but all I would be doing — and it has
happened before — would be going back and forth
arguing the point. My understanding is that the
committee process is not about arguing the point, but if
members have a proposition that they believe is
different from the government’s, they make the point; I
make the point of either defending it or acknowledging
their proposition, and if they feel strongly about it they
can move an amendment. I do not wish to prolong the
argument around the specific clause unless a member
seeks additional information on the clause that I might
be able to provide to them. If they are just trying to
make the point that I am wrong, we can put that to a
vote.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Can I also
clarify that there is no amendment proposed to this
clause. I will try to provide the guidance as to how far
we are going backwards and forwards and when I think
we have reached an impasse.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — We
know whom we would believe. Clause 47(1) of the
Police Integrity Bill states:
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Note
Failure to comply with a direction is a breach of
discipline …
(2) Any information, document or answer given in
accordance with a direction is not admissible in
evidence —

and what we have been talking about
—
before any court or person acting judicially, except —

and this is the important point —
in proceedings for …
(b) a breach of discipline …

I am trying to get clarity, because the amendment
proposed by Ms Pennicuik is for a direction under
subclause (1), which I have just outlined, which relates
to a possible breach of discipline.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Can I just
clarify: is Mr Dalla-Riva talking in respect of
clause 47?
Mr DALLA-RIVA — Clause 47; are we talking
about that?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! We are still
on clause 24.
Clause agreed to; clauses 25 to 27 agreed to.
Clause 28
Mr KAVANAGH (Western Victoria) —
Clause 28(1) requires the director to make an annual
report to Parliament and clause 28(2) allows the
director to make a report to Parliament at any time.
Why was it not made mandatory for the director to
report to Parliament — at the request of the SIM
(special investigations monitor) or a house of
Parliament, for example?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that that is in order to maintain
independence.
Mr KAVANAGH (Western Victoria) — Could the
director not retain his independence even while being
made to report on controversial issues to the
Parliament?
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Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that the current law states that the director
has to report annually anyway, but above and beyond
that it is up to the director to report as he sees fit.

of the bill, I just want some clarity from the minister.
The clause reads, in part:

Clause agreed to; clauses 29 to 46 agreed to.

I want to know what that means. What is ‘a possible
breach of discipline’? A note at the end of that clause
says:

Clause 47
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Before I
invite Mr Dalla-Riva to make a reprise I will ask
Ms Pennicuik to formally move her amendment 1 and
make remarks about that.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Is
this also amendment 1? I am confused by ‘suggested
amendments’. I move:
1.

Clause 47, page 41, after line 11 insert —
“( ) Before the Director gives a direction under
subsection (1), the Director must inform the
member of the effect of subsection (2).”.

This is an amendment to clause 47 of the bill. It simply
means that before the director gives a direction under
subsection (1), the director must inform the member of
the effect of subsection (2). That is basically to say that
the director must inform the witness who is a member
of Victoria Police of the provisions of subsection (2),
which are the limitations to which the information
given can be used.
This amendment was recommended by the privacy
commissioner in her submission to the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee. That is why I have taken
up her suggestion and seek to have it inserted into the
bill. It is also because a similar provision exists
elsewhere in the bill. If the Chair will forgive me, I
could not find which clause it was, but it exists
elsewhere in the bill with respect to other witnesses
before the OPI who are not members of Victoria Police.
It is basically inserting a provision that gives the right to
information to witnesses who are members of Victoria
Police that applies to any other witness before the
Office of Police Integrity.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
Let us remember that these are police officers who are
well aware of their rights under the legislation. They are
not necessarily people off the street, they are police
officers who spend a significant amount of time being
acquainted with the law and would, no doubt, be aware
of their rights under the act.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — I will
refer to my previous speech. Getting back to clause 47

For the purposes of an investigation into a complaint
concerning a possible breach of discipline …

Failure to comply with a direction is a breach of discipline …

Does that mean a direction by, for example, a sergeant
to a constable to do a certain thing which the constable
does not believe is appropriate is a breach of discipline?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
Unless Mr Dalla-Riva has a specific example of what
he believes might be a breach of discipline, his question
is a bit hypothetical, but I am happy to continue the
discussion.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
have to reflect back to my old days, when I was told to
do a certain thing but did not. I am referring to a
possible complaint concerning a breach of discipline, so
I will not go into specifics, but could it be a complaint
lodged by a member of the public?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
Could Mr Dalla-Riva ask that question again? I am not
quite sure about it.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) —
Clause 47 says:
For the purposes of an investigation into a complaint
concerning a possible breach of discipline …

I am trying to ascertain in respect of this particular
clause who can make that complaint.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that this would be within the Police
Regulation Act but it is expected that anybody could
really make that accusation.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — So
we could have the situation where the police interview
an offender for a serious offence — for example,
rape — and that offender would be afforded all the
rights in the world to make no comment in the
interview, yet be able to make a complaint about a
possible breach of discipline. For example, he could say
he was not provided with adequate lighting in the
interview room or something of that nature. Is the
minister saying now that an offender or a person like
that would have more rights than the police who are
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charged with investigating that complaint under the
provisions of clause 47(2)?

than a timed exemption — an exemption with a time
limit.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
want to try to provide some clarity. Anybody can make
a complaint, but it is up to the director to determine
how that complaint is dealt with and what the
legitimacy of that complaint is. I suppose it is up to the
director to determine the context as well.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
For clarity, does Ms Pennicuik mean a time limit in
relation to the bill or in relation to any specific request
for information?

Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — Just
for clarity on the clause, I guess I am seeking some
direction: where a complaint is made about a possible
breach of discipline, where does it say that the director
has that discretion in respect of his investigation into
the possible breach of discipline?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised it is clause 40.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) —
Thank you; that affords some clarity. I will conclude by
referring to the amendments proposed by
Ms Pennicuik. I agree on some level that the issue of
natural justice is a concern in respect of this clause, but
on the clause that is proposed, I agree with the minister
that members of Victoria Police and hopefully
members of Parliament have a deeper understanding of
their rights. For those reasons we will not be supporting
the amendment to clause 47 as proposed by
Ms Pennicuik in her amendment 1.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — The
provision says:
The Freedom of Information Act 1980 does not apply to a
document that is in the possession of a relevant person or
body to the extent —

and it goes on. There is no time limit to that.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
When Ms Pennicuik says ‘time limit’, is she referring
to the response or to the release?
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — A
time limit to the exemption.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — It
is a blanket exemption, so I am trying to work out what
the issue with the time limit is. Is it a time limit in
relation to somebody saying you cannot have the
information — —
Mrs Peulich — It is an ultimate check on secrecy.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I understand the point,
but I am trying to seek clarity about the specific
question.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I put
this amendment to the house because despite the
government asserting that this bill does not infringe on
human rights, including the right to privacy, I believe it
does in many ways. It is significant that in the public
inquiry conducted by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee the privacy commissioner took
it upon herself to make a submission and unlike most
other submitters actually proposed amendments to the
bill that in her view would protect privacy. That is why
I have taken them up, and I commend my amendment
no. 1 to the house.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
thank Ms Pennicuik; now I am much clearer. It relates
to the long-term release as opposed to the immediate,
specific release of that information.

Amendment negatived; clause agreed to; clauses 48
to 50 agreed to.

Mrs Peulich — Does a 30-year secrecy provision
apply?

Clause 51

Hon. J. M. MADDEN — Yes. That is all I needed
to know, so I thank the member. I am advised it is
subject to other legislation, including the Freedom of
Information Act. I anticipate that there is the potential
for the release of that information, but I do not have that
specific information with me today, nor do we have the
information in the advisers box. I am happy to seek to

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — In the
submissions to the inquiry by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee regarding this bill, the question
was raised as to why there is no time limit on clause 51
with regard to exemptions from freedom of
information. It seems to be an infinite exemption rather

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
wondering whether it is the intention of the government
that no document or thing under this provision can ever
be obtained by freedom of information even in the year
2100?
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provide that in writing to Ms Pennicuik through normal
channels.
Clause agreed to; clauses 52 and 53 agreed to.
Clause 54
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I go back to
where I was at clause 1. Fortunately by batting my
question away the minister gave me the opportunity to
reread the explanatory memorandum. As I had thought,
there is no explanation in relation to the matter that the
minister suggested. I wanted to know initially whether
the provisions I referred to in particular — those in
clauses 54, 62 and 69; they are taken together with
other provisions, but I wanted to deal with those
particularly — simply replicate the relevant parts of the
Police Regulation Act in this bill, as was intimated in
the minister’s second-reading speech, or whether they
are new provisions that widen the scope and powers of
the Office of Police Integrity and the director, police
integrity, under the act. It is a fairly simple question; if
the minister does not know, perhaps he could get the
advisers to find out for him.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that the three provisions that the member
referred to are new and that they are based on the
special investigations monitor’s recommendations.
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I am somewhat
surprised to hear this. If they are new provisions, then
this significantly changes what are regarded as
fundamental rights of citizens in this state in respect of
what I would describe as an ordinary person’s
understanding of natural justice and certainly in relation
to procedural fairness and the accepted concept under
common law of the way we go about business. These
provisions clearly enable evidence to be taken by
coercion that can be used to identify ways in which a
case can be mounted against a police officer
irrespective of their desire to assist or not assist. I am
not making a case here that crooked coppers should be
protected in any way, but I do not see why the
government should be suggesting that police are less
entitled to natural justice than anybody else in the
community.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that this was based on the request of the
special investigations monitor that this be placed in the
legislation. I understand it is based on existing
legislation in the Major Crime (Investigative
Powers) Act.
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I thank the
minister. We are making progress, because that is what
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I am really trying to get to. The minister indicated
previously that this was a new provision in relation to
this act dealing with the Office of Police Integrity, but it
is not new law. In fact we already have established
precedent in this area. Does it apply to clauses 54, 62
and 69 respectively?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that the SIM (special investigations
monitor) recommended that clause 54 be included in
the act, and I am advised that clauses 62 and 69 were
also recommended to be included in the act, but, as I
mentioned before, they are based on existing
legislation. I understand that clause 54 is not within
existing legislation. That was requested by the SIM but
is not based on existing legislation. I understand that
clauses 62 and 69 were requested by the SIM and are
based on existing legislation.
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I thank the
minister for his answer. I have no further questions.
Mr KAVANAGH (Western Victoria) — Would not
the provisions in the clauses just referred to —
clauses 54, 62 and 69 — contravene prohibitions
against self-incrimination like those in the fifth
amendment in the constitution of the United States of
America?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
might quote some words from Julian Burnside in
relation to this matter, and I will give the reference in a
moment. I will read a paragraph because it is probably
worth highlighting some of those issues. Mr Burnside
said:
What this is, is a fairly usual qualification that accompanies
the abrogation of the privilege against self-incrimination …
Typically in legislation of this sort you see the privilege
against self-incrimination is abrogated but the information
which is compulsorily acquired cannot be used against you to
prove commission of an offence, except for a limited range of
what I call procedural offences — that is, telling lies during
the investigation in which you are forced to give evidence,
committing a contempt of the proceeding in which you are
forced to give evidence and so on. The one exception to that I
think would be clause 69(3)(b), so it could be used against the
person in proceedings for a breach of discipline.

Hopefully, that gives some clarity and a bit more
definition to that clause.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I think it is
important that the minister put on the record where that
quote comes from, and for the sake of the public record,
while many of us know Mr Burnside, explain who
Mr Burnside is.
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Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
understand the source is a letter sent by the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services to the chair of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee in relation
to the Police Integrity Bill 2008. Julian Burnside is a
Queen’s Counsel, and in that instance I believe he was
speaking on behalf of Liberty Victoria and the
Australian Centre for Human Rights Education. I
understand it was a joint submission, so that might be
of assistance.
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been required to give evidence. That includes, it would seem,
that they cannot tell members of their family. That is a
concern, especially it is a concern if the person, by virtue of
having to give evidence over a number of days, is absent from
their work or perhaps from their commitments at home in
circumstances where they are simply not allowed, as a matter
of law, to give any explanation for their absence.

Clause agreed to; clauses 55 to 57 agreed to.

I want to ask the minister whether it is the intention of
this bill that people so called to give evidence under
clause 58 are not allowed to tell anybody; are they not
allowed to explain where they are if they are missing
for days?

Clause 58

Debate interrupted.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:
2.

Clause 58, after line 18 insert —
“(ab) the privacy of a person; or”.

This is an amendment to clause 58. Subclause (2)
states:

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Whilst the
minister goes to collect an answer on that one, I
acknowledge Ms Rosemary Varty, a former member of
this place and parliamentary secretary to cabinet, as a
visitor in the gallery.
POLICEICo
NT
EGRI
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The Director must issue a confidentiality notice if satisfied
that failure to do so would reasonably be expected to
prejudice —
(a) the safety or reputation of a person …

I propose to insert the words:
“(ab) the privacy of a person; or”.

The clause then goes on to say:
(b) the fair trial of a person …
(c) the effectiveness of the investigation in relation to which
the summons was issued.

Once again I say to the committee that it is significant
that the privacy commissioner in her submission to the
public inquiry conducted by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee made the point that this
amendment should be made to clause 58 that the
director should be required to consider the impact that
failing to issue a confidentiality notice might reasonably
have upon an individual’s right to privacy.
I will quote Mr Burnside of Liberty Victoria. In
evidence to the committee regarding clause 58 — and I
quote because he certainly put it in a very good way —
he said:
Of course in the modern fashion when a witness is
summonsed to give evidence they go into a cone of silence
from which they can almost never emerge. They are not
allowed to reveal to anyone what they have been asked to
give evidence about, or I think even the fact that they have

Debate resumed.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
understand that in extreme circumstances exceptions
can be given, so individuals who may need to provide
clarity to either partners, family or maybe a doctor, or
through some mechanism like that can seek to be given
that entitlement.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
have two questions for the minister: why does it need to
be so extreme? What provisions allow for the
exceptions?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that clause 58(1)(b) provides that. So it is
not extreme; it is actually covered in that clause, I
understand.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I ask
the minister to be a bit more specific about his
explanation as to how there is an exception.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
think the last line of subclause (b) gives a bit more
clarity. It says:
… unless the person has a reasonable excuse.

I think that allows for someone on the basis of a
reasonable excuse to seek some of those entitlements.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I did
not hear what the minister said. Could he say it again?
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Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
think if you refer to the last line of that subclause,
where it says:
… unless the person has a reasonable excuse —

it allows a person to seek that entitlement, basically. I
understand that to be the case. I will just get some
advice on that.
I am also advised that the director has fairly broad
discretion in relation to these matters so you would
need to then seek that, on the basis of a reasonable
excuse, from the director.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Where is the broad discretion? Where is the provision
for that?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that clause 2 allows for the director to
consider a number of things. Those can be part of the
considerations that inform that discretion.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
not sure that I am convinced by that. My first question,
though, still has not been answered. That is: why is this
clause here preventing a person from disclosing that
they have been asked to give evidence or anything
about that evidence? It seems very severe. Why is that
the case, only qualified by a reasonable excuse?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
Without going into too much detail, I think in
appreciation of some of these matters, even the
possibility that someone were to indicate to a colleague
within a workplace that they had been summonsed
could really in a sense tip off something more
extensive. Word of mouth is a very powerful thing. I
note that Ms Pennicuik highlights the silence in this
matter, but that silence no doubt allows for the director
to continue an investigation without an individual who
may have been summonsed inadvertently tipping off
other parties, just by word of mouth, by notifying or
informing those people that they have been called
before the director.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
concerned because these types of severe provisions
have been introduced in antiterrorist-type laws. I think
the department even used that term when we were
asking about it in the briefing. I think that has caused a
lot of consternation in the community in terms of
human rights and civil liberties. I am just wondering
why this has to be so severe. I hear what the minister is
saying but I wonder why the provision could not be the
other way around — that a person is able to say where
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they are unless directed by the director for a particular
reason, so that it is not actually blanket severity only
limited by somebody’s reasonable excuse.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
Again, I think the fact that we have the legislation and
the specifics to the point at which we are seeking these
powers and these investigative powers really signifies
something that is profound in the sense of what the
investigation might cover, so whilst appreciating
Ms Pennicuik’s wanting to reverse the provision, I
think the significance of the investigation is really of a
profound nature anyway, and hence the confidentiality
provision has been framed in this manner rather than
the alternate manner that Ms Pennicuik has suggested.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Could the minister clarify that if a person were absent
from their home for a number of days, they could tell
their spouse, under clause 58(1)(b)?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
Again I refer to my previous answers. If someone was
seeking to disclose the reason why they were away
from where they might be, the director would have to
allow them that and they would have to, I understand,
seek from the director the ability to do that. And again,
as mentioned before, the director would have the
discretion to allow for that.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — This
is important, because a person may be giving evidence
over several days and their family may not know where
they are. It is difficult to imagine that that person would
not be able to tell their family where they are when the
family does not know and would be worrying about
where they are.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
My understanding is that in those exceptional
circumstances you can ask the DPI for the ability to
share the fact with particular individuals, and I would
expect that a person in that circumstance would have to
nominate the sorts of individuals they might be relaying
that information to. It is not saying it will or will not
happen; but it is saying that there is sufficient discretion
to allow for individuals to seek that and for that
discretion to be exercised.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — With
your indulgence, Chair, I would like to move on to
clause 59 — —
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — No.
Ms PENNICUIK — It relates to this, but I can wait.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I would
prefer that, for the sake of the procedure. If there is no
further discussion on clause 58, I will test the clause.
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It is a reasonable excuse for a person to disclose the existence
of the witness summons or the subject-matter … if —
(b) the person informs the person to whom the disclosure is
made that it is an offence …

Amendment negatived; clause agreed to.
Clause 59
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Clause 59(2)(b) it says that it is a reasonable excuse for
a person to disclose the existence of the summons if:
… the person informs the person to whom the disclosure is
made that it is an offence to disclose to anyone else the
existence of the summons or the subject-matter of the
investigation in relation to which it was issued unless the
person has a reasonable excuse.

Am I to read that as a bit of an out from clause 58, that
a person can disclose the existence of the summons so
long as they disclose that it is an offence to disclose it to
the person they disclose it to? Is that what that means?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
ask Ms Pennicuik to ask that question again.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Clause 59(2) says it is a reasonable excuse for a person
to disclose the existence of the summons or the subject
matter if the person informs the person to whom the
disclosure is made that it is an offence to disclose it.
Does that mean you can disclose it? If I were the
subject of the summons, could I disclose it to my
spouse so long as I told my spouse that it is an offence
to disclose it?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that the word ‘disclosure’ in that instance
means:
… is made for the purposes of —
(i)

seeking legal advice or legal aid in relation to the
summons or an offence against subsection (1); or

(ii) obtaining information in order to comply with the
summons; or
(iii) complying with, or disclosing information as permitted
by, this Act —

or in relation to a number of other acts —
the Police Regulation Act 1958 or the Whistleblowers
Protection Act 2001 …

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Yes,
but that is in clause 59(2)(a). If you pretend
paragraph (a) is not there, you could just read that
subclause (2) says:

Is that only referring to the parties in
subclause (2)(a) — because it does not say that — or is
it referring to any person and could that person be a
family member?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — It
is in relation to that first clause because the clause is
read as one clause, and they are subclauses of that
clause; so the entire clause should be read in relation to
that clause.
Clause agreed to; clauses 60 to 63 agreed to.
Clause 64
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Clause 64(7) says:
The Director may refuse to allow a witness to be represented
by a specified person or law practice in the interests of the
investigation to which the examination relates.

That provision has been raised in submissions as not
usual and an infringement of the rights of the witness to
be represented with their chosen legal representative.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
Was that a question or a statement? Where was the
question mark in that statement?
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — It
was in my inflexion. Is that correct? Are the
submissions correct, that that is an infringement on
their rights?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
My understanding is that it was a recommendation by
the SIM (Special Investigations Monitor) in order to
assist in their investigation.
Clause agreed to; clauses 65 to 68 agreed.
Clause 69
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) —
Clause 69 has probably been talked about in terms of
discussing clause 1 and other clauses in the bill, but it is
the clause that has exercised the minds of many
submitters in that it takes away the privilege against
self-incrimination. My question really is: how does
clause 69 not infringe upon the natural justice of
witnesses?
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Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
refer Ms Pennicuik to my previous quote which was
from Julian Burnside in relation to these sorts of
matters. I understand that in a sense it is not unusual to
have that qualification.

concern to me and to others in the community. I have
modelled this amendment on those provisions which
simply require the director, police integrity, to notify
the special investigations monitor of an authorisation of
defensive equipment so that it is on the record.

Clause agreed to; clauses 70 to 101 agreed to.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
understand the SIM (special investigations monitor)
already has extensive powers under clause 123 in
relation to the powers of entry and access, under
clause 122 where Office of Police Integrity staff must
assist the SIM, and under clause 124 where the SIM
can request information if it wants. If the SIM thought
that this was necessary it could request that information
on a regular basis in any particular manner or form.
Again, the SIM has in a sense the discretion to make
the request if it believes not on a case-by-case basis but
on a regular basis that it is warranted and if it seeks to
have that information consistently and regularly.

Clause 102
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:
3.

Clause 102, after line 32 insert—
“( ) The Director must give a written report to the
Special Investigations Monitor within 3 days after
the making of an authorisation under this section
setting out—
(a) the name of the member of staff of the Office
of Police Integrity who is authorised to
possess, carry and use defensive equipment;
and
(b) the type of defensive equipment to which the
authorisation applies.”.

The effect of this amendment is that clause 102 gives
the director, by instrument, the authority to authorise a
member of staff of the Office of Police Integrity to
possess, carry and use defensive equipment for the
purpose of an investigation. The use of defensive
equipment by OPI operatives and in particular the use
of firearms, which is the subject of my next
amendment, amendment 4 to clause 103, has been an
issue of great controversy in terms of this bill. Firearms
are new to the legislation, and the issuing of firearms to
Office of Police Integrity operatives or to anybody in
the community is an issue of concern. I quote Julian
Burnside again, or Liberty Victoria, which made the
point in its submission to the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee’s public inquiry that the bill
gives the director discretion to authorise civilians to use
firearms and other weaponry under proposed
sections 102 and 103 as exempt purposes for the
purposes of the Firearms Act without adequate
justification and without establishing any criteria which
informs the exercise of that discretion.
I will explain to the committee what I have done here.
In clauses 115 and 116 of the bill the director is
required to notify the special investigations monitor of
the issue of a summons or issue of an arrest warrant.
Those are serious matters for the director to do, and I
put to the committee that it is also a serious matter to
authorise the use of defensive equipment and in
particular under clause 103 to authorise the use of
firearms, and that has been an issue of controversy and

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I hear
what the minister is saying, but the SIM (special
investigations monitor) could also do the same thing in
terms of warrants or summonses. I think this is a
precautionary measure in terms of the concerns that
people have that an authorisation under clause 102
might turn out to be a blanket authorisation, and in this
way the director, public integrity, is required to notify
the SIM whenever an authorisation is given for
defensive equipment, and that would include the name
of the member of staff of the Office of Police Integrity
who is authorised to possess, carry and use the
equipment and the type of defensive equipment to
which the authorisation applies. So that means that
without the SIM having to request that information it is
basically supplied by order of the act or by provision of
the act.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am informed that the director authorises that use on a
case-by-case basis. It is not a blanket allocation or a
blanket use, and it would be done under specific and
very unusual circumstances.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — If it is
on a case-by-case basis, that will be a situation where
the SIM is notified every time that happens; if there is
an incident, the notification is there.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) —
Whilst we in the Liberal Party understand again the
sentiments of Ms Pennicuik in this amendment, we
cannot support it. We understand the concerns raised.
There are issues throughout this entire bill. We could
essentially go through each clause of the bill and
indicate the concerns that are there. Fundamentally the
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Liberal Party still stands by its position in respect of an
IBAC (independent broadbased anticorruption
commission). We believe that is the appropriate way of
dealing with this, so in those circumstances we cannot
support this amendment.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 4
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Kavanagh, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms

Noes, 34
Atkinson, Mr
Broad, Ms
Coote, Mrs (Teller)
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lovell, Ms

Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
O’Donohue, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tee, Mr (Teller)
Theophanous, Mr
Thornley, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Amendment negatived.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I
understand from Ms Pennicuik that she does not intend
to call for a division on the question that the clause
stand part of the bill.
Clause agreed to.
Clause 103
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
move:
4.

Clause 103, after line 28 insert—
“( ) The Director must give a written report to the
Special Investigations Monitor within 3 days after
the making of an authorisation under this section
setting out—
(a) the name of the member of staff of the Office
of Police Integrity who is authorised to
possess, carry and use a firearm; and
(b) the type of firearm to which the authorisation
applies.”.

This is a very similar amendment to the one we have
just discussed in respect of clause 102.
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Under clause 103 the director, by instrument, may
authorise a member of staff of the Office of Police
Integrity to possess, carry and use a firearm for the
purposes of an investigation.
As I have mentioned in my previous comments on
clause 102, this raises even more concern in the
community regarding the issuing of firearms to
members of the Office of Police Integrity, particularly
as to whether that would be a blanket authorisation. I
ask the minister to confirm, as he did with clause 102,
that it would not be a blanket authorisation because that
certainly would be of concern. As has been raised by
submission, there are no criteria in the legislation, and I
understand that that is not the case with the Police
Regulation Act either.
This amendment would require, as the amendment to
clause 102 attempted to do, that the director must give a
written report to the special investigations monitor
within three days after the making of an authorisation
under this section setting out, firstly, the name of the
member of staff of the Office of Police Integrity who is
authorised to possess, carry and use a firearm, and
secondly, the type of firearm to which the authorisation
applies.
This amendment — and again it is based on the
provisions in clauses 115 and 116, whereby the director
must provide a written report to the special
investigations monitor within three days of the issue of
the summons or an arrest warrant — is a precautionary
amendment. Because the director will notify the special
investigations monitor of the authorisation of firearms,
that notification will be there. The minister might think
it is funny, but if there is an incident involving a
firearm, that notification will be there on the record.
This is an issue of concern in the community. I asked
the department why Office of Police Integrity staff need
to be issued with firearms. I was told that firearms
could be needed if staff are involved in altercations with
people who are involved in organised crime. That
causes me some concern. As I understand it, staff of the
Office of Police Integrity usually use Victoria Police to
carry out arrests and do not do this sort of work
themselves — in fact most of their work is investigative
and surveillance-type work. There is a concern — —
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I indicate
that the Minister for Planning has had to leave the table.
The Minister for Environment and Climate Change,
Mr Jennings, has been here for the entire process, since
Ms Pennicuik moved her amendment, so he is across
the remarks that Ms Pennicuik has been making.
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Ms PENNICUIK — I am glad I have worn the
minister out and he has had to be replaced by another
one! The issuing of firearms to OPI staff has been
raised in submissions on this matter and by me. One
submission noted that many security guards are running
around with firearms, but I do not think that that is a
great idea either. That is why I am moving this
amendment. It is precautionary and provides that, if the
use of firearms is being authorised, then the SIM
(special investigations monitor) is notified
straightaway. I think this is more important in terms of
the use of firearms than in the use of defensive
equipment, but I want the legislation to be consistent,
so I have moved amendments to both those clauses.
I have a couple of questions for the minister. There are
no criteria in the bill for the issuing of firearms. Are
there existing guidelines for staff of the Office of Police
Integrity in the use of firearms, or will guidelines be
developed?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — As members of the committee will
understand, there are a number of provisions in this bill
that set the circumstances around the use of firearms
and the appropriate behaviour of officers of the Office
of Police Integrity (OPI). There are various conditions
in sections of the act, so the special investigations
monitor (SIM) already has a number of the framework
conditions and circumstances, and they are dealt with in
clauses 122, 123 and 124 of the bill. They set a
framework in terms of power of entry and access, the
nature of which accountability can be drawn from the
way in which officers of the OPI may enter into this
aspect of their responsibilities. Within the OPI it is
understood that not only will its staff have to conform
with those accountability mechanisms and be consistent
with the act, but in terms of the procedures of their
operations they will also be subject to internal
protocols. These protocols have not been formally
developed or published, but it is expected that they will
be put into operational practice by the OPI.
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Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
think we have already made the point around why, to
what extent and in what situations, but there are
protocols for the detailed operation of guidelines at an
administrative level for how that is to occur. I am happy
to seek details on when, how and to what extent
guidelines on the use of firearms by OPI staff will be
developed through the relevant minister and I will
undertake to provide Ms Pennicuik with that
information.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Will
the minister provide that information as soon as he can?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — It
is always the case that I provide information to
members of Parliament at the earliest possible time.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 4
Barber, Mr
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Kavanagh, Mr (Teller)
Pennicuik, Ms

Noes, 35
Atkinson, Mr
Broad, Ms (Teller)
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr (Teller)
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lovell, Ms

Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
O’Donohue, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tee, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thornley, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 104 to 108 agreed to.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Can
the minister tell me when those guidelines will be in
operation?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised it is a matter for the OPI. Of course if the
bill is passed today guidelines would be developed by
the OPI as a matter of course.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — There
will be a gap between when the bill is passed and when
the guidelines come into operation. What guidelines
will govern the issuing of firearms during that time?

Clause 109
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — It has
been raised in submissions to the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee that clause 109 makes a very
large hurdle in terms of protected persons. Protected
persons are very well protected in that they cannot have
an action brought against them unless they have been
shown to have acted in bad faith. The person who
wants to establish that a protected person has acted in
bad faith has to establish it before the Supreme Court.
One of the questions asked is: why would that not be
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left to the Office of Public Prosecutions to establish, as
is normal, rather than the Supreme Court? It is a large
hurdle for people to overcome.

Expanding the special investigations monitor’s powers
would cause, I understand, a duplication of
responsibilities.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised it is the sort of decision that we have made
based on evidence. We are talking about the evidence
presented before the courts, not the sort of decision
necessarily made by any other level of the justice
system. If it comes before the courts, that is a decision
that has to be considered in relation to any decision on
these matters.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I say
to the minister that it is not usually the case that an
Ombudsman would look at coercive powers, abuse of
power and impropriety. The SIM’s recommendation
was that it should be the SIM who takes over the role of
the Ombudsman rather than the Ombudsman taking
over the role of the SIM, that the Ombudsman has a
role, according to the Ombudsman Act, and that these
functions would be better carried out by the special
investigations monitor. That is one statement.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — But
normally a person wanting to sue, for example, an
officer of the Office of Police Integrity — or any
person — for something that has happened to them as a
result of the action of that person would not have to go
to the Supreme Court to prove that the person had acted
in bad faith before they could take that action. Why is
the bar set so high?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
do not think the bar is that high. I think it is a matter of
just proving to the court that there is a case to be
answered.
Clause agreed to; clauses 110 to 113 agreed to.
Clause 114
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — There
is a general clause in regard to the role of the special
investigations monitor (SIM). I note
recommendation 23 of the special investigations
monitor. Most of the recommendations by the SIM
were implemented: this is one that was not. The
recommendation is:
It is a function of the SIM to deal with (by reports and
recommendations) complaints concerning actions which
relate to a matter of administration by the DPI or staff of the
OPI as referred to in section 102E including complaints of
abuse of power, impropriety and other forms of misconduct
on the part of the OPI, or the DPI or staff of the DPI …

Given that this is about the role of the oversight of the
director, police integrity (DPI) or the OPI by the special
investigations monitor, why was the recommendation
on expanding the role of the special investigations
monitor to mirror the role of the parliamentary officer
who overlooks the Police Integrity Commission in New
South Wales not implemented?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am advised that the Ombudsman already effectively
performs the oversight functions that the special
investigations monitor proposes to take over.

The question then is: the SIM still has roles of oversight
and the Ombudsman has roles of oversight, and
somewhere there is an arbitrary line. If you read
through the report, it says that the SIM is overseeing
high levels of corruption or use of coercion; and the
Ombudsman, low levels. Where is the line between
those two things? Isn’t there scope for things to fall
between the cracks when you have two officers
carrying out vague, not-so-well-defined functions?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
think it is more about checks and balances than territory
in relation to these matters, but I would be happy to
answer further inquiries.
Clause agreed to; clauses 115 to 117 agreed to.
Clause 118
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — With
this clause I note that the time given for a person to
make a complaint is being extended from 3 to 90 days,
and I think the SIM recommended 14 days. My
question is: why 90 days, because an investigation
could go for longer than 90 days? Is it 90 days after the
completion of an investigation or after the
commencement of an investigation?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
understand it is 90 days from when the person was
excused. Basically it gives that individual 90 days to
reflect on whether or not they believe there should be
follow-up in relation to the matter. That is a reasonably
sufficient period of time for that person to reflect on
whether they believe there needs to be follow-up in
relation to those matters.
Clause agreed to; clauses 119 to 144 agreed to;
schedules agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
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Fund for the ordinary annual services of government for the
2008–09 financial year.

Report adopted.
Third reading
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I wish to thank members for their
contributions. I also thank the Parliamentary Secretary
for Justice, Brian Tee, and the advisers in the box for
their support on these highly technical matters.

The amounts contained in schedule 1 to the Appropriation
(2008/2009) Bill 2008 provide for the ongoing operations of
departments, including new output and asset investment
funded through annual appropriation.
Schedules 2 and 3 of the bill contain details concerning
payments from advances pursuant to section 35 of the
Financial Management Act 1994 and payments from the
advance to Treasurer in 2006–07 respectively.
Human rights issues
1.

The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Vogels) —
Order! The question is that the bill be now read a third
time. I am of the opinion that the third reading of this
bill requires to be passed by an absolute majority. I ask
the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.

Human rights protected by the charter that are
relevant to the bill

The bill does not raise any human rights issues.
2.

Consideration of reasonable limitation — section 7(2)

As the bill does not raise any human rights issues, it does not
limit any human rights and therefore it is not necessary to
consider section 7(2) of the charter.

Members having assembled in chamber:

Conclusion

The PRESIDENT — Order! The question is that
the bill be now read a third time. I am of the opinion
that the third reading of this bill requires to be passed
by an absolute majority. In order that I may determine
whether the required majority has been obtained, I ask
those members who are in favour of the question to
stand where they are.

I consider that the bill is compatible with the Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities because it does not raise a
human rights issue.

Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

JOHN LENDERS, MP
Treasurer

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated on motion of Mr LENDERS
(Treasurer).
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

APPROPRIATION (2008/2009) BILL
Statement of compatibility
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) tabled following
statement in accordance with Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act:

Incorporated speech as follows:
President, Victoria is in the middle of one of the biggest
population booms in our history:
a boom that will see Victoria become home to more than
6 million people within just 10 to 15 years — an
increase of more than 1 million on our population today.

In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities, I make this statement of compatibility
with respect to the Appropriation (2008/2009) Bill 2008.

a boom that is adding nearly 1200 people to
Melbourne’s population each week — more than any
other Australian city;

In my opinion, the Appropriation (2008/2009) Bill 2008, as
introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible with the
human rights protected by the charter. I base my opinion on
the reasons outlined in this statement.

a boom that has resulted in record levels of building
approvals;

Overview of bill
The Appropriation (2008/2009) Bill 2008 will provide
appropriation ‘authority’ for payments from the Consolidated

a boom that saw around 74 000 births registered in
Victoria last year — the highest number since the early
1970s.
The fact that so many people want to live in Victoria and raise
their families here is great news. It reflects the prosperity of
our state and the livability of our cities, towns and
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communities. It reflects the strength and diversity of our
industries — and the number and quality of jobs we can offer.

our job participation rate remains the highest of the
non-resource states.

It also reflects the perception of Victoria as a forward-looking
state — with a willingness to put innovation, science and
technology at the forefront of our economic agenda.

But there are risks on the horizon.

A growing population brings new joys — but it also brings
new challenges.
It places our infrastructure and services under much greater
pressure. It makes it harder to maintain our livability. And it
puts a bigger strain on our natural resources.
President, I am delighted to say that this is truly a baby boom
budget.
This budget — my first as Treasurer — takes action to
support and manage our population boom, and to make sure
that Victoria can meet the growing demand for transport,
education and health care.
This budget is framed with the future front and centre.
It is framed around delivering the infrastructure, skills,
services and projects Victoria will need over the coming
decades.

Inflation, higher interest rates and a volatile global outlook all
pose risks for the Victorian economy — with growth
expected to slow to 3 per cent in 2008–09.
Our growing population also raises significant challenges, as
does our ageing population.
When I first started work, there were seven people in the
workforce for every retiree. Soon, there will be four workers
for every retiree. There may, in fact, turn out to be as many
opportunities as there are challenges from our ageing
population — but it certainly raises risks that need to be
identified, debated and managed.
And — of course — there is climate change, which brings yet
another set of risks, pressures and opportunities.
Negotiating our way through these challenges will not be
easy.

It is framed around securing our future water supplies and
building a greener economy in an era of climate change.

We must continue to make the right and the hard decisions on
economic reform to drive jobs growth. We must work
cooperatively with the new commonwealth government on
areas of national reform. And we must ensure that Victoria
has an extended capability to invest for our future.

It is framed around generating new opportunities in our
growing suburbs and regions.

Prudent financial management: more important than
ever

And it is framed around new priorities set by Premier John
Brumby in 2007 — priorities that will help to secure
Victoria’s future in the face of some significant and tough
challenges.

President, within the past 12 months, the international ratings
agencies have reconfirmed Victoria’s AAA credit rating,
reaffirming the government’s long record of responsible
financial management.

Resilience in the face of risks

For the past eight years, this Labor government has met its
commitment to deliver a budget operating surplus in excess of
$100 million.

President, our government has spent the past eight years
building the diversity and durability of the Victorian
economy.
As an economy without a large resources base, Victoria has to
work even harder to succeed. We cannot generate the same
benefits from the mining boom as states like Queensland and
Western Australia — we have to rely on our people.
That is why the government has focused on driving growth
by improving workforce participation and productivity; by
investing in skills and innovation; and by providing efficient,
high-quality infrastructure.
The result is a resilient economy — one with the right
attributes for growth during difficult times.
In 2007–08, Victoria’s economy is expected to grow by
3.25 per cent — underpinned by solid growth in consumer
spending, business investment, housing construction and
employment.
Since the government came to office, more than 430 000 jobs
have been created in Victoria — a 20 per cent increase in
employment.
In the past year alone, more than 70 000 jobs were created in
the state. In the March quarter, Victoria’s unemployment rate
was 4.3 per cent — the lowest in over three decades — and

But uncertain times require even greater certainty in
Victoria’s financial position.
That is why, from this budget, the government will meet a
new target of maintaining a budget surplus of at least 1 per
cent of revenue.
In 2008–09, the surplus will be $828 million. Over the
following three years, the surplus will average $907 million.
This new target is Victoria’s buffer against harder global
times.
We will use these increased surpluses to manage future risks
and to invest in vital infrastructure such as schools, hospitals,
roads and public transport — just as, in 2007, we used
Victoria’s larger than expected surplus to bring forward
investment in urgently needed water infrastructure and new
trains.
At the same time, we continue to keep debt at prudent levels.
Worldwide, many governments carry a level of debt to drive
their economies and invest for the future. They would be
negligent if they did not.
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By 2012, Victoria’s general government net debt will be
2.9 per cent of gross state product. By any reckoning, that is a
modest, manageable and sustainable level of debt — and
lower than the level we inherited from the Kennett
Liberal-National government.
The increase in budget surpluses will ensure that we can meet
our future financial obligations — in combination with a
disciplined use of Victoria’s balance sheet and our regular
monitoring of the economic outlook.
It also means that we can sustain and improve our historic
levels of investment in infrastructure.
Since 1999, this Labor government has invested around
$20 billion to deliver the biggest infrastructure program in
Victoria’s history. Over the next four years, we will invest a
further $17 billion — and we will continue to drive this
substantial and unprecedented infrastructure program into the
future.
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We will also reduce WorkCover premiums by a further 5 per
cent — the fifth consecutive reduction — saving employers
$88 million in 2008–09.
These initiatives will significantly reduce costs for Victorian
business, especially our manufacturers. During the course of
2008, we will deliver further support to business through new
statements on skills, innovation, and industry and
manufacturing.
While Victoria will continue our leadership on economic
reform, national action is urgently needed. After more than a
decade of indifference at the federal level, we look forward to
working with the new Commonwealth government to
improve national productivity and competitiveness, and create
the right conditions for more and better jobs for the next
generation of Victorians.
Major new support for families
President, Victoria is in the middle of a baby boom.

In other words: today’s surpluses will be tomorrow’s schools,
hospitals, roads and trains.
It is an investment that we can afford to make, that we should
make, and that our children and grandchildren will thank us
for making.
A competitive business environment
President, with the prospect of tougher economic times ahead,
it is more important than ever for Victoria to build a
competitive, innovative business environment.
The government continues our program of reducing red tape,
and we are on track to meet our target of reducing the
administrative burden of regulation by 15 per cent by July
2009.
We also continue our record of leadership on tax reform.
In this budget, we will cut the top land tax rate by 10 per
cent — from 2.5 per cent to 2.25 per cent — and make an
adjustment to all land tax thresholds of around 10 per cent.
This means that the top rate of land tax has more than halved
since we came to office.
It means that Victorian businesses now enjoy lower levels of
land tax than New South Wales and Queensland for virtually
all landholdings worth between $400 000 and $5.7 million.
And it means that every land tax payer in the state will benefit
from these changes.

Over the past three years, there has been a 12 per cent
increase in the number of women giving birth in Melbourne’s
public hospitals — an increase that is against the trend in
many other western countries and contrary to all predictions.
This budget delivers major new support for Victorian families
to make sure that they have access to the services they need to
give their children the best possible start in life.
We will invest $31 million to expand maternity services —
with new services at the Frankston, Casey, Northern and
Werribee Mercy hospitals catering for an extra 2 800 births a
year and enabling more women in Melbourne’s outer suburbs
to deliver their babies closer to home.
We will provide $55 million to significantly improve
maternal and child health services, ensuring that children up
to the age of five receive check-ups, support and additional
help at important stages of their lives.
We will provide a $79 million expansion in early childhood
development services and a $39 million boost to services for
vulnerable families and children.
President, it is the dream of every young Victorian family to
own their own home.
From today, first homebuyers will be able to receive both the
first home bonus and the principal place of residence stamp
duty concession. For a family purchasing a median-priced
first home of $317 000, this will mean a saving of $2460.

We will make a larger than scheduled cut in the payroll tax
rate, taking the rate from 5.75 per cent in 1999 to 4.95 per
cent from 1 July 2008. This is the first time that the rate has
dipped below 5 per cent since the mid-1970s — and it will
save businesses $170 million over the next four years.

This is in addition to up to $12 000 available to first
homebuyers through the first home owners grant and the first
home bonus. Taken together, this is now a substantial amount
towards purchasing a home and it will help many Victorian
families to turn their dreams into reality.

We will also increase all thresholds for stamp duty on land
transfers by around 10 per cent, giving further relief to
families and businesses.

Investment in education and lifelong learning

Measures announced in this budget will deliver more than
$1 billion in tax relief to Victorians, taking the total tax cuts
announced by the government to over $5.5 billion.

Victorian families will also benefit from the Brumby Labor
government’s ongoing investment in education.
In 2006, the government announced the biggest school
rebuilding program in this state’s history — the Victorian
schools plan, which will rebuild or modernise every
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government school over a 10-year period and 500 schools
during the term of this parliament.
Last year, we provided more than $550 million for the first
stage of the plan and this budget provides a further
$592 million. We have ‘fast-tracked’ this spending to tackle
the biggest and most urgent projects as quickly as possible —
leaving around $700 million to be spent over the remainder of
this parliamentary term.
Alongside our massive schools modernisation program, the
budget provides funding for seven new or replacement
schools, six major school regeneration projects, two new
select entry schools at Berwick and Wyndham Vale, and
11 schools being constructed in partnership with the private
sector.
We will also invest $71 million to improve the performance
of government schools.
We will offer incentives to get our best teachers into the
schools where they are most needed. We will partner
high-performing schools with lower performing schools. And
we will provide funding to employ up to 75 outstanding
graduates from other fields in our schools.
One of the first actions of the Brumby Labor government was
to create the Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development — and we will soon commence community
consultations on the Blueprint for Early Childhood
Development and School Reform.
Along with initiatives funded in this budget, these
developments will help to ensure that our government schools
give young Victorians the high quality learning experiences
they need to make their way in a rapidly changing world.
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One of the key priorities identified by the Brumby Labor
government for this term in office is to escalate the fight
against chronic disease and cancer.
We will provide $150 million for a new Cancer Action plan,
which aims to increase survival rates for cancer victims by a
further 10 per cent by 2015.
We will also provide $25 million for the Olivia Newton-John
Cancer Centre to deliver specialist cancer treatment at the
Austin Hospital.
The government has also approved WorkCover investing
$218 million over the next five years for a major new
initiative called WorkHealth — the first program of its kind in
the world. WorkHealth will conduct health screenings for
Victoria’s 2.6 million workers, targeting the link between
chronic disease and workplace illness and injury.
This budget also invests $111 million to improve mental
health services, including new prevention and recovery
services, and a new 24-hour statewide information and
referral service — building on this Labor government’s
strong commitment to this often neglected area, demonstrated
by our appointment of Victoria’s first ever Minister for
Mental Health.
This investment in mental health is part of an additional
$1 billion provided under A Fairer Victoria — one of the
most ambitious social policy plans ever delivered by an
Australian government, which is creating new opportunities
and support for disadvantaged Victorians and communities.
More than $4 billion has now been invested in A Fairer
Victoria — and this budget also delivers new investment in
services for people with a disability, Indigenous Victorians
and people on a low income.

High quality health services
Meeting the growing demand for transport
The government also continues to invest in our hospitals and
health services, making sure they keep pace with the needs of
our growing and ageing population, and with the
requirements for increasingly sophisticated medical
technology and equipment.
Since coming to office, we have significantly expanded the
capacity of Victoria’s health system to the point where our
hospitals are now treating over 300 000 more patients each
year than in 1999.
In this budget, we provide a further $703 million to improve
hospital services.
We will provide funds for an extra 16 000 elective surgery
patients, an extra 33 500 outpatient appointments and an extra
60 000 patients in emergency departments.
We will build a new day hospital in Sunbury and deliver the
next stages of the major redevelopments of Sunshine and
Warrnambool hospitals.
We will extensively upgrade emergency departments at
Dandenong Hospital and Bendigo Health, and build a new
community health centre in Morwell.
We will deliver the biggest single investment in ambulance
services in the state’s history — which will include upgrades
to ambulance stations and services right across Victoria and a
new air ambulance service based in Warrnambool.

Another area where strong population and jobs growth is
driving demand for services is transport. Put simply: more
people means more goods moving around the state, more
people using public transport and more cars on our roads.
Patronage on Melbourne’s rail network is now at historically
high levels and grew by a massive 20 per cent over the past
two years.
To manage this leap in patronage, the government has
accelerated our investment in the network — including the
biggest overhaul of the rail timetable since the completion of
the city loop, which will provide an extra 200 services a week
on the busiest lines.
In this budget, we are pumping a record $1.8 billion into
Victoria’s transport network.
We will construct a passing loop around Westall station, and
upgrade the track at Laverton and Craigieburn stations —
allowing more morning peak services to run on the
Dandenong, Werribee and Craigieburn lines.
We will provide an extra 1700 parking spaces at train stations
in Melbourne’s outer suburbs and commence design works to
bring forward the time line announced in 2006 for the
extension of the Epping line to South Morang.
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In this budget, we also provide $101 million to further
improve bus services in our suburbs and regions, including a
major overhaul of services in South Gippsland and more
frequent services along the Eastern Freeway — as well as
$38 million to extend the bus and tram priority program to
improve services during peak periods.

government’s strong support for community safety and our
police force.

It is not only our public transport system that is feeling the
strain. As Sir Rod Eddington pointed out in his recent report
to the government, Melbourne faces the daunting task of
managing a substantial increase in car travel within two
decades.

This budget provides a $657 million community protection
package that includes additional resources for police, more
police station upgrades, improved forensic pathology services
and a new prison at Ararat.

We are taking action to manage this growth. But this is
clearly one area where additional support from the
commonwealth will be crucial to reducing the costs of urban
congestion and retaining Melbourne’s livability into the
future.
In this budget, we provide $112 million to relieve congestion
in the short term through our Keeping Melbourne Moving
plan — including an extension of clearway times, measures to
improve tram and bus priority, and more walking and cycling
options.
In March, the government received Sir Rod Eddington’s
report into improving Melbourne’s east–west transport
connections, which recommends large-scale road and rail
projects. We are consulting with the Victorian community
prior to responding to the report later in the year — a response
that will be framed within the context of our existing 10-year
transport plan and broader long-term transport challenges.

Since 1999, funding for Victoria’s police has increased by
more than 50 per cent and the state’s crime rate has dropped
by 23.5 per cent.

However, one area that continues to be a concern is
alcohol-related violence — and this budget commits
$37 million for the Brumby Labor government’s Alcohol
Action plan, including an assault reduction strategy led by
Victoria Police.
We also continue to improve Victoria’s justice system,
investing $198 million to deliver faster access to justice. In
particular, we will provide $18 million for new ways to
resolve disputes, including mediation programs in our courts
and new dispute resolution services in regional areas.
Leadership on climate change and water
President, all Victorians share a responsibility to fight the
causes of climate change.
This budget makes a record climate change commitment of
$295 million focused on positioning Victoria as a leader in
new energy technologies. We will invest:

Maintaining and improving livability

$110 million over six years for a carbon capture and
storage demonstration project;

President, a modern, safe transport system is critical to
maintaining livability, and there is no doubt that Melbourne’s
and Victoria’s world renowned livability is a vital economic
and social asset.

$72 million over six years for the large-scale
demonstration of sustainable energy technologies, such
as solar energy and geothermal energy; and

In this budget, we continue to deliver initiatives to contain the
city’s sprawl and create vibrant, livable urban hubs and
suburbs.

$12 million for the Clean Coal Authority in the Latrobe
Valley — to enable Victoria to continue to use the
valley’s extensive coal reserves in a carbon-constrained
world.

We will provide $52 million for transit city projects in
Broadmeadows, Dandenong and Geelong, as well as
$37 million to help local communities plan for population
growth.
We will deliver a $39 million boost for arts facilities,
including a new centre for books, writing and ideas at the
state library.
We will build on our plan to make Melbourne the home of the
best sporting precinct in the world, providing $66 million to
build a new state athletics centre at Albert Park, upgrade the
MCG and increase funding to the Victorian Institute of Sport
to support our elite athletes in an Olympic year.
More visitors also means more jobs — and we will invest
$35 million to boost tourism, major events and Victoria’s
international profile, including $13 million to support tourism
in regional Victoria.
Improving community safety and access to justice
A high level of community safety is also a feature of livable
places. In this financial year, Victoria will record its highest
ever police budget of $1.75 billion, underscoring the

The combination of climate change with more than a decade
of drought means that Victoria must secure our future water
supplies by saving and recycling water, creating new sources
of water and moving water to where it is needed most.
The Brumby Labor government is investing $4.9 billion in
new water infrastructure projects across the state, with this
budget confirming:
$117 million for the first stage of the desalination plant
at Wonthaggi;
$129 million for new water pipelines, including
$99 million to fast-track the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline
project; and
$600 million for the food bowl modernisation project.
In March, Victoria secured the new commonwealth
government’s agreement to provide $1 billion for the food
bowl project — a project that will save in total more than
400 billion litres of water by upgrading irrigation
infrastructure in northern Victoria and sharing the water
savings between irrigators, rivers and urban areas.
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It is a massive, innovative and groundbreaking project that
reflects the Brumby Labor government’s commitment to our
farmers and to using Victoria’s water efficiently, responsibly
and fairly — as well as to restore the health of some of our
most damaged waterways.
High priority for regional Victoria
President, this budget continues Labor’s high levels of
investment in our regional towns, communities, businesses
and industries.
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In March this year, trips on the V/Line network reached a
60-year high.
That is not only a ringing endorsement of the government’s
investment in regional rail services — it is also a strong
rebuke to those who criticised this investment, said it was not
worth the expense, and that it would not work.
It is very clear that our investment in regional Victoria has
been a success in terms of population, jobs, business and
investment growth — and the Brumby Labor government
will continue to deliver this investment and support into the
future.

Since coming to office, we have made driving growth and
opportunity in provincial Victoria one of our highest
priorities. We created Australia’s first Regional Infrastructure
Development Fund. We established Regional Development
Victoria and delivered the $502 million Moving Forward
economic statement. We have undertaken the biggest upgrade
of regional rail services in history, making regional centres
more accessible and attractive places to live.

President, this Appropriation (2008/2009) Bill provides
authority to enable government departments to meet their
agreed service delivery responsibilities in this coming
financial year.

Last year, the Premier indicated that improving services to
Victorian farmers would be a key priority for this term. This
budget delivers on that commitment.

The bill supports a financial management system that
recognises the full cost of service delivery in Victoria and is
based on an accrual framework.

We will provide $205 million for the Future Farming strategy
to deliver better services to our farmers, boost Victoria’s
agricultural research effort and drive greater productivity,
innovation and competitiveness in our farming sector.

Schedule 1 of the bill contains estimates for the coming
financial year and provides a comparison with the current
year’s figures. In line with established practice, the estimates
included in schedule 1 are provided on a net appropriation
basis.

I grew up on a dairy farm and I know how important it is to
adapt to change and embrace new farming practices. But I
also know how difficult it can be to make those changes.
The Future Farming strategy represents a step-up in support
for Victorian farmers and a new direction for farming in this
state. Once again, it is a leading-edge approach — and once
again, it shows Labor’s willingness to champion and support
regional industries.
In this budget, we introduce a regional first home bonus of
$3000 for first homebuyers purchasing newly built homes in
regional Victoria. Along with existing first home grants, this
will give homebuyers up to $15 000 towards a new home.
Young people are the future lifeblood of our regions and yet
many regional communities still have trouble keeping and
attracting young residents. This new bonus will help to retain
young people in rural and regional areas — and give young
families in particular another good reason to consider living in
regional Victoria.
This financial year also sees the relocation of the Transport
Accident Commission to Geelong — further evidence of
Labor’s commitment to boosting regional jobs.
We will also invest:
$137 million to improve regional health care services;
$47 million to improve regional rail freight connections;
$224 million to upgrade regional roads; and
$16 million for major upgrades at eight small rural
schools.
We also provide $278 million to maintain and improve
regional passenger rail infrastructure.

Appropriation bill

The budget has once again been reviewed by the
Auditor-General as required by the standards of financial
reporting and transparency established by this Labor
government in 2000.
Conclusion
President, it is clear that this budget comes at a challenging
time: for Victoria, Australia and the world.
But it is equally clear that the Victorian economy has the
resilience and diversity to meet these challenges and weather
the risks ahead.
For eight years, this Labor government has been committed to
building those characteristics into the Victorian economy.
We have made education our no. 1 priority.
We have taken action to improve productivity by investing in
skills and innovation.
We have boosted Victoria’s competitiveness and jobs growth,
through billions of dollars in tax cuts, reductions in red tape
and regulatory reform that is acknowledged as the most
advanced in the country.
We have invested to record levels in provincial Victoria,
creating jobs and opportunities in regional industries and
communities.
And we have grasped — and acted on — the fundamental
principle that a fair society underpins a successful economy.
Our current strong population growth and baby boom are
proof of the success of Labor’s approach. We are a state
where people want to live, work and raise a family.
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Because we are not resource-rich, Victoria has had to carve
out a competitive edge from the skills and productivity of our
people — and from the livability and attractiveness of our
communities.
This budget — the first of the Brumby Labor government —
confirms that we are making the correct choices in carving
out that edge, in driving productivity, livability and
sustainability across the state, and in taking the strong action
needed to secure Victoria’s future.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

APPROPRIATION (2008/2009) BILL and
BUDGET PAPERS 2008–09
Concurrent debate
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — By leave, I move:
That this house authorises and requires the President to permit
the second-reading speech debate on the Appropriation
(2008/2009) Bill to be taken concurrently with further debate
on the motion to take note of the budget papers 2008–09.

Motion agreed to.

APPROPRIATION (PARLIAMENT
2008/2009) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 June; motion of
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change).
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I am pleased to rise to make a few
short remarks on the Appropriation (Parliament
2008/2009) Bill. It is always interesting that a separate
bill comes before the house with respect to the
appropriations made for the Parliament in recognition
of a notional division between an ordinary
appropriation bill for the running of the government
and the appropriation bill that provides for Parliament,
on the basis that the Parliament has the capacity to
create its own appropriation, and as such is dealt with
separately from the general appropriation, which is for
the rest of government.
That is only a notional distinction between the two
appropriation bills. The reality is that the Appropriation
(Parliament 2008/2009) Bill is a creature of the
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government and the amounts that are appropriated by
the Parliament’s appropriation bill are those that are
decided by the government, so the idea of
parliamentary independence with respect to
appropriation is a notional one only.
The bill provides the appropriations for the departments
of the Legislative Council, the Legislative Assembly
and Parliamentary Services and for the joint
committees. It is worth noting that the amounts
appropriated by the parliamentary appropriation bill are
not the total amounts that are provided to fund those
departments because various other special
appropriations also flow through to funding the
Parliament. The parliamentary appropriation bill is
often an opportunity for members of Parliament to raise
their concerns about certain operational matters at the
Parliament.
That is not something I intend to do this afternoon,
other than to note that the Roy Morgan parliamentary
satisfaction survey, complete with some push polling
questions, arrived in members’ email boxes this
afternoon. That is all I have to say about that.
The issue I want to address this afternoon is that of
funding for committees, in particular the situation
where the Legislative Council has established two
select committees and now a standing committee, the
Standing Committee on Finance and Public
Administration, but the government has failed in the
parliamentary appropriation bill to provide discrete
funding for that standing committee and those select
committees. This matter was raised in the estimates
hearings in May when the Clerk of the Legislative
Council outlined the processes that the Department of
the Legislative Council had gone through in seeking
additional funding from the government, in particular
for the two select committees that were established last
year.
According to the evidence given at the estimates
hearing, the Department of the Legislative Council
sought a Treasurer’s advance to provide funding for the
two select committees. The department sought a total of
$380 000 of which $320 000 was to be for staffing and
a further $60 000 for ongoing expenses. That request
was rejected by the Treasurer who noted in his response
that there was a limit to funds available for Treasurer’s
advances and it would not be possible to provide that
advance of $380 000.
Treasurer’s advances are a matter for the Treasurer, but
it is worth recording that the most recent report of
Treasurer’s advances note that in the most recent year
for which information is available — that is,
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2006–07 — the Treasurer allocated $468 965 375 by
way of Treasurer’s advances. Almost half a billion
dollars was made available by way of Treasurer’s
advance over the course of 2006–07, so it beggars
belief that the Treasurer was unable to provide the
$380 000 that was requested by the Department of the
Legislative Council for its select committees.
In the following year’s appropriation bill we saw in the
Treasury lists those matters that were funded through a
Treasurer’s advance — things like helping the City of
Greater Geelong buy the View of Geelong. The
Victorian government was able to find $733 000 to
contribute to the purchase of that painting from Andrew
Lloyd Webber, yet it was unable to find $380 000 to
fund the operation of committees of this Parliament.
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that involves only a standing committee, it is still a very
limited level of resourcing for its very wide brief. It is
something that this side of the house would like to see
addressed by the government. It has declined to do it by
Treasurer’s advance, and it has declined to do it by the
parliamentary appropriation bill that is before the house
today. If need be this side of the house stands ready to
take other action, by using other sums that are allocated
to the Legislative Council, to ensure that those
committees are appropriately resourced.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading

This issue is not going away. In his evidence to the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee the Clerk
discussed the appropriation that has traditionally been
made available for joint committees, which is
separately appropriated in the bill for the so-called
‘department of parliamentary investigatory
committees’ — an amount of $6.23 million in the
2008–09 year. The Clerk expressed the opinion that
there was no reason, subject to the concurrence of the
Speaker and the President, that those funds could not be
made available for select committee or standing
committee uses. That is something the Parliament may
need to explore if the Treasury and the Treasurer
continue to refuse to appropriately fund upper house
select and standing committees.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and Trade) — By leave, I move:

It is a matter of concern that we as a house that is not
controlled by the government seek to establish
committees that are not controlled by the government,
but at the same time we are constrained by funding
provided by the government. There have been previous
examples of the Parliament establishing committees
and providing them with the appropriations that they
require, whatever that may be, to undertake their
operations, and Mr Barber may speak of that matter.
There are other mechanisms available to the
Parliament, and to the house, by which it can obtain
funding for its select committees if the government is
unwilling to provide the funding that those committees
appropriately require in order to undertake their duties.

Debate resumed from earlier this day and 29 May;
motion of Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) and motion of
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change):

At the moment the Department of the Legislative
Council provides two staff members for all the
committees it is responsible for — for a brief period
that was two select committees and a standing
committee. The staff allocation is only two people — a
research officer and an executive officer — and there is
a very small budget for ancillary expenses. Although
the organisation will presumably evolve into a structure

That the bill be now read a third time.

In so doing I thank honourable members for their
contributions to the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

APPROPRIATION (2008/2009) BILL and
BUDGET PAPERS 2008–09
Second reading

That the Council take note of the budget papers 2008–09.

Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) — I rise
to speak in favour of both the matters that are the
subject of the cognate debate — the acceptance of the
budget papers and indeed the bill itself. Other speakers
have already addressed many of the issues and many
others will do so as well, so I will try to take a few
component parts to address specifically and let others
deal with other parts.
It is obviously a large and complex set of engagements
that we have undertaken in this year’s budget. I will
focus on three areas: firstly, on the role that government
is playing in jobs growth and building a competitive
and innovative business environment; secondly, on
early childhood education and other forms of early
childhood assistance; and thirdly, on the national
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reform priorities that the government has outlined in the
budget and how the budget matters relate more
generally to that program, which is being pursued
through the Council of Australian Governments at the
present time.
On the first of those topics, the budget addresses a
range of matters that continue to drive strong economic
growth and a competitive economy in Victoria. Most
importantly, it continues the focus on the creation of
jobs, good jobs and more jobs. For starters, the
government has taken a firm position on taxation
reduction for businesses, with a particular focus to
achieve productivity outcomes. The budget further
reduces the payroll tax rate; it is now down to 4.95 per
cent effective from 1 July 2008. In particular this has
benefits for small and medium-sized enterprises, which
are the growth engine of the economy. Businesses with
payrolls between $4 million and $13.5 million will now
have the lowest payroll tax rate anywhere in Australia.
Similarly, one of the great success stories of this
government has been the continuing reductions in
WorkCover premiums. They are reduced a further 5 per
cent in this budget, the fifth consecutive reduction,
saving employers about $88 million. I have spoken
about this in the house before, but to me it is the
quintessential example of how you get these things
right by looking after people. It is about the lack of
conflict between good social policy, good health policy,
social justice, fair rights in the workplace, and
economic growth. This reduction in WorkCover
premiums has been enabled because we have focused
on workplace safety. Far from that imposing
unnecessary costs on business it has in fact reduced
costs for business. That is seen further by these
premium reductions that have been enabled yet
again — the fifth time in a row — as a result of safer
workplaces, therefore fewer accidents, therefore lower
costs and therefore lower costs to business. It
fundamentally explodes the premise of much of the
workplace debate that looking after workers is
somehow an unfair imposition on business. In fact what
we have seen is the opposite. This is a win-win for
employers, for employees, for the taxpayer and, most
importantly of all, for those workers and their families
who might otherwise have been injured had we not had
those workplace safety measures in place and reduced
the number of accidents.
Secondly, we are investing specifically to ensure that
some of the important growth opportunities in the
economy can flourish, and that some of the things that
we do well we continue to do well and do even better,
focusing on our strengths and investing to ensure that
those strengths are further enhanced. A couple of
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examples spring to mind. There is $11 million
committed over three years to further the development
of creative industries in Victoria. It turns out that the
creative industry sector is one of the fastest growing
sectors generally in Western economies, and in
particular in this country and in Victoria. Investing to
further the growth and to see a further range of
high-value jobs created in that sector is a very sensible
use of those funds.
We are seeing a $14 million increase over two years to
ensure that Melbourne’s credentials as an attractive and
competitive destination for major international business
events are enhanced. Obviously there is the
development of the convention centre, which will be a
magnificent facility both for what it can do and what it
can offer its customers as well as for its environmental
credibility. We also know that those types of venues
can attract large services export income to the state by
bringing international conferences to Australia. That
has the direct benefit of the expenditure that is made by
those foreign visitors while they are here, but also in
many cases it has further indirect export benefits
because of customer relationships, knowledge transfer
or other forms of engagement that occur between those
international visitors, many of them in a range of
businesses and professions, and the domestic players
and in particular the export-orientated players that are
here. That is both a direct benefit from the incoming
traffic flow and that expenditure. But potentially there
are even larger multiplier effects from the increased
trade and export flows that result from the connections
that are made while those visitors are here who would
not be here if we did not have a venue, and if we were
not providing support to market that venue and that
range of venues and the role of the city as a major
international business events destination.
Further enhancing our export potential, there will be
$6.1 million over three years to ensure that Victorian
business has a strong presence at World Expo 2010
Shanghai, yet again focusing on one of our strengths,
which is export markets into Asia and particularly the
fast-growing Chinese market, and ensuring that we
have a strong presence there. We are meeting with the
range of customers that is necessary for our businesses
to grow and enhance their export position. Again in my
view this is a very sensible investment to ensure that we
are driving exports and growth, and therefore that we
are driving good, high-value jobs and more of them.
We are also investing in a range of additional skill
areas. One of the key challenges in the current
economy, given labour shortages and skill shortages, is
to ensure the supply side of the labour market can meet
the demand side of the labour market. We are putting in
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$25 million to extend by another 12 months the highly
successful apprenticeship and traineeship completion
bonus program, which has delivered the highest
number of apprenticeship completions of any
Australian state in the previous period, so we are
expanding that for another period, and I am confident
that that success can continue.
Another particularly germane example of the type of
investment that is valuable in this environment is the
$2.1 million investment in the new green plumbing
training centre in Brunswick. It is apparent that the
level of investment in both new build and in particular
in retrofit to try to bring greater environmental
efficiency to our built environment is a critical part of
our response to climate change. In many cases it is the
most economically effective part of that response. As
we have seen tabled in the house several times and
discussed, the McKinsey chart talks about the most
effective investments to reduce carbon emissions. Some
of those that are most effective — that are generally of
negative cost, that create and are of more value than
their cost — are particularly in the retrofit of buildings.
But in order for us to do that type of retrofit we need to
have skills in the building trades that can grow and
match the increasing demand for that type of retrofit
activity which was not previously required in a
pre-climate change world.
As somebody who has been advocating very hard for it
for a long time in this Parliament, I know the critical
importance of natural gas as a transition fuel, in
particular natural gas-fired electricity through
co-generation and combined cycle generation. The fact
that that type of electricity generation will have 60 per
cent to 70 per cent emissions reductions compared to
the bulk of our current generation is a particularly
urgent priority. It uses today’s technology with today’s
resources; it is not something that needs to wait for
future research and development. What it needs is
enough skilled tradesmen and tradeswomen to
implement those solutions effectively as demand
increases rapidly.
The new green plumbing training centre will be ideally
placed to ensure that we have a rapidly increasing skill
set and an increased number of tradespeople qualified
to do that work as the demand increases rapidly with
the implementation of a carbon trading scheme, and
indeed with the growing realisation of the important
transition fuel benefits of gas-fired power.
We are also providing $42 million TEI (total estimated
investment) for the capital works to upgrade new
facilities in our TAFE institutes. I am happy to see that
the longstanding and pointlessly wasteful debate over
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the creation of a separate technical training facility
through the federal government in direct competition,
and often wasteful competition, with the state TAFE
sector has now been resolved by effective discussions
between the state and federal governments, and our
$42 million commitment here will be part of ensuring
that those TAFE facilities grow and meet the growing
demands for those critical trades areas and skill sets.
There will be $7.5 million over two years for our new
workforce partnerships program, which matches
disadvantaged jobseekers with employers who are
having difficulty in recruiting staff. This is a classic
market maker application. There are often people out
there who are looking for work and cannot easily find
it, but there are also employers looking for employees
who cannot easily find them. There is a role for
somebody to make the market in the middle. That is
exactly the same type of market maker role that occurs
in a whole range of sectors of the economy, pioneered
by my friends at eBay and at many other places. But in
this case by ensuring that this occurs we have the twin
benefits of bringing additional labour into companies
that are short of it and bringing jobs to people who have
otherwise found it difficult to find employment.
From my lengthy involvement with the Brotherhood of
St Laurence I certainly know the importance and value
of that type of work, and the value that you bring not
only to the employer but to the people who are on the
margins of the labour market in giving them that
assistance and that leg-up that gets them into a job, gets
them into the labour market and then peels back the
single biggest layer of disadvantage that is often layered
upon many other layers of disadvantage causing
hardship in our society. Once you get those people
securely into effective employment they are often then
better placed to address a number of the other
challenges they have in their own and their families’
lives.
This is a well-spent investment in that area, particularly
at a time when we have labour shortages. Those are just
some of the examples of the first matter that I wanted to
cover: this government’s continued focus on jobs
growth, on a competitive economy, on the skills that are
necessary, and on building exports and growth to
ensure that we continue to have growth in our economy
and jobs.
I was going to address the early childhood matters in
some depth and indeed the COAG (Council of
Australian Governments) matters but I realise there are
many members who wish to speak on this bill; I do not
want to take all of their thunder. I will conclude with
those remarks, and I am sure others will pick up those
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important priorities in their contributions to the debate.
I commend the bill and the budget papers to the house.
Debate interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The PRESIDENT — Order! Before we break for
dinner I draw the attention of the house to the fact that
Mr Neil Lucas, a member for the former
Eumemmerring Province, is present in the public
gallery.
An honourable member — A good member!
APPROPRIATION(2008/200S9ec
)BI
ondLrL
eaadnindgBUDGETPAPERS2008–09

Debate resumed.
Sitting suspended 6.21 p.m. until 8.05 p.m.
Mr VOGELS (Western Victoria) — One of the key
deficiencies of this Labor government which is
reflected in the budget is its city-centric focus and lack
of understanding for all the real issues of concern for
rural and regional Victorians.
I have lived in country Victoria my whole life. I have
farmed the land and made a life for myself and my
family. I know what it means to be part of a small
community. I have been through drought, floods and
fires, and I know how important good government can
be; that is why I got involved, and am still involved,
with farming organisations, hospital boards, service
clubs, local government and now am a member of state
Parliament.
The town I come from has a brilliant hospital. But we
are finding it difficult to attract the services of qualified
obstetricians, midwives and so on, so the mothers now
have to travel to regional hospitals to have their babies.
Only a couple of years ago the Timboon hospital
delivered 80 babies. This year it will be lucky to
deliver 20 because of its lack of qualified doctors, GPs,
obstetricians and so forth.
The municipality I live in has a road infrastructure
deficit of millions of dollars, just like every other
municipality in country Victoria. There is still no sign
of this Labor government working in conjunction with
local and federal governments to match the Roads to
Recovery funding, which would deliver an average of a
million dollars per municipality in rural and regional
Victoria.
When I was elected to this place in 1999 I could drive
to Melbourne on the Tuesday morning of the sitting
week and expect to be here in Spring Street in about
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3 hours. Now it takes me 5 hours, and usually I do not
risk coming up on the Tuesday morning because if
something happens on the West Gate Bridge, I know I
could be another hour and a half later; so I travel to
Melbourne the night before.
I have tried the train a few times, but it cannot be relied
upon. It is notoriously late, gets held up, and in the last
week or two we have discovered that the state
government will not support installing a new signal box
for a trains passing area in Colac — that is, a spot
where trains travelling in opposite directions can pass;
Colac is approximately halfway between Melbourne
and Geelong. This means the heritage steam trains that
used to travel between Melbourne and Warrnambool
can no longer get through to Warrnambool because
there is nowhere for the V/Line passenger service to
pass the steam train.
Three towns within 100 kilometres of my home cannot
attract a permanent police presence. Even in the town
where the police do have a presence, if you need to get
on to the local policeman, it is always the case that
when you ring up you get the answer phone. You have
to press buttons and eventually you finish up at a
regional police station, either in Geelong or
Warrnambool. The service in the local towns is
basically non-existent because the police are
underresourced.
For years the emergency ambulance services staffed by
paramedics have been far from satisfactory, with
accidents happening along the Great Ocean Road on a
daily basis. If you are unlucky enough to have a farm
accident, it is far quicker to drive yourself or get taken
to hospital by another family member, even though we
are told we should not be doing that.
The local schools have dedicated staff who perform
miracles with student education. The top level of
teachers and those starting off have had a wage
increase; however, the ones in the middle have not, and
I feel for our Catholic and non-government school
teachers who have completely missed out on any
funding increases in this budget.
A few years ago we had a vibrant, profitable and
thriving abalone industry. Today it has been decimated
throughout western Victoria.
Mr Pakula interjected.
Mr VOGELS — I will not blame you for the
abalone virus, Mr Pakula.
This budget has slashed $112 million from the
Department of Primary Industries (DPI) budget, which
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I note the Minister for Agriculture in the other place,
Mr Helper, and the department deny. I have a media
report here which says:
Mr Helper said a drop in the DPI budget from this year to
next related to the cost of keeping Victoria equine influenza
free and the federal government’s schedule of grants for
exceptional circumstances drought relief.

With last year’s budget, which totalled $513.9 million,
this year’s budget, which is down to $480 million, and
next year’s budget predicted to be $435 million, I do
not know how the minister can say, ‘We decreased it’.
He is basically saying, ‘The drought is over. We do not
need this extra money this year in the budget because
the drought is over’. The minister should tell that to
country Victorians. The minister also went on to say
that a lot of funding last year was for horse flu, or
equine influenza. The budget came out in May last
year, and horse flu did not actually arrive in Australia
until August, three months later, so unless the minister
had 20/20 vision, which I know he has not, the stories
do not stack up.
I have spent a fair bit of time lately in Ballarat, and I
have had the opportunity to meet with a number of
business operators and community leaders in Ballarat
and discussed local priorities with them to help
underpin future economic and social development in
the Ballarat region. The key priority for Ballarat is to be
able to attract new industries to invest in the city, create
job opportunities and add to the technological and skill
development that occurs within the city. Ballarat has
quality post-secondary education opportunities with
TAFE, the University of Ballarat and experienced
providers of traineeships and apprenticeships. This
makes Ballarat an attractive city for business to form
strategic links in training and innovation.
Central to attracting new industry and investment in
Ballarat is providing infrastructure that industry needs
and in this regard there is widespread support for the
development of a proposed industrial park located in
the Ballarat Airport precinct at Ballarat West.
Development of an industrial park is something of
which the Ballarat City Council would have primary
carriage, but it is something the state government
should support and exert a bit of pressure to make
happen.
The major impediment in developing the airport
precinct is that there are about half a dozen different
parcels of land and separate land titles. They are Crown
land titles basically, but somehow or other they need to
be able to bundle them together for any development to
take place. Then that land could be vested with the
council. The state government could also use its
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influence to accommodate any local community
heritage issues freeing the council up to move forward
with development at the site. One of the most important
parts of that site is the access for transport.
Provision of infrastructure would be a vital aspect of a
Ballarat West employment zone within the airport
precinct and that would include road infrastructure for
freight, energy, water and communications
infrastructure. It is a very appealing spot, especially as
the precinct is just west of Ballarat, but to do it Ballarat
needs a ring-road — a western ring-road — around the
city. Anyone who ever goes to Ballarat realises that to
get out of Ballarat, especially travelling towards
Melbourne, is a nightmare. With a lot of transport and
trucks coming through the centre of the city, there is no
easy way out. Under the ring-road option that has been
proposed, you would exit the Western Highway at the
Learmonth Road access to the Ballarat West
employment zone, which is the airport precinct, and
then bypass Ballarat city using a route alignment along
Dyson Drive, Bells Road and Three Chain Road,
ultimately connecting with the Midland Highway just
before the Ballarat–Colac turn-off. These developments
would deliver significant benefits for Ballarat,
encouraging business investment and job creation,
facilitating more efficient traffic flow, as I said, with the
centre of Ballarat, which is a nightmare, and keeping
heavy traffic out of the busy streets servicing retail,
schools and residential.
Unfortunately none of this vision can be found in this
year’s state budget. People in the western region were
looking forward to money being allocated in this
budget to duplicate the Western Highway to Stawell,
but there is no money in this budget for that either. As
we all know, Labor has collected windfall tax revenues
and it has wasted taxpayers money, with nothing to
show for more than a decade of economic prosperity.
Now these things are starting to catch up. We all
understand that we have had economic good times over
the last 10 years or so, but the economy at the moment
is not looking too good. We know that is to do with fuel
prices, climate change, the cost of groceries et cetera, so
people are tightening their belts.
We have had a perfect opportunity, I believe, over the
last nine years of the Bracks and Brumby governments
to put in place a lot of the infrastructure which should
have been put in place and has not been. We all hear the
stories that when Labor was elected in 1999 the state
budget was something like $17 billion or $18 billion. It
is now $37 billion — double. In fact if you add up the
nine years that Labor has been in power, close to
$300 billion has been collected and spent over that time
frame.
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Mrs Peulich — On what?
Mr VOGELS — As Mrs Peulich said, ‘On what?’.
We know that payroll tax revenue in this budget is up
by $360 million, land tax revenue is up by
$300 million, stamp duty is up by $900 million, and on
it goes.
Many small businesses in regional and rural Victoria
are doing it tough. They have had to put up with the
drought and, as I said, increases in fuel prices, et cetera.
I was talking to a farmer the other day and members
can understand how concerned farmers must get. He
told me he has just spent $1 million on ploughing his
paddocks, buying fertiliser and buying seed. He has
spent $1 million and now he is obviously waiting for
winter rains and spring rains to make that all come to
fruition. That has been going on year after year, so there
is concern out in the bush.
In conclusion, the Labor Party has ruled Victoria —
and I think a lot of people seem to forget that — for
75 per cent of the last 30 years. Whenever we hear of
anything that has gone wrong, it is always in those dark
years of the so-called Kennett government, blah, blah,
blah. However, Labor has been in power for 75 per cent
of the last 30 years and, as I said, it has had plenty of
money to do things. When Labor got elected in 1999 it
inherited an economy that had a AAA rating with very
little, if any, public debt. If you compare that with 1992
when the Liberal Party was elected, I believe it was
something like $32 billion worth of debt — and there
was no AAA rating. If you think about $32 billion
worth of debt when total revenue for the state in 1992
was only $12 billion, you recognise that the annual debt
was three times the revenue that Labor governments
had to deal with. As I said before, as I drive to
Melbourne and as I drive around my region I see the
missed opportunities. It makes me sad because there
have been huge missed opportunities. The money has
been there and I do not think it has been spent very
wisely.
The legacy that Labor will leave when the Baillieu
government comes to power in 2010 will once again
mean that the Liberal-National coalition will have to
put its shoulder to the wheel so that Victorians will
finally get the services they deserve.
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — Sometimes in this
place you think you must be living in a parallel
universe, particularly when you sit and listen to a
contribution such as the one we have just heard from
Mr Vogels, who said he did not think much had
happened in country Victoria under this government. I
will deal with some of what he said in a bit more detail
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during my contribution to the debate on the budget, but
at the outset let me say that I am very proud to be a
member of a government that is continuing to deliver
for all Victorians.
I am proud to be part of a government that has focused
on providing services and upgrading infrastructure and
community facilities upon which all Victorians can
rely. What a contrast that is to the state in which we
found Victoria when we came to government in 1999!
Mr Vogels seems to have conveniently forgotten that
the previous government closed schools, hospitals and
railway lines. This government has built roads and
infrastructure, yet Mr Vogels talks about how terrible
things are and how he is not prepared to catch a train.
I caught the train from Gippsland this morning, and it
was full of commuters. I got on at Drouin, and I got one
of the last seats in the economy section. The first class
and economy sections were full — and they were full
because we have restored services. Interestingly, I
caught a train that started its trip in Bairnsdale, not
Traralgon, yet only a few years ago — before we came
to government — you could not catch a train from
Bairnsdale because the Kennett government had closed
that line.
I have told a story in the house on another occasion, but
I will tell it again. Many years ago I happened to be in
Bairnsdale when the last train from Melbourne arrived
in that town. The local community hijacked the train
and refused to let it leave. I was doing some work with
the local council, and people said to me, ‘You had
better come down to Bairnsdale station’. I asked why,
and was told that a community event was going on. I
went to the station, and it absolutely was a community
event. Not only were people protesting about the
closure of the railway line but there were also kids who
said, ‘Mr Kennett closed my kinder’, other kids who
said, ‘Mr Kennett closed my school’, and people who
said, ‘Mr Kennett has closed our hospital’.
That is the legacy we inherited, so it is a little ironic to
come in here and listen to Mr Vogels talking about how
he does not like to catch the train from western Victoria
any more. I have not caught the train from western
Victoria because I do not live down there, but I would
be stunned if the service in western Victoria has not
improved as the — —
Mr Vogels — It hasn’t.
Mr VINEY — It has. We have improved services
across the whole of the state of Victoria. The reason the
Bairnsdale–Melbourne train was full this morning —
the 8.34 from Drouin — —
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Mr D. Davis — There is a car park.
Mr VINEY — There is a brand-new car park at the
Drouin railway station, which, believe it or not, we
built. It was opened not long ago. Not only is there a
new train service but there are new car parks in
Bairnsdale and Drouin, as well as funding in this
budget for a new station car park for Berwick. I had the
pleasure of opening a new car park in Garfield, so there
are new car parks along all of the route, and the reason
this morning’s train was full was because we have
improved the service and dropped prices, so the
customers have come flooding back.
What did Mr Kennett do? He said, ‘This is all a bit
hard. Let’s just shut the system down and throw it all
out to the private sector’. In the metropolitan area he
sold off the railway system, and one of the companies
subsequently walked away from the deal and cost us a
billion dollars. That is the legacy of the Kennett
government that we inherited.
As I said, opposition members and government
members live in a parallel universe. Mr Vogels
complained about the lack of investment in
infrastructure, yet this government has an operating
surplus — and I am pleased the Treasurer is in the
chamber tonight to hear me say this — of $828 million.
Congratulations, Treasurer! We have a net
infrastructure investment of $3.9 billion for 2008–09,
and this will be an average of $4.3 billion over the four
years to 2011–12. We only have to contrast that with
the investment in infrastructure made by the Kennett
government.
From 1992 to 1999, during the seven dark years of the
Kennett government, there was a total infrastructure
investment of $1 billion. Now, in one year we are
investing three times that amount in infrastructure for
this state. We also have low and sustainable levels of
debt, yet just before we came to office in 1999, the net
debt in Victoria in June that year was 11.9 per cent of
gross state product. In June 2008 net debt will be
7.9 per cent, so we have dropped the level of debt
against gross state product by a whopping 4 per cent.
Members on the other side often like to reflect upon the
glory days of the Bolte government, but the work of
that government was built upon massive levels of state
debt.
In relation to business investment, there has been
funding of $490 million over four years in further land
tax reform, $170 million over four years for additional
reductions in payroll tax — to 4.95 per cent, which is
the lowest level since the mid-1970s. This government
has been reducing payroll tax every year, and it has
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continued to reduce WorkCover premiums, which in
this budget have been reduced by a further 5 per cent.
I know that members opposite like to talk about their
connections with the business community, but I am not
sure that many members opposite have run businesses,
as I have done. I ran a business for 10 years, and when I
sold it in 1999 it had 50 employees, so I know that
business taxes and WorkCover premiums are
significant factors in the operation of any business. I
welcome a further reduction in WorkCover premiums
in this budget, as well as funding of $332 million over
four years for an adjustment to stamp duty.
I turn to some other areas of the budget, because I am
conscious of the time. In the area of education it is this
government that has increased the number of teachers.
There are 8000 additional staff in the education system.
What a contrast that is to the massive staff cuts we saw
under the Kennett government, which closed 350-odd
schools and sacked thousands of teachers! This budget
has $592 million for the modernisation, regeneration
and replacement of schools across Victoria. It is this
government that has not only announced but started to
roll out a program of school modernisation and
improvement for every single public school in Victoria.
That program is being rolled out progressively across
the state.
I turn to the area of health. When we came to
government I had the honour of being appointed
Parliamentary Secretary for Human Services and had
some involvement in the first process of reinvesting in
our education system. I recall very well reports that
came through to us in that first period that most of our
public hospitals were bankrupt and selling their assets
to fund recurrent operations.
The first thing this government did was to put
investment back into the recurrent funding — the
weighted equivalent inlier separation funding — of our
hospital system. It then started a massive investment in
infrastructure of our hospitals in country Victoria and in
metropolitan Melbourne. We were committed to
investing in and growing the whole state, and not
seeing Melbourne as the heart and country Victoria as
the toenails, as former Premier Jeff Kennett said in the
lead-up to the 1999 election. This budget sees a
$703 million boost to the capacity of hospitals to
provide elective services and to expand essential
services such as renal dialysis, radiotherapy and
chemotherapy.
Dealing directly with the issues Mr Vogels raised, I
point out that in country Victoria we have seen in this
budget a $205 million investment over four years to
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secure the future of Victorian farming; a further
$80 million to help provincial communities recover
from the bushfires; $515 million to improve rural and
regional transport connections; and $57 million for
initiatives designed to ensure regional and rural
communities are attractive places for people to live,
work and do business. It has also committed
$137 million in additional funding for our hospitals and
health-care facilities in provincial Victoria, with an
additional $70 million for the second stage — and I
note Mr Vogels has left the chamber— of the
Warrnambool hospital redevelopment project.
I want to deal specifically with some issues in my
electorate, particularly in the Gippsland region. The
first thing I want to talk about is some of the
government’s initiatives in clean coal. I know members
opposite have in the past denied the issues associated
with climate change and are late converts to dealing
with climate change in this state and globally, but this
government has been talking about the need to deal
with climate change and greenhouse gas emissions for a
long time. We are continuing that process. I remember
debates in this chamber where members opposite
opposed wind power projects. They have opposed
renewable energy projects. I remember in the last
Parliament the opposition opposed the Victorian
renewable energy targets. That is consistent with the
sorts of opposition that it has been putting forward to
some of the national initiatives in this area.
What I would say in relation to the Gippsland region is
that the Latrobe Valley parts of Gippsland particularly
have a significant economic dependency on the coal
industry. It is my view— and I have said this before—
that the coal industry has a significant and vibrant
future in this state as part of the solution to climate
change and greenhouse gas emission issues. The way
the coal industry has that future is through clean coal
technology, through issues such as carbon capture and
storage, through looking at the natural gas opportunities
in the coal deposits of the Latrobe Valley and looking at
converting coal to diesel. These are enormous
opportunities for this state to reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions and to ensure the future of jobs in the Latrobe
Valley and in Victoria generally.
It is also true to say that unquestionably the future of
our economy is dependent upon a move from oil to
electricity. If we can get electricity generation out of the
Latrobe Valley on a significantly reduced carbon
emissions regime, then the Latrobe Valley economy
has a vibrant future and significant opportunity. This
government has invested $12.2 million in this budget to
establish Clean Coal Victoria, a new organisation to be
placed in the Latrobe Valley which will focus on
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identifying future coal resources and planning for
long-term use and rehabilitation. It is a significant and
welcome investment. A further $110 million spent on
carbon capture and storage demonstration programs
under the Labor government’s energy technology
innovation strategy is also welcome.
No other Victorian government has made the sorts of
commitments to education that this government,
Treasurer Lenders and Premier Brumby have made to
education in Victoria. No government in this state’s
history has committed to an across-the-board
renovation and renewal project for every school in the
state. Many schools in this state, particularly those in
my electorate in country Victoria, were built over
100 years ago. Alberton Primary School recently
celebrated its 125th anniversary, and we have put
$2 million into a school renewal project down there. I
was with the Treasurer, when he was Minister for
Education, at the Toora Primary School when we
invested — —
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr VINEY — It was a great and grand eight
months is all I can say! I was with the Treasurer when
he made many of the announcements across
Gippsland — at Toora Primary School and at Trafalgar
Secondary College — when he was Minister for
Education.
This is the government that is investing in every school
in the state. In this budget we have the Buln Buln
Primary School rural replacement program of
$2 million; the Darnum Primary School rural
replacement program of a further $2 million; the
Alberton Primary School upgrade, as I said, of another
$2 million; and the Eagle Point Primary School upgrade
of another $2 million. In Maffra we have an investment
of just under $10 million — $4.1 million at the Maffra
Primary School and $5.3 million at the Maffra
Secondary College. This is a massive investment in
education in Victoria. As part of the commencement of
our $50 million tech wings investment program there is
also a further $930 000 investment in schools in
Gippsland, including Bairnsdale Secondary College,
Cann River P–12 College, Lakes Entrance Secondary
College, Korumburra Secondary College, Leongatha
Secondary College, Mirboo North Secondary College,
Sale College, South Gippsland Secondary College,
Yarram Secondary College and Lowanna College. I
was recently at the Lowanna College, where we opened
the new year 7 centre. Other schools are the Neerim
District Secondary College, Trafalgar High School, and
Warragul Regional College.
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As I said before, there has been a massive investment in
our public transport system across Victoria. One of the
things I want to welcome is the proposal to put in a
passing track at Westall on the Dandenong line, which
will provide a significant improvement to the Gippsland
rail services by ensuring that those express services
from Dandenong to Caulfield, Richmond and
Melbourne are able to achieve their timetables. This is a
budget that is continuing our investment in services to
all Victorians.
Lastly, I want to talk very briefly about water, because
the water issues facing this state are significant. This is
a government that has decided to take on the issues of
water — to increase reuse, to create new water out of
the desalination plant at Wonthaggi, and to create a grid
across the state to ensure that all Victorians can share
equitably, fairly and reasonably in the water resources
of this state.
I will conclude by saying that it is no good people in
The Nationals and the Liberal Party complaining about
Melbourne stealing water from other areas. As I have
said before, the water resource is a resource of the
entire state. We are all Victorians, and there is a
co-dependency. There is a co-dependency between
Melbourne and country Victoria. The people in
Gippsland need Melbourne and those in Melbourne
need Gippsland. Melbourne needs Gippsland’s food
production, Melbourne needs Gippsland’s water
resources, and Melbourne needs Gippsland’s power
resources through coal. And the people of Gippsland
need the Melbourne market for all of those things to
work effectively and properly. It is absolutely
unacceptable for the opposition — The Nationals and
the Liberal Party — to be trying to divide Victorians so
they are against one another on the issues of water.
Our investment in the water infrastructure projects are
of historic proportions. They are absolutely substantial
investments in our water infrastructure; they are
absolutely essential to ensuring that this state is able to
continue to prosper and to grow, and it would be better
for the opposition to recognise the degree and extent of
this investment. It is extraordinary and hypocritical that
The Nationals, which have even orchestrated an event
where the Victorian Farmers Federation is about to call
for the damming of the Mitchell River, would run a
campaign in the last state election talking about
Melbourne stealing Gippsland’s water and ‘sending
back its poo’, which are the words they used in that
campaign to take the seat of Morwell, and at the same
time propose — as Mr Ryan, the Leader of The
Nationals, and Mr Hall pretend is not happening — the
damming of the Mitchell. The only reason you would
propose damming the Mitchell River is to send the
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water to Melbourne. There is no other reason to dam
the Mitchell River. It is absolute hypocrisy for those in
The Nationals and their colleagues in the Liberal Party
to criticise this government on its massive water
investment and at the same time be proposing to dam
the Mitchell River and send that water to Melbourne.
The solutions for our water usage are not to further dam
the Mitchell. That water is needed in the Gippsland
Lakes and the Gippsland region. The solution is to
ensure that there are improved savings through
investment in our irrigation systems, that there are
improved savings through a reduction of use — —
Mr Koch interjected.
Mr VINEY — There are improved savings through
a reduction of use in Melbourne, just as we have been
achieving. I can see Mr Koch scoffing at this, but
70 per cent of that project in the north is essentially
being funded by Melbourne Water users, with only a
small proportion of the water being diverted. When you
look at the total project of stages 1 and 2, it drops to
about 10 per cent of the total water savings that will
actually get diverted to Melbourne.
Mr Koch interjected.
Mr VINEY — Mr Koch, your proposals are to
further dam the Mitchell River, to starve — —
Mr Koch — These are your words.
Mr VINEY — They are the proposals; they are
actually in The Nationals press releases. The coalition
proposes to dam the Mitchell River, to take that water
out of the environmental requirements of the Gippsland
Lakes, which is one of the great economic jewels as
well as an environmental jewel of Gippsland, and to
divert it to Melbourne, at the same time as using all of
the potable water in the power industry. Our proposal is
to get Melburnians to use less water, to build a
desalination plant to create more water and to generate
savings in an irrigation system where, in some cases, 60
to 80 per cent of the water is lost to evaporation and
leakage.
What a disgraceful waste! It is no-one’s fault except
ageing infrastructure. That irrigation system is over
100 years old; it is time it was modernised. No
government has been prepared to do it. Not any of the
governments of those now in opposition were prepared
to modernise it. This is the government that has had the
courage to do it and to call on the people of Melbourne
to fund it. Part of that process is to share the water. As I
have said, there is a co-dependency here. Melbourne
needs country Victoria — absolutely. Melburnians need
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country Victoria. They need the north-east food bowl
and they need Gippslanders, but Gippslanders and the
people of the north-east also need Melbourne. They
need Melbourne’s markets, they need Melbourne’s
resources, they need Melbourne’s infrastructure, and
they need Melbourne’s investment to modernise their
systems. I welcome this budget, because it consolidates
what this government is doing about making sure
Victoria becomes and continues to be a great place to
live, work and raise a family.
Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) — Budgets
are interesting documents, and I think we are starting to
lose sight of exactly what budgets are in our modern
Australia. We are starting to lose sight of the fact that
budgets are simply a tool to implement policies.
Budgets in themselves are not an end; they are not an
outcome. Spending more money than any previous
administration or throwing more money at any
particular project is in itself not an outcome, nor is it
necessarily something of an achievement. Yet
frequently when any issue is discussed in this place the
standard response is, ‘But we are spending more than
anybody else’. There are many areas in which this
government is spending considerably more than anyone
else, and I will touch on some of those in the course of
this speech, but those expenditures would be much to
the embarrassment of this government and its members
because they are expenditures which ought not to have
been made. They are the result of poor management of
some projects, of poor planning of some projects and of
misplaced priorities consistently within the
government.
The fact that the government sees that simply spending
money is an achievement worries the life out of me.
This government is not alone. Nationally many state
governments and federal governments of both
persuasions have also fallen for the trap of claiming that
their expenditures somehow represent desirable
outcomes. There is a significant disconnect in public
policy between the policies that the government has
developed and announced and the reviews that it has
undertaken of some of the key areas where people are
expecting government spending and action, and the
actual budget allocations that have been made towards
the realisation of those policies or the achievement of
those actions in areas such as transport, health,
education, water and so forth.
This government has been particularly fortunate in that
when it came into power it received significant largesse
in the form of the GST, a tax that it formerly
consistently opposed for political purposes while taking
the cheques and gleefully banking them because it was
able to expand many of its services, to reinvest in
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services that all Victorians regard as important and to
direct some funds towards vitally needed infrastructure
in this state. This was a luxury that was, frankly, not
available to the previous Kennett government which
came to power when this state was on its knees, bereft
of finances, with many of its institutions and agencies,
had they been operating in the private sector, effectively
bankrupt. There was a restoration of the finances of
many government agencies. I note that Mr Viney in his
contribution to the debate referred to hospitals and
suggested that they were on the verge of collapse
financially when this government came into power.
Can I suggest to Mr Viney that their accounts were far
healthier in 1999 than they had been in 1992. That is a
matter of fact.
What we need to do in terms of the debates on the
budget is to stop simply talking about numbers and
throwing them backwards and forwards, particularly
statistics and percentages, which always give the lie to
the reality of the circumstances we find ourselves in
with respect to the delivery of services and facilities for
Victorians. In the eastern suburbs the 2008 budget was
greeted with dismay. In some areas it was just greeted
with despair because many important projects were not
funded. Many commitments that the government had
been happy to make in election contests, in press
releases and in the lead-up to the budget simply were
not delivered when it came to the actual document, not
just in this financial year but in forward estimates for
subsequent financial years. There is a real concern
about many projects.
I tend to look further afield, though. I look right around
the community of Victoria and I find just as sadly that
projects that ought to have been funded by this
government have not been realised in many other parts
of Victoria as well. The eastern suburbs is not the only
pauper in this process; it is not the only area of Victoria
that has been jilted by this government that is so long
on promises but so short on delivery.
Members in this place will know that I have significant
concerns about economic matters in general and the
future direction of this country and this state because
the approach that I take, the ruler I measure our
achievements with, is not what we do for today but
what we do for tomorrow. It occurs to me that in a
period when we have had extraordinary income
available to us at both a federal and state level we have
done all too little towards investing in the future. Our
investment in infrastructure has been far short of what it
ought to have been, despite the rhetoric, perhaps, of
governments of both colours at the various levels.
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The reality is that we have squandered much of the
money that has come in from taxpayers, which they
expected we would do better with. In the case of this
state government in particular, that squandering has led
to members starting to fool themselves about how good
their budget is and overlooking areas in which it is
simply negligent, incompetent and mismanaged. I will
touch on some of those later.
I worry about our foreign debt levels going forwards. It
is one of the indicators that the former Howard-Costello
federal government ought to have paid a lot more
attention to. It is the one area where I have some very
significant concerns about the economic management
credentials of that government, because our foreign
debt is way too high. The government is propped up by
a minerals boom, which also contributed to some of
that foreign debt because the industry has an insatiable
need for capital funding or equity funding for those
projects. The minerals boom has also had the effect of
creating a lopsided national economy that is a very
significant factor in rising interest rates — interest rates
that are undermining business and consumer
confidence and impacting very seriously on families
throughout Victoria.
These are the very families that this government says it
champions, and yet while these families struggle with
higher interest rates, higher petrol costs, the rising cost
of food — partly as a result of the drought, partly as a
result of other cost inputs into the food sector, including
interest rates and fuel and associated transport costs —
this government simply takes more money. Wherever
this government has failed to address issues in the last
nine years and now sees some urgency in trying to play
catch-up and do something in a number of areas, it sees
that the way to achieve that is not to tap into its own
existing resources, not to tighten the belt, not to look at
those areas where it might have administered better, but
rather to simply push up the prices for those very
families which it claims to champion.
We need look no further than energy charges,
electricity charges or the cost of water bills to homes as
we face the water situation. It is very easy in the body
politic to say, ‘There is a major problem here, and we
all have to grin and bear it, we all have to work together
to address it, and sadly the way we have to do that is to
put prices up, frankly’.
The reality is that investment at an earlier stage would
have made those costs to families considerably lower. It
is interesting to see how much the government took out
over the last nine years in dividends from the water
authorities — dividend money that made its budgets
better and more robust, and made more money
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available for Kodak-moment spending, projects that
would enable the government to push its propaganda
but were of dubious value.
Funds from those water authorities might well have
been invested in fixing the leaking pipes that cost us
well over 10 per cent of our water supply every year.
They might have been invested better in addressing the
need for repairs to dams and weirs, of storages
throughout Victoria, because if water comes to some of
those weirs and dams around country Victoria there
will be further losses of water in any event because of
the deterioration in infrastructure. The government
might well have spent more wisely over the past nine
years.
I feel sorry for the current Treasurer. I find it hard to
feel sorry for the Premier, because he was the Treasurer
under former Premier Steve Bracks. However, the
reality is that much of the problem I see this
government facing today with this budget,
Mr Lenders’s first budget, is the result of the fact that
the Bracks government did so little. For its first three or
four years it was characterised as a do-nothing
government. Whilst members on the other side might
argue that point, an objective assessment of its
performance in that time would show that there were
very few achievements, very few projects, and that
there was a hiatus in terms of Victoria’s investment and
reinvestment in its infrastructure and the services that
we need for Victorians.
The result is that we were lagging behind, and we are
lagging behind today, and this government is now
trying to play catch-up. As I said, part of the
government’s method in doing so is to put more
imposts, costs and levies on Victorians simply because
it mismanaged in the past. This government needs to do
better. It needs to understand that its budgets must
reflect and must implement the policies and rhetoric
that it is very quick to dispense around Victoria,
because at the moment there is a very significant
disconnect.
I suggest to the house that what is sadly lacking in this
state is a public transport plan. I heard the Minister for
Public Transport in the other place on radio 3AW this
morning. She was asked about the problems with the
transport system and the fact that penalties for transport
companies were being removed. She said — and this is
paraphrasing — ‘We have had a real surge in patronage
on public transport as a result of increased population
and the fuel crisis’.
I think she is absolutely right; I agree with her. The
fascinating part about it is that she did not say, ‘We
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have had an increase in public transport because of
government policies, because we have actually got it
right’, because in fact anything but government policy
has driven people to the public transport system.

congestion in the eastern suburbs but would also allow
us to make a real improvement in public transport
because suddenly you would be able to put more trains
on that railway line without disruption to traffic.

The Kennett government might be attacked by many
people for its credentials. When it left office in 1999
there were 69 trains on order for the public transport
system. This government has added but 10 trains to the
public transport system. Public transport is a service
that is demanded now by Victorians because we have
an ageing population, because of the fuel crisis, because
of a recognition that people in their own way want to
address the footprint they make on this world, and
because of the climate change issue, and how they can
live better and more sustainably.

The Dandenong railway line has a number of key
bottlenecks that ought be addressed as a matter of
urgency. In the western suburbs there is the St Albans
crossing, and there are a number of other crossings
throughout the northern and western suburbs that also
ought be addressed. The one at Bell Street, Preston, and
perhaps also the one at Yarraville come to mind. Those
major bottlenecks are contributing to traffic congestion
and are reducing the efficiency and effectiveness of our
public transport system. But this government has no
such plans.

But most people are fairly hard pressed to use the
public transport system in this state; it simply defies
them to use it consistently because of its lack of
reliability, its lack of safety, its lack of cleanliness, its
lack of connectivity and in some cases simply because
it is just too hard, inconvenient and uncomfortable for
people to use, particularly in peak hour periods.

This government let a fellow called Eddington, who is a
very highly regarded Victorian who perhaps did not
realise this government’s largesse for consultants,
undertake a project largely at his own expense. He
invested a great deal of his own time and energy in
developing a report that is an effective starting point for
public transport and traffic improvements in Victoria.
The report addresses freight movement, some of the
freeway bottlenecks and some of the public transport
issues. It is not enough.

I am a great believer in trying to address the public
transport system in a very real way and getting right
some of the issues. One of the things that ought be a
priority is undergrounding the railway crossings and
grade separations throughout the metropolitan area.
Also because we are very mindful of the dangers of
railway crossings throughout Victorian rural and
regional areas, we ought to address the safety aspects of
those crossings. I know the government has made some
movement in this area, but it is all too little, too late. It
is not part of a comprehensive plan that we ought be
taking forward. Virtually all the railway crossings at
street level in Sydney have been abolished. We ought to
be doing the same.
In my electorate the Whitehorse City Council, with
support from the previous federal government, has been
pressing for some time for studies into the
undergrounding of Springvale Road at Whitehorse
Road, which is the worst railway crossing in the
metropolitan area. The state government has reluctantly
been dragged kicking and screaming to participate in
those studies. That work ought to be a priority project
for the government.
In my view the crossings at Mitcham Road, Rooks
Road and Blackburn Road ought be lowered at the
same time. All four of those crossings ought be
eliminated because it simply makes sense to do the
work as a one-off project that tackles the one issue.
That would not just allow an improvement in traffic

In my view it does not go anywhere near far enough
partly because the terms of reference were not adequate
to allow him to explore the issue in detail. The
government is seen to want to shy away from a master
plan that would take us into the future. Frankly, I do not
think we should be shying away from these sorts of
issues. I do not expect the government to have a plan
that is realisable in 4, 6, 8 or 10 years’ time; I think it is
quite fair to have a timetable that is perhaps 30 years
out, but if we do not sit down and develop that master
plan, and if we do not tackle the big picture, how do we
know that we are getting right all the little decisions
along the way? In my view we are doing anything but
that.
Continuing to extend spur train lines is a nonsense. I
want to see connectivity. I want to see us starting to
connect up some of the train lines we already have
either with light rail or heavy rail. I have advocated a
project a number of times over the years. It seems to me
that it would make sense to run a heavy rail line from
Ringwood to Dandenong and perhaps to Frankston, but
certainly from Ringwood to Dandenong. That would
create a loop on two very busy lines, which starts to
give some more options and some more efficiencies in
the train system.
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The lines are there, the opportunity is there and the
marketplace is there because it would go through the
Scoresby corridor, which is the high-technology
precinct; it would go through the Knox area; it would
connect Dandenong, which is a significant hub which
this government sees as an important area and a
strategic part of Melbourne, and I agree with that; and
Ringwood which is another transit hub, and a gateway
to much of the eastern suburbs. It is a project that ought
be prioritised, but it is nowhere in the government’s
thinking.
The government is not even interested in a project that
has been championed by the City of Knox and some
other people which would extend a spur line from
Huntingdale to Rowville. That is a possible transport
improvement, but it does nowhere near as much good
as my proposal which would be to link Ringwood and
Dandenong.
We should do the same in other areas. The extension to
the Western Ring Road ought be a priority project, but
frankly I do not know where it sits on this
government’s schedule at the moment. I know the
Prime Minister, Mr Rudd, promised federal funding for
the widening of the Western Ring Road in the lead-up
to the last federal election; I hope it has survived the
razor cuts. I hope that project goes ahead soon, because
I see it as one of the most vital pieces of infrastructure
in Victoria, certainly on the Melbourne fringe because
of the number of freeways and major roads it links, and
the fact that it actually gives options for taking some of
the traffic pressure off the West Gate Bridge while we
try to resolve the issues associated with the
overcapacity of that infrastructure. It is infrastructure
that has been in place for decades, and it is clearly not
coping with the demand. An improvement to the
Western Ring Road gives us an opportunity to take the
pressure off and to get the job done properly.
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government agenda nor is it on any government priority
list that I can see. Next week EastLink opens. We have
been critical of that in the past, not for the fact that there
are tolls on that freeway but the fact that the
government went to an election saying that there would
not be tolls and then promptly, after the election,
imposed those very tolls.
Let us not be petulant about that issue. Let us look
rather at the fact that it is going to throw a lot more
traffic onto the Eastern Freeway, and when it gets to the
city, to Hoddle Street and to Alexandra Parade, there
will be a major problem by way of a major bottleneck.
Frankly this government should have already been
working on the solution to that bottleneck. It seems that
there is a rift in the Labor Party over whether or not
there should be a link between the Eastern Freeway and
CityLink.
In the interest of good government and proper traffic
management, the petty rifts of members of the Labor
Party ought to be put to one side. That project ought to
have been a priority of this government over the last
five years and construction ought to have been well
advanced by now so that in relation to the looming
problem next weekend there would have literally been
light at the end of the tunnel. But we are some distance
off even tackling that project, because the government
has no commitment to it.
Public transport ought to be a feature of any widening
of the Western Ring Road; it ought to be a feature of
any link between the Eastern Freeway and the Western
Ring Road; it ought to be a feature of any continuing
link between the Eastern Freeway and CityLink,
because we ought not just be thinking about cars now,
we ought to be thinking about the future and improving
public transport options.

I am an advocate for linking up the Western Ring Road
with the Eastern Freeway, or with the EastLink project.
Not everybody favours the project, but it seems to me
to be a very logical link between major pieces of
infrastructure, and it would reduce a considerable
amount of congestion in the metropolitan area. It would
stop a lot of drivers who do not want to be anywhere
near the city from coming in towards the city, or drivers
who are getting off at Bell Street or at other roads from
Bulleen Road into the city, to try to somehow wend
their way north to pick up the Greensborough bypass or
the Western Ring Road.

Still today too much of our public transport planning is
predicated on the fact that people are supposed to want
to go every morning in towards the city and every
afternoon out from the city back to their homes.
Frankly the traffic patterns today have changed
dramatically. It is nothing sudden or surprising; it has
been happening over decades. The reality is that what is
missing in much of our system — and this is one of the
reasons I am so strongly in favour of the railway line
from Ringwood to Dandenong — are north–south and
east–west transport connections right across the city,
which is one of the issues that Eddington certainly
addressed.

We need that link, but at the moment the only people
who are thinking about it are the RACV (Royal
Automobile Club of Victoria). It is not on any

If it were up to me I would like a tram line down
Blackburn Road, from Blackburn railway station to
Syndal railway station to Monash University. It would
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pick up and make greater sense of the existing tram line
along Burwood Highway that connects with Deakin
University’s Burwood campus, and maybe one day live
up to the promise of the Labor government and extend
from Vermont South to the Knox City shopping centre,
as was promised as far back as 1999.
That tram line would provide some very real options for
students and people accessing the Monash hospital and
for people accessing areas such as Clayton and railway
lines in between that. It would open up further options
for them in terms of where they live and where they
work. We need to make environmentally sensible
decisions about a network. I am not as familiar with
some of the other areas of Melbourne — in the west or
the northern suburbs, for instance — but I certainly
recognise that there is a need for better linkages there
too.
We simply have to stop thinking about building more
spur lines just for the sake of it. We have to start
thinking more about connectivity, because what our
commuters are looking for is connectivity, reliability,
safety and cleanliness — and they would also like a
public transport ticket system that works!
I suggest also that the Doncaster area is sadly in need of
public transport, that in fact at this stage that area has a
very high or even excessive rate of car ownership
simply because the area is inadequately served by
public transport, particularly by any sort of fixed-rail
options — and again the space is bare. The cupboard is
bare when it comes to government options, government
plans, government thinking on public transport options
for Doncaster or linkages with Doncaster, which in
itself is a significant regional centre, important enough
to be DAC-d — taken over by the state government
development assessment committee process — but not
important enough to be connected with other centres.
How serious is the government about its transit cities
project? I know Mr Somyurek has a great interest in the
city of Dandenong, and I share much of his enthusiasm
for that municipality and particularly the suburb of
Dandenong. It has always been a gateway to Gippsland,
it has always effectively been the second CBD in the
metropolitan area and yet it is so sadly neglected.
This government claims it has a development agency in
there and it is doing wondrous things as part of its
transit cities project, but there is not a lot to show for it
on the board. There have been two significant
announcements of late. One of them was that Reading
Cinemas would move into Dandenong — that was
terrific because all they were doing was replacing
Village, which had left last year. The other one was that
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a government department will take up space in an office
building there. That is terrific! We need more out of
that particular project.
When the people of Ringwood look at Dandenong and
what has been achieved, they ought not have been
surprised to open the budget papers and see there was
not a cracker in there for the transit station, despite all
the encouragement from this government about the
development of the Ringwood transit city, a project for
which there are some very viable and significant private
investment plans by QIC and other players. Indeed, a
number of companies have already made moves within
the Ringwood area based on the opening of EastLink
and the government’s commitments on the transit city
centre. So imagine their feelings when they opened the
budget papers and saw that there was not a cracker in
there for the transit station.
In fact a project that could have been linking bus
activity up and down EastLink and improving public
transport in the eastern suburbs by bringing people onto
the train system using that transit centre had been
thwarted by the fact that the government had not
allocated funds to a project that it had said it was
committed to. It is an outrageous situation.
It is not only that public transport planning is missing.
What are we doing about the future needs of Victorians
in terms of airports? The other day somebody had
projected the population of Melbourne at 15 million
based on our current growth rate over the next 50 years
or so. The prediction is probably wrong, but not far
wrong because the government’s own figures suggest
about 7 million to 8 million, or up to 10 million. Is it
really such a big difference? The government is
presupposing that current growth rates will continue.
They may not continue, and that would change its
figures. The reality is that we are not planning for a city
of 7 million or 8 million people either, let alone one of
15 million people. We are not planning for additional
airport facilities at this stage, are we? We are looking at
closing down Essendon Airport. We have got Avalon
and Tullamarine airports, but what have we got in the
south-east? What are we doing about looking at airport
facilities that will serve that part of Melbourne?
What are we doing about ports? We are out there
dredging the bay right now, but that is a very short-term
solution, even going by what the people who are
pundits for that project say. Most people say it is not the
long-term solution; Hastings is. One day our main port
will be at Hastings, but the government does not want
to have to make that sort of decision. It does not want to
put up the funds and lay down the time lines to make
that a reality, despite the fact that it is the sort of
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planning that we ought to be doing and that it ought to
be part of public debate going forward. We do not want
partisan positions. We want to have a debate to ensure
that this state really is a place that can continue to
sustain job growth and economic opportunity and have
the sort of lifestyle and social standing that we have
been able to achieve so far.
The people of the eastern suburbs were not happy with
this budget. What about the people who look forward to
the Box Hill Hospital project? They have been given so
much encouragement. I have to say, in commendation
of this government, that I think the Royal Children’s
Hospital project looks like being one of the world-class
hospital facilities, and the government deserves
congratulations for its foresightedness in tackling that
project, as well as the Royal Women’s Hospital project.
But Box Hill Hospital is another story. As a former
colleague of mine in the other place, Gordon Ashley,
who represented the electorate of Bayswater, used to
say, ‘It serves a region the size of the city of Adelaide’.
In fact these days it is bigger than the city of Adelaide,
and the reality is that that hospital is breaking down. It
is not coping with the workload that it has to meet in
servicing the hospitalisation needs of people in the
eastern suburbs. No amount of patchworking or of
cobbling together short-term solutions will work. This
is what the government has tried with hospital facilities
such as the Angliss Hospital, which this government
had previously wanted to downgrade, and Maroondah
Hospital, which is also not an advanced tertiary hospital
in the same context as Box Hill Hospital.
Box Hill Hospital, in this budget, received $8.5 million
effectively for some cosmetic work. My colleague
Mr Leane trumpeted that figure as a very significant
investment in the Box Hill Hospital and thought it was
a wonderful commitment by the government. It is 1 per
cent of the amount of money, minimum, that Box Hill
Hospital needs today if it is to continue to be a hospital
delivering a first-class health service to the people of
the eastern suburbs. We need at least $850 million to
$1 billion invested in that hospital.
I could accept it not being done this year if it were on
the basis that the Royal Children’s Hospital project was
proceeding and perhaps there were others in the queue,
but all of us in the eastern suburbs need to know that at
least it is on the government’s horizon. Unfortunately at
this stage in the forward estimates there is no
commitment. We have a vague promise by the member
for Mitcham and Minister for Gaming in the other
place, Tony Robinson, to the local paper that all will be
okay late next year. It is a vague promise that was not
echoed by a spokesperson for the Minister for Health in
the other place, Daniel Andrews, in the same story in
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the same publication when he was asked about
Mr Robinson’s comments. We need that hospital, and
at the moment the government’s response to it has been
totally inadequate.
What about schools in my area that have missed out on
funding? We hear a lot about the government’s
modernisation program, and schools in my area are
starting to say, ‘What exactly does that mean, because
we are not getting the sorts of messages from the
bureaucracy that suggest it means what the press
releases have said? We are not seeing that the
government is prepared to actually rebuild our school at
all. What they are really suggesting to us is that a coat
of paint, a bit of restumping and maybe some re-roofing
will do us nicely’. Our schools need to know where
they are in the queue and what exactly these projects
mean for them. Every time I ask ministers for advice on
where they are in the scheme of things, there is a
resounding, ‘No comment. We have this program. It is
a 10-year program. You will be advised in due course’.
And the schools get no better response when they ask
the questions. I have been to schools like Dorset
Primary School, Eastwood Primary School,
Nunawading South Primary School, Nunawading
Primary School and other schools throughout my
electorate that all are in sad need of repair. In some
cases they face dangerous situations.
When I visit some of those schools and I see teachers
having to move photocopiers when it rains so that
someone does not get electrocuted because of leaks in
the roof, I think to myself, ‘What would happen if
WorkCover came and did a tour of the schools in my
electorate?’ because I do not think a single school in my
electorate would survive a WorkCover audit. The
government is pretty quick with WorkCover. It is pretty
trigger happy when it comes to walking into small
businesses and saying, ‘Hey, your facilities are not up
to scratch. These things are in the wrong place. This is a
dangerous situation
in your work environment’. A lot of the teachers in my
electorate, a lot of the students in those schools, a lot of
the parents who visit many of those schools are put in
rather dangerous situations simply because of unsafe
circumstances. Those situations have been pointed out
by those schools to the regional office and to those
conducting audits, but they very often do not even
make the list of works that need to be done in those
schools, let alone make budget lists.
This government talks about all of the wonderful things
it is doing; so why is it that Life Education struggles for
cash for a program that schools in my electorate believe
is so important in terms of drug-proofing our students?
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Why is it that Oxford House, an organisation that
houses people seeking rehabilitation after drug
addiction, is unable to get any government funding
because it does not fit a category, yet it assists these
people with life skills and rehabilitation from their
addictions for about $15 a day. Those people, if they
had re-entered the system of critical care, would
otherwise be looking at a minimum of $150 a day?
Why is there a 20-month wait in general public dental
care in Maroondah alone, let alone right across the
metropolitan area? Why is Bulleen Heights School,
which teaches 200 students from prep to year 12 with
autism spectrum disorder and intellectual disabilities,
unable to get any government commitment or any
indication from the government of a future commitment
towards funding of its library despite the fact that its
community has raised $85 000?
Do members know there is a $40 million white
elephant property settlement system that this
government has developed over six years but which has
processed just one sale? That $40 million alone could
have addressed all of the issues that I have just talked
about.
What about the cost overruns of $30 million on the
criminal justice software, the HealthSMART project
that is $35 million over budget, or the myki ticketing
system which is hundreds of millions of dollars over
budget? What about the grand prix that is also over
budget and which, despite such a heavy investment by
the government, fails to attract international or interstate
visitors and which in fact requires the manipulation of
attendance figures to establish any sort of credibility for
its continuation in Victoria?
What about the outrageous bungling on the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade training centre in Burnley,
which is millions of dollars over budget and barely
usable — a project with a 5-star energy rating but with
windows that cannot withstand high pressure hoses? In
fact if you turned the hoses in another direction, you
would blow cars off the CityLink tollway. Then trainee
firefighters have to walk through a misplaced wall of
fire before they can even start putting out the flames.
What about multimillion-dollar small business seminar
programs that are frequently cancelled because of low
attendances? The Real Estate Institute of Victoria used
to run those programs for free with much higher
attendances.
What about a minister who professes to be concerned
about gambling, who ticks off the biggest expansion in
gambling since former Premier Kirner introduced poker
machines into Victoria? There have been massive new
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revenue gains for the government but at a massive cost
to small businesses that the minister does not care
about, and with no reallocation of those funds into the
sorts of community projects I have just talked about.
What about $35 million going to a single automobile
company that some people argue was not necessary to
secure the project in the first place, that might well have
gone to a broader project that actually looked at energy
options and looked at other transport services within
this state and that would have been far more beneficial
to Victorians?
I have never been against debt, but when I look at the
debt projections of this government against the
infrastructure projects and the work that is actually
being done — and there are many areas that I have not
touched on, which I am sure my colleagues will touch
on in terms of water and other projects in health and
education systems and so forth — and at what has been
achieved, I think many members on the government
benches ought to go back to my initial remarks and start
looking at what achievements really are all about.
Achievements are not really all about simply spending
more money than a previous government. That is a
fool’s paradise. This government has entered fool’s
paradise with much of its prioritisation in this budget,
with its lack of vision and lack of commitment to
projects that would underpin better services for
Victorians. This has been a budget of bluff and bluster.
This is a budget that has not delivered anywhere near
what the government has suggested in terms of its
rhetoric, yet it is a budget that has increased the tax take
on Victorians — a budget that now looks to increase
debt levels in Victoria without looking at the sorts of
projects that would sensibly underpin such a debt
projection.
I am not happy about this budget, and, as I said, the
people of the eastern suburbs have greeted this budget
with dismay. The government ought to consider very
carefully that dismay because if it fools itself about its
rhetoric and fails to understand that dismay, very
quickly it will turn to anger, and that will be at this
government’s peril.
Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — I am
proud to rise to speak on the motion to take note of the
budget. It is Treasurer John Lenders’s first budget and
is another fine Labor budget, despite some of
Mr Atkinson’s misgivings.
Mr Finn — He’s not on his own.
Mr PAKULA — I’m sure he’s not, Mr Finn. I want
to spend a couple of minutes highlighting some of the
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measures that are designed to improve the amenity and
infrastructure of the Western Metropolitan Region. I am
not going to spend an inordinate amount of time on it,
because a lot of it was covered in the debate that
Mr Finn and I almost exclusively had last sitting week,
so I do not propose to reinvent the wheel.
Mr Finn — The best is yet to come.
Mr PAKULA — God help us! In the sphere of
health, I think the most compelling investment in this
budget is the $74 million investment for stage 2 of the
redevelopment of Sunshine Hospital. It is well on its
way to being a very fine medical facility for the western
suburbs, and that money has been very much welcomed
by the constituents in the western suburbs. It is only the
second stage of what is going to be a much larger
investment in Sunshine Hospital, but Western Health
continues to grow and thrive under successive budgets
brought down by this government.
There has also been the investment of $14 million for
eight new obstetric beds and four special care cots at
the Werribee Mercy Hospital. That will enable that
hospital to deliver an extra 800 babies every year.
Mr Finn might be interested to know that the
government is also investing $14 million for a new day
hospital in Sunbury — I am hopeful that he will never
have to make use of that — and of course a new peak
period ambulance unit is going to be built in Yarraville.
In the sphere of education, this budget delivers
regeneration projects at Altona and in Sunshine East; a
new school at the Springside campus of Caroline
Springs College and, as we discussed in the last sitting
week, a new select entry school at Wyndham Vale,
which even though it is outside the boundaries of the
Western Metropolitan Region, will certainly be utilised
by many families in the Western Metropolitan Region.
The track and station upgrade at Laverton, which is a
$92 million project, will allow additional services from
Laverton to the central business district via Altona.
Mr Finn — The bridge to nowhere!
Mr PAKULA — I am mindful that Mr Atkinson
spoke for 46 minutes without any interruption from the
Labor Party. Mr Finn can continue if he likes, but I will
probably have to go a lot longer than I would like to, so
I will leave that to him.
There are the park-and-ride facilities that I made
mention of in the last sitting week and the upgrade of
the Monash–CityLink–West Gate corridor which is
well under way. Then importantly there are projects
which are not big pocket items but are nonetheless very
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important to local communities, like the $3 million that
the state government is investing along with funds from
both Hobsons Bay council and the Williamstown
Football Club to upgrade the Williamstown football
ground, to turn it into a top-notch community facility. I
have been out to that facility with both the chief
executive officer of Hobsons Bay, Mr Bill Jaboor, and
the president of the Williamstown Football Club,
Trevor Monti, and they are absolutely delighted.
Mr Finn — Have you been to the Werribee
racecourse?
Mr PAKULA — I have been to the Werribee
racecourse more often than I would like to admit.
Mr Finn — Why are you closing it?
Mr PAKULA — You know that is not true. We are
not going to get into a debate. Those are just some of
the initiatives for the west.
Now I would like to turn to some of the opposition’s
critique of the budget. I read with great interest the
contribution of the shadow Treasurer in the other place,
Mr Wells.
Ms Pulford — Mr Rich-Phillips?
Mr PAKULA — No. I also listened to the
contributions, Ms Pulford, of shadow Treasurer no. 2,
Mr Rich-Phillips, and I listened to the contribution of
leader no. 3, Mr Guy. There were a couple of problems,
I thought, with those contributions. The first problem
was that a lot of the points made by the opposition were
just plain wrong. When you read the contribution of
Mr Wells, he really had to twist himself into some
fairly illogical contortions in order to criticise the
budget.
In a nutshell, his analysis was that the tax cuts delivered
by the government in this budget and previous budgets
are not really tax cuts because the gross tax take has
risen. He makes that claim even though Melbourne’s
population is growing by somewhere between 50 000
and 75 000 a year, even though the demand on the state
for the provision of schools and hospitals continues to
grow all the time, even though the infrastructure
demands on the state grow exponentially and even
though land and property values have been rising
steadily for years. In spite of all that, the government
has cut the rates of land tax, stamp duty and payroll tax
and has cut WorkCover premiums for five years
running. But the shadow Treasurer says that is not good
enough, and that the government should return all the
increased takings of the state so that there is absolutely
no additional revenue, otherwise the government
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cannot claim it has cut tax. He says that, even though he
himself has conceded that taxes that are based on
property values are highly susceptible to the peaks and
troughs of the economic cycle. He concedes that it is
cyclical revenue, but he says that we need to give it all
back. My query is: if the cycle dips, is it Mr Wells’s
position that in those circumstances it is okay to raise
those tax rates so long as the outcome of raising the tax
rates is revenue neutral? I bet that would not be his
position.
In his response to the shadow Treasurer’s speech the
Minister for Finance in another place took apart the
coalition’s magic pudding approach to the budget. If
members take the time to read Mr Wells’s speech they
will see a proposition that you can tax less, spend more
and reduce debt all at the same time. I am not going to
reprise Minister Holding’s speech but I certainly
encourage members to read it, because it is a very good
exposition of the lunacy of the opposition’s position
when it comes to how to frame a budget.
During his contribution the Minister for Finance also
took apart the shadow Treasurer’s position on the
question of debt. As the minister pointed out in his
contribution, and as I have pointed out in this chamber
on a number of occasions, net debt is today — and will
remain over the forward estimates period — a smaller
proportion of the state’s economy than it was when we
came to office. Notwithstanding that, the shadow
Treasurer describes the debt level as massive and
alarming. If debt as a proportion of the state’s economy
is smaller now than when we came to office and
massive and alarming now, then what is he saying
about the debt level during the Kennett years, because it
was a much bigger proportion of the state’s
economy — —
Mr Koch interjected.
Mr PAKULA — It is the truth. It is there in black
and white. As a proportion of the state’s economy debt
level was higher when we came to office than it is now.
I refer to an article in the Age by Marc Moncrief, that
newspaper’s state economics editor. The Age is not a
publication to which I refer often, but the article states:
I have spoken to several economists about whether the
projected debt poses a problem for the state and not one has
registered even a twitter of worry — as long as the money is
used to increase productivity.
Families borrow and businesses borrow, and governments are
no different. It’s a matter of being prudent with debt and
making sure money borrowed returns better than it costs.
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That is the reality. There is no big deal about debt,
particularly when you keep it under control as a
proportion of the state’s economy and it is being used to
build infrastructure and increase the state’s
productivity.
In his contribution Mr Guy at least conceded that the
ratio of debt to gross state product was higher in the
Bolte years than it has been any time since. He actually
conceded — —
Mr Guy interjected.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PAKULA — I am at a disadvantage, because
Mr Guy knows that I am not allowed to quote Hansard.
Mr Guy also conceded that debt was okay.
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr PAKULA — I am not going to misquote
Mr Guy, because I know he put a caveat on it, which
was that it is okay — —
Mr Guy — If your budget is so good, speak about it.
All you can do is speak about us.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Guy!
Mr PAKULA — The caveat was — —
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr PAKULA — All that Mr Guy did during his
contribution is talk about us.
Mr Guy interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Guy is warned.
Mr PAKULA — Mr Guy’s caveat was that debt
was okay so long as it was being used to build
infrastructure for the long-term benefit of the state, and
he said the problem was that we are not doing that. I
say that is just not right. If you accept the proposition
that debt is okay so long as you are building
infrastructure for the long-term benefit of the state, then
you need to look at whether or not that is occurring. We
say that the proposition that it is not occurring is just
nonsense. Not only will the current work on water
infrastructure effectively drought-proof the state in the
years ahead but the government is also investing in the
human capital of the state by rebuilding schools. We
are also rebuilding the state’s hospital infrastructure, as
well as building new select-entry schools. We are also
upgrading the Monash-West Gate corridor, investing in
standard gauge for country rail lines and building the
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Wodonga bypass. All those things are infrastructure
projects that are about increasing the state’s long-term
productive capacity.
Mr Atkinson talked about the level of debt and the level
of infrastructure spending, but the fact is that the level
of debt as a proportion of the state’s economy under the
previous government was higher than it is now, and the
level of infrastructure spending was lower — higher
debt-to-GSP (gross state product) ratio, lower
infrastructure spending — and we have a 400 per cent
increase in infrastructure spending on the back of only a
70 per cent to 80 per cent increase in the size of the
state’s economy. Mr Guy is right when he says that
debt is okay if it is used to build infrastructure, but I
would argue that he is wrong when he says that we
were not actually doing it.
What struck me about the contribution to the debate
made by the shadow Treasurer in particular, and other
contributors from the opposition, was how entirely
negative they were. I will at least give Mr Atkinson
credit for this: although I do not agree with many of the
proposals that he espoused in the house tonight, at least
he came here with proposals. At least he came here and
said, ‘If it was up to me, this is how we would do things
differently’. Unfortunately Mr Atkinson is viewed as
something of a renegade inside the opposition, but
he — almost singularly — came into this chamber and
said, ‘These are the things that I think we ought to do’.
If you go back to the most difficult days that the current
Premier had as Leader of the Opposition in the 1990s
and look at his speeches in response to budgets, you
will see that they are something like two-thirds
negative, one-third positive. One-third of his
contributions would be about what a Labor government
would do differently if it were in office. But if you read
the contributions to this debate made by Mr Wells,
Mr Rich-Phillips and Mr Guy, are they 50:50 negative
and/or positive — or 60:40 even, or 70:30? They are
not. They are 100 per cent negative. There was not one
single word in the shadow Treasurer’s contribution that
outlined an alternative vision for the state. Forget the
concept of vision — there was neither a single policy
nor a single initiative in the shadow Treasurer’s
contribution that you could describe as an alternative to
the budget.
Of all the things that Liberal MPs in their budget
responses managed to find fault with — and there have
been a lot of them, if members have listened to the
budget replies — no-one, apart from Mr Atkinson, has
said what they would do differently if they were in
office. I had this discussion with Mr Finn in the
chamber last sitting week. We had a spirited debate
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about Francis Street and the fact that the Liberal Party
said it wanted to hold the government to account but
had no policies of its own. Mr Finn interjected with,
‘What sort of opposition has a policy this far out from
an election?’ or words to that effect. Quite frankly I find
that sort of response astonishing.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr PAKULA — Mrs Peulich is interjecting now.
Mr Finn — Two and a half years out! Give it a rest!
Mr PAKULA — I will come to that, Mr Finn.
Mrs Peulich has interjected consistently over the last 18
months, ‘You are government. We are the opposition.
Our job is to oppose; you’re the government’. That is
true, Mrs Peulich, but surely that is not all you are here
to do. Surely members of the opposition are not here
simply to point the finger and say, ‘This is what you are
doing wrong. We do not have to tell you what we
would do if we were in government. We do not have to
come up with any policies. We do not have to come up
with any initiatives’.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PAKULA — Mrs Peulich is trying to put me off
by her reference to big birds. It will not work. Mr Finn
says, ‘Not yet’. I can understand how an opposition in
its first year after losing office might be a little
shell-shocked. I can understand how an opposition in its
first term might still be finding its feet. I can understand
how an opposition in its first term might still be
working on putting policy together, but after eight and a
half years — not one and a half years after losing
office; not one and a half terms after losing office — on
the opposition benches, still there is no alternative
policy framework, no alternative vision, no alternative
initiatives. None of them has managed to darken the
door of the shadow Treasurer’s budget reply.
Even the federal opposition leader, Brendan Nelson,
who was a minister seven months ago, managed to
come up with an idea in his budget reply about the
petrol excise.
Mrs Peulich — Where’s yours?
Mr PAKULA — Mrs Peulich, I suppose the
problem for the opposition is that it has not had time to
come up with alternative policies because it has been
totally and utterly distracted by all its internal intrigues,
by all its members’ antipathy for one another. Some are
playing offence, some are playing defence, but the fact
is that opposition members are playing against each
other.
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Mr Guy interjected.
Mr PAKULA — It is hardly surprising, Mr Guy,
that none of the members of the opposition has
bothered to get around to thinking about what they
might want to do if they were over this side of the
chamber. Maybe the Liberal Party might want to think
about forming some formal factions, creating some
faction bosses and letting them slug it out — then the
members actually in the Parliament can figure out what
they stand for, because right now they do not have a
clue.
Philip Davis was right, the bloggers were right: the
Liberal Party does not know whether it is
pro-development or anti-development; it does not know
whether it is for infrastructure or against infrastructure;
it does not know if it wants to finance it by debt — and
if not, how?
Mr Finn — Are you going to talk about the budget
at any stage?
Mr PAKULA — I am talking about the budget
reply of the opposition. None of it is clear. Its policies
are not in any of its budget replies. They are not there
because those opposite have not figured them out. They
have no idea what they stand for and neither does
anybody else.
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — I rise to speak
on the budget. I must say how disappointed I am to see
that this budget shows we are heading back to the days
of the Cain and Kirner years, with debt skyrocketing in
this state. The Premier is misleading most Victorians by
downplaying the skyrocketing debt and quoting only
the general government sector debt as $2.3 billion for
this financial year, getting up to $9.5 billion in 2012.
If $9.5 billion by 2012 is not bad enough, when we add
in the non-government sector debt, that debt jumps to
$23 billion. It will cost this state $1.8 billion just to
service the interest on that debt alone. That $1.8 billion
is enough to double the police budget in Victoria. It is
enough to build three major hospitals in regional
centres — and I will talk later about some hospitals in
my electorate that need to be built.
How will the government pay for this skyrocketing
debt? By cutting back services, and it continues to do
that. It will also pay for it by increasing the tax take
from the Victorian people. We see that this budget
shows that in the next 12 months the government plans
to increase its tax take on payroll tax by $360 million,
land tax revenue by $300 million, and stamp duty by
almost $900 million. This is a high-taxing and
high-level-of-debt budget.
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Fortunately I have spoken on most of my portfolios and
the budget relating to my electorate in the debate we
had the other week. But there are a few things that I
would like to raise today. The first relates to my
portfolio of children and early childhood development.
I was most disappointed when I read the minister’s
press release headed ‘Young families the winners in
early childhood boost’, in which the minister said:
Victorian children and families are big winners in the Brumby
Labor government’s $49.9 million early childhood package.

The press release goes on to reveal that $16.5 million of
that $49.9 million:
will underpin the … Labor government’s new Children’s
Services Bill which will regulate family day care and
outside-school-hours care for the first time.

A concern the opposition raised during the debate on
that bill was that these regulations will increase
significantly the costs of family day care and
outside-school-hours care. This has been acknowledged
by the government through its allocation of
$16.5 million just to underpin that new legislation that
is coming in.
Public housing is another area that we are particularly
concerned about and that has been neglected in this bill.
We see huge public housing waiting lists in this state.
Well over 35 000 families are waiting —
languishing — on Premier John Brumby’s public
housing waiting lists. In fact 35 394 families are
languishing on that waiting list. Of those, 3359 have
registered with the Sunshine office. So of the people in
the electorate of Kororoit, who will go to the polls this
weekend, there are nearly 3500 families who are
struggling to find a place to sleep tonight. In my own
electorate we see that there are 1271 families in the
Hume region and also — —
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The PRESIDENT — Order! The question is:
That the house do now adjourn.

Youth Parliament: government response
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — I wish to raise
a matter for the attention of the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Youth Affairs in the other place. It
regards the 21st Youth Parliament that was held from 2
to 4 October 2007. The action I seek is for the minister
to follow up on the ideas raised in the debates and put
forward by the young people who attended the Youth
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Parliament by ensuring the bills and the results of the
debates are passed on to the relevant ministers for their
consideration and also to communicate to the young
people the actions taken by the government on their
ideas.
Last Monday in Bendigo, together with the shadow
Minister for Community Services, the member for
Doncaster in the other place, I met with a group of
parents who are carers of their adult disabled offspring.
The main purpose for the meeting was to discuss the
severe shortage of supported accommodation and also
the difficulty they are having accessing supported
accommodation. But, as with every discussion with
carers, the subject also turned to their difficulty in
accessing respite care.
The following night at a water forum in Bendigo I met
Martin Ireland, one of the Bendigo representatives at
Youth Parliament. Martin expressed to me a
disappointment that after all the effort the Bendigo
representatives had put into researching an issue and
constructing a bill to be presented, debated and passed
at Youth Parliament, the government had failed to
communicate with them to tell them what was to
become of their bill and contributions. I was
disappointed to hear that these young people had been
left wondering. What was the point of their effort and
their attendance at Youth Parliament? But I was even
more disappointed when I asked Martin what the
subject of their bill had been. He told me that it related
to the provision of adequate and appropriate respite care
in Victoria. Martin also informed me that he had
contacted the office of the minister, Jacinta Allan, to
inquire about the results of Youth Parliament in April,
but that up until last Tuesday, two months after his
inquiry, he had not received a response from her.
It is disappointing that the government has not
corresponded with these young people, who identified a
subject that is a major issue not only in their own home
town but throughout the entire Victorian community.
This is a classic case of government spin. Youth
Parliament is heralded as an event where youth have an
opportunity to have a voice, but, as usual, this
government has failed to listen. I call on the youth
minister to follow up on the ideas and debates put
forward by the young people who attended, by ensuring
that the bills and the results of the debates are passed on
to the relevant ministers for their consideration, and
also to communicate to the young people the actions
taken by the government on the ideas they put forward
through Youth Parliament.
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Carers: grandparents
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — My adjournment
question is to the Minister for Community Services in
the other place, Lisa Neville. Whilst helping out The
Nationals candidate, Darren Chester, in the upcoming
Gippsland by-election last week, I was confronted by a
lady who wanted to know what The Nationals were
going to do to assist those carers and in particular those
grandparents who find themselves in full-time
guardianship of their grandchildren. This is, as I have
found out, not an uncommon occurrence. The more I
ask about this issue the more I find out about the
shortcomings in the current criteria that offer
grandparents who are bringing up their grandchildren
any assistance. My understanding is that if the
grandchildren have not been on the books as clients of
the Department of Human Services, there is effectively
no financial assistance from the state government.
The example I put before the house and the minister
tonight is of a grandmother in her 70s who is well past
being able to earn her own income and who happens to
be a widow. She had a daughter who was a single
mother bringing up two teenage children. As a result of
the tragic death of her daughter this grandmother finds
herself raising two teenagers as they try to come to
terms with the death of their mother. What really
worries me is that a lady in her 70s who has been put in
this situation through no fault of her own or of anyone
else can be so sadly left behind in the minds of people
in government departments that would normally be
charged with the responsibility of putting in place
assistance policies that should be aimed at helping
people like the lady I have mentioned.
I call on the minister to launch a thorough investigation
of the policies that seem to support children who have
been in trouble and who have needed welfare assistance
by the Department of Human Services. But if children
have not needed help and have not been registered as
clients of DHS, it seems that the state government has
no financial responsibility for those children or for their
caring grandparents. This investigation into state
government policies could also look at the federal
government’s role and its criteria for offering assistance
to families. It seems that parenting payments seem to
stop once a child reaches the age of 16. Parents with 16
or 17-year-old children would know that it is very, very
expensive trying to bring up children of that age. If
these children go off the rails and need help from the
state, it will surely cost the state many thousands of
dollars per child per year. Yet in many of these
instances the current state government inaction is
causing grandparents who are raising grandchildren to
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go through financial difficulties that no-one in this
Parliament could ever deem to be just or fair.

Water: Smart Water Fund
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Water in the
other place, Tim Holding. It is in regard to the Smart
Water Fund, which was established in 2002 to develop
innovative water resource management programs
across this state. This fund supports and encourages
organisations to develop new approaches to saving
water through recycling, conservation and biosolid
management. So far there have been five stages of
funding under this program. Under stage 5 at Sovereign
Hill in Ballarat a water savings program was launched
in March this year. Sovereign Hill, supported by the
Smart Water Fund and community water grants, has
reduced annual water usage from 3.4 million litres in
2003 to 2.5 million litres last year, and is on track to use
only 1.3 million litres this year.
Under stage 4, using the Smart Water Fund, the
Beckley Park racecourse in Geelong secured over
$32 000 in grant money. That was to implement the
trialling of a variety of initiatives in order to make the
facility less reliant on mains water, without
compromising the safety surface and performance of
the facilities. Also under stage 4 of the fund Deakin
University received a share of the $6 million which
focused on the demonstration of the use and adaptation
of granulation silica-gel technology for the low energy
removal of salt from recycled water, brackish water or
sea water.
Many other organisations in Western Victoria,
including Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water, Barwon
Health’s Linencare and the Karkana Support Service in
Horsham, received funding.
It is critical for us to continue to find new ways to save
water, and I therefore call on the minister to open up
stage 6 of the fund to ensure that this excellent initiative
is well publicised across the state, so that we can
strengthen our water-saving initiatives and drive home
the continuing importance of such measures throughout
Victoria.

‘Victoria online’ website: update
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Under the former Kennett government I was very proud
to serve on the Library Committee which, sadly, no
longer exists. That committee was instrumental in
initiating a number of reforms, many of them to do with
the implementation of new technology. I was very
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proud to encourage the then government to get behind
the concept of ‘Victoria online’ as well as to implement
Parlynet, which is the internal and external ICT
(information and communications technology) system
we now use in Parliament. It certainly makes us all very
accessible.
An honourable member interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — When it does work! It can be
very frustrating indeed. It is very sad, given that a lot of
money is allocated to it.
Victoria was the first state and the first jurisdiction to
have a designated minister for ICT, and the matter I
would like to raise is for the attention of the current
Minister for Information and Communication
Technology, Mr Theophanous. It relates to ‘Victoria
online’, which is supposed to be the first point of
contact by Victorians with the state government.
In particular when I went online to peruse some
information on members of Parliament I was most
distressed to learn that there were endless mistakes in
titles, in positions and in addresses. The President may
be surprised to learn that he is still in Chelsea, which is
getting very crowded with the two of us being there. I
know which part of the office I would probably relegate
him to.
In addition to that, having moved and set up, so far, two
offices which I think is unreasonable for any member of
Parliament, I was most disturbed to learn that the
contact details listed for me were those applying in
January 2007. Some year and a half later this
information is still on the government’s web page for
‘Victoria online’. This is a very sad reflection on this
government’s tardiness, and I call on the minister to get
his department to spruce up this web page because it is
a very sad reflection on where ICT is in Victoria. In
particular we need to have accessible members of
Parliament, representatives who are accessible to
Victorians, and clearly the current website is not
acceptable. I urge the minister to take action as soon as
possible to fix up this web site.

Transport: east–west link needs assessment
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Roads and
Ports in the other house, Mr Pallas. One of the most
important messages from a community meeting in
Footscray last Wednesday was a request for better maps
and better information about the Eddington proposals.
People are being asked to comment on a proposal that
will impact on their lives. Major roadworks are
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proposed which might decrease their quality of life,
might affect their ability to get around their own
suburb, the air quality, their view, and which might
even cause their property to be compulsorily acquired.
The maps only give a very vague description of where
the roads and tunnels might be. Large areas are shaded
where the road might be sited. People can only guess
about the vent stacks, the blocked local roads and the
extra pollution.
At the meeting I was approached by a man who had
tried to draw the route for one of the roads on a Melway
map page following the written description in the
Eddington report. He found to his horror that the
proposed road went in his front door and out the back.
Others found that a proposed tunnel is set to run
beneath their house. Why has the government not
contacted directly people on whom this project is likely
to have a large detrimental impact. The government
says it is consulting the public — the email address
reads ‘east west your say’ — but how can members of
the public say what they think about the proposals when
they are not even given useful information about the
project?
My request is that the minister have accurate maps and
diagrams made of the various options, distribute them
to the public, and give people enough time to view
these maps and diagrams before submissions close,
even if this means extending the closing date for
submissions.

Water: water saver kits
Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is directed to the Minister for
Water in the other place, and it concerns the distribution
of water saver kits. Generally, Melburnians used 34 per
cent less water per person in 2007 than they did in
2006. As I discovered when I was campaigning with
the excellent candidate for Kororoit, Marlene Kairouz,
last week, the figures — —
An honourable member — Did you support her?
Mr PAKULA — Absolutely I did. The figures for
suburbs in the Western Metropolitan Region are
outstanding.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr PAKULA — Mr Finn might be interested in
this. In the 12 months between the first quarter of
2006–07 and the first quarter of 2007–08, water
consumption in Footscray went down by 12.59 per
cent, in Williamstown by 13.71 per cent, in Sunshine
by 15.03 per cent — —
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Mr Finn interjected.
Mr PAKULA — Mr Finn, at least I support my
candidate. In Deer Park water consumption went down
by 15.38 per cent, in St Albans by 16.11 per cent and in
Hoppers Crossing, Altona and Keilor by more than
20 per cent.
Last year I attended Qenos in Altona with the then
water minister in the other place, John Thwaites, and
we exchanged dozens of shower heads for workers at
that refinery. Many households in my electorate have
taken advantage of the government’s water saver kit.
The kit contains tips on how to save water around the
home, information about water restrictions, information
about the Water Smart Gardens and Homes Rebate
scheme, and a 4-minute shower timer.
I do not need to tell members from regional Victoria
that the drought has still not broken. In June so far
Melbourne has had about 12 millimetres of rain against
a June average of more than 40 millimetres, so it is
important that constituents of mine and of Mr Finn and
others in the Western Metropolitan Region continue to
do all they can to save water and that we as a
government give them the tools they need to do that.
I know that the department cannot produce water saver
kits for every household in the state, but they have
proved to be a very welcome initiative. My request to
the minister is that he institute a program to make more
water saver kits available to homes in the Western
Metropolitan Region and that, given the absolute dearth
of rain in June, he commence distributing kits in the
coming weeks.

Tourism: Australian Coastal Wilderness
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Tourism and Major
Events. The minister will be aware that at the
Australian Tourism Exchange trade show in Perth last
week the south-east Victorian coast was officially
designated one of eight national landscapes. The
declaration by Tourism Australia and Parks Australia
means that the Australian Coastal Wilderness, as it will
be known — the area from the Gippsland Lakes, taking
in Croajingolong National Park and linking into
southern New South Wales — will be widely promoted
overseas as a destination for international visitors and
within Australia. On this list of eight landscapes of
significance, the coastal wilderness ranks alongside
Kakadu, the Red Centre, the Flinders Ranges, the
Australian Alps, the Blue Mountains, the Green
Cauldron, extending from Byron Bay to the Gold
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Coast, and another Victorian landmark, the Great
Ocean Road.
The announcement has generated great excitement,
enthusiasm and expectation in East Gippsland, which
will be a major beneficiary of the higher profile tourism
promotion. I met with the East Gippsland Shire Council
and shire officers soon after this became known. They
were extremely upbeat about it and there was a sense of
pride that the efforts of the councils, local businesses
and environmental organisations over the years had
earnt such renown for the region.
The coastal wilderness is described in the official
announcement as incorporating a rare and relatively
untouched coastline, taking in the Croajingolong
National Park, which the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organisation has listed as a
world biosphere. The designated landscapes are
regarded as natural and cultural environments that are
special to Australia and the world. This provides the
basis for what I wish to put to the Minister for Tourism
and Major Events this evening. In relation to the
Australian Coastal Wilderness I ask that the minister
provide tangible support for its promotion by
establishing a cooperative tourism program with the
New South Wales government and that it be aligned
with the objectives and efforts of the two federal
organisations concerned, Tourism Australia and Parks
Australia.

Frankston: safe boat harbour
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Planning. It concerns the proposed Frankston safe boat
harbour development, which has been raised with me
by the Frankston Beach Association. In 1998 the City
of Frankston resolved to rezone a section of the
Frankston foreshore at Olivers Hill from public
conservation and resource zone to a special use zone 3.
In rezoning the area the council recognised that the
existing boating facilities at Frankston were inadequate
for community needs and poorly sited. It is significant
that concerns were raised that a future boat harbour
could affect the annual transport of sand along the
Frankston foreshore with consequential adverse
impacts on adjacent beaches to the south.
Mrs Peulich — The President should be interested
in this.
Ms PENNICUIK — He would be. Given the
significant environmental values of the foreshore land,
an environmental impact assessment was undertaken.
The assessment proposed three models for the
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development. Option 1 involved an upgrading of
existing facilities, a car park, landscaping and
stabilisation of Olivers Hill, which is significantly
eroded. Option 2 involved the construction of a harbour
with a breakwater, land reclamation, the provision of a
regional status boat ramp, a safe boat harbour and a
limited range of commercial facilities. Option 3
combined features of option 2 with 300 wet-berth
moorings, a 200-compartment dry storage building, a
marine maintenance facility and a commercial
restaurant. The planning assessment found that, while
options 1 and 2 provided sufficient community benefit
to justify their implementation, option 3 did not.
In October 2003 a planning amendment which allowed
for future new or upgraded boating facilities at Olivers
Hill was incorporated into the Frankston planning
scheme. If the City of Frankston had proceeded with a
development based on option 1 in 2004, with state and
local government funding, Frankston today would have
a larger upgraded recreational boating facility at a
reasonable cost. Instead, the council has chosen to
pursue a larger development with the involvement of a
significant commercial partner, based on an elaboration
of option 3 at a significantly increased scale. This
development proposal was referred to the state priority
development panel (PDP) through the Minister for
Planning in late 2007. The panel has received
submissions from various bodies, including local
community groups and several commercial interests.
However, submissions to the panel have not been made
public and the community is concerned that a new
planning scheme amendment along the lines of the
Frankston council’s preferred model will be approved
without public exhibition of the amendment or any
form of public consultation.
My request to the minister is that he release all
submissions made to the PDP and undertake to publicly
exhibit any new planning scheme amendment related to
the Frankston safe boat harbour.

Manufacturing: future
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — I raise a matter
for the Minister for Industry and Trade. It concerns the
increasing threat to the survival of Victoria’s
manufacturing industries. Victoria’s manufacturing
sector is the largest in any state, comprising almost a
third of all manufacturing capacity in the country.
While over half of Australia’s automotive production is
in Victoria, there is also a strong presence of
electronics, metal fabrication, aerospace, precision
engineering and scientific equipment manufacturing.
Recent figures suggest that manufacturing contributes
more than $30 billion to the state economy and
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represents 60 per cent of Victoria’s total exports.
Victoria’s 17 000 manufacturing businesses provide
336 000 jobs and support, either directly or indirectly,
40 per cent of all Victorian jobs. Although there are
numerous large multinational manufacturers,
predominantly in metropolitan and regional centres,
there are many thousands of smaller to medium-sized
operations right across the state, mostly privately
owned and operated small businesses.

Planning, who is in the chamber. It is in relation to the
25-storey development for the Melbourne High School
precinct in Prahran. Melbourne High School is housed
in an extraordinarily impressive building. It has been
there for a considerable time; it sits high on the hill on
Alexandra Avenue. The 25-storey apartment block that
is scheduled to go behind it will change the nature of
the precinct, which is a very important icon for
Melbourne and Victoria as a whole.

Manufacturing has strong linkages with other
industries, the state’s economy and our standard of
living. There are significant flow-on effects when
manufacturing is hit by major change, be it global,
national or regional. Despite a booming economy over
recent years and an apparently insatiable consumer
demand, there is clear evidence that Victorian
manufacturers are under increasing pressure. Local
manufacturers are exposed to the effects of
globalisation along with decreasing government
protection, and they are experiencing greater foreign
competition from economies that have significant cost
advantages in labour and minimal regulatory
constraints.

I have received significant numbers of objections to
this, and I know the council has received over
100 objections from outraged community members,
seething at the prospect of a pink, green and gold glass
object towering above them. It has been revealed that
the applicants behind the development have decided to
bypass the council altogether and go to the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal. Everybody is
particularly concerned at the scale, size and totally
unsuitable nature of this development.

More important for Victoria is falling business
confidence due to the current economic climate, with
inputs and wages at historically high levels putting
pressure on inflation. Rising state taxes and charges, a
growing bureaucracy and more red tape have always
been the bane of business operators, but higher interest
rates and skyrocketing fuel costs are now threatening
business viability. Almost 87 per cent of small and
medium enterprises believe either that Brumby
government policies work against them or that they
make no difference at all.
Since 1999 hundreds of companies have closed, and
thousands of jobs have been lost in manufacturing
industries. No-one knows how many more jobs will be
lost in the near future, but you can be sure that the rate
of business closures will accelerate as those operating at
the edge succumb to rising cost pressures. The Brumby
government has no plan to arrest the slide and is
slumbering in its complacency. It fails to detect that the
economy is undergoing a structural change that is
working against Victorians. The action I seek from the
minister is for him to work with manufacturing
businesses to develop sustainable strategies that meet
the mounting challenges facing this important Victorian
industry.

Planning: Prahran development
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter, fortuitously, is for the Minister for

The seven-level car park within the development will
bring cars into the area, where traffic is already at an
unacceptable level. Trying to get around the area is
almost impossible, and an additional seven-storey car
park is going to make it even worse.
This futuristically styled eyesore, which will put
hundreds of residents, businesses and schoolchildren in
the shade for large parts of the day, is not welcome in
Stonnington. The community has said no, and the
Brumby government must listen. This development is,
after all, in the Assembly seat of Prahran. I remind
government members that Prahran has a very low
margin — it will only take about 3.5 per cent to get it
Mr Lupton, the member for Prahran in the other place.
Mr D. Davis — Mr Lupton supports this
development.
Mrs COOTE —Residents are very cross with
Mr Lupton, as Mr Davis rightly says.
Mr D. Davis — He supports Melbourne 2030 at
every turn.
Mrs COOTE — Mr Lupton does support
Melbourne 2030 at every turn, just as Mr Davis has
said.
Accessing Melbourne High School, as well as many
nearby shops, by bus or car is already very difficult, and
this development will make it even worse. The action I
am seeking is that the minister call in and reject the
proposal for the good of the Stonnington community.
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Wallan–Kilmore bypass: construction
Mrs PETROVICH (Northern Victoria) — My
matter for the adjournment is for the Minister for Roads
and Ports in the other place. It has been some time since
I last updated the house on the ongoing saga of the
main road running through the Kilmore township.
Complaints from a number of my constituents
regarding the latest VicRoads development have
prompted me to raise the issue once again.
The problem is with the bandaid solutions that
VicRoads keeps coming up with. Not only do they not
work, they have further endangered the lives of those
who have no choice but to use this road. One of the
most dangerous areas is the intersection with Union
Street, about 100 metres south of my office, with traffic
turning from Sydney Street going up to the racecourse
one way and residential and shopping areas the other
way. Many vehicles, including massive B-doubles, are
forced to stop hurriedly, causing screeching brakes and
shattered nerves — including my nerves. Instead of
seriously addressing this problem, VicRoads has
decided this road, which is only 9 metres wide in some
places, is suitable for the addition of a turning lane. It is
trying to create space which is not physically there.
Mr Finn — VicRoads strikes again!
Mrs PETROVICH — Absolutely, Mr Finn. It
certainly does. The stupidity of this Fawlty Towers
approach was further exposed when the turning arrows
that were painted on the road one day disappeared the
next. It would seem that the contractors had put them in
the wrong spot. The chaos that has resulted has turned
motorists’ lives into a dangerous nightmare. What was
once a fairly straight road now has a man-made kink in
it that nobody expects and nobody knows where to
actually drive.
The large road transports that go through the town are
now doing so at greater risk.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mrs PETROVICH — It is very funny, Mr Finn,
but an enormous amount of traffic goes through
Kilmore.
Mr Finn — I will be giving it a wide berth, I can tell
you.
Mrs PETROVICH — It is difficult for the traders
there. I have been in my office when my windows were
rattled by a continual stream of wide-load vehicles —
many with escorts, including police cars. These
vehicles are not in a position to swerve quickly to avoid
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a car that is propped in their pathway waiting to turn
right.
This has now, more than ever, demonstrated a desperate
need for the Wallan–Kilmore bypass — a need that will
continue to grow and which cannot be hidden by white
lines or disappearing white arrows. The action I seek is
that the minister provide a progress report on when we
might expect a program to develop a bypass for
Kilmore and Wallan.

Western English Language School: portable
classrooms
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Education in
another place. It concerns difficulties faced by the
Western English Language School that have been
brought to my attention by parents of students at the
school.
The school is largely based at the Tottenham campus
but also has campuses at Dinjerra Primary School in
Braybrook, Footscray City Primary School, Kensington
Primary School, St Albans Primary School and
Werribee Primary School, and plans are well advanced
to expand programs into Galvin Park Secondary
College in Werribee — and that is the issue to which I
will refer in just a moment.
The Western English Language School specialises in
servicing the needs of new arrivals to our shores.
Refugee children have benefited enormously from what
the school offers. It also helps many unaccompanied
minors — children who have lost their parents through
war, famine or some other tragedy. I cannot begin to
imagine the horrors that many of these children have
experienced before they get to Australia, but thank God
there is a place such as this school to assist them to
settle into their new home.
The school obviously teaches the children to speak and
write English, but it gives them much more. It assists
greatly in the overall settlement of these children and
their families, if they are fortunate enough to still have
them. The school introduces these children to the
culture of the Australian classroom, something totally
new to most of them. Most importantly it gives these
kids a sense of security. It makes them feel safe — a
feeling many of them would never have experienced
before in their short lives.
I am sure the house can see the wonderful work the
Western English Language School does for children
who so desperately need it. It starts them on their way
to becoming good, contributing members of the
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Australian community. It gives them dignity, respect
and the basics they will need to make their way in a
new land.
As I mentioned earlier, plans are afoot for expansion
into the Galvin Park Secondary College in Werribee.
The trouble is that the government seems to think those
plans are a little more advanced than is the case. The
education department has already allocated six portable
classrooms to Galvin Park for the use of the Western
English Language School without asking anyone. The
language school was not consulted, Galvin Park was
not consulted and now nobody is sure what to do with
these classrooms. With the way these things are
organised the current situation is threatening aspects of
the crucially important programs the school offers.
I ask the Minister for Education to direct her
department to re-evaluate the needs of the language
school — yes, go and talk to it — to find out where
these classrooms could best be used. I am told the
appallingly run-down state of St Albans Primary
School would be boosted enormously by these extra
resources. I ask the minister to assist in ensuring the
Western English Language School continues its
magnificent work in the most effective manner
possible.

Roads: Boroondara
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Minister
for Roads and Ports in the other place. It concerns the
impact on the north of the city of Boroondara of the
increased traffic flows that will come down the Eastern
Freeway after the EastLink project is opened — and
that opening is not far away at all. There will be a
significant impact not only on the streets and the major
roads but also on many of the minor roads in the north
of the city. The Doncaster Road and High Street
intersection with the freeway and the traffic that flows
down there, as well as Burke Road, Bulleen Road and
Princess Street, will all face significantly increased
traffic flows.
Preliminary work has been done by the City of
Boroondara which indicates there will be massive
increases in traffic flow again. You only need to see the
traffic banked up on the Eastern Freeway during the
peak period in the morning to see the enormous amount
of traffic that is likely to flow down there. The
additional tens of thousands of cars funnelled all the
way from Frankston up the EastLink project and down
the Eastern Freeway will come to a crunching dead halt
at Grange Road or thereabouts, or in many cases they
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will come off the freeway to seek a way through the
minor streets of the city of Boroondara.
The government’s failure to deal with the east–west
crossings and other approaches to freeway connections
and infrastructure projects means that the north of the
city of Boroondara will be faced with a tremendous
impact and impost by the increased numbers of vehicle
movements.
I also note there will be a need for a systematic plan,
and that will require government support for that traffic
management including, potentially, traffic-calming
approaches and other mechanisms to stem the flood of
traffic which will flow from the freeway into the north
of the city of Boroondara. My request to the minister
and the action I seek from him is to meet with the City
of Boroondara — and I certainly have done that on this
matter — and to work with it to develop a plan to
manage the impact of the increased traffic that will flow
from EastLink to the Eastern Freeway and into the
north of the city of Boroondara.

Responses
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
Wendy Lovell raised the matter of the Youth
Parliament and responses by the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Youth Affairs in the other place. My
understanding is that what normally takes place is that
the minister refers matters to the appropriate ministers
and their departments, and I would expect that to be the
case in the not-too-distant future.
In many instances where those matters have been
debated, they often influence future policies of the
various parties. I understand that is often the case and
some of the members of the Youth Parliament take on
roles within the respective parties. I anticipate that there
will be a response to those members before long.
Mr Drum raised the matter of grandparents and carers
assistance, and I will refer that to the Minister for
Community Services in the other place.
Gayle Tierney raised the matter of smart water funding,
and I will refer that matter to the Minister for Water in
the other place.
Inga Peulich raised the matter of ‘Victoria online’ and
bringing the information up to date, and I will refer that
to the Minister for Information and Communication
Technology.
Colleen Hartland raised the matter of the mapping of
the east–west link in terms of the Eddington report. She
will appreciate that the government is anticipating that
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it will respond to community concerns and interests, but
I also understand that Sir Rod Eddington has not
actually articulated a specific location in relation to that
suburb. The mapping issue might not be as
straightforward as Ms Hartland might make out, but I
am sure that, as is the case with many road
developments, a number of options are always
presented to the public at a time at which a proposal
might be pursued. Often a response is sought from the
community in relation to those options.
In recent days we have had discussions in this chamber
about the Traralgon bypass, and there are a number of
options, and likewise the Craigieburn bypass many
years ago when a number of options were presented to
the community to see which was more conducive to
community support. I would anticipate that if the
government decides to pursue the exercise, and that
response is still to be determined by the government,
there would be a series of propositions in terms of
options put to the community about what might be
preferable or what alternative options there might be for
any links or routes.
Martin Pakula raised the matter of the water saver kits,
and I will refer that to the Minister for Water in the
other place.
Philip Davis raised the matter of landscapes of
significance on the south-east coast, and I will refer that
matter to the Minister for Tourism and Major Events in
the other place.
Sue Pennicuik raised the matter of the Frankston safe
boat harbour and the priority development panel’s
(PDP) consideration of those matters. I have had an
informal discussion with representatives from the
priority development panel, but I am awaiting
formalised advice from the department in relation to
what will come out of the PDP. I anticipate that
information will be for public consumption. Should it
be thought that any options might be considered as
proposals going into the future I would expect it would
only be natural that any planning scheme amendments
would be advertised accordingly along with due
process.
But as Ms Pennicuik mentioned, a range of options
have been put. Each of those options requires a
significant financial investment of various levels, and
that is also a major consideration as to whether or not
any of those options could be pursued. I know the local
members in that region have an interest but also they
are very conscious, as Ms Pennicuik has been, about the
sand and the stabilisation of the local beach frontage. I
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think the local escarpment in relation to — it might be
Wheelers Hill — —
Ms Pennicuik — Olivers Hill.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — Sorry, Olivers Hill.
Thank you for that.
Mrs Peulich — We would be in trouble if it was
Wheelers Hill!
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — That’s right. Olivers Hill
is a major consideration in any recommendations that
might come from the PDP. I look forward to receiving
informal advice from the department on the matter — it
may have been fed into the department already — and
releasing it for public consumption.
David Koch raised the matter of jobs in the car
industry, and I will refer this to the Minister for
Industry and Trade.
Andrea Coote raised the matter of the 25-storey,
multicoloured high-rise development proposed in the
Melbourne High School precinct. I know this is a
matter that the member for Prahran in the other place,
Tony Lupton, has also been very conscious of and has
lobbied me extensively on. If I recall rightly, it was a
site that for one reason or another did not have any
significant planning controls, so the opportunity was
left open for the developer to put that proposition for
the site.
I have recently written to the mayor of the Stonnington
council to notify him that I am prepared to put interim
planning controls and height controls on the site to
assist the council in determining what will be
appropriate long-term controls for the site going
forward. That should give the council a degree of
comfort in allowing it to plan sufficient strategic work
on the site for its long-term future, keeping in mind
what is a fair and reasonable proposition that would be
accommodated relatively comfortably with confidence
by the local community as well.
Donna Petrovich raised the matter of the main road
through Kilmore. I will refer that to the Minister for
Roads and Ports in the other place.
Bernie Finn raised a matter of the Western English
Language School — and having visited it previously I
know it is a great centre, that there are some great
young people at that school and it provides great
support for them. I am happy to refer those matters to
the Minister for Education in the other house for
clarification.
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David Davis raised the matter of likely Eastern
Freeway traffic increases due to the opening of
EastLink, and I will refer that to the Minister for Roads
and Ports in the other place.
I have written responses to the adjournment debate
matters raised by Mr Scheffer on 7 February 2008,
Mr Drum on 26 February 2008, Mr Finn on 8 April
2008, Philip Davis on 16 April 2008, Ms Pulford on
16 April 2008, Mrs Coote on 17 April 2008, Mr Koch
on 7 May 2008, Mr Hall on 8 May 2008,
Mr Dalla-Riva on 8 May 2008, Mrs Coote on 8 May
2008, Ms Tierney on 27 May 2008 and Ms Hartland on
27 May 2008.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The house now
stands adjourned.
House adjourned 10.43 p.m.
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Wednesday, 25 June 2008
The PRESIDENT (Hon. R. F. Smith) took the chair
at 9.34 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITION
Following petition presented to house:

Abortion: legislation
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of the undersigned residents of Victoria draws
the attention of the house to proposed amendments to the
Crimes Act which will ensure that no abortion can be
criminal when performed by a legally qualified medical
practitioner at the request of the woman concerned.
The implementation of this legislation will allow abortions to
be legal in Victoria right up to birth. This will only increase
the thousands of children who die needlessly each year
through abortion and will add to the existing social problems
in Victoria resulting from such a high abortion rate.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
of Victoria vote against amendments to the Crimes Act that
will decriminalise abortion in the state of Victoria.

By Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (420 signatures)
Laid on table.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Auditor-General —
Report on Coordinating Services and Initiatives for
Aboriginal People, June 2008.
Report on Maintaining the State’s Regional Arterial
Road Network, June 2008.
Report on the New Royal Women’s Hospital — a public
private partnership, June 2008.
Report on Performance Reporting by Public Financial
Corporations, June 2008.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Confiscation Act 1997 — No. 57.
Evidence Act 1958 — No. 58.
Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 — No. 64.
Road Safety Act 1986 — Nos. 59, 60, 61, 62 and 63.
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act
1998 — No. 65.
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Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 —
Ministers’ exemption certificates under section 9(6) in
respect of Statutory Rule Nos. 40, 41, 42, 57 and 58.
Minister’s infringements offence consultation
certificates under section 6A(3) in respect of Statutory
Rule Nos. 57 and 58.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
General business
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — By
leave, I move:
That precedence be given to the following general business
on Wednesday, 25 June 2008:
(1) notice of motion no. 27 standing in the name of
Mr Barber relating to the introduction of the Local
Government Amendment (Disclosure) Bill 2008;
(2) notice of motion no. 26 standing in the name of
Mr Rich-Phillips relating to a change to the reporting
date for the Standing Committee on Finance and Public
Administration inquiry into the Port Phillip Bay channel
deepening project;
(3) order of the day no. 5, relating to the resumption of
debate on the motion condemning the government for its
failure to provide government services in Melbourne’s
western suburbs;
(4) order of the day no. 4, relating to the resumption of
debate on the second reading of the Tobacco (Control of
Tobacco Effects on Minors) Bill 2007; and
(5) order of the day no. 2, relating to the resumption of
debate on the second reading of the Port Services
Amendment (Disposal of Material) Bill 2008.

Motion agreed to.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Office of the Australian Business and
Construction Commissioner: future
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — It has
taken only six months of the Rudd government before
the real agenda of the union movement has emerged
and the unions have started to flex their muscles.
Members would have received a letter from Dave
Noonan of the Construction, Forestry, Mining and
Energy Union around May this year calling for the
abolition of the Office of the Australian Building and
Construction Commissioner (ABCC). The union wants
to abolish it. Why does it want to abolish the office?
We need to go back to why the ABCC was established.
The final report of Commissioner Cole found that the
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building and construction industry was characterised by
widespread disregard for the law. I think we have to be
fair dinkum and say that the industry was very corrupt
in the way it operated.
How have we gone since the creation of the Australian
building and construction commissioner? We have seen
a drastic improvement in the performance of
construction in Victoria and Western Australia in
particular — the two areas where the militant union was
most active. Now they are proposing to bring their
militancy back into Victoria. We have seen costs to the
commercial sector fall by 9 per cent since the creation
of the ABCC in 2005. We have narrowed the gap to
only 1.7 per cent in building costs between the
commercial and domestic residential sectors. This gap
was as high as 10 per cent before the establishment of
the ABCC. Over the same time the ABCC has presided
over a rise of over 9.5 per cent in construction labour
productivity. The agenda of this union movement is to
gain control again.

Public transport: management
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — Do you
know who I think we should get to run the public
transport system? The guys who run the airports. You
walk into the airport and it is all laid out in front of you.
There are people there to help you and tell you where to
go. There are toilets, there are restaurants and it is clean.
The planes take off more or less on time. They have a
ticketing system that works.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Through the Chair.
Mr BARBER — If the guys who run the airports
ran the public transport system, I would have an
assigned seat on the 8.25 a.m. train from Royal Park.
The job they do is about a thousand times more
complicated than the public transport system and yet
they do it seamlessly. They have someone else handling
the vehicle movement which they realise is the least
complex part of the whole exercise, and their really
important stuff — that is, the people side — is the bit
that is dealt with with ultimate care. Those guys really
get it, and I think we should invite them to at least act as
consultants to the public transport system, if not
actually take it over completely.

Lionsbrae Elderly Citizens Hostel
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — That was
fabulous!
Today I commend the Lionsbrae Elderly Citizens
Hostel, which I had the pleasure of visiting recently at
the invitation of Rhonda Prior, the hostel’s chief
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executive officer. Lionsbrae is a very socially minded
aged-care facility. Residents do not need a bond to
move into and reside in the hostel, and its staff show a
lot of out-of-the-square thinking on how to keep people
active and happy. I found that a lot of the activity
revolves around food and drink. Residents keep the
vegie garden up to scratch, look after the chooks and
use the eggs in their cooking. Home-brewing is a very
popular activity, and by all reports I have heard
Lionsbrae beer is delicious — I can almost attest to that.
I look forward to assisting the people at Lionsbrae in
growing their facility, and it would be great if it does
grow.

Maroondah Hospital: mental health facility
Mr LEANE — On another matter, I congratulate
the Minister for Mental Health in the other place, Lisa
Neville, who recently opened a new mental health
facility at Maroondah Hospital. Stage 1 is finished and,
importantly, it incorporates a separate eight-bed
women-only area. It is an initiative that will make
women comfortable in this environment at a hard time
in their lives. I look forward to stage 2, and demolition
has already started for that to occur.

Macedon Ranges and Moorabool: citizenship
ceremonies
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — Last week I was
delighted to accept invitations to attend citizenship
ceremonies at Ballan and Kyneton. Moorabool Shire
Council mayor, Cr Dianne McAuliffe, hosted a
ceremony in Ballan at which 10 residents from across
the shire received their official Australian citizenship.
After pledges were made all were welcomed as the
shire’s newest citizens and presented with gifts — a
medallion and a native tree. Moorabool’s new citizens
have come from countries across the globe, including
England, the former Yugoslavia, India and Lebanon to
make Australia their new home.
Likewise, Macedon Ranges Shire Council held a
ceremony in Kyneton at which four local residents were
presented with their Australian citizenship certificates
by the shire’s mayor, Cr Noel Harvey. They were also
given a memento card to remind them of their pledge
and an Australian native plant from the council.
Macedon Ranges Shire Council recognises that
becoming an Australian citizen is an important day
when family and friends can join in to make the
ceremony a memorable and happy occasion. Australian
citizenship is a privilege that offers enormous rewards
to all who strive to uphold its obligations. The warm
welcome from both mayors to their newest citizens
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confirmed the desire that new citizens participate fully
in their communities. Having congratulated all the new
citizens individually it was most apparent to me that all
participants enjoyed this recognition and looked
forward to making a contribution to their respective
communities.

Tony Matisi
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
pay tribute to Northcote legend Tony Matisi, who
passed away on 11 June. Tony Matisi was born on
22 June 1914 and migrated to Australia from Italy in
1938. His friendship with former Labor immigration
minister Arthur Calwell helped Tony bring his fiancée
of 11 years, Elena, to Australia. Tony and his family
established a prominent local business, a furniture shop
in High Street. In 1962 Tony was elected to Northcote
council, on which he served until 1985. In 1969 Tony
Matisi became the first Italian-born mayor in Victoria,
and he was re-elected mayor in 1974 and 1979. Tony
was recognised for his service to the Italian community
by receiving a knighthood from the Italian government
in 1970, and was appointed a member of the Order of
Australia in 1988.
Club Fogolar Furlan is located in Matisi Street,
Thornbury, which is named in Tony Matisi’s honour in
appreciation of the club he helped found. The school
next door — my old high school, Thornbury High —
also gives a Matisi award in his honour, which is
presented each year to a male and a female student. I
extend my condolences to Tony Matisi’s family.

Australian Labor Party: Kororoit candidate
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — No-one can
accuse the Brumby Labor government of
pork-barrelling during the course of the current
Kororoit by-election campaign. Just as Labor has given
the west of Melbourne nothing during the past almost
nine years of its miserable administration of this state, it
has offered the people of Kororoit nothing in the
lead-up to Saturday’s poll. It is yet another example of
Labor’s contempt for the people of the western suburbs,
but this may be about to blow up in the Brumby
government’s face.
It has been said that one definition of insanity is to keep
doing the same things the same way and expect a
different result. The people of Kororoit are about to
prove they are far from mad. Local anger over Labor’s
arrogant neglect of the west will boil over on Saturday
and give the Brumby government the kick in the tail it
so richly deserves. The blow-in will be blown out. The
kick is just the start. It will resonate right up to
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November 2010 when the people of the west will stand
as one and tell Premier Brumby they will no longer be
treated as second-class citizens.
This is a big week in the history of Melbourne’s
western suburbs. This Saturday will be a watershed for
what Labor has so arrogantly referred to as its home
turf. We know the Brumby government stinks. Let me
assure the house it is not just the Dogs that are rising in
the west!

Manresa Kindergarten: closure
Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) — The
Dogs are indeed rising in the west, Mr Finn!
The Manresa Kindergarten has been saved. I am very
pleased to be able to report the result of the hard work
of the local parents in trying to relocate the kindergarten
after 90 years in the rented hall of the local Catholic
Church, where unfortunately it will no longer be able to
stay. We have been working with the kindergarten for
over a year, and I was very pleased that the government
announced this week a grant of $500 000 to enable that
kindergarten to move to what will be the new Hawthorn
precinct and integrated service centre.
I want to congratulate in particular Dr Sarah Curtis and
Denise Whitelaw from the committee, who have
worked so hard on that. I also thank Jess Mison-Smith
from my office who has been working on this issue for
a long time.

Jewish Holocaust Museum and Research
Centre
Mr THORNLEY — On another matter, I had the
privilege to attend, not for the first time obviously, with
many of my parliamentary colleagues the Jewish
holocaust memorial museum. It was a very important
occasion. It is one that I hope we will repeat every year.
A significant group from both sides of the house
attended. Every holocaust museum has its own
particular way of commemorating and educating. In
particular the Melbourne Jewish holocaust museum is
blessed with a large number of holocaust survivors who
personally educate visitors. I recommend it to all
members who did not have the opportunity to attend
this time. Hopefully we will do it again next year.

ASHEletics Indigenous Games Carnival
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I was
very pleased to attend with the Minister for Education
in the other house, Bronwyn Pike, the opening of the
annual ASHEletics Indigenous Games Carnival in
Shepparton last week. Hundreds of students attended
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from around Greater Shepparton. This event gives
indigenous students a chance to participate in traditional
games that are culturally relevant and meaningful. It
was great to see the talent and enthusiasm of the
energetic young people taking pride in their history and
keeping healthy and active. I want to congratulate all
those who were involved in working so hard behind the
scenes to make these games happen.
Ms Lovell interjected.
Statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Lovell knows the
standards of the house. Referring to members on their
feet by their first name is not acceptable. I ask her to
remove herself from the chamber for 15 minutes.
Ms Lovell — I have to be on the radio in a few
minutes.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I will make it
30 minutes to make sure Ms Lovell has plenty of time
on the radio.
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government has had only a single transaction put
through the conveyancing system.
Some months ago we heard in this chamber from the
Minister for Environment and Climate Change that
there were to be increased charges for paper
transactions — in effect to drive people towards the
electronic transactions of the electronic conveyancing
system. The only thing is that the government did not
get its consultation right; it did not get its details right.
This lemon of a system is not wanted around Australia.
The banks and lawyers want a national system that will
fit in with what the banks do nationally. They do not
want six state systems and two territory systems; they
want one proper national system. And that system is not
the Victorian system — a system that is based on old
technology and that has had $40 million pumped into it
but has delivered just one single transaction over the
last six years.
I have to say, what a lemon. This minister, Minister
Jennings, and his predecessors former Deputy Premier
Thwaites, former Minister for Environment and
Conservation, Ms Garbutt, and others have not
delivered for Victorians. Victorians should be angry
about the waste of public money. The money should
have been spent on services — —

Ms Lovell withdrew from chamber.
MEMBERSSTATEMENTS

Statements resumed.

The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

Roads: Benalla

Toyota Australia: hybrid car

Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I was
pleased to announce in Benalla a grant of $250 000 for
a project to create a major entry point in Benalla from
the eastern approach. This is a partnership project in
which Benalla council is contributing $190 000 and
VicRoads $65 000. This project will create a broad
central median strip leading into the town. There will be
landscaping and beautification work, the installation of
a series of flag poles, feature lighting as well as
directional and promotional signage and a new
roundabout.

Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — As a
member for the Western Metropolitan Region I was
truly impressed when the Premier, the Honourable John
Brumby, declared the commitment of Victoria’s Labor
government to the development of a hybrid car within
my electorate. This outstanding news will see many
new jobs created within the economically
disadvantaged region. This great news will see a true
commitment to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
thus working towards a healthier environment for all
Victorians. In time each and every one of us in this
house and in the other place will be driving such cars,
as I see the Premier following the lead of the Prime
Minister and declaring that the government fleet will all
be energy-efficient, greenhouse-neutral vehicles.
Government departments will also use these vehicles.

Land Victoria: electronic conveyancing
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — Today I
want to draw to the house’s attention the ongoing
concern that the opposition and many in the community
have about the government’s electronic conveyancing
system. This electronic conveyancing system is a
project that the government has been attempting to
bring into operation since about 2000. Despite having
spent $40 million on this white elephant, the

The government expects this decision will lead to a
$150 million investment in our state. Given that
Victoria is the Australian state producing the most cars,
providing the greatest number of jobs in the automotive
industry and exporting far above the numbers of any
other state, this news becomes even more important.
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This government is taking action to preserve jobs in our
state, this government is acting to strengthen the
economy and this government is taking positive steps to
achieve these critical goals while also saving our
precious environment.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AMENDMENT
(DISCLOSURE) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) introduced a
bill for an act to amend the Local Government Act
1989 to strengthen the disclosure of gifts provisions
and for other purposes.
Read first time.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Port Phillip Bay: channel deepening
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I move:
That the resolution of the Council on 27 February 2008
requiring the Standing Committee on Finance and Public
Administration to inquire into the Port Phillip Bay channel
deepening project and to present its final report to the Council
no later than 30 June 2008 be amended so as to now require
the committee to present its final report by 11 September
2008.

Motion agreed to.

WESTERN SUBURBS: GOVERNMENT
SERVICES
Debate resumed from 11 June; motion of Mr FINN
(Western Metropolitan):
That this house condemns the Brumby government for its
failure to provide the people of Melbourne’s western suburbs
with the government services they deserve.

Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) —
Initially when I heard the contributions of Mr Pakula
and Mr Finn, I thought I would answer all the points
they had raised and speak for as long as they did, but I
have decided to not torture the chamber in that way and
to speak only very briefly. That is also because I have a
very different experience of living in the western
suburbs, and that is what I want to outline.
I also want to put forward what the Greens think of
some of the good ideas for the west. I have lived in the
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western suburbs for 25 years, in Moonee Ponds, Ascot
Vale and Seddon. For the last 20 years I have lived in
Footscray and West Footscray. When we bought our
first house in Footscray it was seen as being on the
wrong side of the river because of the smell from the
abattoir, and the reckless disregard of the chemical
industry for the safety of its staff and the local
communities. Often in those early days, especially after
the Coode Island fire, I was asked why I lived there.
Firstly, it was the only place we could afford but, more
importantly, it was because the western suburbs had
and still have, a great sense of community.
When people talk about the west it is often in a negative
way, and I will touch on those issues later, but I want to
start my contribution to the debate by talking about how
great the western suburbs are. There is still a wonderful
sense of community, neighbours actually know and
speak to each other, and that sense of community is also
springing up in the new suburbs. Multiculturalism is at
its best in the west. We have mosques, Buddhist
temples, Sikh temples, Christian churches and more.
We have people talking the most extraordinarily
different languages from around the world. We also
have community members who help new arrivals.
There is an acceptance that what makes Footscray and
other parts of the west really great is
multiculturalism — and, of course, the food is fantastic!
We have hidden treasures like the Footscray
Community Arts Centre, the Maribyrnong River,
Newport Lakes and Werribee Open Range Zoo,
hopefully without a horrible theme park. We have the
One Hundred Steps to Federation, the wetlands in
Truganina Park and some of the most important
remnant grasslands in Australia. Frankly, I would not
live anywhere else. The real problems we have in the
west have been created by a neglect of the west by both
the ALP in the past nine years and previous Liberal
governments.
What we do not have in the west and what we need are
more schools. Students should be able to get to school
without being driven or being reliant on complicated
transport routes. There need to be more services for
young people, especially newly arrived migrants; more
community health centres, more dental chairs, respite
services for families with children with disabilities; and
a public transport system that works.
The Eddington report recommends roads and tunnels
from the east to the west, with new roads ploughing
through our residential streets. Figures show that only
14 000 people per day want to travel from the west to
the east, whereas 420 000 people from the west travel
towards Melbourne to work, and those people need a
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better public transport system. Would it not be more
logical to use the cost of the proposed Eddington road
tunnel on a number of short-term and longer term
solutions for public transport in the west such as an
extension of the Docklands tram to Footscray station,
re-routing the Footscray to Moonee Ponds tram so that
it can service some of the new suburbs in Maribyrnong,
and an extension of the Airport West tramline. We also
obviously need a bus review that will eventually mean
that buses meet the trains to help people connect with
other services. There needs to be an extension of the
Werribee train line to Wyndham Vale. We need to
electrify the Bacchus Marsh–Melton line with a new
train station at Caroline Springs. I support Eddington’s
proposed rail tunnel from Tarneit to Deer Park, as this
would take pressure off V/Line services on the
Werribee line and service some of the new suburbs.
When we talk about neglect in the west we are also
talking about the excuses that governments make about
why they cannot do things. These things can be done. If
we have the technology to build elevated roads and
tunnels we have the technology to create the best public
transport system in the world. We just need to be
creative.
As I said at the start of my contribution, I would not
live anywhere else, but there is one service in the west
that we could do without, and that is pokies.
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
praise the Brumby Labor government and the previous
Bracks Labor government for their absolute
commitment to Victoria, particularly in my vast
Western Metropolitan Region electorate.
The Liberal Party has a very poor record when it comes
to providing services for communities in the western
suburbs. Former Premier Jeff Kennett did nothing for
education, health, roads, public transport or community
safety — that is, things the Bracks and Brumby
governments have delivered for the western suburbs
since 1999.
Labor’s strong record in delivering for the western
suburbs has revitalised services and infrastructure. As
my colleague Mr Pakula has already stated, in the last
decade Labor governments have achieved much for the
people of my previously ignored electorate, both in a
general and targeted sense. Both are important, because
in the general sense much has been achieved in
educational reform and improvements that now afford
students in my region many of the same opportunities
as those of students in other regions, despite the large
economic disparity between them; in health, through
the funding of additional nursing places, new
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ambulances and much more; and through the provision
of services for older Victorians, multicultural support
and much more, as is clearly shown in this year’s
budget papers.
However, I especially praise the many specific
programs that have solely benefited the people of the
Western Metropolitan Region. I praise the completion
of the $150 million Tullamarine–Calder interchange. If
memory serves me correctly, it was completed ahead of
time and under budget. This interchange has proved to
be a great boon for local traffic management and for
safety. Along with the new freeway that extends as far
as Greensborough, we see an honest commitment to
road infrastructure to the benefit of all in my electorate
and to those in neighbouring electorates as well.
Then there is the $52 million for the Footscray Renewal
project; $900 000 towards the Visy Cares Hub in
Sunshine; the new $2.5 million Sunshine swimming
pool; and the $66 million towards the Deer Park
bypass. Indeed, this major development, designed to
improve transport times and safety in this significantly
growing community, has already led to many thousands
of acres of land opening up for new housing and
business sites, with more to come. This is a direct result
of the Labor government, as is the major
redevelopment of the Whitten Oval, which will provide
a great many facilities that have not previously been
available in that region. Children, athletes and the
community in general will all benefit from that
significant project.
Only last week we had the great announcement that the
Victorian and federal governments will invest in the
Toyota factory at Altona, developing hybrid cars that
are much better for our fragile environment. This
investment will also create hundreds of jobs.
In the budget recently delivered by the Treasurer there
is much more, such as the investment of $74 million in
a new day hospital in Sunshine, plus renovations and
additional facilities to significantly expand services
there, including four radiotherapy bunkers, a new
research facility and additional provisions for training;
this is on top of a previous $20 million investment.
There is $1.1 million for the Point Cook community
learning centre, featuring new community and meeting
rooms, a community kitchen, kindergarten and
maternal and child-care facilities. There is $1.8 million
for the Yarraville community centre to bring
much-needed facilities to that area; a new mental health
service in the relatively new and growing suburb of
Burnside; $14 million for eight new obstetric beds and
four additional special-care nursery cots at the Werribee
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Mercy Hospital, allowing an additional 800 births at the
hospital annually.
There is $92 million to upgrade the rail track and
station at Laverton and surrounds to enable additional
services, improved travel times and greater reliability
from Altona and Laverton to the Melbourne central
business district, and some $30 million for track and
station works at Craigieburn — yet another growing
community in my electorate.
There is funding for a number of new education
facilities in Altona, Sunshine, Craigieburn, Wyndham
Vale, Taylors Hill, Point Cook and Craigieburn West;
and others will follow by 2011, You can add to this the
$7 million for a new campus of Caroline Springs
College, a growing and very successful school.
There has been significant redevelopment of the RAS
(Royal Agricultural Society) grounds to the sum of
$108 million for a facility that has served the people of
Victoria exceptionally well over the years and will now
do so for many more years to come. There will be a
$6 million investment in a brilliant new concept, the
community kitchen, and while much of this will be in
my electorate, it will go even further afield. The
park-and-ride facilities at Watergardens, Hoppers
Crossing and Laverton are part of a $32 million
commitment. These developments are aimed at easing
congestion on our roads, increasing the utilisation of
public transport and reducing our carbon footprint.
There is $5 million to redevelop and modernise two
schools in Altona; $10 million towards improving a
number of our police stations, including those at Keilor
Downs, Williamstown, Avondale Heights and Moonee
Ponds; another $2 million-plus for a new ambulance
service in Williamstown; $3 million to redevelop the
Williamstown football ground; and money for walking
and cycling programs, and road infrastructure in
Footscray and Williamstown. This is an example of the
ongoing commitment and the loyalty, respect and belief
in the community that the Brumby Labor government
has for the Western Metropolitan Region. I am so proud
to be a member of a government that does not act for
only half of the state but for all Victorians.
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — Does any
member remember a man by the name of Henry
Barlow? He was Labor’s no. 4 candidate in the Western
Metropolitan Region at the last election. He was put up
by the Labor Party. The party said, ‘With a footballer
leading our ticket out in the western suburbs, we are
going to get four, and possibly five, of the upper house
seats’. That was Labor’s boast coming into the state
election; and bizarre as it was, the Labor Party went
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around, certainly in my area and no doubt in a number
of other areas around Victoria, noting that it was going
to get four or maybe five positions in the upper house at
the 2006 election. Of course that did not happen.
The people in the western suburbs realised they were
being taken for granted. That flash in the pan —
Mr Barlow — is not in this chamber.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr GUY — I do not know; I am sure he is a nice
gentleman, but the reality is that he is not in this
chamber because the people in the west realised that
Labor was taking them for granted. They did not
respond to the messages that the Labor Party was
putting out such as, ‘We have got a footy player leading
our ticket; that is enough. Surely you will all vote for us
and we will get all five seats’. It did not work. Why?
I have heard a number of speeches, including from
Mr Eideh and from other Labor MPs who have stood
up and bizarrely claimed projects as their own, which
were either paid for with private capital or paid for by
the former Howard federal government, but of course
that is not new. In my area, the northern suburbs —
another area ignored by the Labor government — the
member for Yan Yean in the other place distributed a
brochure claiming credit for the Craigieburn bypass,
which construction was 100 per cent funded by the
Howard federal government. Nonetheless she claimed
credit for it. However, I will move on.
I want to talk about some issues for the western suburbs
between the Labor Party and the coalition. It is very
interesting to compare these issues. The St Albans level
crossing, which is the fourth worst rail level crossing
black spot in Melbourne — —
Mr Finn — The most dangerous in the west.
Mr GUY — The most dangerous in the west,
Mr Finn; that is exactly what it is. The Liberal Party has
made a commitment to lower the levels of that crossing,
but approaching the forthcoming by-election the Labor
Party has said nothing. It has said, ‘You’re not getting a
brass razoo. We are not going to give you anything’.
The Premier said, ‘This is as good as it gets’.
The provision of a railway station at Caroline Springs is
a major issue. Caroline Springs is a brand new suburb,
but the Labor Party has not come out with anything —
again, not a brass razoo. The Liberal Party has given a
commitment, ‘If in government, we will build it’. We
understand that community is growing, and a station
needs to be built there. That is the coalition’s
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commitment: we will build the Caroline Springs
railway station.
Let us talk about outer west rail services. I heard a
couple of speakers for the Labor Party talking up how
much money the government has put in. They said,
‘We have put hundreds of millions of dollars into rail
services’. The greatest timetable change that has
occurred from areas like Melton inwards, from Sunbury
inwards and, further out, from Geelong inwards,
occurred when the Kennett government introduced
Sprinter trains.
Mr Finn — Under Alan Brown.
Mr GUY — Sprinters, under Alan Brown, a former
transport minister, drastically reduced the travel times
between those locations, the outer west and Spencer
Street. That is a reality. Even with the hundreds of
millions of dollars put in by this government for a
supposedly fast rail service, it has not benefited the
western suburbs by more than a handful of minutes. It
has not benefited the western suburbs because the
high-speed lines come into places like Sunbury. They
obviously do not go from Sunbury into the city. They
have not worked at all. The greatest transport benefit
that people in those areas have had has been under the
Kennett government in reducing timetable delays and
travel times from the outer west into the city. I add that
the member who moved this motion was the member
for Tullamarine at the time that the greatest timetable
difference was eliminated for the people of Sunbury
under the previous Liberal-National government.
While we are on the topic let us have a look at crime. I
note that the Liberal Party has promised a 24-hour
police station in St Albans to combat the record crime
rates that are occurring out west. But this is just the
start, because we acknowledge, as the police union
acknowledges, that there are major issues of crime all
around Melbourne. Ms Hartland referred to it, others
have referred to it, and the speakers are right. The
Liberal Party believes that 60 extra police officers are
needed for Kororoit. Its policy includes the provision of
$7 million for a new 24-hour ambulance station in
St Albans and 60 police officers for the whole area, as
well as the Caroline Springs station, which would come
on as a 24-hour station, and an extra 20 officers on the
beat for around-the-clock services.
I found it very interesting to look at the Herald Sun in
the week just gone to see what kind of city we are
facing in terms of crime. These are some of the
headlines from the Herald Sun in the past week:
‘Armed pair hold up Deer Park Hotel on Ballarat
Road’, ‘Elderly woman tied up, robbed at home by
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armed invaders’, ‘Knife-wielding thief robs Geelong
motel guests’, ‘Safety on Melbourne’s transport system
worries females’, ‘Father of two shot as police hunt
masked gunman’, ‘Thief waves gun at cabbie after
smashing window for cash’, ‘Burglars terrify
great-grandmother’, ‘Burglars target Melbourne’s inner
city and eastern suburbs’, ‘Moe woman sexually
assaulted by home invader’, ‘Eight arrested after
altercation, stabbing in Reservoir’, ‘Axeman attacks
speed camera car’. Need I go on? ‘ATMs, pay phone
set on fire at Northland shopping centre’. And
government members opposite tell us that the crime
rate has never been lower! They must be living on
Mars, because crime is out of control in Victoria and
they are doing nothing about it. That is the reality. They
are doing even less about it in the western suburbs. This
is Labor’s record in an area of Melbourne that it has
fundamentally taken for granted for more than 50 years.
I heard previous Labor speakers on this bill talking
about the growing areas of the western suburbs. Again,
let us contrast the two parties: let us contrast the
coalition and Labor. Let us talk about urban character.
The Labor Party has a policy, which is being discussed
right now, to destroy urban character in the western
suburbs, to destroy urban character right across
Melbourne — allowing high-rise anywhere, in cul de
sacs, laneways, activities areas, residential areas. This is
what will happen under Labor’s new residential zones
proposal. It has been endorsed by the Minister for
Planning, who is one of the members for Western
Metropolitan Region, with his signature on the front of
the document. That is what he will do to the western
suburbs.
Interestingly, the policy has been opposed by a few
Labor backbenchers — the member for Eltham, the
member for Mordialloc, the member for Essendon —
who have come out and said this proposal is draconian
and will destroy urban character, and it will. The
Liberal Party is very clear: we do not support the new
residential zones document. We are very clear, and
there is the contrast. You can have urban character in
the western suburbs protected by the coalition or you
can have it destroyed by the Labor Party.
Let us have a look at the right of appeal under new
residential zones, if you want a contrast. Under the
Labor Party’s new residential zones third-party rights
policy your right to be notified of a high-density
development, your right of appeal and your right of
objection will be removed — scrapped, gone. That is
how much Labor cares about the west, the north, the
south, the east, country Victoria and regional Victoria;
that is how Labor members care about their
constituency. The right of appeal is gone. Under the
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coalition it will remain. We believe in the right of
appeal, we believe in the right to be notified, we believe
in the right of objection. So there is a very clear choice.
Let us have a look at council planning powers. Under
Labor’s DAC (development assessment committee)
policy it will be goodbye to Hume, Brimbank,
Wyndham — all these councils that have activity
centres out west, that have put ratepayers’ money from
the western suburbs into structure planning. What is
that used for? What use is it? Airport West,
Broadmeadows, Footscray, Preston, Preston Northland,
Sunshine, Sydenham — all the northern and western
suburban councils that have put ratepayers’ money into
benefiting their cities will be washed away under
Labor’s DAC proposal. That is what the planning
minister wants to do, and he is running around town
trying to sell it to every planning group in town, and
obviously they are all salivating over the prospect of the
removal of local government.
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Mr GUY — It is a fair hike indeed, Mr Finn. It took
me a while to drive out west to help Jenny Matic, but it
would have taken Marlene Kairouz just as long because
she must be a neighbour of mine, being a councillor in
the City of Darebin. So vacant is her CV that I found,
when I was given her brochure by one of my friends
who lives out west and received it in his letterbox, that
it contains just three dot points. Of course political
parties, as we know, when they are putting out a
brochure, never want to waste both sides of a page.
They want to get their message out, and it is a waste to
put nothing on the back; but so vacant is her local CV
that Labor could only manage three dot points on one
side, and a blank back! There is nothing to say what she
has done locally. It says she has worked hard for the
rights of workers and she has vast experience in local
government — that is right, in Darebin, where the
Labor Party is taking planning powers away. It says:
Marlene is campaigning on local issues …

But what about the councils out west? What about the
people who live out west who are having their right to
determine the urban character of their own areas
withdrawn under this government? I defy any member
opposite to come into this chamber and say that what
was done in the council amalgamations under the
previous Liberal-National government, firstly, was
worse for those councils and, secondly, did anything
even remotely close when it comes to third-party rights
of appeal, notification or council planning powers for
those areas. But that is what Labor is doing to the
western suburbs, and that is why Mr Finn’s motion is
exceptionally important today.

It must be Darebin again because it certainly is not in
the western suburbs! Mr Finn enlightened me about a
bridge THAT goes nowhere in the west. I wonder
whether that would happen with Marlene Kairouz if she
were one of the local MPs.

I want to turn briefly to one very important issue — that
is, the candidates in the Kororoit by-election, because
this is what the motion is about. We are talking about
the western suburbs, there is a by-election in the
western suburbs, and this is the week before that
by-election. I was out there letterboxing for Jenny
Matic on the weekend. She is a terrific candidate. She is
a person who has lived her life in the western suburbs
since 1970, since she migrated to this country from
Croatia, since her family started a business out west,
since she went to local schools, since she lived locally
and raised her family locally. Live, work and raise a
family — there is a bit of a theme there. That is what
Jenny Matic has done. She has lived, worked and raised
her family in the western suburbs.

Disgruntled right-wing ALP members are quietly moving to
strip some power from Mr Shorten and Senator Conroy amid
dissatisfaction over the … Kororoit preselection …

What about the Labor Party’s candidate? Marlene
Kairouz is from Darebin, from the northern suburbs.
Mr Finn — That’s a fair hike from the west!

Mrs Peulich — For her it’s a bridge too far away!
Mr GUY — Mrs Peulich, you are spot-on: it is a
bridge too far away. From Darebin to Kororoit it would
cost a lot of money. But what I again found interesting
about these candidates and about Labor taking the
western suburbs for granted was another article in a
newspaper — today’s Herald Sun — that says:

No doubt they are! Mr Shorten used to be able to fix
preselections, but clearly not this one. It is interesting
when we look opposite to see who has been a Marlene
Kairouz supporter. Mr Leane has been; Mr Somyurek
has been, principally because Mr Theophanous has not
been; Mr Seitz, the member for Keilor in the other
place, sure is; and Mr Lenders has been. What about
Ms Suleyman, the former Brimbank mayor? Minister
Madden employs her father, so obviously he went
down in that preselection contest. Mr Haermeyer went
down, the Premier went down, and I do not even know
where Mr Pakula is. He does not live there. He is trying
to do numbers there, but it is a classic example of the
Labor Party taking the west for granted yet again.
Mr Finn — You forgot to mention Bill Shorten. He
went down in a big way.
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Mr GUY — Mr Finn, he went down in a very big
way. I simply say in conclusion: the evidence is in that
the Labor Party takes the western suburbs for granted,
and it takes the northern suburbs for granted. The
coalition has presented a very clear point of
differentiation on a range of issues — transport, police,
health, planning — and it is all there on the table. I ask
members today to listen to the facts and indeed to
support the motion moved by Mr Finn.

Mrs PEULICH — And the inferences and
reflections.

Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
first of all commend my colleague Matthew Guy on a
very spirited contribution. I think his assessment of the
neglect of the west by the Labor Party is spot-on, and in
particular all of us appreciated the internal assessment
of the power struggle that preceded the Kororoit
preselection. And why would that not happen? Because
if in actual fact you have a look at the area — —

Mrs PEULICH — That is just bulldust.

The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask the member to
withdraw.
Mr Thornley — President, my comment was in
respect of Mrs Peulich’s support for Mr Aldred in a
preselection.

Mr Thornley — If that is incorrect, I withdraw it.
Mrs PEULICH — You are an absolute scumbag —
and I withdraw.

Mr Thornley — At least we didn’t try to preselect
Ken Aldred.

The PRESIDENT — Order! Mrs Peulich is an
experienced member of the other house and has been in
this house long enough to know full well that that
remark is totally out of order. I ask her to not only
withdraw but to apologise.

Mrs PEULICH — And if you speak to the locals,
as we did when we were doorknocking — —

Mrs PEULICH — I apologise, President, but
again — —

Mr Thornley — That’s what you do in your power
struggles. Ken Aldred? Is that what you do in yours?
Ken Aldred?
Mrs PEULICH — None of them actually knew
who the local member, lower house member, upper
house — —
Mr Thornley — Is that what you do in yours?
Mrs PEULICH — Sorry?
Mr Thornley — Ken Aldred?
Mrs PEULICH — What has that got to do with it?
Mr Thornley — That’s what you do in your internal
preselection battles — you support Ken Aldred!
Mrs PEULICH — On a point of order, President,
Mr Thornley is implying some sort of racism on my
part. I find it offensive, and I am asking that he
withdraw. Given his sensitivity to issues of racism
himself, I think it is absolutely uncalled for that he sit
there and imply racism on my part. I find it totally
offensive. As one of the few people who has actually
had parents in a concentration camp, I find it offensive.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I unfortunately did not
hear the exact words used, but I would rely on the
member. I remind Mr Thornley that Mrs Peulich
considers his remarks offensive, and that is good
enough — —

The PRESIDENT — Order! No debate.
Mrs PEULICH — Without qualification, I
apologise. It was uncalled for, but could I say the
member constantly throws allegations of racism at other
people — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mrs Peulich is
heading down a road travelled too often, in my opinion.
I ask her to continue her contribution and forget the
debate on the remark that has already been withdrawn.
Mrs PEULICH — I will be guided by you,
President. I would like to congratulate Ms Matic for
taking up the challenge in the west, for taking up the
opportunity of shining the light on Labor’s neglect of
the west and of its taking for granted a constituency that
deserves a better deal than it has had from its previous
members.
I include in that the one who has chosen to cause a
costly by-election, the current member for Kororoit in
the other place, Mr Haermeyer, and of course a member
representing another local seat, the member for Keilor
in the other place, Mr Seitz, whom on a personal level I
quite like — we are friendly. But, dare I say, in
doorknocking the area, and also being a frequent visitor
to families with whom I have firm personal friendships
in the St Albans area, I found that none of them knew
anything about their local Labor members of
Parliament, nor what they had achieved for them, which
is clearly evident from the fact that there is very little to
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point to in terms of what has been achieved. Labor has
typically taken them for granted; it typically
pork-barrels its marginal seats that it needs to keep, and
it typically neglects and takes for granted its Labor
heartland. If one actually has a look at Mr Haermeyer’s
contributions in the other place, I think about four
speeches have been made in reference to Kororoit since
the 2006 state election, and on two of those occasions
all he did was merely congratulate volunteers rather
than being in there and batting for the many unmet
needs of the people of Kororoit.
In terms of Ms Matic, I would like to wish her the very
best. I think this is an opportunity for the people of
Kororoit to have their say, to send Labor a message that
enough is enough and that they will not be taken for
granted any longer. It is a wonderful opportunity for the
people. Many of them are from multicultural
communities, and I certainly look forward to being out
there on Saturday, engaging with some of them and
also pointing out the failings of the Labor government
right up until the last minute. In terms of the
doorknocking, one of the issues that has emerged is
education. People are always looking to create the best
possible opportunities for their families, and many of
them raised issues about schools and the quality of
education. Many of them have concerns about school
maintenance being neglected, especially in the more
established areas of Kororoit. Labor’s track record on
the school maintenance bill, which is now approaching
$300 million, is looking pretty grim for schools. Its
resort is to close schools, to sell them off and use those
proceeds to pay for maintenance bills, which are being
neglected.
Jenny Matic is doing a great job with her team
supported by the leader. I am, however, disappointed
that the Independent who previously ran for Family
First, Tania Walters, has chosen to direct preferences to
the Labor Party. I find this quite ironic given that the
Labor Party is going to be sponsoring a bill on abortion
and liberalising those laws. With Tania Walters having
been a Family First representative, clearly there has
been some smelly, behind-the-scenes deal. It all sounds
disingenuous. It sounds like a lack of commitment to
the values which she purported to represent; if I were a
voter in Kororoit, I would not be too impressed at all.
One understands intrafactional fighting. Clearly from
Labor’s perspective you need to do very little in a seat
such as Kororoit, because very little has been done for
such a long period of time.
On housing, I was very impressed with the meticulous
manner in which many of the houses were kept. This is
notwithstanding the appalling situation facing residents
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in terms of transport, the cost of fuel, traffic congestion,
the lack of public transport — particularly in Caroline
Springs — and the need for a railway station.
Many of them alluded to stamp duty as highway
robbery, and I concur with them. One of my friends in
St Albans actually runs a shutter business for domestic
houses, and I note that many of them had shutters on
their homes, being very concerned about personal
security. Is it any wonder? The law and order situation
in the area is most concerning. It shows again the level
of Labor neglect.
Leaked Victoria Police rosters for Keilor Downs police
station reveal that one of the main 24-hour police
stations servicing Kororoit had one in three officers
unavailable for duty in April 2008. In April this year the
Keilor Downs station had 14 officers seconded out of
the station and a further 8 officers away on leave from a
total of 51 staff listed on the roster, a shortfall of more
than 40 per cent or over one-third of the listed strength
of the station. Is there any wonder why, when you press
the doorbell and doorknock, there is a reluctance by
people, until they peer through the window, to open the
doors? That has been caused by their concerns about
crime. This was most notably an issue raised by women
and families.
According to the data, there were more than 740 cases
of violent crime in Kororoit last year including assault,
sexual assault, rape, homicide, robbery and kidnapping.
Police Association figures now reveal that Melton and
Brimbank municipalities are suffering from a shortfall
of 127 officers, adding further to the pressure on
officers at Keilor Downs. That situation is deplorable. I
commend the coalition’s three-point Kororoit law and
order action plan, which I will not now recount due to
constraints in time.
On the major roads leading to Kororoit, every day
thousands of cars are crawling along the Western Ring
Road. Just one accident on that road can destroy the
entire day for motorists.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — Absolutely. The West Gate
Freeway and bridge traffic congestion is a daily
disaster. A second Yarra crossing either at the West
Gate Bridge or thereabouts is desperately needed. The
Calder Freeway has become the Calder Crawl, which
again is evidence of neglect.
On public transport, Mr Guy has spoken about our
policy in relation to the St Albans railway station as
well as the need to build a railway station at Caroline
Springs, which the coalition is committed to.
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The waiting lists at the Sunshine Hospital, which hit the
news, are longer than the official government reports
show, with internal hospital documents showing that
more than 1500 people were on a so-called secret
waiting list this year. Mr Pakula was singing chapter
and verse about what the government was doing for
Kororoit, which was really just normal government
business. When you actually have a look at the specific
issues raised by the community and voters of Kororoit,
very significant issues were being ignored and
neglected. I invite the voters of Kororoit to make their
displeasure known and place Labor last as a signal of
that protest.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I thank
members who have contributed to this debate. The
point has been made very strongly that the Brumby
government, like the Bracks government before it, just
does not care about the west. I made mention in my
opening address on this motion that the St Albans level
crossing is symbolic of the neglect of the west by
successive Labor governments over the past nine years.
But I have found another one since then, and I
mentioned it to my colleagues whilst Mr Guy was
speaking on the motion. There is a bridge that crosses
the Princes Highway at Laverton. It does not go
anywhere; it just stops. This literally is a bridge to
nowhere. I am told that various government
departments are debating the merits of actually
finishing the bridge, which would allow traffic to travel
across it and actually go somewhere. If members want
to see in how much high regard the Labor Party holds
the western suburbs, they should take a trip down to
Laverton and take a photo of the bridge to nowhere.
This is Labor’s bridge to nowhere, and under Labor the
west is unfortunately travelling on a bridge to nowhere
as well.
The by-election in Kororoit on Saturday has given the
opportunity for the ALP to show how much it cares
about the west. It has given it ample opportunity to
show that it really wants to help the people of the
western suburbs. What has it done? It has snubbed that
opportunity. It has ignored it. It has given people in the
west nothing for nine years, and it is going to give them
nothing for the next however-long period this crowd is
in government. It has made that very clear in this
by-election campaign.
The only thing we have seen from the ALP in the
course of this by-election campaign is smear, innuendo,
muckraking and politics of the filthiest sort directed
toward certain candidates, one in particular. If ever the
ALP wanted to make a point that it does not care about
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the west and that all it cares about is protecting its own,
this is the opportunity it has taken and run with.
I have been disgusted by what I have seen in Kororoit
over the past week or week and a half. As late at this
morning I heard some of the vilest slander directed
towards one particular candidate who is a resident of
the western suburbs — unlike the ALP candidate, who
would need a Melway to find the electorate of Kororoit.
But this particular candidate, who is, as I said, a
resident of the western suburbs, has had the vilest
slander directed towards him. It has been spread the
length and breadth of the Kororoit electorate, and that is
all the ALP has to offer the people of Kororoit. It is all
the ALP has to offer the people of the western suburbs.
Mr Elasmar interjected.
Mr FINN — Were you involved in that,
Mr Elasmar? I would be very quiet if I were
Mr Elasmar because I know how close he is, and
understandably so, to the Labor candidate for Kororoit,
because she hails from his neck of the woods. I am not
sure whether Mr Elasmar has been to Kororoit, but I
reckon it might be an idea to get the ALP candidate and
take her out there and show her around. I understand
she laid claim, during the course of this campaign, to
knowing the issues in Kororoit because she had lunch
with somebody at the Caroline Springs shopping
centre! That is the depth of her knowledge of the
western suburbs and of Kororoit — she had lunch at the
Caroline Springs shopping centre. That is sensational.
I can only say that on that basis, the Liberal Party is
absolutely teeming with people who know all about the
electorate of Kororoit and all about the western
suburbs, because the Gloria Jean’s coffee shop out at
Caroline Springs has copped a fair hiding from Liberals
traipsing through there over the last couple of weeks. I
understand that the management people of that
establishment are praying for another by-election so we
will all come out again. They have had the best
fortnight of their lives. They are delighted.
But what we have seen — very seriously, Acting
President — throughout the course of this by-election
campaign reflects exactly what the Labor Party has
given the people of the west over the last nine years:
nothing!
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr FINN — Nothing but contempt, as Mr Guy
says. They had the opportunity. Mr Haermeyer’s
departure gave them the opportunity to stand up and say
what they would do for the people of the west — and
they have done that, and the answer is nothing. As I
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mentioned, all we have seen from the Labor Party over
the last week or week and a half is smear, innuendo and
slander directed towards the good people of the west
who stand up and want to fight for their communities.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr FINN — As Mrs Peulich quite correctly points
out, all the ALP sees in Kororoit are the Os — nothing.
That is what it sees in Kororoit.
I thank members for speaking on this motion. I trust
that it will be passed. I have absolutely no doubt that
anybody who has any understanding at all of the
western suburbs will be extremely supportive of this
motion because, quite frankly, we have had enough.
The people of the western suburbs have had enough,
and I think a lot of people are going to be lining up to
make that point at the ballot box this Saturday. I think,
bring that on. That is something to look forward to.
Labor’s back is against the wall. It should not be against
the wall. If the ALP had done its job, if the Brumby
government had done its job and looked after the
western suburbs, it would not find itself in the situation
it is in now. It would not be fighting for dear life to hold
onto one of its safest seats in the state. That would not
be a situation that it would be facing, but it has not done
its job. It has ignored the west, and the people of the
west know that Labor has ignored the west for far too
long.
Once again I thank members for their contributions to
this debate and I ask members to support this motion in
the hope that the people of the west will at long last get
the fair go they deserve.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 17
Atkinson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P. (Teller)
Drum, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr (Teller)

Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Lovell, Ms
O’Donohue, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Noes, 19
Broad, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms

Pulford, Ms (Teller)
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tee, Mr (Teller)
Theophanous, Mr
Thornley, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr
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Pakula, Mr

Motion negatived.

TOBACCO (CONTROL OF TOBACCO
EFFECTS ON MINORS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 11 June; motion of
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria).
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — I rise to speak on
the Tobacco (Control of Tobacco Effects on Minors)
Bill. At the outset I acknowledge Mr Drum’s concern in
bringing forward this legislation about the impact and
effects of tobacco on minors, and in particular his
concern about addressing the issue of people smoking
in cars in which minors are passengers. I also recognise
that Mr Drum has had this concern for a considerable
period of time and has raised this matter in the house on
a number of occasions. In fact the government
understands and shares Mr Drum’s concerns.
Mr Drum’s bill also proposes to introduce new
provisions concerning offences relating to minors who
purchase, possess or use tobacco products. Again, I
acknowledge Mr Drum’s desire and intention, and his
concerns about children and young people using
tobacco products.
However, my view is that legislation is best developed
through a proper broad policy framework and context.
It is my view that the processes of developing the best
legislation come through detailed policy consideration
of the outcomes that are trying to be achieved in the
legislation, and then developing legislation that creates
the best fit to those outcomes. It is not good enough to
develop legislation based on a good idea. I
acknowledge that Mr Drum has had a good idea, has a
legitimate concern and has dealt with that concern by
bringing forward this legislation to the house, but I
think his approach lacks some of the broader policy
processes that are necessary. His legislation proposes to
make it an offence for children and young people to
possess tobacco, and contains significant penalty
provisions for young people. I think the total penalties
could be in order of about $1000, being $500 for use of
tobacco and $500 for possession of a tobacco product.
I understand that Mr Drum’s intention is to send a
message to young people that the possession and use of
tobacco is unacceptable, but it would be another step to
create offences worthy of a $500 fine in each instance
for the use and possession of tobacco. We need to be
very careful about legislation, particularly when the
enforcement of which would mean that young people
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who break the law would be penalised by significant
fines. I am not sure what you would do in the case of a
young person who could not pay that fine. I do not
know many young people who have $1000 in ready
cash to pay a fine, so what happens then? If the parents
or guardians of the minor being fined are not prepared
to pay that fine, where does it go? Where do we take
someone who is not able to pay a fine? Do they do time
in a children’s detention centre because they have not
been able to pay a fine, or do we go down the path of
confiscating the assets of young people because they
are not able to pay a fine?
A series of issues would flow from such penalties
because we would have developed legislation from a
good idea rather than from a policy framework. The
intent is to continue to discourage young people from
using tobacco products, and the government believes
the best strategy to do this is through increased
education programs and through increasing the pressure
on tobacco companies and the sellers of tobacco
products so that they understand it is absolutely
unacceptable for them to either create or market
products that are designed for young people, or, in the
case of retailers, to sell them. We agree with the intent
and the good idea, but we cannot accept that this
legislation will deliver on the good idea.
The government has already announced that this year it
will be developing a Victorian tobacco control strategy
for the next five years — from 2008 to 2013. That
strategy will provide a comprehensive policy
framework to deal with the very issues that Mr Drum is
concerned about. That strategy will ultimately include,
probably in the next 6 to 12 months, legislation that will
deal with many of Mr Drum’s concerns, but it will deal
with them in the context of taking our response and our
intention to reduce tobacco use in the whole community
to a much greater level and to reduce the incidence of
smoking across all age groups, particularly among
young people. We all know of the long history of
strategies used by tobacco companies to start people
smoking as early as possible — once you get them
early you are more likely to have them for a long time.
We understand all of those strategies used by tobacco
companies in the past, and we need to continue to push
on in that regard and deal with those issues and that
intent.
Everyone in the house would share Mr Drum’s
concerns about the incidence of tobacco smoking and
its effects. I am also sure that everyone in the house
would believe that it is absolutely inappropriate for
young people to smoke, that we should do everything
we can to discourage them from smoking and that we
should try to ensure that it is as close to impossible as
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we can make it for young people to buy these products,
but I do not think we can support a bill that proposes to
fine young people in the way that this bill does. It
would make young people the offenders when in actual
fact it is the makers and peddlers of the product who are
committing the offence.
We are proposing, and I would like to move, a reasoned
amendment to this legislation. The reasoned
amendment says:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in their place ‘this house refuses to read this bill a
second time until the house has had the opportunity to
consider the Victorian Tobacco Control Strategy 2008–13 to
be released by the government this year’.

I absolutely agree with Mr Drum’s intent. We need to
deal with these issues, but we need to do so in a
comprehensive way and in a way that is dealing with a
broad range of issues in relation to tobacco, including
smoking in cars where young people are present. It is
also recognising that, as I understand it, there is not a
jurisdiction in the country that has made it an offence
for a young person to smoke a cigarette. No jurisdiction
in Australia has made it an offence for a young person
to the extent that they would be ultimately fined up to
about $1000 for, in the first case, using the tobacco and,
in the second case, possessing it.
We want to acknowledge Mr Drum’s passion about it.
We are happy to acknowledge Mr Drum’s good idea,
but we think that this good idea needs a lot more
consideration in terms of how we are to enforce the
changes that we all want to make, how we are going to
encourage young people not to smoke and how we are
going to further require tobacco companies not to
produce products that are designed for young people.
The health ministerial council in April this year has
already agreed to create national legislation in that
regard to make sure that products that are specifically
designed to be retailed to and used by young people are
not developed by tobacco companies. We think we
need to ensure that all of these matters are dealt with in
a comprehensive way and in a way that is connected to
a complete strategy to deal with tobacco use.
I urge the house to support the reasoned amendment.
By doing so we can all acknowledge the intent of what
Mr Drum is trying to do but put it into the context of
the Victorian government’s control strategy for the next
five years.
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to rise and make a contribution to debate on the
Tobacco (Control of Tobacco Effects on Minors) Bill
2008. In doing so, I compliment Mr Drum on bringing
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this bill to the chamber. As many in the chamber will
know, I am an advocate of greater controls on tobacco
and the impact of tobacco on others. What people do to
themselves or to consenting adults in the privacy of
their own homes is one thing, but it is quite a different
matter in regard to others, and the principle of harm
being visited on others is a significant point.
Over the years we have seen legislation passed through
this Parliament that has progressively narrowed the
zone in which it is acceptable to smoke. I am old
enough to remember when it was acceptable to smoke
on trains, in cinemas and almost anywhere that people
felt was appropriate for them at that time.
Whilst smoking is a legal activity and people are free to
indulge in it, they should not, in my view, be free to
impact on others unnecessarily or unfairly, particularly
on children. Children are defenceless; they simply have
no alternative but to breathe in the smoke. I draw the
house’s attention to one of the primary purposes of this
bill prohibiting smoking in a vehicle while a person
under the age of 18 is present. I agree strongly with
Mr Drum that this is an unacceptable practice. Children
have no option but to go along with it in the case that
their parents and often others are smoking.
The health effects are serious. I want to put on record
that the medical evidence is overwhelming on that
matter. There are higher rates of asthma in children
whose parents smoke. There are obviously longer term
issues about smoking with respect to children and the
hardened respiratory conditions, particularly lung
cancer. To impose these things on young children at a
point where they have no option of their own volition to
absent themselves from that smoking is, in my view, a
heinous thing to do. I wish the parents that I have seen
undertake these sorts of things would desist. This
should be a matter of the agency of the parents to
exercise the restraint and self-control that most of us
would expect. That is clearly not the case in all
examples, and Mr Drum’s bill addresses that.
When I was shadow health minister and opposition
spokesperson in that area I was pleased to bring
forward policies to ban smoking in school grounds and
on school premises. These were later adopted by the
government. Smoking in and around hospitals and
playgrounds, in my view, is also unacceptable. There is
still further work to do in areas like that. The issue that
Mr Drum has drawn attention to of people smoking in
cars while children are present requires a response.
I want to place on record, as I have done many times in
this chamber, my appreciation on behalf of the
community for the work of Quit in particular and the
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Cancer Council Victoria for its leadership
internationally in managing tobacco control.
The rates of smoking have fallen steadily over the last
30 to 40 years, including recent and promising rate falls
amongst young people. I do not think I need to detail
that any more; it is a fact and it is in part the response to
bipartisan support over several decades for incremental,
thoughtful, sensible reform that has narrowed the zone
in which people can smoke. Recently we have seen the
removal of smoking from places where people eat, and
that is a sensible step which the opposition supports.
That is not to say that there are never criticisms about
the implementation of these matters. The issues that
surround the implementation of restrictions and
controls are significant, and governments have to think
carefully about how those matters are implemented.
There is always debate around how and when to
implement the time periods in which these things can
be brought forth, and there is always debate about
where to move next. But in this case I want to
compliment Mr Drum particularly on his focus on
younger people and his understanding that the early
take-up rates of smoking are a significant determinant
of long-term health impacts. The effort to reduce the
take-up rate of smoking is an important public health
battle.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — The
Greens are generally supportive of this bill because we
think it has raised two incredibly important issues, one
being smoking in cars and the detrimental effect that
that has on children. Having in my former working life
worked with older people who had been lifelong
smokers and seen the incredible damage it did with
limb loss associated with diabetes, respiratory problems
and so on, I think anything we can do to stop young
people smoking is a good thing.
I am especially pleased that the sale of flavoured
cigarettes is covered in this bill, because anything we
can do to stop the marketing to make smoking look
glamorous, nice or interesting for young people is very
important. I take up David Davis’s point: most of us
can remember when smoking happened everywhere. It
has been great to be able to go to restaurants, theatres
and so on, and to not have to deal with the effects of
passive smoking. That should be the same for children
in cars.
The Greens have some concerns about the penalty
regime. We have concerns about whether young people
should be fined and how those fines should be
collected, and also how we would deal with the issue of
a young person having a series of fines, not paying
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them and ending up in court. I hope Mr Drum will
address that in his contribution. I will leave my
contribution at that, but we will be listening to and
making decisions based on the debate.

those in the Liquor Control Act; I think they are
appropriate, given the unhealthy impact that cigarette
smoking has on young people. Well done to Mr Drum
for bringing this forward.

Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — I am pleased to be
part of the debate this morning on this very important
topic. I start by congratulating my colleague Damian
Drum on bringing this bill before the house. It is a very
important issue, which is acknowledged by everybody.
As Mr Viney says, Mr Drum has a fine record in
respect to this issue and has pursued anti-smoking-type
strategies for many years. I commend him for what we
have in place today.

The second-reading speech contained some fairly
startling statistics which should make us all sit up and
take notice. For example, in the second-reading speech
Mr Drum pointed out that tobacco is the leading cause
of preventable death in Victoria and that it kills almost
4000 people a year. We should all be very concerned
about that and be doing as much as we can to reduce
that level of negative health effects associated with
smoking tobacco products.

I want to give the house some background on the work
that has been put into the development of this bill.
Pieces of legislation do not just suddenly appear with
the so-called brainstorm of the originator of a bill.
Mr Drum has been out and spoken extensively about
this issue, particularly to young people across the state.

The second-reading speech also says that today an
estimated 35 000 Victorian children smoke regularly. I
have to say that the most startling statistic I have
noticed in this whole debate — and I worked with
Mr Drum on some occasions on developing this — is
that every day in Victoria, approximately 50 children
start smoking. They light up for the first time in their
lives, and many go on to be regular smokers. We need
to address immediately the fact that 50 or so young
people will today light up a cigarette and put it in their
mouth for the first time.

Mrs Peulich — He has been beating the drum.
Mr HALL — He has been beating the drum hard on
this issue. I do not know how many Victorian
secondary schools he has been to, to talk to young
people about the provisions in his bill, but it would
certainly be a lot right across the state — from schools
in Gippsland to schools in the western part of Victoria,
from schools in his area of northern Victoria to, I
suggest, Melbourne-based schools as well. The
response he has received from young children has been
very positive.
To the concerns expressed by both the government and
the Greens to the recommendations about the level of
fines, I say that many of the young kids we have spoken
to have had that view — that is, we need to be tough on
smoking laws for young people, who themselves
suggested that that level of fines needed to be in the
bill; and they consider them to be appropriate.
Firstly, I want to address some of the concerns raised
by Mr Viney about the level of fines. This fines
structure is based upon the provisions contained in the
Liquor Control Act with respect to under-age drinking
of alcohol products. There is no difference. Most
members would concede that the use of tobacco
products and smoking is a bigger issue than probably
even the consumption of alcohol amongst young
children. The difference, I suppose, is that the impact of
alcohol is immediate, whereas the impact of a tobacco
product is probably 20, 30 or 40 years down the track.
So we need to have a vision. Although some people
might object to the proposed fines, they are the same as

That statistic goes to the reason why I will vote against
the reasoned amendment moved by the government. It
suggested, in Mr Viney’s own words, that we do not
read this bill a second time until such time as the
Victorian government considers, produces and releases
the Victorian Tobacco Control Strategy 2008–13.
Mr Viney said that that would be released later this
year. I am a bit suspicious about the government’s
meeting those time frames, because it was — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr HALL — It was when we had the body piercing
bill, again introduced by Mr Drum in this state. We
agreed to defer debate on that because the government
was intending to do something along that line. We
agreed to its request, but it took more than six months
for the government to introduce relevant legislation,
which, as I understand it, is still before the other place
and has not come here.
To our frustration, as the government committed to act
promptly, it has taken the government six months to
act. If we have to wait six months for the Victorian
government’s tobacco control strategy, with 50 young
kids lighting up a cigarette for the first time on each of
those days in that six-month period, another
9000 young people will have started smoking before
the end of this year. We need to act promptly on this to
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address the issue of young kids taking up cigarettes for
the first time.
Moreover, what we could do, and I am sure the
government would readily acknowledge this, is pass
this legislation; if it conflicted with the Victorian
Tobacco Control Strategy in any way, we could come
back to either amend or replace the act with some other
piece of legislation. The sheer fact that the government
has a strategy that it will develop, and which it claims
will be released in the next six months, is no good
reason why we should be deferring consideration of this
bill today. That is why I will be voting against the
reasoned amendment.
When this matter was investigated by Mr Drum and his
colleagues in both The Nationals and the Liberal Party,
I have to say it surprised me that under the current law
in Victoria, it is not unlawful for a person under 18 to
buy cigarettes. Lawfully they could seek to do that. It is
also not unlawful for people under 18 to possess
cigarettes, nor is it unlawful for a person under 18 to be
smoking cigarettes in public or in private. It is not
unlawful to do that, but if you look at the current
provisions relating to alcohol it is unlawful for a person
under 18 to buy alcohol, to possess alcohol and to drink
alcohol, so in many respects what we are doing here is
pulling the impact of tobacco on young people under 18
into line with the same provisions for alcohol and
various other measures associated with people under 18
years of age. It is not really different, and given that
tobacco has an even more deleterious effect on people’s
health than alcohol I think we should be applauding
those provisions.
I also want to go to the issue of fines — and Mr Viney
mentioned that issue — and consider in practice what
happens with alcohol. I want to compare it to what I
think would be a reasonable approach taken by
Victorian police in respect of tobacco products. The
normal process now is that if the police notice that
young people are in possession of alcohol, are drinking
alcohol or may be affected by alcohol, they approach
those people. They would firstly confiscate their
alcohol products and probably tip those products out.
That is usually the case. Quite often, particularly if the
young person is under the influence of alcohol, they
would take and deliver them home to their parents. In
the majority of cases that is as far as it goes because
there is no doubt that the biggest impact on a child’s
behaviour is the family environment. If you take a child
home, then that child deals with its parents, and I say
that that is an appropriate strategy. If, however, the
person is a consistent offender in respect of alcohol
laws in this state then there might be some severe action
taken.
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One would expect the reasonable application of this law
by Victorian police would be much the same. If this law
is passed and Victorian police are noticing children
under the age of 18 smoking, then more than likely
their first course of action would be to confiscate that
product from the young person and for consistent
offenders, I think, let their parents know. I do not see
these potential laws relating to tobacco use as being
significantly different to those applying to young
people involved in the use of alcohol, and I think it is
positive that we have complementary legislation on
those two products.
In terms of my support for the bill I point out that it
does a number of things. It certainly makes it unlawful
for young people under 18 to possess, to use and to
purchase tobacco products. It also introduces a ban on
smoking in a motor vehicle whilst carrying children
under the age of 18. I understand that that is the current
law in South Australia and Tasmania, and New South
Wales is in the process of adopting such a law. If my
memory is correct I think the Victorian government has
also indicated that as part of its tobacco strategy it
would be looking to introduce the same measure. This
bill would also prohibit persons under 18 years of age
from selling tobacco products, except in certain
situations, particularly in relation to small
family-owned businesses. A milk bar, for example, is
the most commonly termed provision where young
people may from time to time be behind the counter
serving tobacco products. There are some exemptions
in the bill relating to small businesses and family
members, and I think that is appropriate.
The bill also prohibits the sale of tobacco products with
a distinctly fruity, sweet or confectionery-like character.
Again, I think both federal and state governments have
expressed some concerns about that.
These are all important measures that will help with the
ongoing campaign that we as legislators need to
undertake to address the health-related issues associated
with smoking in the state of Victoria. I commend
Mr Drum’s bill to the house, and I want to repeat that,
with Mr Viney’s reasoned amendment, nothing in this
bill need supersede the Victorian government’s own
policy of developing a tobacco strategy. It can proceed
with doing that, and if at the end of the day we need to
make further amendments to the Tobacco Act then so
be it, we can do that. I think the opposition would give
those amendments serious consideration at that point in
time. There is no need to defer passage of this
legislation today. It is an important bill that sends an
important signal to young people in Victoria, and I
commend it to the house.
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Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I would like
to say that I will be supporting Mr Viney’s reasoned
amendment. I do not agree with the penalty provisions
related to young people carrying cigarettes in this
private members bill, but in saying that I congratulate
Mr Drum on his intent and the merit of his comments
on this bill. I also congratulate him on the fact that this
private members bill has brought about a vehicle
through which we can have a debate. It is important that
we have debates in this house on important things such
as smoking and measures to deter young people from
smoking. Statistics show that tobacco is responsible for
4000 deaths in Victoria each year. It is also responsible
for $5 billion annually in health-care costs to the
community, so it is a serious issue and an issue we
should be discussing in this house.
The problem I have is with the penalty regime in this
bill. I appreciate Mr Hall in his speech saying that it has
been aligned with the provisions in legislation for
minors carrying alcohol. I am not going to debate the
difference in the health issues; I think he is right.
Statistics show that there is a huge health problem
related to the consumption of alcohol and the smoking
of tobacco products, but there is an immediate risk in
minors having and consuming alcohol in that alcohol
can induce violent acts in our community, whether that
be in young people or older people. There are also the
immediate health risks to young people themselves who
consume alcohol in that they are vulnerable to
accidents. They are also very vulnerable to others
taking advantage of them when they are in an inebriated
state. I do not think minors who use cigarettes face
anything near the same risks as minors who consume
alcohol.
There would not be many members of this chamber
who when they were young did not have access to
cigarettes and did not try them out — we have all been
through such periods. Since tobacco has been around
that has been the case, and I do not think it will ever
change, unless we get to a point where smoking is
prohibited. If smoking is prohibited — and we know
that prohibition does not work — so be it; I think
everyone should be under that regime. My concern
about these penalties relates to the fact that it will not be
the minors who will pay; the parents will pay the
$1000. However, those who do not have good
parenting might not have access to someone to pay the
$1000 fine. That would put people in vulnerable states
in an even worse position because they have this
penalty hanging over their heads. I do not think this is a
good way to go.
Getting back to parenting, we have probably all been
lucky enough to have good parenting in our lives when
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we were young. There are different theories about how
parents can influence kids not to smoke. I will not stand
here and say I have the answer to that; I do not think
any parent would say that. I think it is to do with
education. I think the state has to take responsibility in
education by recommending that young people do not
take up smoking, but good parenting can also bring
about good outcomes for people. Our society is starting
to take a bit of a role as well. David Davis touched on
this previously, and I also remember when it was okay
to smoke on the train, in the cinema and in the
workplace.
Mr Hall — Even in aeroplanes; there used to be a
smoking section on aeroplanes.
Mr LEANE — Yes, and I do not know how the
smoke was contained in that part of the aeroplane.
Mr Hall interjected.
Mr LEANE — Obviously, Mr Hall is right — it
was not. It was a good theory, but it never worked.
Now you see people standing outside their workplaces
smoking. I think smokers are starting to become
pariahs; they are starting to get pushed out further and
further. I have to say this is rightly so; it does not break
my heart. I agree 100 per cent that you should not be
exposing minors to your smoke. I commend Mr Drum
on this aspect of the bill. You should take
responsibility. I suppose the problem we have now that
smokers are out on the street is that their smoke is not
contained, and that is something that may have to be
looked at in the future. I think society has taken the role
of deterring the taking up of smoking, and we need to
continue that.
I commend the move to take smoking out of
restaurants. I cannot think of anything worse that we
used to be exposed to than when you were trying to
enjoy a meal and someone was smoking around you
and that smoke got into your steak or whatever you
were eating, unless it was a smoked oyster — that
might be all right!
An honourable member — Smoked fish.
Mr LEANE — Yes, smoked fish.
I think we need to look at further provisions like that.
Society is getting to a point where we need to look at
these things, and I commend that.
The Victorian government is developing a tobacco
control policy. I am sure that some of the measures
Mr Drum has been passionate about will be looked at as
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part of that. When we were kids we might have had
smokes in our pockets. When I was 13 years old my
parents would have been horrified if a police officer
had turned up and said, ‘I have caught your son
smoking, and he will get a $1000 fine’. I know that
today’s $1000 fine might have been $200 then,
allowing for inflation, but even that would have had a
horrifying effect on my family. Our parents had their
ways, like the old punishment of saying, ‘You have to
smoke every one of the cigarettes in that packet in front
of me’. Those sorts of things did not work; it is all
about good parenting. Sometimes parenting is about
embarrassing your kids — and it is good to have my
daughter looking on from the gallery so I can embarrass
her now! I appreciate Mr Drum’s intent, and I will
leave it at that.
Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — I rise
to support Mr Drum in the debate on the Tobacco
(Control of Tobacco Effects on Minors) Bill. From the
outset I would like to compliment Mr Drum on this bill.
I think it is a really cleverly constructed piece of
legislation, and it is obviously a result of extensive
research and collaboration. It has clearly been done as a
bit of a wake-up call.
I must say that the response on the part of the
government, and from Mr Viney in particular, is
extremely disappointing. To me it exemplifies the fact
that this government misses opportunities all the time.
Mr Viney has adopted the mantle of a spoiler. Here we
see the skill of Mr Drum being brought to bear. He has
basically headed the government off at the pass. He has
caused pressure, discomfort and embarrassment to the
government because he has seized the day as the
government is grinding through its own Victorian
tobacco control strategy, which I understand is not to be
released until later this year. The government has
clearly been gazumped on this. Its discomfort and the
intensity of its reasoned amendment probably come
from government members having a build-up of excess
bile in their livers.
If we look at the purpose of the bill — that is, its
mechanics — first and foremost it makes it unlawful for
children under 18 years to buy, sell, possess or use
tobacco. Inter alia this bill also makes it illegal to
smoke in vehicles while children are present, which I
think is very important. I will draw upon an example
from the ABC’s Science program which talked about
the effects on children of smoking indoors. There is
ample empirical evidence as a result of studies which
found that suspended particles, including nicotine, were
significantly higher in houses where smokers lived than
in smoke-free homes. Imagine the compression effects
of nicotine, which can be absorbed not only through the
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respiratory system but which also coats clothing, hair,
skin and hands. All of these toxic chemicals can be
ingested, and we know how much children would be at
risk just because of their general levels of cleanliness
before and after eating and so on.
This initiative would assist people to avoid a number of
illnesses such as asthma and chronic bronchitis, which
have the potential to become chronic and which lead to
ailments such as emphysema in young people. That
surely has to be part of a preventive health response on
behalf of this government. It is extremely disappointing
when we think about the fact that nicotine poisoning
can set in within days of a person first taking up
smoking. Nicotine is regarded as being as addictive as
cocaine and heroin, and there is plenty of evidence for
that. Young people who are smokers normally like to
make the next move to start using heroin and to
experimenting with cocaine and other illicit drugs.
Children can have raised heart rates and increased
blood pressure as a short-term effect of smoking and
passive smoking. Largely, many of them of course are
attracted to it on the basis of looking cool, acting older,
losing weight, being seen to be tough — hanging tough
somewhere around the place — and having a sense of
independence.
This bill is important in terms of leading the way in the
developed world. This state led the way in, for instance,
the compulsory use of seatbelts in vehicles. I remember
being in the United States of America when people
there were absolutely flabbergasted that it was
compulsory for everybody to wear seatbelts. Lo and
behold, all of that pioneering work, and all of that
initiative, has now been picked up around the world.
We have to congratulate Mr Drum for being ahead of
the game. From what I have heard in of the defence of
this proposition on the part of the government, I think
he is probably about a generation ahead of its thinking.
I am comfortable with the penalty regime. I think it has
been well thought out. We need plenty of incentives for
people to avoid smoking because of the cost burden on
taxpayers in future generations for something that is a
preventable illness. That would be this bill’s greatest
contribution.
The ‘designated driver’ conduct and the response to
P-plate drivers not being able to drink and drive is a
fine example. I think young people will adopt this
system because we have just enough stick in the
penalties for them to adopt it and adapt to it. Hopefully,
we can look forward to future generations without the
affliction of tobacco. I urge everybody to support this
bill. It is very important and timely, and I think it is a
generation ahead of current thinking.
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Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I am
pleased to rise to make a contribution to this debate. I
do not support the bill, but I support the reasoned
amendment. In kicking off I would like to say that I
believe the bill, which has been brought into the
Parliament by Mr Drum as a private members bill, is
motivated by the very best of intentions. But I am
unable to support it because as a government we have a
process of getting out, talking to stakeholders and
looking at how we can legislate in a more holistic way,
and how we look at the prevention of people smoking
cigarettes rather than in the ad hoc way that this bill
proposes by just picking off bits and pieces. We do not
want to pick off particular areas of reform and ignore
others; we want to pursue tobacco reform in a more a
whole-of-policy way.
I will list some of my objections to the bill. The most
glaring ones are the penalising of young people. I
cannot support Mr Drum’s attempts to penalise young
people who smoke. Nowhere in Australia, in any state
or territory jurisdiction, do we have laws which
penalise minors for smoking, for the possession of
cigarettes or for attempting to purchase cigarettes; and
the Victorian government does not intend to legislate
for that. Rather, we prefer to do it by educating young
people about the harms of smoking, and making sure
that retailers comply with the act in relation to the sale
of cigarettes to minors. We know this approach works
because we have seen the way it has worked in
reducing the number of adults who smoke.
Mr Drum’s bill proposes that a minor could face a
penalty of up to 5 penalty units, or over $500 for
smoking in a public place, plus a further 5 penalty units
for possessing a tobacco product in a public place. As
was pointed out by one of my colleagues on this side in
his contribution, that is over $1000 if a minor is caught
smoking in a public place. Most minors would not have
$1000 to pay a fine, so of course it would then fall to
the parents to find that money. It really is quite unfair
and quite over the top to punish children and young
people and to punish parents for a minor’s behaviour.
The people who are really at fault are the retailers who
continue to sell cigarettes to minors. As a government
we are continuing to use current legislation to enforce
the programs that are in place to detect as well as to
enforce the provisions of the Tobacco Act 1987, which
prohibits the sale by tobacco retailers of tobacco to
minors. The Tobacco Act prohibits retailers selling
cigarettes to minors, and these are the people who
should be penalised. The current maximum penalty is
50 penalty units or $5371.50.
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Our government has a strong record of protecting the
Victorian community from the harmful effects of
tobacco. We know that tobacco is responsible for some
4000 deaths in Victoria every year, and costs the
community something like $5 billion annually in health
care as well as in social costs.
All of us in this chamber and, I think, most members of
the public know that cigarettes destroy your lungs —
they destroy the lung tissue; 80 per cent of lung cancer
is caused by smoking — and that there is a whole range
of other chronic diseases that are caused by smoking.
Our state and our government are really leading the
way in reforming tobacco use. We have introduced a
whole range of initiatives — strict laws on cigarette
sales to minors, the restriction of tobacco advertising
and the banning of smoking in pubs and clubs,
restaurants and cafes, shopping centres, gaming venues,
workplaces, covered areas of train stations and
platforms, and tram and bus shelters. Cigarette smoking
is now banned in all of these places. Mass anti-tobacco
campaigns have also taken place with the support of our
government.
These reforms have had a dramatic effect on the
community’s attitude towards smoking, and more and
more we are seeing that smoking is considered an
antisocial activity and people are increasingly
embarrassed about the fact that they smoke and are
more restricted in the places that they are able to smoke.
The effect of their smoking on others in the community
is being minimised by the changes that have been made
by our government to the areas where people are able to
smoke and under what circumstances.
I grew up at a time when young people were actually
encouraged to smoke. I remember when I was a
teenager that you were able to buy packets of cigarettes
that were deliberately designed — —
Mr Lenders interjected.
Ms DARVENIZA — Thank you, Mr Lenders. He
says it was a short time ago. I guess it is all relative; it
seems like a very short time ago.
I can recall when there were tiny packets of either 5 or
10 cigarettes which were designed for teenagers so that
you could spend your pocket money on them. I cannot
remember now how much they cost. A full packet of
cigarettes was not very expensive, but we had to work
hard for our pocket money and we did not get a lot of it,
so these packets were very much designed for us to be
able to take up smoking and feed our addiction once we
became addicted. We all know how difficult it is to give
up smoking. Many in this chamber have been smokers
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and have given it up. We all know family and friends
who have gone through the process and we know that it
is incredibly difficult.
But we need to have an approach to it that is not
piecemeal, not ad hoc, and that is why I think
postponing the action to be taken by waiting for the
Victorian Tobacco Control Strategy 2008–13, which is
to be released soon, is a worthwhile action to take. This
strategy is going to be very well informed: it will speak
to a whole range of people in the community, both
younger and older people. It will be looking at the
stakeholders, whether they are people who smoke
cigarettes or those who are involved in producing or
selling cigarettes, and at the end of the day a very
well-informed document will be produced which we
will be able to take forward as a government, ensuring
that all relevant views which have informed that
document are considered.
I do not support the bill. As I said, I believe it is
motivated by the best of intentions but I am unable to
support it. I support the reasoned amendment that was
put forward for the government by Mr Viney.
Mr KAVANAGH (Western Victoria) — The first
point to note is that these days there can be no doubt
that smoking is harmful to health. It is entirely
appropriate that we should do everything we can to
discourage people, especially young people, from
taking up this habit. The bill proposed by Mr Drum is
indeed targeted at discouraging smoking by the young.
I recall some decades ago being in Jakarta and walking
down to the wharves. The ships from the outer islands
would pull in and they had casual workers unloading
them. They included young children: boys maybe 8, 7,
6, even as young as 4 years old, would be unloading
wood from some of those ships. Most of them had a
cigarette in their mouth and another cigarette behind the
ear, and maybe a children’s-sized packet of Marlboro as
well. That was a horrifying sight. Australia could take a
lead in restricting the behaviour of international
companies and state monopolies in Third World
countries. I think it would be a very worthwhile thing to
do.
A lot of the effort in Victoria in dissuading young
people from smoking is in the form of education. I offer
a caution, as a former teacher, that it seems to me that
often education programs can actually be
counterproductive. Quite often if you tell a young
person over and over again not to do something, that
makes it very tempting for that young person to do
precisely that. For example, in the case of a friend of
mine, her two children underwent antismoking
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education when they were children and became
fanatical antismokers who would regularly tell their
mother off for smoking and plead with her not to
smoke. However, during their teenage years both
daughters took up smoking and are now confirmed
smokers. It seems to me that there is a lot of assumption
of the moral high ground by non-smokers and that they
often look down on smokers.
In terms of the proposal to ban smoking in cars we
should recognise that the car itself is smoking all the
time anyway and pours out noxious fumes as it is
driven. The drivers of cars are not justified in their
assumption of moral superiority over the people who
might have a smoke in their cars.
While wanting to discourage people from taking up the
habit, we should recognise that quite a lot of people are
deeply addicted to smoking. The government should
develop strategies for helping those people to stop
smoking. Probably it would be more appropriate to do
so at a commonwealth level, but I think it would be a
very good idea to research scientifically what is really
effective in helping people to stop smoking, and it is
something that is owed to them. Smokers have paid a
lot of money, generally speaking, to the government in
taxes, and they deserve generous support in subsidies
for any programs or drugs that will help them stop
smoking.
Furthermore, although people should not be allowed to
smoke just anywhere, they should be allowed to smoke
somewhere. I recall very often flying back into
Australia, and the welcome from the pilot would be
‘Welcome to Australia. If you smoke in the airport, it is
an $800 fine on the spot’. That was some sort of
welcome for people who smoke. Most airports in the
world provide a room where people can smoke;
generally that room has exhausts to the outside, and I
do not see why we do not do that in Australia as well.
I strongly support some of the elements of Mr Drum’s
bill, particularly banning any lolly-flavoured cigarettes.
It is outrageous that they should be offered to young
people, and their sale should be strictly prohibited.
Not all aspects of the bill will become law, and indeed
the government is saying it has other ideas that perhaps
will become law. However, if some of the ideas in
Mr Drum’s bill influence the government in its final
strategy, then I think the proposals will have done a
good thing for the people of Victoria.
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — Firstly I would
like to thank the speakers who have risen to give their
thoughts on the Tobacco (Control of Tobacco Effects
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on Minors) Bill 2007, including David Davis,
Ms Hartland, Mr Kavanagh, Mrs Kronberg, Mr Viney,
Mr Leane, Mr Hall and Ms Darveniza. I thank them for
their contributions.
The government has acknowledged this morning the
dangers of smoking in cars while minors are present. It
has acknowledged that we need to do something about
that. But it has effectively used as a defence the fact that
research is continuing; and it says the way in which the
bill has been brought to the house and the process used
have not been broad enough. In effect the government
is saying, ‘You cannot do it on your own because’, in
Ms Darveniza’s words, ‘you’ve taken an ad hoc,
piecemeal approach to a very broad issue’.
What we have done about these smoking reforms is
focus very clearly on smoking by and around minors.
One of the contentious issues in the smoking fraternity
at the moment is whether we allow displays in shops to
be maintained and to enhance the selling capabilities of
retailers. We have left that alone, because we have
deemed it to be an adult issue. Even though there is a
normalisation of the tobacco product in the eyes of the
minors who can be influenced by displays, we have
decided to leave that alone because we have focused
solely on minors.
Our objective with this legislation is to try to stop
people from starting to smoke in the first place. We
acknowledge that the concepts that are pushed hard by
the Quit campaign and Cancer Council Australia are
primarily aimed at getting adults to stop smoking; they
do an enormous job in that area.
But for the government to simply use, as its defence,
the fact that we have not taken a broad enough
approach with the bill is flawed, as it simply does not
acknowledge what we are doing here, which is bringing
into legislation a whole range of reforms directed
towards minors.
For the government to largely base its defence on the
bill’s provisions dealing with excessive fines is also
flawed. When I first saw the suggested fines that had
been drawn up by parliamentary counsel, I also noticed
the 5 penalty units for these infringements, and I was
just as shocked as the government. But I am sure the
government would have had its advisers look into it and
would know that if you turn to clause 13 in the
amendment schedule you will see it is 1 penalty unit for
all of those infringements, and only if a person took the
matter to court and was effectively handed down the
maximum penalty could they ever be charged 5 penalty
units.
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What we have done in considering these penalties is
consult with students around Victoria; we asked them
what they thought would work and would not work.
They came back to us and very clearly said that in the
case of drinking, it is the penalties associated with
being caught when you drink that put the wind up you
and help you change your habits.
The practical reality of the way our Liquor Control Act
is enforced — and we are trying to bring the practice of
smoking tobacco among minors into line with this — is
that when police catch young people drinking in a
public place, they will normally tip the alcohol out and
depending on, as Mr Hall said, whether the minor is
drunk, they will tend to take that minor home and
inform their parents.
Quite clearly what we heard from the youth of Victoria
when we went to more than 20 schools and spoke to
over 2000 young people of various ages was that kids
are starting smoking a lot earlier than we think. The
high incidence of smoking is among the 16 and
17-year-olds. They are the ones whose smoking habits
are not decreasing at a quick enough rate; but kids are
making the decision to start smoking at a much earlier
age, and it is at that much earlier age, they informed us,
that parents play a huge role.
While Mr Leane was arguing against the bill, he
actually reiterated so many of the reasons why we have
brought these legislative reforms to Parliament. So
many of us played around with cigarettes when we
were younger, and those who did not get addicted can
consider themselves the lucky ones, because so many
of us who played around with cigarettes became
addicted — and we are still paying the price of that
teenage foolishness.
The idea that there are no significant penalties in place
other than what the parents can put them through is not
right. If you are a 13-year-old boy or girl walking down
the main street having a smoke, and a policeman calls
you over, he is absolutely powerless under the current
laws to do anything. He cannot confiscate your
cigarettes; he cannot inform your parents. So we have
brought those provisions in line with what the
community would expect, and in reality, as with
alcohol, we would expect a $54 fine to be a last port of
call. That would be the absolute last resort — that the
police would fine minors.
We understand that in a practical sense what we want to
do is give the police of Victoria the opportunity to
confiscate cigarettes from minors and to inform parents;
and the 2000 young people we have spoken to right
around the state have told us that these are the actions
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that are likely to have an impact on kids who are
smoking.
Once you are committed to smoking, you are
committed and you are addicted; and then you will
have a lifetime of trying to get off that habit; but we are
trying to look at ways of influencing those kids who are
simply playing around with the habit. What we were
clearly told by the youth is that you must put in place an
opportunity for the police to confiscate, to inform
parents, to introduce intervention programs to point out
the dangers and to continue the education on the
dangers associated with tobacco.
Finally we have the ability to fine young people within
the same parameters as they are fined for alcohol. That
sits somewhere in the Local Government Act at around
$54. That is how we would envisage the practicalities
of this act working.
Effectively we have opted to push this through. Whilst
we are bringing tobacco use by minors into line with
that of alcohol, we have elected not to make it illegal.
An offence in our opinion would see a lot of addicted
smokers continually falling foul of the law and
effectively racking up a rap sheet that they are unable to
do a lot about. We have elected not to go down that
path.
Instead we have allocated smoking and tobacco
products to the same group as chroming and petrol
sniffing. Those offences among the youth of Victoria
are recognised as unlawful behaviour. But we
understand it is all about trying to help people who are
participating in these very dangerous behaviours. We
expect the government to understand that, just as we
expect it to have an accurate understanding of the fines
that are being put forward in the legislation. But what is
going to happen in reality? For the government to use
the threat of $1000 fines being handed out to kids in the
mall is wrong, and the government knows it.
Government members know it is a ridiculous argument
on which to base a defence and opposition to this bill.
For them to use it is somewhat disingenuous. It is a
disappointing attitude from the government.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Environment: greenhouse gas emissions
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I direct
my question without notice to the Minister for
Environment and Climate Change. The minister will be
aware that the 2006 national greenhouse inventory
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shows Victoria emitted 120.3 megatonnes of carbon
dioxide-equivalent greenhouse gas, a figure which fits
with the trend increase in greenhouse gas emissions
over the life of this government. Will the minister
confirm for the house that this figure is 12.2 per cent
over Victoria’s base case and exceeds Victoria’s share
of Australia’s Kyoto target?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — The masterful command of
statistics can be interpreted in a whole variety of ways.
As a starting point I accept that Victoria needs to play
its part, and in fact I would be optimistic in the future
that Victoria will play more than its part in relation to
meeting obligations to our global community, and the
Kyoto protocol has been one measure of that. As David
Davis knows full well, the Kyoto protocol and the
targets associated with that protocol do not drill down
to subjurisdictions in relation to any formal
requirements to deliver outcomes.
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Mr JENNINGS — There is a moral requirement.
We are responding to that moral requirement, and we
are committing beyond the moral requirement to
reductions in greenhouse gas commitments. We took
that to the people. We have maintained that
commitment; we have not shirked it. In fact that places
us in stark contrast to the party that Mr Davis has
represented on any number of occasions. Those
commitments were never made for the people and
certainly never delivered on.
During the life of our government, whilst indeed
emissions have continued to grow — and this is
something we have commented on in this house
before — the rate of growth in emissions is less than
half of the rate that was evident during the time the
coalition was last in government in Victoria. We do not
take that as a result in its own right that we should be
complacent about. In fact it is not acceptable that we
only slow the rate, but nonetheless we have slowed the
rate.
It is important to recognise that our challenge as a
nation is to stop the growth in emissions and to turn
them around as quickly as possible. That is why this
year the federal government and state jurisdictions are
working in a highly collaborative fashion to introduce a
national emissions trading scheme. I note that in the
federal jurisdiction Mr Davis’s federal colleagues do
not share the enthusiasm of the Labor Party for
achieving those results. They intend at every turn to try
to use short-term political opportunities to prevent the
broad application of emissions trading, which will be
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the monumental policy device, mechanism and
market-based approach to reducing the growth that is
identified in Mr Davis’s question.
In fact it is the Labor side — the Labor governments
state and federal — that is committed to delivering
those results. We have some traction in relation to
slowing the growth of emissions during our life. We
continue to do that through a variety of measures that I
often report to the house as we add to the suite of
measures designed to reduce our environmental and
ecological footprint of greenhouse gas emissions, and it
is an unswerving commitment of our government to
reduce them over time.
Supplementary question
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I thank
the minister for his answer, but given Victoria’s
emissions have grown by more than 12 million tonnes
since 2002, when Labor promised to cut greenhouse
gas emissions by 8.3 million tonnes, can he explain to
the house how and when the government will cut
greenhouse emissions including the now more than
20 million tonnes of catch-up required?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — I knew the longer Mr Davis went
in his statistical analysis the sooner he would shoot
himself in the foot. The numbers he has just added
together are not cumulative in relation to these matters.
Our government made commitments to reduce during
this term the emissions by something of the order
of five — —
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Mr JENNINGS — That is right. It was 5 million to
8 million tonnes of CO2. This is something I have been
asked about at the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee and in this house. Our government is
committed to a program to reduce the profile of our
emissions. Statistically what that has meant at this point
in time is that the benefits of those programs, which
have the cumulative effect of removing something of
the order of 4 million to 5 million tonnes of CO2
equivalent, have come through the instigation of
programs that we have introduced. I have referred to a
number of them in the past, including the industry
greenhouse program, the programs we have designed
through government efficiency in terms of our own
performance, introducing the 5-star system for housing,
introducing sustainable energy targets and the Victorian
renewable energy target scheme, which has introduced
an imperative and an incentive to increase the
renewable energy supply within Victoria. The
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cumulative effects of these have reduced our
greenhouse gas emissions to somewhere of the order of
4 million to 5 million tonnes.
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Mr JENNINGS — That is the point, Mr Davis.
Compared to the base case that we inherited, emissions
were going to be rising at somewhere in the order of
3 per cent a year. The effects of the programs I have
outlined have slowed that growth to less than half as
part of a trend that we as a society have to respond to,
and we will go — —
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Mr JENNINGS — We have cut them in
accordance with — —
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Mr JENNINGS — This is part of a continual
process. Everyone on the planet understands that as a
global community, as global economies, every
economy is at the moment of transition and emissions
continue to rise in different jurisdictions, but generally
around the world continue — —
Mr D. Davis interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I remind Mr Davis
that this is question time, not debating time.
Mr JENNINGS — Our challenge is to reverse that,
which we have started to do, and we clearly have
achieved some traction in relation to actually stopping
the growth and then reversing it. That is the nature of
what, at the end of this decade and the next decade, this
will be about in terms of the global economy, and that
is a trajectory showing that we are going in the right
direction and we will continue to add to our armoury of
measures that will reduce our greenhouse gas emissions
into the future.

Planning: transit cities
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — My question is to
the Minister for Planning. The government has
committed over $117.9 million to transit cities over the
past seven years. Can the minister advise the house how
these funds will benefit transit cities in Gippsland?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
thank Mr Viney for his question. I know he is
particularly interested in these matters and no doubt
there will be members of this chamber who are also
interested in Gippsland matters and the opportunity to
talk up Gippsland.
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Transit cities are more relevant than ever. This shows
that the plan the government put into place many years
ago around transit cities will bear fruit and be more
relevant than ever, given climate change and no doubt
oil prices, because what we will see is the need for
people to use public transport, using regional rail in
different shapes and forms, to either commute on a
regular basis or intermittently. They will use that more
and more. The opportunity to build workplaces, to build
dwellings and business and activity around these
locations is more pertinent than ever.

During my visit I was also pleased to announce an
additional $60 000 grant for the refurbishment of
Church Street, bringing the total state and local
government funding to $550 000. We are working
collaboratively with council to see the redevelopment
of Church Street to improve the amenity and the
streetscape accessibility. We will see additional car
parking, new benches, street lamps and improved
visibility of street signage and road markings — all
those things that give people confidence to use these
public spaces.

There is a great opportunity in the Latrobe Valley,
particularly in Moe, Morwell and Traralgon, as well as
in Warragul in terms of the transit city and investment
in those transit cities. One of the great things about
having the Sprinter train run along there is that all those
locations in particular — I have visited them most
recently — are very attractive for a number of reasons.
In a number of the railway locations some of the retail
or other business developments turned their backs on
stations many years ago and moved away from the
stations, so in some of the transit cities we are trying to
bring the retail face, the business opportunities and the
public interface back to the station.

As well as that we are continuing to work in partnership
with the Latrobe City Council and the Baw Baw Shire
Council to see that their transit city initiatives are also
community driven and that the community feels
ownership, a sense of pride and a sense of place. We
are looking forward to making Victoria, and in
particular the Latrobe Valley, a better place to live,
work and raise a family.

In these locations basically each of the stations is
located in the heart of the town and also interfaces with
either the retail or the business opportunities or the
public domain in a way which provides a great
opportunity to see continued urban development,
continued investment and continued public confidence
built around these locations. We have seen this happen
in Latrobe city, as I mentioned, in Moe, Morwell and
Traralgon, and also in the Baw Baw shire with
Warragul. We have seen these opportunities develop,
and I am sure there will be continued investment and
development in and around these.
I will give you some details of this, President. In
Warragul we have seen Queens Park restored, public
art has been installed at the entrances to the town and a
restructure study for an industrial precinct close to the
station is being investigated because there is some light
industry and there might be some greater opportunities
to do things about commercial activities that can be
undertaken in those locations. They are being
investigated. Latrobe Valley scoping workshops have
been undertaken with key groups to see what works are
required in Traralgon and the Moe activity centre and
how we can renew Moe by investment in the transit city
activity centre. In Morwell as well I observed the work
which has commenced on the construction of a new
pocket park next to the post office in Church Street.
This will provide people with valuable green space
accessible to the local community.

Kororoit Creek: regional strategy
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — My question
is to the Minister for Planning.
Mr Leane interjected.
Questions interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
The PRESIDENT — Order! I heard Mr Leane’s
comment, which is most unfortunate for him, but in my
view also for the house, particularly given the action I
took earlier this morning. I am not going to ask him to
repeat it and I am not going to say what I heard, but I
am going to remove him from the chamber for
30 minutes.
Mr Leane withdrew from chamber.
QUES
TIoONS
NOT
Kor
roitCrW
eekIT
:rHOUT
egionalstra
tegyICE

Questions resumed.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — My question
is directed to the Minister for Planning. I refer to the
government’s Kororoit Creek regional strategy
2005–30, which states as its first goal the application of
consistent planning controls to better protect the values
of the creek corridor. Given it is almost two years since
the release of the regional strategy, I ask how many
legal overlays have been implemented in that time that
provide for environmental protection of Kororoit
Creek?
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Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
thank Mr Finn for his question. I am pleased that he has
asked questions about the Kororoit region and Kororoit
Creek, and I am pleased that he is beginning to be
interested in those things that years ago one might have
suspected he was cynical about — some of these
environmental initiatives.
Mr Finn interjected.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I will not take up the
interjection because sometimes Mr Finn gives me too
much material to work with. I will not take him up on
that because I will try to address his question.
In relation to the initiatives around the Kororoit
electorate and also around Kororoit Creek, we have
seen this government invest enormous amounts of
reserves, energy and resources into that locality. In
particular we want to work collaboratively with those
councils, particularly the planning authorities in those
locations. We are conscious of the huge community
enthusiasm for many of the natural attractions to the
area, and whilst it is predominantly flat across the
region there are some very significant and important
environmental elements right along the corridor,
whether they be the native grasslands, whether they be
the designated parklands or whether they be some of
the natural attractions like the creek bed and the trees
that line the creek bed as well.
We are also working in conjunction with the developers
in areas like Caroline Springs. Developers want to
enhance the natural environment of those locations,
because they see it as a great attractor and selling point
for the amenity of the area. Given that the landscape is
predominantly flat, where there are natural attractors
they want to enhance and invest in them. From my
recent visits to Caroline Springs I know that people are
very enthusiastic not only about living in such a
fantastic location but also about building the
infrastructure, developing and working as volunteers on
those natural assets.
I look forward to continuing to work with the local
governments in those areas. I will work in conjunction
with them; they are the planning authorities in the vast
majority of cases, and I will work with them to
consolidate their work and to enhance livability right
across that region. We will build on the investments we
have seen, whether they be the $41 million we have
invested in education, the $107 million invested in the
Sunshine Hospital, the investment in police right across
the region or even the investment in the local economy.
We are eager to continue investing and working on that.
For example, we have seen building approvals — —
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Mr D. Davis — On a point of order, President, the
question was a very specific one about planning
overlays on the Kororoit Creek study. The minister is
now talking about police stations and goodness knows
what, which have nothing to do with the nature of the
question.
The PRESIDENT — Order! In response to
Mr Davis’s point of order, I think the minister is being
responsive in a broad way to the question asked, and I
ask the minister to continue.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — Whether it is the strategic
investment to ensure that we grow jobs in the region,
which will enhance livability or education prospects
right across the region, or assisting and protecting the
natural environment, we will continue to dedicate
ourselves to that region as well as to all of Victoria to
make sure that Victoria is the best place to live, work
and raise a family.
Supplementary question
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — The regional
strategy clearly states, in part:
Current planning policies across the municipal planning
schemes are neither consistent nor adequate in recognising
and protecting the breadth of values found along Kororoit
Creek.

Given that, when will the government act on this
matter, which it identified as a high priority prior to the
last state election?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — It
is interesting that Mr Finn takes this approach, because
there is definitely an inconsistency across the
opposition benches in relation to working with local
government. There is a definite inconsistency from the
opposition about how to work with local government.
There is no doubt that there is a critical difference
between the way in which the opposition has
traditionally sought to work with local government and
how we seek to work with local government, because
predominantly local governments are the planning
authorities across municipal districts.
They are the predominant planning authorities who
introduce zonings and work to make sure that the
amendments apply to the zones and also ensure that
development occurs. Predominantly this government
involves itself in a strategic way, and it is also a
facilitator in relation to many of those local
governments. This contrasts with the opposition, the
members of which would like us to go in ham-fisted
and take on some of these local governments in relation
to many of these matters.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — The difference is that we
know where Mr Finn and Mr Davis stand when it
comes to working with local government. We know
their history and reputation — that is, ‘If you don’t like
a local government, sack it’. That is what they used to
do, whereas we are very keen to work collaboratively.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I will take up the
interjection. There is a difference between a local
government minister sacking one council and a state
government sacking all councils. We know that is
basically what opposition members did, so their
reputation precedes them.
We want to work collaboratively with local
governments and with developers. As I mentioned,
what we have seen in relation to the natural assets
around urban development across the area is those
developers taking significant advantage of those natural
assets and investing in those with the community. We
will work collaboratively with developers and with
local government to make sure that we continue to
protect and enhance those natural assets and continue to
protect the relationship with local government that was
tarnished by the Liberal Kennett government. We know
its history when it comes to local government.
Mr Finn interjected.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — No matter how much
Mr Finn yells out across the chamber, he was part of a
Liberal-National coalition that sacked local
government. We want to work with local government
to enhance local communities and to build local
confidence so that we can make Kororoit Creek, the
Kororoit region and all of Victoria the best place to live,
work and raise a family.

Planning: Latrobe Valley
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — My question
is also for the Minister for Planning. The Latrobe
Valley is faced with various strategic land use planning
challenges. Can the minister inform the house how the
state government plans to address these challenges?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
would like to think that it is not only Mr Scheffer and
Mr Viney who have been working particularly hard
with local government right across their regions on
many of these issues and reflecting the needs of local
government in their region. Their work reflects the way
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in which we want to approach our relationship with
local government — that is, working collaboratively.
Not only are Mr Scheffer and Mr Viney very
committed and passionate about their region but their
work is reflected in the way in which we are able to
approach many of the initiatives and make decisions
that need to be made in order to complement the
progress of these local communities. We want to make
sure that we grow and support those local communities
and continue that sustainable growth and development
right across regional Victoria, and particularly in the
Latrobe Valley.
Regional Victoria’s population grew by 51 000 people
between 2001 and 2006, with that growth concentrated
primarily in the regional centres. In response to that we
have introduced a number of initiatives, one of which is
the rural land use program and another the regional
corridor strategy. These will ensure that regional and
rural Victoria remains productive, livable and
sustainable going into the future. As part of that I have
made a number of announcements recently in the
Latrobe Valley region. On my visit recently I was
delighted to be able to provide $210 000 to the Latrobe
council to assist it with the delivery of a series of
redevelopment projects in the Latrobe Valley.
There are three components of that $210 000. Some
$80 000 will assist with the delivery of the Brumby
government’s regional towns program, which will
identify local community housing needs — and I know
Mr Davis has been interested in these matters — with
the assessment of potential redevelopment sites. It is
one thing to talk about new sites, but in many of these
locations — particularly, as I mentioned before, with
the transit city element — people are a bit nervous
about oil prices, so we need to consolidate some of the
housing development opportunities in and around some
of these locations. Where there are opportunities for
redevelopment sites, we want to see them investigated
by the local council. This money will assist in
identifying those sites in areas south of the Traralgon
commercial area — particularly the old council depot
site — which will provide for an opportunity for
redevelopment.
Funding of $100 000 will build on the regional corridor
strategies to ensure that areas of residential
development are identified as part of a review of
Latrobe’s main town structure plans and the
Traralgon–Morwell corridor plan following, as I
mentioned yesterday, the finalisation of the bypass
route.
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The remaining $30 000 of the $210 000 will go towards
the Traralgon railway station precinct. As I mentioned,
this is critical in terms of the transit city program. This
is a package of initiatives that again complements the
work of local government and again reflects our
collaborative approach to working with local
government. It will also allow local government to do
the strategic work that needs to be done going into the
future by supporting it, with some direction and some
guidance.
We are committed to making Victoria the best place to
live, work and raise a family. We are particularly
committed to working in conjunction and
collaboratively with local government to make sure we
deliver public infrastructure, the strategic work that
needs to be done, particularly in relation to planning,
and make sure that we continue to invest in Gippsland
and continue to invest in regional Victoria so that they
can enjoy the prosperity that we have seen develop
right across Victoria.

Housing: affordability
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — My question
is to the Minister for Planning. Noting that land value,
government taxation and the cost of construction are
the key drivers behind housing cost, can the minister
advise the house which of the three will be reduced as a
result of his new development assessment committee
policy in activity areas?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
welcome Mr Guy’s question. I get a sense that some of
these questions are a bit of a fishing expedition so that
he might be able to develop some policy. I look forward
to more questions, whether it be in relation to
development assessment committees, principal activity
centre zoning or urban development zoning. We are
aware — or should be; I would hope Mr Guy is aware
of it — that one of the key components of development
affordability, if somebody has a development
proposition, is the holding cost of that land and the
price of money. No doubt when interest rates are high,
if there is a developer who is wanting to develop,
whether it be housing or whether it be any sort of
development, they have to borrow the money to do the
development. If they have to hold on to that land for a
long period of time, the significant interest costs are
factored into the value of the business proposition and
the value of the land. Of course that has to be passed on
to somebody at the end of the day.
Mr Guy — How will it make it quicker?
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Hon. J. M. MADDEN — Keep listening, Mr Guy,
you might learn something for a change. Can I just say
that the longer the developer has to hold on to that land,
the longer the proposition takes to get up — it is not
rocket science — the more that developer has to factor
in to the whole business proposition. If they have got a
proposition that is escalating at a rate of knots because
of interest rates, it is going to go to the market at a fairly
increased price — an inflated price to pay for the
money that they have borrowed from the bank. The
best thing we can do — and I say to the opposition that
the best thing it could do is develop policy around this,
because we have — is to reduce the holding time for a
development and to streamline the planning process.
The range of initiatives that we have announced
basically provides for greater certainty and confidence
about what can happen on a zoned piece of land and
greater confidence and certainty about the timeliness of
when a decision will be made in relation to those
projects.
The best thing we can do as a government is to
streamline the planning process. We have made a range
of announcements. We have developed policy in this
area and we will continue to work to make our
contribution to the affordability of housing. Although it
is a complex issue, we can do what we can by
streamlining the planning process. I look forward to
seeing more initiatives which we can streamline the
planning process and the decision making so that we
can get more housing on the ground for the huge
demand that we are seeing from people coming to
Victoria. People from outside Victoria, as well as inside
Victoria — except for the opposition — know that
Victoria is the best place to live, work and raise a
family.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — I thank the
minister for his answer and note that none of the key
cost components can or will be reduced by the
government’s development assessment committee
(DAC) policy, particularly holding costs. So I ask:
given the minister has said the DAC policy will make
housing more affordable, can he advise the house how
much cheaper we should expect housing to be in
activity areas and when we should expect these cost
reductions to begin?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
welcome Mr Guy’s supplementary question. If he does
some analysis about where housing is available and
where it is most affordable, he will find it is of course in
the growth areas. It is very affordable and very
available there. That is because we have invested
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significant resources with the Growth Areas Authority.
As well as that we have, as the Premier recently
announced, introduced the urban development zone,
which allows for greater certainty around where
housing can be provided going into the future. Where
we see housing being less affordable is in the inner city
areas. It is less affordable because demand is greater.
What we have to do is provide greater housing
opportunities in those inner city areas.
Mr Guy — Airport West?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — Careful, Mr Guy, I grew
up in Airport West, so I will take offence at that.
The critical issue here is that what we have to do is
complement the housing affordability at the fringe,
where it is below the average, and provide supply in the
inner city areas or the middle-ring areas. Of course we
want to protect our green leafy suburbs in the
middle-ring areas, so where do we need to provide this
housing? We need to provide housing around those
activity centres. If we can get more housing into these
principal activity centres, as we have already
committed to in Melbourne 2030, by streamlining the
planning process through getting clarity around
decision making because the zoning is clearer and more
concise, in many ways the decisions will not be hard to
make because the activity centre zoning will give
clarity, working with councils as to what can and
cannot happen in those areas. That clarity, that direction
and that definition will provide developers with
certainty about providing housing in those locations.
The more housing we provide in those principal activity
centres, the more opportunity we can, over time — and
this is not just in the next few years; this is going out to
2020 and 2030 — offer in those areas and we can
actually assist in providing some affordability to that
housing market that currently may not be there.
I would recommend that Mr Guy look at the Real
Estate Institute of Victoria’s analysis, although that is a
limited analysis of housing supply, and examine what is
below the average in terms of housing prices. He will
find that the average or above-average housing prices
are all in those sorts of locations. Below-average
housing prices are out on the metropolitan fringes,
which is good for price-point entry of home purchases.
But if people want to be at the entry point in the inner
city, it is more difficult if you exclude them from that
opportunity. We want the planning system to be more
inclusive, to provide more diversity, more certainty and
more clarity and thereby make housing more affordable
going into the future, making Victoria and Melbourne
in particular an even better place to live, work and raise
a family.
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Seaspray: caravan park redevelopment
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — My question is to
the Minister for Environment and Climate Change. Can
the minister inform the house of how the Brumby
Labor government is enhancing recreational enjoyment
of Ninety Mile Beach in Gippsland?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — I thank Mr Viney for his question
because it provides me with an opportunity, which is a
bit of a theme of today, to remind Victorians about how
important the Gippsland region is, and certainly the
commitment of the Brumby government to support
viable communities in Gippsland and to make sure that
we maintain recreational opportunities is an important
part of that equation.
I am pleased to advise the chamber today that the
Brumby government is increasing its support to the
community in Seaspray by announcing a $4.26 million
redevelopment of the caravan park. It will completely
redevelop the caravan site within that important
Victorian town. Even though members of this chamber
may be a bit distracted at this point in time, about June
last year they were more mindful of the needs of that
community because last year there was serious flooding
in the region which led to the demise of the Seaspray
Surf Life Saving Club. At that time the then Bracks
government made a $700 000 commitment to replace
that lifesaving club.
As it has turned out, in the course of the last year we
have discovered that it is very worthwhile to try to
reconfigure the life saving club, not only in the context
of the redevelopment of the caravan park, because the
life saving club was sited on the primary dune along
that important Ninety Mile Beach. It plays a very
important role in protecting the township of Seaspray,
which was very vulnerable to sea encroachment and the
prevailing conditions.
We think it is wiser to redevelop the life saving club in
a slightly different reconfiguration, and that will
subsequently lead to the reconfiguration of the caravan
park. We thought we may as well do the job, properly
and in a sustainable way. What was to be a $700 000
commitment for the lifesaving club has now turned into
the best part of $5 million worth of commitment from
our government to make sure that we redevelop the best
amenity within the town.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr JENNINGS — Because there is a bigger scope
of the works, Mr Finn. You have woken up to the
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figure but you have not quite woken up to the scope of
the works, because the works will add not only to the
life saving club but to the amenity of the caravan park,
which will see a state-of-the-art facility of which the
Seaspray community can be very proud and which will
create greater opportunities for people to come and
caravan in the park in the future, because an additional
40 sites will be created through the redevelopment.
This is very important for the community of Seaspray
and is also consistent with our commitment to the
Gippsland region. Ninety Mile Beach is a fantastic
natural asset of the Victorian environment and the
Victorian community, and people in their thousands go
to this region in summer and in the peak Easter period.
We want to make sure that we have the appropriate
amenity and opportunities for people to enjoy our
environment and to give a boost to the economy of
Gippsland. In this case we think the $5 million worth of
support to the Seaspray community will be well
received.
Whilst we have identified a potential site for the
redevelopment of the caravan park, we want to make
sure that we engage with stakeholders and interested
members of the community to appropriately site and
determine the amenity and the circumstances of this
redevelopment. We would see this taking place within
the next year or two and the redevelopment being
completed some time thereafter. We want to make sure
the community is with us and engaged. It is a
significant commitment of our government to support
the Seaspray community in a very tangible way, which
will add to the amenity and the opportunities for
tourists to come in their hundreds and thousands over
the years and enjoy this wonderful part of Victoria.

Roads: regional and rural Victoria
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — My question is
for the Treasurer. I refer to the Auditor-General’s
damning report on the government’s neglect of
Victoria’s regional road network, which says, amongst
other things, that maintenance expenditure on the
regional road network has failed to keep pace with
inflation and the average between maintenance
expenditure and the funding required to keep place with
inflation was $38 million a year in 2007–08 prices. My
question to the Treasurer is: our country roads are
turning to dust; will he confirm that his government has
underspent by around $300 million on road
maintenance since 1999, merely to keep pace with the
minimum road maintenance needs of country Victoria?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I thank Mr Koch for
his question. At any time I welcome questions in this
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house asking what this Labor government has done on
transport infrastructure in regional Victoria. I open by
saying that this government has invested more in
transport infrastructure in regional Victoria than any
other government in the history of this state.
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Mr LENDERS — I take up David Davis’s
comment about its not being what the auditor is saying.
What I can say is that when this government broadened
its regional fast rail project every member opposite
ridiculed the infrastructure investment — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LENDERS — Every member ridiculed the
infrastructure investment in regional Victoria. They
said it was a joke and a waste of money — the people
who flogged off the railway lines to Bairnsdale, who
flogged off the railway lines to Mildura, who closed
down the system and who did a botched privatisation
all said it was a waste of money. What has happened?
The only problem with the regional fast rail is that so
many people want to use it we have to invest even more
in a project that was described as a white elephant. The
only problem with our white elephant is that it is a
young calf that needs to grow more!
What I say here is, firstly, this government has invested
in regional transport infrastructure in a way that should
make the opposition blush. Regional fast rail is but one
example.
In the last budget in Mr Koch’s electorate alone, the
duplication of the Princes Highway from Geelong to
Colac is but one example of the ongoing investment in
regional roads in this state, let alone the Deer Park
bypass, which will assist people moving on roads in
Mr Koch’s electorate, let alone the other investment in
regional roads, let alone the investment in the Regional
Infrastructure Development Fund — all of which build
to a greater investment in regional roads in the state of
Victoria than ever before in the history of the state.
I will welcome Mr Koch’s supplementary question
when he asks it. I hope he refers to road projects like
the duplication of the Princes Highway. I hope he refers
to this state government leading the way on the
Geelong bypass, when a former federal government
dragged its heels and showed no interest whatsoever
until its polling showed it was in trouble in
Corangamite and it suddenly discovered regional
Victoria, which it had forgotten in its great endeavour
to win seats in northern New South Wales, Queensland,
the northern suburbs of Adelaide and northern
Tasmania.
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I will welcome Mr Koch’s supplementary and say bring
on a debate in this house at any time about which side
of this house is committed to regional transport
infrastructure, and the scorecard will show: it is this
Labor government — again, again and again.
Ms Pulford interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Ms Pulford may think
I cannot see her, but I can certainly hear her too much.
Supplementary question
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — The Treasurer
comes in here every day and boasts of how rapidly
regional Victoria is growing, but the Auditor-General’s
report says outright that he has not spent the money
needed to keep pace with the basic needs of country
roads, let alone the needs of growing traffic and
communities in country Victoria. Will the Treasurer
immediately restore the funds VicRoads needs to keep
our country road network safe and functional? Will he
immediately give VicRoads the $100 million the
Auditor-General says is needed this coming financial
year to start to repair the damage his neglect has caused
to our road network?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I do enjoy
Mr Koch’s questions. I am fascinated, because in his
reply to the budget Mr Koch identified multiple areas
that worthily needed money, but he also accused this
government of having too many taxes and said we
should actually cut taxes and reduce expenditure back
to what it was in 1999. If you take it to its logical
conclusion, in one day in this house he says we would
halve expenditure if we went to 1999 levels and then in
the same breath says we should actually increase
expenditure.
But I acknowledge Mr Koch’s comment. Under this
Labor government there are 138 000 more jobs in
regional Victoria than we inherited from the Kennett
regime. I remind Mr Koch that in his electorate the
regional fast rail system to Geelong, his new home
town, is an investment that he and every member
opposite criticised as a white elephant and a waste of
money. This government had the foresight to invest in
regional transport infrastructure which the Kennett
government flogged off, sold and privatised — and
those oppose scream out figures. They say that the
government got the figures wrong. What the
government got right was that in 1999, before it was
fashionable, the Labor Party identified that public
transport was important and that public transport to
regional Victoria was important at a time when the
Liberal Party and The Nationals were slashing it. They
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closed roads and railway lines. Mr Koch should look at
the budget and the massive investment in roads in his
electorate in regional Victoria.
We on this side of the house always welcome the
Auditor-General’s reports because the Auditor-General
is an independent officer of the Parliament. He makes
reports to a Parliament that sits 17 weeks a year, so
there are 50 question times, 50 lots of adjournments and
50 lots of 90-second statements. There is scrutiny of
government one week in three, which we never had
under the Kennett government, and this is because we
welcome this scrutiny; we welcome the
Auditor-General’s report. We will take heed of how he
says we can manage things more effectively, but where
the resources come from is a budget issue. This house is
debating the budget this day and the next day; that is
where the debate is happening, and there is a greater
investment in roads in this budget than there was in any
single budget of the disgraced Kennett Liberal-National
government.

Gippsland: government initiatives
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — My question
is also for the Treasurer. Can the Treasurer update the
house on any recent Australian Bureau of Statistics data
that indicates that the Brumby Labor government is
continuing to take action to deliver jobs and increased
population in regional Victoria, particularly in the
Gippsland region?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — As someone born
and bred in Gippsland, I love taking questions on
Gippsland any day. I love talking about Gippsland. It is
one of the greatest places in the world. It is a beautiful
place and a great place to live, work and raise a family.
Mr Scheffer asked about ABS (Australian Bureau of
Statistics data on the great Gippsland region. He also
asked what this government is doing to improve
economic performance in this area.
I have a lot of time for Mr Scheffer; I spend a lot of
time with him in various communities in Gippsland. He
is a great member of Parliament for Gippsland.
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Mr LENDERS — I take up the interjection by
David Davis. Mr Scheffer certainly knows more about
Gippsland than David Davis does. At least he knows
how to pronounce ‘Gippsland’, unlike Mr Davis, who
does not know how to pronounce ‘Kororoit’.
The ABS has some interesting data for Gippsland. In
1992, when Labor lost government in Victoria,
unemployment in Gippsland was 6.9 per cent. After
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seven caring years of the Kennett coalition — ‘caring’
with emphasis and a tad of irony — we saw
unemployment in Gippsland rise to 9.8 per cent. Under
the Kennett stewardship unemployment in Gippsland
rose from under 7 per cent to almost 10 per cent.
Mr Rich-Phillips contrasts that with the present
situation. Under the current government are
unemployment rate has dropped by more than half —
to 4.8 per cent from 9.8 per cent. That is not just a
statistic. It means there are 26 900 more jobs in
Gippsland under this Labor government. We saw
unemployment during the Kennett years go up by
50 per cent, and we have seen it slashed under this
Labor government.
We have seen building approvals, which in the last year
of the Kennett government were valued at
$177 million, go up to $518 million in the current year,
a 192 per cent improvement. We have seen the
population decline in the Latrobe Valley under the
Kennett government, but we have seen it rise under the
Bracks and Brumby governments. This did not just
happen. When we got into government we set up a
Latrobe Valley task force to fix up some of the mess
left by our predecessors. Some of this mess was the
result of the former Liberal-National party government
slashing 5000 energy jobs in the Latrobe Valley. There
were 5000 energy jobs cut, and we saw what that did to
the Gippsland economy.
Earlier Mr Guy asked a question about housing
affordability. To show how devastated the Latrobe
Valley was, when we got into government if you went
to the south side of Moe near the South Street Primary
School and you wanted to buy a house, after seven
years of devastation and 5000 jobs slashed, you could
buy a former housing commission house for under
$30 000 — a three-bedroom weatherboard house in
Moe for under $30 000. Why was that? It was because
the Latrobe Valley had been gutted. Five thousand jobs
had been taken out of the valley, schools had been
closed, hospitals had been closed and railway lines had
been closed. The Bracks Labor government set up the
Latrobe Valley task force and worked in partnership
with the people of Gippsland. It invested $105 million
as a result of that task force. The task force dealt with
50 recommendations and started rebuilding Gippsland
in collaboration with the Gippsland community.
So in response to Mr Scheffer’s question I say that the
ABS data shows that working with a community,
having faith in a community and having faith in
regional Victoria has seen the inescapable fact that
under Labor there are 26 900 more jobs in Gippsland.
Under the coalition 5000 energy jobs in central
Gippsland were slashed. We are seeing the region
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grow, we are seeing confidence in the region we are
seeing people wanting to move to the region, and we
are seeing people using the regional fast rail system.
Mr Viney said in this house yesterday that when he was
at the Drouin platform he had trouble getting onto the
train. That is the same rail line that was ridiculed by the
opposition, which said that regional fast rail would not
even work. Gippsland is a great place to live, work and
raise a family. I say to Mr Scheffer that there are some
very interesting Australian Bureau of Statistics figures
that show that this Labor government has made a
difference for Gippsland. As a Gippslander born and
bred, I am delighted to say Gippsland is a great place to
live, work and raise a family.

Lonsdale Lakes: Ramsar designation
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Environment and
Climate Change. Under section 17A of the federal
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act the minister’s federal counterpart is able to declare
wetlands to be Ramsar wetlands if they are of
international significance and the ecological character
of some or all of the wetland is under threat. In
response to correspondence from a constituent of mine
regarding the Lonsdale Lakes, which I have provided to
the minister, I am informed that the federal minister has
asked for the minister’s opinion in this matter. Is the
minister able to tell me whether his advice to the federal
minister is that this wetland does qualify?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — I thank Mr Barber for his question
and for furnishing me with the correspondence, which
provided me with some opportunity to reflect on the
nature of the question that was coming. The thing I
actually like about this aspect of the democratic
process, and indeed about the interested engagement of
a federal minister for the environment who is
committed to applying the standards of ministerial
responsibility and also to being mindful of his statutory
obligations — this is a good thing, because our nation is
much better when we have a federal environment
minister who is actually concerned about these
matters — is that it is being dealt with in real time.
There is real-time consideration by the constituent that
Mr Barber is concerned about, real-time consideration
by the federal minister and, as it has turned out during
the course of this question time, real-time consideration
by me, and that is a good thing for democracy and for
our environment.
In the piece of correspondence that the federal minister
sent to me — and he furnished me with a copy of the
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correspondence he sent to the people in the local
community who are concerned about environmental
values and the protection of Ramsar areas — he
indicated that he is interested in my view about whether
there should be an addition to the Ramsar designation
of the wetlands in question near the mouth of Port
Phillip Bay on the Bellarine Peninsula. The importance
of those wetlands has been recognised by the Victorian
government and the commonwealth government, and
they already have a designation attached to them.
The correspondence from the federal minister indicates
to me that he has conveyed to the relevant environment
groups in the region, which include the Geelong
Environment Council and Point Lonsdale Coastal
Spaces, the view he has formed that, even if he is
inclined to make such a designation, no assumption
should be made in any quarter that this will affect or
limit the application of the environment effects
statement (EES) process that is being undertaken
regarding a proposed development adjacent to the
wetlands. I believe he has already conveyed that
message in correspondence to the group and he
certainly restated that in his correspondence to me. He
reminded me and all interested parties of the fact that,
from his vantage point, the EES process is accredited
by him and recognised as having — —
Mrs Coote — You can’t believe anything he has to
say, anyway.
Mr JENNINGS — It is a very extensive piece of
correspondence he sent to me; it shows he takes his job
seriously. He acknowledges that it is an accredited EES
process that is being undertaken in Victoria, and he will
be mindful of the outcomes of that EES process.
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I also indicated that whether the wetlands should be
designated in accordance with the desired outcome —
changing the Ramsar boundary to hopefully add to the
cumulative efforts to protect that environment —
should be considered subsequent to the EES
consideration and in accordance with a review of our
approach to wetlands management and Ramsar site
management into the future. I telegraphed that to the
groups as far back as February, and I reiterate that
today. I put it in the context that the boundary
alignment in terms of the Ramsar area is an issue that I
am very happy to consider and to contemplate. If there
is any expectation that that contemplation should occur
prior to — or perhaps prejudice the outcome of — the
EES process, my desire is for that not to occur.
In his correspondence to me the federal minister gave
me the impression that he recognised that he has
validated the EES process and would act in accordance
with our advice in relation to the wetlands designation.
He reiterated in his letter to me that, even if he were of
a mind to change the boundaries, that would not affect
the EES. I think we have to deal with those issues in the
sequence I have described.
Supplementary question
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I thank
the minister for that clarification, and I can see how this
request would put on the spot his colleague running the
state EES. Could the minister say if the advice that he
will provide to the federal minister will also be
provided to us in real time? A previous submission in
2002 from the Swan Bay Integrated Catchment
Management Committee also raised this issue. Has the
minister determined whether his department considered
promoting such a listing at that time?

Mrs Coote — We believe you, but not him.
Mr JENNINGS — I thank you for the benefit of the
doubt, because he will be relying in part upon my
advice to him. To provide the complete picture, when
the same parties wrote to me in February of this year
expressing their interest in intervention in relation to the
designation of the Ramsar area, I responded to them in
writing in February indicating first of all that, whilst I
have an acute interest in the environmental values and
the protection of these wetland areas, I believe it is
appropriate that the EES process be considered and
undertaken in accordance with the direction and
responsibility of my colleague the Minister for
Planning. From February to now I have reiterated my
confidence in the validity and importance of that
process.

Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — This is quite a reasonable question,
and in fact in my correspondence to the groups in
February in part I relied on saying that our approach to
Ramsar site management in future in terms of our
general approach to the managing of wetlands is an
important piece of work that we should take seriously.
We want to make sure that we do it in a comprehensive
fashion, and that is why the review is likely to take
place some time within the next year.
Given the prominence of this issue in terms of the
member’s consideration and the consideration of the
constituents that he represents — even though perhaps
they do not live in his electorate, because he is a man of
the people quite beyond the boundaries which he
represents, as we all are from time to time — the real
answer is that when I respond to the federal minister,
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given the real-time exchange of correspondence in the
loop we are talking about, I think there is a very good
chance that I disclose it to the member or whether the
federal member does or the interested groups in
question do, there will be pretty much a real-time
exposé of my correspondence to the federal minister.

Fishers Timber: Europallets
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — My question is to
the Minister for Industry and Trade. Can the minister
inform the house how the Brumby Labor government
is, through the Growing Your Business program,
creating jobs and export opportunities in the Gippsland
region?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and Trade) — I thank the member for his
question. I might just indicate once again, following on
from the response that was given by the Treasurer
earlier in relation to the Gippsland region, that since the
devastation of the Kennett government years, when
5000 jobs were lost in that region without any attempt
whatsoever to create new jobs down there, today we
find that over the last year to January, regional Victoria
recorded a 4.3 per cent job growth rate, which is just
marginally behind the mining boom state of Western
Australia at 5.4 per cent.
What I want to highlight in response to the member’s
question is that through the Growing Your Business
program we were able to assist just one of many
businesses that have been assisted by this government
in the Gippsland region. This one is a business called
Fishers, which was established in Korumburra in 1950
and set up in Morwell in 1979 primarily as a timber
preservation and treatment plant and timber sales outlet.
What this company has been able to get recently is
accreditation to produce what are called Europallets. It
might not sound all that exciting to some people, but
one of the shortcomings of being able to ship goods for
export into Europe is that in Europe there are specified
and registered pallets on which the goods must be
transported. In the past we have had to transport goods
into Europe, then shift them off the pallets on which we
might have sent the goods over there and onto pallets
which are accredited under the European system.
For the first time an Australian company, in fact a
company in Gippsland, has been able to achieve
accreditation, so Fishers in Morwell will now produce a
new line of shipping pallets approved for use in Europe.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Not only is it
more jobs, Mr Lenders, but it also means the double
handling that we had to do in the past in relation to our
exports is also eliminated. This is a very exciting
development for Gippsland. The company now
manufactures 350 000 timber pallets per year for the
domestic market, and it expects to increase dramatically
the number of pallets as a result of this export initiative.
It involved an investment by the company of $500 000.
It will involve additional jobs, and it is another way in
which the Brumby government continues to support
businesses to export, to expand and to create jobs in
regional Victoria.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I have answers to the
following questions on notice: 1999, 2000, 2032,
2255–57, 2259, 2295–99, 2306, 2396, 2542, 2582,
2622, 2653, 2654, 2662, 2693, 2694, 2702, 2902, 2903,
2951, 2975–77, 3015–17, 3054–56, 3094–96, 3131.

TOBACCO (CONTROL OF TOBACCO
EFFECTS ON MINORS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — In finalising my
comments I want to say that I am disappointed with the
way the government has approached this bill. Mr Viney
spent the majority of his time talking about the
imposition of $500 fines and $1000 fines on minors
who are caught in possession of cigarettes, and he is
either very poorly informed, very uneducated, on this
issue or is quite simply being deceitful to start quoting
those figures, when members know that the very same
provisions, with the same penalties, apply under the
Liquor Control Reform Act, and we all know that if
young people in our community are caught drinking by
the police they are normally warned; sometimes they
have their alcohol confiscated and tipped out, and in the
event that they need to be fined the current fine for a
Victorian minor is $54. That is shown by the research.
Mr Viney, Ms Darveniza and Mr Leane in standing up
and talking about $1000 fines are trying to scare
everybody. Quite simply, the way the legislation in this
state is written to achieve the exact outcome that we are
trying to achieve — —

Mr Lenders — More jobs.
Ms Darveniza interjected.
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Mr DRUM — Ms Darveniza, if you knew your
work, you would understand why it is written the way it
is.
Mr Viney interjected.
Mr DRUM — In essence you cannot have half a
penalty unit, Mr Viney. Again, you should know that.
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to effectively cut down the rate of youth smoking. We
need to do something significant, we need to make a
change, and I am disappointed that the government has
no defence for not adopting these reforms: it simply
refuses to support them because it is a Labor
government.
House divided on amendment:

Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr DRUM — That is exactly right. The Treasurer
should also understand that if a young Victorian gets
fined tomorrow for drinking, the fine is $54. It is
worked out through the Local Government Act. That is
the way the police handle this particular area, and we
are trying to bring tobacco use into line with that. If the
government has not done its research and does not
know how this happens or how it works, that is the
government’s fault. But if that is its only defence I am
hoping I have just been able to strip away that defence,
because effectively that is the way it works.
The area about which I would have thought the
government would be somewhat critical, because it is a
rather contentious issue, is the idea of introducing PUP
(possession, use and purchase) laws in this state. Again,
it was pointed out that we do not have these reforms in
other parts of the country, but we have research, based
on data from 52 000 cases from the United States of
America, which shows that many jurisdictions, both
state and town, take different approaches to the PUP
laws — with enforcement regimes and with and
without fines. Effectively that research shows that if
you have a range of provisions to address youth tobacco
use, you are going to get a better outcome. Yet this
government simply turns up its nose and makes
statements that it does not want to support this bill
because it represents a piecemeal approach. It is not a
piecemeal approach, it is not an ad hoc approach; it is
aimed fairly and squarely at youth smoking.

Ayes, 19
Broad, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Leane, Mr (Teller)
Lenders, Mr
Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Pakula, Mr

Pulford, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tee, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thornley, Mr
Tierney, Ms (Teller)
Viney, Mr

Noes, 21
Atkinson, Mr
Barber, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Finn, Mr (Teller)
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr
Hartland, Ms (Teller)

Kavanagh, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Lovell, Ms
O’Donohue, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — By leave, I
move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

I would like to wrap up and say, as Mr Hall pointed out,
that 50 kids in this state are going to start smoking
today, 50 kids in this state started smoking yesterday
and 50 more will start tomorrow and every other day
that this government does nothing about the legislative
regime around youth smoking. Half of them will
become committed smokers and half of them will have
their lives prematurely ended by smoking-related
disease. Four thousand Victorians will die every year.
Smoking is the biggest cause of preventable deaths in
Victoria. We can no longer turn our backs on kids who
are having their breathing systems damaged while stuck
in cars where people are smoking, and we can no
longer simply rely on restrictions around point of sale

In so doing I thank all the speakers on the bill.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

PORT SERVICES AMENDMENT
(DISPOSAL OF MATERIAL) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 11 June; motion of
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan).
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Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
oppose the Port Services Amendment (Disposal of
Material) Bill because it is a flawed bill. It is flawed for
a number of reasons. It is flawed because it is based on
section 39 of the Environment Protection Act, which
makes it an offence to pollute Victorian waters. It is
flawed because the bill ignores the provision within the
Environment Protection Act that allows for disposal of
material in the bay where that disposal is consistent
with the relevant state environmental protection policy,
which it is.
It is flawed because nowhere in the bill do those who
framed and moved the bill indicate which landfill site
would store the dredged material if it were not stored in
the bund in the bay, which is the logical conclusion of
the bill. It does not, for instance, designate the landfill
sites at Bacchus Marsh, Wollert, Lyndhurst, Bulla,
Mornington, Truganina or Brooklyn, and I think the
proponents of the bill have an obligation to indicate to
the community where this material would be stored if
not in the bund.
It is flawed furthermore because to move the material
overland rather than storing it in the bund would require
in the vicinity of sixty 32-tonne trucks to make two
movements per day for something like 840 days. So on
my rough calculation the consequence of the bill
passing would be something like 100 000 additional
truck movements over a period of two and a half
years — and this from the party that claims to be
opposed to more truck movements in metropolitan
Melbourne.
The bill is flawed because it would add literally
hundreds and hundreds of millions of dollars to the cost
of the project — a project which the Greens already
claim does not stack up financially.
It is flawed because the method of bunding and
capping, which is the method employed in this project,
is world best practice and has been successfully utilised
in cities like Hong Kong, in Massachusetts harbour and
in Rhode Island.
It is flawed moreover, President, because, as has been
ventilated in this chamber many times before, the
channel deepening project was subject to what can only
be described as an unprecedented, rigorous approval
process — not one but two environment effects
statements (EESs); an independent panel; approvals
from both the state planning minister, the state
environment minister, the federal environment minister;
the world’s strictest environmental management plan
for a project of this kind; $120 million on the EES
process; 40 technical studies; 15 000 pages of data.
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It is flawed because the process that is being utilised
and adopted in the channel deepening project is
infinitely superior to the previous method of storing
material uncovered in the bay. But most importantly it
is flawed because the bill unfortunately conforms
almost entirely to the modus operandi (MO) of the
opponents of this project. It is an MO that has been
followed by the opponents of this project since before
the project commenced, and it is important for the
Parliament to remind itself of what the MO of the Blue
Wedges group, of their supporters in the media and of
their principal supporters in the Parliament — namely,
the Greens party — has been since the beginning of this
campaign.
The MO has essentially been to make an outlandish
claim about the project without any foundation
whatsoever; then, when that outlandish claim is
debunked — whether it is debunked via the progress of
the project, via the effluxion of time, via evidence that
is contrary to the claim as distinct from the assertion
that the claim is — rather than the opponents of the
project simply admitting their error or, more properly,
apologising for the hysteria that they have created, the
tactic is to invent a spurious ground upon which to
dispute the indisputable and then to move on to the next
outlandish claim. That has been the MO of the
opponents of this project from the start.
I think we all recall the legal challenges to the project
that were run in the Federal Court. I think the Federal
Court — whether it was Justice Heerey or Justice
North — showed extraordinary forbearance and charity
towards the Blue Wedges coalition. When their first
attempt to find grounds to oppose the project legally
was so poorly constructed as to not represent grounds at
all, rather than throw the challenge out the court
basically allowed Blue Wedges to go away and
completely reinstitute their challenge on entirely new
grounds, and they came back a week or two later and
got exactly the same result. They were found to not
only have no grounds but barely an arguable case, and
it was thrown out summarily.
We have had, as has already been discussed in this
chamber, the claims made by the Blue Wedges
campaigner Ms Jo Samuel-King that the project would
lead to cancers, that the project would lead to birth
defects, and the generally enunciated claim that the
project would kill the bay. We have had the claim made
by Ms Pennicuik in the chamber previously, that the
project will lead to the inundation of bayside suburbs
through water rushing into the bay when the Heads are
dredged and, whilst the project is obviously not
completed, most if not all of those claims are well on
their way to being utterly discredited. We had the
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serious and intensive campaign mounted by the Age
newspaper against the project, which really only
collapsed because of disquiet amongst the staff of the
Age, which I have spoken of previously in the house as
well.
We have had the project taken to the Legislative
Council standing committee and, whilst I am not on
that committee, I have been reliably informed that in
the public hearings, nary a glove has been laid on the
proponents of the project via that process either. So the
project goes on incident free. Every bit of monitoring
that has been done by the environmental monitor says
that the project is delivering environmental outcomes
well below the necessary tolerance level. In response to
that Blue Wedges simply says, ‘We do not believe it. It
is not true’.
They bring forward no evidence to support their
position and they simply dismiss the evidence — for
example, the numbers on turbidity which clearly show
the project to be under the required range. If one looks
at the bay with the naked eye, it looks as pristine as it
ever has, other than in the immediate vicinity of the
dredging ship, and even that only lasts for a day or so.
For the devotees of this cause — and by that I mean the
opponents of the project — the issue is obviously very
much alive. But for the general public, as the project
proceeds and as the predictions of doom and the
predictions of disaster do not materialise, the public is
becoming far more sanguine about the project. Dare I
say to Mr Rich-Phillips: they are becoming relaxed and
comfortable about it.
The environmental monitor, Mick Bourke, convened a
very well-publicised community forum at the
Williamstown Sailing Club on 11 June to take
interested residents through the progress of the project
in the northern part of the bay. It might interest
members of the Council to hear how many people
turned up to that. I would have expected maybe
somewhere between 50 and 100. It was not 50, it was
not 100, it was not 30 and it was not 20. It was not even
10: 2 people showed up, neither of whom was opposed
to the project.
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material in the dredged material grounds in the bay, so
the new scare campaign is to call it a toxic dump in the
bay, to yet again assert dire consequences, assert
doomsday scenarios without evidence — without any
facts whatsoever. Nothing about the Blue Wedges
campaign has even brushed up against a fact. It has all
been unfounded assertion, scare, doom, disaster — but
none of which has come to pass. The next step in the
campaign was to have the Greens political party bring
this bill into the chamber.
The role of the Greens in all of this deserves a special
mention. I want to take members of the house very
briefly back to 2001. The Prime Minister at that time
fought an election largely on the back of the Tampa and
children overboard issues, and people accused him of
being a racist. I did not believe the campaign was based
on race. I believe it was an opportunistic campaign for
votes that preyed on people’s fears. Many Labor Party
members left the party at that time, and a lot of them
joined the Greens. Some of the people in this chamber
might even have been amongst them. They joined the
Greens because at that time they did not believe that the
Labor Party, and particularly its leader of the time,
stood up strongly enough against a Prime Minister who
in their view — without foundation — tried to frighten
people in order to win their votes.
The Greens have now come full circle, because
fearmongering for votes is still fearmongering for votes
whether you do it from the left or the right of the
spectrum. It is not good enough to say it is all right to
fearmonger for votes if you come from a particular
political standpoint, but it is not legitimate if you come
from another. An attempt to gain electoral advantage by
running an unfounded fear campaign is just that, and
we need to call it what it is — that is, fearmongering for
votes in a very political and entirely cynical way. It is
even more disturbing when it comes from a political
party that tries to project an image, both inside — —
Ms Pennicuik — Why don’t you talk about the
issue, Mr Pakula?

That is but one example that indicates the public has
become very accepting of the project, but for Blue
Wedges and for their supporters, given that fact, it is
obviously now important to create a new device and
some new scare campaign to reignite public trepidation
about the channel deepening project.

Mr PAKULA — I think I am talking about the
issue. I am talking about Ms Pennicuik’s motivation for
bringing this bill before the house, because the Greens
try to project an image, both inside this Parliament and
in the community more broadly, of being above the
fray, of being the guardians of transparency and
somehow being the modern-day holders of the sacred
obligation to keep the bastards honest, and, frankly, that
is bollocks.

There are not very many candidates left for a scare
campaign other than over the storage of dredged

This bill is an example of the Greens party engaging in
exactly the behaviour that its members have always
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complained about and derided. They are trying to scare
up a few votes by frightening the community without
any evidence whatsoever. But more interestingly, they
are prepared to do it without shame. It does not end
with dredging. We have already had Ms Hartland in
here today, and leaflets have been circulated in the
western suburbs, telling people that the Eddington
project will mean that people’s houses will be
compulsorily acquired. If that is not fearmongering for
votes, I have never seen fearmongering for votes. It is
being done despite the fact that no specific route has
been decided and the government is still in the
consultation phase, but it does not seem to bother the
Greens one bit.
With all the fearmongering, all the doomsday scenarios
and unfounded assertions, it is time for the Parliament
to say that enough is enough, because the claims and
scenarios upon which the bill is founded are not based
on fact and evidence. It is a pretty desperate attempt to
keep alive an issue which, in terms of its capacity to
deliver ongoing political capital for the Greens party, is
running out of steam, and they need some way of
reigniting the fear in the community.
I submit that the Blue Wedges campaign, with its
support by the Greens in this Parliament, has received
an inordinate amount of attention, given the paucity of
facts that have come along with the campaign. As I
said, the campaign has received an inordinate amount
of attention in the public domain, in the media, in the
courts and now in the Parliament, through debate,
reference to a select committee and now in this piece of
legislation. I believe, and my colleagues in the Labor
Party believe, that the utterly unfounded campaign of
fear and deception has received more than enough
consideration by this Parliament. It is certainly not
something that we as a Parliament need to legislate for
and justify by supporting this bill. The campaign does
not deserve that level of credibility; it has never been
backed by evidence or fact, and this bill deserves to fail
on that basis, so I urge the house to reject it.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I am pleased to join the debate on the
Port Services Amendment (Disposal of Material) Bill. I
cannot help but reflect on the irony — although I could
use another word — of hearing a leading light of the
Labor Party deriding the use of fear campaigns for
votes. We can only reflect back to last — —
Mr Pakula — I am pleased you consider me a
leading light.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — We need only reflect
back to last November, but I digress!
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The channel deepening project is supported by the
Liberal Party on the basis of the contribution that it will
make to the Victorian economy and to Victorian
industries in assisting our trade-dependent industries,
both import and export. It is also a project that is
supported on the basis of the case that has been
articulated by the Port of Melbourne Authority and by
the government.
In making that reference I am speaking about the
estimated economic benefit of the project, which has
most recently been assessed at $1.936 billion, a figure
that comes to mind quite readily these days. The
government has put that case forward as the basis for
why this project should be supported. It has broad
support within the Victorian community from a range
of Victorian industry groups in particular, and it is an
infrastructure project that the Liberal Party and The
Nationals have been happy to support. That support has
not been without some concerns, because concerns
have been expressed from this side of the house about
the way that project has evolved since it was conceived
and first received in-principle support from the
government until the commencement of dredging
works earlier this year.
One of the big concerns that the Liberal Party has had
has been the enormous increase in the estimated cost of
the project. Most recently the cost has been estimated at
$969 million, which is a multiple of the original cost
estimate for this project and which undermines the
benefit-cost ratio that has been assigned to this project.
When the cost is increasing to $1 billion and the
benefit-cost ratio is falling to 2 to 1, or 2.5 to 1, it is a
dramatically different case from the one that was put
together when the project was first mooted.
Other areas of concern that the Liberal Party has had
with the project relate to the environmental protections
that are in place while the dredging work is being done.
This is a matter of concern to a number of members on
this side, including Mrs Peulich and me, who represent
the South Eastern Metropolitan Region, and David
Davis and Mrs Coote, who represent the South
Metropolitan Region. There are also a number of
members in the other place who represent areas around
the bay, including the members for Brighton,
Mornington, Sandringham and Nepean, all of whom
have expressed concerns about the potential for this
project to impact upon their local communities.
It has been a strong position of the Liberal Party that,
while we support this project for its economic benefits
to the state, we are also keen to ensure that it is
delivered in a way that protects the environment of the
bay. When the Port Services Amendment Bill went
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through this house last November it was the view of
this side of the house that appropriate safeguards should
be inserted in that legislation by way of reasoned
amendment that would require the government to create
such safeguards, that would require independent
monitoring of the channel deepening project and
regular reporting and public disclosure of the results of
the independent monitoring of the project and,
importantly, that provided a stop button for the
independent monitor if an adverse environmental
outcome arose during the dredging project.
That remains our position: there needs to be that stop
button if something goes wrong. But it is very much
our position that the project, in the absence of
demonstrable harm to the bay, should proceed and be
completed as expediently as possible.
The other area where the Liberal Party has had
concerns about the project, and it is a matter that has
not been addressed yet by the government, relates to
compensation for those businesses, particularly small
businesses, that are adversely affected by the channel
dredging operations. I think of the tourism businesses,
particularly around the southern end of the bay. This is
a matter that has been of great concern to the members
for Mornington and Nepean in the other place who
represent the southern area of the Port Phillip Bay
coastline. They have sought to represent a lot of
constituents on this issue, to seek compensation from
the government where the channel deepening project
has had a direct adverse impact on their businesses.
That is an area where there has not been movement
from the government as yet. Regrettably I know from at
least one of the businesses that the response from the
Port of Melbourne Corporation has essentially been, ‘If
you believe you have been damaged from this project,
you need to litigate for some type of compensation’.
This is not the approach we would expect the
government to take in addressing that issue. I might add
that is a matter that was clearly identified in the
business case as an indirect cost of the project — there
would be assessed negative impacts on certain small,
particularly tourism, businesses in the area where the
dredging is taking place. As such, it is appropriate that
the government provide compensation for that and not
force those small businesses that are affected into
litigation.
That brings me to the specific provisions of this bill.
While it is the coalition’s contention that the project
should proceed expediently and efficiently so that we
have the benefits of the channel deepening project, and
that it should proceed in an environmentally responsible
way, it is not our intention in any way to try and stop
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this project, to derail this project or to impose further
unnecessary costs on it. It is in that vein that the Liberal
Party is unable to support the bill that has been
introduced by Ms Pennicuik.
I would like to turn specifically to the provisions of
what is a very simply structured bill. It is a bill of only
three pages, which is quite rare for a bill in this place. It
is also quite rare for a bill of three pages to be
accompanied by a second-reading speech of 10 pages. I
listened with great interest to Ms Pennicuik’s
second-reading speech, which she delivered last sitting
week, and her rationale for introducing these measures
and some of the issues she raised, particularly with
respect to the Environment Protection Act, which I will
address shortly.
The key contention in Ms Pennicuik’s bill is to insert
into the Port Services Act, with respect to waters of the
Port of Melbourne Corporation and with respect to the
waters that are managed by Victorian Regional
Channels Authority, a provision which prevents any
dredge material that is removed in the course of any
dredging activity — not specifically in reference to the
channel dredging project but any dredging undertaken
by any of the ports as a consequence of these two
parallel amendments — being placed or disposed of in
the waters if the excavated or dredged material is:
(a) noxious or poisonous; or
(b) harmful or potentially harmful to the health, welfare,
safety or property of human beings; or
(c) … animals, birds, wildlife, fish or other aquatic life; or
(d) … plants or other vegetation; or
(e) detrimental to any beneficial use made of the waters in
which it is placed or disposed of.

That is a précis of the intent of the bill.
The Liberal Party’s concern with this legislation is that
the way in which it is drafted, were the bill passed,
would effectively shut down the project, because there
is no discretion in this bill. There is no test of impact in
this bill. The requirement that is created by it is that if
any dredge material is harmful or potentially harmful,
then it cannot be placed in the bay. It is our contention
that any material is potentially harmful if it is in the
correct proportions. There is no allowance of
recognising that in the bill.
There is a reference in Ms Pennicuik’s second-reading
speech to the Environment Protection Act 1985 — I
assume she means 1970 because I could not find a 1985
act — and specifically to part 5 relating to clean water.
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Ms Pennicuik drew a parallel between her bill and what
is currently contained in the Environment Protection
Act. I note that section 39 of that act dealing with the
pollution of waters is quite different from the provisions
included in Ms Pennicuik’s bill. Section 39 of the
Environment Protection Act, as it reads currently,
states:
(1) A person shall not pollute any waters so that the
condition of the waters is so changed as to make or be
reasonably expected to make those waters —

noxious, poisonous, harmful or potentially harmful
et cetera, following the description laid down in this
bill.
We have, on the face of it, two pieces of legislation that
look quite similar but in reality have very different
practical impacts. The Environment Protection Act only
comes into play where the pollution in the water is such
that it changes or is likely to change the condition of the
water, whereas Ms Pennicuik’s provisions prohibit the
depositing of any material if it is potentially harmful,
irrespective of whether it makes any change to the
water or not. The current Environment Protection Act
presents quite a different scenario to this bill.
It is our view that the bill, as drafted, is inconsistent
with proceeding with the channel deepening project in
an environmentally responsible way; it is inconsistent
with proceeding with any future dredging activities at
all in any Victorian port waters. It is our belief that were
this bill to be enacted as proposed by Ms Pennicuik, it
would effectively shut down all dredging operations in
any of the port waters around Victoria, whether
intentionally or unintentionally. That is our view as to
how the ‘potentially harmful’ clause would come into
effect — on the basis that any material is potentially
harmful.
Salt in the water is potentially harmful if it is taken in
sufficiently concentrated doses. As such, the Liberal
Party is not able to support Ms Pennicuik’s bill. While
we stand by our position that the project must be
delivered in an environmentally responsible way and
with the safeguards I spoke of earlier, Ms Pennicuik’s
bill is not the way to do that.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — The Greens
are opposed to channel deepening. We know that as
their opposition is on the public record, and we have
heard it plenty of times in this place. This bill is just an
elaborate exercise of reframing this issue and their
opposition to this issue, to push the campaign along a
little bit further.
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The bill makes a bit of a leap in that it acknowledges
that this project is going ahead and will continue to go
ahead. But it really gives false hope to their
constituency. The anti-dredging campaigners are an
important constituency to the Greens in the Southern
Metropolitan Region, but I think the Greens ought to
have a little more respect for their supporters than in
introducing this legislation.
This bill is unnecessary. The environmental concerns
that have been raised in the development of this project
have been taken extremely seriously. There have been
two environment effects statements, an independent
panel, some 15 000 pages of data, and a detailed
channel deepening project environmental management
plan.
The Greens, in spite of their best efforts, have not been
able to kill off this project, yet their campaign
continues. So there was a media release for the
introduction into the house of this bill, and no doubt
another media release is sitting on the fax ready to
go — about, I can only assume, having fought the good
fight here today.
But this bill is really not much more than a campaign
tool. It largely replicates section 39 of the Environment
Protection Act. This act already has appropriate
provisions, and with the channel deepening project
environmental management plan, the passage of this
bill would only duplicate the safeguards and confuse
everyone further.
The supporters of this bill advocate for regulation
around the disposal of dredged materials, but the bill is
curiously silent on where exactly the dredged materials
go. This is pretty typical play by the Greens in creating
pockets of opposition to major projects that are critical
for the economic future of this state. At no point has a
serious solution been offered for how our exporters can
more efficiently move their products to global markets.
In his contribution Mr Rich-Phillips spoke about the
substantial economic benefits to the state. Exporters,
manufacturers and primary producers in my electorate
are vigorously in favour of this project, as are
consumers, because we know that as well as the
benefits from products being moved out of the port,
there are also benefits for all households from things
being moved into the port. The things that we have in
our households that we need and use in our daily lives
will have their prices impacted by a more efficient port.
The channel deepening project is supported by industry.
The Greens may thumb their noses at this, but industry
is the powerhouse of our economy, and industry
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provides people with their jobs. To the Labor Party
there are not many things more important than jobs —
secure jobs, lots of jobs throughout the state, and
quality jobs.
To further outline support from my electorate, I have
three quotes I would like to share. Margaret Cousins,
manager of Victorian Employers Chamber of
Commerce and Industry in western Victoria, has said:
The channel deepening project is vital for … Western
Victorian exporters, particularly in the area of dairy, grains,
wine and food and other manufactures — if the project did
not go ahead, we would be alienated from our international
markets.

Philip Sabien, the executive officer of the Wimmera
Development Association, has said that the Wimmera
exports to over 20 countries around the globe, and that
this represents $800 million annually. He said that
export in this region is growing and the bay dredging is
vital to ensure the long-term prosperity of this region.
Kay Macaulay, the regional manager of the Australian
Industry Group, has said that the Australian Industry
Group in the Ballarat and Wimmera region supports the
dredging of the bay as it will provide substantial
economic benefits to regional areas including Ballarat
and the Wimmera.
Members are well aware of the difficulties faced by our
regional communities, given the severity of the drought
they have experienced in recent years. It is certainly my
view that we ought not be further impeding their
success as exporters. The need for the channel
deepening project was identified as long ago as 1998. It
is time to get on with it.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
That was quick. I endorse the comments made by
Mr Gordon Rich-Phillips, a colleague who also
represents the South Eastern Metropolitan Region and
is also the lead speaker for the opposition on this issue.
That is not to say that there are not concerns about
people who even support the channel deepening project
moving ahead, and that view has also not been lost on
all of us who represent the region.
With or without representation — and some of the
representation has been well organised and active; some
of them are members of the Liberal Party, some of
them are members of the Greens, some of them are
members of the Labor Party, and some of them are not
members of any political party — it is part of the
democratic process. I do not believe any issue can
necessarily be done to death if there is a strength of
feeling out in the community, and so I welcome this
debate.
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But we have had this debate before, when the bill that
was introduced by the opposition was defeated. That is
not to say that there are people who are not convinced
that the business case has changed. Currently an inquiry
is being completed; the interim report has been tabled. I
believe that work has not been completed in total,
although I understand the public hearings have been.
There have been extensive environmental tests, and the
EPA (Environment Protection Authority) has an
ongoing role. That is not to say that we have to believe
everything the authorities or the government says.
There will always be room for questioning and for
doubt, and that is a healthy thing.
Ms Pennicuik — There is plenty of room.
Mrs PEULICH — Absolutely. That is not to say
that perhaps a better scenario for dealing with the waste
could have been and should have been considered in
the first instance — I was not here in the early stages of
the discussion of the project — but basically to say
three things. Firstly, the project has clearly been
mismanaged by the government. I am not sure whether
there had been sufficient work done to begin with in
planning port services around the nation. There is
debate about whether you need the channel deepening.
Mr Lenders — It is mismanaged, but you are not
sure?
Mrs PEULICH — I think there is a lot of
uncertainty, because there is a view that perhaps the
agenda has been driven by the Port of Melbourne
Corporation and that it has a singular interest — its own
interest — in being able to compete and being able to
accommodate what it sees as a need to provide entry to
much larger shipping in order to make sure that it
remains competitive.
That is a legitimate economic concern. I understand
from early reports — and again it is only through
hearsay — that the economic case does appear to be
fairly strong. Whether the business case is equally
strong, I am not sure; that report has not been finally
tabled. While I admire a lot of the work done by
Ms Pennicuik, and she is on the whole hardworking
and meticulous with the detail, if I had been in her
position I would have been feeding these questions into
the inquiry. I would have wanted to know what was the
effect of this particular action on the business case for
the project. It may well be that it could have been
achievable, but, again, I do not know. I do not know
whether it would have pulled the rug from under the
entire project or whether it was something that could
have been achieved with costs that could have been
absorbed or managed or that the government was
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prepared to subsidise. Those questions should have
been fed into the inquiry. They should have been asked
so that this Parliament could have considered the case
in its entirety.
At the moment, notwithstanding that there are concerns,
lots of the assurances that we as members of the Liberal
Party and coalition have wanted assurances on have
been given. The economic case appears to hold up. Of
the business case we are not completely sure because
we have not had the final report, so really this debate is
pre-empting some of that. As I said before, I would
have liked those questions answered before this bill was
debated by the Parliament.
I will not go chapter and verse through all of the
material that I have prepared, but naturally community
confidence is a very important thing, not the least for
the bayside suburbs. Mark Dreyfus, the latest luminary
of the Labor Party and recently elected federal member
for Isaacs — and again these things are all relative —
has a track record of involvement on environmental
issues, certainly with this government, given that he is a
member of the Labor Party, and on some fairly
contentious and controversial issues. One was the
proposed toxic tip site at Nowingi. The other was
representing the City of Greater Dandenong in relation
to the Lyndhurst tip. So he is a person who is seen by
many to have a certain degree of expertise in these
matters, in particular on issues of environmental
concern.
I would like to quote from a letter of 29 April 2008
from Mr Dreyfus, the full text of which was published
in the 2008 winter edition of AGRA News. AGRA is an
acronym for the Aspendale Gardens Residents
Association. Its chairman is Ken Carney, a very diligent
person who is meticulous about detail. He has been
actively involved on issues, particularly the lack of
investment in infrastructure and roads in Aspendale
Gardens and that entire region. AGRA also has an
interest in channel deepening, and it has reprinted this
letter in full. It is addressed to Mr Ken Carney,
president of the Aspendale Gardens Residents
Association, and it says:
Thank you for your letter of 20 March 2008 expressing
AGRA’s concerns about channel deepening. I share your
concern for the environmental health of the bay. On the basis
of the detailed scientific research and inquiries which have
been conducted, the decisions by the state and commonwealth
governments on channel deepening seem to me to be soundly
made.
There has been a lot of inaccurate commentary about the
channel deepening project. The commentary has shown how
hard it is to have a reasoned and informed public debate about
scientific matters and environmental effects. I have tried to
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carefully assess the mass of available material, and have
reached some personal conclusions which you might
consider.

Presumably this is not just a government position; these
are personal conclusions by a person who is a Queen’s
Counsel and who has significant experience in various
environmental cases and considerations. He goes on to
say:
The Port of Melbourne Corporation … has always said there
will be some impacts from channel deepening. In particular,
the PMC has said that the water will be murky for a time in
some parts of the bay, and currents and wildlife will be
temporarily affected. However, expert opinion provided to the
two public inquiries has indicated that these impacts will be
temporary and can be managed.
You may be aware that the PMC has been dredging the bay
since the 19th century. In that era, the dredging had little or no
safeguards. For this dredging project, the state government is
making the process subject to the strictest environmental
controls ever applied to dredging in the bay.

I will skip a couple of paragraphs and not bore
members with the minutiae of detail that is included.
Mr Dreyfus goes on to say:
Because the bay is very important to me and to all our
community, I intend to closely watch the progress of the
dredging project. I am sure you will do the same.

That was the intent of the bill that was voted down by
the government in relation to real live reporting, so our
position has been made abundantly clear. In the last
paragraph I would like to quote, Mr Dreyfus said:
Since the project commenced, the state government has
advised that all environmental limits are being complied with,
and this has been confirmed by the independent
environmental monitor. You may also have seen the results
reported recently in the Herald Sun of independent testing
conducted for that newspaper which also confirmed
compliance with environmental limits for water quality and
clarity.

It is signed ‘Mark Dreyfus, MP, federal member for
Isaacs’, and it goes on with further detail.
In closing I want to say that notwithstanding the
mismanagement by Labor of this project, the manner in
which it was conceived, the concerns raised by other
members of Parliament about whether this solution is
going to be a medium to long-term solution, with many
holding the view that perhaps the Hastings option
should have been the course pursued, the economic
case appears to have been made. It is a government call.
It has been obviously very vigorously pursued by the
government.
Regarding the environmental concerns, we have been
given lots of assurances. Even the recently elected
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federal member for Isaacs, who represents much of that
area — obviously he is not the only one representing
the area, because it includes several Legislative
Assembly seats, including Carrum and Mordialloc —
appears to have gone through all the material and is
prepared to put his integrity on the line by giving a
personal assurance that he is satisfied that the
environmental concerns have been met.
We are all watching out. This government does not
have a fantastic track record on achieving its stated
objectives. I hope in this instance we are all proven
wrong and our doubts are dispelled. As I said before, if
we wanted to know the impact of what the bill could do
for the project, those questions should have been asked
through the inquiry that is currently being undertaken. It
has not been completed, and its final report has not
been tabled.
I do not have a problem with Ms Pennicuik bringing
these issues to the Parliament, as she has on numerous
occasions. The level of interest in the community, the
concerns and the need for assurances are there, and I
commend her for being proactive on the issue.
However, again there was a time and place to ask these
questions, and it is probably still not too late to make
sure they are asked. At the moment, on the basis of the
information that has been provided to us, it would be
contrary to the interests of Victoria and this project to
pull the plug on it in total.
Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) — I rise
to speak against the bill. The bill purports to utilise the
Environment Protection Act and reinforce provisions
from it, but it is a clever piece of drafting that does not
do that. There is a set of provisions in the Environment
Protection Act that, to oversimplify them, say, ‘Do not
do this’, and are then followed by ‘unless you do this’.
This bill has mirrored the ‘Do not do this’ provision but
forgotten to mirror the ‘unless you do this’ provision.
So it is quite a deceptive piece of drafting in that
respect. It tries to take its legitimacy from the
Environment Protection Act but only actually mirrors a
portion of its provisions. I think that is really the point.
The point of the bill is obviously to prevent the project
that is now proceeding according to the environmental
safeguards that have been set in place and the
safeguards that are in the existing Environment
Protection Act by making the project not comply under
the new bill. That is a perfectly legitimate aspiration.
Ms Pennicuik has certainly been consistent in opposing
this project, and she is more than entitled to take any
avenue to oppose it that might bring about success for
her cause, if that is her cause, but this brings us back to
the central issue of whether we will pursue the dredging
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project. I am encouraged to see that members opposite
are now, reluctantly, it seems, getting around to a
position where they are now sort of in favour of
dredging — —
Mrs Peulich — You are not pressing buttons again?
Mr THORNLEY — I will take up the interjection.
I am the one speaking; the button pressing has to be
done by the interjectors.
I am encouraged to see the coalition’s grudging and
reluctant support for a project that is of such central
economic importance. I had hoped it would be a bit
more enthusiastic about it, as the business community
is, but that has not been the case thus far.
Preventing the project is the real purpose of the bill. In
that context of course the government would not
support the bill. It has tried to work through a lengthy
consultative project, tried to work through a lengthy
environmental safeguard process, ensured that those
safeguards are in place, complied with the act and
ensured that the act is complied with, and the project is
therefore moving forward.
If we were to accept for a moment that the purpose of
the bill is not simply to stop the project but to have the
project proceed in such a way that the material in
question is not aquatically disposed but disposed in
some form of landfill — and I do not think that is the
aim — that itself would create a range of problems. Not
least of these problems would be the salt and related
materials that would be part of that process leading to
the possibility of very significant quantities of material
with acid sulphate properties being brought into
landfill, which is a very difficult environmental
problem to manage. That is not a problem that you need
to manage with underwater disposal, and that is one of
the reasons why it makes sense to dispose of the
material the way we are.
I agree with my colleagues that this bill is yet another
attempt to stop a project that is reasonably peacefully
and successfully proceeding. No-one is excited about
the side effects of the dredging process, but this is by
far — by the length of the strait — the most
environmentally thoughtful approach to the dredging of
the bay that has been taken in the many times that it has
been dredged in the 150-odd years that commerce has
transacted out of it. The alternative, unfortunately, is
worse. The alternative of moving to a landfill process
would be worse and the real alternative, which is the
real purpose of the bill — to stop the dredging — is not
something that makes economic sense.
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I conclude my remarks with some frustration at the
recitation of this absurd proposition that the dredging
does not even make economic sense, that there is no
business reason to do it — that a bunch of business
people are spending $1 billion on something that does
not need to be done because the ships will come here
anyway! That completely beggars belief. As a
criminologist would say, it fails for want of motive.
Why would somebody spend $1 billion on something
that they did not have to, when they could spend that
$1 billion on something more productive? It is really an
absurd proposition. It is perfectly valid to oppose the
dredging and to be concerned about its side effects, but
the argument that was put at one point that ships have
to unload stuff on the way here, so they will be half
empty anyway — the idea of modern logistics, keeping
the ships full, seemed to pass by those mounting the
argument — is an absurdity. If that was really the level
of debate that we were going to put into such a serious
decision, we would be in serious trouble.

and I certainly do not label them as opportunistic
fearmongers, to paraphrase the words used by
Mr Pakula. It is no easy task to bring a private members
bill to the Legislative Council. From personal
experience I know it absorbs a lot of time and needs a
lot of assistance from many quarters to get a piece of
legislation this far, and again full credit to the Greens
who have managed to introduce this bill here.

On the more realistic and important issue of dealing
with these materials, which we all wish were not there,
that is something we have looked at thoughtfully and
have tried to have the best management plan in place;
we have tried to make sure the management plan
complies with the existing legislation. An attempt to
mirror only a portion of that existing legislation, and
then bring it outside the purview, is an understandable
drafting tactic but is not a serious policy alternative, and
for that reason I will oppose the bill.

But in saying all that, I have to say that I too do not
support this private members bill. The reason for my
opposition is principally because I do not think that as
members of Parliament we have the knowledge or the
expertise to override the environmental studies that
have led to the approval of this project. As members of
Parliament we are entitled to express views and
opinions about processes, and about matters that go on
outside of this Parliament, but you need to have a very
strong argument to override the decisions that have
been taken after due processes — processes, I might
add, that have been defined by the Parliament itself.

Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — I have a feeling we
have had this debate before in this chamber; in fact we
have probably had it a couple of times, when the
chamber has debated issues relating to legislation for
channel deepening, amendments to the legislation, and
indeed giving terms of reference to a parliamentary
committee to look at aspects of channel deepening.
While this is a much narrower component of the whole
channel deepening project, it is a particular provision
that has been canvassed in previous debates we have
had in this chamber.
Unlike some of the government members who have
participated in the debate this afternoon, I am not about
to stand up here and deride Ms Pennicuik or the Greens
or the community groups that are opposed to channel
deepening. They are entitled to express their views, and
they have done so with resilience, with some
consistency and with a lot of vigour, and to them I say
all credit for the way in which they have done that.
Unlike Mr Pakula in particular, I think the Greens have
been very sincere and very consistent in raising these
sorts of topics through the various debates we have had,

I also thought both Mr Pakula and Ms Pulford exhibited
some of the Premier’s and senior ministers’ arrogance
in suggesting the Greens had no right to bring the bill
before Parliament. I do not think that reflects well on
them. I think their efforts would have been better served
had they argued the particular provisions of this bill
rather than slinging off at the Greens and the opponents
to this project. Make no mistake, the basis of the
defence from the government has simply been an
ideological rather than a factual argument, principally
against the Greens.

Certainly there have been many occasions when I have
been critical of the thoroughness of the process
involved in looking at environmental effects, and I
know the Greens have been particularly strong in being
critical of the processes and the facts and decisions that
have been arrived at through those environment effects
statement (EES) processes on this project. Again I say
that you need to have a very strong argument to
override the processes put in place in a democratic
fashion. I cannot support the bill because I do not
believe that we have presented, and particularly the
proponents of this bill have presented, strong enough
arguments to override the decisions taken by those EES
processes.
In conclusion I say again that the Greens, and any other
member of this Parliament, have an absolute right to
bring matters like this before the Parliament for fair and
open debate, and it does not do anybody any good to
base their opposition on the person who brought this
forward. They should argue on the facts and on the
merits of the case in question.
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Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — I have to say that I
am a bit taken aback by Mr Hall’s contribution. I do not
remember Mr Hall being so keen on the Greens in
October and November 2006 when he thought his seat
might be at risk because of the Greens political party.
He was not too keen on the Greens then, but suddenly
in this chamber, where there is a big alliance between
the Liberal Party, The Nationals and the Greens, we
have seen repeated, week after week and month after
month, an unholy alliance to resist the social and
economic reforms of a Labor government.
That is what we always find a little bit breathtaking,
coming from the Greens. It is reasonable for us on this
side of the house to consider the motivation of this
legislation. It is reasonable for us to try to understand
the motivation for this legislation coming from the
Greens, who have consistently opposed the channel
deepening project for Victoria.
We have seen that in two previous approaches to
oppose the channel deepening project. The first
approach was on environmental grounds. I think it is
absolutely appropriate in any of these sorts of projects
to ensure that on environmental grounds the project
stands the appropriate tests, and this project has stood
the appropriate tests. It has been subjected to the most
stringent environment effects statement, certainly that
Australia has ever had and probably internationally, in
relation to channel deepening projects. It stands in
contrast to previous channel deepening projects in the
port of Melbourne — in Port Phillip Bay — where
there was no environment effects statement and where
the Heads were dynamited.
The tests this government applied to this project were to
subject the project to a thorough environment effects
statement (EES) process. The first of those found that
some practical dredging needed to take place to ensure
that the methodologies that were proposed in the
project were viable and would work. That was done
and was subjected to the second supplementary
environment effects statement — and given a tick.
Part of the commitment that was given by the Port of
Melbourne Corporation and obviously by the
government was to ensure that as the project proceeded,
all of the environmental requirements were being met,
and so the Port of Melbourne and the Office of the
Environmental Monitor are required to make quarterly
reports available to the public on the progress of the
project and to say whether it is meeting the standards.
Only last Friday those reports came in and said that it
was operating within the guidelines; that the project that
is so far under way — I think it is already 20 per cent
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done — is operating within the guidelines. This project
has been subjected to the most stringent environment
effects statement process that a channel deepening
project has been subjected to in Australia. It has met the
tests and all of the monitoring as it is ongoing.
What happens then? The Greens started to challenge
the project on economic grounds and a reference was
given to the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee,
of which I am the deputy chair. We have now had a
series of public hearings in relation to that, with an
interim report tabled and a final report to come in
September. What was interesting about those public
hearings was that the challenges on economic grounds
were on the grounds that first of all the discount rate
was inappropriate. The second challenge or criticism on
economic grounds was that the final cost-benefit ratio at
2.57 was too low and should be at least 3. The third
criticism of the opponents to this project was that
projected trade growth for the port of Melbourne was
overinflated, and we heard figures quoted from the
opponents of this project in all of these areas.
I will deal with the last one first. We were told in the
Blue Wedges submission and also I think in the ACF
(Australian Conservation Foundation) submission that
the projected economic benefits of this project were
based on compound trade growth of 8 per cent per
annum for 30 years. Mr Meyrick, who did the analysis,
gave evidence to the committee that that was not so,
that it was only 5 per cent, 4 per cent and three point
something per cent over the next 30 years. We had also
heard that there was no sensitivity analysis done on
that, but Mr Meyrick told us that there was.
The next thing we were told was that the discount rate
was inappropriate at 6 per cent, but the committee
received evidence that it was absolutely appropriate at
6 per cent. A third criticism was that the cost-benefit
ratio of 2.57 was too low and that it ought to be 3.
Mr Meyrick, though, said that he had done work for the
World Bank and international work all over the world,
and he told us that he thought that a cost-benefit ratio of
anything over 2 was an extremely robust figure.
What has been happening in the criticisms of this
project on economic grounds has been the putting up of
a series of straw men, the putting up of a series of facts
that were not facts, of propositions that the project is
based on something it was never based on. At one point
in the hearing Mr Barber said to Mr Meyrick, ‘There is
huge dispute about this project’, and Mr Meyrick
looked down his glasses and said, ‘No, Mr Barber, the
only disagreement on this project is by those who
confuse assertion with evidence’ because the evidence
that came before that committee was that the project
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stood the appropriate tests and that the 2.57 figure was
very robust.
First of all there were early criticisms which the
environment effects statement dealt with, then we were
taken down the economic path in the attempt to stop the
project, and now we are coming back to environmental
issues again. Mr Hall said that he did not think we were
dealing with the detail of the bill. I am happy to deal
with its detail. In clause 3(2)(c) the bill says that
dredged material cannot be put into the bay if it is:
poisonous or harmful or potentially harmful to animals, birds,
wildlife, fish or other aquatic life …

As I think Mr Rich-Phillips commented, that essentially
means you cannot put any dredged material into the bay
because inevitably if you put some dredged material
into the bay, you are going to put it on top of some
shellfish. Something is going to be damaged by that
process, and this bill is essentially proposing that
putting dredged material in the bay is ruled out.
Members should just think for a moment about the
22 million cubic metres of dredged material which
would then have to be moved. I think the amount of
material that might be contaminated would be about
1.12 million cubic metres, but if you are going to have
those sorts of provisions in this bill, you are not going
to be able to dump any of the material, so you are
talking about transporting 22 million cubic metres of
dredged material and dumping it somewhere on land.
To put it into a context, even if you were only to deal
with the 1.12 million cubic metres of contaminated
material — which the environment effects statement
says can be dealt with properly, safely and
appropriately in the manner that is proposed, where it is
put into the bay and capped — even if you were to
transport only about 1 million cubic metres, that would
involve 60 truck trips and trailer loads per day for
630 days. That is how much material would have to be
transported. Multiply that by 22 — I cannot do the
maths quickly enough, but it is 22 times 60 for
630 days, or an extended number of days.
Mr Koch — Thirteen hundred and twenty.
Mr VINEY — Good on you and thank you,
Mr Koch. I am not going to try to do my arithmetic
while I am speaking. I wish I had done it before now.
So that is 1320 truck trips per day. I seem to remember
one Greens member of this Parliament from the
western suburbs, Ms Hartland, talking about the terrible
truck trips through the western suburbs, yet here she is
proposing a bill which would potentially, if you were to
take this legislation literally, add another 1300 truck
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trips a day through the western suburbs, because that
material would have to be dealt with at Webb Dock.
That is where you have to take the water out of the
dredged material in order to make it transportable. That
is a fair few additional truck trips through the western
suburbs.
This bill is simply another ruse to try to oppose this
project, put another obstacle in its way, to massively
increase the cost of this project. Its opponents have not
been able to prove that it does not stack up
economically the way we are going to do it, so they try
to add in hundreds of millions of dollars of additional
costs and make it absolutely unviable. The bill cannot
be supported. It is poorly thought through and is poorly
drafted, frankly, because it has consequences that are
enormous for this project, which ultimately is a
critically important project for this state.
We cannot afford to have inefficient shipping going
through the port of Melbourne. We have to compete
internationally. The transport of our manufactured and
agricultural products out of the port of Melbourne is
essential to the economic viability of this state. That is
why the government is committed to this project. The
government has done so by ensuring that it thoroughly
goes through the proper environmental safeguards, that
it gets the environmental tick off from both the state
environment minister and the commonwealth
environment minister. The project is already 20 per cent
under way as I understand it and is proceeding within
the environmental safeguards that have been set. It will
continue to be monitored, and it is a project that all
members of this house should support.
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I am very
pleased to speak on this bill. My colleague Gordon
Rich-Phillips painted the Liberal Party position on this
bill and put it very succinctly. Let me just reiterate: the
Liberal Party is very supportive of the port as a viable
economic gateway for this state. We are on the record
and have been for a significant time as supporting
channel deepening as a method of making certain that
we are an important economic hub for this country. As
such I think it is important to understand that much of
the debate and in fact many of the comments that
Mr Viney has put forward are certainly things that we
as a Liberal Party would agree with. I am not always in
furious agreement with Mr Viney, but I do in fact
concur with some of the points that he made.
I want to make a very short contribution today, but I
want to get onto the record my personal point of view
on this bill. One of the points that I totally disagree with
Mr Viney on is the fact of the thrust of this bill. I
personally think Ms Pennicuik is to be congratulated on
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bringing this bill forward. I think this debate is
important. It is important for us to continue to have a
look at these issues all the way through this project.
Certainly we can talk about the environmental impact
statement and we can talk about the scientific
monitoring, but it is important that we have proper
checks and balances on this. The Leader of the
Opposition in another place, Ted Baillieu, is on the
record as saying he feels we should have a big, red stop
button. It should be there for all to see so that when
things are not done properly we can stop the process
where it started, reassess it and make sure that we can
move ahead where the environment is not damaged
irreparably.
My concern here — Ms Pennicuik has raised it in
debate on the bill she has presented to the
Parliament — is the issue of the bund, off the area of
Beaumaris and Mordialloc. Every day in the
newspapers, on the radio or on television we read, hear
or see stories about greenhouse gas emissions, the
environment or the poisoning of our rivers and streams.
This government is exceedingly good at putting out
advertisements. In fact I think the latest one is some sort
of platypus and some sort of fish that are being affected
by nutrients washed into the sea by stuff that we litter
from our gardens and our cars. So the government is
aware of the pollution that takes place, and it is
promoting a large advertising campaign along those
lines: healthy rivers, healthy streams, healthy bays.
So what is it doing here? It is going to dig a huge hole
and put into that hole all the toxic wastes that have
accumulated in the Yarra River for hundreds of years.
This is totally unacceptable from my point of view. I do
not believe we as a community should be looking at
this type of technology at this point of time. Mr Viney
did not get his maths right. I am concerned that he
could still not get it right even with the help and
assistance of Mr Koch. But I would have to suggest that
we are not talking about toxic waste coming out of the
Yarra River for the next 30 or 40 years. This,
presumably, is going to have a finite amount of time.
We should be thinking about trucking this waste to
somewhere where it can be safely deposited in landfills
so we can all feel safe.
I do not believe that putting a 50-centimetre cap over a
channel full of toxic waste is going to be viable into the
future. It will be too late in 10 years time when we have
children who have been contaminated with some of this
toxic material. It will be too late for us to wind back the
clock. That is my own personal point of view. As I have
said, the Liberal Party is opposing this bill. I too will be
opposing it, but I am certain that the points of view that
have been put forward in the bill and in debate should
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be commended, looked at and monitored. I think all of
us should take note. I do not believe the Greens have
brought this bill to obstruct this process, but I think it is
a timely warning for each and every one of us in this
chamber to understand what we are dealing with here
and to look into the future.
Mr KAVANAGH (Western Victoria) — I have
decided to support Ms Pennicuik’s motion and
therefore feel obliged to give a brief explanation of my
reasons. First of all the first time that I ever heard
anyone describing a need for environmental protection
in political debate was the late, great Senator Jack Little
of the Democratic Labor Party, who, when I was about
11 years old, ran a campaign arguing in favour of
protection for Port Phillip Bay. He emphasised in
debate the need to protect that precious resource of
Melbourne. The Environment Protection Act provides
protection of the bay and limits what can be done in the
bay. It seems to me that Ms Pennicuik’s motion is an
attempt to strengthen, not merely to apply, the
regulations that already exist.
Mr Pakula and Mr Viney both spoke with some
concern about the amount of material that would have
to be disposed of in places other than the bay if this bill
were to become law. However, it should be noted that
hopefully only a small proportion of the material that is
dredged will need to be disposed of in alternative ways
even if this bill does become law. Therefore some of
those concerns of Mr Pakula and Mr Viney seem to be
quite exaggerated. I am concerned about the argument
that Mr Viney put that this bill could prevent any kind
of placing of material in the bay if it were possible that
it could harm any sort of wildlife in the bay. But it
seems to me that that is perhaps a very strict
interpretation that is not fully warranted even by the
words of the bill. For those reasons I intend to support
the bill.
Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) — The
Liberal Party has expressed concern about the
environmental monitoring of this particular project.
There has been a consistency in the Liberal Party’s
position on this matter. Obviously the party has
recognised an economic imperative in terms of the
dredging of the bay, but believes the environmental
controls ought to be sound and provide assurance to the
people of Victoria — not just today but into the
future — that this project will not cause any injury or
deterioration of the bay environment. In fact the
Liberals have had a fairly consistent position of
supporting initiatives that provide for an improvement
in environmental conditions and the state of the bay
over a great many years.
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Whilst I understand the Liberal Party’s position in
terms of the economic imperatives of this project, in the
context of the environmental issue I believe it is
important that the bill be passed, and I will be
supporting it. I understand the position of my
colleagues, but I think there is a considerable folly in
the process that this government is pursuing with the
dredging of the bay, particularly at the mouth of the
Yarra, where it is dredging sludge, only for it to be
buried back in the bay. It is total folly. It seems to me
that it is akin to taking asbestos out of a building and
then putting it in a backyard somewhere, so that you
still have the exposure to the toxic elements and you
still have a lack of control of the poisons that are
involved with that asbestos. That is a very good
analogy for what we are doing in the bay at the
moment.

available in as close to real time as possible. This was a
sensible, practical step in ensuring greater transparency,
greater accountability and greater checks and balances.
As Mr Rich-Phillips said earlier, it would have enabled
the stop button to be pushed at any point where
information came forward that something was going
astray. I am disappointed that the government did not
come forward with support for that bill at the time.

I do not accept the environmental protections. I think
that in this day and age we ought to be more
enlightened. There is no way that that material should
be dumped back in the bay. It should have been taken
offsite; it should have been processed and cleaned; and
it ought not be an issue that we should have thought
twice about. If there were a cost associated with it we
should have borne the cost because the bay is as
important as that to Melbourne and to Victorians. I will
be supporting the bill.

Equally, I know that there has been communication
from a large number of people in the community, and I
have examined all those communications, including
some from members of the Liberal Party and others
from a broad cross-section of the community. The
points that are being made in each of those cases have
validity but, as is often the case in this chamber, we
have to make a decision on balance about where we
believe the best outcome is.

Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to rise and make a contribution to debate on the
Port Services Amendment (Disposal of Material) Bill,
and indicate that the comments made earlier by my
colleague Gordon Rich-Phillips summarised succinctly
the position of the opposition. I compliment
Ms Pennicuik on her motivation in bringing forward
this important bill, and I understand that it plays a
significant role in highlighting the concerns that many
people have about the dredging of the bay.
I admit the bill relates to broader issues than simply the
bay dredging, but that has been the catalyst for this bill
coming forward. I commend the focus on dealing with
the noxious or poisonous materials that will be dredged
up, and the Liberal Party has expressed on a number of
occasions its concerns about the dumping of material in
the bay and the system of containing it for the long term
in the bund structure that has been discussed.
The Liberal Party has also expressed its concern about
dredging at the mouth of the bay. In this chamber
recently the party brought forward a bill to increase
transparency and the amount of information that would
be available on the bay dredging process, and it was
determined, through that bill, to ensure that all of the
government information that was collected was made

The concerns the opposition has about the bill are about
its breadth. We are concerned that the definitions in it
may lead to an effective restriction on all activity of this
type. There are obviously lines to be drawn and
decisions to be made, and it is our judgement on this
occasion that this bill is too broad although, as I said, I
completely understand the logic and motivation behind
it.

I am also aware that this chamber has dealt with the
matter of the economic case through the sending of a
reference to the Standing Committee on Finance and
Public Administration. I look forward to the report of
that committee because it will look at the economic
case, and I understand the material that is being put
before it is of value.
I put on record in that context my concerns that have
been expressed to business groups about the
government’s mismanagement of this channel
deepening project. It is an important major project for
the state, but the costs of the project have escalated
from $102 million to almost $1 billion. It is a massive
increase in costs that should have been more properly
managed by the government.
I note also that the costs of the project that will be borne
by the Port of Melbourne Corporation will be passed, in
large measure, straight back to port users, and that will
be a significant cost on each and every container that
moves through the port of Melbourne. So the need and
incentive to keep the costs of the project down through
good management are significant, and I make the point
here today in the context of Ms Pennicuik’s bill that the
environmental aspects of it are a significant amount of
the cost, and if there is to be some slip-up or error or
mismanagement of the environmental processes, the
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costs could balloon out significantly and the damage
done to the bay could be significant in the long term.

Phillip Bay should be minimised and that disposal to
land should be used wherever practicable.

For those reasons the Liberal Party brought forward
that transparency bill that I referred to earlier to ensure
that there was a greater handle on preventing
environmental damage, but environmental damage
should not be seen as distinct from economic costs
because if there is any slip-up environmentally, that will
flow through into clean-up costs and related matters.

The only reason that that is deemed by the Port of
Melbourne Corporation (PMC) to not be practicable is
on cost alone. There has been no other reason given. In
fact, when I first heard about the project in 2003, I was
a member — and still am a member — of a community
group in my local area. We asked people from the Port
of Melbourne Corporation to come and speak to us
because we had been alerted that there would be
adverse impacts on the St Kilda penguin colony from
channel deepening. At that meeting I asked the
question, ‘Why will the contaminated material not be
disposed of to land; why is that not being looked at?’. I
was told straight away that it was because it would cost
too much.

On those points I add to the comments of
Mr Rich-Phillips, but make the point very strongly that
the Liberal Party respects the points made in the
second-reading speech here but on this occasion cannot
support the bill.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I will
take a little time to respond to some of the points made
in the debate on the bill that I have brought to the
chamber. But firstly, I acknowledge and thank the
speakers who have made a contribution today —
Mr Pakula, Mr Rich-Phillips, Ms Pulford, Mrs Peulich,
Mr Thornley, Mr Hall, Mr Viney, Ms Coote,
Mr Kavanagh, Mr Atkinson and David Davis — and I
thank Mr Kavanagh and Mr Atkinson for indicating
that they will support the bill.
I just wanted to touch a little on points made by
basically every speaker, because they made different
points. Some of them were erroneous, and I would like
to correct the record on those. I was disappointed with
Mr Pakula’s contribution because he did not really talk
about the bill. He spent a lot of time denigrating me and
the Greens and the people in the Blue Wedges
Coalition, and he implied that I bring this bill to the
house for a political motive.
As I have said in the chamber before, I have been
involved with this project since 2003 — a long time
before I became a member of this chamber. I have
worked with community groups in coalition both with
people in the Blue Wedges and others who are not in
the Blue Wedges who are concerned about this project
because of the flaws in the process of assessing the
project which have led us to the situation we are in
today.
Mr Pakula says my bill is flawed because it is based on
the Environment Protection Act which allows disposal
of dredged material if it complies with the state
environmental policy. That is not entirely true. As I
mentioned in the second-reading speech, the state
environmental protection policy, which is a policy that
underpins the Environment Protection Act, states that
disposal of dredged material in the waters of Port

I bring the bill to the house not because I want to stop
the channel deepening project; it is well known that I do
want to stop the channel deepening project, but that is
not the purpose of the bill: its purpose is to prevent the
placement of millions of cubic metres of contaminated
material in Port Phillip Bay.
I am not sure what Mr Pakula was getting at when he
talked about truck movements. He said there was an
onus on me as the mover of the bill to say where any
dredged material should be placed on land. I do not
accept that. The onus is on PMC to have done a proper
assessment of alternatives to the disposal of this very
contaminated material.
Mr Pakula — They have.
Ms PENNICUIK — Mr Pakula spent no time in his
contribution talking about contaminated material. He
made no attempt to deny that that material was
contaminated or to deny the extent of its contamination,
and neither did any other speaker from the Labor Party
or any other speaker in this debate, so we can take it as
given — because no-one has denied it or challenged
it — that the material is contaminated. In fact we can
accept from the supplementary environment effects
statement (SEES), technical appendix 37, that the level
of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, or PAHs, is
10 000 times the acceptable limit; dieldrin is
22 000 times the screening levels; arsenic is 66 times;
and dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, or DDT, is
17 times. The level of poly chlorinated biphenyls, or
PCBs, in flathead is 5 times the limit and in mussels is
up to 2855 micrograms per kilogram, which is
500 times the limit; and the level of PAHs in flathead is
up to 10 times the limit.
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Mr Pakula did not talk at all about this, yet that is what
the bill is about: it is about the contaminated material
that is going to be removed, has started to be removed
from the Yarra River and Hobsons Bay, and which will
be taken out and put into what is called the dredged
material ground not far from where Mr Pakula lives —
off the coast of Mordialloc, Beaumaris and Black Rock.
Mr Pakula — It is as close to Werribee as it is to
Mordialloc.
Ms PENNICUIK — It is in the middle of the bay,
but it is offshore from you. I introduced this bill.
Mr Pakula says it is flawed because it is based on the
EPA act. I cannot follow that argument. I used the
words straight out of the Environment Protection Act
about what can be allowed to be put into the waters of
Port Phillip Bay under the Environment Protection Act,
and the disposal of the contaminated material that we
are talking about in this bill does not comply with the
Environment Protection Act. Mr Pakula says the bill is
flawed because there has been a rigorous environment
effects statement (EES).
There were environment effects statements in 2003,
2004 and 2005, and the process was found to be
fundamentally flawed. That is why another one had to
be done. As everyone knows, I have followed that and
have raised in the Parliament the whole time I have
been here the flaws with that process, where the
community was shut out and where the actual SEES
process did not look at wider ramifications of the
channel deepening project. It only looked at digging the
hole, and it did not look at how to safely dispose of the
contaminated material. It just assumed that it was going
to be put in the bund in the middle of Port Phillip Bay,
which is an extension of the existing dredge material
ground.
I will skip over to a term that was used by Mrs Peulich,
which was ‘a hole in the bay’. and I have to admit I
have used the term ‘a hole in the bay’ because they are
easy words to use, but it is not a hole in the bay: it is a
mound in the bay. In fact, they have built a bund above
the seabed, some of it with partly contaminated clay
from the Port Melbourne channel, and the contaminated
material will be put inside that mound, so it is not
exactly dug in a hole; it is not safely buried away in a
hole. It is in fact above the sea bed, so that makes it
more vulnerable and more fragile.
We know that material can stay there for any time
between 140 days and five years, and certainly will stay
there from what I can read in the SEES from the time it
takes, apparently, for it to settle. Mr Pakula says this
has been used in Hong Kong and other places around
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the world. This amount of contaminated material has
not been placed in such a bund in a shallow bay
anywhere in the world. This is not comparable with
anything else that has been done anywhere else in the
world.
Mr Pakula talked about the turbidity levels. I am glad
he raised that issue because he said turbidity levels were
fine. I raised in my second-reading speech, for example,
that the environmental limit for NTUs (nephelometric
turbidity units) in Hobsons Bay mud was 70. This is the
environment limit in the environmental management
plan (EMP) to which the port is operating and which I
might add is their own limits; it is not the limit set by
the Environment Protection Authority, which was
missing in action when these limits were set; the
Environment Protection Authority said at the SEES
inquiry that they had no comment to make on the
environment protection plan and that it was up to the
inquiry and the panel to decide whether it was best
practice or not.
We already know that the Australian Conservation
Foundation has said it is not best practice and fails on
virtually every level, but if the environmental limit of
70 NTUs in Hobsons Bay mud got into the fish’s gills
the fish would be dead well before it reached that level.
I make the point that the background limit now is 2, but
it is okay for the NTUs to rise from 2 to 70 — 35 times
what it is. In fact the highest background levels
anywhere at the few testing sites that the EMP provides
for were 10 in the Hobsons Bay mud.
The limits that the environmental management plan lets
them go to is from 25 to 70, which is much higher than
background limits. We know that the bay is very finely
balanced in terms of turbidity, and that raising turbidity
limits by 35 times or 10 times or 15 times is extremely
dangerous. Mr Pakula might say we are 16 per cent of
the way through, but we have not done any of the
dangerous dredging yet. We have not got to that.
The quarterly report that Mr Viney was talking about
that has just been released is six weeks out of date
anyway and does not include any of the dredging that
has been done in the river. Mr Pakula also mentioned a
meeting which was held, I think, in the Williamstown
town hall. He said that people did not turn up to the
meeting, but I have been advised that no-one turned up
because the meeting was not advertised. I was very
disappointed with Mr Pakula’s contribution in that he
did not address the issue of contaminated material
going into the bay, which is the subject of this bill. He
based his whole contribution on implying that I am
somehow here as a political stunt, which is not the case.
I am here to try and prevent something which should
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not be happening from occurring — that is, the
placement of contaminated material in Port Phillip Bay.
Many people in the community are very concerned
about this, and they rightly should be.
During her contribution Mrs Coote talked about what
we should not be doing in this place and time, in 2008,
when we know that other measures could be used. The
Port of Melbourne Corporation could have looked at
utilising other technologies, such as dewatering
technology, even in terms of the amount of material
which, according to the supplementary environment
effects statement, and even Mr Viney’s figures, can
range anywhere from 2.4 million to 3.8 million cubic
metres. The highest figure I have seen is 3.8 million
cubic metres of contaminated material. The Port of
Melbourne Corporation could — and this is what my
bill asks it to do — test the material and find out which
material is the most contaminated and is not suitable,
under the Environment Protection Act, which
provisions I mirror in my bill, for disposal in the bay.
That material could be treated and disposed of on land.
It is very dangerous to be putting this stuff in a mound
in Port Phillip Bay. The northern dredge material
ground already has contaminated material in it and is
having a mound built on it. Some 3 million cubic
metres of contaminated material is being put into that
mound and, as Mrs Coote said, a 50-centimetre layer of
sand is to be put on top of it. There is already
contaminated material there, which is bad enough, so
adding more to it will make it much worse, because this
material is highly contaminated. Tests have been
conducted at that site. Mussels have been taken from
other parts of the bay and placed around the dredged
material ground. After only six weeks those mussels
have shown elevated levels of mercury, cadmium and
organochlorins and heavy metals, so this is not just an
issue of human health; it is about the health of the bay.
Some fish with lesions on them were caught in the bay
just recently. Nobody knows what caused the lesions,
but it was probably exposure to some substance. Our
bay is shallow and has finely tuned ecological health. A
study conducted by the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), which was
released in 1996, said that dredging should be
minimised, and because dredging has been minimised
since that time the health of the bay has improved and
people have noticed that.
Some of the effects of this project may not be visible
straightaway. They may be insidious and take a while
to emerge. As I have said, toxins will be uncapped for
quite a long time, so they will leak into the water
column. Studies have found raised mercury levels in
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dolphins already. Even after the dredged material
ground is capped, the supplementary environment
effects statement admits that capping the material will
not prevent toxins from leaking out. They will leak out
for 30 or 40 years, so it will be a slow drip of poison
into the bay. I agree with Mrs Coote — and I have
expressed this myself — that it is just not on to be
doing this type of Neanderthal engineering in 2008, and
it is only being done because of the cost.
Mr Rich-Phillips mentioned that the provisions of my
bill would lead to the project being shut down. The
project costs have gone up and up, so I am not sure how
much it would cost to deal with this material in a proper
way, which is under the state’s environmental
protection policies and the Environment Protection Act.
However, I do not think it would cost anywhere near
$1 billion, which is what the project is estimated to
cost. It could add a bit more to the cost of the project,
but if we are looking at the cost of a project like this,
then we need to consider externalities, not just the costs
to the Port of Melbourne Corporation or the costs to
importers and exporters. We need to look at the cost to
the people of Victoria and the ecological cost to our
bay, and neither of those costs has been included in the
economic case for the channel deepening project.
I do not agree with Mr Rich-Phillips’s reasons for not
supporting this bill — that is, because it would add
costs to the project. Those costs should be borne by the
Port of Melbourne Corporation. We must remember
that Port Phillip Bay is not a highway for ships — it is
more than that — and it is not owned by the Port of
Melbourne Corporation. However, the corporation is
passing on those environmental costs to the community
of Victoria and is not internalising them in the project,
and I do not think that is acceptable. It is not an
acceptable economic case for the Port of Melbourne
Corporation to pass the bad things produced by its
project on to the community and keep the project’s
so-called benefits to itself.
Ms Pulford also said that my bill is a campaign tool,
and I totally reject that. She made the point that this
project was critical for the economic benefit of the
state. That has not been established at all. She also
mentioned that exporters in her area are in favour of the
project, but we heard from members of the Australian
Horticultural Exporters Association, and they are
completely against the project. Because they are
exporters they do not want to use large ships; they want
to use small ships that turn around quickly — up and
down in a week. They do not want to pay for a project
that they do not need. Representatives of the association
appeared before the Parliament’s Standing Committee
on Finance and Public Administration and said they do
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not need channel deepening. There is no problem for
exporters because 40 per cent of the exports from the
port of Melbourne are empty containers. There is no
problem with exporters getting in and out of the bay; it
is only importers who may have a problem. Also, the
supplementary environment effects statement itself said
that only 4 per cent of ships coming in and out of the
port of Melbourne needed any sort of tidal assistance,
so the whole basis for the project has no evidence to
support it.
Contrary to what Mr Viney was saying, I was present at
the hearings of the Standing Committee on Finance and
Public Administration, and I heard the evidence
presented to the committee by representatives from the
Port of Melbourne Corporation, from the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry and
from the Victorian Farmers Federation, and those
people had no basis for their figures that claimed that
25 per cent of ships could not use the port — or 38 per
cent or 44 per cent, whatever it was. When they were
questioned, their figures just fell apart and they pretty
well admitted that they were potential or possible
figures, not actual figures. If we are going to undertake
a billion-dollar project and put the bay at risk, then we
should use the actual figure, which is that 96 per cent of
ships can get in and out of the bay with no problem
whatsoever.
I thank Mrs Peulich for her comments. I want to
respond to the point she made, which I thought was a
good one, that I should have fed this question of the
economic case into the inquiry. In the debate on the
motion to refer the matter to the committee, I did give a
long list of things that I thought the inquiry should look
into, and this was one of them. Mrs Peulich would
recall that the motion that went to the standing
committee was rather broad and short, but in my
contribution in moving that motion I made the point that
the cost of putting the contaminated material into the
bay is a cost that has not been included in the economic
case for the channel deepening project and that the Port
of Melbourne Corporation had not looked at alternatives
so that the people of Victoria could make an informed
decision about which was the best way to go.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Ms PENNICUIK — I am looking straight at the
chair of the Standing Committee on Finance and Public
Administration when I say this, so I hope he is taking it
on board. I do not agree with Mrs Peulich that the
economic case appears to be okay.
Mrs Peulich also talked about the proposed toxic waste
dump at Nowingi, which was very good of her, because
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it gives me a segue into talking about that project,
which thankfully was opposed by the community and
did not proceed. The chamber might like to hear that
the size of Nowingi was just under 10 hectares and the
size of the designated material ground into which this
contaminated material is intended to go is 6 square
kilometres, which is 60 times — —
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Ms PENNICUIK — Yes, I know, but you raised it,
which reminded me to mention it. So what we are
putting into Port Phillip Bay would be 60 times the
amount destined for the Nowingi tip. People might say
that it is emotive to call it a toxic dump. If it was called
a dump at Mildura, it is called a toxic dump in Port
Phillip Bay. It is exactly the same thing: it is taking
contaminated material and dumping it. It is not treating
it or doing anything to it, just dumping it.
Mr Thornley accused me of drafting a deceptive bill.
He also said that the point of my bill was to prevent, not
promote, channel deepening. Although I would love to
prevent channel deepening, that is not the point of the
bill. The purpose of the bill is to prevent the disposal of
contaminated material. I reject his assertion that the bill
is a deceptive piece of drafting. I went to great care to
use the wording of the Environment Protection Act so
that I could not be accused of making up whatever
words I wanted to use.
Mr Rich-Phillips said it was not qualified. If you look at
the explanatory memorandum, it does qualify the
provisions in the bill. The words that
Mr Rich-Phillips was talking about with regard to
‘making the waters’ or ‘reasonably expected to make
those waters’ are in the explanatory memorandum. I
went through all this with the parliamentary counsel,
who assured me that the bill was drafted properly. I do
not accept Mr Rich-Phillips’s suggestion; we will have
to agree to disagree on that.
I took great care to use the words that are in the
Environment Protection Act. As I said in my
second-reading speech, the channel deepening project is
not complying with the Environment Protection Act
1970. People are not sure why that is, but it appears to
be because there is an environment management plan
drafted by the Port of Melbourne Corporation, not
vetted or approved by the Environment Protection
Authority. It is its own environment management plan
with its own limits.
Mr Barber — Not licensed by the EPA, like
everybody else.
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Ms PENNICUIK — Yes, that is right. That
environment management plan does not comply with
any law. It is a plan the Port of Melbourne Corporation
has devised to suit its own project. Due to the flawed
EES and SEES processes, this has been approved by
the state minister, who is part of the cheer squad for
channel deepening — so that is a conflict of interest to
start with — and by the federal minister, who has not
turned his mind to the subject at all and who I presume
has approved it because it is a Labor state government
and he belongs to a Labor federal government. That is
all I can see, because I cannot see how the federal
minister can be assured that the Ramsar sites on the
south of the bay are protected at all by this project. I
think they are threatened by this project.
Because of that approval process it seems that
somehow the Port of Melbourne Corporation does not
have to licence its toxic dump and does not have to
comply with part 5 of the Environment Protection Act.
I disagree with Mr Thornley that dealing with this
material has been looked at thoughtfully; it has been
done completely without thought.
I thank Mr Hall for his comments and for his
understanding that I bring the bill to this house because
the dumping of contaminated material in Port Phillip
Bay is unconscionable. That is why I have brought it to
the house. I will keep doing whatever I can to try to
prevent this action in Port Phillip Bay.
Mr Hall made the comment that MPs do not have the
expertise to override EES processes and that we can be
critical of those processes but we need to have a strong
argument to override the decisions of an EES. I would
say that the decision on an EES or the outcome of an
EES can be wrong; I maintain that it is wrong in this
case. A big mistake has been made. That is why I am
standing here: to try to prevent that mistake going any
further. I believe that is the job of MPs.
I have looked at the studies. I have looked at what the
critics have said. The critics are reputable people.
Graham Harris, who led the first CSIRO study,
continues to point out the fundamental flaws of the
environment effects statement process the project has
been through and the fact that it does not look at the bay
holistically. There have been little studies all in a row
but they have not been integrated. He says that is a
fundamental flaw. This is the man who led the seminal
study on Port Phillip Bay; he knows what he is talking
about.
Dr Simon Roberts from Monash University, who is
working with the Australian Conservation Foundation,
has come to the same view — that the environment
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management plan is completely inadequate and that the
SEES process was completely flawed. I have read all
these things and am convinced that they are right and
that the Port of Melbourne Corporation and the
government are wrong; they have made the mistake. I
do not agree with Mr Hall. I think it is my job to come
here to try to change the law of this state to prevent this
folly occurring. I disagree with him.
Mr Viney talked about this being the most stringent
environment effects statement ever. I will not go over
that, as that is just plain wrong. I will just say that and
will not even go over that again. He talked about the
first EES — he did not use the term ‘trial dredge’ but
that is what he meant — and the recommendation. That
was only 1 of 137 recommendations of the first EES —
137 very serious recommendations. It is very difficult
for anybody now to tell from the SEES whether all
those recommendations have actually been fulfilled.
He raised the issue of the trial dredge. The trial dredge
was a complete fiasco and a failure. At the end of the
trial dredge the Port of Melbourne Corporation told the
community that 18 cubic metres of rock fell into the
canyon, but the figure was in fact 6000 cubic metres.
They are still rolling around now as we speak — three
years afterwards — still causing damage in the canyon
in the pristine areas down at the south of our bay. We
have two national parks down there. The part of the
national park that has not been so declared is where the
shipping channel goes through. The only reason it is not
national park — and it should have been national park;
that was the recommendation — is that the shipping
channel goes through there.
Mrs Peulich — Marine park.
Ms PENNICUIK — Yes, marine national park. The
trial dredge was a failure and it is still causing damage
now, so I do not know why Mr Viney would bring that
up as some sort of accolade. Mr Viney tried to rely on
the quarterly report as a way of saying that the project
was going well. It leaves out so much that it is hardly
worth the paper it is written on, and it refers to the
period only up until the end of April; it does not even
refer to the most serious dredging that has gone on
since then.
Members might like to know that after the CoZa dredge
takes some of the contaminants out of the Yarra River
and puts them in the dredged material ground, it goes
for a bit of a sail down to the southern end of the bay
and runs its mechanisms through the clean sand at the
bottom to get rid of the sticky sludge that has got
caught in there during its escapades in the river with the
contaminated material. I do not know where that
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contaminated stuff that is being washed out in the clean
sand in the south of the bay is going. It would be
interesting to see what the environmental monitor has
to say about that. So far he has been silent. If you do not
raise these sorts of things and tell people about them,
they do not know they are happening. I am looking at
members opposite me; they probably did not realise
that was happening. I do not know if anybody has taken
the time to go down to Douglas Parade, Newport, just
opposite Scienceworks where the Goomai dredge is
operating. You can look at the Greens website to see it
in action. It is something certainly out of the early
20th century. It is just a great big clasping thing that
goes in and picks up all the black sludge and that all
falls out over the top as the big handle drops it in the
barge. All of that black sludge falls back into the river. I
would hardly call that best practice.
Mr Viney also said that I just recently started to
challenge the channel deepening project on economic
grounds. That is not true; I have challenged it as being
economically unviable the whole time. I go back to the
point that it has never been established that the ships
coming into Port Phillip Bay even need it.
Mr Viney also referred to clause 3 and talked about the
words I used there. I again say that I used the words
very carefully and they are the words that are in the
Environment Protection Act. That was very
deliberate — to make sure that the Port of Melbourne
Corporation would comply under the provisions of this
bill if the words were inserted into the Port Services
Act, and that the Port of Melbourne Corporation and
the Victorian Regional Channels Authority would be
required to test any material they wanted to put in the
bay, and if it was noxious, poisonous, potentially
harmful or could make the waters that way, they could
not put it into the bay. That is the case now for any
other organisation or any other person — except the
Port of Melbourne Corporation. As Mrs Coote said in
her contribution, that is not acceptable.
I am not concerned if this adds costs to the project
because, as I said before, those costs are being
externalised to the community, and that is not
acceptable either.
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proposed works, and none were taken from the Yarra River or
Hobson’s Bay, where the bulk of the contaminated sediment
is.

The clarification is: there were samples taken from sites
in these areas as detailed in table 1 of technical
appendix 36 of the SEES. However, the Head Reports
on Human Health and Social Impacts, which was only
released during the course of the SEES inquiry, relied
on water quality sampling that was collected during a
minor backhoe dredging operation, not the type of
dredging operation that is actually going on, and none
of those sampling locations were in the Yarra River.
I commend my bill to the house, and I thank those who
have supported it.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 5
Atkinson, Mr (Teller)
Barber, Mr
Hartland, Ms

Kavanagh, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)

Noes, 35
Broad, Ms
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr (Teller)
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr (Teller)
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lovell, Ms

Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
O’Donohue, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tee, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thornley, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Motion negatived.
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Received from Assembly.

I will end my contribution there, except to say that I
would like to make a clarification to my second-reading
speech. Paragraph 23 says:
Many of its samples came from areas not part of the —

channel deepening project —

Read first time for Mr JENNINGS (Minister for
Environment and Climate Change) on motion of
Hon. J. M. Madden.
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APPROPRIATION (2008/2009) BILL and
BUDGET PAPERS 2008–09
Second reading
Debate resumed from 24 June; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) and motion of
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change):
That the Council take note of the budget papers 2008–09.

Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — When I was
interrupted last night for the adjournment debate I was
talking about my disappointment at the lack of funding
for public housing in the budget. I wanted to note that
in my own electorate in the Hume region we have
1271 families waiting for public housing, and in the
Loddon Mallee region there are 1077 families waiting.
These families are languishing on the public housing
waiting list of the Premier, John Brumby, along with
the 35 394 families statewide. But of most concern in
Hume, and in Loddon Mallee and elsewhere in the
state, are those who are on the early housing waiting
list. These are people at risk of recurring homelessness.
They may have a disability or a special housing need.
In the Loddon Mallee region alone we have
334 families languishing on that list, and in the Hume
region there are 385 families. As I said, these are the
families most at risk. There is a huge waiting list and
long waiting times — at least six months. As I said,
these are people who are at risk of recurring
homelessness; they do not know where they are going
to sleep tonight or tomorrow night.
As we have been asked to curtail our contributions to
this debate and also because I was able to make a lot of
my budget response in the previous debate we had
during budget week I will confine my remarks to just a
few projects in the budget. The first is hospitals in
north-east and central Victoria. I note that both
Shepparton and Numurkah hospitals were snubbed in
this budget. They are both waiting for stage 2 funding
for their redevelopments and they have both been
snubbed by this government.
I have invited the Minister for Health in the other place
three times to visit Numurkah Hospital. Besides my
three written invitations I even went so far as to speak
to him personally and offer to make that a tripartisan
visit to the hospital. I offered to invite Ms Darveniza
and Ms Broad from the Labor Party and Mr Jasper, the
member for Murray Valley in the other place, from The
Nationals to join me. I noted with disappointment this
morning, from looking at the front page of the
Numurkah paper, that it will not be a tripartisan event.
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The minister will visit on Friday with Mr Jasper, but I
have not been invited, despite my persistent lobbying of
the minister to visit the health service. Nonetheless I am
pleased that the minister will finally visit the service,
see the need for stage 2 of that redevelopment to go
ahead and, hopefully, provide the funding — but I
would not hold my breath.
The major issue in central Victoria is the need for a new
hospital for Bendigo. Anyone who visits the Bendigo
hospital would know at first sight that it needs a
complete redevelopment. The government has
stonewalled the Bendigo community — it has put them
off, and put them off and put them off — and the
community has had enough. In fact the Premier, John
Brumby, and the Minister for Health in the other place,
Daniel Andrews, have almost teased the Bendigo
community. They have visited the hospital several
times, and every time everyone thinks there will be a
big announcement, but there are no announcements.
The budget provided $9.5 million for a revamp of the
accident and emergency department, but this is just a
drop in the ocean — Bendigo has been put on a drip
feed. It needs $600 million or more for a new hospital;
$9.5 million to tart up the accident and emergency
department will not satisfy the Bendigo community.
The budget’s provision for schools was also another
disappointment to my electorate. We have seen the
government announce some further funding for the
Bendigo education plan, but we also know that the plan
has an $11 million black hole, because the government
said it would spend at least $72 million on it and so far
we have seen only $61 million allocated for it. We hope
the government will not cut corners. We already know
the project is over time. We do not want to see corners
cut; we want to see the delivery of the schools that were
promised to the community. Parents of students
attending secondary schools in Bendigo are continuing
to receive conflicting information from the Brumby
government and the education department on the
construction of the four new schools. These schools are
for year 7–10 students, and they are supposedly to be
delivered under the education plan. The plan had
bipartisan support; the Liberal Party wholeheartedly
supports it and wants to see it completed to the standard
that was promised. However, since the state budget that
left the $11 million black hole in the funding for the
plan, Labor ministers and other MPs have contradicted
earlier guarantees that two of the schools would open
by mid-2009. They now say all the schools will open in
2010.
This is because they are running late on the delivery of
the first two schools. Construction on these two schools
was supposed to begin at the start of 2008, and the sod
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has only just been turned for the first school. The
government will not deliver the second two schools
early; it will deliver the first two schools late. It will not
deliver the first two schools in 2009, as was promised,
but in 2010. This is partly because of the mishandling
of the appropriation of land for the new college to
replace Flora Hill and Golden Square primary schools
by the former Minister for Skills, Education Services
and Employment in the other place, Jacinta Allan —
who is now the Minister for Regional and Rural
Development — which has put the project significantly
behind time.
I request that the Minister for Education in the other
place explain to the Bendigo community the cause of
the delay of more than six months in the beginning of
construction at Kangaroo Flat and Eaglehawk. I also
ask that the minister guarantee the inclusion of the
missing $11 million in next year’s budget and
undertake that there will be no further delays. We want
these schools delivered. We would have liked them to
be delivered as promised, in 2009, but that is not going
to happen, so we need to see them delivered in 2010.
The parents of students attending the existing five
year 7–10 schools — that is right: there are currently
five; the Brumby government is closing one school in
Bendigo and only delivering four new schools — must
be given information about what is happening with this
plan, when they can expect the remaining funding to be
brought forward and when they can expect those
schools to be delivered.
Grahamvale Primary School is another school that
received some funding in this state budget. In three
separate policies of this government — the Victorian
schools plan, the provincial Victoria policy and the
Goulburn Valley and north-east policy — they were
promised replacement buildings for their relocatable
classrooms. This school is almost entirely built out of
relocatables. It has one building that is called
permanent — I would not call it that; it is a kind of
semipermanent structure — which is the original school
building. It was built for a school population of only 75,
and is used as the administrative block. It is infested
with white ants and is no longer appropriate for use by
the school. The rest of the classrooms, the music room
and library et cetera are all portable. This government
promised to replace all the portable buildings. What it
has given the school — or what it has promised in this
year’s budget — is $2 million. That is not enough.
Grahamvale Primary School has 315 students. It was
told by the education department to submit a plan for a
new school for 315 students. At no stage was the
school, or its architect, told that this would be a staged
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development. The school’s plans to rebuild the school
would need about $5 million; it has only been allocated
$2 million. The problem is that the school does not
have enough land to build in stages. If it has to build in
stages the children will have no safe environment in
which to play. The school council is very concerned
that the school will become a construction zone with a
very unsafe environment for children over a number of
years. The footprint of the schoolyard is just not big
enough for it to be done in a staged development, but
the education minister does not understand this. When
she came to Shepparton to open the ASHEletics
carnival, it would have been nice if she had gone to
Grahamvale Primary School, had a look and seen for
herself that the staged development cannot possibly be
done on the school grounds at the size they are at the
moment. If the government is to complete it as a staged
development, it needs to acquire more land around the
school. For the minister to be flippant with our local
paper and say that she will ensure that it can be
delivered as a staged development is rather ignorant,
given that she has not looked at the school site. This
school needs to be redeveloped all at once.
Even more disappointing was that a member of the
school council told me that after the funding was
announced the school was disappointed. It invited
Ms Darveniza out to see the school for herself so she
could see it could not be redeveloped in staged
developments. I am told that Ms Darveniza’s comments
to one of the members was ‘Why don’t you just do up
the administrative areas and make it look nice from the
street?’. This nearly sent the school council into
convulsions. Any money it has it wants spent on the
children and not on administrative areas. It does not
want to just tart up the school so it looks good from the
street. It might look good for the government, but it will
not deliver a better educational outcome for the children
at Grahamvale Primary School, the children that the
school council and the teaching staff are concerned
about.
I call on the government to provide the full $5 million
so this school can be built all in one go and not in
staged developments. Even as I speak there is only
$2 million on the table. There is no promise of future
funding. How long is the school going to have to wait
for these portable classrooms to be replaced? Another
school in my electorate is still waiting. There are three
schools, and Katunga Primary School is still waiting for
its announcement. Mooroopna North school received
some funding last year. No, it is Lockwood South
Primary School that is still waiting for an
announcement of the replacement of its portable
classrooms. I have a very large electorate with a
number of schools. Sometimes it is embarrassing when
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you cannot recall exactly which school you are talking
about when you are on your feet and trying to talk
without notes, but Lockwood South Primary School is
most definitely still waiting for an announcement of
any funding for the replacement of its school buildings
Another disappointment in the budget was that there
was no announcement of any funding for the Odyssey
House facility at Molyullah. This is a facility that has
won international awards for the drug and alcohol
program that it delivers. Unfortunately when I called
last year for funding from the state government it said
no. We moved a notice of motion calling for funding,
but the state government ignored that. The facility had
to close on 7 August last year because it was waiting
for more funding. When some funding came through
from the federal government it was not nearly enough
for the centre to remain open, and indeed in this
morning’s Border Mail, Odyssey House has said that it
is contemplating selling off the facility at Molyullah.
That would be a tragedy, because it delivers an
award-winning program for young people with drug
and alcohol problems. In the Hume region 85 per cent
of our children between 16 and 18 years of age are
drinking to a level which is dangerous to their health.
These are vital services that we need, and the state
government should look at topping up that funding. I
call on the Minister for Community Services as a matter
of urgency to top up the funding that has been offered
by the federal government to ensure this service can
reopen and can deliver those vital programs that are
needed in the Hume region for drug and
alcohol-affected young people.
This budget is all about spin. It is about taxation; it is
about going back into debt. It is a typical Labor
government budget. We are returning to the times of
the Cain and Kirner years, and the budget particularly
ignores the needs of country Victoria.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I have a
couple of comments in response to some comments
from opposition members. Ms Lovell said this is a
typical Labor budget. In many respects it is a typical
Labor budget because it places great priority on the
things that are most important to Victorian families.
Earlier in the debate opposition members seemed to be
running a line that the budget lacked vision and the
government lacked vision, but the budget clearly
supports the vision that the Brumby Labor government
has for Victoria, and that is a state with world-class
health services; a state with safe streets; a state where
Victorians can be confident in the security of their
water supplies; a state with robust and thriving regional
and rural areas; a state where every school has been
modernised and every child is meeting their utmost
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potential; and a state that has industry that is confident
to invest in the future and able to provide secure quality
employment to Victorians.
I would like to congratulate the Treasurer, John
Lenders, on his first budget. This budget is a great jobs
budget, and it is a great baby boom budget. Costs are
reduced for business, including WorkCover premiums
and stamp duty, and from our frequent and ongoing
dialogue with the business community we know these
things will make it easier for it to invest with
confidence and to provide employment opportunities
for Victorians. The budget also provides a great deal for
young families and for some of our youngest
Victorians. It meets their needs. This arises because the
government is taking action and is responding to
unprecedented growth in the state’s population.
From time to time we have been known to state our
desire for Victoria to become a great place to live, work
and raise a family, and the proof of the pudding is in the
eating. We have huge numbers of people moving to
Victoria and we have families that are growing, and this
places pressure on our infrastructure and requires us to
respond to the challenges that come with that growth in
our regional centres and outer suburbs.
I want to congratulate the Treasurer on delivering a
budget that honours all of the Brumby Labor
government’s commitments to continue to invest and
develop, and I want to say a few things about regional
Victoria. In his contribution to this debate yesterday
Mr Vogels said some things that are truly remarkable
for a member of the toenails coalition. When last in
government — and that is the best measure we have to
judge what the Liberals and The Nationals would do if
in government again — we had a Liberal Party whose
approach to regional Victoria was akin to, ‘Last person
leaving please turn out the lights’, and The Nationals in
coalition that just did not stand up to it. It was there for
all the decisions — to close the schools, to shut down
the infrastructure and create a climate of real
desperation throughout regional Victoria. It was quite
remarkable. But happily things have changed.
The budget provides for first home owners. People in
regional Victoria who want to build a home now can
apply for an additional $3000 bonus. This will support
and enhance the building industry in regional Victoria,
and of course make it much easier for young people
hoping to break into the housing market to give them a
leg-up and to enable them to compete. First home
buyers and those who are building their first homes can
now receive up to $15 000 in state government grants.
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The Brumby Labor government is providing working
families in regional Victoria with the best possible
health services to help bridge the gap between city and
regional and rural health.
Through this budget the government has committed
$110 million to the natural resource investment
program. The funding will support volunteer groups,
agencies and regional communities to undertake
activities that address some of our key environmental
issues and respond to climate change. This includes
$8 million to complete the critical Future Coasts
project, which will provide us with a better
understanding of the impact that climate change will
have on coastal communities. Our very large regional
electorates in eastern Victoria and western Victoria
certainly have many coastal communities among their
very diverse communities. This also includes
$33 million for the solar hot water rebate scheme,
which is due to start in a week’s time on 1 July. Homes
in regional Victoria will be able to claim a rebate of up
to $2500 from the government for the installation of a
solar hot water unit.
An amount of $110 million will go towards a
large-scale pre-commercial carbon capture and storage
demonstration program, which is part of the
government’s energy technology innovation strategy.
This demonstration program will build on the
$6 million the Brumby Labor government has allocated
to the Otway Basin trial carbon dioxide storage
program, which was launched in April.
Our commitment to securing our state’s water supplies
continues and the budget makes certain additional
commitments in this regard as well as continuing the
work that has been under way now for a number of
years in developing a grid, upgrading infrastructure,
assisting and supporting people to reduce water use and
recycle water. The budget delivers $865 million in
funding for some key water projects, including
$10 million for the 53 kilometre Hamilton–Grampians
pipeline, which will transfer up to 2 billion litres of
water savings from the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline to
the Hamilton system to provide water users in that part
of western Victoria with a secure supply; $99 million to
fast-track completion of the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline,
which will save more than 100 billion litres by
replacing 17 000 kilometres of open channels with
8800 kilometres of closed pipes — a truly remarkable
infrastructure project that this government is delivering,
having taken action on responding to the needs brought
about by our record low rainfall and our experience of
this drought, which is the worst drought in recorded
history. The budget also provides $18 million for
regional councils over four years to reduce the impact
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of water unbundling on council rates. We know that to
help pay for the significant water infrastructure that is
being built throughout the state water bills will increase,
and in regional Victoria water projects receive large
subsidies from state and commonwealth governments
to reduce the impact of those projects on bills.
In the area of housing, as I indicated, the budget
provides an additional $3000 bonus to first home
buyers who are building in regional Victoria. Combined
with the $7000 first home buyers grant and the $5000
first home bonus for newly constructed homes, this
means that families buying their first home receive
significant support from the government.
There were significant commitments made in the
budget in the area of housing and community
engagement to a project in Horsham North in my
electorate that is very dear to my heart. The week of the
budget I had the pleasure of being in Horsham again
with the Minister for Housing in the other place,
Richard Wynne, for the regional launch of A Fairer
Victoria 2008. A Fairer Victoria is now worth
$4 billion, with the budget delivering an additional
$1 billion to it. What the minister announced that day in
Horsham, as part of A Fairer Victoria, was $1.8 million
for the Horsham North community engagement project.
This is a wonderful project that is being very well
received by the community of Horsham North.
A Fairer Victoria is the government’s commitment to
addressing disadvantage and creating opportunities for
those families, individuals and communities that
perhaps have in the past missed out on some of the
prosperity that our state enjoys. A Fairer Victoria has
two basic ingredients for building its objective of social
and economic inclusion, and they are simple and
straightforward — strong people and strong
communities. The wonderful thing about the Horsham
North engagement project is that it is a very grassroots
community initiative, which grew out of and continues
to be supported by the enthusiasm of local people.
Projects like this one and our very successful and quite
wonderful neighbourhood renewal program show us
that of course local people in local communities are the
ones best placed to identify their needs and, in working
with government, to seek very targeted support and
assistance in the areas where they most need to come
up with solutions for local problems.
That $1.8 million in Horsham North included
$1 million for further housing in Horsham, $500 000
for improvements to housing specifically in the
Horsham North area, with the balance devoted to
several other initiatives that result from work that
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government has done with the Rural City of Horsham
and the community at Horsham North.
The budget provides the single biggest investment in
ambulance services in Victoria’s history, and I note that
the Minister for Health in the other place, Daniel
Andrews, today announced the membership of the new
Ambulance Services Victoria board. This record
investment will see two additional rescue helicopter
services. One will be an emergency retrieval service,
which will be specially kitted out to deal with
emergency retrieval of very sick infants, in particular
premature babies, and to assist in meeting their most
specific needs; and of course the other one will be
based in Warrnambool, resulting from a very long and
hard-fought campaign by people in south-west Victoria
for an emergency service helicopter to be located in that
part of the state.
Credit must be paid again to the people who ran that
campaign over a long time. I am pleased to
acknowledge the member for South-West Coast in the
other place and multiple members for western Victoria,
and certainly many families who have been affected by
very tragic circumstances as well. That was a great
announcement.
It sits very nicely in a wholly restructured ambulance
service that will provide services to all Victorians
without delineation as to where they live. That merger
of the three existing ambulance services can only make
for better services.
As part of this significant investment across the state,
ambulance stations will be refurbished or rebuilt in
areas including Anglesea, Avoca, Ballarat, Hamilton
and Timboon, and there will be upgrades to services
including additional paramedics in Anglesea, Apollo
Bay and Timboon.
The budget provides $8.3 million over four years to
employ 20 additional paramedics across regional and
rural Victoria, over and above a recent campaign to
recruit an additional 100 paramedics to country
Victoria, and members have probably seen the
recruitment ads in their local newspapers. Extra crews
will be added to stations on major country transport
corridors including Woodend and Kyneton.
In response to the increased use of ambulance services
by pensioners and health-care card holders the Brumby
Labor government is to allocate an extra $2.1 million to
provide 19 400 additional transports, which will benefit
regional Victoria, which has a disproportionately
ageing population in some parts of the state.
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The Brumby Labor government’s investment in
ambulance services has increased by $112 million since
1999, and in so doing delivered 25 new branches across
the state, including 9 in country Victoria and upgrades
to 48 stations, including 35 in rural areas. It is a massive
injection into funding for ambulance services to meet
increased demand and provide the best possible service
we can. As part of that package the provision of those
two new emergency retrieval services to provide people
in regional and rural Victoria with access to the best
emergency facilities as quickly as possible is fantastic,
and I welcome that.
In the area of health services, the budget provides a
one-stop health shop for Trentham. It is an $8 million
investment for a new nursing home with 15 high-care
residential aged-care beds, a community health centre,
an adult day centre and consulting rooms as well as
primary care services.
There will be a redevelopment of Ballarat hospital’s
mental health services, and I commend the work of
Ballarat Health Services and their approach to mental
health service provision throughout western Victoria.
They have had some considerable success using
evidence-based practice to deliver good mental health
services to people in my electorate, and I congratulate
them on the fine work they are doing and look forward
to continuing to work with them in the future.
The budget provides $5.5 million to reconfigure the
mental health adult acute unit at Ballarat hospital, to
improve access and client amenity and to refurbish
Ballarat’s Queen Victoria building to accommodate
community mental health facilities.
The budget includes $70.1 million for the second phase
of South West Healthcare’s Warrnambool hospital
redevelopment; that funding includes a new inpatient
building and associated facilities, and is a
demonstration in this budget of our commitment to
delivering on that election promise.
In the area of education $7.3 million will be allocated
through the budget to improve year 12 completion rates
through more support for vocational education and
training (VET) in schools. Mr Thornley knows this is
an important issue, and it is dear to his heart. My
electorate of Western Victoria has a higher than
average number of people whose highest level of
schooling is year 10 or below, and there is a great deal
of evidence about the impact of drought on young
Victorians’ capacity to continue further education.
Success in applying for positions in higher education
institutions is no problem, but there is an alarmingly
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high rate of deferral of these places and a low take-up
rate after deferral. Certainly studies undertaken by
higher education providers in the area find a strong
correlation between this and the impact of the drought,
and so this is an area in which there is certainly more
work to be done.
The VET in Schools program is an example of how the
Brumby Labor government is developing opportunities
and choices within our public education system for
rural students, and this is in addition to $47.7 million
invested over the next four years to continue the
Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning, which is that
program for year 11 and 12 students who intend to go
to TAFE to undertake an apprenticeship or go straight
into the workplace after school. The budget includes
$39 million to modernise nine schools in western
regional Victoria, including schools at Bacchus Marsh,
Colac South West, Daylesford, Lara and Horsham
West.
The budget recognises the demands that are being
placed on our infrastructure in the area of roads and
public transport. Regional Victoria’s roads, rail, freight
and bus networks will receive, through the budget,
$755.6 million; which includes $110 million towards
the duplication of Princes Highway west from Waurn
Ponds to Winchelsea, to cater for increased car and
truck travel, and to improve timeliness and reliability. It
is a wonderful thing to see the progress of the Geelong
ring-road and the corresponding growth that is
occurring outside of Geelong in many of those
communities that will benefit from the great
improvement to accessing major highways from that
part of the state.
The budget also includes $40 million to build a new
duplicated section of the Western Highway from
Melton to Bacchus Marsh to improve safety and travel
times, and certainly I look forward to the completion of
those works — it is a bit of road I spend quite some
time on.
Of course $22.6 million has been provided for
maintenance and operation of the new V/Locity train
carriages — and I spend a bit of time on those as well.
By providing people in regional Victoria with access to
better roads and improved public transport services the
state government is committed to helping communities
outside Melbourne to grow and continue to develop,
but also to have good access and connections for all the
reasons we need people to be able to move freely
around the state, including for roads, for markets, for
our businesses, and for our exporters in particular, who
provide such great employment opportunities to people
in these regional cities and towns.
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The budget is a really good reflection of this
government’s commitment to plan short term, medium
term and long term for Victoria. Mostly my comments
have been about our commitment to regional Victoria.
The opposition parties certainly like to think they have
a great commitment to regional Victoria but I would
always urge members of the public to contemplate what
it was they did when last in government; they were very
dark days indeed.
With those remarks, I would like to urge all members to
support the appropriation bill and to support the motion
to take notice of the budget papers.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I rise and, in
doing so, would very much like to congratulate the
Treasurer on his first budget. I would like to say what
an outstanding contribution to this state this budget is,
but I cannot because if I did, that would be a lie, and
never would a lie leave these lips!
Sadly, this budget is not flash. This budget is a dud —
yet another Labor dud from a Labor government that
just has not got a clue. I was sitting here listening to
Ms Pulford for quite some time, and I was thinking,
‘Wouldn’t it be wonderful if I could get up and
celebrate a Labor budget and say what a wonderful
thing this is for the people of Victoria?’. But I could not
do that because that would be misleading the house in a
fairly substantial way, and that is not something that I
would involve myself with in any way, shape or form.
It is not such a great pity that Mr Viney is not here —
because he is here. I was listening to Mr Viney’s
contribution last night. I was enthralled at Mr Viney’s
ability to rewrite history. We all know that those in the
ALP are extremely good at rewriting history. Mr Viney
obviously has a masters degree — —
Mr Viney interjected.
Mr FINN — In revisionism — indeed! Last night
Mr Viney told us about what the Kennett government
did between 1992 and 1999. He told us about the
schools, the hospitals, the nurses, the police and the
teachers. He went on and on, as he so often does. But
the most important thing he did not tell us was what the
Kennett government did between 1992 and 1999.
He did not mention that the Kennett government saved
Victoria from financial ruin. He did not mention that
when the Kennett government came to government in
1992, Victoria was not just on the ropes — Victoria
was flat on its back. It was on the verge of being put
into the box, carried out and put in a hole; that is how
bad Victoria was in 1992. He did not mention that, and
he did not mention who was responsible for that. He
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did not mention that it was the last Labor government
that did that to the state — the Cain and Kirner
governments, the decade of darkness as it is known
from one end of Victoria to the other. He did not
mention anything about that.
He did not mention the loss of the State Bank of
Victoria; he did not mention the Pyramid Building
Society collapse. He did not mention any of the
financial disasters that befell Victoria as a result of the
Cain and Kirner governments. So when Mr Viney or
members of the Labor Party get up and talk about what
happened between 1992 and 1999, they really should
put the whole thing in context, and realise, and I am
sure most Victorians realise — at least, those who
remember it — just how bad things were in this state in
1992. Yes, the Kennett government had to make some
pretty tough decisions. Those of us who were in that
government found it extremely difficult. It was not an
easy time to be in government, but we bit the bullet; we
got on with the job.
Mr P. Davis interjected.
Mr FINN — As Philip Davis says, we were
cleaning up the mess: I am glad he has entered the
chamber at this time because he reminds me of those
advertisements prior to the 1992 election that featured
the Guilty Party, and the Guilty Party of 1992 is still the
guilty party of 2008, if you look at this budget, because
we are going back to where we came from.
This government is dragging Victoria back into the
financial black hole, and quite frankly, that is not
something that gives me any joy at all. It is appalling to
think of the opportunities over the last nine years that
have been missed for Victoria at a time when Australia
has been booming, when we have had the best federal
government — the Howard-Costello government — in
this nation’s history. Opportunities have been missed in
Victoria by this government that just cannot get its act
together. Now we have Kevin07 leading us into
Recession08, and where is that going to leave Victoria?
Where will that leave Victoria? Back where we came
from prior to 1992 — and that is something that must
strike terror into the hearts of any of us who
experienced those very dark days indeed, because the
tragedy is that the ALP thinks debt is good.
The ALP is addicted to debt, which I just cannot
fathom. They just cannot help themselves. It does not
matter how much money they bring in; it does not
matter how much money they have at their disposal; it
does not matter the level of taxation that they slug the
Victorian taxpayer with; it does not matter if the sky is
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falling with gold — they will still go into debt. They are
totally addicted to it, which I find extraordinary.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr FINN — But my mortgage is getting smaller.
Our debt in Victoria is getting bigger, and that is a fairly
sizeable difference.
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr FINN — It may well be going up under Kevin
Rudd. I will have to check that. The one thing that we
do know the Labor government will not adhere to is
something that I am quite fond of — that is, value for
money. As I have said in this house before from time to
time, members of the government get up here and tell
us they have spent $200 million on this or $300 million
on that or $1 billion somewhere else, but they never tell
us what we get for that money. They do not care what
we get for the money. They do not care about the
outcomes. All they care about is spending money. That
is what they are on about.
They get up in here and tell us, ‘Yes, we have
1400 extra police in Victoria. We have put money into
the police force’, but they do not tell us that there are no
police on the streets. They do not tell us that crime in
the western suburbs has gone through the roof, because
you do not see police on the streets any more. They do
not tell us how many police have walked out in disgust
as a result of the mismanagement of the Chief
Commissioner of Police. They do not mention any of
those sorts of things, but they will go on and on about
how much they have spent — not their money but our
money, the taxpayers’ money — not that they would
care one iota about that at all.
Here we have a government that believes debt is good
and value for money is bad. If anybody can tell me that
they are ethos to live by, then I would be staggered to
hear anybody seriously suggest that that is the way we
should be going in Victoria. I do not want to go back to
what we had before. I do not want to go back to what I
called the decade of darkness. As it might turn out, it
could be a little bit longer, although after 2010 this
government will not be around, so it will not matter.
When Mr Viney and members of the government get
up and lecture us about the measures that had to be
taken — there was no joy on the part of the Kennett
government in any of the measures that it took — —
Mr Pakula interjected.
Mr FINN — None! Let me assure Mr Pakula that
there were none. When government members get up
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and tell us about the measures that had to be taken by
the Kennett government, they should be as frank and as
honest as they possibly can be — and I know that is
pushing a very unfortunate substance up a very steep
incline — and tell us why that happened. It happened
because the Kennett government was saving Victoria
and Victorians from financial ruin. I am afraid to think
of where Victoria would be today if the Kennett
government had not taken the measures that it took
between 1992 and 1999. I well remember those
headlines back in the mid and late 1990s that
proclaimed Alan Stockdale the miracle man of the
Australian economy. He got a basket case and turned it
into the strongest economy in Australia, and that is
something that we on this side of the house are proud of
and it that I, as a member of that government, am
particularly proud of.
Members of the government would do themselves
some credit if they got up in here and told the truth.
They should tell us that the Kennett government saved
Victoria.
Mr Pakula interjected.
Mr Guy — He reckons Jolly was better than
Stockdale!
Mr FINN — Mr Guy tells me that Mr Pakula has
just made the remark that Rob Jolly was better than
Alan Stockdale. Yes, Rob Jolly was better than Alan
Stockdale — at losing money, at sending institutions
broke and terrifying the general populace. Yes, he was
so much better than Alan Stockdale at all of those
things, but when it comes to managing an economy,
give me Alan Stockdale any day. Give me the
Liberal-National Kennett government any day in
preference to the Cain-Kirner or the Bracks or Brumby
government, because we know where they are going.
I ask members of the government in future, when they
get up in here bleating away about years gone by, to tell
the truth. They should tell the people of Victoria and
this Parliament that it was the Kennett government that
saved Victoria, and that the Kennett government was
the best government this state has ever had. No
government faced the problems that the Kennett
government faced, and no government has ever
overcome the sorts of problems that the Kennett
government overcame between 1992 and 1999. I say to
you, President, thank god for Jeff Kennett and Alan
Stockdale! Let us never go back to the dark days that
we experienced prior to the election of the Kennett
government.
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There has been much discussion over recent weeks in
this house about problems in the western suburbs. I
mention the western suburbs and, for the benefit of
those who are not in the house, Mr Pakula, a
representative of the western suburbs, shrugged his
shoulders and slumped back a little bit as if to say, ‘Oh
no! Here we go again!’. The last thing Mr Pakula wants
to talk about is the western suburbs. He does not want
to know about the western suburbs. He would be much
happier if we were representing the former seat of
Hotham in this place — we all know that — but let me
tell him that he has been elected to represent the
western suburbs, as have I, and I am going to talk about
the western suburbs ad nauseam if I have to, whether
Mr Pakula likes it or not.
We have covered the problems in the western suburbs
in some detail over recent weeks in this house, but the
arrogant neglect with which the Brumby government
covers the western suburbs is particularly prevalent in
Werribee. Werribee is not a bad spot; it is a growing
area, and the Wyndham municipality is one of the
fastest growing municipalities in Australia, and
certainly services are in no way keeping up with the
growth that is occurring within that municipality.
Within the Werribee area the train service is absolutely
disgraceful. The government tells people to get on
trains to come into town and get off the roads. People
would get onto trains if they could actually get onto
them. That is the problem: the trains are jam-packed
and are like cattle cars — we know that; we have
discussed that.
We also know about the West Gate Freeway and what a
debacle it can be. Just this morning a small accident on
the West Gate Freeway caused traffic to bank back well
past Laverton and Werribee. I understand that the
blockage extended almost halfway to Geelong.
Unfortunately this is not unusual; it occurs on a regular
basis. What is this government doing about it? Nothing!
What is this government planning to do about it?
Nothing! There are no plans and no ideas to fix these
problems on the West Gate Freeway. I beg the
government to put some thought into how we can solve
these problems on the West Gate, because hundreds of
thousands of people are affected on a daily basis. When
you add up all the man-hours of people stuck in traffic
jams, morning and night, you are presented with a huge
waste of human resources, and I do not think that any
of us could be happy about that. I have a great deal of
difficulty in understanding why the government would
tolerate that happening.
The day before the budget was presented I had a
meeting with some community leaders in Werribee,
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including John Nicol, who is president of the Werribee
Football Club. I was down there a couple of weeks ago
to see the Tigers play Coburg, so I had a win that day.
Mr Pakula — Who were you barracking for?
Mr FINN — When you go to see Werribee play
Coburg and you are wearing a Tigers scarf, you know
there is a fair chance you are going to have a win. I was
not thrilled with the fact that Werribee was beaten that
day, but that is something we could discuss at another
time.
However, at the meeting that was held the day before
the budget was handed down I was assured by Vin
Keogh, John Nicol and others that the issue of Cottrell
Street, Werribee, would be addressed and solved in the
budget, and they were extremely confident that the
money would be there to solve this problem. But when
the budget came down was there anything in it for
Cottrell Street, Werribee? Not a cent! The people have
been duped again and they have been dumped on again
by this government. That is something that those people
should remember and carry with them. Every time they
get stuck in Cottrell Street and that level crossing
becomes jammed they should remember who is
responsible for that. They should remember that it is
John Brumby’s gift to the people of Werribee. I am sure
that they will do that, and I will at every opportunity
remind them of who is responsible.
Another issue that I have raised in recent times which is
getting nowhere at the moment is the future of the
Werribee Racing Club. As things stand at the moment
racing is finished at Werribee. As a result of the
inaction of this government and the Minister for Racing
in another place, Rob Hulls, there will never be another
race meeting in Werribee. That is a disgrace. This is the
government that closed the Werribee racecourse. I
would hope that Rob Hulls would get his act
together — although it might be beyond hope — and
get the money that is necessary to upgrade the track so
that we can resume racing at the Werribee racecourse
very soon, but that is not going to happen, and for the
people of Wyndham and history, that is a real tragedy.
My time is fast coming to an end, President, I am sure
you will be very disappointed to hear. I could go on
about the bridge at Laverton. Members here would
have heard the expression ‘a bridge too far’. In
Laverton we have ‘a bridge not far enough’. That is
something that really has to be addressed. There is a
bridge across the Princes Freeway that just stops and
does not go anywhere. Why would you build a bridge
like that? I am told there are speed cameras on it. That
might be the reason. The government is now building
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bridges to put speed cameras on them. That is really
brilliant.
I could talk about the Western Autistic School, an issue
which has now been solved thanks to a huge amount of
pressure from members in this chamber and the local
community. The government finally gave in, I think
largely as a result of the need to appease the local
community in the lead-up to the Kororoit by-election. I
suppose we can be grateful about that, but we had to
very much bludgeon the government into submission
on that issue. I could talk about police and the need to
get police out on the streets, away from their
computers, away from their paperwork, and back
fighting crime. I do not know of any policemen — and
I know a lot of police, and many police are very good
friends of mine — who joined the police force to
become typists, but that is what most of them are now.
They do very little crime fighting; they do a lot of
typing and a lot of paperwork. That is something that
needs to be addressed as a matter of urgency by this
government. I do not expect it will, given that this
government shows on a daily basis that it does not give
a damn about the Victoria Police or law and order in
this state.
The west has in this budget been done over again. We
have again received precious little in this budget. I
suppose it is something that we have come to expect
over the years. It is something that people in my neck of
the woods have become totally sick of. They are totally
sick of it and they are preparing to do something about
it beginning this Saturday in Kororoit.
It is not just the west that will suffer as a result of this
budget. As I said earlier, this budget is leading Victoria
back to the dark, miserable years of the period in the
late 1980s and the early 1990s and the John Cain and
Joan Kirner governments. All Victorians will regret this
latest Labor disaster that it calls a budget.
As I said at the beginning, I wish I could say this is a
great budget, but it is a dog of a budget. That is the bald
fact of the matter. There is nothing we can do to hide
that. I regret for the sake of all Victorians that this
government cannot get its act together.
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — I would like
to begin my contribution by also congratulating the
Treasurer on his first budget. In his presentation to the
Assembly the Treasurer made it clear that the priority
of this 2008–09 Victorian budget is to maintain
responsible management of the state’s finances at a
time of emerging global and consequently national
uncertainties. I think the events of almost two months
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since the budget was brought down have confirmed the
importance of the Treasurer’s priority.
The uncertainty arises from massive threats and
challenges presented by climate change and the
complex impacts that this is having on almost every
aspect of the human and natural environment. The
uncertainty is evident in the instability of the global
financial markets that could affect the real economy, in
the pressures of increasing inflation and the credit
crunch, in the world food crisis and the energy crisis
and, more specifically, the rapidly escalating price of
oil in particular. There is concern that the global
momentum that has been building to address climate
change might be blunted by a weakened global
economy. The next half dozen years are critical. The
consequences of faltering on climate change could
prove disastrous. The particular challenge for the
Victorian government right now in that context is to
invest in infrastructure that will meet these immense
challenges of climate change. The 2008 budget focuses
on infrastructure development in transport, in the
environment including water and energy, education,
health, housing, families, redressing social disadvantage
and economic disadvantage and inequality.
The budget also places a very high priority on regional
Victoria and the supports and services necessary to
encourage Victoria’s growing population into settle into
regional areas.
In my contributions to previous Victorian budget
debates I have drawn attention to the policy coherence
of successive Labor government budgets and the focus
on meeting commitments that have been made by the
Victorian Labor government during election
campaigns. This is an important point to make again,
because some commentators — admittedly a
minority — often react to the budget by lamenting the
fact that a grab bag of local causes were not funded. In
Eastern Victoria Region the Great Southern Star, for
example, ran a headline of ‘Bugger-all’ with the by-line
‘Budget anger as Brumby ignores South Gippsland’.
The headline was a grab from Ken Smith, the member
for Bass in the other place, who, together with Peter
Ryan, is quoted as saying that South Gippsland and the
Bass Coast had missed out from this budget.
The government’s correct decision not to invest in the
reopening of the South Gippsland rail service also came
in for some unreasonable and ill-founded criticism. But
there was no mention that the Kennett government,
supported by The Nationals at the time, had closed the
service in the early 1990s owing to low usage and
degraded infrastructure. The Transnet consultancy
report that the Department of Transport commissioned
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found that the $72 million cost to reinstate the
passenger services in Leongatha could not be justified.
The study showed that only 20 per cent of the sample
surveyed thought that restoring the rail line was a main
priority. The evidence indicated that the cost of
returning passenger services to Leongatha would be
extremely high and the anticipated demand low.
Importantly the study found that rail would not fully
address the transport needs of the region. The bus and
coach service will provide the most effective transport
service for South Gippsland and the Bass Coast. There
will be improvements to services from Leongatha to the
Bass Coast, including Phillip Island. There will be more
frequent services to the townships on the South
Gippsland Highway and the Bass Highway. There will
be upgraded links from Leongatha, Wonthaggi and
Inverloch by way of Koo Wee Rup, and a new
cross-corridor connection between Koo Wee Rup and
Pakenham.
What is the strategy in the 2008 budget? Budget
paper 2, Strategy and Outlook, sets out the
government’s five financial objectives and strategies. It
provides an overview of the current economic
conditions in Victoria and identifies the impact of
national and global conditions on the state. Budget
paper 2 outlines the current budget position and gives
an assessment of how the government’s policy
objectives are expected to impact on the financial
position of the state. Budget paper 2 contains a
summary of the government’s economic reform agenda
to grow the economy.
The government has decided to set a new operating
surplus target of at least 1 per cent of revenue each
year. The absolute figure of $100 million that was set
when the Bracks Labor government came to office is
now less in today’s terms than it was eight years ago.
Budget paper 2 states that for the next budget year,
1 per cent of revenue amounts to some $378 million.
However, the paper states that the Treasury is
forecasting an actual surplus of $828 million next
financial year and $907 million in the following year.
That is well over the $378 million or 1 per cent target.
The government has signalled its intention to maintain
high surpluses that can fund infrastructure out of the
surplus cash generated from operating activities and
carefully targeted and balanced borrowings. The need
for further significant investment in infrastructure is
determined by the continuing growth in Victoria’s
population, and the resulting necessary infrastructure
investment is the key economic driver for the state.
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Public transport and the movement of freight in
metropolitan regional Victoria, as well as infrastructure
initiatives that will improve health, community and
aged facilities, and the redevelopment and expansion of
government schools and education facilities across the
state are the drivers for further infrastructure
investment. This infrastructure investment is integral to
the wellbeing and development of the community and
the economy.
Service delivery is a critically important component of
the budget strategy, especially as it is a means to extend
wellbeing and deliver greater equality of access to more
Victorians. It is also encouraging to see in budget
paper 2 that the government has now delivered or
commenced delivery of all of its 2006 election output
commitments. Victoria has either achieved or exceeded
national benchmarks in education, children’s services,
health and community services, and public transport.
Broadly, the budget tackles the task of meeting future
demand for services through boosting investment in
maternal and child health and education and —
importantly in regional areas such as Gippsland and
throughout the peninsula in the east — the
improvement of practical support to farming and other
industries. Members would have seen the Future
Farming statement that the Minister for Agriculture in
the other place released earlier this year. Those kinds of
policy developments are important in articulating and
expanding the detail of the budget initiatives for
farming Victorians and for regional communities, and
Gippsland is an area that contributes enormously to the
Victorian economy.
Meeting the needs of regional communities means
putting resources into redressing socioeconomic
disadvantage through investment in transport, for
example, so as to reduce the social isolation that arises
from a difficulty in getting to work, picking up the kids,
visiting family and accessing services. As I travel
around East Gippsland one of the issues that is raised
with me repeatedly is that transport is critical with the
complex geographical environments in which people
live. An example is the Yarra Ranges, where it is very
mountainous. While people might live as the crow flies
fairly close together, it is complicated for people to get
in touch and communicate with each other, and so
localised transport networks are extremely important.
The government, through Transport Connections, is
inviting communities to undertake community audits
and to present and deliver their ideas so that all the
combined and collective resources are in a particular
area — it could be the Yarra Ranges, with a similar
exercise going on in the Mornington Peninsula.
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Because of the nature of the peninsula, its complex
coastline and that narrow strip of land, it also presents
very particular transport challenges.
Then there are areas such as South Gippsland, around
Leongatha and down to Korumburra. Anyone who has
travelled around that area knows that the transport
connections are complex. That is why it is a better
transport outcome to have articulated bus systems that
can get people from one place to another rather than
having a fixed-rail line at great expense, which most
people do not see as being a priority and which will
only have the capacity, because of its fixed-rail nature,
to service a smaller percentage of people than would be
possible through an articulated bus service. Isolation,
the connection to transport, people visiting and
connecting to each other, and accessing services are
important issues for the government to understand.
The budget has also made further and significant
changes to taxation arrangements to further realise the
government’s objective of establishing a fair and
efficient tax system. One of the primary objectives of
any tax regime is to raise revenue so that that revenue
can be deployed to the greater good of the general
community and to balance the services to people who
may not have the private means to access them. That is
the purpose of tax. But on the other side of the ledger,
taxation also has to be affordable. It should not place
people under a pressure that they cannot sustain. On the
one hand taxes need to be fair and appropriate, but on
the other hand there is also an important role in raising
and pooling taxes so that the state can be viable. Tax is
a critical part of how we manage public policy and how
we alter people’s behaviours.
The tax reductions included in this budget are delivered
through amendments to payroll tax, land tax and stamp
duty on the transfer of property. Those three taxes have
been the subject of a lot of debate and consideration
over time. In various ways they place pressures on the
people who are required to pay them, and over some
period of time there have been calls for relief: from
employers in relation to payroll tax, from landowners
and businesspeople in relation to land tax, and
particularly from home buyers in relation to stamp duty.
Besides these tax reductions, the government has also
extended the first home bonus by $3000 for newly built
homes in rural and regional Victoria. That raises the
total assistance for first home buyers to some $15 000.
There was a federal government report on the
effectiveness of home bonuses. As I recall, the bonuses
came in for some criticism on the basis that they were
not properly targeted. But the bonuses in the Victorian
budget are specifically targeted and encourage the
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construction of new homes for young couples who are
probably in most cases entering the housing market for
the first time. This particular boost will give a fillip to
people in that situation. It is a very good measure and it
has been widely welcomed.
This will not only make home ownership more
affordable but will also boost the regional construction
industry and employment, and it will support and
encourage population growth in regional Victoria. If
you drive around Gippsland and through the
Mornington Peninsula, the pressure on our road system
is plain to see. With so many delivery trucks and
commercial vehicles moving back and forth, you can
see that behind each of those vehicles there is a service
or there is a house being built which requires materials
to be delivered. A lot of that transport need is a physical
manifestation of the way that industry becomes more
productive, and there is a greater need for materials
each time people decide to build accommodation,
whether they be in housing developments or housing
renovations. The housing industry, as we know, is a
critical part of the viability of the Victorian economy.
In the 2008 budget the government has kept a very
clear focus on regional and rural Victoria, and it has
invested heavily since its election in 1999 on the
communities and industries outside metropolitan
Melbourne. The objective has been to maintain and
strengthen rural businesses and production in order to
increase the number of jobs and attract people from
within Victoria and those who come to this state from
across Australia to settle in regional communities and
contribute to community life and to the economy. That
is why regional Victoria is humming. The government
has also steadily and dramatically extended and
improved both road and rail transport infrastructure,
regional schools, health services and policing.
Hardly a week has gone by since my election in 2006 to
represent Eastern Victoria Region when I have not had
the opportunity to attend an opening or a launch of a
new development somewhere in eastern Victoria — for
example, the opening of a new or upgraded police
station in Pakenham or Buchan, a new sporting or
learning facility in a school in Mornington, a new bus
interchange connecting communities to each other and
to rail in Koo Wee Rup, handing over the keys for a
new fire truck to the local Country Fire Authority
station in Lang Lang, attending a funding
announcement recently with the Treasurer for new
facilities — in fact a complete rebuild — at the
Morwell Community Health Service, joining the
Premier and the Minister for Energy and Resources at
the announcement of a new clean coal research
initiative and, as part of the present budget, announcing
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nearly a quarter of a million dollars worth of technical
equipment grants for local secondary schools such as
Koo Wee Rup and Pakenham secondary colleges.
As I said earlier, climate change is the big issue that
confronts all of us, and rural and regional Victoria has
particular challenges and responsibilities. The debate
over water security is especially intense as we work
through the complex issues involved. But the survival
of regional communities and industries depends on us
putting the right solutions in place. To this end the
budget identifies $117 million for the first stage of the
construction of the desalination plant in Wonthaggi,
which, while controversial at this point in time, will in
the medium term and into the future be shown as being
the right decision under the circumstances.
The brown coal industry is fundamental to the Latrobe
Valley, and the people of Gippsland are fully aware of
the complex issues that are thrown up by the production
of electricity from fossil fuels. The government has
been and is putting significant resources into clean coal
technologies that will contribute to Victoria’s climate
change strategy. The budget provides $110 million over
six years for a large-scale demonstration of carbon
capture and storage technologies through the energy
technology innovation strategy, and $72 million over
six years to support a large-scale,
pre-commercialisation demonstration of sustainable
energy technologies. As well, the budget allocates
$54 million over five years to help households reduce
greenhouse emissions and $15 million over five years
to investigate the impacts of climate change to help
develop adaptation strategies. In the time that I have
remaining, I commend the budget to the house. I think
it is a great budget and a terrific document.
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I am delighted
to speak on this occasion and when I discover what it is
that the government would like me to speak to, I will
proceed. On the assumption that there is no other
business before the house I will continue with a speech
on this budget, and I will put aside the other matters
which I was anticipating I would deal with at this
moment.
I was inspired when I came in here tonight just after the
commencement of Mr Finn’s contribution. It was a
powerful rendition of the failings of the Bracks and
Brumby governments. What inspired me was that
Mr Finn reminded me of those great and interesting
days in the Victorian Parliament when there was a
change of government from the Guilty Party, the
completely defeated Labor Party — defeated in the
sense of having no understanding of the economy. Rob
Jolly as Treasurer, Joan Kirner as Premier and John
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Cain as Premier before her had failed to administer the
affairs of the state in an effective manner or in a manner
befitting any responsible government. They had
managed to triple the debt of the state. It had taken
more than 100 years for the debt of Victoria to exceed
$10 billion. It took only 10 years for that debt to treble.
There was a recurrent deficit of $2.5 billion a year;
there were liabilities accumulating in terms of unfunded
superannuation and WorkCover which doubled that
amount. I think at the time the total debt, including
unfunded liabilities, exceeded $76 billion, and therefore
any comment from the Labor Party, the government of
this day, should be taken in the context of its failings
over the longer term.
It would be fair to say that the Victorian governments
under premiers Steve Bracks and John Brumby have
had a great run; they have been in clover. Before that
we had Jeff Kennett and Alan Stockdale with the
support of their coalition parliamentary teams repair the
damage done by the Guilty Party. The Labor Party is
still as guilty as it ever was, and the profligate
performance of the Labor Party in this budget and
preceding budgets in the last nine years shows that the
Labor Party does not have the capacity to understand
the basic essence of public administration.
That great contributor to debate in this house, the
former member for Geelong Province, Bill Hartigan,
would often come in here and rail against the then
Labor government’s failure to understand the principles
of public finance. He always said that, and he was right.
Mr Hartigan lost his seat as a member for Geelong
Province, but he left an indelible impression on those of
us who were here to hear his analysis of the
performance of the Labor Party both in government and
in opposition and the failings of its policies while in
government and in opposition.
It is clear that the budget that is before this house fails
to recognise and address the risks that are emerging
from factors in the broader economy — tightening
credit, a rising Australian dollar, higher inflation, the
prospect of a pullback in business profitability in
sectors other than mining and the potential implications
for employment — indeed, unemployment. We may
have a better situation today than perhaps we had nine
years ago, but that is not due to the current Labor
government, it is due to the repair by the Kennett and
Stockdale government and to the oversight of the
national economy by John Howard and Peter Costello.
The reason Victoria has been able to sustain budget
surpluses has not had anything to do with the good
financial stewardship of the Victorian government; it is
entirely due to circumstances that have been beyond the
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control of this government. When we look at the
increase in the rate of expenditure within the context of
the budget we know that nothing has been learnt since
the 1980s, and the damage that Labor was able to
wreak on Victoria has been transposed onto
contemporary members of Parliament. It is interesting
that in this chamber only the Acting President, Mr Finn,
Mrs Peulich and Mr Theophanous were present back in
1992. It is surprising how quickly the faces change. The
four of us, I am sure, and Mr Theophanous, I am sure,
in his quiet moments would recall how embarrassed he
was at that time, but what a valiant job he tried to do in
defending the legacy of the Cain-Kirner-Jolly
governments. I suppose we should not forget former
Labor Treasurer Mr Sheehan either.
In any event, we are in a position today where the
Victorian budget maintains a high tax and high
spending regime, again a reflection of Labor’s core
business. But in this context the board and management
of Victoria Inc. are paying insufficient attention to
prudent management and improvements in delivering
value for money. This is a budget that, while it provides
a substantial amount for infrastructure. does not do
nearly enough to redress the years of inaction. We need
to look at the fundamental infrastructure that exists in
Victoria, which is in a state of disrepair. We simply
cannot have the necessary basic framework in Victoria
to meet the needs of a dynamic economy and
community if this infrastructure is not maintained.
The budget fails to recognise and to in any measure
address the growing financial pressure on individuals
and households. Just as importantly it fails to address
the growing lifestyle pressures people face as a
consequence of underinvestment in basic infrastructure
and community development. The government’s
rhetoric belies the fact that, as the majority of
Victorians would readily identify, Victoria is becoming
a tougher place to live, work and raise a family. The
factors leading to this include interest rates affecting
mortgages and therefore housing affordability and
people’s capacity to meet burgeoning personal debt; the
cost of living, which incudes not only fuel and food
prices but also the cost of services which the
government is directly responsible for, including
education, health and utilities such as electricity, gas
and water; the cost of congestion due to poor forward
infrastructure planning and underperforming transport
services; and poor urban planning — mushrooming
remote suburbs that are effectively isolated because
they lack basic services. How can you create a sense of
community in places where people do not have the
basics and where life is a matter of survival?
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The figures in the budget demonstrate the government’s
cavalier approach to financial management. Like a
foreign exchange desk cowboy, it has been trotting out
numbers ad infinitum. But if we look purely at the
percentages we see that since the fiscal year 1999
budget revenues have risen more than 88 per cent, and
among the key taxes we have seen land tax go up
154 per cent, stamp duty up 194 per cent, police fines
up 310 per cent, insurance up 106 per cent and payroll
tax up 57 per cent. It is of considerable concern that the
state’s total expenditure has risen by one-third more
than the increase in revenue. That is undoubtedly
attributable to the GST windfall, but to see the amount
of money passing through the state’s cash register —
some $36 billion in the coming year — makes you
seriously wonder on a couple of counts: where is it
going? Where is the value?
While we are looking at a string of revenue increases
that read like the scoreboard for the Australian test
cricket team, it presents a sobering experience to
compare the increases with the inflation rate. I should
note that the Reserve Bank of Australia puts total
inflation for the period from 1999 to 2007 at just
28.5 per cent. To put that in context, budget revenues
have risen by more than 88 per cent in the same period.
Victoria has been awash, if you like, with money; the
state government has almost had a money tree.
I say to members of this chamber and former members
of this chamber that it is important to note the
performance of the government at the present time. In
bringing in his first budget, the Treasurer, Mr Lenders,
is to be commended on his effort to put his own stamp
on it, but it is not a very good stamp — he should go
back and get a new one. He has not learnt from the
failings of his predecessor, who is now the Premier, that
financial rectitude in public administration is
everything. There is no excuse for profligacy with
taxpayers funds, and that is what we have seen. We
have seen underspending on long-term infrastructure,
and we are therefore not seeing the benefits accruing to
the long-term economic framework of Victoria.
To put this into some perspective, a comprehensive
analysis undertaken by the Menzies Research Centre
some two years ago, known as Statewatch, painted a
picture of continuous deterioration in the performance
of the states and territories, Victoria included.
Statewatch’s analysis takes us only to 2006, but the
states and territories have steadfastly ignored the
warning signs and maintained the downward trend
since then.
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The Statewatch research concluded on the basis of
evidence from the budgets of all of Australia’s
second-tier jurisdictions:
Doing more to measure the effectiveness of state and territory
outlays and to identify productivity gaps and wasteful
spending should therefore be a priority.

In arriving at this conclusion, Statewatch pointed to a
vast $47.4 billion increase of revenue to state and
territory governments between the fiscal years 2000 and
2006; the fact that most of the increase was spent on
government services, and most of that involved
increased employee payments — both higher wages
and an increase in numbers; the fact that after a small
initial improvement productivity has declined
significantly since the fiscal year 2003; the increases in
real unit costs in the areas of public hospitals,
government schools and police; and its finding that the
effectiveness of government service provision was
generally flat or declining.
Statewatch also prophetically pointed to the prospect of
the states increasing their borrowings on the back of
their strengthened fiscal positions to increase spending
on infrastructure. As we have seen, that has certainly
been the case in Victoria. It also predicted, again with
some foresight, that states would be likely to make
greater use of private financing of infrastructure
through public-private partnerships (PPPs).
Statewatch commented:
This too will raise real issues of efficiency, given still low
efficiency in many areas of government-owned infrastructure,
and a generally poor (albeit with some exceptions) record of
structuring PPPs.

The Victorian government’s record on major public
projects in the main bears out Statewatch’s concerns,
and we have yet to see a firm set of principles that will
ensure the transparency of PPP arrangements and
guarantee that they are entered into strictly on the basis
of delivering maximum value.
I will touch on the general issue of insurance taxes, and
then I will highlight some issues specific to my
electorate of Eastern Victoria, and especially
Gippsland. Insurance taxes are a bane for all those who
pay insurance premiums, and the levy on property
insurers to pay for the operation of Victoria’s
metropolitan and country fire services is a continuing
anomaly. This matter has been debated for years.
Indeed it has been debated robustly in all the
parliamentary parties — I know it has been debated in
the Liberal Party — and it has certainly been discussed
from time to time in the Parliament.
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It is a matter of significant representation to all
members of Parliament, particularly those representing
country electorates. It is widely agreed that the fire
services levy is inequitable; the issue is something that
should finally be resolved. There was a review by the
Treasurer around 2002 in the context of trying to
exhaust and avoid public discussion of the matter. It
was put into an internal inquiry in the Treasury
department, the report of which surfaced some time
after the 2002 election.
For an insurer, their class of business is weighted
according to fire risk — 80 per cent in the case of
commercial classes of insurance and 40 per cent for
residential classes. Victoria and New South Wales are
the only states that continue to apply a fire levy on
property insurance. It means that we pay the dearest
business and home insurance premiums in Australia. I
think that is poor public policy. We also pay the highest
state taxes in Australia on property insurance
policies — by around two-and-a-half times in the case
of home insurance, and a staggering four-and-a-half
times for business insurance.
There is a further inequity in that country businesses
and homeowners pay more in dollar terms in fire levies
than people in the city, but they pay twice in effect
because of the largely voluntary make-up of the
Country Fire Authority (CFA). It is an absurdity. The
fire levy is, frankly, archaic. We should consider the
effort that volunteer firefighters make not only in
protecting their own property, the properties in their
district, the assets relating particularly to farming
properties but also at times of state crises such as the
2003 and 2006 fires, which burnt 2.3 million hectares
of Victoria’s Crown land. Who were leading the fire
response — no doubt, no less — for the CFA?
There were lots of people on the public payroll being
employed as firefighters — seasonal firefighters and
Department of Sustainability and Environment staff —
who were making a big contribution, but so too were
the CFA volunteers. For weeks and weeks volunteers
made that contribution, but do they see any relief from
paying usurious taxes in relation to their fire insurance?
No, there is no relief whatsoever because the
government just takes it for granted that the volunteers
will turn out to protect the state’s assets.
I wish to make some particular comments in relation to
Gippsland and the budget. As members will recall,
aside from recent significant fires we had a massive
flood event last year which devastated Gippsland on
28 June, so it is almost 12 months on. A flood recovery
program has been under way in East Gippsland to deal
with some of the devastation. Frankly, it is not enough,
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but there has been an effort by government to make a
contribution. The floods turned people out of their
homes, shut down businesses and severely damaged the
tourism industry for an extended time, but it has also
had a lasting effect on many people’s confidence. It has
affected them like a personal tragedy so that many still
feel too uncomfortable to talk of it.
The government reacted promptly. The then Premier,
Steve Bracks, visited the region, announced the
establishment of the Gippsland flood recovery task
force under the command of then Treasurer in the other
place, John Brumby, and promised a recovery package
of around $60 million. In his wake, the then Treasurer
and now Premier, Mr Brumby, inspected the region and
added another $10 million — at least another
$10 million, as he said at the time. Only last week the
Minister for Roads and Ports was in the region crowing
about what a success the program has been.
But let us examine it. If we rewind and have another
look we see just how the people of East Gippsland have
fared from the auction of promises. The budget papers
mentioned the Gippsland flood recovery in passing, and
referred readers to the government’s mid-year financial
report for the detail. It reveals that the sums that have
been spent across all departments involved in the
program add up to just $38.7 million. When I saw that,
I went looking for the other $31.3 million which had
been promised to Gippsland in the wake of the floods,
assuming it would be allocated from this year’s budget.
But there was nothing — not 1 cent of the
$31.3 million, which quite clearly has gone missing —
and no-one from the government has yet come up with
an explanation.
This is classic Labor funny-money, tricky-money
dishonesty. The government clearly announced
$70 million for a flood recovery program, and that
money has not been allocated. It is a disgrace; it is a
fraud. The government’s performance on this matter is
fraudulent. I could be passionate about it if I were not
so disillusioned. I cannot believe that premiers of this
state and responsible treasurers of this state would make
those sorts of commitments to people who have been
devastated by a series of natural disasters — bushfires,
mudslides and floods — and not honour those
commitments. It is beyond my understanding. As a
member of Parliament I do not understand how
anybody could come into this place and make great
play of providing support to communities which have
faced severe natural disasters, and then when it comes
down to it just ignore them. What is worse, when
challenged in this place and in the community and by
correspondence, they simply ignore those questions and
make no response. I just find it bizarre.
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I have had personal experience of these matters, having
chaired a previous government’s flood recovery task
force established by Premier Kennett following the
floods in Gippsland in 1998. We were allocated some
$60 million. We set to work with vigour and we
completed the bulk of the program by the beginning of
the following year, just six months later, and early that
February we reported publicly on the outcomes of all
aspects of the program. In fact we committed and spent
$62.1 million — that is, we committed it and we spent
it.
Hoping to learn of a similar performance, I wrote to
Premier Brumby on 20 February to ask him to provide
a progress report from his task force on the program to
that point and the works that remained to be completed.
In other words, I wanted an accounting. Four months
later there is no report, not even an acknowledgement
of my letter to him as head of the task force. There are
no financial accounts beyond the global figures listed
under the relevant departments in the mid-year report,
and we have no idea of the fate of the missing
$31.3 million. Given the Treasurer’s great claim to
openness, transparency and accountability, we should
see a little of it. He should come into this chamber and
in due course, when responding to the contribution of
members, he should take particular note — —
Mr Drum — He is too open. He is too transparent.
Mr P. DAVIS — He is not here. He cannot be too
open and too transparent because he is not here. He is
off doing some important thing. We know treasurers
are very important people, and they are too busy to
listen to the budget speeches made by members of
Parliament who raise concerns about the government’s
policy and the administration of the budget. Of course
somebody sitting on the other side of the house may
take it up with him and ensure that the government has
a response for what is clearly an abject failure of public
responsibility.
As to what the budget has done more generally for
Gippsland, it has fallen far short of expectations, and in
fact it demonstrates blatant neglect. I had expected there
to be support towards resolving a wide range of issues,
including a shortage of doctors, health services under
stress, the state’s worst performing rail service, roads,
tourism infrastructure, a chronic housing shortage, and
struggling community services such as libraries. But
those problems are still with us, and we still find
ourselves pressing for solutions.
What we did find to our surprise was funding of some
millions of dollars each for upgrades to the Maffra
Secondary College and the Maffra Primary School.
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However, the government found what it claimed was a
typo in the budget, and the secondary college was not to
get the money after all. It took a concerted outcry from
the local community, and some highly embarrassing
media coverage, for the government to honour the typo.
Thank God for the typo! A fortnight or so ago the
government said grudgingly, ‘Okay, here is your
money’. I am pleased that we will see both projects
proceed in the coming financial year. Both are well
warranted and will mean a great deal to the town of
Maffra and its young people. Indeed it meant so much
that it took no time at all to arrange a petition of nearly
700 people which was tabled in here in the last sitting
week. I might say that that was a reflection of the
outcry in that community. It is a very small community,
and that was a strong representation of the views of the
Maffra community.
I had expected that in the budget there would be a
shake-up to repair the abject failure in the management
of the timber industry, and of public lands and national
parks, but again I have been disappointed, as I am
continually disappointed. I remind the house at every
opportunity of the abject failure of the government’s
performance in managing our public land. The timber
industry is reaching a critical point. Public land
management is grossly inadequate and our national
parks are deteriorating. It has taken the federal
government, via Tourism Australia and Parks Australia,
to lead the way with the declaration of the Australian
Coastal Wilderness, encompassing the great natural
heritage of East Gippsland and southern New South
Wales, as a national landscape. As a result it will be one
of eight notable landscapes nationwide that will be
widely promoted as a destination for international
tourists. Meantime the state government is unable to
keep the park walking tracks clear or control weeds that
are overtaking some of our parks.
In short, this should have been a time for caution, given
the uncertainty being felt in the global economy. It
should have been a time when households received
greater support to ease the pressure on them. It should
have been a time for a plan of nation building scope to
rebuild and renew Victoria’s economic base. Yet the
government has shown us no such prudence, no such
care, and no such vision.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — I will
make a short contribution to the debate in the brief time
that I have. It is always interesting to talk about the state
budget because, as a member of the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee, after a long period of
listening to ministers drone on about their achievements
and what they propose to put forward you come to the
budget stage and you think, ‘What are they going to
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deliver in terms of real outcomes for the people of
Victoria?’. Time and again we have seen this
government make commitments and promises on the
budgets and TEIs (total estimated investments) and the
like but really fail to deliver anything. I will keep my
comments on the budget brief and will talk in particular
about the Eastern Metropolitan Region and some of the
areas of concern in my region.
There is no doubt that the government has broken
commitments previously. It made a commitment in
1999 to build a tramline extension to Knox City
shopping centre. We have seen nothing in the budget or
the forward estimates relating to that, and again the
people of the east have missed out. I guess the
government has now thrown its hands up and accepted
that it has lost the eastern seats that it once held and has
decided not to focus on them. There is no third railway
track from Box Hill. Labor promised this in 1999 but
there is no mention of it in the budget or the forward
estimates for the next four years. Again, this is a
disappointment.
There is no additional funding for completion of the
duplication of Bayswater Road, and this is a feeder road
to the EastLink tollway, which is already a pretty
severely stressed road. It will become a traffic
nightmare unless urgent action is taken to upgrade it.
There is no funding to fix the Springvale Road rail level
crossing. Despite the member for Mitcham in the other
place, now a minister, sitting in a marginal seat, it
appears that the government has forgotten about
Melbourne’s most notorious railroad crossing. Unless
urgent action is taken there will continue to be serious
accidents there.
The Box Hill Hospital is always one of the favourites.
The government claims that it is intending to do
something with it. What the hospital has been allocated,
though, is a measly 1 per cent of what is needed —
$8.5 million over three years to tinker around the edges.
It really needs $850 million for a proper redevelopment,
and we have been unashamedly focused on that.
It is interesting that we have seen in recent times the
members for Mitcham and Forest Hill making
statements in the local press about the state of the bus
system and its inadequacy, yet those members have
been there for a while. If they are so concerned about it,
why has there been no budget increase for services in
those two locations? I think they were hoping there
would be some money, but what they were doing was
more spin than substance, which is typical.
We see no additional services for the east, just record
taxes. We have seen state tax revenue grow from
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$19 billion in 1999 to nearly $38 billion this year in the
forward estimates, and despite this massive windfall we
see a failure to invest in roads and public transport.
People in the west — in the east and the west; that was
a Freudian slip — as much as people in the east are
now waiting longer in their cars on a crammed road
system than they ever were under the Kennett
government. People are crammed into trams, trains and
buses more than they ever were under the Kennett
government, and Victorian people are paying more in
taxes for the privilege.
I will finish with one further comment, and it relates to
the debt that this government is leaving Victorians with.
Government members talk proudly about the fact that
in the forward estimates they anticipate in the vicinity
of $21 billion to $22 billion. It always staggers me after
eight years of prosperity when we have had all these
achievements that the government says that its only
record of achievement is to increase debt, which is
reminiscent of the old Cain-Kirner government days. It
will be up to the Liberal-National coalition to fix the
mess, as we have done before. It is a shame that
Victorians have to suffer under this government before
they realise that the true economic managers of this
state are the Liberal-National coalition.
Sitting suspended 6.29 p.m. until 8.04 p.m.
Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — In
rising to speak to the budget debate I do so in the same
state of mind as I do for a lot of bills introduced by the
government — that is, with a degree of chagrin and
disappointment.
Too often this government has displayed smugness and
arrogance in its conduct of governing this state, and I
think this budget, particularly insofar as it snubs the
interests of the people of Victoria in general and the
Eastern Metropolitan Region in particular, displays
very stark examples of that.
If we look at the provision of transport infrastructure for
Melbourne’s east we have to say that frankly it is a
disgrace. The people of Doncaster have been in a state
of anticipation for 39 years. Back in 1969 plans were
promoted that saw a rail line which would branch from
the Hurstbridge and Epping lines at Victoria Park, and
use the median strip of the then soon-to-be-constructed
Eastern Freeway to connect Bulleen, Templestowe,
Doncaster and East Doncaster to the metropolitan
system.
The land for this venture was sold off by the avaricious
and desperate Cain government in 1982. I remember
this very clearly because my family and I were directly
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impacted on as that poor government played the politics
of envy, and scuttled those plans. People who invested
in their properties in those areas have been waiting with
a sense of anticipation since 1969, and there is still
nothing in the plans from this government other than to
upgrade a bus system. I have said once before that it is
an offensive thing to do and uses extreme licence and
perhaps a degree of cheek to call the bus system that
serves the Doncaster area and connects people who
have to commute to work in the central business district
a ‘rapid transit system’. I find it offensive that the
government has hijacked that term, because a bus
system without exclusive bus lanes is by no means a
rapid transit system.
Once again this budget has no provision for any
infrastructure of any permanent nature. The opportunity
to connect the route 48 tram up to the newly developed
and greatly enlarged activity centre, crowned on
Doncaster Hill by Doncaster Shoppingtown, is still
waiting to be connected, which means that the city of
Manningham is the only municipality in metropolitan
Melbourne that does not have fixed-rail infrastructure
of any description. It only has this mythical rapid transit
system.
If we look a little further at the development of the
much-heralded Ringwood station precinct, back in
February 2007 the Minister for Planning went out there
and launched the famous four flags. Now the four flags
have gone and nothing has replaced them. There is still
no move whatsoever on the Ringwood station
redevelopment.
The most acute example of snubbing the people of
Eastern Metropolitan Region in the budget for the year
cannot be better emphasised than by the fact that there
is still no commitment to provide grade separation for
Springvale Road, Mitcham Road or Rooks Road along
the Belgrave and Lilydale rail lines. In spite of the fact
that every study reiterates the fact that the Springvale
Road intersection at Nunawading is the worst
intersection of its type in the whole state — in fact it is
the busiest in the state — and despite pleading by
members on this side and undertakings and splendid
endeavours by community groups, especially the
Whitehorse council, which has backed a number of
studies to urge the government to support this process,
it is all to no avail.
In my communications with the transport minister —
and I have reported this back verbatim to the
community on every occasion — there is this cynical
disregard for investing in infrastructure on the basis that
EastLink, which, as we all know, is going to open this
Sunday, is going to solve all of the problems. I think a
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little bit of cynicism is worth reporting whilst we are
talking about the opening of EastLink because already
there is ample anecdotal evidence that the idea of
eliminating the so-called rat runs is under way, and
there is an active measure to operate changes to the
traffic light sequencing along Stud Road in Scoresby.
What they have done is change the traffic light
sequencing from a 40-second cycle to a 20-second
cycle. If you are driving an articulated vehicle — for
example, a B-double — barely one of them can get
across the intersection in a 20-second interval. What is
happening is that all the traffic is now backing up on the
exit ramp of the Monash Freeway just to emphasise the
problems there even further. This is a very cynical
exercise, as is the government’s supposed adoption, in a
wholehearted fashion, of bike lanes to narrow down the
roads that the people of Victoria pay for with their
taxes. People are not allowed free passage around
metropolitan Melbourne’s road system, be they on
secondary roads or arterial roads. The name of the
game is to funnel everybody into the big
revenue-garnering tollway road system. This is a
disgrace. The Liberal Party prides itself in giving
people choice. This government likes to trammel the
spirit of choice and not allow people to exercise options
in this life.
If we are looking for lowlights in the road system in the
north-east of the Eastern Metropolitan Region, we only
have to go to the seat of Eltham to see
mean-spiritedness in its finest and purest form. The
Shire of Nillumbik and Banyule City Council have a
boundary defined by Bolton Street, Eltham, which is
probably aptly described as a goat track without proper
drainage, without a proper camber to the road, and
without guttering and kerbing. For a long time it
continues to be patched up. As traffic volumes increase
along this north–south access because of congestion on
Main Street, Eltham, it has been discovered that Bolton
Street is certainly not up to it.
The councils tell me that they have approached this
government for funding for the upgrade of Bolton
Street. The government has told them that it will take
care of Bolton Street, which is a street that divides
Nillumbik and Banyule, as I mentioned earlier, or they
will fund Para Road, which sits entirely in Banyule, so
that means the relationships between Nillumbik and
Banyule are at risk because this is a boundary road and
they are being asked to choose one or the another.
The municipalities are being attacked, which is just
another cynical exercise of cost-shifting so the
government looks on the surface for people who do not
focus closely on the detail, who in fact look at what is
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not and what is put in and not read between the lines. It
is just another strident example. At the moment,
because I am very sensitive to what is going on in the
Box Hill precinct, the insult to the communities that
form the catchment around the Box Hill Hospital really
takes the cake. I think that is probably the grossest
insult to the people of Eastern Metropolitan Region.
This government had the temerity to offer 1 per cent of
the capital works funding for that hospital. It is a
redevelopment in Box Hill that is very much overdue.
The last estimate was that $850 million was required,
and we all know that these costs are increasing
exponentially, so we could imagine that the
redevelopment costs by the time they have got around
to it will far exceed $850 million. But the cynical
measure of providing $8.5 million instead of $850
million — precisely 1 per cent — really takes my
breath away.
We still have a waiting list of 14 900 people — people
suffering, people in stress, people anxious, with all of
the family relationships that are affected by people on
the waiting list — on the waiting list for Box Hill
Hospital; some 1890 people have been on a waiting list
for five years.
I did not set out to make a lot of statistical contributions
in this response tonight, but I think those numbers need
to echo around this chamber. We do not have to look
far to see that Eastern Health has a problem not only
with the massive waiting lists at the Box Hill Hospital
but with the impact on staff morale and the people who
are leaving and refusing to work at the Box Hill
Hospital because the conditions are so appalling and
still trapped in the 1950s. People do not want to work
there, and I have to say we recognise the service and the
duty of the people who are maintaining the best
performance standards as medical practitioners, nurses
and allied health professionals in spite of the way they
are treated by this government, and in many instances
working through deteriorating and very poor conditions
in some areas. Anybody who has visited the Box Hill
Hospital can attest to this — conditions are verging on
Third World standards.
The Maroondah Hospital is known locally as the killing
fields because of its problems with waiting lists and
being unable to get over a range of problems which are
manifest. These reputations echo right around Eastern
Metropolitan Region. The government has to come to
grips with this and stop playing the politics of envy, of
saying, ‘Yes, there are a number of members of the
opposition who are sitting members for the eastern
suburbs, so we can hold the eastern suburbs of
Melbourne in sneering disregard on a continuous basis’.
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There are people out there who are in great need;
hopefully this government will review its approach, and
open up its heart and the Treasury coffers to arrest these
problems as soon as it possibly can.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
also would like to make a few remarks about the
substantial lost opportunity in this budget, on top of the
previous eight budgets delivered predominantly by
Premier Brumby, first of all in his role as Treasurer and
now as Premier. There is the loss of opportunity for
Victoria; the loss of opportunity for Victorian families;
the loss of opportunity for the metropolitan region; and
most importantly — echoing the previous comments I
have made in my other contributions — the
disappointment that we as policymakers, as people
involved in the representation of other people’s interests
feel about the fact that so much revenue has been
generated and so little investment has been made in our
future.
These good times of prosperity, which are now coming
pretty much to an end, for the time being will
progressively deteriorate, unfortunately, and are
presenting very significant challenges not just to the
state of Victoria but to each and every family, certainly
most of them in South Eastern Metropolitan Region.
It has been a long decade of inaction and lost
opportunity. It is predicted that in three years time debt
levels will have grown to 60 per cent of the state’s
current annual revenue, with 2012 debt levels being
forecast to equate to approximately $1.8 billion in
interest repayments, which is equivalent to the entire
expenditure on the police portfolio. Many Victorian
communities are feeling very alarmed by serious
increases in the levels of crime.
Members who have studied the humanities will
remember Abraham Maslow, the father of humanistic
psychology, and his hierarchy of needs. He proposed
that the most basic human needs are food and shelter.
Of course shelter encompasses housing, and housing
affordability has been a dismal failure resulting from
the multiple policy failures of this government which
have seen the cost of housing and rent escalate and the
provision of public housing for those in need diminish
substantially. The prices of food are increasing as a
result of the mismanagement of drought and of our
water infrastructure. There is an appalling and
frightening increase in the cost and availability of
housing in Victoria, and there is a general waste of
opportunity in terms of loss of investment in
infrastructure. It is a very sad reflection on 10 years of
prosperous times which have been mismanaged by this
government. Of course it will take another Liberal
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government to repair the damage that is yet again being
replicated.
In my very first address to this chamber I spoke about
the need for governments to deliver on physical capital
or infrastructure and social capital, to do so with an
acceptable non-punitive level of taxation and without
unnecessary waste, and to do all of that by governing in
an open, transparent, honest and democratic way. At the
time I entered this chamber with some degree of
optimism and hope, but nearly two years later that hope
is fast evaporating through the loss of physical capital
and the deterioration of investment causing substantial
harm to our business communities, to families and to
sporting communities and Victorians generally.
The Brumby government has benefited from record
levels of tax revenue, yet it has failed to increase basic
services to keep pace with a growing population, which
has been dramatically underestimated by the Labor
government. Mr Atkinson made a very good point
yesterday, that the measurement should not be focusing
on input but on what has actually been achieved with
the expenditure of funds, which has doubled from 1999
to now in terms of the size of the state budget. The
funding has increased in a whole range of areas, but the
outputs in some areas are modest and in many others
have been regressive.
Throughout the South Eastern Metropolitan Region
major capital public works have been marred and not
proceeded with as a result of cost blow-outs and
delayed delivery of major projects. There has been a
huge increase in the number of public servants, not
including those involved in the front-line service
delivery of health, education and law and order. As a
result the coffers are literally still awash with money,
but that is threatened by the changing economic times.
I will not go through the dollars and cents — the
comments on debt and the horrendous ripping off of
Victorians through the excessive collection of stamp
duty, land tax, payroll tax, WorkCover premiums and
so forth. That has been thoroughly canvassed by the
shadow Treasurer and by a whole range of other
contributors to the debate. That is all on the public
record, and I would like to echo the concerns that have
been expressed by many previous contributors to the
debate, and I note the loss of opportunity that all that
represents.
As I said earlier, because of the high debt figure that is
forecast in this budget, in 2012 the state will be looking
at repaying $1.8 billion in interest. That certainly is a lot
of money that could have been deployed on
much-needed services and infrastructure and so forth.
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In particular there is a whole range of very significant
infrastructure projects across the south-east that have
been delayed inordinately, and for which the
community is suffering dramatically. I refer to growth
communities which need railway stations such as those
proposed for Cranbourne East and Lynbrook. Only the
other day I was speaking to a fellow who said that he
frequently sees people jump from the train at where the
Lynbrook railway station should be, because to return
to Dandenong or proceed to Cranbourne was going to
cause substantial loss of time to those who do not have
cars and do not park cars there. Those people risk their
lives by jumping off the train at a place where the
railway station should have been built a long time
ago — when the Lynbrook estate was first developed. It
is a very sad reflection on the poor way in which the
safe Labor seats have been represented by members of
the Labor government.
The fact that Victoria is experiencing high levels of
debt and interest repayments clearly shows that this
administration is heading back to the good old Labor
days of Cain and Kirner. I mentioned my concern about
housing affordability, which is a crucial issue in terms
of meeting the needs of Victorians and their families.
Housing affordability has been constrained by the
artificial drawing of urban growth boundaries and the
shortage of land for development. There are
dysfunctional taxes, including land taxes, and higher
rental costs have made housing a nightmare for
Victorians. Good governments need to understand the
importance of housing affordability and where it fits
into patterns of neighbourhood life and enterprise and
work and learning and what it takes to nurture all of
those.
I would like to point to some of the material in the
debates on housing affordability that have occurred in
this chamber. That material should not be ignored, and I
would like to cite some concerns, especially the figures
that show a decline in construction. Almost 20 per cent
fewer homes are being built than five years ago. Whilst
Victoria’s population is growing faster than ever, new
ABS (Australian Bureau of Statistics) statistics have
confirmed this dramatic decline. Underlying housing
demand was around 46 000 dwellings in 2007, but only
38 000 dwellings were being built. Obviously there is a
deficiency of 8000 dwellings across Melbourne. There
is nothing sadder than hearing of families who are
being shunted from pillar to post and finding shelter in
all sorts of very dramatic and drastic circumstances.
Often they do not know what is going to happen the
next day. This deficiency is predicted to hit 14 000 by
June 2008 and 33 000 by June 2009.
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Labor’s record stamp duties are a major concern,
especially for the growth corridor, and are contributing
substantially to the housing affordability crisis, as is
land tax. With growing land tax small investors and
self-funded retirees who may own two or three small
properties are finding all too often that they need to sell
one of their properties in order to be able to pay an
excessive land tax bill, which means one less property
available for rental.
Stamp duty revenue was up almost $900 million to a
staggering $3.7 billion from last year’s budget.
Victorian homebuyers will pay the highest stamp duty
of any state, with the median price of an
owner-occupied house purchase of $432 500 subject to
nearly $18 000 of stamp duty. Despite Labor’s hype on
land tax reductions, land tax revenue is up by a further
$300 million since last year, so it is all a big Labor lie.
The key ingredient underpinning the budget is Labor’s
planning policy. Labor’s plan, which we have heard
debated in this place, is encapsulated in Melbourne
2030, which is a plan to turn any suburb that has
reasonable access to community services and transport
into go-go zones, where third-party appeals are taken
away and the minimum starting height for the
construction of dwellings is four storeys, with no
opportunity to take any appeal to VCAT (the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal). This will generate
greater revenue for local governments, so despite the
fact that they are being stripped of statutory planning
powers local governments are not screaming, because
in the meantime not only are they going to have less
work but their allowances are being increased by the
government. Local government wants higher density,
the government wants higher density because it means
higher stamp duty collections, and the only
stakeholders who are worse off are ordinary Victorian
families.
The government has fallen down on the issue of
planning. Despite its increase in population, Victoria
had the lowest per capita spending on infrastructure
projects of any state last year. Mr Rich-Phillips and the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee have
demonstrated time and again the manner in which these
figures are being inflated and the way proceeds of
public-private partnerships have been included in those
figures. I believe that a huge investigation and exposé
into the manipulation of those figures needs to be
undertaken.
I believe local communities will rebel and will certainly
send their messages very loudly and clearly to this
government, in particular in the electorates of Carrum,
Frankston, Clayton and Mount Waverley, which
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represent fairly densely populated and established
suburbs with good access to these services, as well as
the suburbs of Chelsea, Mordialloc and Mentone. All of
these will be subject to the new planning zones and will
suffer the consequences.
The government has a terrible record on law and order.
From 2000–01 to 2006–07 in Casey there has been an
increase in violent crime of 72.8 per cent; in Greater
Dandenong, a 43.6 per cent increase; in Frankston, a
34.1 per cent increase; in Kingston, a 21.6 per cent
increase, and in Monash, a 21.2 per cent increase.
Across the region there has been a 40.2 per cent
increase in violent crime. I will not go through and
illustrate other categories of crime, but let me say,
referring back to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, that the
government has failed on the issue of affordability of
housing and on keeping people safe in the community.
There have been drastic increases in the cost of
essential services. The cost of water will double over
five years. The cost of electricity will increase by
17.6 per cent and the cost of gas will increase by 7.5 per
cent, despite the ALP promising to keep gas and
electricity at a low cost.
After nine years of this government no additional body
of water will augment our supply before the next state
election. Water reservoirs are only marginally higher
than they were 12 months ago — not even a full
percentage point. A number of industries are hanging
on tenterhooks, wondering whether we are going to go
to stage 4 water restrictions.
The state’s most senior water bureaucrat, Office of
Water general manager David Downie, has revealed
that the city will probably be on tough water restrictions
until the $1.8 billion north–south pipeline and the
$3.1 billion desalination plant are operational in 2010
and 2011. This is having a very substantial impact on
industry and Victoria as a whole. There is short reprieve
now in the wetter months; nonetheless I believe it will
become more serious as the time progresses.
I will not go through the very long list of mismanaged
public works and the cost blow-outs, including myki,
the very fast train, the channel deepening, the
Geelong–Melbourne pipeline and a number of others,
but that is where the money has gone. I would like to
focus on saying that Victoria has spent fewer dollars
per capita on infrastructure in the financial year of
2006–07 than any other Australian state. Victoria has
spent $1386 on infrastructure per head of population;
New South Wales spent $1571; South Australia $1606;
Queensland $3096; and Western Australia $7791.
Clearly Victoria is not paying its way.
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There is a whole range of third parties who have echoed
the disappointment and concern about increasing traffic
congestion, massive overcrowding on public transport
and roads that have resulted in that loss of amenity and
inadequate infrastructure spending.

consideration must be given to constructing a railway
station and interchange facilities in addition to road
improvements in the early development stages. Labor
has failed to do any of this and is constantly playing
catch-up.

I have my shopping list of examples that express
concerns on behalf of the community on a number of
very important road projects that have not been funded,
including Frankston and Cranbourne bypasses, Latham
Road and Rutherford Road in Carrum Downs, and
Clyde Road, Berwick — a commitment made during
the 2007 federal elections. Surprisingly, these
commitments are often made in election contexts!
Clyde Road is a continuation of the upgrade between
Princes Freeway, Berwick and South Gippsland
Highway, Clyde. The government has made an
absolute mess of the Dingley arterial. It is going to cost
lives. It is not an arterial road. Traffic is being pumped
into Old Dandenong Road. It is an old market garden
area and the road is covered in mud. It is a slippery,
wet, single-lane road. Somebody will lose their lives
and this government and VicRoads will have blood on
their hands. The government should get out there and
fix it up. It has stuffed it up. The government has cut
project funding from about $280 million to $25 million.
It is a bandaid solution that is not working and will not
work.

The report states also that train and tram services
currently terminate short of Melbourne’s most rapidly
growing areas, are often difficult to access and are not
well integrated with bus services. When you put a
socialist in charge of public transport you end up with a
disaster. That is what happened with roads for eight
years. It is continuing with our trains. Between 1999
and 2007 the number of metropolitan area residents
grew by 10 per cent, while public transport patronage
rose by over 50 per cent during the same period, but
only 10 rail carriages have been purchased in the same
time.

The Mornington Peninsula Freeway extension,
Thompsons Road between the South Gippsland
Highway and Westernport Highway, and the National
Water Sports Centre are other disasters. They are
wasted opportunities. Fix them up! Another example is
the Clayton Road shopping centre and the grade level
separation. Bruce Atkinson has spoken about how
Victoria needs a program for grade separation of all of
these railway crossings. The government is not going to
resolve the traffic congestion issue unless it has a plan
and begins implementing it, even if it is a 25 or 30-year
plan. There is the Springvale Road junction, the third
lane for the Monash Freeway, or the Hallam bypass —
and the list goes on.
In a Royal Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV)
special report of October 2002 a range of comments
were made about what was required, including, on
page 11, that a strong, well-patronised public transport
system is vital for the sustainable growth of Melbourne,
and that in developing areas it is vital that public
transport be introduced at an early stage of land
development to provide alternatives to the purchase of
extra motor vehicles.
The RACV further states that when these new estates
are built in close proximity to a rail line, serious

The Cranbourne, Frankston and Pakenham lines are
overcrowded. This will continue to be a problem, yet
we see no resolution in sight. Transport congestion
exacerbates climate change problems. This government
trumpets its concerns about climate change. An article
in the autumn 2008 issue of Transport Research and
Policy Analysis Bulletin from the Department of
Infrastructure says that transport is the second-largest
emitter of greenhouse gases in Victoria, accounting for
20 600 kilotonnes or 16.4 per cent of the total state
emissions, yet the government has done nothing to
address the problem.
I refer to the health portfolio. There are concerns about
health with hospital emergency departments being
bypassed, affecting Frankston, Monash, Casey,
Dandenong and Sandringham. They still continue to be
issues. Some of the comments from health bureaucrats
go to the heart of the problem. I would like to quickly
quote them:
The state government must increase core health services and
halt the rapid growth of its own central office staff …

These comments were made by the Australian Medical
Association (AMA) Victoria on 4 May 2008. Its
president, Dr Doug Travis, made the comments:
With hospital capacity straining to care for Victorians, the
budget priorities must be better patient care …
Savings can be made from decreasing the money we pour
into recruiting more and more bureaucrats.
What we really need from this budget is more beds, fewer
bureaucrats and well-targeted programs …

In that way the government might actually have a
chance of meeting the health needs of a growing
population.
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On mental health, the government’s own figures in
Mental Health Matters — Strategic Directions show
that only 40 per cent of people with serious mental
illnesses are able to access treatment. Education, the
government’s no. 1 priority, has been a dismal debacle:
lost opportunities, very few new schools built, a
maintenance backlog growing to 30 000, and more kids
leaving government schools to go to private schools.
I could go on ad infinitum. Unfortunately I represent an
area that has no Liberal MPs on the ground, only Labor
ones. I was interested to compare some of the Labor
newsletters that went out to mark the budget. Let me
say that they all have the same centre. There is no heart,
there is no originality. Get out there, Labor members of
Parliament, especially those representing the
long-neglected south-east. Get out there, find the issues,
fight for them. You might have a chance of being
returned. What a loss of time and space, and what a lost
opportunity for the south-east. With those few words,
what a disappointment it is that the south-east has yet
again been so badly neglected.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms MIKAKOS
(Northern Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until next day.

WILDLIFE AMENDMENT (MARINE
MAMMALS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Mr JENNINGS (Minister for
Environment and Climate Change) on motion of
Hon. T. C. Theophanous.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and Trade) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Water: desalination plant
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — My
adjournment matter this evening is for the Minister for
Agriculture in the other place. We have heard in the last
sitting week and this sitting week about concerns
expressed by the residents of west Gippsland and south
Gippsland over the proposed desalination plant
construction and the recently announced route for the
overhead powerlines that would travel from Tynong
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North in the north through to the desalination site near
Kilcunda in the south.
A range of issues have been raised with regard to visual
amenity, cost, greenhouse gas emissions and the effect
on the environment. But the issue that concerns me this
evening is the effect on agricultural output. In recent
years the farmers of west Gippsland and south
Gippsland have struggled as a result of drought, of
creeping urbanisation and of changed land use. This has
been evidenced through the fact that milk production in
Gippsland has been relatively static in recent years.
Dairy farmers have subdivided or sold their land to be
subdivided in areas around towns such as Drouin or
Warragul, and hobby farmers have moved into
Gippsland and changed farm use from dairy to horses
or to less productive uses.
There is a great concern when there is a prospect of
losing more land to alternate uses. The prospect of
overhead powerlines being constructed has the potential
to dramatically impact on the output of the irrigated
land in the north of the subject zone as a result of the
possible prohibition of lateral and travelling gun
irrigators, which will impact on the output of local
potato growers, celery growers and other fruit and
vegetable or vegetable growers. Further south along the
proposed overhead powerline route some of the dairy
farmers use irrigation. The possibility of easements and
other things that impact on the free movement of stock
and vehicles will also potentially have a detrimental
impact on the output of that land.
The action I seek from the minister is that he conduct
an urgent review and analysis of what implications the
overhead powerlines may have on agricultural output
along the overhead powerline route.

Office of Housing: Flemington estate
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Housing in the other place. It has been brought to my
attention by Cr Rose Iser, a councillor at Moonee
Valley, that residents of the Flemington housing estate
do not have any Office of Housing personnel based at
the estate. Flemington is the only estate of this size
without an office. Cr Iser has been in contact with
residents, who have discussed with her the difficulties
they experience in providing paperwork to and making
inquiries with the Office of Housing, as they are
required to travel to Wingate Avenue, Ascot Vale.
Cr Iser and I were particularly concerned to hear a story
of a heavily pregnant mother travelling once a week
with her toddlers to Wingate Avenue to pass on copies
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of her husband’s pay slips. If there were an office on
site, this would not have happened.
For people who have cars this may not seem like a big
thing, but when you are elderly or have several small
children or are pregnant, getting from Flemington to the
Ascot Vale office is quite difficult. There is a clear need
for there to be an office on the estate, as there are many
residents for whom personal contact with staff is
important, and this must be facilitated. Staff being
available on just one or two days per week would
provide a service that is clearly required. I ask the
minister to staff an office at the Flemington estate.

Bulleen Heights School: funding
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Education in
the other place and relates to the Bulleen Heights
School in my electorate. This school has about
180 students in prep to year 12, and 90 per cent of those
students have autism spectrum disorder. This disorder
may coexist with other conditions or disorders,
including intellectual disability, speech and language
disorders, anxiety, Tourette’s syndrome and Down
syndrome.
The school has a number of specialist facilities,
including a multipurpose room, a gymnasium, a home
crafts room, a vocational education and training room, a
computer centre, a gross motor room, an ABA (applied
behaviour analysis) consultancy room and a sensory
room, as well as a secure courtyard area with adventure
play equipment for students and other facilities. In
addition, this month the school has received a Victorian
government grant of some $20 000 for equipment.
The school has also identified a need for a school
library — a need that will increase after 2009, when the
school is to become a specialist autism school. While I
understand that there are competing local demands, I
am concerned about this school and the needs of its
students, so my request is that consideration be given to
the provision of funding to the school for a library. As I
said, this request must be balanced against the
competing needs of other schools in the region. Whilst
it is clear that the government cannot meet all funding
requests made each year, I think this request warrants
serious consideration.
I also request that, as part of assessing the needs of the
school, the minister assist the school in developing its
proposal. I think this can be achieved by the minister or
the Parliamentary Secretary for Education attending the
school and meeting with the principal. This would be a
helpful way to ensure that the school’s needs are
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assessed, and a meeting would assist the school in
developing its funding proposal. I ask that the minister
attend the school or ask the parliamentary secretary to
attend it, to work with the principal to map out the
needs of the school.

Ambulance services: northern Victoria
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — My
adjournment issue is for the attention of the Minister for
Health in the other place, and it concerns a desperate
shortage of paramedics stationed at the Yarrawonga,
Cobram and Numurkah ambulance stations. My request
is that the minister increase the number of paramedics
allocated to that cluster of stations to allow for at least
one extra full-time crew.
During a visit to Yarrawonga last week, the dire straits
of the ambulance service was drawn to my attention.
Yarrawonga should have two full-time paramedics but
in recent times this has been reduced to one, plus a
relieving officer. I am advised that interviews were
being held this week to appoint a second officer.
However, with paramedics attending around 800 cases
per year, this still leaves a population of around
8000 people with a service that provides only one
paramedic per shift. This means that if the paramedic is
driving, there is no-one to attend to the patient. Hospital
staff are frequently called on to attend patients while the
paramedic drives, but this is unsatisfactory as they are
not permitted to use the emergency equipment on the
ambulance.
Numurkah also has only two paramedics providing
single-officer shifts, and of the problems that face
Yarrawonga exist in Numurkah. Cobram has five
paramedics, who provide two shifts per day with two
paramedics per shift. I am informed that if one
additional full-time crew of two officers per shift were
allocated to the cluster, this would adequately cover the
shortage. Currently Yarrawonga and Numurkah cannot
provide hospital transfers, as this would leave the towns
without ambulance services for hours on end.
Shepparton, Wangaratta and Cobram are having to
cover the services in Numurkah and Yarrawonga,
placing additional stress on rosters at these stations.
Regulations state that paramedics must have a
minimum of 8 hours off after working a normal shift,
but the shortage of paramedics means that they are
having to cover their own rest breaks because relieving
officers are rarely brought in, and paramedics remain
on call during their rest breaks. Despite reports of the
government recruiting additional paramedics, I am
informed that the Department of Human Services has
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declared that there will be no new appointments in
Yarrawonga over the next four years.
I call on the minister to increase as a matter of urgency
the number of paramedics allocated to the Yarrawonga,
Cobram and Numurkah cluster of ambulance stations to
allow for at least one extra full-time crew in this cluster.

Beach Park, Beaumaris: bicycle path
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Roads and
Ports in the other place. Beach Park, from Cromer Road
to Charman Road on the Beaumaris foreshore, is a fine
stand of indigenous coastal bushland. It is the longest
section of foreshore reserve in Southern Metropolitan
Region that is not concreted or built over. The Beach
Park bushland reserve has an additional important
status, as it is also part of the Beaumaris Bay Fossil Site
on the register of the National Estate, and details of its
indigenous flora are included in its citation.
As the committee of management of this permanent
public reserve under the Crown Lands Act, Bayside
City Council has twice approached VicRoads and the
minister seeking a 300-metre extension to the section of
Beach Road that is single lane each way. So far the
council has met a brick wall. The Cain government
converted this section of Beach Road to one lane each
way for safety reasons. The extension of the single-lane
section would augment the safety of Beach Road and
allow for the edge of the bitumen, which at present is
1 metre wider than in other sections, to be combined
with the existing narrow grass verge and then be
incorporated into the extension of the existing Bayside
bicycle path. This would avoid or greatly minimise any
intrusion into the adjoining Beach Park bushland. If this
minor change to Beach Road continues to be denied,
the present missing link in the Bay bicycle trail either
will not be built or will unfortunately be built in such a
way that it will damage this significant stand of
remnant coastal bushland reserve.
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the member for Sandringham in the other place,
Mrs Coote and I have already done, to see for himself
the bushland in question and the proposed solution of
extending the single-lane section of Beach Road to
accommodate the missing link in the Bay bicycle trail.

Sport and recreation: Country Action grants
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Youth Affairs in the other place. It
concerns two Country Action grant applications put
forward by Diversitat and the Geelong Community
Basketball Association. A number of Country Action
grants awarded to organisations within Western
Victoria Region have been instrumental in increasing
the capacity of grassroots sport and recreation
organisations in the electorate.
I am aware of two current applications. One, from
Diversitat, is called the Geelong Ethnic Community
Cultural Awareness Workshop for Sport; the second,
from the Geelong Community Basketball Association,
is called Basketball for All Abilities. Diversitat’s
Workshop for Sport is aiming to provide information to
sports clubs within Geelong and Colac to attract,
integrate and retain club members from culturally
diverse backgrounds, including refugees and migrants.
Basketball for All Abilities is an exclusive program that
offers basketball and related activities for those of all
abilities. These activities include tuition in basketball
skills, such as bouncing, passing and shooting, as well
as modified games to suit all abilities. They will be led
by Geelong Supercats players and cheerleaders, giving
participants a chance to get up close and personal with
some of the best basketballers in Victoria.
These two projects not only increase the capacity of
grassroots sport and recreation organisations in regional
Victoria but also make sport and recreation accessible
to people of all abilities and people from culturally
diverse communities.

These parcels of remnant flora, wherever they are in
Victoria, are more precious every day because we have
already lost so much due to residential and commercial
development and road building. The road configuration
sought is simply an extension to an existing, much
longer section that already borders part of the area in
question. It could easily be a win-win solution.

I therefore ask the Minister for Sport, Recreation and
Youth Affairs in the other place, who is also the
Minister Assisting the Premier on Multicultural Affairs,
to seriously consider and support both these funding
applications.

I understand that the Beaumaris Conservation Society
(BCS) has contacted the minister to request a meeting.
My request is that the minister meet with members of
BCS at Beach Park, Beaumaris and walk with them
along the subject part of Beach Road, as Mr Thompson,

Mr VOGELS (Western Victoria) — I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Water in the other place,
the Honourable Tim Holding, an attempt by a
government entity to bully and gag a democratically
elected council on small-town sewerage projects.

Central Highlands Water: conduct
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Central Highlands Water chief executive officer Neil
Brennan wrote to the Moorabool Shire Council mayor,
Cr Dianne McAuliffe, on 22 May, threatening to
abandon long-promised sewerage projects in the
townships of Gordon and Blackwood unless councillors
cease making public statements on the projects.
Moorabool shire councillors have been justifiably
concerned about the government’s commitment to
deliver these small-town sewerage projects after years
of delay and inaction. The projects were promised by
the government back in 2005 and have not been
delivered. At current estimates it will be at least
2010–11 before these projects are completed. The shire
has also been requesting that Central Highlands Water
consider expanding the scope of the sewerage schemes
to provide for future residential development in Gordon
and to provide treated water from the Blackwood
sewerage project for the use of the town — and that
sounds like a very sensible move indeed. The shire has
been very level-headed and patient about this issue. The
shadow minister for country water resources, Peter
Walsh, and I met with Cr Pat Toohey several weeks
ago to hear the shire’s concerns firsthand. Cr Toohey
has been a very effective advocate for these projects on
behalf of his constituents.
In response to the shire’s reasonable representations
and our meeting with Cr Toohey, Central Highlands
Water has written a threatening letter seeking to gag
and bully the council. I quote from the letter by Central
Highlands Water chief executive officer Neil Brennan:
… CHW is seeking written acknowledgement from councils
that they support the objectives of these schemes, that they
acknowledge that these schemes, whilst containing flexibility
to cater for the planned-for growth, are not funded to service
undeveloped lots, and that they accept that undeveloped lots
will not be specifically serviced.
Unless this agreement is received, CHW will have no choice
but to suspend its procurement process …

This is a blunt letter telling the shire to shut up or else.
The council has resolved to write to the minister to
express concerns and request an explanation for how
the authority can threaten to abandon a project
promised by the Labor government.
The action I seek from the minister is to instruct Central
Highlands Water to work closely and cooperatively
with Moorabool shire and the Gordon and Blackwood
communities to deliver the sewerage upgrade promised
three years ago. Moorabool councillor Tom Sullivan
said that he would hate to think the community is being
held to ransom, and I am sure the minister would be of
the same opinion.
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Family violence: regional and rural Victoria
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I raise a
matter for the attention of Maxine Morand, the Minister
for Women’s Affairs in the other place. The matter I
wish to raise concerns the new online gateway for
government information on family violence that was
recently announced by the minister, and I congratulate
her for putting this project in place. The specific action
I seek from the minister is that she or her department
ensure that information is distributed to the many
agencies, service providers and women’s networks
across rural and regional Victoria so that those women
who are living outside the metropolitan area are able to
access information about the crime of family violence
and also up-to-date information about where they can
go to seek help and advice. I also think it is really
important that women from rural and regional areas
who come into contact with or are victims of family
violence have the opportunity to provide feedback to
the minister about their circumstances, which could
well be different from those of women in metropolitan
areas.
The new website provides direct access for people who
want to know more about the crime of family violence
and also provides information about where people can
seek help and advice. It is designed to provide
information and educate families and the community
about family violence — that it is not acceptable in
Victorian communities — and to afford increased
protection and support for victims of family violence.
We know that the best way to tackle family violence is
by involving the community, support services, the
courts and the police, and for the government to work
together with these organisations. Family violence has a
devastating effect on the community, being the leading
contributor to death, disability and illness in women
under the age of 45.
This new online gateway, which provides links to
government departments and other agencies and
organisations, will certainly improve access for victims
of family violence and for community groups that are
assisting people who are experiencing family violence.

Commercial Ready program: funding
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment issue tonight is for the Minister for
Innovation and concerns the scrapping of the
Commercial Ready program by the Rudd federal
government. The Commercial Ready program was an
exceptionally important program to Victoria,
particularly in light of the aim of successive Victorian
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governments for the state to take and consolidate a
position as the national leader in research and
development, particularly in the biotechnology sector.
As the minister would be aware, Victoria is facing
many challenges from other states, particularly from
Queensland. Victoria must do whatever is necessary to
maintain programs, even at federal levels — —

Lastly, it will diminish our national and international
biotech reputation. The government invested in the
synchrotron. It knows that Queensland, Singapore, the
United States of America and other nations are after our
biotechnology sector. We cannot afford to lose it.
Ending this program will place our reputation as a
leader in this field under significant threat.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On a point of order,
President, I do not understand the matter raised by
Mr Guy. He is asking the Minister for Innovation about
the scrapping by the commonwealth government, in his
words, of the Commercial Ready program, and I do not
see why that has anything to do with state
administration.

Tonight I seek action from the Minister for Innovation.
We need a group of Victoria’s leading biotech experts
to come together with the state government and
industry groups to work as one to get funding for the
Commercial Ready program as soon as possible, or at
least a state-based program funded for Victoria. I seek
action from the minister to convene this group as soon
as possible, and to act on the loss of this important
program or seek a replacement program as soon as
possible.

The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Guy can continue,
and I will make a judgement at the end.
Mr GUY — Thank you, President. Just to allay the
minister’s concerns, it has direct correlation with the
state government that administers part of the program,
and obviously state administration benefits from the
biotechnology schemes in Victoria. I will be very brief
so you can make a judgement at the end, President.
I want to talk about four key points in relation to the
program and its importance to the state of Victoria.
Firstly, products will not be commercialised. As many
in this chamber will know, small biotech firms fail to
get commercialisation of their research and
development products without government support.
There is a situation where small firms need extra capital
to expand. Commercial Ready was exceptionally
effective, and its demise will have a huge impact here.
Secondly, there will be a reduction in funding for early
stage start-ups. Under this program there was an
incentive for offshore money to flow into the
Australian — and particularly the Victorian — sector.
A portion of the start-up costs that the Commercial
Ready program bore will now have to be found directly
from the source, and this will place a large burden on
small and medium firms in this sector.
Thirdly, Victoria will lose intellectual property to other
nations. There is no doubt that if we have to force our
small local biotech firms to find capital from other
sources, they will find it overseas. Australia already
loses a huge amount of intellectual property in a variety
of fields. Given that, as we in Victoria know, biotech is
a key industry for the future, we should be doing
everything possible to encourage the retention of these
ideas, and the people and the innovations they have
found and represent. Victoria cannot afford to lose
these firms to other states, let alone to other nations.

VicForests: firewood contracts
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I direct a matter
for the attention of the Treasurer in relation to
VicForests. We have some major issues that are a
problem for the industry. They are price, grade and mix
of wood supplies and supply certainty, particularly
given the time is approaching when existing timber
licences will expire and mills will be subject to the
vagaries of VicForests’ ad hoc auction system.
One of the larger firms operating in East Gippsland,
Auswest Timbers, has sent letters to VicForests arising
from concerns about the direction the organisation is
taking. Auswest points out that price rises based on the
price review mechanism for sawlogs under the timber
sales agreement are excessive, unreasonable, unfair,
inconsistent with the position of the market and based
on a flawed indexation mechanism.
In a further letter the company expresses grave concern
that VicForests appears unlikely to honour its publicly
stated undertakings to supply wood in accord with the
historical species and grade mix of the sawlog intake.
Every way it turns, the company is meeting
intransigence and a stony silence. As its Victorian
manager, Nick Murray, and Leonard Fenning from
Fenning Bairnsdale told me, they are not being treated
like valued customers; they are being treated with total
disdain.
The management of wood supplies and practices of
VicForests poses a major risk to the future of the timber
industry in East Gippsland, which is the state’s major
source of quality hardwood. Substantial investment in
the industry is required for it to have a viable,
competitive future. Certainty of wood allocations over a
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minimum period of 10 years is essential to underpin
large, long-term investments. But the timber companies
simply cannot invest while there is uncertainty over
supply, while VicForests will not guarantee a mix that
enables mills to get the high-quality timber they require
and while it keeps arbitrarily putting up the price.
The investment is critical. Without it the industry in the
region could continue to shrink or major processing
components of the industry may have to be shifted to
other areas, including New South Wales, where there is
more modern and more efficient plant to handle it
profitably. Either way that would be a disaster for East
Gippsland where the timber industry is the principal
employer and economic generator.
Therefore I ask the Treasurer to direct VicForests to
change its current resource allocation and auction
system and to remove the uncertainty that VicForests
has created in respect to the quality, species mix and
volume of sawlogs.

Public transport: regional and rural Victoria
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — My matter is for
the Minister for Public Transport in the other place and
deals with the inadequate access to reliable public
transport for regional and rural communities across
Victoria.
There is no doubt that rising fuel prices are hitting
Victorians hard, and with predictions that average
petrol prices could reach $2 a litre in regional Victoria
before Christmas the ramifications for regional and
rural Victorians will be unprecedented. Country people
are looking for ways they can reduce their reliance on
fuel and have long called for access to affordable and
reliable public transport.
Many people living in regional centres and rural towns
do not have any access to public transport services and,
where they exist, they are often infrequent and timed to
suit the travel needs of passengers from urban centres.
With massive fuel cost increases and less expenditure
on roads and infrastructure, we recognise the
importance of public transport that links jobs, shopping
and leisure activities at a frequency and time that meets
community needs.
Residents in smaller and isolated communities need a
minimum daily link to regional centres as well as
increased services on main public transport routes so
they can reduce their reliance on private transport.
Victorians both in smaller rural and in larger centres
without access to public transport feel they are treated
as second-class citizens when it comes to the provision
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of even basic public transport; as a consequence they
have no option but to pay the high cost of fuel.
Lack of public transport is consistently rated by rural
and regional communities as one of the most significant
barriers to accessing services, employment and social
networks. The soaring price of fuel is causing
widespread hardship right across Victoria, which
reinforces the need for the state government to address
access to improved public transport urgently, especially
for those who have never had access to anything more
than limited services.
Instead of ignoring the issue or trying bandaid fixes, the
Brumby government needs to create an accessible,
efficient and modem public transport system that meets
the needs of all Victorians. If nothing is done, rural
Victorians will have every right to believe that the
Brumby government is city-centric and sees them only
as second-class citizens. My request is for the minister
to find solutions for non-metropolitan communities
experiencing transport disadvantage and social
isolation, so they can make better use of existing
resources and new infrastructure.

Public transport: Prahran electorate
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Public Transport in the other place, and is in regard to
the issue of increasing problems of and concerns with
public transport services in the Prahran electorate.
People in South Yarra do not have far to come to the
city. South Yarra station is one of the busiest hubs for
public transport within the electorate of Prahran. Trains
are supposed to stop at South Yarra station to enable
people to go into the city in a timely fashion, but the
reality is that the trains are so overcrowded that if they
do stop, no-one can get on them. Trains are going
through South Yarra station and people who are
expecting to catch a train in a timely manner to go into
the city to work are not able to do so. Anyone who gets
onto a train today knows that it is usually overcrowded
and totally inadequate.
As an aside about something that is not in my
electorate, I heard recently of an issue in regard to
Geelong trains where seats have been taken out and
people have to take their own camping stools on the
train from Geelong to the city, which I think is almost
heading for Bombay standards; I find it
extraordinary — but back on the track, so to speak!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Don’t get political or
you will not get an answer!
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Mrs COOTE — I was just giving an example as a
point of interest. Long, stressful twice-daily commutes
take a significant toll on all aspects of people’s lives.
Recently released figures for the number of cancelled
trains in Melbourne show that on the Sandringham line
there were 47 cancelled services during May. It is very
concerning for my constituents. A lot of people who
have approached me are really concerned about the
lateness and overcrowding on these trains. The action I
am seeking this evening is for the minister, as a matter
of urgency, to provide additional funding for the
upgrade of public transport services in the Prahran
electorate.

Healesville High School: funding
Mrs PETROVICH (Northern Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Education in
the other place. Last week I took a step back in time
when I visited Healesville High School. There were a
lot of similarities between this school and my old
school, Golden Square high in Bendigo, which I
attended just a few years back. Unfortunately in this
case nothing seems to have changed in my lifetime.
Healesville High does not seem to have moved into the
21st century. Like many other government schools in
country Victoria, it has been largely neglected for the
last 10 years.
This school is in desperate need of funding for stages 2
and 3 to take place, which I think, if it were to happen,
would be under the Building Futures program. Yet it
seems that this school, which caters for students from a
diverse range of backgrounds, does not even appear to
be a blip on the education minister’s radar — a radar, it
would appear, that cannot pick up anything outside the
Melbourne metropolitan area.
Last week I received in the mail a very glossy, 36-page
booklet from the Minister for Education, reiterating that
education is supposedly the government’s no. 1
priority. It talked about all of the education programs
the 250 government secondary schools in Victoria
offered. I wonder how long it has been since the
minister visited schools such as Healesville high school,
Seymour Technical High School and Marysville
Primary School, which I also visited this week and
know to be in a pretty desperate state.
The action I seek is that the minister outlines the very
best process for this school to ensure that it is included
in the Building Futures program. I also request a
much-needed visit by the minister and the local
member. I am sure that once they have been to the
school, the urgency of this request will be blatantly
obvious.
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Community services: Springvale resident
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I wish to raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Community Services in the
other place on behalf of 19 residents of Heather Grove,
Springvale. This group of residents has sent me a copy
of the letter that it sent to the officer in charge of the
Springvale police station with respect to an issue that
they are having in their street with a neighbour who has
recently moved in. The letter runs to two pages. The
relevant section indicates that many of the residents
have been there for 40 to 50 years in their particular
properties. It goes on to note:
This quiet street has become nothing but a nightmare and
terrifying experience since the arrival of the new resident
of —

the address —
These problems have escalated ever since the new residents
have moved in to a crisis point.
The incumbent resident of —

the property —
has an adolescent daughter who does not appear to be
attending school. This contributes to gatherings of teenagers
in large numbers in the street on virtually a daily basis. Once
large groups gather they not only engage in unsocial
behaviour but illegal activity, whereby the police have been
called to attend on numerous occasions. Unfortunately the
police usually respond 2 to 5 hours later, at which point the
culprits have dispersed after an incident.

It goes on:
These large gatherings continuously consist of activities such
as chroming and drug-taking such as marijuana … The
constant consumption of alcohol by the youths always leaves
the street littered with empty bottles.

It goes on to indicate the ongoing concerns that this
group of residents has about this particular resident in
this property.
My office has been in contact with Victoria Police, and
the officer in charge has confirmed the problem with
the residents at this particular address. The inspector
has indicated police have attended no less than 20 times
since 15 May this year — so it is a serious issue. The
police have confirmed the girl in question is only
13 years old. It is Victoria Police’s view that she is at
risk in that property. The Department of Human
Services has been informed; however, to date it has not
taken action on this, and it is quite clear from the
information Victoria Police has given my office that
there is genuine concern about the welfare of this girl in
this property quite apart from the activities that she is
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engaging in with other people in the area during the day
when she should be at school.
What I seek from the Minister for Community Services
is to ensure that her department proactively follows up
this matter and investigates the welfare of the girl at that
property — and I am happy to give the minister the
exact address — to ensure that this matter is dealt with
expeditiously.

Responses
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and Trade) — I received a total of 14 inquiries,
most of which I intend to pass on to the relevant
ministers for direct response to the members.
In relation to Mr Vogels’s comments, however,
referring to a government agency ‘bullying’ and
‘gagging’, I think those terms are over the top and
unnecessary in relation to what was obviously an open
letter to a local council. The local council is quite
capable of looking after itself. I believe that disposes of
that particular matter.
Mr Koch spent most of his time having a shot at the
current government’s record on public transport,
making claims such as the current government treats
commuters as second-class citizens and that it is
city-centric. I reject both of those comments and the
thrust of his comments on behalf of the government,
and I think that disposes of his political comments.
In relation to Mrs Petrovich’s suggestions that the
government has neglected schools for the last 10 years
in regional Victoria and that the minister’s radar cannot
pick up anything about schools outside the metropolitan
area, I reject both of those comments on what was again
clearly a political shot at the government. In relation to
the Healesville school that she referred to, I would
suggest to that school that it get in touch with the
education department to find out from a source that
actually knows the best way to access the Building
Futures program of the government. I think that
disposes of that particular inquiry as well.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The house now stands
adjourned.
House adjourned 9.20 p.m.
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Thursday, 26 June 2008
The PRESIDENT (Hon. R. F. Smith) took the chair
at 9.34 a.m. and read the prayer.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Legislative Council: appointments
The PRESIDENT — Order! I advise the Council
that, pursuant to section 18 of the Parliamentary
Administration Act 2005, the Clerk has appointed
Dr Stephen Redenbach as Assistant Clerk —
Committees and Mr Andrew Young as Assistant
Clerk — House and Usher of the Black Rod. These
appointments are effective from 1 July 2008.

PETITION
Following petition presented to house:
Abortion: legislation
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council proposals within
government to remove legal protection for children before
birth in Victoria.
Unborn babies are the most vulnerable and defenceless
members of our society and, as such, need the full protection
of Victorian law. Abortion kills unborn children and often
permanently damages their mothers.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
rejects any move to decriminalise abortion in Victoria.

By Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (1282 signatures)
Laid on table.

PLANNING: MINISTERIAL
INTERVENTION
Statement 2007–08
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning), by
leave, presented statement on ministerial
intervention in planning matters, May 2007 to
April 2008.
Laid on table.
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ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL
RESOURCES COMMITTEE
Impact of public land management practices on
bushfires in Victoria
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) presented report,
including appendices, together with transcripts of
evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report be printed.
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

As all members would know, in 2006–07 Victoria was
subject to extensive environmentally disastrous fires —
disastrous not only environmentally but also in their
impact on local communities in many parts of Victoria.
The Legislative Council resolved that the Environment
and Natural Resources Committee inquire into the
impact of public land management practices on
bushfires. The Council subsequently resolved in July
2007 to include in the inquiry a reference on the
consequent impact of bushfires on the June and July
2007 Gippsland flood, which caused further devastation
in the Gippsland region. The committee received some
257 submissions, 1719 pro forma submissions, and
evidence from 202 witnesses representing
139 organisations. The committee held 17 public
hearings.
On behalf of the committee I would like to express my
gratitude to all those people who shared a lot of
knowledge, information and experiences with the
committee to make this report what it is. It is an
outstanding piece of work that looks at the impact of
public land management on bushfires in Victoria. Some
of the witnesses shared very personal experiences, and
on many occasions in those public hearings I found it
deeply moving to hear about the impacts. Many
communities were affected not only by the 2006–07
fires and floods but they had also been previously
affected by the fires in 2002–03. Our community over
the last 10 years or so has been subjected to substantial
fire impacts.
In particular, the report deals extensively with the issue
of prescribed or ecological burning. When you
undertake these inquiries, like everyone you have a
particular view. I would have to say that my experience
with this inquiry changed my view and opinion. I came
to this inquiry with a set of views about the need for
prescribed burning, but to the extent that that needs to
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occur, my views changed. I changed my opinion
because of the evidence before the committee; it was
overwhelming in terms of how the bush and our natural
environment in Victoria needs to be managed. The fact
is that that environment is dependent in large measure
on fire for regeneration and for biodiversity.
That view was substantially influenced by a private trip
I took to Western Australia, when I took the
opportunity to meet with people in the relevant
department there and to learn how it managed its forests
with a much higher level of prescribed or ecological
burning than we have been doing in Victoria.
Also the committee subsequently travelled as a
committee to Western Australia. I went with it and had
the opportunity of taking some field trips with
representatives of that state’s department. That was also
reinforced by some of the field trips that I did in
Victoria, when I saw how fire had not been used
adequately in the Mallee and certainly in East
Gippsland.
That, together with the evidence of Kevin Tolhurst and
other experts given to the committee by people who
fight fires, by the CFA (Country Fire Authority), by
farmers and local communities, was invaluable. I was
also struck by the fact that over many thousands of
years the Australian bush has regularly burned either by
natural event or by Aboriginal burning.
The committee has made recommendations. There is a
range of operational matters, but in my view the most
significant recommendation of the committee is for a
substantial increase in the amount of prescribed and
ecological burning in our forests — a tripling of the
amount of burning that needs to occur each year.
This will have significant resource implications for the
Department of Sustainability and Environment and
obviously the government, but it is undeniable that the
cost to the community of not substantially increasing
the amount of prescribed burning will be far greater
than the cost of increasing prescribed burning in the
way that the committee has recommended.
In saying that, I would like to acknowledge, as the
committee has done in its executive summary section
on prescribed burning, that the substantial increase in
the amount of prescribed burning in Victoria
recommended by the committee will have a significant
impact on communities in regional and country
Victoria. It will have an impact not only from the
smoke effects and other matters, but of course
whenever you have prescribed burning, there will
inevitably be escapes.
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It is absolutely inevitable that there will be escapes and
fire events that will be caused, or can be shown to be
caused, by the prescribed burns not operating as was
planned or by a sudden change of weather conditions
that was unexpected; these things will occur. They can
be managed, but they will occur. So we recognise in the
report that our recommendations will have a substantial
impact on the community but we believe that the level
of prescribed burning that needs to occur will be of
such benefit to the community and to the environment
that we all need to work together to ensure that this
change takes place.
There are other recommendations in relation to flood
events and the impact of fire events on floods. If
anyone wants to see how a combination of fire and a
substantial rainfall event can impact on the landscape
and on the community, they only need to have a look at
Licola, where rivers changed course and where the
amount of silt material that was dumped into the valley
was absolutely mind-boggling. There are
recommendations in that area.
The report also deals with a whole range of factors,
including the need to engage the community and
stakeholders in the processes of managing fire better,
and there are certainly some findings that recognise that
the impact of climate change will not only increase the
need for ecological and prescribed burning but may
also require a different approach to the timing of those
burns.
I would like to acknowledge all of the committee staff,
who worked incredibly hard on this report and
contributed greatly to what we now have before us. I
also want to acknowledge their great work in helping
all members of the committee through what have been
very complex processes and sometimes difficult public
hearings, and the field trips that we did. Lastly, I would
like to thank all of the other members of the
committee — the Chair, John Pandazopoulos, and
Deputy Chair, Craig Ingram, in the other place, and all
other members of the committee.
If members take the trouble to look through this report
and see the work that has gone into it and the rationale
in it for recommending a change in the level of
prescribed burning, as we have, I am sure they will see
that this report has the potential to make a big
difference in the management of bushfires in Victoria.
Mrs PETROVICH (Northern Victoria) — I would
like to begin my contribution today on the impact of
public land management practice on bushfires by firstly
thanking the communities across Victoria that made
contributions to this comprehensive inquiry. I would
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also like to commend the Environment and Natural
Resources Committee (ENRC) and Chair John
Pandazopoulos, who showed remarkable dedication to
a large number of hearings and site visits across
Victoria.
The terms of reference of this committee involved
looking at public land management. The first related to
the effectiveness of prescribed burning on both Crown
and freehold land. The second was the manner in which
it was conducted and how the application codes of
practice were employed. It really talked about the
impact of the wildfires we had in 2006–07, their effect
on water quality, and a large number of other terms of
reference which related to the interface of human
activity in those public land areas and also the impact
on those who live alongside those tracts of land.
As we heard earlier, the committee received
257 submissions, 719 proforma submissions, and
evidence from 202 witnesses representing
139 organisations at 17 public hearings. Those hearings
were extensive. I would like to run through the dates
and the locations, because I think it is important that we
acknowledge where these hearings were held. It gives
an idea of the breadth of the inquiry, but it also gives an
understanding of how many of these communities were
affected and made significant contributions. The
hearings started on 4 June 2007 and finished just
recently. I think 29 November 2007 was the last one in
Omeo, and we had another one in April this year in
Melbourne. There were a number of hearings in
Melbourne, and we attended Kinglake, Halls Gap,
Dunkeld, Bairnsdale, Heyfield, Traralgon, Macedon,
Ouyen, Warburton, Mansfield, Mount Beauty and
Omeo.
We also conducted a large number of site inspections,
looking at those areas that had been burnt. It became
increasingly clear to the committee that we had seen a
culture that had not really embraced prescribed burning
in the way that was required. It was very enlightening
to have actually made the number of site visits and
heard from the number of people that we did. I would
personally like to thank and commend all of those
members of the public who gave their time to tell their
stories. This was not a cleansed version of the truth; it
was very real and enlightening. It was sometimes
devastating to hear about the personal experiences of
these people who had suffered the fear of waiting for
fire, and the experiences of some communities which
had also had fire, floods and mudslides go through, and
the after effects of that, their struggles and how they
dealt with those things at the time and in the aftermath.
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These people had been to hell and back, and I think
because of that they made sure this committee had no
choice but to take heed of the weight and passion of
their very personal experiences. Many of the
contributions and visuals, photos and pictorials
presented to this inquiry will have an impact on me for
the rest of my life. One picture that sticks in my mind is
that of a wedge-tailed eagle that was blinded and burnt
and was in a terrible state, and a number of other photos
of terribly burnt animals that people had photos of. One
of the bravest things I saw was a photo, which was
shown to me after a hearing by a guy in the Mitta
Valley, of his son standing alongside a pumper, with
the flames 30 or 40 feet above them, with the hoses
going, trying to beat back what was probably an
unstoppable fire.
We heard from groups in the Howqua Hills, and I
would like to commend Graeme Stoney, a former
member of this place, and his wife, Wendy, and Charlie
Lovick and the crew up there, who gave very real
accounts of how they managed fire and I think probably
showed the way forward in traditional ways of
protecting property, some of which were perhaps a little
unconventional at the start of that hearing, which I think
have now become accepted practices and will be clearly
demonstrated as a way forward in our report.
There are also some very passionate stories of people
from Licola who were trying to deal with clean-ups. At
the time we were in Bairnsdale and Traralgon, and a
number of them drove for 5 hours over washed-out
bridges to get to those hearings; because of that, many
had to travel in four-wheel drives. We could not get to
Licola at that time because the town was flooded. That
was as a result of the intensity of the fire, burning
topsoil and the substructures of plants being down to
such a level that when we had that incidence of heavy
rain it washed everything down the hillside like water
running on glass, which devastated the communities
around there. I will talk a bit more about that later.
It was very clear from our earliest hearing that there
was a culture in Parks Victoria and the Department of
Sustainability and Environment (DSE) that had over
time become fearful and concerned about being able to
complete prescribed burns. It is a culture of
overmanagement and restriction in many respects that
had made their position untenable. In many respects I
feel sorry for those officers who were trying to do their
work under very difficult conditions.
We had some difficulty at the start of these hearings in
convincing DSE officers that the committee needed to
have them at the hearings. In fact they were absent from
the first hearing at Kinglake, but after some discussions
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we had full and frank participation from the
department.
We need to understand, and I hope this report makes it
very clear, that there is a responsibility on governments
in creating more national parks — and nobody is
opposed to that — to manage them. They also need the
resources to be managed. Otherwise high levels of fuel
are allowed to build up. Combined with drought and
climate change, and no-one is denying we have had
some very strong evidence that Australia is getting
much warmer and much drier, under the right
conditions — and we know about lightning strikes
being acts of nature — these unmanaged forests can be
hit by ferocious and destructive fires like we
experienced during 2002–03 and 2006–07.
One of the good things is that we have looked at
pre-European settlement and post-European settlement.
The committee acknowledges that fire is a natural part
of the Australian landscape and that the fire regimes
which were produced out of cool burns by traditional
land users pre-European and post-European
settlement — where they burnt and grazed and
selectively logged our forests — produced much more
open and more easily managed forests, with less ladder
fuel, which is the fuel that builds up around the trunks
of trees and woody shrubs and which greatly
contributes to our fuel loads. Because of the lack of
management and lack of resources we have
subsequently seen intense fires, and our once naturally
open forests have become heavily overgrown. The true
nature of the forests has changed significantly.
After these fires the saplings grow very closely. That
affects the hydrology and the water catchments; also
woody shrubs and weeds grow, forming additional fuel,
so we compound the problem. If we do not manage our
forests, we will continue to have these incidents. This is
going to take a long time, make no mistake. If we do
not start to effectively manage our forests, we will
continue to have these megafires every summer, until
we are left with no forests, until we have no wildlife
and until we have no flora and fauna at all.
It is good to note, and I think it is a warning to all
governments, that the impact of this change of practice
would seem to have occurred because of a cultural shift
in understanding, and that might be the politically
correct, environmentally sensitive, friendly
media-pushed approach to ‘Do not burn it; leave it
alone; leave it natural’. We know that is not good for
our forests. We know that the nature of our forests
requires cool fire to regenerate and they require mosaic
burns, just as our indigenous people used to do. When
they left an area they would set the bush alight to keep
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it open. They created good areas so that wildlife could
move and graze in preparation for when they came
back or the next group of people came through. We
have forgotten all of that, and locking up the bush
simply does not work. If we are going to preserve and
protect our natural environment, our catchments and
our wildlife, we need to change our culture and we need
to understand that fire is not bad. That is going to
require a change in attitude from this government and
from the community, the Department of Sustainability
and Environment, Parks Victoria and maybe some
sections of the Liberal Party as well.
An indication of the culture of some of these
organisations was reflected during the very first
hearings we held in Melbourne. We asked some fairly
difficult questions at that hearing. One witness whose
evidence we were looking forward to hearing did not
appear at the Kinglake hearing, which was very
disappointing for us, but thankfully we have moved on
from there.
Some fantastic research work has been done by such
people as the Stretton Group, and the committee
acknowledges the work done by Dr Kevin Tolhurst,
who is a senior lecturer in fire ecology and management
at Melbourne University. The committee also looked at
studies on hydrology post-bushfire presented by
Dr Patrick Lane, a senior research fellow in the school
of forest and ecosystem science at Melbourne
University. Some very strong evidence indicates that
cool mosaic burns and thinning vegetation around
catchments can have positive effects on the
management of the environment. Our water storages in
our catchment areas drop by 40 per cent after bushfires
due to dense revegetation and intense sapling growth.
Saplings ultimately do not produce good forests, but
they certainly drop the watertable and reduce the
amount of water that goes into our water storages for
about four or five years.
Colleen Wood, a wildlife carer at the Southern Ash
Wildlife Shelter, raised some significant issues, which I
would like to put on record today, for the
management — or lack of it — of wildlife after
bushfires. Currently no system provides for that.
Wildlife carers spend large amounts of their own
money in caring for and, at times, euthanasing these
animals. That issue needs to be raised and remains
unresolved.
The committee members managed to work very well
together under the guidance of John Pandazopoulos, the
member for Dandenong in the other place, and he is to
be commended for that. A very interesting note was put
at the top of one section of the report. It states:
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The committee notes that its recommendation for a
substantial increases in prescribed/ecological burning may
have a significant impact on the community and require a
cultural change in some community attitudes. It believes this
increased level of prescribed burning will be of such benefit
to the environment and the Victorian community that a
unified commitment to promoting this change is essential.

DSE and CFA. When you are dealing with the sorts of
catastrophes that these people are trying to work under,
it is absolutely disgraceful that we do not have that
linked IT system which makes communication easier
and allows the transfer of information to all of those
people who should be, and are, working hand in glove.

I would like to highlight some of the findings of the
committee. A number of very good recommendations
from the committee relate to taking a broad approach to
the issue of bushfires, which I believe will assist rural
people in particular and people who live in interface
areas between public and private land to make their
summers and late autumns a bit more comfortable and
protected. During the bushfire season of 2002–03 an
area of approximately 2.3 million hectares was burnt.
While the full analysis of the ecological damage caused
by this has not been completely understood, we know
that it has certainly caused significant threats to
biodiversity in the long term.

The other issue that we have come across is that
mapping is poor and in many cases the maps do not
align. The alignment of maps is fundamental in
communication to ensure the safety of people trying to
work in those conditions. As part of our
recommendations to burn more, we need to give people
the tools they need to do their job. It is a fundamental
principle.

We have made recommendations that significantly
increase the number of hectares to be burnt from
130 000 hectares to 385 000 hectares. If that is not
achieved it is to be done in subsequent years. If for
some reason the burning regimes are not achieved —
and we know in some years it is not easy — then these
issues need to be picked up in the following years.
We also make some acknowledgement about thinning
of trees in areas as part of silviculture and forest
management. One finding talks about the use of grazing
as a compatible use in fire management in conjunction
with other methods that could be used by area
managers to help mitigate extensive growth. We also
talk about the replacement of water which is taken from
stock and domestic water storages for essential use,
because there have been a number of grey areas around
that where people have not been able to claim back that
vital water.
There is also a pertinent recommendation which I
believe will bring some peace and may dispel the
comment that is so often made by rural people that the
Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE)
and Parks Victoria are the neighbours from hell, which
usually refers to the problems associated with fencing
issues. There is now a provision and a recommendation
that there be compensation for re-fencing.
I would like to touch on a couple of areas which were
raised during our hearings and are of grave concern to
me as a person who has had a lot to do with the
Country Fire Authority over my lifetime. One of the
areas of concern was that currently we have no
centralised, linked IT system between Parks Victoria,

The committee had a number of site inspections, as I
said. We went across to Western Australia, which was
held up as a state that does good prescribed burning.
We were told that historically Victoria had the no. 1
agencies in this regard, but unfortunately that is no
longer the case. We hope to make that the case again.
We want to be the very best at public land management
for all the right reasons. I hope the recommendations in
this report will seriously assist in implementing the
requirements for these agencies to become no. 1 again.
It will be a very great shame for the state of Victoria
and all those who have made contributions if this report
is not implemented in full.
In closing, I would like to again commend the
committee and members of the community who
travelled many hundreds of kilometres, in some
instances, to attend these hearings, and the members of
Parliament who also made contributions; contributions
were also made by Philip Davis and also David Koch at
various hearings. I also commend the questions that
were asked by members of the Liberal Party and The
Nationals, which I thought were very driving questions.
I think at the start of the hearings there was a view
among the committee that ended up very different in
the final outcome. Had it not been for some of the more
difficult and probing questions, we may not have come
to that point.
The situation was made very clear when we spoke to
people such as Mark and Patricia Coleman from Licola.
They gave us a very full and frank analysis of what they
and a number of other people across Victoria had been
through. Obviously it is not one-size-fits-all in places
like the Mallee. We heard from Alec Dowlsey, Wayne
Eggleton and Ray Stone, who were representatives of
the Hattah Association. They understand that prescribed
burning, which burns pretty hot at times, is very good
for that country as it responds quite well to the burning.
We know that the more delicate areas, the mountain
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areas and some areas in between, need the cool mosaic
burn to be able to recover. It is not a one-size-fits-all
approach; there are some sensitivities involved.
If people take the trouble to read this report, they will
understand by the level of work done and submissions
made that there is good scientific and historical
knowledge to support the recommendations in this
report. I would certainly recommend that people read it.
As I said, if the government does not acknowledge the
work that has been done, it would be a great
disappointment to me; but also if some of these
recommendations are not taken seriously, it will be to
the detriment of all Victorians and our biodiversity.
Motion agreed to.

ELECTORAL MATTERS COMMITTEE
Conduct of 2006 Victorian state election
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan)
presented report, including appendices, together
with transcripts of evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report be printed.
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

In doing so, I would like to thank the executive officer
of the committee, Mark Roberts, and the staff,
Dr Natalie Wray and Nathaniel Reader, for their
diligence and professionalism throughout the inquiry
process. I would also like to thank the opposition
members for their cooperation and bipartisanship on the
committee, including the deputy chair, Mr Michael
O’Brien, the member for Malvern in the other place;
Mr Murray Thompson, the member for Sandringham in
the other place; and Mr Peter Hall, who was with the
committee for most of the process and who made a
good contribution. I would also like to thank Philip
Davis, who came in right at the end and made a very
good contribution. We look forward to more good
contributions from Mr Davis.
I also thank all who provided submissions and appeared
before the committee. The committee was pleased that
a diverse cross-section of the community was able to
participate in the inquiry and offer their views. The
Electoral Matters Committee heard evidence from
young people, older people, indigenous people and
people from culturally and linguistically diverse
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backgrounds as well as people from new and emerging
communities, people experiencing homelessness and
people with disabilities. As part of this inquiry, the
EMC considered a number of pertinent issues which
were raised in submissions and public hearings by
stakeholders.
In response to this evidence, the EMC has made a
number of recommendations to build on Victoria’s
strong track record in electoral administration. The
evidence presented in this report clearly demonstrates
the benefits of regular scrutiny of parliamentary
elections in Victoria, including increasing the
transparency and accountability of the conduct of the
Victorian state election. I believe the recommendations
presented by the EMC will enhance electoral
administration and voter participation in Victoria. I
commend the report to the house.
Motion agreed to.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act 1978 —
Summary of Variations notified between 9 October 2007 and
25 June 2008.
Multicultural Affairs — Whole of Government Report,
2006–07.
Office of Police Integrity — Report on investigation into
Operation Clarendon, June 2008.
Special Investigations Monitor — Report pursuant to
section 62 of the Major Crime (Investigative Powers) Act
2004.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Minister’s exception
certificate under section 8(4) in respect of Statutory Rule
No. 65.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Liberal Party: Gippsland federal candidate
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — It is a pleasure
to rise today to make a comment about what will be
perhaps an historic moment this coming Saturday. In
Gippsland we are about to elect a new federal
parliamentary representative, who will be, I think, the
fifth in the federal seat of Gippsland. We obviously
have a great longevity — it must be the country air! In
Gippsland we have a choice at this forthcoming
election, and the interesting choice is the Liberal
candidate, Rohan Fitzgerald, who is an outstanding
young family man with four boys under 15 years of
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age. He is very involved in his local community as a
volunteer in various sporting and community activities
and has a professional background in health
administration.
He has been talking a lot in the last three months about
local services, including the Maffra hospital and the
Traralgon post office; infrastructure projects such as the
duplication of the Princes Highway, where the federal
Labor Party has only committed to widening the
highway; the cost of living, particularly petrol prices;
and supporting local industry and jobs, particularly in
the timber and energy industries. Rohan Fitzgerald will
make a fine representative of the people of Gippsland in
the federal Parliament, and I wish him the very best at
Saturday’s election. Whoever is elected, I am sure they
will understand their duty to the people of Gippsland.

Industrial relations: national employment
standards
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — The Rudd
Labor government recently released its 10 minimum
working conditions — that is, the national employment
standards. These are: maximum weekly hours of work,
the right to request flexible working arrangements,
parental leave, annual leave, personal or carers leave
and compassionate leave, community service leave,
long service leave, public holidays, notice of
termination and redundancy pay, and the issuing of a
fair work information statement. These 10 conditions
will form the basis of all workplace agreements under
the new federal industrial relations system.
WorkChoices had the so-called Australian fair pay and
conditions standard, with five minimum conditions, but
if you held them up to the light you could see that they
were paper thin. WorkChoices’ Australian workplace
agreements allowed pay and conditions to be stripped
away without compensation, severely impacting many
of our most vulnerable workers. Under Labor’s plan,
this modern, simple safety net of 10 conditions is
guaranteed by law.
The Liberal Party claims to have had an epiphany about
the western suburbs in the past three weeks, but I am
quite confident that from Koroit to Kororoit it will long
be remembered as the party of WorkChoices.

Maroondah: electoral review
Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) — I wish
to express some concern about the decision of the
Victorian Electoral Commission in regard to the
electoral representation review for the Maroondah City
Council. I support the position that the council took in a
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letter to the Honourable Richard Wynne, the Minister
for Local Government in the other place, seeking a
formal review of the decisions of the VEC.
The VEC’s decisions followed an extensive
consultation process, similar to that conducted in most
municipalities in regard to the representation of
ratepayers and residents on councils. In Maroondah’s
case there was significant community interest in the
review, leading to a great number of submissions and a
very reasoned and constructive proposal by the City of
Maroondah. Much of the information that was provided
to the VEC seems to have been ignored in the final
decision, which was greeted with a great deal of
concern in the area. Many people have the view that the
exercise might have been more about ensuring Labor
representation is increased in the city than about
properly representing the interests of residents.

Jane McGrath
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I wish
to place on record my heartfelt condolences to
Mr Glenn McGrath on the occasion of the death from
cancer of his beautiful wife, Jane — a life cut too short.
Now two small children have been deprived of their
loving mother at such a young age.
I have spoken about cancer in this house before, and
this just brings home to all of us again that cancer does
not discriminate against rich or poor, plain or beautiful.
Mrs McGrath was a magnificent fighter for the cause of
cancer research. I commend her courage and
determination to live her life as a shining example to
others who have been diagnosed with this terrible
disease. My deepest sympathies go out to Mr McGrath
and his young children.

Bayside: indigenous sculptures
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — On
Saturday Bayside City Council unveiled three
indigenous sculptures that have been made at sites
along the foreshore by indigenous artists Ellen Jose and
Glenn Romanis. The works are the Barraimal (Emu)
Constellation at the end of North Road, Brighton, and
the Ancient Yarra River with Bunjils Eggs at Red Bluff
Cliffs, both by Glenn Romanis; and the Boon Wurrung
Blossom at Ricketts Point, by Ellen Jose.
As Bayside mayor Andrew McLorinan has explained,
each sculpture is based on stories written by
Boonerwrung elder Carolyn Briggs. They demonstrate
a direct relationship with the Bayside coastal
environment and are accompanied by signage that
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provides insight into the social customs of indigenous
people.

Services Centre will be a one-stop shop for children’s
services.

I was so pleased to be able to attend the unveiling of the
Barraimal (Emu) Constellation and was very inspired
by its beauty and simplicity. As artist Glenn Romanis
explained to us, it mirrors the Emu constellation that is
directly above it in the night sky at this time of year. I
am looking forward to visiting the other two works in
the very near future.

The facility is primarily targeted at children and
families but will provide a range of services to meet the
varied needs of residents of all ages. It will be seen as a
community hub, providing opportunities for residents
of the town to connect and network.

The project was funded through the 2006
Commonwealth Games Getting Involved grants
program. I would like to congratulate Bayside City
Council, its cultural heritage committee, the artists and
all those who worked on this very special project that
will help to promote and preserve the indigenous
history and stories of the Boonerwrung people.

I would like to mention the Moyne Shire Council for its
forward thinking and foresight in developing this
proposal; it is clearly committed to this project and has
made a very significant financial contribution of
$1.8 million. I would particularly like to thank the
community members on the community services
steering committee, its chair, Cr Di Clanchy, and the
mayor, Ken Gale. I was very pleased to have the
opportunity to personally thank them earlier this week
in Port Fairy.

Mansfield Autistic Centre: funding
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — I have recently
been contacted by a couple of families with children
with autism, and their plight is heartbreaking. A lady in
Bendigo contacted me about trying to get some of the
services she needs for her high-functioning 10-year-old
son with autism. The services she requires can only be
met through the Mansfield Autistic Centre. That school
is federally funded; the state government does not play
a funding role for it. It is a shame the state government
feels that it does not have to contribute to that school,
which relies solely on federal funding, as I said; the
school delivers some of the most basic life skills that no
other service is able to deliver.
The same applies to a lady from Sale who contacted
me. She is desperate to get her son toilet trained. To
have a nine-year-old son who is still unable to get
himself to and from the toilet is an enormous impost on
that family. Again, the organisation that could deliver
those skills is the Mansfield autism service. However,
two-year waiting lists apply to both those families.

Port Fairy Community Services Centre
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — On Monday
of this week the Brumby Labor government announced
a $500 000 contribution to the establishment of the Port
Fairy Community Services Centre. This new facility
will include the relocation of the Port Fairy
Kindergarten with programs for up to 60 children; it
will provide for an additional 30 child-care places,
maternal and child health immunisation, early
childhood intervention and a broader range of family
and community services. The Port Fairy Community

This project is a perfect adjunct to the newly redeveloped
Port Fairy Consolidated Primary School which I
officially opened five weeks ago. This has been
reinforced in this morning’s Warrnambool Standard by
Brett Stonestreet, Moyne Shire Council chief executive
officer, who was quoted as saying that another feature of
the Moyne shire and Port Fairy is that it will be attractive
to young families to live there. Members would be aware
of Port Fairy’s appeal to retirees and tourists, but now
Port Fairy will be a place of choice — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

Bail justices: travel expenses
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I have been contacted by a member of
the Dandenong independent honorary bail justices
regarding allowances for bail justices. Under the
present arrangement bail justices are on call at all hours
to attend police stations as required. It is a legal
requirement for a bail justice to attend if a person is to
be released on bail outside of court sitting hours. There
is no remuneration for this service and no allowance to
compensate for travelling costs, whereas a designated
independent third person is paid a $10 allowance to
attend at police stations when required to sit in on
interviews.
In the past, bail justices have been able to absorb the
travelling costs associated with providing this necessary
community service; however, record fuel costs have
now made this virtually impossible for some bail
justices to continue to provide this service. If bail
justices withdraw their service, a person charged with
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an offence will be forced to spend time in the cells until
they can face a magistrate during an in-session court
hearing.

anger over the complete failure of the Labor
government to build the Epping–South Morang railway
extension.

I raised this matter with the Attorney-General in 2006
and was advised that the matter was under review as
part of a broader review of the Bail Act being
undertaken by the Victorian Law Reform Commission.
The VLRC completed its review of the Bail Act in
October 2007, but the government is yet to respond.

Labor has lied, misled, deceived and hoodwinked the
community for far too long — from claims that the
3-kilometre project would cost $300 million to claims
that sections of the Hurstbridge line 12 kilometres away
needed to be duplicated for the extension to occur; it
has been a litany of lies. Labor’s latest is that
$10 million allocated in the budget is for this project.
Indeed, it is not: it is for the Keon Park duplication
works.

One of the recommendations made by the VLRC was
that:
The Department of Justice should institute a reimbursement
system for bail justices based on the model used by the Office
of the Public Advocate to reimburse independent third
persons. Reimbursement should only be made to bail justices
who conduct one or more hearings throughout the year.

Given rising travelling costs and the pressure on
suburban police stations, I call on the Attorney-General
to address this anomaly and ensure bail justices can
continue to provide their important service to the
community.

Australian Labor Party: Kororoit candidate
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
I wish the ALP and its candidate Marlene Kairouz the
very best of luck in the Kororoit by-election on
Saturday. Marlene is a very good candidate who has
impressed many in her time on council and as mayor.
Marlene is recognised as being a hard-working and
caring representative; she has worked in the western
suburbs for many years, representing the working
people of the west.
It is disappointing that the so-called Independent
candidate, Les Twentyman, who previously swore
black and blue not to accept any help from unions or
other third parties in the event that he ran for
Parliament — because he did not wish to have any
debts — has now accepted money from a renegade
union and a renegade union official, Mr Dean Mighell.
Mr Twentyman has severely compromised himself by
accepting funding from these people, and he is fast
becoming a Labor Party stooge. He is now also being
recognised in the electorate as becoming a Liberal Party
stooge.

Rail: Epping–South Morang line
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — That was
absolutely pathetic!
In this, my last members statement for the first half of
2008, I rise to again reflect community frustration and

The facts are that the Whittlesea growth corridor is one
of the fastest growing areas in Australia. From 2002 to
2020 there will be an additional 40 000 people —
which is the population of Shepparton — living in this
corridor. To service this growing community there
needs to be a new railway line in the form of an
extension of the Epping line along the former
Whittlesea railway line reservation to South Morang.
Documents obtained under freedom of information
show the project will cost only $18 million in today’s
terms, so it is affordable and needed.
The community wants this project carried out, and I pay
tribute to the South Morang Railway Alliance and its
leadership through Darren Peters. The Whittlesea
council wants this project done, and I pay tribute to the
City of Whittlesea for standing up to the Labor
government to demand this project. And more
importantly, the coalition stands by its commitment to
build this line at once. The only group of people who
will not build the railway now are the Labor Party.
Local people should remember this fact now and in
November 2010.

Lake Mokoan: Winton wetlands
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — I wish to take
this opportunity to welcome the announcement last
Friday by the Minister for Water in another place, Tim
Holding, that the Brumby Labor government has
committed up to $20 million to restore the former
Winton wetlands after Lake Mokoan is
decommissioned, in partnership with the Benalla Rural
City Council and the future land use steering
committee.
This means that Labor is taking action to provide water
security for communities across Victoria and delivering
on our promise to return Lake Mokoan to natural
wetlands. I also welcome the commitment again that no
irreversible decommissioning works will be undertaken
at Lake Mokoan before offset measures are
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implemented for irrigators, and I welcome the
participation of the Victorian Farmers Federation in
those discussions.
It is a fact that Lake Mokoan is Victoria’s most
inefficient water storage and loses 3 in every 4 litres
released into the Broken irrigation system, or twice the
amount of water Shepparton uses every year. The
decommissioning project will deliver between 45 and
54 billion litres in water savings annually. It is a
disgrace that the Liberal Party and The Nationals
continue to support wasting water that Victorians
cannot afford to waste and play on the fears of local
communities and families.

Lake Mokoan: Winton wetlands
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I also
would like to make a statement on the recent
announcement by the Minister for Water in the other
place regarding the Lake Mokoan restoration project. I
was pleased to be in Benalla with the minister last week
when he announced a commitment of $20 million to
restore the former Winton wetlands after Lake Mokoan
is decommissioned.
I also welcome the minister’s undertaking that no
irreversible decommissioning works will be undertaken
at Lake Mokoan before the offset measures are
implemented for irrigators, and it also pleasing to see
the progress that has been made in discussions around
this matter with the Victorian Farmers Federation and
the affected irrigators on the offset package.
Lake Mokoan is one of the state’s most inefficient
water storages; it loses 3 litres in every 4 litres released
into the Broken irrigation system, and the
decommissioning project will deliver between
45 billion and 54 billion litres of water savings
annually. That will improve environmental flows by
maintaining reliability of irrigation supply.
The future land use strategy will take up to eight years
to complete, and will include the restoration of former
Winton wetlands; the development of bike paths,
boardwalks, signage and picnic facilities; as well as the
first stage of a visitor interpretive centre at the tourism
precinct — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

Students: outcomes
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — My
electorate is the most socially disadvantaged in the
state, as is shown in Australian Bureau of Statistics
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unemployment figures and even in the pages of one of
the two most popular atlases used in schools today. So
it was wonderful news indeed when the Minister for
Education in the other place announced that a record
number of students from my electorate had gone on to
university, a result that I believe all members would
welcome.
In 2003, some 30 per cent went to university, but this
year that number rose to 36 per cent, and I believe it
will continue to grow in the years ahead. These
inspirational students in my electorate have the resolve
to strive, to achieve and to become successful. They
believe in better futures just as their parents do for them
and just as the Brumby Labor government is dedicated
to achieve with them. That is why we have established
a $1.9 billion fund to rebuild, to renovate and to
improve all government schools. That is why we have
employed over 8000 extra teachers since 1999 and why
we are working also with the federal government to
strengthen trades and technical training across Victoria.
I have met many of these young people, and I honestly
believe Victoria will be an even better place to be in the
future with them in our society. My electorate is better
off with them and with the investment of the Brumby
Labor government in their education and our future.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS AND PAPERS
Auditor-General: Performance Reporting in
Local Government
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
would like to make a few comments on Performance
Reporting in Local Government, the Auditor-General’s
report dated June 2008. Local government is a very
important sector, as no doubt all members not only of
this chamber but of the other place and other
parliaments realise. In fact, for a long time local
government has been the springboard of many political
careers. Some approach service in local government as
a career; for others it is a genuine concern and care for
involvement with their local community, so it goes
without saying that many are presented with other
opportunities and are elected as members of either a
state or federal Parliament.
In 1992, when I was elected to this place after having
served in local government for three years, it was
interesting that 62 per cent of the members of the
government of the day, the Kennett government, had a
local government background. It is a very large sector;
it is one that many say is the closest to the community.
It currently collects over $5.7 billion in revenue
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annually and manages assets valued at more than
$47 billion. That is a lot of money, much of which
comes through rates collected by councils from
ratepayers. The level of rates imposed is often a point of
contention, particularly as budgets are being struck.
It is a report that no doubt many members will find of
interest, and many councils should be encouraged to
take note. It is a report that looks at the issue of
accountability for the management of these assets and
the delivery of services, which is obviously
fundamental to good governance. It is an audited
performance reported by councils. Certainly there are
very serious concerns raised by this report, which
reflects a situation of drift that this government has
allowed to occur in local government for some time, or
certainly since it took government.
For much of that time the local government minister
was Bob Cameron in the other house, who is now the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services. His
approach was very much a hands-off one on the sector
and is in large part the reason why the sector has drifted
and been found wanting by this particular audit.
Performance reporting by councils changed in 2004–05
with the passage of this government’s Local
Government (Democratic Reform) Act 2003. The act
introduced then the concept of key strategic activities
and required councils to prepare a four-year council
plan containing strategic objectives and indicators to
measure achievement.
Strategic planning was not something new to the sector,
but it was formalised in this particular act, and many
councils have done a very good job. The audit objective
was to assess the effectiveness of council reporting in
the three years since the reforms had been introduced
and whether that performance information was useful.
It was interesting that this was formalised in the act, but
before that, under the previous regime, as a member of
the Liberal Party’s parliamentary local government
committee I was involved in adopting a format of
reporting on performance by councils in a very ready
format which allowed comparisons to be made on
outputs, on things like rates collected, on capital
investment and so forth — which this government
scrapped.
I believe that was a retrograde step because it took
away the discipline and the capacity of the community
to compare performance of their council with that of
others, and for councils to compare themselves with
others. It made them less accountable. It meant, I
believe, a loss of opportunity to deliver better assets,
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better infrastructure and better services to the
community.
Looking at some of my local councils, let me say that I
have not located a single case where a council was held
accountable for insufficient reporting procedures, and
yet this government, under the forecast bill, wants to
beef up its capacity to dismiss councils. It cannot take
the action of dismissing councils without actually
making sure that their performance can be assessed and
reported on and that councils can be held accountable in
an open and transparent way. This government has
failed, and this report is long overdue.

Auditor-General: Maintaining the State’s
Regional Arterial Road Network
Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — This morning I
want to make some comments on the
Auditor-General’s report Maintaining the State’s
Regional Arterial Road Network, which was tabled in
the Parliament this week. Again, I want to start by
thanking the Auditor-General for providing the
Parliament and the people of Victoria with a very useful
document. This will be of great interest, particularly to
those in country Victoria, where regional arterial roads
are certainly the lifelines of many communities.
The report contains some good news and some bad
news. The good news, first of all, is that it
acknowledges that VicRoads is generally performing
okay within the financial constraints imposed upon it. I
want to concur with that view. My relationship with
VicRoads, at a regional level, has always been a very
productive one and I have been able to work with
VicRoads managers and their staff in a constructive
way to bring about some good outcomes in my
electorate. The bad news in this report is the
underfunding by government of road maintenance. It is
suggested in the report that there is now a backlog of
some $100 million worth of road maintenance work to
make the arterial road network serviceable. The report
expresses some sincere concerns about what will
happen in the future if the underfunding issue is not
addressed.
The impact of road funding is felt most keenly, as I
said, in country Victoria, and the report itself highlights
that of the 22 000 kilometres of arterial road network in
Victoria, 19 000 kilometres are in country Victoria.
People who live in the city see major projects being
developed, like CityLink and EastLink — which is
about to open this weekend — which are off the budget
of VicRoads. They are not of great assistance to people
in country Victoria. Some of them we certainly use
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when we come to Melbourne but not on the same
regular basis as those who live in the city.
For country people the arterial road network is the
lifeline of many rural communities. They use arterial
roads to transport their goods, to deliver services and to
maintain social connections. The alternatives to using
the road network are very limited. Much of regional
Victoria is serviced by little public transport. There are
many road projects in the electorate that I represent, the
Eastern Victoria Region, which desperately need
improvements and upgrading. I will mention some of
those quickly.
The Hyland Highway is the major road between
Traralgon and Yarram. For a long time there have been
community calls to upgrade and improve that road, yet
we cannot get the funding for that improvement agreed
to by government. I would concur with the strong views
expressed in the past, particularly by people from
Yarram, that it seems ludicrous that we have to wait
until accidents happen before that road actually
qualifies as a priority project for VicRoads. The
duplication of the Princes Highway east has been a
topical subject in recent times, and indeed the plans to
duplicate the highway between Traralgon and Sale
seem a long way off, particularly as the federal
government is not prepared to put its hand in its pocket
to match what was announced by the previous federal
coalition government.
I want to make quick mention of a couple of roads in
the far east of Victoria. The Omeo Highway —
Victoria’s no. 1 highway — was the first highway
declared in the state of Victoria, and I again point out to
members, as I have on many other occasions, that
27 kilometres of that road still remains unsealed. We
can get no commitment from government to provide
the funding for the completion of the seal on that
particular road. The Omeo Highway would be a very
convenient link for tourists between the north-east of
the state and Gippsland, but tourists are largely
prevented from using that road because people who hire
vehicles are unable to get insurance coverage for taking
those vehicles over unsealed roads. It is a significant
detriment to tourism in eastern Victoria. The same can
be said about the Benambra-Corryong Road, of which
about 70 kilometres remains unsealed. It should be
sealed; a good connection between the north-east and
Gippsland would then be enhanced. In terms of
improvements to the Great Alpine Road — and again, I
have raised this in this house just recently — people are
asking, ‘Where is the plan?’. We know there is a
piecemeal approach towards improving that road. There
is some work going on at the moment but that has
largely been funded by the previous federal
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government. There has been little contribution by the
state government, and I have called on the government
to provide us with a plan for an upgrade and
improvements of that Great Alpine Road.
I think chapter 3 of this report, which defines some of
the challenges ahead, is also useful. I strongly urge the
government to take note of the Auditor-General’s
report, to look at those challenges but, more
importantly, provide the $100 million funding backlog
for maintenance improvements.

Victorian Law Reform Commission: civil
justice review
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — The
Victorian Law Reform Commission’s report on the
civil justice review is, as with so many initiatives taken
by the Attorney-General, a product of the 2004 justice
statement. Increasingly the justice statement, which sets
out the vision and direction for the modernisation of
Victoria’s justice system, is proving to be a seminal
policy document. The justice statement identified
criminal law and procedure, civil disputes, the courts
and the legal profession as key areas needing
considered and thorough review, and the statement
identified the protection of human rights and the redress
of disadvantage as among the important outcomes of
that review.
In 2006, as part of the implementation of the justice
statement, the Attorney-General provided terms of
reference to the Victorian Law Reform Commission to
identify the objectives and principles of the civil justice
system that should guide and inform the rules of civil
procedure in the context of the objectives of the justice
statement. In particular, the commission was asked to
look at ways to achieve procedural consistency across
jurisdictions as well as to simplify and update civil
procedures. The commission was asked to see how
costs to litigants and government might be reduced and
to give thought to making sure that our civil justice
system is fairer, more efficient, direct and easier to
understand and that it promotes public confidence by
being more accountable.
The commission was asked to consult widely and to
talk to the courts, the legal profession, business
interests, governments and others who have a stake in
the justice system and the improvement of the justice
system.
The civil justice review report identifies 12 priority
issues, including how people go about preparing
themselves for a legal dispute that they are becoming
involved in; how they conduct themselves; how
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disputes that are not resolved in court are settled; how
legal cases are prepared before they reach court; the
role of experts; group or class actions; who pays for
court services; how people experiencing disadvantage
can be supported to access justice; and how the justice
system deals with unmeritorious or vexatious claims.

the expectation that this will help the parties reach a
resolution. This is a 700-plus page report, and it is
impossible to cover it adequately in so short a time, but
it is an important document. I commend it to the house.

The commission also looked at the goals of the civil
justice system, the context in which the system operates
and how well it performs, so it is a big canvas. The
commission has made 177 recommendations. The
recommendations — I will not go through all of
them — propose a range of expectations that should be
required of people who are in a dispute that looks as if
it is going to end up in court so that parties to potential
civil litigation take responsibility for themselves.

Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I wish to make
some comments in relation to the Tourism Victoria
2006–07 annual report in relation to nature-based
tourism and note that in my view that report deals
inadequately with the subject. I look forward to future
reports from Tourism Victoria that will deal more
effectively with what is clearly a significant and
emerging area of tourism activity and one for which,
for regional areas particularly, there are very significant
implications.

The recommendations identify a number of specific and
legislated steps that should be followed, including the
clarification in writing of claims, an exchange of
information, the development of a protocol on how the
dispute can be managed and evidence that there have
been reasonable attempts to resolve the dispute.
Other recommendations address how parties in civil
litigation should conduct themselves. The commission
recommends that new provisions should be enacted that
can improve standards of conduct in civil proceedings
and that require verification of allegations that are made
in pleadings, so that lawyers and parties to a dispute are
required to prove that allegations made have merit.
There should be overriding obligations on those
engaged in civil litigation, and penalties should apply
when those involved breach these obligations.
The commission makes a number of recommendations
relating to the use of alternative dispute resolution
(ADR) processes. The commission believes the civil
justice system could be improved by making a wider
range of ADR options available to the courts and that
more effective use should be made of industry dispute
resolution schemes. The report also recommends that
lawyers and judicial and court officers should be
provided with more education about the
appropriateness of ADR processes in dispute
settlement.
The commission also makes recommendations relating
to the power of courts to make orders concerning the
conduct of proceedings to make sure that justice is
administered in the public interest and that it meets the
objectives of the judicial system.
The commission believes the disclosure of relevant
information before a trial commences will enable those
involved to get a better understanding of the dispute in

Tourism Victoria: report 2006–07

I wish particularly to remind the house — I have
already alluded to this in the last sitting week, but I
remind the house and the Minister for Tourism and
Major Events in the other place — that the Australian
Tourism Exchange trade show in Perth was the
opportunity for the announcement that the Victorian
south-east coast would be officially designated as one
of eight national landscapes, joining with the other
Australian landscapes. The Australian coastal
wilderness is predominantly my interest, but others
include the areas of Kakadu, the Red Centre, the
Flinders Ranges, the Australian Alps, the Blue
Mountains, the Green Cauldron extending from Byron
Bay to the Gold Coast, and another Victorian landmark,
the Great Ocean Road.
The coastal wilderness is that area of eastern Victoria
and south-eastern New South Wales, including the
Croajingolong National Park, and importantly for me it
is notable that in regard to this initiative of Tourism
Australia and Parks Australia the Victorian government
has been all but silent. I have not heard anything from
the Premier or the minister, nor the state’s counterpart
organisations, Tourism Victoria and Parks Victoria. But
it has to be made to work because it is a great marketing
opportunity and we need to capitalise on it.
The Minister for Tourism and Major Events announced
that the government would contribute 44 per cent of the
funding for a new Gippsland peak tourism body,
leaving the other 56 per cent to be contributed in
unspecified proportions by the six Gippsland councils,
Parks Victoria and local tourism businesses. This is of
some concern because it is an open-ended commitment
so far as the local tourism business industry is
concerned, which may struggle to be able to provide the
necessary support. Nevertheless it is a welcome
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opportunity to pull together the tourism interests in
Gippsland.
I think there is a problem also with this announcement
in that it lacks detail on the function and role of the
proposed peak body, but nevertheless I have suggested
a need for a collaborative program with New South
Wales to take advantage of the declaration of the
coastal wilderness landscape. But more needs to be
done.
The Croajingolong National Park falls within the
coastal wilderness and is a World Heritage listed area,
and yet until very recently — in fact as a general
reminder from me to the Minister for Environment and
Climate Change — it has not been managed in a way
that would entice visitors and encourage
word-of-mouth promotion. In fact, park facilities and
signs are in a state of disrepair.
There is a lack of effective visitor signs on the Princes
Highway at Mallacoota, and VicRoads has been less
than helpful in accommodating a signage proposal put
forward by the Mallacoota and District Business and
Tourism Association. National parks and land
management is singularly lacking. As we have heard
from members of the parliamentary Environment and
Natural Resources Committee in speaking to the tabling
of the bushfire inquiry report today, there is much to be
done in improving public land management, in
particular in terms of preventive burning and
maintaining access tracks. Indeed, one of the major
obstructions to the further development of nature-based
tourism is the fact that our land managers in Victoria
have allowed our forest tracks to run into disrepair.
All this points to a need for a comprehensive and
integrated plan for tourism promotion and the
development in the east of the state of a comprehensive
plan to capture the opportunities by being part of the
national landscapes project.

Auditor-General: Implementation of the
Criminal Justice Enhancement Program (CJEP)
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak on the Auditor-General’s report on the
implementation of the criminal justice enhancement
program. Firstly, the Brumby Labor government has
confirmed and demonstrated its commitment to
achieving a database system that will allow the criminal
justice authorities to access information that will enable
them to perform their statutory obligations and duties in
a more effective and efficient manner.
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The purpose of the enhancement program system is to
allow up-to-the-minute exchange of information
between the Victoria Police, the Office of the Director
of Public Prosecutions, Victoria Legal Aid, the County
and Magistrates courts, and Corrections Victoria.
Without up-to-date information criminals are more
likely to escape justice and judges will be unable to
pronounce appropriate sentencing.
We as a government have the responsibility to protect
our community against thugs and criminals to the very
best of our ability. To enable the government to do that
a comprehensive system of storing data and making it
timely began in 1999. The necessity for this data
system was relevant and self-evident then, as it is today.
Technology is a wonderful thing. We live in the age of
cyberspace and the technological superhighway. Our
children today are more familiar with computer games
and chat rooms than comic books and toys. Technology
affects all aspects of our lives. Data information
systems are critical to the success of any enterprise and,
while that statement is true, it is also probably one of
the most expensive tools we use today.
The Victorian justice portfolio is becoming increasingly
under pressure to maintain standards of security and
probity by ensuring confidentiality of that information.
The enhancement program needs to be completed to be
fully effective. Reading the report I am aware of the
inherent difficulties with new technology and its
mind-boggling obsolescence. This is also a factor that
cannot be ignored. When we buy a new mobile phone,
within a few months it is obsolete and something new
has taken its place.
The government recognises that adequate resources for
this important enhancement program need to be
ongoing. The issues that have been identified in the
report and the recommendations contained in it include
the rationale and the solutions towards building an
efficient, integrated, comprehensive system of data
exchange.
People in our community have expectations from
us, their elected government, that human life and
property are a high priority. They expect that we, the
government, will provide our judiciary with tools to do
the job and to set real goals that are achievable. The
report identifies the issues and the solutions to achieve
improved justice outcomes.
I commend the recommendations contained in the
report to the relevant ministers and to this house.
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Auditor-General: Accommodation for People
with a Disability
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — The
report I would like to speak on today is that of the
Office of the Victorian Auditor-General,
Accommodation for People with a Disability, which
was tabled in this chamber on 28 March 2008.
This is a recurring theme that I have spoken about on
many occasions, and I reiterate to this house how
important it is for us as a community, and certainly as
members of Parliament and legislators, to make certain
that the most vulnerable Victorians within our
community are properly and adequately catered for.
Victorians living with a disability face significant
barriers to social and economic participation in the
community, and these barriers are exacerbated by the
difficulties that people with a disability experience in
accessing adequate and appropriate care and support.
I am pleased see the now Minister for Environment and
Climate Change in here, knowing that he had
responsibility for this sector and was very cognisant of
the needs of the people in the sector, and I hope he
takes those continuing concerns to his cabinet whenever
he gets an opportunity. It is therefore salutary to see
what was said in the Auditor-General’s report and, as
this government continues to remind us, the
Auditor-General is supposedly giving transparency, so
presumably any of these findings will be things that the
government will see with a great deal of clarification
and will do something about.
The recommendations include, for example, that the
Department of Human Services (DHS) should:
provide focused support, guidance and resources to facilitate
the development of individualised plans by service providers.
This should involve:
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into the future that they will be provided with adequate
funding and dealt with compassionately and with
proper professional plans and backup.
This is a theme that is continuous throughout this
accommodation for people with a disability report. It
says in the introduction by the Auditor-General:
Victorians living with a disability face significant barriers to
social and economic participation in the community. These
barriers are exacerbated by the difficulties people with a
disability experience in accessing adequate and appropriate
care and support.

Which is exactly what I said before. In the executive
summary the report deals with the unmet demand for
support. It is this unmet demand that continues to be
elusive for this government. It makes the right noises
but it does not address the fundamental issues. We are
talking about a huge number of individuals concerned
with unmet demand, and it needs to be properly audited
and identified and something done about it. Any
additional support will be welcome, and any
government of any political persuasion needs to get to
the bottom of this and sort it out once and for all.
Under the heading ‘Unmet demand for support’ the
report states:
DHS is unable to provide support for all those requesting it
(unmet demand is around 1370 people or 30 per cent), yet
demand is increasing by around 4 per cent to 5 per cent
annually and DHS has not accurately quantified future
support needs or the associated need for resources. The
reactive nature of DHS’s response to accommodation needs,
combined with the stringent prioritisation criteria, is likely to
continue, and therefore perpetuate a crisis-driven system.

In this day and age a crisis-driven system is not
appropriate. It is not acceptable, and I encourage the
minister to look at the details encompassed in the
Auditor-General’s report and finally do something
about the situation.

adopting a team-based approach to preparing plans,
comprising relevant support and professional staff
on-the-job training.

Victorian Child Death Review Committee:
report 2008

I want to make mention here of individualised plans.
This is a term that is used a lot, but it is my
understanding from the people involved that this is not
happening in reality and that people’s individual needs
are scarcely looked at, and that is an indictment in itself.

Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) — I rise
to speak on the annual report of inquiries into the deaths
of children known to child protection 2008. Tragically,
this is a rather timely topic given recent events — the
tragic deaths in Brisbane and the horrific cases of
neglect identified in Adelaide in recent times.

People in the disability sector should have a sense of
confidence that they will be provided for and their
individual needs serviced, particularly those of their
elderly parents. As I have said here before, it is the
elderly parents who are looking after their sons and
daughters with disabilities who want some certainty

This report does not make easy reading. There were
15 children known to child protection authorities in the
state of Victoria last year who are now dead — and that
is, judging by the numbers on page 17 of the report, for
better or worse, about average over the last decade —
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obviously from a range of causes, and those are
outlined in the report.
This is the end of the process. The committee to
investigate child deaths is obviously not the first or
most important part of the child protection process, but
it is an important part so that we take the time to
analyse what has caused these tragedies, what could or
should have been done to prevent them and, hopefully,
at least learn and change as a result of what we have
learnt from that analysis. This is important work.
Obviously the protective and preventive work in the
first place is even more important.
It is probably unsurprising that much of what is found
here is consistent with what we know from other
arenas. Page 35 of the report talks about the
predominance of the coexistence of parental
characteristics of family violence, substance abuse and
mental illness. That probably does not surprise people,
but it does highlight the criticality of dealing with a
multiple set of concurrent causes and problems and the
importance of not having single, isolated, siloed,
vertical solutions to one part of the problem if you are
not going to deal with the other parts of the problem.
There is no point in talking about child protection in
isolation from talking about mental health, substance
abuse or family violence. We talk about this at the
Brotherhood of St Laurence a lot, and the same is true
about things like homelessness. Unless you attack all of
the layers of disadvantage that are compounding upon
each other, you are unlikely to get a solution. Frankly,
the effort to simply try and solve one layer is largely
wasted. Part of the frustration we have in many of these
fields is that we diligently try and attack one part of the
problem — and we face the same challenges with
indigenous issues — without attacking all of the parts
of the problem that are concurrent, and this report
highlights that state of affairs. Organisations in this area
such as the National Association for Prevention of
Child Abuse and Neglect have been highlighting the
importance of that for a while.
Another related matter is also addressed on page 35 —
that is, the importance of a single data structure which
can be accessed by all of the professionals in all of the
relevant fields so that you can understand all of these
things that are happening within these families. It
would mean that mental health professionals are aware
of what the child protection professionals are up to, are
aware of what is happening with the homelessness
agencies or the substance abuse people so that there is
coordinated understanding and effort. There is clearly
an opportunity and a necessity for us to see the
development of those sorts of universal data platforms.
With Web 2.0 and modern technology, that is
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surprisingly cheap and easy to do. A lot of the time
governments try to have what we in the IT business call
big-iron solutions to these things, with massive system
integration efforts when what can be done with simple
internet technology is quicker, cheaper and better.
There is a lot of opportunity there.
Importantly the report also goes on to identify some
best practice learnings of where the child protection
process has worked effectively. It gives a comforting
case study, an example of a family and a young girl
who were the beneficiaries of that best practice
environment. In conclusion, I know about the work of
people such as Bernadette Burchell and her team at the
Children’s Protection Society, who have been
pioneering some of this integrated service development,
which services the parents’ and the family’s needs as
well as the child protection needs concurrently. The
new integrated centre they are building is very exciting,
and I hope in the future we will see a reduction in the
numbers because of that learning and those innovative
approaches.

Auditor-General: Maintaining the State’s
Regional Arterial Road Network
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I am
pleased to make a contribution on the
Auditor-General’s report on maintaining the state’s
regional arterial road network. I would like to echo the
comments made by Mr Hall. By and large in my
dealings with VicRoads its staff have been prompt and
courteous and have worked with me. The great issue
that has been identified in the report is by and large not
what VicRoads does, but the resources it has at its
disposal. It is worth noting that 90 per cent of all trips
are made by road and that the government has failed to
live up to its stated policy of increasing the percentage
of trips made by public transport to 20 per cent by
2020. Our public transport system is at crisis point
when we are nowhere near the figure of 20 per cent of
trips. Despite the Minister for Roads and Ports often
identifying buses as a form of public transport, which
they are, the reality is that the number of people
catching buses every day as a percentage of total trips is
very small indeed.
Roads are a critical component of freight movement
and the movement of people for a variety of reasons.
The Auditor-General found that the condition of
regional and rural roads has continued to deteriorate in
recent years, that maintenance funding has failed to
keep pace with inflation and that there is an ever-ageing
asset base. This will be a significant challenge to
Victorian taxpayers and road users alike in years to
come, because many of the roads and bridges that we
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use today were designed for a time when B-doubles did
not exist, when cars were smaller and trucks in
particular were much smaller. Significant investment
will be required over the coming years to ensure that
the bridge network in particular can remain in use to
allow heavier trucks to use them.
It has been identified in the house that the West Gate
Bridge has needed significant reinforcement to allow
larger trucks to use it, but that bridge is only one of
thousands that need additional investment. Indeed the
Auditor-General said:
a significant catch-up program and a substantial increase in
recurrent maintenance funding are required …

He went on to say:
Without further action the condition and the performance —

of roads and bridges —
will deteriorate and this will become increasingly clear to the
travelling public.

Mr Hall spoke of a number of roads that need urgent
attention in our mutual electorate, particularly in its
eastern area. A number of roads require significant
investment in the urban-rural interface. As the
population growth has exploded in the urban interface
area the road investment has not matched that explosion
of population. A number of roads throughout the city of
Casey and the shire of Cardinia — and in Baw Baw,
Bass Coast and Yarra Ranges — need either
duplication or significant upgrade to cope with what is
now either an urban environment or at least a
semi-urban environment. That is a great challenge for
this government, but unfortunately it has failed to
deliver the investment required, not to expand the road
network but just to maintain it. The Auditor-General
has identified that the new assets that have come on line
have not come with additional maintenance funding for
the life of those roads, which really has short-changed
Victorians and shows a failure to understand basic
infrastructure maintenance, and that is an indictment of
this government. We face significant challenges. We
need to keep pushing down the road toll and to
maintain our assets, and the government must spend
more to maintain our road and bridge infrastructure.

Mallee Catchment Management Authority:
report 2007
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — I wish to speak
on the Mallee Catchment Management Authority
annual report 2007. In doing so I wish to acknowledge
the chairperson, Joan Byrnes; all members of the board
of management; the chief executive officer, Jenny
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Collins; and its staff for their work and commitment to
ensuring that natural resources in the region are
managed in an integrated and ecologically sustainable
way in the face of what must be regarded as
considerable challenges. I also acknowledge all the
committee members and volunteers who have
participated in programs to implement the Mallee
regional catchment management strategy as well.
I will outline the key features of the Mallee Catchment
Management Authority region for members of the
house who might not be familiar with it. The Mallee
CMA area covers approximately 3.9 million hectares,
which is almost one-fifth of Victoria, which is about
half of Northern Victoria Region, the electorate that I
represent. The regional population is approximately
65 000 people, and the major urban centre is the Rural
City of Mildura, which is continuing to grow apace.
From Mildura the region stretches through Ouyen to
Birchip and across to the South Australian border, so it
is a very large area indeed. It is also very important to
Victoria because the Mallee region produces half of
Victoria’s wheat under normal conditions — if we ever
see those again — the majority of dried fruits in the
state, 30 per cent of Australia’s wine grapes, 70 per cent
of Victoria’s table grapes, as well as significant
quantities of other crops as well. As members would be
aware, many of these horticultural sectors have faced
challenges, certainly through the reporting period for
this report, 2006–07. That challenging set of conditions
has continued through to this day.
In speaking to this report I might also pay attention to
the considerable efforts that the Mallee Catchment
Management Authority has made in the name of
community engagement. I am pleased to say that the
Mallee CMA is a community-driven and accountable
organisation. It relies on high levels of community
engagement through implementation committees and
other systems to ensure regional community ownership
and commitment to the priorities in the regional
catchment strategy. These key commitments include
promoting community engagement, supporting the
original Landcare network and enhancing indigenous
engagement. The many programs that deliver these
objectives include Landcare, biodiversity action plans,
frontage action plans, indigenous programs, the
environmental mapping and planning project, and the
Mallee environmental employment program, which
have all been instrumental in building community
capacity and knowledge.
Just to give some examples of the outstanding results of
this community engagement, some 7000 people were
involved in the Waterwatch program during the
reporting year, which is outstanding. There are
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27 Landcare groups in the Mallee CMA region, all of
them active. As well as that — and I think these things
are connected — the Mallee CMA has delivered a new
and much-improved website, which gives easy access
to up-to-date information for the whole community and
assists in communicating with the community. Those
outstanding results for community engagement are
reflected in actions like improving that website.
I would also like to refer to an important achievement
through the reporting period — that is, during that
period the CMA and the Department of Primary
Industries — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.

Auditor-General: Maintaining the State’s
Regional Arterial Road Network
Mr VOGELS (Western Victoria) — I, too, want to
make a few comments on the Auditor-General’s report
which was tabled in the house yesterday, Maintaining
the State’s Regional Arterial Road Network. Victoria’s
arterial road network is critical for the state — we all
know that. It carries about 90 per cent of personal trips,
and about 80 per cent of our freight is carried on these
arterial roads.
The number of vehicles on the road and the freight
carried on the roads have increased enormously in the
last decade or so. I can see this from personal
experience. I come to Melbourne regularly to attend
Parliament when it is sitting. When I was elected to this
place in 1999 it used to take me approximately 3 hours
to get from Scotts Creek, where I live, to Parliament.
Now it would take me 5 hours if I tried to get here on a
Tuesday. I do not bother to do that any longer, because
if there is an accident or a truck has broken down on the
West Gate Bridge, you just do not get here 3 hours
later. I now always travel down on the Monday evening
because of the increase in traffic volume.
The Auditor-General says that most of Victoria’s
arterial road network is in rural and regional Victoria,
but there are 22 000 kilometres all up, and about
19 000 kilometres of it is in rural and regional Victoria.
There are approximately 6000 bridges in Victoria.
This is a damning report. In today’s Herald Sun, for
example, an article entitled ‘Roads falling apart’ by
Geraldine Mitchell and Holly Ife states:
Victoria’s main roads are falling apart and putting lives at risk
because of a lack of state government funding, the
Auditor-General has found.
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The end of the article says:
Premier John Brumby said maintenance of rural roads was
not just a state issue.

What a cop-out! Local government keeps saying to the
state government, ‘Can you please help us with our
local road network, our infrastructure, our bridges?’.
We always hear from this Labor government that local
roads are a council responsibility, not a state
responsibility. The Premier is probably trying to say,
‘These arterial road networks are the responsibility of
the federal government, and yes, we will put in a little
bit. Local roads are the responsibility of state
government; they are not our responsibility either’.
What is the government standing for? It is a damning
report.
I do not blame VicRoads for this. It is not getting the
funding. The Auditor-General clearly points out it is
getting approximately the same amount of funding it
received 10 years ago. As I said, we all know that there
are more cars on the road, and we also know that more
freight is being carried on the road, and the trucks
carrying it are getting bigger, therefore causing more
damage.
VicRoads is responsible not only for the pavement —
that is, the bit of road we drive on — but it is also
responsible for thousands of bridges, pathways, barriers
and walls; roadside assets including engineering
features such as traffic signs, cuttings on embankments,
roadside revegetation, traffic signs, pavement markings,
street lighting, traffic signals and electric road signs.
This report says that only 56 per cent of the
$300 million that is put into maintaining our road
infrastructure is actually spent on roads, so 44 per cent
of it goes on those other assets that VicRoads is also
responsible for. In other words, 56 per cent of the
$300 million is spent on 22 000 kilometres of roads,
which works out to be less than $7000 a kilometre,
which is a pittance. Members should know that to fix
up just a minor road the cost will be about $100 000 a
kilometre, so it is not good enough to spend just $7000
per kilometre. The state government needs to lift its
game.
Another disappointing part of the report is that a lot of
VicRoads managers, people who have been working
for VicRoads for many years, are leaving, resulting in a
brain drain. That eventually leads to bad decision
making. Engineers who are working for VicRoads are
saying, ‘I’m getting out of here’, because they can see
the problems ahead of them. They know what needs to
be done, but the money to be able to do it properly is
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not forthcoming, so a lot of them are leaving VicRoads
and looking for greener pastures.
Finally, this is a damning report. I do not blame
VicRoads for it; it is basically held at the mercy of the
government.

Deakin University: report 2007
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — I rise to make
a statement on the Deakin University annual report
2007. It is a pleasure to stand and make a contribution
here on the achievements of Deakin University, as I
have witnessed firsthand a number of announcements
of many exciting accomplishments and future
endeavours of that university.
Recently I have attended two major events, the first
being the announcement by Premier Brumby of the
development of jobs that will flow as a result of the
relationship between Deakin University and Satyam;
and secondly, the opening by Prime Minister Kevin
Rudd of Victoria’s first regional medical school.
The success of Deakin University is evident to all those
involved: the education fraternity who witness Deakin’s
increasing level of academic achievement; the research
fraternity with Deakin’s tag as one of Australia’s
primary research institutions; and those with a passing
interest in its performance by the numerous
announcements and achievements commonly seen in
the media — not just in Geelong but through the
electorate and also in Melbourne.
From reading the 2007 report I would like to bring
attention to some major positive elements that may not
necessarily require or warrant big announcements or
media coverage, but positives that signify the relevance
of Deakin University to Victoria — the positives that
signify that Deakin University is absolutely committed
and in touch with the needs of Victoria, particularly
rural and regional Victoria.
As the report states, one of Deakin’s core commitments
is to:
work in partnership with local communities in Burwood,
Geelong and Warrnambool, and with governments, industry,
business and the professions, to advance the interests of
Victoria and Australia; to champion equity and access; and to
be committed to providing flexible teaching programs;
distance and online education; workplace-based learning and
continuing education; and research and teaching programs
that advance the needs of south-central and south-western
Victoria.

Some of the targets set and achievements accomplished
in the reporting period advance this core commitment,
such as: the heads of agreement that was established
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with the University of Ballarat to collaborate on joint
initiatives central to university education and research
in regional Victoria, which is just an incredible bonus
for Western Victoria Region. Another is obtaining
Australian Medical Council accreditation of Deakin’s
graduate entry bachelor of medicine-bachelor of
surgery degree, which has established Victoria’s first
regional medical school. It in turn will teach students
the skills to work in rural and regional Victoria and
deliver the best possible health care for the area.
Deakin has also strengthened its partnerships with local
communities by signing a memorandum of
understanding with the City of Greater Geelong and is
working together on a whole range of social, cultural
and economic development issues in the area.
I would like to mention the ongoing commitment to
making sure there is a pool of students on the campus
who come from rural areas, as well as lower
socioeconomic areas. Deakin’s own statistics show that
20.7 per cent of the students are from regional areas:
this is 3.3 per cent above the state average and just
under 3 per cent above the national average.
Like a number of other providers, Deakin University is
particularly interested in the advancement of
indigenous education. During the reporting period
Deakin was successful in securing a $1.4 million
indigenous scholarship program. Deakin is also
awarding up to 21 scholarships to indigenous students
to address the current shortage of Aboriginal early
childhood teachers to work in kindergartens and
day-care settings.
I have been particularly pleased with the
groundbreaking university industry collaborations that
Deakin has been setting. It is a major demonstration of
what can be achieved in the region. Deakin University
continues to excel in partnerships and positioning itself
over and over again to be at the centre of a range of
transformations that are occurring in academia,
vocational training — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Vogels) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.

Victoria University: report 2007
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — In Western
Metropolitan Region there are some amazing
educational institutions. One of them is Victoria
University, whose 2007 report I wish to address today.
Victoria University was originally created when a
number of smaller post-secondary facilities were
combined to offer an improved educational future for
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its students, most particularly targeting its own region
of the west. While the university accepts students from
anywhere, as with all other universities, the bulk of its
staff and students reflect the diverse multicultural
community that is Western Metropolitan Region and
thus mirrors the people of Victoria.
I wish to acknowledge that the Australian Universities
Quality Agency has commended Victoria University’s
commitment to Western Metropolitan Region. Over the
years this university has grown and developed into a
fine university with a range of educational courses and
a growing number of graduates who are contributing
significantly to Victorian society.
In 2007 the university expanded its business and law
programs, created new faculties in vocational education
and in further education to stem the growing skills
crisis that the Minister for Skills and Workforce
Participation has spoken about in the other house, and
further improved its administration and its forward
planning. As a direct result of its striving for true
excellence, Victoria University was given a 3 star
award for being one of the very best training providers
in the nation.
I am also impressed to note in the report that the
university was named as having the best community
engagement collaboration program, an amazing
achievement that stands as testament to the true depth
of its staff and its leadership. That’s not bad for a
university that a former vice-chancellor of Melbourne
University once said we did not need!
In 2007, 66 doctorates were awarded, along with almost
6500 awards in the critical TAFE sector and well over
5000 in higher education. However, this brilliant
university went further to give even more back to the
community. Victoria University actively supports its
staff being involved in local community events. It has
also been very active in promoting the Women’s Health
Network in the West program. It has participated in
water-saving research programs, investigated the
economics of the pharmaceutical industry, participated
in other research aimed at improving home-based
smoke detectors, and much more.
As a committed Bombers fan, despite how our team has
performed this year, I will not speak about the excellent
sports performance research scholarships that the
university has with the Western Bulldogs football club.
The university heeded the concerns about the need for
more skilled graduates when it created its vocational
education faculties of workforce development and
technical and trade innovation. In fact, Victoria
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University has worked tirelessly to further develop,
strengthen and extend its relationships with industry
and business — such that the highly regarded
Australian Financial Review published an article on its
front page which declared Victoria University as
‘leading the charge’ towards industry experience for its
students.
This shows Victoria University’s commitment towards
ensuring that its graduates are job ready when they
leave university. This university has over 47 000 local
and international students. It has almost 800 award
programs. The majority of its students come from the
region itself, and over 40 per cent of the students are
from a non-English-speaking background. Staff and
students represent some 90 nationalities.
The Victoria University 2007 annual report and 2007
achievements annual report show quite clearly that the
investment this government has made across a number
of areas in this university has been very well spent. I am
honoured to have such a quality educational body in my
electorate, and I am proud that it is delivering success
for its students. On behalf of the people of Victoria,
thanks to its efforts we will all be winners in the years
ahead.

CANCER AMENDMENT (HPV) BILL
Statement of compatibility
For Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change), Hon. T. C. Theophanous tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities, I make this statement of compatibility
with respect to the Cancer Amendment (HPV) Bill 2008.
In my opinion, the Cancer Amendment (HPV) Bill 2008, as
introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible with the
human rights protected by the charter. I base my opinion on
the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview of bill
The purpose of the bill is to amend the Cancer Act 1958 (‘the
act’) to enable reports of tests in relation to precursors to
cancer, such as human papilloma virus (HPV), to be
forwarded to organisations that maintain a prescribed register.
HPV is recognised as a necessary factor in the development
of nearly all cases of cervical cancer. Testing for HPV is now
a critical part of the management of women with
screen-detected abnormalities of the cervix. In future, it may
be desirable for other precursors to cancer to be reported on
and recorded as part of a cancer screening program. In
addition, these provisions will provide a legislative
framework for reporting test results of other precursors to
cancer should it become desirable to capture these in future.
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Human rights issues
1.

Human rights protected by the charter that are
relevant to the bill

Section 13(a): right to privacy
Section 13(a) of the charter provides that a person has the
right not to have his or her privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with.
I consider that clause 4 of the bill engages but does not limit
the right to privacy because the interference with privacy is
not unlawful or arbitrary.
Clause 3 of the bill will extend the definition of ‘cancer test’
in section 59(1) of the act to include a test for cancer ‘or any
of its precursors’.
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GAVIN JENNINGS, MLC
Minister for Environment and Climate Change and Minister
for Innovation

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated on motion of
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Industry
and Trade).
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and Trade) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time:

Incorporated speech as follows:
Clause 4 of the bill will make related amendments to
sections 62(4), (5)(c) and (9)(b) of the act to ensure that
references to ‘cancer’ in these sections also apply to
‘precursors to cancer’.
The interference with privacy is not unlawful because the bill
enables the Victorian cervical cytology register to lawfully
collect and record women’s test results for HPV. If in future,
it is considered desirable for other precursors to cancer to be
reported and recorded on a prescribed register, the bill will
only support the capture of test results where a prescribed
register is established to record such information.
The interference with privacy is not arbitrary because of the
safeguards provided in the act. The proposed amendments are
in the context of an existing regime in the act which enables
people to object to the inclusion of their information in such
registers, requires that they be informed of their right to object
and limits disclosure of information in the registers to certain
specified circumstances (sections 62(3), (4) and (6) of the
act). The proposed amendments are considered to be
reasonable from a privacy perspective because they
appropriately balance health-care considerations with patient
privacy.
Section 9
Section 9 of the charter provides that every person has the
right to life and the right not to be arbitrarily deprived of life.
I consider that the bill promotes the right to life because the
amendments will facilitate best practice screening and
treatment of women who have a higher cervical cancer risk
associated with the human papilloma virus.
2.

Consideration of reasonable limitations — section 7(2)

As the rights under the charter which the bill engages are not
limited by the bill, it is not necessary to consider the
application of section 7(2) of the charter.
Conclusion
I consider that the bill is compatible with the charter because,
although the bill engages the right conferred by section 13 of
the charter, it does not limit that right. In addition, it promotes
the right conferred by section 9 of the charter.

I am pleased to introduce this bill to the house. The Brumby
government has nominated cancer as one of its major health
priorities, and this bill represents another step in this
important commitment.
Victoria has a strong track record of investment and
innovation in cancer prevention, treatment and research. This
has resulted in world-leading increases in survival rates —
that is, people living for five years disease free — from 48 per
cent in Victoria in 1990, to the 2004 level of 61 per cent.
Despite this record, cancer remains Victoria’s biggest killer,
and the cause of immense suffering for the community.
Today 70 Victorians will be told they have cancer — and
around one in three Victorians will develop cancer before the
age of 75.
Today the bill I introduce seeks to reduce the impact of one
cancer — cervical cancer — which we know affects
approximately 1900 Victorian women each year.
The bill seeks to amend the Cancer Act 1958 to enable the
Victorian cervical cytology register to lawfully collect and
record women’s test results for human papilloma virus,
commonly known as HPV. The primary objective of this
amendment is to facilitate best practice in cervical cancer
screening and the treatment of women with screen-detected
abnormalities of the cervix, and to ensure Victoria is able to
meet new guidelines issued by the National Health and
Medical Research Council in July 2006.
Cervical cancer incidence has declined dramatically since the
late 1980s, when the organised national cervical screening
program was introduced. Victoria has one of the highest
participation rates in cervical screening in the country, which
is reflected by the continuing decline in mortality from
cervical cancer. At one death per 100 000 women, this rate is
now among the lowest in the world.
As Victorians we can be proud of the quality screening
services developed and available in this state. PapScreen
Victoria created highly successful awareness campaigns
which have been adopted by other states. The Victorian
Cytology Service is the only publicly funded cytology service
in Australia, performing about 300 000 Pap tests a year. It is
at the centre of testing, diagnostic work and screening, but
also conducts important research. The Victorian Cytology
Service auspices the Victorian cervical cytology register and
has recently won the contract to establish the national HPV
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immunisation register. This register will support the national
HPV vaccination program. This highlights the outstanding
work of the Victorian cervical cytology register in terms of
cancer control.
Recent research has identified a strong link between HPV and
cervical cancer. Whilst most women with HPV will not
develop cervical cancer, research indicates that HPV is a
necessary factor in the development of the vast majority of
cases of cervical cancer. This new evidence has seen the
introduction of an HPV vaccination program in Australia in
April 2007. This program provides free vaccination against
certain high-risk strains of HPV to all women and girls aged
between 12 and 26.
Another impact of this new evidence is the inclusion of
testing for HPV as a critical part of the management of
women with screen-detected abnormalities of the cervix
under the national guidelines: Screening to Prevent Cervical
Cancer — Guidelines for the Management of Asymptomatic
Women with Screen-Detected Abnormalities.
The new guidelines state that where a woman has had a
high-grade abnormality of the cervix, the results of HPV tests,
together with follow-up Pap tests, will determine her future
management. To enable compliance with the new guidelines,
the results of HPV tests need to be reported to the Victorian
cervical cytology register so that the register can send out
appropriate reminder letters to women as part of their
post-treatment screening following a colposcopy.
Whilst the act currently enables results of tests for cancer to
be forwarded to a prescribed register such as the Victorian
cervical cytology register, the definition of ‘cancer test’ does
not extend to tests for ‘precursors to cancer’, such as HPV.
This bill will broaden the definition of ‘cancer test’ to enable
tests for precursors to cancer to be reported to and recorded
by a prescribed register.
There are a range of other precursors to cancer apart from
HPV. For example, colorectal adenoma, ductal carcinoma in
situ and skin lesions that may progress to malignant
melanoma are all conditions which are considered to be
precursors to various forms of cancer.
As knowledge increases in the area of cancer prevention and
screening, it may become desirable in the future for other
precursors to cancer, apart from HPV, to be reported to and
recorded on a prescribed register as part of a cancer screening
program.
This bill will provide a legislative framework for reporting
and recording test results of precursors to cancer other than
HPV. However, it will only support the capture of
information about other precursors to cancer where a
prescribed register is established to record this information.
This will avoid the unnecessary capture of test results that do
not serve to improve health outcomes for Victorians.
The proposed amendment maintains current provisions in the
act which require that people are informed of their right to
object to their test results being recorded, to opt off the
register, or not have their information reported to the register
in the first instance. The amendment appropriately balances
health-care considerations with patient privacy.
Clause 1 sets out the main purposes of the bill. Clause 2 is the
commencement provision. Clause 3 amends the definition of
‘cancer test’ in section 59(1) of the Cancer Act 1958 to
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include a test for a precursor to cancer. Clause 4 ensures that
references to cancer in sections 62(4), (5)(c) and (9)(b) of the
Cancer Act 1958 also apply to ‘precursors to cancer’.
Clause 5 provides that the bill be repealed on the first
anniversary of its commencement.
This bill is an example of the government’s ongoing
commitment to preventing cancer.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr D. DAVIS
(Southern Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 3 July.

WILDLIFE AMENDMENT (MARINE
MAMMALS) BILL
Statement of compatibility
For Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change), Hon. T. C. Theophanous tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities, I make this statement of compatibility
with respect to the Wildlife Amendment (Marine Mammals)
Bill 2008 (‘the bill’).
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with the human rights protected by the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview of bill
The bill amends the Wildlife Act 1975 (‘the act’) to
implement Victoria’s commitments to the Natural Resources
Management Ministerial Council in respect of whales,
dolphins and seals, to provide long-term business certainty for
marine mammal tourism operators, to improve the protection
of whales in emergency situations and to otherwise simplify
and improve the operation of the act.
Human rights issues
Part 1. Human rights protected by the charter that are
relevant to the bill
The bill engages three of the human rights protected by the
charter.
Section 12: freedom of movement
Section 12 of the charter establishes the right for every person
lawfully within Victoria to move freely within Victoria and to
enter and leave it and have the freedom to choose where to
live.
The proposal in clause 25 (proposed sections 81(3) and (4))
for authorised officers to be able to direct persons or vessels
to cease approaching, or move away from, whales for up to
500 metres could lead to limitations on the right to freedom of
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movement in circumstances where such a direction is given.
A person’s freedom of movement would be limited where
they might otherwise have continued to freely approach the
whale or remained in the vicinity of the whale, as the case
may be.
Section 25(1): the right to be presumed innocent
Section 25(1) provides that an individual charged with a
criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent until
proved guilty according to law.
Clause 25 (proposed section 81(6)) provides that a person
who has been given a direction by an authorised officer under
proposed sections 81(3) or (4) must comply with the direction
unless the person has a reasonable excuse for not doing so.
Because proposed section 81(6) imposes an evidential burden
on the accused should they wish to raise the defence of
reasonable excuse, it may be viewed as a ‘reverse onus’
provision. Courts have found that provisions of this kind may
limit the right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty,
because they effectively require an accused to point to facts
which establish their innocence, rather than leaving the entire
evidential and legal burden of proving guilt with the
prosecuting authority. This may engage section 25(1) of the
charter.
The defence of reasonable excuse in proposed section 81(6)
does not rely on any presumed facts, nor requires an accused
to disprove any elements of the offence, nor imposes a legal
burden on an accused to prove any fact. In accordance with
section 130 of the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989, an accused
may present or point to evidence which merely raises a
reasonable possibility that they have a reasonable excuse.
Upon the defendant doing so, the legal onus of disproving the
existence of a reasonable excuse beyond reasonable doubt
falls to the prosecuting authority.
Accordingly, it is arguable that the right to be presumed
innocent is not limited by proposed section 81(6). However,
to the extent that it may be, the limitation is reasonable and
justifiable, having regard to the factors in s. 7(2) of the
charter, as explained under part 2, below.
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circumstances, all of which would be consistent with
section 20 of the charter.
Even if the right to property were engaged by these
provisions, the right is not limited. The discretion to cancel
licences is not arbitrary: it may be exercised if a licence
condition has not been complied with, the licence-holder has
not complied with wildlife protection laws or for seal
protection purposes. If a licence is suspended, the
licence-holder may make a submission to the secretary to
review the decision (section 85L), may make further
submissions if it proposed that the licence be cancelled
(section 85M), and may subsequently seek a review of a
decision to suspend or cancel a permit (existing
section 86C(1)(c)). Permits held by current whale tour
operators will be protected by transitional provisions in
clause 34 of the bill.
Part 2. Consideration of reasonable limitations —
section 7(2)
To the extent that the bill results in a limitation of the right to
freedom of movement, I consider that the limitation will be
reasonable, in accordance with section 7(2) of the charter. I
provide the following reasons for this view.
Section 12: freedom of movement
(a) The nature of the right being limited
The right to freedom of movement protects against
restrictions on people’s ability to move freely within the state.
(b) The importance of the purpose of the limitation
The purpose of proposed sections 81(3) and (4), which will
provide authorised officers with a power to direct a person or
vessel to cease approaching within 500 metres of, or to move
up to 500 metres away from, a whale is to promote human
safety and the welfare and conservation of whales by enabling
a buffer zone to be created around a whale in critical
situations. Human safety and the welfare and conservation of
whales are both of high importance.
(c) The nature and extent of the limitation

Section 20: property rights
Section 20 of the charter provides that a person must not be
deprived of their property except in accordance with law. A
deprivation of property is in accordance with law where the
deprivation occurs under powers conferred by legislation
pursuant to a law which is formulated precisely and is not
arbitrary.
Clauses 27 and 30 of the bill provide for the issuing of whale
and seal tour permits. While the act already provides for the
variation, suspension and cancellation of whale tour permits,
clause 30 inserts new provisions (sections 85J, 85K and 85M)
of this kind in relation to seal tour permits. The provisions to
be inserted by clause 30 may engage the right to property to
the extent that such permits are ‘property’ within the meaning
of section 20 of the charter. However, the preferred view is
that when permits of this kind are varied, suspended or
cancelled by the same body that issued the permits (which is
the case here), then the right to property under the charter is
not engaged. This is because the permit would be granted
pursuant to a regulatory regime which encompasses the
ability to alter conditions, suspend or cancel permits in certain

A limitation on freedom of movement will only occur when
an authorised officer gives a direction to a person or vessel to
cease approaching, or to move away from, a whale. The
conditions precedent to an exercise of power under proposed
sections 81(3) or (4) mean that the circumstances in which a
direction is given will be relatively few; directions are only
expected to be given under these proposed sections in
emergency or other critical situations.
Further, when a direction is given, its application will be
limited to an area no greater than 500 metres away from the
whale in question, which will invariably be a very small part
of Victoria in each instance. Moreover, a person will still be
free to choose where to move to, provided it is at least the
distance away specified by the authorised officer.
Additionally, a direction will not affect people’s ability to
move between all other parts of Victoria. Having regard to the
overall breadth and nature of the right to freedom of
movement, and the factors outlined above, the extent of the
limitation on the right is not significant.
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(d) The relationship between the limitation and its purpose

(d) The relationship between the limitation and its purpose

The relationship between the limitation and its purpose is
rational and proportionate. The bill stipulates that the ability
to require people to cease approaching or to move away from
the immediate vicinity of a whale can only be used for the
purpose of promoting human safety or the welfare of a whale,
and these purposes are directly promoted by the use of the
power.

The placing of an evidential burden on an accused to point to
facts relating to a reasonable excuse is directly related to the
purpose of providing a defence of reasonable excuse, thereby
reducing the scope of the offence under proposed
section 81(6).

(e) Any less restrictive means reasonably available to
achieve its purpose
It would not be possible to ensure human safety and the
welfare and conservation of whales by creating a buffer zone
around a whale if there was no ability to require people to
cease approaching or move away from the vicinity of the
whale.
Accordingly, there are no less restrictive means reasonably
available to achieve the purpose of the limitation.
Section 25(1): the right to be presumed innocent
(a) The nature of the right being limited

(e) Any less restrictive means reasonably available to
achieve its purpose
It would not be possible to provide a statutory defence of
reasonable excuse without requiring an accused to point to
facts relating to a reasonable excuse. Accordingly, there is no
less restrictive means available.
(f)

Any other relevant factors

With reference to the factors noted under (a), above, it is
relevant to note that the penalty for an offence under proposed
section 81(6) is at the lower end of the scale relative to other
offences (20 penalty units) and that information as to whether
an accused has a reasonable excuse is likely to be readily
available to an accused.
Conclusion

The right to be presumed innocent reflects a fundamental
common-law principle. However, the courts have recognised
that the right may be subject to limits and have held that the
reverse onus provisions are more likely to be consistent with
human rights if they require the accused to prove an
exception, proviso or excuse rather than disprove an element
of the offence; where the conduct regulated by the offence is
generally unlawful; where the information required to
exonerate the defendant is readily available to the defendant;
and where the penalty is at the lower end of the scale.
(b) The importance of the purpose of the limitation
The purpose of the limitation of the right is to reduce the
scope of the offence under proposed section 81(6). A person
should not be guilty of an offence if they have a reasonable
excuse for failing or refusing to comply with a direction of an
authorised officer. Whether or not a person has such an
excuse will be a matter peculiarly within the knowledge of the
accused, such as whether the person or their vessel was
unable to move due to physical inability or safety concerns
particular to that person or vessel. In the absence of a
requirement for an accused to point to facts relating to a
reasonable excuse, it would be difficult, if not impossible, for
a prosecuting authority to investigate and prove a negative,
that is, the absence of any lawful excuse.
(c) The nature and extent of the limitation
The evidential burden in proposed section 81(6) only applies
to the defence of reasonable excuse. It does not relate to the
central elements of the offence — they must still be proved
by the prosecuting authority beyond reasonable doubt.
Further, it only places an evidential burden on the accused.
Once the accused presents or points to sufficient evidence to
raise the defence, the burden is on the prosecution to disprove
the lawful excuse beyond reasonable doubt. If this is a
limitation on the right to be presumed innocent, it is not a
significant limitation.

I consider that the bill is compatible with the charter because,
although it does limit freedom of movement and it may limit
the presumption of innocence, the limitations are in each
instance reasonable under section 7(2) of the charter.
GAVIN JENNINGS, MLC
Minister for Environment and Climate Change

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be incorporated
on motion of Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister
for Industry and Trade).
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and Trade) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
Since its introduction, the Wildlife Act 1975 has provided for
the protection, management and sustainable use of wildlife in
Victoria. The Victorian government is committed to the
continued sustainability of recreational and commercial
industries associated with wildlife. This bill strengthens
Victoria’s legislation to improve the protection of whales,
dolphins and seals by minimising adverse human interactions
with these species. In doing so, the bill ensures the long-term
sustainability of industries associated with whale, dolphin and
seal tourism.
Victoria is fortunate to attract a diverse whale and dolphin
population to our coastal waters. Blue whales, which are the
world’s largest mammals, gather at the Bonney upwelling,
near Portland in western Victoria. Other whale species,
including humpbacks and the large sperm whale, can often be
seen off the coast near Warrnambool. Victorian waters also
host numerous populations of common and bottlenose
dolphins.
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Victoria is also home to Australia’s largest fur seal colony at
Seal Rocks. Other key populations are present at The
Skerries, Kanowna Island and Lady Julia Percy Island.
In recent years, the popularity and economic value of whale,
dolphin and seal watching has increased. In turn, this has led
to the development of new niches in marine mammal tourism.
These include seal-watching, seal-interaction tours and whale
watching from aircraft. These niches are largely unregulated,
and this may lead to the disruption of marine mammal
populations.
Social shifts have been driving these developments. There is a
growing public understanding of the complexity of Victoria’s
marine ecosystems, which results in ever-growing public
interest. There is also a natural and universal curiosity about
the complex lives of whales, dolphins and seals. A flow-on
effect of this rising interest and activity is increased pressure
on marine mammal populations.
The government recognises the need to protect the future
sustainability and development of marine mammal tourism
industries in Victoria. In responding to the development of
these niches, this bill builds upon the existing provisions of
the Wildlife Act. The bill introduces new provisions to:
enhance the protection of our wildlife;
protect humans in their interactions with wildlife; and
support the development of new and innovative tourism.
I now turn to the bill.
All whales, dolphins and seals are currently protected under
the Wildlife Act. Improved measures in this bill will ensure
that any adverse effects from tourism or contact with
commercial and recreational vessels are managed
appropriately to ensure the long-term conservation of these
iconic species.
As a member of the Natural Resource Management
Ministerial Council — or the NRMMC for short — Victoria
has endorsed the Australian National Guidelines for Whale
and Dolphin Watching 2005. The amendments to part X of
the act will enable Victoria to implement these guidelines
through the establishment of additional measures to manage
interactions with whales and dolphins.
Aircraft-based whale watching has the potential to
significantly disrupt the normal behaviour of whales.
Repeated disturbances may negatively affect feeding,
reproduction, access to habitat and socialising. This can lead
to negative consequences for the health of individual animals,
as well as general population size and distribution.
To address these issues, the bill does three key things. Firstly,
the bill introduces a permit system for aircraft-based
whale-watching tour operators. Secondly, it enables control of
the number of operators in environmentally sensitive areas —
areas which are fundamental to the life cycle of whales, such
as along the Bonney upwelling. Thirdly, it enables permit
conditions to control the frequency of tours and manage the
amount of time that an operator can spend in the vicinity of a
whale. For these reasons, similar provisions already apply to
sea-based whale watching such as whale swim tours.
Clause 27 of the bill implements these amendments by
inserting a new and restructured division 2 of part X in place
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of the majority of the existing provisions. The redrafting of
division 2 has enabled the new permit regime for
aircraft-based whale-watching tour operators to sit alongside
the existing provisions for the current sea-based permit
regime. This has avoided the need for an all-new division 2A.
As a result, the bill provides greater simplicity and
accessibility in these provisions. The restructuring retains all
of the existing provisions of division 2 and extends them to
aircraft-based commercial whale tour operators. The bill
implements these new policy objectives whilst enhancing the
structure of the legislation.
The bill will also improve Victoria’s ability to assist whales or
dolphins in distress, such as during strandings and
entanglements in fishing gear. Wildlife officers will be able to
direct a person or vessel to cease approaching within 500
metres of, or move up to 500 metres away from, a whale or
dolphin.
The Department of Sustainability and Environment is the key
control agency for whale emergencies in Victoria. These new
provisions will assist the department’s wildlife officers in
effectively managing these situations. The new emergency
management powers will build upon the existing minimum
approach distances for whales and dolphins for vessels,
aircraft and people. The current minimum approach distance
on the ground or water is 100 metres. This distance is
inadequate in emergency response situations where rescue
operations involve numerous rescue vessels. Strandings and
entanglements tend to become public events and emotions
can run high. Onlookers in recreational or commercial vessels
can inadvertently hamper rescue efforts. The safety of
onlookers, as well as media and pleasure-boat traffic, can also
be an issue if a whale behaves unpredictably and moves
quickly. Blue whales can power along at speeds in excess of
35 kilometres per hour.
The success of rescue operations is critical to the conservation
and welfare of whales and dolphins. These new provisions
will ensure that when faced with critical incidents, wildlife
officers have the powers necessary to intervene. In turn, this
will reduce the stress experienced by wildlife during these
operations, and will provide safer working conditions for
officers.
With a view to modernising Victoria’s wildlife legislation, the
bill also removes an outdated provision of the Wildlife Act.
The provision — section 78(1)(b) of the act — provides for
the issuing of licences to take or kill whales in the course of
licensed commercial operations. Given Victoria’s strong
opposition to the commercial hunting of whales, the
government has seen fit to remove this inappropriate
provision from the act altogether. The provision will be
repealed by clause 23 of the bill.
I now turn to another key aspect of the bill. In 2006, again as
a member of the NRMMC, Victoria endorsed the National
Strategy to Address Interactions between Humans and
Seals — Fisheries, Aquaculture and Tourism. This is also
known as the ‘national seal strategy’. This bill will enable
Victoria to implement the tourism component of this
nationally agreed strategy.
Seal populations in Victoria are slowly recovering from
overexploitation by furriers in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries. Disruption during the breeding season may affect
this recovery, especially when tourism occurs near ‘haul-out’
areas where pups may be trampled. Seals are vulnerable to
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infectious diseases carried by domestic animals and may
become dangerous when they lose their fear of humans as a
result of feeding.

more consistent with the conservation status and significance
of these threatened species, and will more accurately reflect
the environmental cost of the offences.

The bill introduces a framework for licensing commercial
seal tourism operators. It introduces a power to make
regulations for interactions between people and seals, as a
means of implementing the national seal strategy.

The second of these amendments is concerned with
simplifying and improving the way the act is used to manage
and control wildlife. The bill does this by removing
administrative duplication in the processes for the issuing of
authorisations to control wildlife. Clauses 4(1) and 17 will
avoid the need for researchers and rescuers to seek a separate
authorisation to mark or identify wildlife in addition to an
authorisation for their primary work.

To provide longer term certainty for small businesses,
maximum permit terms for all types of marine mammal
tourism under this bill will be 10 years. This is a significant
increase on the existing two-year maximum. In doing this, the
bill will contribute to regional economic development by
providing commercial operators with clearly defined rights
and responsibilities. Longer term operator permits will enable
businesses to plan and invest in vessels and aircraft with
greater confidence.
In accordance with national competition policy, it is important
to ensure fair and equitable access to whale and dolphin
watching tourism markets in areas where ecological
sustainability requires the number of permits to be limited. In
these cases, permits will be issued by a competitive tendering
process. This will ensure that there is equal opportunity for
access to permits by those who wish to enter the industry. The
bill retains the existing provisions in division 2 of part X of
the act which provide for public notice and will now also
provide for community engagement around these processes.
These provisions will help contribute to the long-term
viability of the whale and dolphin watching tourism industries
in Victoria by ensuring that interactions between humans and
iconic species are sustainable. The bill does not seek to limit
the number of seal tourism operators.
With a view to streamlining the legislation, the bill also
makes a range of amendments to simplify and improve the
operation of the act.
The first of these amendments is to enable better protection of
threatened species. The bill simplifies the offence regime
which currently operates in relation to ‘endangered wildlife’,
‘notable wildlife’ and ‘protected wildlife’. These three
categories no longer reflect current wildlife classifications in
Victoria and accordingly the bill will reduce the number of
categories from three to two. The new categories are
‘protected wildlife’ and ‘threatened wildlife’. The level of
protection afforded to ‘protected wildlife’ remains the same,
while ‘threatened wildlife’ will be given the highest degree of
protection currently applicable to ‘endangered wildlife’.
To remove inconsistencies, align policy objectives and further
simplify the act and improve its accessibility and currency,
the existing processes for declaring ‘notable’ and
‘endangered’ wildlife will be replaced by directly linking the
definition of ‘threatened wildlife’ to the list of threatened
species made under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988.
This amendment will also ensure consistency in the treatment
of threatened wildlife under these two acts.
Although there is no change to the existing maximum
penalties for related offences under the act, the consolidation
of ‘notable’ and ‘endangered’ wildlife into ‘threatened
wildlife’ will result in a greater number of species falling into
the highest category of protection under the act. This means
that higher penalties can apply to offences relating to some
species. The government believes that the higher penalties are

Additionally, clause 4(2) will modernise authorisations to
control wildlife by enabling the authorisation of non-lethal
means to control wildlife. This will only apply for the
purposes of mitigating damage to property or as part of a
wildlife management program — such as the scaring of
wildlife by use of noise or light. The bill refers to this with the
generic term of ‘disturbing’. This amendment will enable the
use of more humane methods to control wildlife, in addition
to the existing lethal methods permitted under the act. The use
of non-lethal methods will reduce the incidence of damage to
property and at the same time minimise harm to wildlife.
Strict conditions will be imposed on these authorisations to
ensure that the methods used are humane.
Clause 5 will further streamline processes by enabling
particular classes of persons to carry out activities permitted
under section 28A of the act by means of a single
authorisation granted by the Governor in Council on the
recommendation of the minister. This amendment will reduce
red tape by removing the need for individual members of
those classes of persons to make applications to the
department under section 28A(4) of the act. Examples of
classes of persons may include zoos, wildlife sanctuaries and
schools.
The bill also makes a range of other minor amendments to the
act to remove existing anomalies. Clause 22 relocates the
existing offence in section 83 to a new section 77A.
Relocating this offence will place it in a more appropriate part
of the act, thereby again improving the accessibility of the act.
Clause 22 also makes it clear that authorised officers can
approach whales at closer than the minimum prescribed
distance in the course of their duties. Clause 21 rectifies an
anomaly in section 76(4) of the act where the act currently
allows authorised officers to permit members of the public to
carry out certain animal welfare acts in relation to whales —
but the provision does not apply to authorised officers
themselves. Clause 33 clarifies that the power to make
regulations with respect to the entry of persons and their
vessels or aircraft inside wildlife sanctuaries also applies to
those persons’ conduct while inside wildlife sanctuaries.
Together, these amendments enable Victoria to implement its
commitments to the NRMMC, to provide greater protection
for whales, dolphins and seals, to provide long-term business
certainty for marine mammal tourism operators, to improve
the protection of whales in emergency situations and to
improve the operation of the act.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr D. DAVIS
(Southern Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 3 July.
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APPROPRIATION (2008/2009) BILL and
BUDGET PAPERS 2008–09
Second reading
Debate resumed from 25 June; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) and motion of
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change):
That the Council take note of the budget papers 2008–09.

Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — It is
with great pleasure that I rise to speak in support of the
Appropriation (2008/2009) Bill and the budget papers.
At the outset I congratulate John Brumby for his first
budget as Premier of Victoria, and John Lenders for his
first budget as Treasurer of Victoria. This is another
fine Labor budget in a long tradition of fine Labor
budgets that have been delivered to Victorians over the
last eight years.
The 2008–09 budget takes action to deliver
infrastructure, projects and services that are needed to
secure our state’s future. I am very pleased that the
budget tackles pressing issues in areas such as health
with a big focus in this year’s budget on preventive
health, a major rebuilding of our public schools, our
transport system and community safety and addresses
issues and new challenges such as climate change and
our rapidly growing population. This budget also
delivers new investment to regional Victoria and to
Melbourne’s high-growth suburbs, and has a significant
package of support for Victoria’s families.
I want to begin my contribution by focusing on A
Fairer Victoria, which has been a hallmark of this
Labor government over the last few years in delivering
a social policy statement that has been designed to
tackle systemic poverty and disadvantage in our
community. Sadly many families and many individuals
in our state are still struggling as a result of mental
health, disability or other systemic poverty issues. I
have been very proud to be a member of a government
that has looked at addressing social justice and
delivering greater support to these struggling families
and struggling individuals, and I am pleased that there
is a significant $1 billion investment in A Fairer
Victoria in this year’s budget.
Since the initiatives began three years ago the state
government has already committed $3 billion to reduce
disadvantage and make our communities more livable.
A Fairer Victoria is unique in Australia as a long-term
commitment to reducing disadvantage, making real
gains through providing new early childhood services,
creating initiatives to get young people back on track,
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reducing family violence, strengthening the mental
health system, reforming disability services, helping
seniors remain independent and giving new economic
opportunities to our indigenous communities.
A highlight of this year’s $1 billion A Fairer Victoria
package is a $262 million investment in disability
support and services, providing an additional
1000 early childhood intervention places and a further
150 support packages to help children with disabilities
to attend kindergarten. The package also includes
$111 million for the commencement of a broad
program of service reform in the state’s approach to
mental health and a $25 million package to address
family violence, including the development of a state
protection plan.
This government has always said education is its no. 1
priority, and this year’s budget confirms that
commitment. The budget includes a boost of
$815.6 million for Victoria’s schools, kindergartens and
child care. Schools in Northern Metropolitan Region,
which I represent, have done very well out of this
year’s budget. The Brumby government has allocated
$592.3 million to rebuild, renovate or extend
128 schools in communities across the state.
Among my local schools that will benefit from this
allocation — in particular a commitment to update and
renovate 25 schools — are Princes Hill Primary School
and Reservoir West Primary School. In addition to this,
the government has committed to the delivery of
11 new schools under the already announced
Partnerships Victoria in Schools Package, which will
see the construction of Maroondah central primary
school. The government has committed to a significant
school regeneration program, which includes
$25 million for the Broadmeadows regeneration
project. The budget also includes a $3.5 billion
commitment that was announced late last year to build
a years 11 and 12 centre at Fitzroy High School.
We have not forgotten about our all-important TAFE
sector. We recognise that we have a skills shortage
across the country, and we need to ensure that skills
training is adequately provided for. As part of a
$94 million investment in skills and employment,
$10.5 million has been allocated for stage 1 of the
redevelopment of the Northern Melbourne Institute of
TAFE’s Epping campus to help it cater for a growing
demand for training, providing a specialist painting and
plastering training centre and a new library in the
student services building.
The budget also includes the significant commitment of
a $49.9 million early childhood package. As part of this
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package $2.6 million has been included to refurbish and
renovate existing kindergartens in selected sites in
school regeneration projects. This will include the
construction of an early years centre in the new
Broadmeadows Primary School site. There are many
other initiatives dedicated to early childhood, in
particular $29 million to create the 1000 early
childhood intervention service places to support
children with a disability or developmental delay,
additional kindergarten inclusion support services
placements, and an expansion of maternal and child
health services to help mothers, babies, pregnant
women and families across the state.
Health is also a very significant area of reform for this
government, and we have always had a very strong
commitment to improving our health system. The
budget this year has allocated $1.8 billion to boost
health through the delivery of more funding for elective
surgery, outpatient appointments, emergency
departments and the single biggest investment in
ambulance services in Victoria’s history.
As a result of this funding, across the state 60 000 extra
patients will be treated in emergency departments, an
extra 16 000 elective surgery patients will be treated,
and there will be an extra 33 500 outpatient
appointments. A sum of $466.9 million has been
allocated to a hospital, mental health and aged-care
capital works program that will deliver redevelopments
and upgrades in hospitals and health services across
Victoria. This includes $2 million for the planning and
design of new and refurbished facilities at the Royal
Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital and $5 million for the
planning of a world-class cancer precinct at Parkville.
Recently, along with a number of colleagues, I visited
the Peter MacCallum cancer hospital just down the road
from Parliament House. I was very impressed at the
world-class research that is going on in that hospital and
the very good quality of compassionate care that
hospital staff give to cancer patients. The budget
provides a significant investment to target chronic
diseases, in particular to boost cancer detection,
prevention and treatment, which is something I warmly
welcome. In particular the budget includes a
$150 million cancer action plan, which aims to increase
cancer survival rates by 10 per cent by 2015, saving an
estimated 2000 Victorian lives. A sum of $24 million
will go to reducing major risk factors and avoidable
cancer deaths by investing in effective screening and
early diagnosis, and $70.8 million will be provided to
the Victorian cancer agency to link various cancer
research projects in Victoria and fast-track know-how
and research that can be turned around to deliver new
life-saving treatment. An extra $25 million has been
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allocated to the development of the Olivia
Newton-John Cancer Centre to bring together all facets
of cancer care, research and training at one of my local
hospitals, the Austin Hospital. It will be the first cancer
wellness centre in the Southern Hemisphere and will
cater for the psychological, spiritual and emotional
needs of patients with cancer.
As I said at the outset, this budget is addressing the
current challenges faced by our state. One of those is
our booming population. Many people have been
attracted to our state because of its strong economic
growth, but we are also experiencing a significant baby
boom at present.
For this reason the budget allocates significant funds to
expanding our maternity units and services, particularly
with a focus on our regional and suburban hospitals. As
part of this commitment $2.5 million has been allocated
to expand maternity services at one of my local
hospitals, the Northern Hospital, adding six new beds to
the maternity unit, providing for an extra 500 births per
year. The $54.9 million that will be spent to expand
maternal and child-health services across the state will
include $42.7 million over four years to ensure that all
babies and children receive check-ups and health
support at key developmental stages up to the age of
five, and $12.2 million to provide enhanced maternal
and child-care services for babies and vulnerable
families, particularly first-time mothers.
There will be $6.6 million allocated to match
anticipated commonwealth funding for new screening
initiatives for mothers at risk of postnatal depression.
All of these measures are vitally important because we
want to give babies and children the best start in life.
All the research shows that kids who get the best start
in those early formative years are least likely to
experience educational and other developmental
problems down the track.
The budget also includes a record expansion or level of
funding for ambulance services, and as part of this
many parts of my electorate will benefit. A total of
13 new peak-period units will commence in
Abbotsford, Coburg, South Morang and Ivanhoe to
boost ambulance services at busy times. Greensborough
will get upgraded services involving the addition of
paramedics. Eight new 24-hour paramedic teams are
also included, including two based in Broadmeadows
and Fawkner. A new MICA (mobile intensive care
ambulance) single responder unit is to be introduced to
12 suburbs, including Bundoora, Coburg and Ivanhoe,
and there will be a new 24-hour MICA peak-period unit
for Richmond. In addition a further $2.1 million will
provide 19 400 free transports for pensioners and
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health-care card holders. These are importing
expansions and improvements to our ambulance
services, with a view to improving ambulance response
times. That is critically important in an emergency
situation.
Another aspect of the health budget that I want to
comment on is the $37.2 million Victorian alcohol
action plan, which will be used to address binge
drinking and alcohol-related violence. This is
something that I have spoken about before in this house
and that I warmly welcome. As I have mentioned
previously, I am a member of the parliamentary Drugs
and Crime Prevention Committee. A few months ago
members of that committee visited the Melbourne
central business district area and had a look at some of
our nightclub areas and the problems they have been
experiencing with young people and binge drinking. It
is important that we have this package that not only
includes the 2.00 a.m. lockout and those types of
measures but also has a very strong focus on liquor
licensing compliance and education strategies to help
reduce the incidence of binge drinking that occurs
amongst young people in our community.
It is most important that the package provides support
to general practitioners and other health-care workers to
support early recognition and response to people with
alcohol problems. Victoria Police is also receiving
additional funding through the safe street public safety
research and pilot evaluation to provide a deeper
understanding of the triggers and precursors to street
crimes. The 2.00 a.m. lockout in the cities of
Melbourne, Stonnington, Port Phillip and Yarra is a
measure that I have strongly supported. It is important
that that be allowed to roll out, and we can evaluate the
success of that strategy together with all the other
elements of the package that I have just referred to.
One other aspect of the budget I also want to commend
in particular is the fact that in the transport area, the
government has made an allocation of $10.4 million for
detailed design works for the Epping line to be prepared
with a view to eventual extension of our rail network to
South Morang. The development and design phase of
this project will involve intensive environmental
engineering and other technical investigations which
are critical to determining the full scope and cost of the
rail extension. The construction of the second rail
bridge across the Merri Creek between Clifton Hill and
Westgarth stations is now under way, which is an
important part of enabling the rail capacity to be
expanded on the Epping rail line.
There are many other aspects of the budget that seek to
improve our transport system.
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Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Goodyear: Somerton plant
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
direct my question without notice to the Minister for
Industry and Trade. When did the minister first become
aware that the Victorian-based Goodyear tyre
manufacturing plant was considering closure?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and Trade) — I thank the member for his
question. May I say that from the point of view of the
government it is unfortunate that the company has
decided to close the plant’s operations. I want to
comment on the context of jobs in that corridor,
because while we are unhappy whenever there is a
closure or there are job losses, there have been plenty of
occasions when I have come into this house and
indicated that initiatives of this government have
resulted in new jobs being created throughout the state.
This will always be a process where new jobs are
coming on stream. Sometimes we lose existing jobs,
but it is the overall number of jobs created in the
economy that is the main factor we should be judged
on. In that context, as the member knows, Victoria has
put on more jobs than any other state over the last year,
and we are proud of that record.
However, I am mindful of the fact that this will
obviously have an effect on the employees of that
company. I met with the chief executive officer of the
company — I do not want you to hold me to the exact
date — about two or three months ago, and we had
some discussions then. It was indicated to me that the
company was having difficulty maintaining its
operations at Somerton, and there was a wide-ranging
discussion about the difficulties the company had faced
over many years and the decline in this area of tyre
production, the take-up in tyre production and the
significant competitive pressures the company was
under. Those discussions commenced some time ago
with me directly, but obviously the department has been
liaising with the company since then.
I was disappointed but certainly not surprised to hear
the announcement of the closure by the company. To
put it into some context, the government has sought and
received from the company assurances that it will look
after its employees in so far as their pay entitlements
are concerned. The company has also assured us that it
will be offering job placement and retraining help
where it is needed.
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The government will also offer the company’s
employees assistance through its Skill Up retraining
scheme. We are confident, however, of the future of
manufacturing in Victoria, including in the auto
industry. Recently we announced hybrid car
manufacturing coming into Victoria, which is a big
boost for the industry, but Mr Dalla-Riva might recall
that prior to that I announced that Ford was making a
very large investment, probably in the order of
$1.8 billion ultimately, to commence the construction
of Ford Focus vehicles at its Broadmeadows plant.
While I recognise that that followed a reduction in jobs
in Geelong, 300 new jobs will be created as a result in
the Broadmeadows plant.
But that is not the only thing happening in the Hume
corridor. The government has been able to negotiate a
new location for Melbourne Markets, which will be in
the Epping area, and that will result in a couple of
thousand jobs locating into that region as well.
Mr Guy — They are existing jobs.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I am talking
about that region as a region.
Mr Guy — They are existing jobs.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Some are
existing and some — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I remind the minister
and members of the Council that this is not a debate, it
is simply an answer. I ask the minister not to engage in
responding to interjections or debate with any member
of the house.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — The Hume region
is a growth region of Victoria. It is certainly an
important manufacturing region not only of Victoria
but, I might say, of Australia. In fact Melbourne’s north
currently provides about 30 per cent of Victoria’s
manufacturing output, and that equates to about 10 per
cent of the nation’s manufacturing output. It is and it
will remain as an important manufacturing region. We
regret that the closure has occurred, but it is being
managed in the context I just outlined.
Supplementary question
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) —
Given that in the minister’s response it appears he is
aware of the problems with the Somerton plant and the
possibility of an impending closure, and given that we
have heard recently of the assistance provided by the
government to Toyota of around $35 million, why did
he fail to act to save the 600 jobs that will now be lost?
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and Trade) — If Mr Dalla-Riva ever becomes
a minister of the Crown, he will appreciate that
decisions in the sort of portfolio that I have need to be
made on a case-by-case basis and on the basis of
securing the best long-term future for particular
industries. The investment in the Toyota hybrid is a
strategic investment which involves securing a
long-term future in the production of green cars for this
state. We always look at each proposal individually and
make judgements about whether it is an appropriate
expenditure of state money. It is not a recipe for an
open chequebook; we have never treated it in that way.
We do make strategic investments from time to time
when we think they should be made.
In this particular instance the production of tyres has
been declining over a number of years and is subject to
enormous international pressure. The company
involved had over a protracted period of time reduced
its level of manufacturing. A number of local
manufacturers had stopped contractual arrangements
with the company, so it was facing an uncertain future.
In those circumstances that company made a decision
to discontinue its operations. We regret that decision
and we are seeking to ensure that the workers are
accommodated as much as possible — and of course
we are working on ways of growing manufacturing in
the state. We will continue to do that, and we are happy
to rest on the record as having created an additional
90 000 jobs in Victoria last year, which is more than
were created in any other state.

Planning: Glenelg
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Planning. I ask the minister to
update the house on any recent progress made in
addressing the significant planning challenges faced in
the shire of Glenelg.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
welcome Ms Tierney’s interest in this matter. It is a
matter of general public interest, and it should be a
matter of interest to members of this chamber, because
I know there have been requests in relation to some of
these matters at Glenelg shire. To describe the
operation of the planning system over a number of
years at Glenelg as a shemozzle is probably something
of an understatement, and I say that not as a criticism of
the planning officers currently there, because the
planning officers at the Glenelg Shire Council are doing
their very best in difficult circumstances, but they are
confronted by a number of inappropriate land zonings
in Portland.
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Today I want to announce that I am releasing the
findings of two advisory committee reports that have
considered subdivision applications in Rossdell Court,
Victoria Parade, Jones Street and Hartwich Street.
These advisory reports deal with four applications for
residential subdivisions that I had to call in due to the
potential for serious land-use conflicts with the port and
port-related industries. Basically these were
applications by people seeking to build residences on
the very edge of the port precinct.

Mr Barber — On a point of order, President,
standing order 8.02(2) says that questions should not
ask for ‘a statement or announcement of the
government’s policy’. It is now clear that is what that
question was intended to elucidate. This would be more
appropriately put into a ministerial statement, if the
minister wants to make this announcement.

On the basis of the findings of the advisory committee
panels I will not be granting permits for three of the
four residential subdivision applications because they
would present an unavoidable land-use conflict with the
port of Portland and the port-related industries. In
particular these reports found that future residents of
these three sites would be adversely affected by noise
from heavy vehicle traffic between the Alcoa smelter
and the port along Madeira Packet Road.

The PRESIDENT — Order! That is not a point of
order. If the minister has a point of order, he should get
to the point of order.

However, I will be issuing a planning permit for one of
the three sites — that is, the site at 3 Hartwich Street.
This is already set within an existing residential
development area and is not impacted to the same
extent as the other sites. Another recommendation of
the advisory committees was to rezone the land
generally bounded by Rossdell Court, Madeira
Packet Road, Edgar Street and Hislop Street as an
industrial zone. I have written to the Glenelg council to
seek its views on this matter.
I know members of this chamber have expressed
interest, both in this forum and in committees of this
place, in how this issue arose. Having done a fair
amount of research in relation to this issue, because we
were concerned that it should never have arisen, let me
make the point that the residential rezoning of the land
was by the former Kennett government and the sale of
that land was approved by the former Kennett
government months before it lost office in 1999. These
are the key reasons an unavoidable — —
Mr Guy — Completely untrue!
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I’ll keep going, Mr Guy,
because you may learn something again. These are the
key reasons why an unavoidable land-use issue has
arisen.
Mr Guy interjected.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN — On the point of order,
President, I like the fact that Mr Barber is trying — —

Hon. J. M. MADDEN — The point of order,
President, is that this is not a policy announcement.
This is actually a — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! That is not a point of
order. The fact is that the minister is right, it is not a
policy announcement. I remind the house that while the
minister may want to make some formal announcement
or statement to the house, it does not prevent any
member debating that matter at an appropriate time.
While Mr Barber is encouraged to continue to read the
standing orders and digest them, on this occasion he is
not quite right.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — Can I just point out again
that this is not a criticism of the current planning
officers down at Glenelg, because they are doing their
best under very difficult circumstances. They are also
confronted with having to work through the issues
facing land affected by the development plan overlay
(DPO) 7 in the Portland-Narrawong coastal area. The
current DPO7 controls were put in place — the current
ones, which have often drawn levels of interest in this
chamber — at the request of the council. These controls
are there to manage the risk to people’s property and
potentially their lives in a highly sensitive area, arising
from a development in an area that is subject to
unqualified coastal recession. To clarify the technical
issues, there is no point building on a location that
might get swept away in a tidal surge and put people’s
lives at risk.
Mr Guy interjected.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I encourage Mr Guy to
educate himself in this area in relation to climate
change, global warming and tidal surges.

The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Guy is warned.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — The previous Liberal
government was responsible for this shemozzle. What
is also interesting in relation to this matter — —

Can I point out in relation to these issues that to
describe the situation at Glenelg as a shemozzle is an
understatement, also because I am informed that in the
order of between 300 and 340 permits were issued at
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the Glenelg shire, and some would suggest they were
issued outside the law. Each one of them was processed
within 48 hours, they were processed with no
third-party appeal rights and the common theme is a
gentleman by the name of Bernie Wylder. He was the
planner. And guess whom he is very good friends with
and endorsed by as a council candidate? He is endorsed
by the member for South-West Coast in the other place,
Denis Napthine! What is particularly alarming in
relation to this matter — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Guy knows the
standards I want in this chamber. His reference to the
minister’s comments or his statements as being gutless
are inappropriate. I ask him to withdraw.
Mr Guy — I withdraw.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — What is alarming — and
most of this is public knowledge because it has been
said in reports anyway — is that Mr Wylder is planning
on running for council, having issued these permits.
Can I just say, President — —
Mr Atkinson — On a point of order, President — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister is now
digressing from the question asked of him, and I ask
him to get back to and be relevant to the question.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I make this
announcement today to ensure that it is our priority to
make sure councils do this strategic work, that they
employ due process and that they abide by the law in
issuing planning permits. I look forward to clarifying
many of these issues. I also look forward to our
departmental officers working with the Glenelg Shire
Council officers to clarify these issues.
I look forward also to working with these councils to
support them so they do not find themselves in this
degree of difficulty again in the future. We want to
continue to look after those who are involved in the
planning process and to streamline the process, but not
unduly and to the point where we find authorities
opting outside the law. In this way we continue to make
Victoria the best place to live, work and raise a family.

Schools: public-private partnerships
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is addressed to the Treasurer. It is in relation to
the Partnerships Victoria updated standard commercial
principles that he recently released. Section 14.2,
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headed ‘Service standards and specifics’ contains the
statement:
For example, a classroom or a prison cell must have a
minimum level of lighting and temperature control and be
clean.

I ask, I guess more generally: at what point will the
school communities for the 11 public-private
partnership (PPP) schools have the opportunity to have
input into the service standards and specifics for their
new schools, and likewise in relation to 10.4 in regard
to the design and development process, and 15.2 in
regard to the asset management plan?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I thank Mr Barber
for his question and for his interest in the development
of new schools and other public buildings under
different procurement standards that this government
has brought into place.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr LENDERS — I will ignore Mrs Peulich’s inane
interjection and respond to Mr Barber’s question about
public-private partnerships (PPPs). I guess to put the
issue of PPPs in context in answering Mr Barber’s
question, firstly, the government has standards for all
public buildings in the state. Mr Barber referred to
schools and in particular to the areas of cleanliness, size
and lighting, and he also referred to those in respect of
prisons. But I will confine my remarks to the schooling
area in my capacity as representative in this place of the
Minister for Education, and I will talk in more general
terms about the PPP process as Treasurer. I will not talk
about the prison component, because that is more
appropriately addressed to my friend Mr Madden, the
Minister for Planning, representing the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services in this house.
But regarding procurement, we have standards for what
we expect a school to be. As the house will be well
aware, this government committed in 2006 to
rebuilding, renovating or modernising every school in
this state.
Mrs Peulich — Oh, yeah!
Mr LENDERS — In response, if members look at
last year’s budget, they will find 134 schools out of
1594 were dealt with in last year’s budget, and a further
128 are being dealt with in this year’s budget. Between
the two of those alone, that means more than
250 schools in two budgets. If Mrs Peulich’s maths, out
of our good education system, actually stacks up, if she
multiplies that by 10, she will actually find it more than
exceeds the number of 1594 schools in this state. That
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is fairly elementary mathematics, which I learnt at
Trafalgar High School, and hopefully Mrs Peulich
learnt at whichever school she graced in this state.
Mr Barber asked a question then about where
communities have an input here.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr LENDERS — I would find almost entertaining,
if it were not tragic, Mrs Peulich’s interjection about
our closing them. This government has a policy, and it
relates to Mr Barber’s question about local school
involvement, that no school will be closed unless the
school community and the school council agree. A
number of schools close, but it is after a resolution of
the school council. That is unlike what occurred under
the previous government, of which Mrs Peulich was a
willing pawn, when it closed 300 schools without a
skerrick of consultation other than within the
Department of Education and the Department of
Treasury and Finance.
Mr Barber asked what opportunities these new
communities and schools have to be involved. It is a
challenge in a policy sense for the government. If we
are talking of an existing school, there are teachers,
parents and students, and they are involved through a
school council process for engagement. In new
communities it is always a challenge, because there is
not an existing school. The education department,
through its regional office, will always establish a local
consultative committee to start trying to engage
potential parents, among other state stakeholders —
adjoining schools and the like — for involvement in
those sorts of discussions.
Given that Mr Barber is referring to the 11 schools in
the PPP process, by definition they are new schools in
growth corridors — I might add that they include places
like the Kororoit electorate and places where this
government was making investments well before a
by-election was announced. The process is always one
where the government seeks to engage, through the
education department, local communities on input into
schools. This will be a different process. It is a new
process, because it involves public-private partnership
and dealing with schools as a group. But I will take on
notice for Mr Barber the specifics of a variation from
the normal consultation process that may or may not
occur in this particular process.
I can assure Mr Barber and the house that, unlike its
predecessor, this government engages communities —
whether they be existing communities — —
Mrs Peulich — Last century.
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Mr LENDERS — Mrs Peulich says ‘Last century’.
The last millennium was the mindset, but it actually
was last century when that government was in power,
so we will continue to engage local communities on
how to build these schools rather than close them, and I
look forward to Mr Barber’s supplementary question.
Supplementary question
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
Minister for Education’s press release of 23 April says:
Parents and local community members will have the chance
to join the new school planning committees closer to the
school openings to appoint the principals and help set the
direction for the new schools.

Based on that, I had presumed that school communities
were not having an input into these processes, so I am
happy to receive that clarification.
My supplementary question is: when will the
conditions contained in the PPP agreement be made
public? Will it be before or after construction, before or
after the opening of the school, before or after the
school council is appointed or never, in a situation
where the document remains commercial in confidence
between the school council, which has to manage the
contract, and the contractor?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I welcome
Mr Barber’s supplementary question. I am genuinely
disappointed for Mr Barber that he did not take the
opportunity at the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee hearing to ask the minister directly rather
than through me as a mere humble conduit for the
minister, as her representative in this house.
I am disappointed for Mr Barber, but what I will say to
him is that we will continue as a government to engage
local communities on matters of schooling. I know it is
hard for some opposite — and I am not saying
Mr Barber; I am talking the opposition here — to
understand the concept of engaging local communities.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mrs Peulich!
Mr LENDERS — I know that in the eight
delightful months that I had in the education portfolio,
eight months that I thoroughly enjoyed because it was a
great portfolio to be in, 1594 government schools had
school councils — every single government school had
a school council, without exception. That included
parents, teachers, and most of them, not all, included
community representatives as well as those two starting
points.
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What you have is engagement, and as Mr Barber
correctly says, where you have new schools there is not
an existing school community, by definition. If you are
setting up a new school in Truganina or somewhere
else in the western suburbs, what happens is that at that
stage you have indications from parents as to whether
they wish to send their children to that proposed new
government school and you are seeking staff from the
area, so it is always more problematic.
I can assure Mr Barber that this government will
consult with stakeholders, and the key stakeholders
here are potential parents and potential students. We
will continue to consult with them at all stages of the
process. Obviously the commercial aspects of
public-private partnerships are treated like all other
public-private partnerships, but the engagement with
community is something we welcome and value
because it is such a critical part of making Victoria an
even better place to live, work and raise a family.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I remind the house
that whilst it is understood that ministers in particular,
when they are answering questions, should not overtly
criticise parties, the opposition or members asking
questions, it is extremely difficult for me to adjudicate
on that when people constantly interject and make it
very difficult for me to be even-handed. I will give
licence to ministers answering questions when they are
suffering a barrage of constant interjections that only
encourage the sort of response they are currently
giving.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Good ruling.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I thank
Mr Theophanous.

Planning: ministerial intervention
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Planning. Could the minister
update the house on the Brumby government’s record
in delivering an open, accountable and efficient
planning system?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
welcome Ms Pulford’ s interest in this matter and her
particular interest in many planning matters. As this
chamber would appreciate, our government is
committed to a program of continued improvement in
the planning system. We want to make sure that the
planning processes are efficient and effective and that
they also have the confidence of the community. An
important element of giving confidence to the
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community is to make sure that the processes are open,
transparent and accountable.
We are committed to a system that properly documents
the reasons for decisions and particularly the reasons
for ministerial interventions. We know that that is
foreign to other parties in this place, but we are
committed to that and have been since 1999, when we
came into power and introduced ministerial guidelines
for planning powers of intervention. Since we came to
government we have had a record of keeping
ministerial interventions in planning matters to a
minimum, and I am very pleased with that.
A report has been tabled in Parliament this morning that
shows there were 173 planning interventions in the 12
months to April 2008. Seventeen per cent of those
interventions were for interim heritage or building
height controls; around 40 per cent of the interventions
were to make technical corrections to planning schemes
or to fast-track the removal of redundant planning
scheme provisions. This proves that the success of the
new protocols announced in March 2007 to speed up
the processing of redundant planning provisions has
been particularly effective.
The Brumby Labor government maintains a strong
record when it comes to keeping the number of
ministerial interventions to a minimum, but unlike other
governments that stripped councils of powers — —
Mr Jennings — Can you think of any?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — They do spring to mind.
Those other governments were not keen on working
and were keen on sacking them, but we will continue to
work with councils and local government to improve
planning schemes where required.
We are proud of the work that we are doing and have
done to remove redundant planning provisions whilst
delivering on a transparent system that gives confidence
to the community. This delivers a win-win for councils,
industry and the community and will enhance Victoria
to make it the best place — if it is possible to have an
even better place if you are already the best — to live,
work and raise a family.

Public transport: ticketing system
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Treasurer. I refer to the Treasurer’s
responsibility under the State Owned Enterprises Act.
Will the Treasurer confirm to the house that he was
advised on 7 September 2007 of the corporate plan of
the Transport Ticketing Authority that drew his direct
attention as the responsible minister to the ticketing
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fiasco, and will he explain to the house what action he
took to stem the haemorrhage?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I thank David Davis
for his question. I am interested in his interpretation of
‘responsibility under the State Owned Enterprises Act’,
because, as he well knows, as the minister I am the
shareholder and the policy direction of the particular
authority is directed by the Minister for Public
Transport in the Legislative Assembly. She has quite
clearly answered the substance of David Davis’s
question several times in the Legislative Assembly
when asked the same question, either by the Leader of
the Opposition, Mr Baillieu — Mr Davis’s leader — or
Mr Mulder, his next leader or Mr Guy’s leader, as will
be the case when it happens.
Certainly it is a serious question about how
governments respond to these particular areas. I am not
going to start in this house and be the first minister in
the history of the Westminster system to start disclosing
when meetings were held, getting my diary out for the
benefit of David Davis, but his serious question is: was
the government aware of some of the issues that arose
with the Transport Ticketing Authority? The answer is
yes, the government became aware of it and, led by the
Minister for Public Transport, the government has
managed its way through. Both she and the Premier
have said in the Assembly how disappointed they were
with how it was going, and the government acted. The
government acted on the corporate structure of the
organisation and on the personnel of the
organisation — it has acted openly and transparently.
The work done by the Auditor-General on this is on the
public record, because the Auditor-General was
empowered to inquire into all matters of government
and report on them, whether they be pleasant or
unpleasant for the government. This is clearly one of
those things governments do not enjoy and do not like,
and we value the Auditor-General’s report that makes
recommendations to the government.
The government has responded, has dealt with the
Transport Ticketing Authority, has openly and
transparently shown to the community what is
happening there. I stand by every answer given by the
Premier and every answer given by the Minister for
Public Transport. The government is moving forward.
It is unhappy with what has happened, but it has a plan
going forward to deal with what is a very difficult
system. It is one that has been difficult in every single
jurisdiction in the world. We wish it were not the case
in Victoria and have acted to bring it into line.
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Supplementary question
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — The
Treasurer has a history of being evasive on questions
about myki and the Transport Ticketing Authority and
of refusing to answer the questions candidly back in
April.
The PRESIDENT — Order! What is the member’s
supplementary question?
Mr D. DAVIS — In light of the Treasurer’s letter I
now ask: on what date did the Treasurer become aware
of the developing myki fiasco, who briefed him and
will he detail the precise actions that he took to fix the
problem? What actions did he take?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I answered the
substance of Mr Davis’s supplementary question in my
substantive answer.

Innovation: university research
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My question is
to the Minister for Innovation. Can the minister inform
the house how the Brumby Labor government is
supporting Victorian innovation through the
commercialisation of university research?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Innovation) — I
thank Mr Tee for giving me the opportunity to answer a
question. Following my brief reading of standing
order 8.02 I can say that I will do my best to comply
totally with that standing order. I think there is a good
chance that I can, because the matter I am referring to is
a matter that has been announced by the government as
recently as when the Premier and I were in San Diego
last week. We took the opportunity to provide some
support and encouragement to some of the delegates
who travelled with the Premier and me to that
conference in San Diego, where we saw about
150 delegates from Victoria representing the interests
of 66 institutions and start-up companies in the state
that have an interest in biotechnology and
demonstrating their capacities in a global marketplace.
Part of what we tried to achieve was to bring together
some of those researchers and those involved in start-up
companies to try and open up their commercial
opportunities in developing clinical practices and trials
to prove up our approach to medical science and to
develop commercial realities. We created a forum
where we brought some of these companies together
with investors, such as large pharmaceutical companies
and other corporations around the world to try to deal
with this issue of how commercial partnerships are
created, established and maintained.
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Part of the announcement we made last week was to
facilitate a trans-Tasman collaboration, which will see a
partnering of jurisdictions in Australia — Victoria and
South Australia — with the New Zealand government
to provide a supportive framework. Each jurisdiction
will contribute to a fund which will support the
commercialisation of research activity that comes out of
some of our major universities. In the case of Victoria it
is Monash University, in South Australia it is three
universities — Flinders University, Adelaide University
and the University of South Australia — and in New
Zealand it is the University of Auckland.
Most people who are well are of the biotechnology or
research and development field know that there is
fantastic expertise and capability coming out of
institutions such as the ones I have mentioned.
Increasingly we see the intellectual property that is
being developed in these research institutions being
taken to commercialisation by start-up companies that
spin out of the university sector.
This fund, which will be supported by superannuation
funds that have been coming out of Western Australia,
so the Westscheme superannuation fund will provide a
basis of pool funding that will be available to support
the commercialisation of these enterprises. We see
great talent in our university sectors, and we have great
optimism for their capability to transfer their research
into real and tangible outcomes to benefit our
community in dealing with medical conditions, whether
they be in neuroscience, cancer treatment or remedying
many of the diseases and illnesses that bedevil
communities around the world.
Not only is there is a great potential to make a
difference to the quality of life of our citizens but also
in this context the commercialisation of the therapeutic
application of that research will benefit our institutions
and commercial activity in the state of Victoria. The
trans-Tasman fund will be a very tangible way in which
that expertise can be taken further to commercialisation.
The Premier and I were very pleased to be part of that
announcement in establishing that capacity and that
capability to support our researchers and our start-up
companies.

Public transport: ticketing system
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is again for the Treasurer. I refer to his letter
dated 8 October 2007 to the chairman of the Transport
Ticketing Authority (TTA), which states:
I note that the corporate plan identifies some significant
project risks for the timely delivery of the new ticketing
system and that the TTA continues to work with the
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contractor to address the current issues. I understand the TTA
meets regularly with the Department of Treasury and
Finance … to provide updates on the status of the project
implementation. I encourage this practice to continue in order
for DTF to provide assistance where appropriate.

My question is: what are the significant project risks to
which the Treasurer referred, and what was the precise
assistance provided by DTF to the stricken TTA?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — There was a day
when people had very old-fashioned values and when
one person wrote correspondence to another, that
correspondence was private and confidential and people
did not snoop at it and give it to the world. David Davis
may not have lived in that same world. I will go
through what David Davis has asked, but I think I have
substantially answered his question in my response to
his first — —
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Mr LENDERS — David Davis thinks he gives
editorial provenance — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Davis has asked
his question, and we would all like to hear the answer.
Mr LENDERS — What David Davis has said to
the house is that I wrote to the Transport Ticketing
Authority to comment on its plan. I do not think it takes
rocket science to work out that its plan was not
working.
Mr D. Davis — Fiasco!
Mr LENDERS — David Davis likes to talk down
anything. I would suggest that if David Davis — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! This is exactly what I
was alluding to earlier. If ministers are trying to answer
the questions and people interject, then we are all over
the shop. I ask Mr Davis to be cognisant of my earlier
ruling.
Mr LENDERS — Let us look at what Mr Davis is
actually saying about myki; let us spend a moment on
process here. In my response to his first question I
mentioned that the government was extremely
disappointed at this; it gives the government absolutely
no joy. But I also say that if David Davis had been a
member of the Hong Kong Legislative Council when
the Octopus system was being introduced to Hong
Kong, his questions would have been very similar. If he
had been a member of the United Kingdom House of
Commons or the Greater London Authority when the
Oyster card system was being introduced to London,
his question would have been very similar. If he had
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been a member of the Brisbane City Council — which
has a Liberal majority, so he would feel very good and
in an unique situation — he would find that when the
go card system came up there some very similar things
happened. If he had been a member of the City of Perth
Council when the SmartRider card came up, he would
have learnt some lessons — if he had been in San
Francisco when TransLink came, in Ireland when the
Luas was produced or in Melbourne when myki came
up, he would have learnt a lot of things from them.
From the government’s perspective, after a proposal
was put forward, the Transport Ticketing Authority was
looking at all these other schemes to learn best practice,
and clearly the TTA was not succeeding in its mission
to do all of those things. Of course what any prudent
minister would then do is write to the authority and say,
‘We do not think this is good enough’. Led by the
Minister for Public Transport, Ms Kosky, we put new
people on the board and appointed a new chief
executive officer to the organisation. There is also a
new relationship with Kamco, the company delivering
the system for the authority. We have looked at what
the Auditor-General referred us to. I would think it
prudent for any minister, whether they be a public
transport minister or a Treasurer, to offer to the
Transport Ticketing Authority — the appropriate
authority — the best staff and the best advice they
could offer from their department and say, ‘We would
like a progress report on what is going on; we are
monitoring what is going on and we want to work
through this problem together’. Surprise, surprise —
what the Auditor-General suggested we do.
I say to David Davis that when a project is struggling
and is in trouble, as this one was — as the Premier has
said, as the transport minister has said and I also say —
the government acted to address this issue. We are
getting all sorts of comments and a lot of wonderful
adjectives from those opposite. They have obviously
been looking at a thesaurus to get a few adjectives out
here today.
Opposition members were shamed by Mr Madden
when he talked of their shemozzle in local government.
What they are seeking to do is point out all the errors —
and good on them for pointing out the errors. Let me
assure you, President, and the house, that the
government has also been seeking the errors in the
myki system, but it is also seeking solutions to fix
those. My colleague Ms Kosky, the Minister for Public
Transport in the other house, has already outlined to the
Assembly the trials in Geelong; that is all on record so I
will not go through that again. We have gone through
the trials in Geelong, and we want this system up and
running. It is a system that will give greater choice to
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people and will mean we deal with a greater number of
people using our public transport system than ever in
the history of this state. We will work through the
problems with the Transport Ticketing Authority. We
are on the road to getting this system up and running—
later than we would like, disappointing though that may
be. We look forward to addressing and fixing these
issues.
While David Davis is very good at carping and pointing
out problems, we are also going to identify problems,
and we also have the solutions. We have two
departments and the whole of government with their
shoulders to the wheel to get this major ticketing
system fixed and working, which is what the Victorian
community expects us to do.
Supplementary question
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — In a
letter to the Treasurer from the chairman of the TTA
dated 7 September, the chairman states:
… the corporate plan is based on our present strategies and
forecasts which in this dynamic stage of the NTS —

new ticketing system —
project may be subject to revision in the coming months. We
will continue to update your officers of the NTS project’s
status throughout the year.

I therefore ask: what is the Treasurer’s understanding of
‘dynamic’ as it pertains to the myki fiasco?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I have two choices: I
can quote from the Macquarie Dictionary, which I
assume Mr Davis has been looking for, or I can answer
it seriously. Mr Davis likes to play with words. What I
would rather do is concentrate on solutions to a project
that has disappointed the government. I think I have
clearly answered his question in my substantive
response to his first question. Therefore I say to
Mr Davis that we on this side of the house will be
working to get a solution to the ticketing authority
issues. He has seen the trials have commenced on
this — trials that were not without some dynamic
issues, you could say. We will continue to work
through these issues to get a solution in place for
commuters across the whole state.
It is interesting to note that under the previous
government it was a ticketing system only for
Melbourne. This is one for the whole state so there will
be a seamless system. Whether you come from
Mildura, Mallacoota or Melbourne, there will be a
seamless system for V/Line, regional buses, regional
rail and metropolitan trams. We will continue to work
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through it. I look forward to finding a solution with the
minister on this and not playing with words, as
Mr Davis enjoys doing.

Western suburbs: government initiatives
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — My question
is also to the Treasurer, John Lenders. Can the
Treasurer inform the house whether there have been
any recent Australian Bureau of Statistics data that
shows that the Brumby Labor government is making
Victoria, in particular the western suburbs, the best
place to live, work and raise a family?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I thank Mr Eideh for
his question.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr LENDERS — Mr Finn says, ‘Give it a rest’. I
tell you what, President: the only people who have
given it a rest were in the 81 per cent of the life of the
state of Victoria when conservative parties were in
government. That is when they gave the western
suburbs a rest, because they did not go there, they did
not care about it, they did not notice it. It was only
when a by-election is on that people notice it.
Mr Eideh asks about Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS) data on the western suburbs of Melbourne. I am
very happy to go through those for the benefit of
Mr Eideh and the house.
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Mr LENDERS — I hear the interjection from
Mr Davis about Somerton. He is back at it again. Last
week Kororoit was Koroit, out near Warrnambool. We
are talking of the western suburbs and he is talking of
Somerton. If he looks at a map he will see that
Somerton is in the Broadmeadows electorate which,
certainly Mr Pakula will know, Mr Eideh will know,
Mr Madden will know and, I suspect, Ms Hartland will
know, is in the north.
Mr Davis talks about the western suburbs and talks of
Somerton. Somerton is actually in the north, not the
west. It is in the Northern Metropolitan Region for this
house. It is in a northern municipality. I guess it just
reinforces my point — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The next interjector,
and I do not care how many times they have interjected,
will be out the door for 30 minutes.
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Mr LENDERS — If we are talking of the western
suburbs, the point I am making is: one needs to know
where the western suburbs actually are. One needs to
know how to pronounce the names of suburbs in the
west before one makes too many comments on the
western suburbs.
The ABS statistics have shown extraordinary growth in
the western suburbs of Melbourne during the life of this
government. We have seen 63 600 extra jobs created
there during the life of this Labor government. We have
seen the unemployment rate there drop from 9 per cent
to 4.7 per cent, and we have seen the population grow
during this time under Labor by more than 26 per cent.
We are seeing extraordinary growth. Most recently we
have seen investment in roads, including the provision
of $331 million for the Deer Park bypass. We have seen
an extra 548 nurses employed in hospitals. We have
seen a doubling in recurrent funding for hospitals, and
this budget delivered $73 million for the second stage
of the expansion of Sunshine Hospital. That was during
the life of this Labor government. In the seven years
before that, if we are talking of hospital expenditure, we
saw the Essendon hospital — —
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Questions interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
The PRESIDENT — Order! I cannot begin to tell
David Davis how disappointed I am in him as Leader
of the Opposition and his unwillingness to demonstrate
cooperation with the Chair. I will now use standing
orders and remove him from the chamber for
30 minutes.
Mr D. Davis withdrew from chamber.
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Questions resumed.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — If we are talking of
hospitals and hospital growth, this government has
invested $73.5 million in the second stage of the
Sunshine Hospital, in the budget, and in the seven years
before we came to government we saw the Essendon
hospital closed and the Altona hospital closed. If we are
talking of commitment to the west, we build hospitals;
we do not close them.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President, in
view of the action just taken — I am not reflecting on
the Chair; that is within your prerogative — the
minister is using this opportunity to debate the question
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and obviously promote Labor’s interests in the
forthcoming by-election, which is a matter on which the
opposition may be provoked to respond. It is a question
of relevance.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I believe the minister
is actually relevant to the question that he has been
asked about the western suburbs. Whilst I appreciate
that Mrs Peulich may not like the answer that is being
given, that is irrelevant.
Mr LENDERS — If we are talking about ABS data
for the west of Melbourne, during the
eight-and-a-half-year life of this government — well
before any by-elections were called — there are a
number of statistics I can deal with for Mr Eideh. We
have seen in the city of Brimbank — a large section of
which is in the Kororoit electorate — the number of
front-line police increase by 28 per cent in the eight and
a half years. In the shire of Melton we have seen the
number of front-line police increase by 23 per cent. We
have seen the overall crime rate decrease — in
Brimbank by 22 per cent and in Melton by 30 per cent.
I can go through it — residential burglary is down
58 per cent in Brimbank, motor vehicle theft is down
57 per cent in Brimbank, and it is also down in the
Melton municipality. We have seen unemployment
come down, from 9 per cent in November 1999 to
4.7 per cent in May 2008. We have seen population
growth, we have seen a greater number of services and
we have seen a greater investment in health. What I can
say is that the ABS data shows, for Mr Eideh, what we
see — —
Mr Viney — On a point of order, President, I
understand that the members of the opposition are not
interested in the western suburbs, but I am actually
interested in the answer and I cannot hear it because
they are talking with one another and turning their
backs on the Treasurer.
The PRESIDENT — Order! That is pretty close to
a frivolous point of order.
Mr LENDERS — In concluding, the ABS data
show that the western suburbs of Melbourne — the
outer western suburbs of Melbourne in particular —
have seen job growth. In fact we have seen
63 600 more people employed in the west of
Melbourne than was the case in 1999, when there was a
change of government. We have seen investment in
hospitals, rather than the closure of the Essendon and
Altona hospitals. We have seen investment in schools,
investment in police and investment in health. The ABS
data show that an investment in a community makes a
difference. We have seen the investment. This
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government will continue to invest to make all of
Victoria, and particularly the western suburbs, continue
to be an even better place to live, work and raise a
family.

Victorian Funds Management Corporation:
staff
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — My question is to the Treasurer. I
refer the Treasurer to the departure of the chief
investment officer of the Victorian Funds Management
Corporation, Mr Leo de Bever, because of excessive
government interference. Can the Treasurer confirm
that in the past nine months the global small companies,
emerging markets and global large companies
investment director, David Roberts, the hedge funds
investment director, Keith Dickie, and the investment
director, international equities, Elly Lumsden, have also
all left the VFMC?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I thank
Mr Rich-Phillips for his question and welcome
questions at any time about the Victorian Funds
Management Corporation (VFMC), a particularly
robust organisation that this government has set up as
an international centre of excellence because we wish
to encourage investment to Melbourne. My colleague
and friend Mr Theophanous, in his capacity as Minister
for Industry and Trade, has actually led a mission
recently to east Asia to try to encourage more financial
sector services to come to Victoria, because Melbourne
is a great place and Victoria is a great place to do
business. The VFMC was specifically set up by the
government of Victoria to — —
An honourable member — Which government?
Mr LENDERS — The VFMC was changed in
2006 by this government to make it a centre of
excellence. Mr de Bever and a number of other people
were part of that, where we expanded the capacity of
the VFMC to do a lot of investments in house. As I am
sure Mr Rich-Phillips knows, those investments —
rather than go through other funds management, the
VFMC does a lot of things in house — include that we
as Victorians now actually own an airport in the UK
and a tollway and, I think, a utility station in New
Jersey and New York. We have broadened the
investment pool so that whether it be our
superannuants, whether it be our Transport Accident
Commission and WorkCover beneficiaries, or whether
it be others, they will have long-term investment
security. The VFMC’s returns have been at a rate of
about 12 per cent per annum over the past five years,
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despite the downturn in international and domestic
equities over that period of time.
Mr Rich-Phillips asked a question about personnel
within the VFMC. I can say that I wish Mr de Bever
well. He came to Victoria and he certainly set a plan in
place as chief investment officer of the VFMC. Of
course when he goes, the acting chief investment
officer, Mr Syd Bone, as chief executive officer, will
resume that role. The organisation is now a centre of
excellence. It is performing. I have read with interest
the comments in the Herald Sun which were clearly
taken out of context. What I can say to Mr Rich-Phillips
is that I do not know about the other officials; there is a
staff of about 50 at the VFMC. I do not exercise
day-to-day management, which Mr Wells, the member
for Knox in the other place, often suggests I do. So
perhaps Mr Rich-Phillips and Mr Wells — yet again —
have a different view on some of these things.
What I will say to Mr Rich-Phillips is that Mr de Bever
has gone to be the chief financial officer or the chief
investment officer of the Alberta superannuation fund.
The Canadian province of Alberta, with a slightly
smaller population than that of Victoria, is blessed with
oil in such abundance that recently its Premier recently
wrote a cheque to every single citizen of Alberta giving
them Can$200 each because the state had too much
money. That is a problem I would like to have as
Treasurer of the state of Victoria. Needless to say, the
province of Alberta in Canada has more than
Can$80 billion in its investment fund.
From Mr de Bever’s point of view, he has gone home.
He was born in the Netherlands, which Mr Vogels and I
would both appreciate, and in fact he is from the same
province as Mr Vogels. Mr de Bever has gone back to
his home country of Canada to administer a fund more
than twice the size of the VFMC. I wish Mr de Bever
well in that. But I can assure Mr Rich-Phillips that the
VFMC in Victoria is performing well. It is an
organisation I have a lot of confidence in, and it is one
that I think Mr Rich-Phillips should probably aspire to
himself, because its investments are actually quite
good — what it has done in the equities market over the
last period of time — in Victoria.
Supplementary question
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I am surprised that the Treasurer does
not seem to know that he has lost three investment
directors from the Victorian Funds Management
Corporation this year. He commented on the returns
from the VFMC. Given that the Treasurer has
previously denied micro-managing VFMC investments,
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will he now deny that government interference in
VFMC decisions is cutting fund returns by the order of
2 per cent per annum?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I guess to explain
fund returns, the Victorian Funds Management
Corporation has returns from a number of areas. One
amount of returns is from capital, one is from cash and
one is from investment in equities. If the VFMC had,
for example, invested only in QR Science Holdings,
AGL Energy, CSR and BlueScope over the last nine
months, it would have lost 19.3 per cent of its portfolio.
The market as a whole has not done very well over that
period of time and the VFMC, on its Australian equity
returns, has actually lost 15.4 per cent.
The reason I use that group of four companies is that
those investments are the companies that
Mr Rich-Phillips owns shares in. Mr Rich-Phillips asks
questions about the VFMC’s particular performance,
but the four companies he owns shares in have actually
lost more than the VFMC over that same period of
time. I suggest to Mr Rich-Phillips that people in glass
houses should not throw stones.
Mrs Peulich — And how is that relevant?
Mr LENDERS — I take up Mrs Peulich’s
interjection, ‘How is that relevant?’. I will say why it is
relevant.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I understand that it is
the last question time before a significant break for the
house — in fact I even understand there is a by-election
on the weekend and that people are a bit excited — but
I would just ask the house to settle.
Mr LENDERS — It is relevant because, as any
member in this house would know — and a lot of
members in this house own shares — and as anyone
who owns shares would know, the stock market has
actually taken a dive. The thing was that after the Wall
Street subprime crisis hit, it rippled across the world
and stock markets across the planet have taken a dive.
The point I make is that the VFMC manages for the
long term. As I said in my answer to Mr Rich-Phillips’s
substantive question, the VFMC over a five-year period
has had returns of more than 12 per cent. If people wish
to pick a short period of time and take things out of
context, that is the relevance of using that particular
portfolio of four shares. It happens to everybody. I have
yet to hear of a fund in the world or an investor in the
world in the last year who has not taken a bath on the
equities market. That is the point of raising those four
companies that Mr Rich-Phillips owns shares in.
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The VFMC is a body set up to make investment
decisions for government over a long period of time. It
has benchmarks and targets to meet. It is judged against
its own performance. Its senior management team’s
performance is judged against performance in these
areas for the purpose of awarding bonuses. There are
mechanisms in place, and the board of the VFMC is
under the supervision of Mike Fitzpatrick, a widely
acknowledged and respected financier in this state.
There is a board that has the power to do that. It has its
own management structures. I, as Treasurer, do not
intervene in the individual investment decisions of the
VFMC. I can assure Mr Rich-Phillips categorically of
that.
If Mr de Bever has any issues with the state setting
prudential guidelines for the VFMC and having a level
of accountability and reporting to the Parliament, which
he does not — as I said, this Herald Sun article has
been taken out of context — then I say to
Mr Rich-Phillips, ‘Let’s have a debate’. Do we want a
laissez-faire arrangement where $40 billion of public
money is being given to a group of people with no
accountability to the Parliament and no accountability
to the Auditor-General? I suggest that that is not
something that his colleague Mr Wells in the other
place advocates; Mr Wells wants me to intervene in the
VFMC every second day, if you believe his press
releases.
We have a balanced approach. We have set the VFMC
up as an international centre of excellence. Since the
reforms to the VFMC on 1 July 2006 we have boosted
the board and boosted the staff to give it greater clout.
Its mandate is investments that the Victorian
government sector holds. What I say to
Mr Rich-Phillips is that we will continue to monitor the
VFMC and to take responsibility for the prudential
guidelines, and we will continue to monitor whether
this is a model that works, but it is part of an
independent body within prudential guidelines that is
managing a lot of money on behalf of a lot of
Victorians for the longer term. To date it has had a
return of 12 per cent over the last five years, which is
better than inflation, better than Mr Rich-Phillips’s
portfolio and better than many of the superannuation
funds that I know of.
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Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I thank Mr Drum for
his question. I do not have the data at my fingertips but
I can certainly assist him on a number of points
regarding Sunraysia.
Mildura is one of the fastest growing inland cities in
Australia. Mr Drum asks, ‘What are you doing?’. I can
say to Mr Drum that the Regional Infrastructure
Development Fund, which his party voted against when
it came into this house — the opposition voted against
it — has invested tens of millions of dollars into the
Sunraysia area to try and assist jobs growth in that area,
which is very important and very significant.
Mr Drum asked about Sunraysia. Excuse my ignorance,
but if I recall correctly, the reason the former member
for Mildura in the other house, Russell Savage, won the
seat from the coalition as an Independent was because
the Kennett government closed the Vinelander line, the
one train line to Sunraysia, whereas in this budget the
government has invested money in upgrading the rail
infrastructure to Mildura as an important starting point
in getting a passenger rail service on that line.
Mr Drum asked about Australian Bureau of Statistics
statistics. I can certainly say to Mr Drum and to the
house that this government has not sold off the public
transport system; we are actually reinvesting in it. We
have reacquired the rail system, we are investing in
freight and we have responded to Mr Fischer, a former
federal Leader of The Nationals, in respect of the gold
rail lines and investing money in the area. Our
government continues to go to Mildura to engage the
community, even though it is an area that gave us the
lowest vote of anywhere in the state.
Mr Drum interjected.
Mr LENDERS — Mr Drum asked when I last went
to Mildura. I was in Mildura recently for a community
cabinet. I must admit that the time I was in Mildura
before that was a far less pleasant experience; it was
during the Nowingi long-term containment facility
debate. But even in adverse times like that we are not
afraid to go to places like Mildura. We like Mildura.
Mr Drum interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Drum!

Sunraysia: economic development
Mr Drum — What?
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — My question is
also to the Treasurer. Can the Treasurer update the
house on any recent Australian Bureau of Statistics data
that indicate that the Brumby Labor government is
continuing to take action to deliver jobs and increased
population in the Sunraysia region?

Questions interrupted.
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SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
The PRESIDENT — Order! I will tell Mr Drum
‘What’! His interjections are totally inconsistent with
my earlier rulings, and under standing order 13.02 I am
now removing him for 30 minutes.
Mr Drum withdrew from chamber.
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Questions resumed.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — In conclusion, what
we have seen is jobs growth across the whole of
Victoria, particularly regional Victoria, during the life
of this government, and Sunraysia has been part of that.
Clearly the city of Mildura is the strongest growing part
of Sunraysia. It is a growing inland city in which the
government has invested heavily in infrastructure, in
schools and in public services, whether that be the
hospitals or the schools, in all of those areas. I welcome
any question from Mr Drum on government assistance
in regional Victoria. Our assistance to and our work
with the Sunraysia community have made Mildura an
even better place to live, work and raise a family.
Sitting suspended 1.09 p.m. until 2.19 p.m.

APPROPRIATION (2008/2009) BILL and
BUDGET PAPERS 2008–09
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I am
very pleased to make some further comments in
relation to the budget. As I was saying before question
time and lunch interrupted, this is a very good budget
for Victoria and a particularly good budget for the
Northern Metropolitan Region. I indicated to the house
a number of funding initiatives included in the budget
that will benefit families and individuals living in the
Northern Metropolitan Region, and in particular a
strong commitment in the key portfolio areas of
education and health.
Listening to the contributions made by members of the
opposition I noted a number of comments and
criticisms of the budget. In particular they have
indicated further areas for which they would have
preferred to see the government outlay money. I find
this particularly interesting in the context of the
splurge-o-meter that we saw at the last state election,
when the opposition made all sorts of spending
commitments that would most likely have resulted in
the Victorian budget going into deficit. We have seen
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the opposition take this irresponsible position again
recently in the context of a by-election for only one
seat, the Kororoit electorate, for which the opposition
has made spending commitments of over $100 million.
If we were to translate that across every electorate in
Victoria, we would see what has been a very strong
budget position in this state being reversed. We are
strongly committed to retaining a budget surplus in the
state. We have taken a financially responsible position.
We have made budget allocations that focus on key
priority areas, improving government infrastructure and
services in key areas such as education, health, public
transport, roads and community safety. We make no
apology for doing this.
In the remaining time I have available to me I will
briefly touch on some of the commitments the budget
contains in relation to the planning portfolio. I take this
opportunity to congratulate my colleague Justin
Madden, the Minister for Planning, who is the lead
minister in the new Department of Planning and
Community Development, which has taken a
groundbreaking approach to bringing about urban
design and better sustainable principles in our planning
processes, together with providing the infrastructure
that is required in our growing and new suburbs.
The budget has a number of commitments in relation to
the planning portfolio, in particular a very strong
commitment of $51.9 million over four years to our
transit cities programs in Broadmeadows, Dandenong
and Geelong. For the next financial year the budget
includes funding of $9.1 million for the Geelong transit
city; $4.5 million for the Broadmeadows transit city,
which happens to be in Northern Metropolitan Region;
and $19 million for the Footscray transit city. That is an
important commitment to improving our transit cities;
and we also have a $7.3 million increase in transit cities
projects in general.
In other planning areas there is an allocation of
$6.8 million for strengthening Melbourne 2030 and
$4.4 million for improving housing affordability. The
minister has spoken on a number of occasions in this
house about the importance of planning for the future
and making sure that we have a plan for managing our
population growth and keeping housing in this state
affordable. That is in stark contrast to the lack of a plan
by members of the opposition who have had a
laissez-faire market approach to allowing those who are
wealthy to purchase homes in Victoria.
We are also committed to protecting our green wedges
and to ensuring that our growth happens in a
sustainable way that protects what is best about our city
and our state. I am pleased that the budget also has a
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commitment to our heritage sites. In particular we
recognise that places like the Trades Hall building in
Carlton, St Paul’s Cathedral in Melbourne’s central
business district, Kew courthouse and police station,
and the former prison at Castlemaine are important
cultural heritage locations that need to be repaired,
improved upon and be there for future generations in
this state, and the budget makes an allocation to enable
repairs and conservation works to occur at each of these
iconic heritage places.
In conclusion, this is a very good budget. It is a very
good Labor budget that provides for not only improved
services and infrastructure for Victorians but also looks
after those who are most disadvantaged and in need. I
commend the budget to the house.
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise
with great pleasure to congratulate the Treasurer, John
Lenders, and the Brumby Labor government for
bringing down a budget that will continue to provide
and in many instances enhance essential services to the
people of Victoria. In particular I would like to initially
focus on the massive increases to the education
portfolio.
As members may know, I am a member of the
parliamentary Education and Training Committee. The
first thing I look for in the budget is its education
allocation, and I have not been disappointed as the
figure here is $815.6 million — a staggering amount of
money. But is there a better way to ensure our state’s
future than to invest in our youth and education? The
youth are our future.
I have visited many schools during the past year, and so
I was delighted to see that money has been set aside to
upgrade and improve the standards of our state school
facilities. Princes Hill Primary School, located in
Carlton, is a great example of government providing
children with the environment to develop their artistic
talents, together with a new library and visual arts
facility designed to provide stimulation and inspiration
for Victorian children who want to be filmmakers.
The multimillion-dollar injection to support early
intervention for children with developmental
disabilities shows that the Brumby Labor government is
putting its money where its mouth is by allocating
$29 million into providing not only 1000 extra places
for these children but also recognising the need for
early intervention for kindergarten-aged kids with
special complex needs; and a further $1.8 million for
the early childhood specialist workforce to upgrade
their professional qualifications to enable them to
provide more support to small children with learning
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disabilities. This is where we are proud of our budget,
and we are proud of our Treasurer.
The government has targeted Victorian state school
children, with the main emphasis being to give them a
better chance of reaching their full potential and a great
start in life.
I will speak about just some of the other key initiatives
and positive aspects of this budget as they relate to my
electorate, the Northern Metropolitan Region. I will do
my best not to repeat what my colleague Ms Mikakos
said in her earlier speech. I congratulate her for raising
the issues of our electorate. We represent the region, we
care about that electorate and we care about the
constituents, and that is why we are talking about this
magnificent budget.
In the area of public health there are massive monetary
allocations — $702.9 million for hospitals to treat an
extra 16 000 elective surgery patients, provide an extra
33 500 outpatient appointments and treat an extra
60 000 patients in emergency departments;
$179.2 million to boost maternity and child services,
including providing 14 new maternity beds and
18 additional special care nursery cots at suburban
hospitals and improved early years care; and
$186.7 million to boost ambulance services, delivering
two new rescue helicopters.
There is $294.5 million in the budget for climate
change initiatives to drive renewable energy and clean
coal projects. My colleagues from the Greens must
admit this is not a small amount of money to allocate.
The Labor Party also believes strongly in ecology and
conservation.
An allocation of $1.81 billion will improve health
facilities. A cancer action plan will tackle early
detection of cancer and a chronic disease program is
aimed at screening, early diagnosis and prevention of
chronic diseases. I know that many community health
centres and local councils provide programs aimed at
our senior citizens to enable them to stay in their own
homes, but it is not enough to provide Meals on Wheels
and home visits by day carers. Programs have been
established to bring together diverse members of our
community, to enhance their quality of life, and to
maintain a focus on the health and wellbeing of our
elderly citizens.
At the other end of the scale, a baby boom budget boost
of $100.3 million has been allocated for young
Victorian families, who will have access to additional
maternity facilities, as well as the new $250 million
Royal Women’s Hospital. The biggest ambulance
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investment in Victoria’s history — a record
$185.7 million — will be utilised to expand ambulance
services for all Victorians.
A whopping $37.2 million has been allocated to
address and implement the alcohol action plan. This is
recognition of the fact that some of our young people
are binge drinking their young lives away. We need to
attack the culture that sees drunken teenagers being
admitted to emergency rooms in hospitals across our
state every weekend, if not every day. We all know that
the recent introduction of the 2.00 a.m. curfew
provoked more emails than we could shake a stick at,
but interestingly enough, the other night I watched a
teenager being interviewed on television who had
witnessed a violent brawl outside a Melbourne
nightclub in the early hours of the morning, and this
young man had clearly changed his views on the
necessity for such a trial. We are not being spoilsports;
we are trying to minimise the dangers inherent in binge
drinking, especially for the young and inexperienced
drinkers in the community.
The other thing I would like to talk about is that the first
time I heard of an extra $3000 being allocated for each
first home buyer in a country area, I thought, ‘What an
excellent idea and excellent reward for our young
people in Victoria’. When they buy a house in the
country, not only do they get the first home buyer grant
but on top of that they also get the reward of $3000 for
moving into the country. I congratulate the Treasurer on
this.
Another matter I would like to mention is that, as well
as the support for early childhood and the
disadvantaged and vulnerable children, there is more
support to lift school performances. This important,
targeted support for schools will be provided to schools
to help lift the performance of all students in all
schools. As a former teacher I know how important that
is. I know this good budget is addressing this, and it
will do well by the students. This budget is financially
sound and provides Victorian families with ongoing
opportunities that continue to make Victoria the best
place to live and raise a family.
I could talk for hours about the whole budget, but what
is important is to acknowledge all its positive aspects. I
congratulate the Treasurer and the Brumby Labor
government, and I commend the government’s
2008–09 budget to the house.
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — I rise to speak
in favour of both matters: the appropriation bill itself
and the acceptance of the budget papers. As a member
of Parliament representing a predominantly regional
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electorate, it has been and continues to be an absolute
pleasure to relay the fantastic news that has come out of
this 2008–09 budget to individuals as well as
organisations across western Victoria.
Services such as health, education, police, emergency
services, roads, rail, justice, community funding and
water resources have all been addressed in what is
undoubtedly a huge win for regional Victoria. I am
particularly happy with the outcomes for Western
Victoria Region.
Some of the key initiatives in the budget for health
include $702.9 million for Victorian hospitals, which
will treat an extra 16 000 elective surgery patients,
33 500 outpatient appointments, and an extra 60 000
patients in emergency departments. In addition to this
we have $233.3 million for preventive health measures
and cancer prevention and treatment and also
$185.7 million to boost ambulance services, including
two rescue helicopters, station upgrades and extra
services.
To specifically address issues in western Victoria, this
budget will provide $70.1 million for stage B of the
Warrnambool hospital redevelopment on top of the
$16 million that was included in the previous budget for
stage 1A of the redevelopment. Recently a letter signed
by Dr Napthine, the member for South-West Coast in
another place, and Mr Koch and Mr Vogels was
addressed and distributed to Warrnambool and district
residents. This letter, authorised by Dr Napthine,
included the following:
During the 2006 state election campaign the Labor Party
promised to fully fund stage 1 of the much-needed
redevelopment of the Warrnambool hospital.
In the recent state budget the Brumby Labor government has
failed to deliver on its pre-election promise to the
Warrnambool and district community.

Mr Koch — True.
Ms TIERNEY — This is an absolute outrage and is
totally misleading. The Labor government made a 2006
election commitment of $90 million to the
Warrnambool hospital redevelopment. In the two
budgets brought down in this government’s four-year
term it has allocated and delivered $86.1 million to that
redevelopment — and that is with two more budgets to
go in the current term. How could it be said the
government has failed to deliver on an election
promise? That reasoning is beyond my understanding. I
suggest to the members who signed that letter that they
actually read not just this year’s but last year’s budget
papers before they make false statements which not
only mislead the good residents of Warrnambool and
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outlying areas but seriously damage their own
credibility.
On top of the $70.1 million for the Warrnambool
hospital, the south-west will also share part of the
record $185 million boost to Victorian ambulance
services, with the south-west Victorian helicopter to be
located at Warrnambool. This caused another lapse of
eloquence, I would argue, from conservative members
of Parliament from the south-west, prompting them to
make the claim — which I have just heard again in the
last couple of minutes — that the south-west helicopter
money was being taken out of the Warrnambool
hospital redevelopment money.
Mr Koch — Exactly.
Ms TIERNEY — Let me assure members — how
many times to do they need to be told this? — that the
record $185 million boost to Victorian ambulance
services is all new money. No money is being taken out
of the election promise of $90 million for the
Warrnambool hospital redevelopment to be allocated to
the helicopter service. It is absolutely misleading and
mischievous of the opposition to claim that.
It is important that we also acknowledge the editorial of
the Warrnambool Standard of 10 May 2008, which I
think sums it up quite well:
The Brumby government has delivered and deserves credit
for recognising the needs in the region.
…
Even our conservative politicians would have to agree the
ALP has become harder to criticise on regional issues.

I think it has become so hard for Mr Koch, Mr Vogels
and Dr Napthine that they now have to actually make
up their criticisms. All I can say is that the claims they
are making are absolutely not connected with any form
of reality. We are demonstrating that we are making
sure we have resources and money for the people in the
south-west. I am also delighted to say that, as well as
the air ambulance of the south-west and Western
Victoria Region, the area will also see funding to
rebuild a number of ambulance stations and refurbish a
number of others. These include Timboon, Anglesea,
Avoca, Ballarat and Hamilton.
Services will also be upgraded to a number of areas.
They include Anglesea, Apollo Bay, Colac and
Timboon. It was announced just prior to the budget that
the national farmer health centre will be established in
Hamilton at a cost of $2.4 million. This will position
Victoria as a national leader of farmer health and our
commitment to coming to terms with the wellbeing and
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health issues that surround farmers and their families.
We will be a significant leader on the national agenda
in respect to those issues. It is not hard to understand
why the major regional newspapers in western Victoria
agree that the Brumby Labor government is delivering
and deserves credit for recognising the needs of the
region.
If we move from health to education, there are at least
10 schools in the Western Victoria Region that will be
either totally replaced or modernised, continuing on the
state Labor government’s 10-year commitment to
rebuild, renovate or extend every government school in
every community in Victoria. Amongst the schools that
will benefit from this budget’s announcement are
Horsham West — that is, the Haven primary
campus — the Bacchus Marsh Primary School, the
Anglesea Primary School, which will be completely
relocated and built on a new parcel of land. We will
also see stage 2 funded out of this budget for the Colac
College and Colac High School amalgamation. Woady
Yaloak, the Snake Valley campus, will also be
included, and Koroit primary school stage 1, which has
been long awaited, has got the tick and will also benefit.
Lara Secondary College is also part of that suite of
schools.
It is also interesting to note that the Age journalist
David Rood, when he commented on the budget
funding for education, wrote:
With more than $590 million to be spent on rebuilding or
renovating schools around the state, the Australian Education
Union described the budget as solid, praising targeted
intervention for children with disabilities.

The health and education areas continue to be top
priorities of the Labor government. This budget
succeeds in addressing those needs in regional Victoria.
While I am on health and education, I recall reading in
the Hamilton Spectator a quote from the Leader of The
Nationals in the other place, Peter Ryan, on 10 May. He
said:
It is disappointing to see the government has concentrated its
expenditure on health, transport and education services in
metropolitan areas this year.

Perhaps Mr Ryan has mixed up regional and
metropolitan, because there is record funding for
ambulance services, for example, in Victoria. There are
capital upgrades in Hamilton and Avoca; there is an
additional allocation of paramedics in Apollo Bay,
Timboon and Anglesea. There are additional day crews
in Kyneton and Woodend and, as I have already
mentioned, there is the extra $70.1 million for the
redevelopment of the Warrnambool hospital. There is
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also $8 million to the Hepburn Health Service for the
redevelopment of 15 high-care residential aged-care
and primary care services. I have already mentioned the
national farmers health centre in Hamilton. There is
$11.4 million to improve dental health in rural and
regional Victoria, and $5.5 million for the Ballarat
Health Service to improve access and client amenity
and to refurbish a community mental health facility. We
also have $6 million for regional food kitchens to help
seniors across the state to access affordable,
high-quality and nutritious meals, and the emergency
helicopter for the south-west. These provisions do not
reflect the misleading comments that the Leader of The
Nationals, Peter Ryan, has been making in the press in
relation to this budget.
It is important that we look at the statement of the
Treasurer, John Lenders, in the Geelong Advertiser on
7 May, because he is much more accurate than the
Leader of The Nationals. Mr Lenders says:
The Brumby government is taking action for working
families in regional Victoria providing the best possible
health services to help bridge the gap between city and
country health.

This is only on the health front. Couple this with the
10 western Victorian schools which will be either
modernised or replaced, the $110 million investment in
the duplication of the Princes Highway west from
Waurn Ponds to Winchelsea, and that is a significant
boost. We also have $40 million for the Western
Highway realignment of Anthonys Cutting — again, a
very significant allocation. The budget provides
$254.5 million towards the maintenance program for all
regional rail lines under the country passenger rail
initiative. It is hard to see how Mr Ryan conjured up the
statement that was published in the Hamilton Spectator.
The content of this budget shows that the Brumby
government is continuing to take action and to deliver a
water plan that will ensure secure water supplies for
communities across Victoria, for our farmers and for
our rivers. It is heartening not only for regional Victoria
but for all Victorians to see the government facing the
challenges, taking responsibility, laying out a plan to
secure Victoria’s water supply, rather than watching the
Liberal and National parties trying to hijack community
groups, revert back to the old us versus them, city
versus country style of politics to score cheap political
points.
In this budget western Victoria will receive $10 million
for 53 kilometres of the Hamilton–Grampians pipeline,
which will transfer up to 2 billion litres of water savings
from the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline to the Hamilton
system. We also will see $99 million to fast-track the
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completion of the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline which
will save more than 1 billion litres of water, and
$20 million for the Geelong–Melbourne pipeline.
The Minister for Water in the other place, Tim Holding,
is quoted as saying:
This is a record investment in major water projects and will
provide water security for Victoria for the next 50 years.

I again put the question to the opposition: where is its
water plan? It does not have one and certainly does not
show any indication of interest in formulating one for
our population here in Victoria.
I move from health and education to tourism. One of
the points in the budget that has been overlooked is the
allocation of $13.3 million to rural and regional
tourism. This is by far the largest dedicated contribution
to this activity that this state has ever seen. Being part
of the parliamentary Rural and Regional Committee,
together with my colleagues I have been participating
in an inquiry into tourism, and I am particularly pleased
with this budget allocation because it will provide a
whole range of activities that collectively we would
love to see in this area. That is because this government
understands that tourism is important to regional
Victoria, assists in creating more jobs and injects a
whole lot of dollars from outside of local communities
into those regional communities.
The recent figures from Tourism Australia’s
international visitors survey completed in March 2008
show a 30.4 per cent increase in international overnight
visitation to regional Victoria between 2000 and 2008.
That included a 25.9 per cent increase in visitors to
Daylesford and the Macedon Ranges and a 30.8 per
cent increase in visitors to the Great Ocean Road. The
economic benefits of those increases are enormous, so
we have also allocated a further $8 million over the
next four years to promote Victoria in key international
markets. This demonstrates that Victoria, and regional
Victoria in particular, is a great place to visit.
I have touched on the establishment of the National
Centre for Farmer Health which is to be established in
Hamilton as part of an overall package that was
mentioned in a statement delivered by the Minister for
Agriculture and the Premier prior to the handing down
of the budget. I refer to a document called Future
Farming — Productive, Competitive and Sustainable.
The Future Farming strategy, which has been allocated
funding of $204.6 million, will bring farmers and
farming communities to a position where they are better
suited and more able to meet the challenges they are
facing at the moment and into the future. Part of this
package — the strategy and the statement — includes:
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$103 million to boost productivity through new
technology and changes to farming practices;
$42.7 million to upgrade sections of Victoria’s rail
freight network; and $12 million to support farmers and
rural communities in securing their future and adjusting
to change, including the National Centre for Farmer
Health in Hamilton, which is being funded in
conjunction with the medical school at Deakin
University that I mentioned earlier today, and the
Western District Health Service. There is also funding
of $24 million to manage weeds and pests, including
new action to assist farming businesses to strengthen
land and water management.
To ensure the success of the strategy, the state
government has assembled an advisory panel made up
of a broad cross-section of respected industry
professionals who will help drive the $205 million
strategy. I believe the Minister for Agriculture needs to
be congratulated, not only for coming up with the
concept but also for being able to bring together a lot of
people and stakeholders who are not traditionally or
naturally a cohesive group. This is a significant step in
making sure that we are starting to operate as a
cohesive group, given the problems that people face in
regional Victoria, particularly in Western Victoria
Region.
The panel comprises Lyn Coulston, a plant nursery
owner who would obviously have firsthand experience
of how drought is impacting upon plants in regional
areas; Gaethan Cutri, a stone fruit farmer; Christine
Forster, a wool producer; Ian McClelland, the chairman
of the Birchip Cropping Group; Stephen Mills, the
chair of Goulburn-Murray Water and a dairy farmer;
Jenny O’Sullivan, a primary producer; and Simon
Ramsay, who — as we all know — is the president of
the Victorian Farmers Federation. At the time the
advisory panel was announced, the minister stated in a
press release:
The panel will work closely with the Brumby government to
ensure agricultural industries continue to be involved in the
delivery of key areas of the strategy.

It is pleasing to see that there are people at the coalface
in regional Victoria who are involved in a whole range
of activities and who will assist in the implementation
of that package.
In the areas of community safety and justice, this
budget again provides a record amount of funding. It
has committed $1.75 billion to the Victoria Police
budget and $657 million for community protection
initiatives.
Mr Koch interjected.
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Ms TIERNEY — A significant sexual violence
prosecution unit has been established in Geelong. I
thank Mr Koch for bringing that subject up now. This
record funding is a huge coup for Western Victoria
Region, with $2.6 million for the VICSES (Victorian
State Emergency Service) critical asset replacement
initiative going towards new heavy rescue trucks for
Edenhope, Terang and Lorne. There is also funding for
road accident rescue kits for Edenhope, Kaniva,
Camperdown, Port Campbell and Maryborough, and
funding for four-wheel drive trailer trucks for Balmoral
and a flood rescue boat that will soon be delivered to
Warrnambool as part of the $19.3 million initiative to
boost the ports of Portland and Geelong under the
maritime security program. There is also funding for a
new corrections centre at the existing Ararat site, which
will include a new 350-bed unit, as part of the
$591 million Building Confidence in Corrections
initiative.
I turn to initiatives in the Geelong region. As we all
know, Geelong is a vibrant and growing city. It
continues to thrive and expand, and this budget has
invested in proportion to the age and growth of that
great city. The new tax cuts — including a $422 million
cut to stamp duty, a $490 million cut to land tax and the
first home buyers grant — will significantly enhance
Geelong’s ability to continue to grow, particularly with
the Armstrong Creek development coming on stream.
A Geelong Advertiser editorial had a few things to say
about this on 7 May. It states:
The region will benefit also from a boost to residential plans
for Armstrong Creek in the form of grants of up to $12 000
for first home buyers setting up in the region and a 10 per cent
cut in stamp duty thresholds. Payroll tax cuts of 5 per cent,
lifting the land tax threshold by 10 per cent and cutting
WorkCover premiums yet again … should also encourage
investment and jobs.

Obviously all of this provides a healthy injection of
funds not just for Geelong but for regional Victoria.
On top of this the budget will provide nearly $8 million
for the cultural precinct stage 1 of the Geelong future
city master plan. If members are interested in this, I
urge them very strongly to go and see the plans and talk
to the people involved, including those at the library,
the city hall, the Geelong Performing Arts Centre and a
number of other institutions in that strip, because it is a
very exciting plan that I think will revitalise that section
of the central business district of Geelong.
The budget also allocates $6 million to the Geelong
innovation and investment fund and provides for a new
mobile intensive care ambulance. There is also funding
for improvements to the Geelong railway station.
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Finally we have the money to be able to undertake that
activity that many people have been talking about and
working on for some time. The redevelopment will
include a walkway that will assist TAC workers in
moving from the station.

debate on the budget and the budget papers. In doing
so, I indicate to the house that I intend to focus on one
matter alone — that is, the government’s measurement
of greenhouse gas emissions and the government’s
accounting for Victoria’s greenhouse gas emissions.

I have already mentioned the allocation of $8 million
for a specialist sexual assault prosecution unit. Also, the
Geelong Hospital will be part of the $26.3 million
hospital energy supply project to ensure the continuity
of critical health care services to six of Victoria’s major
public hospitals.

This week the release of the national greenhouse
inventory showed that in 2006, the most recent figures
available, Victoria emitted, on all the best estimates —
and these are corrected figures — 120.3 million tonnes
of carbon dioxide equivalent greenhouse gas. That is a
very significant figure. It is greater than in 1999, when
this government came to power and Victoria emitted
118 million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent. I have
to say that this figure is part of a longer trend under this
government of a steady increase in greenhouse gas
emissions. It bumps around year to year, but if you look
at the trendline you can see that there is a steady
increase in carbon dioxide equivalent emissions.

All of this is on top of the $110 million committed to
the Princes Highway from Waurn Ponds to Winchelsea
as the first stage in the duplication of the Princes
Highway. When speaking to the Geelong Advertiser on
7 May, Cr Bruce Harwood said there was plenty of
good news for the region in the state budget. The article
states:
Overall, Cr Harwood said while he could always argue for
more money, Geelong had done well in the budget.

As I stated at the beginning of my contribution, this
budget delivers for regional Victoria. It is a delight to
relay the outcome of the budget to all the people I meet
in Western Victoria Region. However, it is not an
unusual budget in relation to regional Victoria.
Regional Victoria is growing and growing as each
Labor government budget is brought down. Let us
compare the situation to 1999. Now there are 92 000
more people who call regional Victoria home. We now
have more than 134 000 new jobs. Building approvals
have doubled to $4.47 billion. We have a state
government that has directly contributed $400 million
through the Regional Infrastructure Development Fund
to 172 infrastructure projects resulting in over
$1.198 billion worth of new infrastructure investment.
This is a budget that is not just about dollars and cents,
as Mr Atkinson raised last night. It is a budget that also
delivers in community building. Let us not forget the
Small Towns Development Fund, let us not forget
Transport Connections, let us not forget community
building initiatives, let us not forget all those things that
are being put in place to engage our youth in healthy
activities, including the Premier’s Active Families
Challenge and a number of other initiatives. This is a
good budget for regional Victoria. It provides
infrastructure, it provides resources for health and
education and, at the very heart and soul of it, it cares
about the people in regional Victoria and Western
Victoria Region.
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to make a brief contribution to the cognate

It is 12.2 per cent over the base case and exceeds
Victoria’s share of the Kyoto target. In 2002 Labor
promised that it would cut greenhouse gas emissions by
8.3 million tonnes. Since that promise the amount put
into the atmosphere is 12 million tonnes over and above
the levels at that time. In effect more than 20 million
tonnes of greenhouse gas equivalent has been released
into the atmosphere at a time when climate change is a
significant challenge for our community.
I make this point because this government has been
very good on rhetoric, very good on positioning, very
good on spin on climate change and greenhouse gas
emissions, but what has occurred is a release each year
of a steady increase in greenhouse gas over the period
of this government. To illustrate one of the reasons for
that, I want to draw the house’s attention to page 242 of
budget paper 3, and to the environmental policy and
climate change output group. That is an important
group. It says that the department:
… leads the development and implementation of strategic,
whole-of-government responses to issues around
environmental sustainability and climate change.

This is the group that sets the policy parameters, that
pulls things in, that makes things work in terms of
climate change response, and it is not doing a good job.
One of the reasons it is not doing a good job in Victoria
is that its output measures fail to fundamentally focus
on the issue at hand, which is to reduce greenhouse gas
equivalent emissions. The output measures include
major policy papers, strategy reviews and research
papers, and the total number of councils participating.
The quality measure is the number of greenhouse gas
response actions managed and administered. These are
all input measurements of actions, but not outputs, not
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outcomes, not results. These output groups should have
measures in there that actually reflect outcomes for the
community, or outcomes in this case for the
environment.
I have made this point in the chamber a number of
times, but I think it is a central point: unless we get this
aspect of environmental measurement and
environmental accounting right, we simply will not
know the best ways to respond as a government, as a
local community, as individuals, to the greenhouse
challenge.
The report by the commissioner for environmental
sustainability, Dr Ian McPhail, pointed to this lack of
leadership. It is worth reiterating these points in the
house, as I do often when I speak to groups about these
issues. In the report tabled not long ago, Dr McPhail
noted:
Government leadership is required to signal the importance of
incorporating environmental sustainability into government’s
business processes. To date this has not been evident. The
lack of commitment has hindered more effective
implementation support being established and individual
agencies taking action.

If you cannot measure it, you cannot quantify it; you do
not know how to respond. This government has 10 key
groups in its program, plus the water agencies, plus
Sustainability Victoria — but it is only a small part of
the government sector. It is not the schools, it is not the
hospitals, it is not the police stations — it is not all of
those government agencies which should be setting an
example for the community. The government has to
lead in the task of reducing environmental gas
emissions, and it has to do that constructively and in a
way that gets an outcome for the community.
Dr McPhail went on to say in his report that the
environmental reporting framework was pretty much a
shambles. It is worth quoting this:
Performance measurement and reporting remains an
important component of the environmental management …
being adopted by agencies. While monitoring and reporting
programs within agencies have improved, challenges
remain … These include the availability of trend data, limited
reporting against targets, inconsistent methodologies and use
of extrapolation and in some cases unrepresentative data and
non-compliance with the government’s financial reporting
direction (FRD) 24B. It is acknowledged that to some extent
this reflects the evolving nature of environmental
performance reporting by government agencies —

and as I have said before, this is a process, but we are
not making progress fast enough —
however, there is a need to further develop the reporting
guidelines, build IT tools and provide further education and
training to improve data capture and whole-of-government
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reporting. This is the fourth year that agencies have reported
their environmental performance —

this small cluster of agencies; not the whole of
government in Victoria, I hasten to add —
and independent verification of this data prior to its
publication should be considered to ensure its correctness
prior to its publication.

The reality is that this government does not know how
much greenhouse gas it emits; it has no fundamental
idea. It certainly does not have the level of detail and
proper account of environmental carbon dioxide
emissions to enable a proper program that could target
successfully those areas where we could make the
biggest difference for the least economic financial
impact. Good measurement, good data and good
accounting will lead to better outcomes in terms of
environmental management and lower carbon dioxide
emissions. Until this government starts to get this right,
our emissions will continue to be a problem.
We face a huge challenge in the period ahead with
environmental emissions trading. I will not say much
about that today, but I will comment further on future
occasions in this place. Emissions trading will be a
significant challenge for Victoria, and the sooner we get
our house in order at government level and at
community level, the better.
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — It gives me
great pleasure to speak in support of the Brumby Labor
government’s 2008–09 state budget — a budget that
delivers a massive $3.2 billion investment in
infrastructure across Victoria. I take this opportunity to
again extend my congratulations to the Treasurer, John
Lenders, who I am pleased to see is in the house at this
time.
This $3.2 billion investment demonstrates that the
Brumby Labor government is taking action now on key
services and infrastructure for working families.
Working families across Victoria will benefit from the
government’s investment in schools, trains, roads,
hospitals and other key services, as well as benefiting
from the jobs and economic activity generated by these
infrastructure projects.
This investment in key services and infrastructure
comes on top of eight years of investment in
livability — that includes key services and
infrastructure — that have made Victoria a great place
to live, work and raise a family. This is demonstrated
by the fact that people are voting with their feet and
choosing to live in Victoria, including, I am pleased to
say, regional Victoria — as anyone who knows
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anything about Mildura, to give just one example, will
be aware.
Victoria’s population boom is creating new
opportunities and new challenges. The 2008–09
Brumby Labor government’s budget is an action plan
to maximise the opportunities and address the
challenges of a growing population, while building on
our investments in services and infrastructure for
Victorian families over the past eight years.
In addition to providing a $3.2 billion investment in
infrastructure across Victoria, the 2008–09 budget
delivers on Labor’s priorities. These include: delivering
key services in health and education to meet the
demands of Victoria’s baby and population boom in
growth suburbs and Victoria’s regions; taking the
pressure off working families across the state;
increasing Victoria’s business competitiveness; taking
action on preventive health; investing to increase the
capacity of Victoria’s transport networks; positioning
Victoria to seize on the climate of opportunities in a
new climate-change economy; and delivering better
services to our farmers. We know that this latter priority
is particularly needed because of the very tough times
that many farmers are facing and have faced for a long
time.
Key initiatives in the 2008–09 state budget include: the
$179 million boost to maternity and child services,
including 14 new maternity beds and 18 additional
special-care nursery cots, as well as improved early
years care and education; $1.4 billion in tax cuts and
reduced business costs, including cuts to stamp duty,
land tax, payroll tax and WorkCover premiums; and
$94 million to improve workforce skills. These cuts
benefit businesses right across the state, including in
regional Victoria.
There is new assistance to first home buyers,
representing a 17 per cent saving — that is $2460 — on
a medium first home, including stamp duty cuts and
new eligibility for stamp duty and first home buyers
assistance. I will come back to what this means in
particular for regional Victoria.
Another initiative is the $1.8 billion investment in
transport, delivering extra peak services in the
metropolitan area and significant road projects and new
transport services in regional Victoria; $815 million for
education, including funds to rebuild, renovate or
extend 128 schools; and an education reform program
to lift standards for students. I will come back to some
of the schools, particularly in northern Victoria, that are
benefiting from this boost to education.
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The budget has $702 million for hospitals to treat an
extra 16 000 elective surgery patients, an extra 33 500
outpatient appointments, and an extra 60 000 patients in
emergency departments right across Victoria; and
$233 million for preventive health measures and cancer
prevention and treatment. There is $37 million for an
alcohol action plan to create safer streets and address
excessive alcohol consumption — and some of my
colleagues have spoken about that today.
There is $185 million to boost ambulance services,
delivering two new rescue helicopters, station upgrades
and extra services. One of those rescue helicopters will
be based at Bendigo; that will be a very great boost to
northern Victoria. An amount of $294 million has been
allocated for climate change initiatives to drive
renewable energy and clean coal projects; there is
$657 million for community protection; there is
$99 million to improve livability in the suburbs and
regions; and, very importantly, there is a continuation
of the government’s commitment to A Fairer Victoria,
a commitment to reducing disadvantage across Victoria
so that people, no matter who they are or where they
live, are assisted to overcome disadvantage. More than
$1 billion is allocated in this year’s budget to address
disadvantage. An amount of $204 million has been
allocated to deliver better services for Victorian
farmers. I will come back to what that means in more
detail.
The capacity for more than 2800 extra births every year
will be delivered by the $179 million boost to maternity
and child health services in the Brumby Labor
government’s 2008–09 budget. This action is delivering
better maternity and child health services to all
Victorian families. This is important when we take into
account the fact that Victoria’s population is increasing
at a very great rate, with some 73 737 births recorded
last year alone — the highest number of births since
1971. As I indicated earlier, this population boom is
being experienced in regional Victoria as well as
metropolitan areas.
Another key Labor initiative that will help young
families with their newborns is funding of $42 million
over three years to ensure that all babies and young
children receive check-ups and health support at key
developmental stages up to the age of five. A further
almost $50 million has been allocated in a package to
improve family day care, outside-school-hours care and
kindergartens.
The $1.43 billion cut to taxes and business costs will
also help Victoria’s families by making it easier to
purchase a home and generate jobs growth across the
state. These cuts include a $422 million stamp duty cut,
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a $490 million land tax cut and a $l70 million payroll
tax cut. WorkCover premiums have also been cut by
$352 million. As the Treasurer has noted, this is the
biggest tax cut this decade, and it will help Victorian
families to own their own homes as well as creating
new jobs in businesses across the state, including in
regional Victoria.
I said that I particularly wanted to come back to the
assistance for first home buyers. This is because for the
first time in Victoria the Brumby Labor government
will offer a $3000 incentive above and beyond existing
first home buyer assistance for purchasers of new
homes in regional Victoria. That means the total
assistance has been brought up to $15 000 for new
home purchases in regional Victoria. This initiative by
the Brumby Labor government again demonstrates
Labor’s commitment to growing Victoria’s regions, and
it will encourage many young families to choose to live
and buy a new home in regional Victoria. It will also
encourage young families who might be thinking of
leaving Victoria’s regional areas to stay, which is very
important when it comes to skills retention.
To meet the needs of a growing population, the
Brumby Labor government is also investing
$1.8 billion into the state’s transport network, including
key public transport, road and freight projects; and
freight is a very important issue in Northern Victoria
Region. Key road projects under the government’s
$769 million roads package include $224 million to
upgrade rural and regional roads. There will also be an
investment of almost $240 million into freight and port
access projects across the state.
The centrepiece of the Brumby Labor government’s
$815 million state budget boost for schools,
kindergartens and child care is a $71 million reform
package to provide more targeted support to schools to
help lift the performance of students and provide
incentives for a high-achieving teacher workforce. This
investment is being coupled with $592 million to
rebuild, renovate or extend 128 schools for the second
tranche of the Victorian schools plan. This plan was
promised at the last state election, and it is about
ensuring that all children get the best start in life no
matter where they live or who they are.
It is important to note that all of these initiatives are
being delivered in Labor’s 2008–09 budget following a
period of sustained, disciplined economic management,
beginning in 1999. The Brumby government is taking
further action in this budget to ensure that the
government can invest in the infrastructure Victoria
needs into the future by setting a new surplus buffer of
at least 1 per cent of revenue instead of $100 million
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per year. That means that by building infrastructure
through the surplus Victoria can continue to have
historically low levels of debt and maintain a AAA
credit rating.
Farmers will see more benefits from the state budget,
with $205 million for the Future Farming strategy to
deliver better services to our farmers, to boost
Victoria’s agricultural research effort and to drive
greater productivity, innovation and competitiveness in
our farming sector. The Future Farming strategy
represents a step up in support for our farmers and a
new direction for farming in Victoria. We know that
this step up is much needed after the very difficult time
many farmers have been experiencing, particularly in
Northern Victoria Region — and there is no end in
sight for that yet.
As well as these key initiatives, funding in the 2008–09
state budget includes $600 million over six years for the
food bowl modernisation project, as part of the
$2 billion state and commonwealth irrigation
modernisation project for northern Victoria which will
capture around 425 billion litres of additional water
annually when it is complete. There is $99 million to
fast-track completion of the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline,
which will save more than 100 billion litres by
replacing 17 000 kilometres of open channels with
8800 kilometres of closed pipes. There is $18 million
for regional councils over four years to reduce the
impact of water unbundling on council rates, which has
been a massive exercise.
As well as this, there is a $635 000 contribution to the
Murray-Darling Basin Commission. There is a
contribution of $33 million for the solar hot water
rebate. This is a scheme in regional Victoria,
announced earlier this year, which is due to start on
1 July. It means that households in regional and rural
Victoria will be able to claim a rebate of up to $2500
from the Brumby Labor government for the installation
of a solar hot water unit.
We also see initiatives like $10 million to upgrade VFL
(Victorian Football League) clubs across Victoria —
that is very important in country and regional Victoria.
There is $13 million over four years for the tourism
sector in regional Victoria, creating jobs and injecting
millions of dollars into regional economies.
We also see $26 million to build new energy-efficient
relocatable classrooms for schools across regional
Victoria. I know these are going out at a great rate
because I keep having to move off the road to make
way for them as I drive around regional Victoria.
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The 2008–09 state budget is great news for Northern
Victoria Region because the Brumby Labor
government is taking action to make Victoria’s regions
the best place to live, work and raise a family. In
addition to the initiatives I have already outlined, I
would like to briefly mention a number of initiatives
that are particular to northern Victoria. They include
funding of $16 million for the national logistics and
driver skills training centre near Wodonga; funding for
the new rural dental chairs in Mildura and Wodonga as
part of an $11.4 million initiative to improve dental
health in rural and regional Victoria and reduce
avoidable dental treatment, especially for children;
funding for a new primary industry centre at Goulburn
Ovens Institute of TAFE, otherwise known as
GOTAFE; funding of new equipment and vehicles for
State Emergency Service units and Country Fire
Authority brigades, including $12.8 million to replace
more than 10 400 of the CFA’s emergency hand held
and vehicle radios — and I know that he is very
welcome; and funding for the modernisation and
upgrading of schools including Grahamvale Primary
School and Werrimull P–12 School. In addition there is
$8 million for a new Wodonga South Primary School
and the second stage of the modernisation of Chaffey
College — two schools which I have visited in recent
times and which are keenly awaiting the spending of
the allocated funds. As well as that there is $8 million
towards completing stage 3 of Wallan Secondary
College.
There are also road accident rescue kits for
Warracknabeal, a flood rescue boat for Swan Hill —
and I think its residents wish they had some floods right
now; expanded dispute resolution services in regional
Victoria, including the Loddon-Mallee region;
$3.3 million for the modernisation of Wangaratta West
Primary School; road accident rescue kits for Cobram
and Rutherglen; $30 million for extra track at
Craigieburn to reduce the bottleneck with V/Line
trains — —
An honourable member interjected.
Ms BROAD — Do I need to wind it up? I have
been watching that clock carefully, and I am just under
20 minutes.
I will just mention the $1 million for the planning and
development of the Alexandra District Hospital
redevelopment and the road accident rescue kits for
Euroa. The budget funds many more individual
initiatives for northern Victoria, and I know they have
been welcomed by the beneficiaries.
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I conclude by saying the Labor government’s eight
years of investment in livability, key services and
infrastructure have made Victoria a great place to work,
live and raise a family. The budget is an action plan, as
all those initiatives have demonstrated, to maximise the
opportunities and address the challenges of a growing
population by providing the best possible services and
infrastructure to families, including those in regional
Victoria. There is even more information available
about the 2008 budget, which I encourage members to
examine, on a terrific website that can be accessed
through www.premier.vic.gov.au. I commend the bill to
the house.
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — I am grateful for
the opportunity to make my contribution to the budget
debate, and I understand I do not have long to get it on
the record. It has been interesting to listen to speakers
from both sides of the house talk about the benefits or
inadequacies of the budget. We have tried to look at the
areas that affect our local regions, and in our opinion
the budget certainly has not provided significant funds
for northern Victoria. As a member for Northern
Victoria Region and a resident of Bendigo, that has
taken precedence in my thoughts about how I would
rate the budget the government has just put forward.
The government has made some noise about the new
accident and emergency centre that is planned for the
Bendigo region. That is fine — it will be appreciated —
but in the same breath I point out that Bendigo
desperately needs a brand-new hospital. That will be a
significant investment by this government. We need the
government to push through the process it is currently
undertaking as quickly as it can, to reach a decision and
make an announcement that will back the Bendigo
community with the new hospital it so desperately
needs.
Recently in nearly every year Bendigo hospital
effectively runs out of money because the current
WIES — weighted inlier equivalent separation —
system allocates certain operational funding from the
government on an annual basis, and that money is
linked to the money that is made available through the
accident and emergency system, so if there happens to
be a large influx of patients through the accident and
emergency department and they need a procedure or to
find a bed for the night, that money comes out of the
money for the elective surgery waiting lists, which
balloon out to an unacceptable level. Again the
government has been found wanting because of its
inability to find a suitable funding model for the health
sector in regional Victoria. The government has yet to
make any decision about whether it will fund a new
hospital for the city of Bendigo — and it is not just for
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Bendigo, because we know the service area covers so
many smaller towns around central Victoria. Many
residents in the nearby area rely on the services they
can get at Bendigo Hospital, because those services are
no longer available in the smaller towns.
In relation to education, the government has fought
with the teachers for much of 2008, finally reaching an
agreement with them just prior to the budget.
Effectively the government has done a deal that has
excluded the non-government schools, so now we have
the situation where the Victorian Catholic education
system alone is about $100 million worse off than a
comparable education system in New South Wales; in
fact, Catholic College Bendigo is $1.48 million worse
off than a comparable school in New South Wales.
Somehow or other the parents of the 1700 Bendigo
children who happen to go to Catholic College Bendigo
have to find an additional $1.48 million each and every
year because this government refuses to fund Catholic
education at the same level as does, for example, the
government of New South Wales.
In relation to the Bendigo Regional Institute of TAFE
(BRIT), the teachers are about to go on strike yet again
because of the poor remuneration that has been put up
for teachers at TAFE colleges throughout Victoria. If
we want to compare the national average of recurrent
funding for the TAFE colleges of Victoria with the
national average for funding allocated to other TAFE
college systems around Australia, there is a $70 million
shortfall.
The government that purports to have education as its
no. 1 priority spent most of this year arguing with its
own government system; it refuses to deal with the
Catholic sector; and it refuses to fund the BRIT and
TAFE sectors. Apprentices who are employed in
regional Victoria cannot get in to the TAFE colleges to
receive their training. What sort of government have we
got where, in the middle of one of the worst skills
shortages ever recorded in Victoria, young boys and
girls are given apprenticeships, yet they cannot get into
a TAFE to do their training? They end up giving up on
their formal qualifications and becoming trades
assistants. Private providers out there in the sector need
the Victorian government to step up and allocate
training places, but the government refuses to train the
young people who are employed in the sector; they
cannot receive their training.
We hear so much in this chamber about the first home
owner scheme. Ms Broad brought up this matter and
said how well off young Victorian couples are because
they can get around $15 000 in assistance through the
combination of the state government’s first home
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owner scheme, the federal government’s first home
owner scheme and now the new regional $3000
package for first home owners in regional Victoria. The
fact remains that if you happen to live in New South
Wales, you do not pay stamp duty on your first home.
You are far better off if you happen to live in New
South Wales.
If you happen to live in Moama, you are already better
off than if you live in Echuca because you do not pay
stamp duty on your first home anyway. South Australia
is the only other state that, like Victoria, charges anyone
purchasing their first home. New South Wales,
Queensland and Western Australia do not do it, but
Victoria takes money with one hand and gives back
dribs and drabs with the other. The fact is the federal
government allocation for first home owner grants is
applicable right across the nation, but stamp duty is
waived by all the other states with the exception of
Victoria and to a much lesser degree South Australia,
which charges only a minimal amount of stamp duty —
I think, 50 per cent of what Victoria does.
Victoria is being an Indian giver if it stands up and talks
about what it is doing for first home owners in regional
Victoria, because the amount of money it takes back is
far in excess of the amount of money it hands out.
Victoria is still miles in front when it comes to taking
taxes or revenue off our young people as they enter into
home ownership.
Obviously the biggest issue per se in regional Victoria
this year has been the water issue surrounding pipelines
running from Colbinabbin into Bendigo and from
Bendigo into Ballarat, and now the government is
talking about a pipeline from the Goulburn River to
Sugarloaf Reservoir.
Now we find out that the government through its water
authorities in Bendigo is planning to have water bills
reach $1000 per household in the near future. It
explains this is because we need to pay for the pipelines
that will have been put in place in regional Victoria.
The government rides into town, makes huge
announcements about how it is going to spend
$70 million and $38 million on pipelines and how it is
going to turn Bendigo into a Garden of Eden, in the
words of the Minister for Regional and Rural
Development in the other place. Residents there had
better get ready to mow their lawns, to get their gardens
up and running! The minister would have to be the
most irresponsible, headline-grabbing member of
Parliament that I have ever had to deal with. It is most
irresponsible to even suggest running a pipeline from
an empty Lake Eildon without taking due consideration
of all that involves.
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This project goes further down that path by taking more
water out of a dry system and sending it to Bendigo,
and it is the most hated project in regional Victoria. It is
a pipeline for which up to $5 million will be offered as
a bribe to community organisations that have been in
any way affected. People can take any part of the
$5 million that they can get their hands on, but they
have to sign an agreement with the government that
they will become an advocate for the project. They
might have to write letters or they might have to go on
the radio to tell everybody what a great project it is.
Effectively it is the government’s way of silencing any
critics on this project.
There has been a truckload of promises by the
government which, as we heard previously, has been
bypassed in this budget. As I raised with the Treasurer
today during question time, there is nothing in this
budget for Mildura, there is nothing in this budget for
Swan Hill and there is nothing in this budget for
anything north of Bendigo. It is a shame that the
Treasurer has turned his back on northern Victoria in
this budget.
It is a shame that the government has not been able to
keep promises in relation to a rail link to Leongatha and
the standardisation of the rail to Mildura. It is a shame
that it has not been able to keep its promises in previous
budgets and previous elections. What we have found
out is that this government will say and do anything in
the lead-up to an election, but once the election has
been won then all of a sudden it is a different argument
being put forward. It seems that we will never see the
train return to Leongatha, irrespective of the promises
made by the government. It seems that we will never
see the standardisation of the rail line to Mildura,
irrespective of the promises that have been made at
previous elections. We in regional Victoria will simply
have to put up with whatever this government throws as
scraps because the government believes its power base
is here.
During the last sitting week we heard the government
ask why it should invest in regional Victoria when
80 per cent of the revenue through taxation is derived in
the Melbourne metropolitan area. If that is to be the
public policy of this Labor government then it will also
be damned by it as it tries to win support in regional
Victoria.
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I am
pleased to rise to speak on the budget papers and the
2008–09 appropriation bill. I would also like to take
this opportunity to congratulate the Treasurer, John
Lenders, on his first budget as Treasurer. Of course it is
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also John Brumby’s first budget as Premier. It is a very
good budget.
Given that I have a limited amount of time, I will take
up a couple of the issues raised by Mr Drum during his
contribution. He talked about transport. The Brumby
Labor government continues its very strong investment
in regional rail networks, and in this budget we have
seen $254.5 million for ongoing maintenance of the
regional rail network, including $7.4 million for the
Bendigo corridor safety improvements and a further
$22.6 million for the maintenance and operations of the
new V/Locity train carriages. There is a significant
contribution in this budget to rural and regional
transport.
The government has rebuilt the regional rail network,
adding more than 400 weekly services to V/Line
timetables since 1999, with patronage at record high
levels across the state. So the investment in this budget,
which builds on the investments in previous budgets, is
reaping dividends. The fact that Mr Drum comes in
here and says that we are not doing anything about
transport in regional Victoria simply means that he has
not had a good look at the budget papers.
The government has slashed fares for V/Line services
by an average of 20 per cent, and there are an additional
22 new V/Locity carriages on order which will deliver
major capacity improvements right across Victoria.
Maintenance of the regional fast train network is
absolutely essential to ensuring that these popular
services continue to be a convenient as well as an
affordable travel option for people who are travelling to
and from our regional areas. As we know, we are
seeing increased growth in regional Victoria as more
and more people see regional Victoria as a great place
to live, to work and to raise a family. More people are
seeing regional Victoria as a great place to visit and as a
holiday destination.
I would also like to pick up on Mr Drum’s comments in
relation to water. The 2008–09 state budget delivers
$865 million in funding for key water projects right
across Victoria — a record investment in major water
projects that will provide water security for Victoria
over the next 50 years. This is about the Brumby Labor
government taking action to deliver water plans that
will secure water supplies for communities across
Victoria for our farmers as well as for our rivers.
Climate change, 11 years of drought and the lowest
stream flows in our history mean that Victoria can only
secure its water through water savings and by creating
new water. The Brumby government has a
comprehensive water plan that delivers the right
balance of savings and creates new water as well as
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sharing that extra water between farmers and towns as
well as the rivers.
In this budget there is $600 million over six years for
the food bowl modernisation project as part of a
$2 billion state and commonwealth government
irrigation modernisation project for northern Victoria,
which will capture approximately 425 billion litres of
additional water annually. That is water that is currently
lost through seepage, leakage and overrun from our
antiquated irrigation system in northern Victoria. There
is an allocation of $10 million for the 53 kilometre
Hamilton–Grampians pipeline; $99 million to fast-track
the completion of the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline,
which will save more than 100 billion litres by
replacing 17 000 kilometres of open channels with
8800 kilometres of closed pipe; $18 billion for regional
councils over four years to reduce the impact of the
water unbundling on council rates; $117.4 million for
the first stage of the $3.1 billion desalination plant at
Wonthaggi to be recouped from Melbourne Water; as
well as a contribution of $635 000 by the government
to the Murray-Darling Basin Commission.
Our government has a water plan. We have a water
plan that is all about securing water for Victoria — for
our farming communities and our rivers, as well as for
our towns and our cities. Mr Drum comes in here and
says that we are doing nothing about water. This
government is not just praying for water. We are
stepping up to the plate. We have a plan, and we are
implementing that plan. We will save water that is
currently lost from our antiquated irrigation system and
we will also provide new water and greater water
security.
I will go now to the budget and particularly the areas of
the budget that affect my electorate of Northern
Victoria Region. We know that the 2008–09 budget
really delivers on Brumby Labor government priorities.
They are: delivering key services in health and
education to meet the demands of Victoria’s baby
boom and population growth in our suburbs as well as
in regional Victoria, including my region of Northern
Victoria; taking the pressure off working families
across the state; increasing Victoria’s business
competitiveness; taking action on preventive health;
investing to increase the capacity of Victoria’s transport
networks; positioning Victoria to seize on opportunities
in the new climate change economy; and delivering
better services to our farmers. I know previous speakers
on the government side, both Ms Broad and
Ms Tierney, went into some detail on all of those
priorities for the Brumby Labor government in this
budget.
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Education has been the no. 1 priority and it remains the
no. 1 priority for our government. That is why it is
taking very important and decisive action to rebuild
every school in every community across Victoria. We
want all children to get a good education no matter
where they live, and the 2008–09 budget provides
$592 million to build, replace and renovate 128 schools
in communities across the state. There are also
incentives for teachers to work in the schools where
they are needed most and funding for maintenance
programs in TAFEs to give young Victorians the best
possible learning and training facilities.
In northern Victoria the highlights of the budget in
education include $3.3 million for Wangaratta West
Primary School, $2 million for Grahamvale Primary
School, $4.1 million for Wodonga Primary School,
$8 million for Wodonga South Primary School and
$6.1 million for Chaffey College. We have also seen
increased funding to the TAFE sector, with $16 million
for the national logistics and driving centre near
Wodonga.
The Brumby government has allocated funding in this
budget for a new cancer action plan, which aims to
increase cancer survival for Victorians by a further
10 per cent. The plan aims to save 2000 lives by 2015.
These are lives that would otherwise have been lost.
The plan will include investing in innovative preventive
treatments and research to reduce major risk factors and
avoidable cancer deaths. What we want to do is ensure
that there is effective screening and early diagnosis.
That is part of a $150 million plan by the government to
step up efforts to tackle the causes of cancer, such as
smoking. Also as part of that preventive approach to
tackling illness we are looking at issues around obesity
and running healthy eating choices programs in our
schools, as well as the Go for Your Life programs,
which encourage people to get up and keep moving and
to exercise more.
The $1 billion tax cuts for business have really been
welcomed. The government is taking action to drive
jobs and investments in communities in rural and
regional Victoria. Doing business in Victoria will now
become even easier with $1.43 billion worth of tax cuts
and business costs in the 2008–09 budget. These are the
biggest tax and business cost cuts in a decade. They are
cuts in stamp duty, cuts in land tax and further cuts in
payroll tax, and this brings to over $5.5 billion the tax
cuts of the Labor government, including the abolition of
the eight state taxes and cuts to the WorkCover
premiums.
The Brumby Labor government is also taking action to
help young Victorian families get the best possible start
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and own their own homes. As part of that initiative in
this year’s budget we have an additional $3000 regional
first home bonus for newly constructed homes in
regional Victoria. Combined with a first home buyer
grant in regional Victoria this will mean that regional
first home buyers will be eligible to receive up to
$15 000 in assistance to buy a new home, making
living in regional Victoria even more attractive. This
grant will encourage new families to stay in or move
into regional Victoria.

the Council as the budget passes. I guess that is one of
the vagaries of the Westminster system.

With regard to keeping families safe, the Brumby
government has been taking action to make our
communities safe places to live, work and raise a
family. This year’s budget sees increases in emergency
services funding to deliver firefighting trucks and
rescue and emergency response vehicles. There is also
more funding to fight organised crime, with the prison
population increasing due to the efforts of an extra
1400 police on the streets. The government is also
funding a major new 350-bed prison unit in Ararat and
an extra 92 beds across Beechworth and Dhurringile
prisons. I note a $210 000 upgrade for the Heathcote
police station is also in the budget.

Because I outlined the main issues in the
second-reading speech, I will not go through those
again in summing up, but I want to make a couple of
comments on where the debate has been. I thank the
many members in both chambers for their discussion
and contributions to the debate. Firstly, the general
observation is that there has been quite a debate on
debt: whether it is appropriate or not appropriate, and
what the levels of debt are. I think that has been an
inconclusive one, because on the one hand, some
debate has been about saying, ‘All debt must be bad’;
but then on the other hand, there has been an
extraordinary amount of debate among and contribution
from members about all the capital works programs that
are urgently required in electorates across the state.

The Brumby government is taking action on preventive
health, and that includes dental health in northern
Victoria, with the funding of 18 new dental chairs at
Mildura and Wodonga; they will greatly benefit the
people in the community who require dental care.
The Brumby government is again taking action to
increase training opportunities in Northern Victoria
Region. The budget funded $16 million for the National
Logistics and Driver Skills Centre near Wodonga, and
$350 000 for the new primary industry centre in the
Goulburn Ovens Institute of TAFE.
I have just mentioned a few of the initiatives in this
budget for rural and regional Victoria. There are many
more that I could talk about: transport, farming and the
money allocated in the budget for the farming initiative
as some relief from the drought. This is a very good
budget for regional and rural Victoria. It has certainly
been welcomed in Northern Victoria Region. I have
been pleased to go out and talk to people in my region
about the projects the government is funding. The
budget makes regional Victoria a great police to live,
work and raise a family.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I rise to sum up the
second-reading debate on the bill. It is interesting to
note that it has been 51 days since the budget was
delivered, on 6 May. I find myself in something of a
strange position as the person who presented the budget
in the Assembly and who now sums up the debate in

It is also interesting to note that this bill, which has only
eight clauses and three schedules, has attracted more
discussion and debate over more time than any other
bill. I guess that shows how important the budget of the
state is to most people in that a lot of the agenda of the
state is set through where Parliament ultimately places
the economic resources.

I just draw to the attention of the house that this is one
of those unresolved issues in the debate. I think you,
Acting President, were looking at the debate
analytically, and I understand how members wish to be
parochial about the interests of their electorates; but for
those who are analytical, the two just do not add up.
You cannot have constant demands for more and more
services and at the same time an abhorrence for any
taxes, any debt or a range of these things. I think the
debt is balanced. The ratings agencies have drawn their
conclusions on it, and it is an investment in the future of
this state.
A similar observation applies to the taxes and services
debate: many members are saying taxes must be cut but
that services must be increased. As you well know,
Acting President, that simply does not work.
I will make a couple of other observations. A number of
members in their contributions have in a sense
compared Victoria to other sates on services that should
be provided. Again it is a legitimate thing for a member
to seek services in their electorate, so I am not critical
of members, but I make the observation that Mr Drum
was in the chamber today making comments about the
funding of Catholic schools as an example, and other
members have talked about the funding of government
schools.
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It is worth noting that when we compare states with
states, we need to compare apples with apples, but a
fundamental thing happens. Anyone who read the
Australian Financial Review yesterday would have
seen that with Rio Tinto having increased the price of
ore by 85 per cent — and good on Rio Tinto for doing
that, for raising the export potential! — the Western
Australian government will reap $860 million in
royalties over four years through something as simple
as that.
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Mr LENDERS — I take up Mr Davis’s interjection.
That is correct: the Commonwealth Grants Commission
will partially compensate Victoria for that, but the point
I make is that when we are comparing states with states,
we should make proper comparisons. The state of
Queensland receives about $3.4 billion in royalties. The
state of Victoria receives $43 million in royalties. When
you adjust or compare the size of one state with the
other, the royalties that Queensland receives are
equivalent to the revenue in Victoria per capita that we
receive from payroll tax or that we actually receive
from stamp duty.
What I say to members who compare Victoria with
other states — and Mr Drum talked about funding for
Catholic schools compared to other states and the
like — is, firstly, that we have one of the skinniest
revenue bases of any state because we are not a
resource state, and the Commonwealth Grants
Commission still penalises Victoria.
During the life of this government, we have gone from
receiving 82 cents in the dollar of our GST revenue to
93 cents of our GST revenue, so the grants commission
is ever so slowly recognising the facts about royalties in
other states and a range of other issues that a state like
Victoria faces. I put that on the record as part of the
debate, because that is something that particularly the
opposition members have not addressed; and when they
compare states with states, that is one of the issues we
have.
The final point that I will make is for Mr Drum’s
benefit. As I said in this house on 12 June in the debate
on the tax bill, he is totally wrong in the way he
describes what the revenue sources of other states are
and how the first home buyers schemes operate in other
states. It is difficult matching apples with apples and
pears with pears, but to assert that Victoria is the only
state where first home buyers actually pay stamp duty is
incorrect, because five other states have the same thing,
and there are only six states.
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There are issues about when the stamp duty starts, there
are issues of means testing of stamp duties, and there
are issues of differential rates. That is all part of a
legitimate debate that can be held in any debate on a
budget or taxes, but I make the point particularly clear:
he is wrong, and I would urge Mr Drum to read
Hansard of 12 June, when I outlined in more detail just
where it goes.
Having said that, I have welcomed the debate on the
budget. It is great to see over 51 days a discussion
across two houses of Parliament and in the community
about an important economic document for the state of
Victoria, and I commend the appropriation bill to the
house.

APPROPRIATION (2008/2009) BILL
Second reading
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
Committee
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The
committee has been asked to consider the
Appropriation (2008/2009) Bill. I understand the
matters we will be considering in the context of the
debate will not involve amendments but rather will take
the form of seeking responses from the Treasurer about
the bill. In order to assist in the most efficient
consideration of the Appropriation (2008/2009) Bill
2008 in a committee of the whole, it is my view that the
committee should initially consider the adoption of
clauses 1 to 8.
I will invite members to indicate if they have any
contributions on those clauses as we proceed, and
members may then raise specific issues of detail
relating to specific departments in the order listed in the
bill when considering schedule 1. Thereafter members
may discuss issues relating to advances contained in
schedules 2 and 3 of the bill — in other words, I think
most of the matters of detail that members might be
wishing to raise questions on are likely to pertain more
to the schedules than the clauses of the bill. Can I get an
indication from members whether there are any clauses
that members wish to make any comment on?
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Yes.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Can I have
an indication of which clauses are involved?
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — Clauses 3, 7 and 8.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! And, I
understand, clause 1. Are there any further clauses,
Mr Thornley?
Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) — Not
further clauses, no.
Clause 1
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — Thank
you, Deputy President, and, through you, to the
Treasurer. The purposes clause of this Appropriation
(2008/2009) Bill makes provision for the appropriation
of certain sums out of the Consolidated Fund for the
ordinary annual services of the government for the
financial year 2008–09 — a simple, elegant purpose in
its own way. Also in the second-reading speech the
Treasurer talks about resilience in the face of risks and
says:
The result is a resilient economy, one with the right attributes
for growth during difficult times.

But he acknowledges in that speech risks on the
horizon — inflation and a volatile global outlook, and I
will not list them. He, I am sure, knows the ones I am
referring to. It is in that context that I want to start
asking a question about the estimates in terms of, on the
one hand, the budget appropriations, but an essence of
that appropriation is the durability of the inflows on the
other hand. I want to ask him in the first instance about
some taxes and charges. On 1 July, just a few days
hence, there is an indexation of all taxes and charges.
Can he explain how that is brought to account in the
system and the amount of additional revenue that will
be collected through the indexation in this period
beginning 1 July and going to 30 June?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — In opening up and
responding to David Davis, I will make a few
observations. Firstly, we are dealing with an
appropriation bill and his question was how this fits in,
and presumably his link is if the revenue is not there,
the appropriations will not be met. I understand that.
But we are discussing an appropriation bill where the
Parliament is being asked to appropriate moneys. There
are a number of issues, and I can get the exact figure for
him of what the indexation of taxes is. I think it is in the
order of about $60 million. I can get an exact figure for
him. I can be advised on that. It is obviously something
that comes out of legislation passed by this Parliament,
probably about four years ago, which actually indexes
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taxes and charges, and it is done on a figure based on
the Treasurer determining essentially what the inflation
rate is; that determination being done in accord with the
budget papers and the revenue being raised. That is a
fairly simple proposition.
Before I respond to other questions by David Davis, I
indicate that I know budgets have been considered in
committee in the Legislative Council before, which is
Council’s right to do. It is therefore in the hands of the
Council what it does or does not do, but I make the
observation that, firstly, it is an appropriation bill,
fundamentally. That is the key thing — it is about
where the appropriations are going — and it is relevant.
Revenue issues are relevant, and I am sure we will have
some discussion on those. The Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee has gone through this budget. I
stand to be corrected by members of the committee, but
there has been in the order of probably 50 to 60 hours
of consideration by that committee on behalf of the
Parliament to answer some of these questions. Certainly
I will answer questions as they are asked of me, but I
make the observation that a lot of detail is provided in
five lots of budget papers on this, so I will seek to assist
or put policy direction around them, but I do not intend,
without being pedantic or unhelpful, to use this
committee stage to repeat detail that is available in
budget papers and has been scrutinised for 51 days.
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I thank
the Treasurer for his response of around $60 million
and I appreciate his offer to obtain that figure for me. I
make the point that I could not glean that figure from
those earlier discussions. It may have evaded me at
some point, but I have been reasonably thorough in
seeking precisely that figure. Equally, could he, in
providing that figure, provide that same estimate into
the forward estimates period?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I thank David Davis
for his question. Again, as I said, the starting point that I
will make on this is that if we are indexing fees and
fines at an inflation rate which we are forecasting here
in the budget papers at 3.25 per cent — and we have
had discussion in this chamber on this issue previously
as to reconciling fees and fines between budget paper 4
and budget paper 2, but there are figures in the budget
papers each particular year showing how much fees and
fines are — we will see fees and fines coming from
traffic offences in the order of, I think, $400 million,
and we will see an aggregation of fees and fines. So if
my figure in relation to fees and fines this year of
$60 million is correct — —
Mr D. Davis — Through indexation.
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Mr LENDERS — Through indexation. If that is in
that order, I would expect that if inflation continues to
be that over the next few years we would have
approximately that same figure indexed each year. That
would be the approximation that we would have.
Obviously it totally depends on what those fees and
fines are and depends on the — —
Mr D. Davis — That is my point about resilience.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I advise
Mr Davis that this is a committee of questions and
responses; it is not a conversation. If he has follow-up
questions or if he wants the minister to elaborate on the
point, then he should ask a subsequent question.
Mr Davis should not have a conversation across the
chamber. It makes it difficult for Hansard and for the
committee.
Mr LENDERS — Victorians are far more law
abiding than I thought. I have been advised that the
indexation factor is actually $24 million. In response to
David Davis, that is the approximate figure. I go back
to the earlier point that I made: without wishing to be
unhelpful — and I am certainly not seeking to be
that — some of these are clearly issues that are far more
than just ones that arise out of taxation matters. This
was one where we had quite a debate, and if I recall
correctly the Chair was the lead speaker for the
opposition — or certainly was with Mr Forwood when
the last bill went through — and was grilling me at the
time as representing the Treasurer on that particular
state taxation legislation which brought in indexation.
So in response to David Davis, we are expecting the
economy to continue to grow, but to grow at a slower
rate. The figures are there on page 23 of budget paper 2.
We have talked about them before. We are expecting to
see economic growth, real gross state product, growing
at 3.25, 3, 3 and 3 over the forward years, so I would
anticipate that, all else being equal, it would grow at
approximately that amount over the same period of
time.
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I
appreciate the minister’s response. Just to clarify that,
he first thought $60 million, but on greater detail being
provided he now says $24 million. Is that fees and
fines, or is that all charges that are indexed and in that
loop that are automatically indexed on 1 July?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — That is fees and
fines.
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — Just to
reiterate my earlier point, I would certainly appreciate
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the equivalent figures for the out years of the forward
estimates period.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I do not have that
figure at my fingertips at the moment. What I will say
to David Davis is there is nothing particularly secret
about that figure. I will find the figure for him in the
budget papers and get back to him. What I say to him is
that on these particular issues these charges are indexed
for a reason, and the reason these were indexed was to
avoid the situation where Parliament every four or five
years, as used to be the case, would come back and say
that if a fine of 5 penalty points was inappropriate —
and we debated Mr Drum’s private members bill
yesterday — as there had been inflation for a number of
years, an amendment would be introduced in
Parliament to make that 6 penalty units or 7 penalty
units. This was simply put in to assist with reducing an
administrative burden to keep these things in line with
inflation. There is nothing uncommon about this; most
jurisdictions do it, and the commonwealth certainly
does it. It is a way of keeping fees, fines and charges
indexed to inflation so that the Parliament is not forever
dealing with the issue that we know as inflation.
Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — While we
remain on clause 1, I recall that in the budget speech the
Treasurer made reference to a new target for budget
surpluses. I suppose I have a multifaceted question.
Could the Treasurer clarify for the house why the
government has implemented a new target, what it is,
how the budget surplus over the forward estimates
period is expected to perform when compared to that
target, and how that performance is expected to assist in
the provision of infrastructure spending?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I would have the
same opening response to Mr Pakula that I had to
David Davis. I would certainly seek to answer things in
a general sense of where they are rather than specifics. I
have taken in the general concept that Mr Pakula has
raised, which is: why has the government increased the
surplus? The government previously had a target of
having a surplus of $100 million each year, and has
now sought to increase that to 1 per cent of budget
revenue. Of course the appropriation bill deals with
about $32 billion of $37 billion — the remainder
coming from other sources than the appropriation
bill — so we have increased the target from that
$100 million to $370 million accordingly. In fact in the
forward estimates period we are estimating it to be
double that amount.
Our rationale is that if we are to have the stronger
infrastructure spending that I think universally the
debates in both chambers have called for, part of that
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strategy is to have a budget surplus which comes to
about 20 per cent of that infrastructure expenditure. Part
of it is the depreciation and other allowances in
departments, which come to about 40 per cent, and the
other 40 per cent in the forward estimates period is
borrowings to build on the infrastructure.
In response to Mr Pakula, the reason for the target is
because it is necessary to increase the target. We have a
greater need for infrastructure than we have ever had
before. It is 51 days since the budget was presented, and
in those 51 days all other states and territories and the
commonwealth have presented their budgets. We now
know that there is a theme across the country that
shares our vision of the need for infrastructure. Every
jurisdiction has acknowledged that there is a greater
need for infrastructure expenditure. Again, in direct
response to Mr Pakula, the policy settings are to give a
greater capacity to spend that amount on infrastructure
within prudent means so that we can build the levers to
make Victoria a stronger economy and do it in a
prudent manner.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I also thank
the Treasurer for alerting the chamber to the fact that in
any debate on clause 1 we really are talking about
policy settings or the purpose of the bill, rather than
specific detail. The Treasurer was quite correct in
summing up his answer to that response.
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — I raise an issue
which relates to government policy for the rebuilding or
refurbishment of every school in Victoria. I seek the
Treasurer’s advice to the committee as to the stages of
how that is to be achieved. In particular, in relation to
this appropriation, how does it all — —
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! This is a
precise example of a question that ought to be referred
to the schedule when we deal with education.
Mr VINEY — I am more than happy to do that.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Going to the overall policy settings
that the Treasurer spoke of earlier, the budget speech
makes it clear that the budget is predicated on a growth
rate of 3.75 per cent for Victoria. Given that the
Treasurer in his summing up referred to a growth in the
resource states and given that he would be aware that
the commonwealth budget, which came out after this
budget, is predicated on a growth rate of 3 per cent, I
wonder if the Treasurer would like to comment on how
robust Victoria’s forecast of 3.75 per cent growth is,
given that the commonwealth’s overall growth rate is
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now forecast at 3 per cent. With respect to sensitivity
analysis the — —
Mr Thornley — New South Wales is dragging it
down.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — That was inane,
Mr Thornley. With respect to the sensitivity analysis
contained in budget paper 2, there is a sensitivity
analysis for an increase in GSP (gross state product)
above the estimate. Does the Treasurer have a parallel
one for a reduction in GSP growth below the forecast?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I will
accept that question and ask the Treasurer to respond to
it in the context that it establishes the parameters overall
on which the budget has been framed.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I thank
Mr Rich-Phillips for his question. As I said before
when I was talking about the policy settings, this budget
was presented 51 days ago. It was done on the same
day as those in the Australian Capital Territory and the
Northern Territory and a week before the
commonwealth budget, and since then we have seen the
forecasts of all other jurisdictions.
Mr Rich-Phillips has asked about sensitivity analysis,
and the answer is that we have put our sensitivity
analysis in here, but in general terms it will be a mirror
on items there. It is one of the more difficult areas for
governments to predict, to be full and frank about. It is
difficult to predict economic growth, particularly with
the subprime decline in the United States of America.
During my six and a half years as a minister I have
travelled overseas twice, and I have not done so lightly.
My trip this year in January was partly for investment
for the state, but also partly to get a sense of the
problem from people at the United States Federal
Reserve, as well as from agencies in Japan and in
China, including those in Shanghai and Beijing. I
wanted to eyeball people face to face so I could get a
sense of where the economy is travelling so we could
make some predictions.
We forecast a growth rate of 3.25 per cent.
Interestingly, a range of things were factored into that.
We looked at the state of Victoria as a whole and at
measures, including the Sensis business confidence
figures, ANZ job ads, lending figures and a range of
other things. These figures move around almost on a
daily or weekly basis. We have seen consumer
confidence and business confidence levels move
around. All of these things were factored into our
forecasts, including the consensus figures the
forecasters were producing at the time when these
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figures were struck in April, and this figure was on par
with what we would have expected. We also had to
look at where all the other jurisdictions were predicting
their budgets to go. Mr Rich-Phillips is correct in
saying that the commonwealth was predicting a lower
figure — 3 per cent. We also looked at what the New
South Wales Treasurer, Michael Costa, was predicting
in his budget, which was several weeks ago. That was a
figure with a 2 in it — from memory, I think a low 2 in
front of it — and that is 35 per cent of the nation’s
economy.
I took all of these things into consideration. I have not
seen any serious critique of the figure other than the one
Mr Rich-Phillips has pointed out, which is: if the
commonwealth said 3 per cent, why was Victoria not
saying 3.25 per cent? Victoria has a stronger economy
than the other jurisdictions and some of those measures,
such as business confidence and consumer confidence,
are much stronger in this state than in New South
Wales and more broadly across the country. That was
the rationale for the figure of 3.25 per cent. It comes
from the economic and financial policy division of
Treasury, which has been predicting this for many
years. A lot of effort goes into getting the methodology
right at the Department of Treasury and Finance. At
each budget every year those people pride themselves
professionally on it, and budgets are a series of
estimates. We report five times as a year, as the
Australian Financial Review said on that infamous date
that upsets Mr Rich-Phillips — that is, 16 January. That
newspaper reported that the Victorian government is
too transparent because it reports so often. I think the
figure is correct, and these figures obviously will be
revised at the mid-year budget update in December,
when we will have another formal look at these figures.
If we look at where the economy is going, the premise
of the budget speech is that the economy is growing but
at a slower rate, and this reflects that.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Is the Treasurer aware of any work
within Department of Treasury and Finance that
suggests at this point in time, when the Parliament is
passing this budget, that growth figure should be
revised?
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depends on the forecast at 3.25 per cent and one at 3 per
cent. Where it is in a band of those is not a particular
issue on which I have formally sought advice from
DTF, but what I can say to Mr Rich-Phillips is that this
is a forecast. At the time it was done we think it was
accurate. We will do an update in mid-December, in the
mid-year budget update.
You would have to say, if we are looking at the various
indicators, it will still stay in the band — is it 3.0 or
3.25? If you had to make a prediction now which one it
will be, there is arguably more downside risk than
upside risk, but this is me speculating, and I am not an
economist. I think the figure was correct when we
struck it, and we will revise it in December.
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — Some criticisms
have been made of the government over recent times in
relation to the size and growth of the total budget. I
notice in this appropriation it is $31.258 billion. I am
wondering if the Treasurer can advise the committee of
the rationale, if you like, for that growth. How has that
growth occurred over recent times, and what is the
rationale of the government’s perspective in that growth
and how those funds might be applied?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — In the
macroeconomic sense, it is an interesting policy
question Mr Viney asks: where should a state start on
striking the budget? I know that Mr Koch and
Mr Vogels have said previously in this house that this
budget has doubled in size since the change of
government. That is correct; it has doubled in size since
the change of government. It begs the question: is that
appropriate or not appropriate?
The economy has also roughly doubled. The budget is
roughly the same percentage of the economy that it was
back at that time. How do you measure a budget? They
are both inherently correct. Budgets have doubled in
size. The answer then is: on the other hand, if the other
part of that question Mr Viney asks is, ‘What should the
size be?’, if you want to stay the same size, you would
cut your services in half. A starting point for a
government is: what size should a budget be?

Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I have not formally
asked the Department of Treasury and Finance for any
update of this because the next formal update that I will
seek from DTF is for the mid-year budget update in
December, so it will start putting that work through.

Clearly from a government perspective, it will pay
some heed to what the size of a budget was in a
previous year. You will pay some heed to that, because
it is obviously a guidance. The Parliament has said,
‘This is what we think is an appropriate amount’;
therefore you assume it has hit a community barometer
correctly.

If we look at the consensus that has gone through, some
of these things, we are talking of 0.25 per cent margins.
So is the figure 3.1251 or is it 3.1249? One of those

Government then needs to start balancing things. For
example, the revenue base is strong. In this budget the
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revenue base was obviously stronger than had been
anticipated and the government gave some tax relief as
a consequence. Part of it was an appropriate return to
community. What should be the size? It was
overwhelmingly targeted to first home buyers, and
targeted to manufacturing industries through payroll tax
or land tax to deal with some of those things that had
happened.
The starting parameter is that there are policy
obligations that have to be met, and the government has
election commitments. Mr Viney — in a question he
agreed to hold off until the committee discusses one of
the schedules on the advice of the Chair — was talking
about schools. For example, there were election
commitments from government to rebuild and
modernise 500 schools during the life of this
Parliament.
Clearly a parameter of budget will be: how do we do
that? How do we phase that over the four years? If we
have made a commitment, the opposition would very
kindly and very helpfully, I am sure, hold us to account
if we did not do that. One of the policy parameters is to
carry out those budget commitments. Similarly,
whether it be in the service delivery areas from what we
call Labor’s financial statements or the election
commitments we costed at the last election — there are
a range of parameters.
We need to have the requirements matching funding for
the commonwealth in a range of areas. We need to
match the infrastructure spend. All of these things come
together where there is a policy mix. The previous year
is the obvious starting point, because that was an
appropriate mix and Parliament chose that to be the
case 365 days ago. We move from there to emerging
issues. We had droughts, floods, bushfires — we had
all of it — plus we had the emerging skills issues, a
whole range of issues that we had to deal with.
Being as succinct as I can be for Mr Viney, there were a
range of macro and micro issues that all came together
when we set the policy settings in place for this budget.
That is where the appropriation bill has its origin.
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My next
question is also one that concerns the overall settings,
looking at revenues coming in, in this case from water
authorities. There are significant dividends from the
water authorities. A long-term policy — and I
understand it is not just your government — has
accepted dividends from the water authorities.
The Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission
reported in its December 2007 waterways inquiry into
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the metropolitan retail water sector that since 2003–04
the dividend payout ratio — that is, the dividends paid
as proportion of post-tax profits for all three city water
retailers — has risen materially. The VCEC also stated
that there has been a progressive increase in the gearing
ratio across the retailers, and the interest rates cover has
gone below the mid-point which apparently indicates
that the retailers, City West Water and Yarra Valley
Water, have some threshold of debt serviceability
issues.
Given the reliance on those and the nature of water
issues around the state with the drought and the
infrastructure issues that a number of the water retailers
face — and the Treasurer has referred to — I ask him
about the durability of those estimates in terms of
dividends coming in from the major water retailers.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! As I call
the Treasurer, can I indicate that I am still keen to
maintain his answer in the parameters of setting the
budget rather than the specifics necessarily, because I
think there are some issues in regard to the bill and
what the committee has a prerogative to actually
investigate.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — In response to David
Davis’s question on the macro-parameters we look at,
this budget recognises the $600 million contribution
from the state to the food bowl, for example, which is,
from my recollection, if not the only one, certainly one
of the few significant contributions to water
infrastructure from the state probably in the last decade
or two. I stand to be corrected on that but it is certainly
not a usual thing. Normally these things actually come
through borrowings from the water authorities
themselves. On the macro-parameters, there is a
difference from the previous policy settings in that there
has been a significant injection of capital into water
authorities, which is unusual in Victoria.
The other side, I guess, in macro terms to what David
Davis says is: firstly, how reliable is the income or
dividend stream from water authorities — no pun
intended? Secondly, is that sustainable? In a macro
sense the sustainability issues are essentially dealt with
through a process that is not budget related; it is a
process that the Minister for Water in the other house
and I deal with totally separate from the appropriation
bill, and obviously we would not be approving those
borrowings if we did not think that was the case.
But in the macro of the budget, as David Davis says,
there is either an increasing or less reliance — we are
assuming less and less dividends from the water
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authorities going forward, which is quite simple: there
is less water and less sewage because there is a drought.

respond to another report from the PAEC, as we do
each year, on areas to enhance the budget process.

Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) — I
have a very broad-ranging question about the structure
of the budget itself. There are a lot of things in this
business that are inherited over a very long period of
time, and I wonder whether some of them are as
germane to our needs as they might have been when
they were originally created. Two examples that spring
to mind would be that revenues and expenditures tend
to be kept very separate in the way a budget is outlined.

I would say to Mr Thornley that we seek, in I think
clause 6 or 7 — I think clause 6 of the appropriation bill
is what we call the accrual accounting clause — to try
to make it a bit more relevant than what a budget would
traditionally have been. But certainly there is ongoing
scope and work to make this more transparent and
remove duplication where duplication is not necessary.
That is a work in progress, being led by the finance
minister. I will certainly be working closely with him
and the department to see if we can come up with a
better outcome; then we will come to the Parliament
with it and have a discussion.

I have seen the same thing in other public authorities; I
was on the council at a university and on boards at
other places. I guess being from a more
business-oriented environment, you tend to put those
things together in business units because the revenues
and expenditures of a lot of things are related to each
other, and it is more helpful to understand how those
things net and what the drivers are.
I guess the second thing is the periodicity, if you will. I
know we have a total estimated investment structure
that has a particular shape to it, but otherwise by and
large we have this very annual kind of zero-sum-gain,
one-size-fits-all periodicity to the way we think about
the budget, and I am not sure that the real world out
there always works in that type of cycle. I wonder
whether the minister has thoughts about whether there
are things that might be worth thinking about longer
term about the way we structure the budget itself and
the intellectual architecture of the way we do the thing.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I thank Mr Thornley
for his comment on that particular area, and indeed I
have a lot of thoughts on this. In fact, the finance
minister has a process in place at the moment, where he
is starting work on legislation to essentially rewrite the
Financial Management Act to address some of those
issues that Mr Thornley has raised.
I have four budget papers here in front of me, which I
have brought into the chamber. I do not have the
overview; I have budget papers 1, 2, 3 and 4 and the
Appropriation (2008/2009) Bill. I know, as someone
who has this year far more closely followed the budget
than I had in the last eight and a half years — which I
am sure would not surprise Mr Rich-Phillips — there
are a lot of items in here that are probably duplicated.
If we look at budget papers 2 and 4 — some of them
are there for different purposes; some of them are there
for the Auditor-General’s formal accounts. I know the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee has given a
lot of advice to the government on this and we will

Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — As a
follow-up to my earlier question to the Treasurer, and I
thank him for his response, on the issues surrounding
the reliability of dividends from water authorities and
the sensitivity of that, it is my understanding that a
number of water authorities may have written to the
government as part of this process to indicate the
difficulties they face in that regard. I wonder if the
minister might indicate if that is the case, and which
authorities have indicated they may have some
difficulties with their contribution through dividend?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — Deputy President,
this is getting very specific. What I can say to David
Davis — and I stand to be corrected on this — is that I
think the only dividends we receive are actually from
the four metropolitan water authorities. At the moment
every water authority is dealing with the issue of capital
infrastructure. The government has made some fairly
clear policy announcements on water pricing and things
to fund the $4.9 billion water plan which is out there.
So, in general terms if a water authority says it has an
issue with, say, the authority’s expenditure and if it
wishes to borrow money for a capital works program, it
goes through a process in the Department of
Sustainability and Environment and the Department of
Treasury and Finance where the two ministers need to
sign off on that before we go any further.
What I can say is that we are relying less on dividends
from water authorities than before, because their
revenues are down in these difficult times. So it is a
policy issue. We are factoring in less revenue from the
water authorities, and that is reflected in the budget
papers.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I will allow
another question from Mr Davis, but I also take up the
minister’s comment. I think that that was a very specific
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question and that there are other forums of the
Parliament where that sort of question could be
pursued. I am not sure, given that it was to do with
revenue raising and specifically revenue raising, that it
was necessarily pertinent to a clause 1 discussion on an
appropriation bill, which is really more on the spending
side. With that sort of caution, I call Mr Davis.
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I accept
your caution, Deputy President. It is with the sensitivity
of those revenues and the consequent appropriation of
those dividends that I am obviously concerned. I
actually asked the minister whether there were any
authorities that had formally indicated that there was a
difficulty. If he wants to leave that, in general I am
relaxed about it. But I wonder if he might indicate to
the house whether there are authorities that have
formally, as part of the process, indicated that
difficulty?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I will allow
the Treasurer to elect whether or not he answers the
question. I am not entirely comfortable with it in the
context of this committee stage. Does the Treasurer
have a remark to make about that question?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — No.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I invite
Mr Davis to perhaps follow that up in another context
or even in regard to taxation bills by a similar process.
Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) — I also
want to understand this. The changing nature of our
relationship with the commonwealth, in particular, is
leading to greater and greater proportions of our
resources being determined at that level and within
those processes, and increasingly as we move through
the specific purpose payments into the national
partnership payments and into a more
performance-driven environment. Increasingly the
numbers will be contingent on our performance, which
I think will be a good thing.
I think that is the point behind the answer to
Mr Rich-Phillips’s question — that is, that some states
perform well and some perform badly. It is not
surprising that growth is around about the weighted
average of the nation when you have got the largest
component dragging everyone else down. I am
wondering what approach we may be taking to an
increasingly contingent nature to the inputs, and
whether we will then want to look at a more contingent
structure to the outputs, and how we think about that as
that transition occurs?
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Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I thank Mr Thornley
for his question. It is a fairly profound question. In
some ways in an appropriation bill it is almost a
chicken-and-egg situation. If we go back to the basic
principles, if our starting point is a surplus of 1 per cent,
clearly a factor of that is what revenue is coming in
from the commonwealth before we, in this
discretionary sense, have effectively made it 2 per cent
of the surplus-to-funds capital.
The starting point is that we need to factor in the
revenue from the commonwealth. This has been a
turbulent year, primarily because the largest specific
purpose payment (SPP) — the health one, the
Australian health care agreement — has been one that
has been partially rolled over or partially renegotiated.
The second largest one, the education one, will be
coming up shortly in any case. All of that is on the
table. Part of it was a hiatus because of the change of
government, where some of the rolling-over went, and
there are clearly different policy parameters from the
new government that have been articulated, but the
devil is always in the detail.
So we are certainly seeking SPPs that are more output
focused, which aligns them more effectively with our
own performance, which is output focused, and the
national partnership payments will also have a different
focus from SPPs; and they will have far more strings
attached and be more specific.
We factor in the general revenue of this issue; we make
some assumptions of them going forward. We are
hopeful that in the out years there will be greater
capacity because the commonwealth will acknowledge,
much as it did with the old national competition
payments some years ago, that if the state gets a reward
for economic reform that gives the commonwealth
more revenue, that will happen. So it is a space to
watch. Hopefully by the time next year’s appropriation
bill is introduced, we will have more information on
that, but that is probably the single most profound area
that we are seeking to deal with. The SPPs are one-sixth
of the budget, and they are core funding for health and
education. If we can get those right and actually grow
and get rewarded for the hard work Victoria has done,
we will see profound results in the next budget.
Clause agreed to; clause 2 agreed to.
Clause 3
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — Clause 3 outlines the amount that is
appropriated by this bill. Clause 3(2) notes that if there
is an act or determination with respect to salaries or
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related costs that leads to an increase above and beyond
the amount appropriated by this bill then the Treasurer
may issue that amount from the Consolidated Fund. My
question to the Treasurer is: is he aware of any act or
determination that would require him to exercise his
power under this clause with respect to the 2008–09
budget?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — There will clearly be
a series of acts or determinations under this provision.
This budget was framed and had literally gone to print
when the teachers’ EBA (enterprise bargaining
agreement) heads of agreement was signed. Of course it
was only ratified by the Australian Education Union
last week, or quite recently. Similarly there are multiple
enterprise agreements being negotiated across the board
as we speak, as is always the case. Even when the
major ones are settled or done there will always be a lot
of minor ones in there, and this provision is specifically
designed for that purpose. We are dealing here with
budget estimates in budget papers 2, 3 and 4, which
deal with some of these areas, and we are dealing with
an appropriation which deals with actuals. Then those
actuals change when the Industrial Relations
Commission starts ratifying EBAs.
There will be a series of agreements; the teachers’ is
obviously a significant one that was not, in an
appropriation sense, factored in because at that stage the
actual figure was based on the old salary rates until the
new agreement was made. There will be a number of
them, and that is the most obvious one.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I thank the Treasurer for that
response. With respect to the teachers’ EBA, can the
Treasurer indicate the amount that will be required
under clause 3(2), in addition to the main
appropriation?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I do not have that
exact amount in front of me. There is nothing
particularly secret about it; there was quite a media
discussion about it on the day before the budget. We are
trying to get an exact figure, and the Department of
Education and Early Childhood Development will
certainly have those figures in place shortly. As I said, I
think it was last week that the EBA was ratified by
Australian Education Union members. There will need
to be a process where it is formally certified in the
Industrial Relations Commission, and I would be
surprised if that has happened yet. Once that is done,
the Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development will formally make an assessment, I
would say, and the chief financial officer will at that
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stage start providing the information to the Department
of Treasury and Finance.
Anything I say would be an approximation only. The
exact figures will come out in the annual report of the
Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development. There will be further reporting of them in
the mid-year budget update when there are actual
figures around. There are estimates, if we are talking of
a figure — a 4.7 per cent increase in the first year of
pay for teachers, and then, I think, 1.7 per cent or
whatever the figure was in the second, third and fourth
years. That will come to a figure that reflects the total
teacher wage force budget plus 4 per cent in the first
year and plus 2 per cent in the second, third and fourth
years.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I was hoping that the Treasurer might
have an approximate dollar figure for that increase.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I would
invite the Treasurer to answer, but my understanding of
his answer is that at this stage he does not have that
dollar figure available to himself or with the financial
advice because at the moment it resides with the
department.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — The only additional
information I would give to Mr Rich-Phillips if he
wants to calculate it himself is to look at schedule 1, the
output appropriation for the Department of Education
and Early Childhood Development. That is probably
about 85 per cent or 90 per cent wages, so if he adds
4 per cent to that he will get pretty close.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I thank the Treasurer for his help. Is
the Treasurer aware of any other agreements that have
been struck but not included within the base
appropriation that would come into effect or be picked
up by this escalation power that the Treasurer has —
that is, not hypothetical; those that have been agreed but
are not included in the base appropriation?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — There will be others.
Since 6 May — I could not tell Mr Rich-Phillips
exactly where — there have certainly been some in the
health sector, some of the smaller grants; there have
been a number around. Yes, he is talking about the
power of appropriation above and beyond the
appropriation. The quantum of that he will certainly get
next year in the appropriation bill, and he will certainly
get it in the annual report of departments. There will
have been a number of smaller ones, but the large
EBAs, whether they be for teachers, public servants,
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nurses or police, which are probably the four big ones,
are the ones that we see given a lot of attention. But I
can assure Mr Rich-Phillips that almost on a weekly
basis Industrial Relations Victoria is working with
government agencies on lots of others. There will be
smaller ones, but none of the size of the teachers’
agreement.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
thank the Treasurer very much for the information
provided to Mr Rich-Phillips. He may be able to
provide some information in relation to my question,
and that is whether provision is being made for the
government to fund non-government school teacher
salary increases.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — Within the outputs of
the Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development there is a component which is support for
non-government schools. It is an amount that is
allocated to non-government schools. It is skewed
heavily on an equity basis to the poorer schools; there is
a whole formula around that. That agreement is, I think,
signed between the minister and predominantly the
Catholic Education Commission but also other bodies.
That is, I think, a four-yearly agreement. It certainly did
not come up during my eight months in the education
portfolio but I think it comes up in the next year or so.
Support for that is negotiated each year. This budget
will reflect the government’s obligations, and the
normal indexation and the like will always be in
budgets. The appropriation for the Department of
Education and Early Childhood Development is what is
expected for this current financial year.
I guess the policy question Mrs Peulich is asking is,
‘Should there be more or not?’. In the end there will be
a negotiated agreement, as there always has been.
Non-government schools are overwhelmingly funded
either by the commonwealth or by parents — that has
been the tradition — and state schools have been
predominantly funded by the state. That has effectively
been the policy divide between jurisdictions. Whilst
there is a small commonwealth amount for state schools
and a small state amount for non-government schools,
that is the general formula, that has been the general
policy and whenever that agreement is renegotiated the
Minister for Education will come to me.
Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — Carrying
on from the questions asked by Mr Rich-Phillips and
Mrs Peulich, I ask the Treasurer whether, to the best of
his knowledge, there are likely to be any large public
sector enterprise bargaining agreements which expire
and have to be renegotiated during the coming financial
year and for which any pay rise would be likely to be
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payable during the next financial year, which would
therefore require him to make reference to subclause 2
of clause 3?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I always find it
difficult to answer predictive questions from former
union officials on how enterprise bargaining is likely to
go, so I should probably defer to Mr Pakula to answer
that one. Clearly, as a number of members have said —
I think Mr Drum was last to say it — the Australian
Education Union (AEU) teachers agreement took a lot
longer than most people would have expected, so it is
difficult to predict when an agreement will come up.
However, there are clearly some large ones coming up.
The main public service agreement will probably come
up towards the end of this financial year — that is my
recollection — and there is certainly a doctors’
enterprise bargaining agreement coming up in the near
future. They are two large and significant agreements
that I expect to come up during the financial year, and I
have probably missed several others.
There is a government wages policy which we seek to
negotiate. These negotiations are never easy, as anyone
who, for their sins, was ever industrial relations
minister — as I was in 2002 — certainly knows.
Anybody who has ever had to negotiate any of these
things knows they are not easy items. So I say to
Mr Pakula that these two agreements and a number of
smaller ones will probably come through this year. The
policy challenge for government is to continue to
negotiate a wages policy that is a good outcome for
employees and for the state.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Further to my earlier question — and I thank the
minister very much for his answer — the minister said
that allowances or increases in the line of indexation are
likely to have been provided for, but my question
actually asked whether further increases over and above
normal indexation has been allowed for, or whether
additional funding will be required over the course of
the next year, given that the agreement will be
renegotiated.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I will allow
the question on this clause in the context of what the
Treasurer has already said, but I think it is starting to
move towards the schedules rather than the parameters
of the clause itself. Up to this point the questions have
related to the parameters of the Treasurer’s power to
make adjustments to the budget through the year in the
event that there are award increases. Mrs Peulich’s last
question seeks something additional in terms of an
increase in allocation, which is quite separate to that
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issue. The minister has referred to that obliquely, so I
will let him answer, but I ask that it be kept fairly tight.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — Thank you, Chair.
Your advice to Mrs Peulich is absolutely correct. This
applies to government employees, whether it is an
award determination or not, and non-government
teachers are not government employees. In a policy
sense it is an interesting discussion. In the budget
debate a number of people raised the question of what
the government is doing for the non-government school
sector.
There is an enterprise agreement, and most
non-government schools have their own enterprise
agreements, which they negotiate from time to time.
The Catholic Archdiocese of Melbourne — and I
assume the Sale, Sandhurst and Ballarat dioceses are
the same — and, traditionally, the Catholic Education
Office simply apply the award that was agreed to by the
government and the AEU, after a discussion with the
VIEU (Victorian Independent Education Union).
If that is the case, that enterprise agreement is between
two bodies that the government, in a sense, has nothing
to do with — we are not the employer, we are not the
employee. This clause does not apply to that, and the
question regarding whether, in a policy sense, the
government should be giving money in these areas
would be more appropriately asked under schedule 1.
Clause agreed to; clauses 4 to 8 agreed to.
Schedule 1
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I take the Treasurer to page 15 of the
bill, which is the appropriation in respect of the
Department of Treasury and Finance, item 4, which is
‘Treasurer’s advances’. Can the Treasurer tell the
committee what criteria are applied to the expenditure
of funds against Treasurer’s advances — how
applications for Treasurer’s advances are assessed?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — Mr Rich-Phillips
asks a good question on how criteria are assessed.
Criteria are assessed on a case-by-case basis. Some of
the rules for Treasurer’s advances, obviously, cover a
range of areas. It may be that there is an item, the most
obvious examples being the Gippsland floods, the
Gippsland fires et cetera, that relates to a natural
disaster, and this is a way of dealing with it. The
Treasurer’s advance applies on a case-by-case basis,
when the government needs to put money aside,
particularly for an area where commercial negotiations
or negotiations with another government are going on,
or where it is not in the state’s interest to be telling the
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world specifics of an item so that you are suddenly
negotiated down in that process. Some of those items
would be dealt with by Treasurer’s advance.
Some of those cases would be as simple as negotiations
with the commonwealth, for example, that you could
call commercial where we do not want to show our
hand in the interests of the state until we actually know
what the commonwealth is doing. The fundamental
principle is that they are case-by-case decisions; they
are items that do not logically fit under one of the other
lines that come through in the various appropriations
under schedule 1, so it gives the state a discretion. It is
something that has always been there in Victoria, and
presumably always will be for the reason that there is a
logic to it.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — With respect to the amount that is
being appropriated for 2008–09 for Treasurer’s
advances, it increases from $434 million to
$931 million. What is the basis for that doubling of the
Treasurer’s advance amount?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — It is a good question,
but I would also suggest to Mr Rich-Phillips that some
of the people we are in commercial negotiations with
may read Hansard. The commonwealth Treasury
officers may read Hansard. The legitimate question
Mr Rich-Phillips asks is, ‘Where is the accountability
of this?’. The accountability comes when we go to the
next schedules where these things are reported. Once
the event is over it is reported back to the Parliament in
the next appropriation bill, obviously, but also in the
annual financial report of the state of Victoria, so there
is double reporting on what happens to the advances
after the event.
I can start speculating on why amounts are smaller or
larger. I guess I can do some of that for
Mr Rich-Phillips, but as he knows, being on the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee, this figure goes up
and down year by year, sometimes by dramatic
amounts depending on what events have occurred. I
would prefer not to start going through the individual
items in the Treasurer’s advance because they are fully
reported to the Parliament in the annual financial report
and in schedule 3 as part of that appropriation process.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I take the Treasurer’s answer in good
faith and will not pursue that particular line, but perhaps
the Treasurer might like to clarify from that answer
whether what he is saying is that, of the amount
appropriated for Treasurer’s advances, not all of it is
there as a pool of funds for an emergency; some of it is
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indeed set aside for specific projects where the
government does not wish to disclose how much it is
setting aside.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — The tradition of a
Treasurer’s advance is for those emergencies and areas
where for commercial-in-confidence, policy or other
good reasons certain items are there, and they are
reported far more clearly to the Parliament. In the case
of emergencies, we cannot foresee them, and
Mr Rich-Phillips is not suggesting we do, but in the
case of the other items, once the event that triggers
them going into the Treasurer’s advance is addressed,
quite clearly they are reported.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I have one further question for the
Treasurer, and I am sure he would be disappointed if I
did not ask it. It relates to a request from the Legislative
Council for a Treasurer’s advance for an amount of
$380 000 for 2007–08 for funding for certain select and
standing committees with which, I believe, the
Treasurer is familiar. That request was rejected,
according to advice to the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee, due to limited Treasurer’s
advance capacity for 2007–08.
Firstly, does that indicate that the amount appropriated
for Treasurer’s advances in the 2007–08 year has been
fully expended, and in terms of the criteria by which
Treasurer’s advances are approved, why did the
purchase of the painting View of Geelong warrant a
Treasurer’s advance of $733 000 but the funding of the
Council’s committees does not warrant a Treasurer’s
advance?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — We could spend
hours on this matter, and I wish I had the figures in
front of me, but firstly, on the Treasurer’s advance for
this year, today is 26 June and if Mr Rich-Phillips
wants to achieve his ambition to be finance minister for
Victoria I am sure he will be well aware that the next
few days are somewhat busy days in the Treasurer’s
and finance portfolios, so we will not have a final fix on
that until probably 5.00 p.m. on Monday.
A lot of this is done by prioritising, and that is what it is
about. There are many things involved. Using the
specific Geelong example that Mr Rich-Phillips used,
or using the parliamentary committees example, the
Victorian Parliament allocation breaks down into, I
think, four appropriation lines, and one is the
Department of the Legislative Council which has
$2 million unspent from previous years.
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If a department comes forward and asks for money, one
of the first things a prudent Treasurer will do is ask,
‘Are there other ways of paying for it rather than taking
it out of the Treasurer’s advance?’. If a department has
an accumulated surplus — and this happens in every
department; it is not just the Legislative Council: any of
the departments may come to the Treasurer for a
Treasurer’s advance — I will prudently as Treasurer
ask the Department of Treasury and Finance, ‘Are any
other sources of funding available?’.
If a department has $2 million unspent from a previous
year then the first port of call is for that to be used for
one-offs on those occasions. By definition, select
committees are one-offs. At that juncture the normal
response would be, ‘Is there another way of funding
it?’. A prior year’s surplus can be allocated by the
Treasurer giving approval of a prior year’s surplus. My
response is that if there is an application for a prior
year’s surplus then I will certainly approve it.
There is a $2 million prior year’s surplus in the
Department of the Legislative Council. I think, and I
stand to be corrected, that there is about $6 million or
$8 million — certainly across the whole of the
Parliament a figure getting close to $10 million. There
is a lot in the joint house department, there is some in
the Assembly and some in the parliamentary
committees department. All of them have accumulated
prior year surpluses. When a Treasurer’s advance
request comes in from a body that has surpluses from
previous years, I think what the taxpayers would expect
the Treasurer to do is say, ‘Well, let’s not start on
something new that should be used for floods, fires,
famine or something else, or capacity’.
Mr Rich-Phillips — The revenue is cash?
Mr LENDERS — No. Mr Rich-Phillips says the
revenue is cash. There is a capacity to draw down, in
the case of the Legislative Council, on $2 million of
prior year’s surpluses, and a request to the Treasurer to
access that funding for a specific project will be
approved; I have communicated this to the President. I
do not have the details of the prior year’s surpluses
there, but in relation to the other example and any of
these issues, that is the first test and then ultimately they
are a Treasurer’s call. The first thing though, that I will
ask my department is: does the agency or department
body seeking the money actually have the capacity to
pay it themselves by reprioritisation?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! For the
sake of moving through this expeditiously I suggest that
I call each of the budget areas, which I think would also
be consistent with the ruling I made at the outset, and
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might actually help members work through it fairly
progressively. In the first instance I go to page 6. Are
there any members who wish to make a contribution in
regard to the Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development appropriation?
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
With a growing backlog of maintenance in terms of our
schools, I ask the Treasurer why there is no increased
provision for maintenance in the forward estimates?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — Chair, I am not the
Minister for Education, and of course all the outputs for
education, all the performance measures are in budget
paper 3, which Mrs Peulich can look through. What I as
Treasurer have here in the appropriation bill is actually
a request from the department for output funding to
increase from $6.3 billion to $6.6 billion, so there is
actually increased funding for the department.
That will include a departmental funding model, in
which there is an indexation of all previous amounts
within that department, and then above and beyond that
there will be a number of new outputs that have
actually been approved through the budget process and
have been presented to the Parliament to be included in
there.
Maintenance for schools is something that is dealt with
on two levels. One level is that the school as part of its
student resource package, the school budget, receives a
portion for maintenance that is normally done by the
school itself. In addition to that the eight regions of the
education department have a further amount of funding,
which is in the order of some millions of dollars — I do
not have the figures at my fingertips — which they then
use to supplement larger costs. If, for example, you
have a school that is a two-storey building which
suddenly has a funny roof and you have to get a crane
in, obviously that is not something a normal school
budget will deal with. Then periodically the department
or the government will put more money back into the
schools through the education department regions to
deal with maintenance backlogs. Certainly we did that
once during my eight months in the portfolio; that is a
particular thing. So maintenance funding for schools
through the student resource package, which is the
largest single component of school maintenance, has
been indexed this year, as it has in other years.
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — I thank the
Treasurer for anticipating my earlier question on the
size of the budget, but I was seeking some advice from
him as to how this budget and this allocation in the
schedule of the Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development is going towards the
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government’s quite laudable goal of refurbishment of
all schools across the state — in particular I think it is
500 schools in this four-year period. Could he take the
committee through some of the rationale as to how the
allocations this year are going towards the achievement
of that overall goal?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — As I have informed
the house before — and the committee, it being part of
the house — the government certainly has made an
election commitment to rebuild, renovate or modernise
500 schools during the term of this Parliament. Last
year the number of those schools funded in the budget
was in the order of 130 — —
Mr D. Davis — One hundred and thirty one.
Mr LENDERS — Thank you, Mr Davis. This year
the number of schools is actually three fewer — 128 —
if my memory serves me correctly; I could look
through the budget papers to confirm that. In addition to
the maintenance component of schools, the
depreciation component which government can draw
on which comes through the output line, we are also
seeing an additional asset line of $227 million in this
budget, which gets us to the global figure in the order of
$592 million. That will then go towards those
128 schools — some of them being new, some of them
being modernised — as part of the government’s
schedule to achieve the refurbishment of these
500 schools during the life of this Parliament.
So there is a plan; the education minister has articulated
that quite clearly. This is the second year in which that
plan has been operating. What we are seeing now, in
these two budgets, is the vast bulk of the finances for
this initiative being delivered, and this budget has a
very strong skew towards the school regeneration
projects — the very large projects have been pretty well
dealt with in this budget.
The remaining two budgets, then, will contain funding
for the rest of the government’s particular commitments
to individual schools according to its election
commitments and also for a large number of other
schools, whether that be for small rural schools or a
whole range of other programs in schools. The minister
will come up with proposals for the order in which
those things will be done over the next two budgets. So
what we are seeing here in this budget allocation is a
record spend which will get us well on the way to
achieving the modernisation of those 500 schools
during the four-year period.
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — I refer the
minister to the Bendigo education plan, a plan I know
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he is well aware of from his time as education minister.
He is also well aware that this government made a
commitment at the last state election to spend at least
$72 million on the four new schools that it will build to
replace the five existing schools in Bendigo. Last year’s
budget allocated $20 million for that project.

then they will certainly be delivered during the four
budgets of this government. And the fact that probably
80 to 90 per cent has been done in the first two budgets
should give Ms Lovell comfort rather than any concern.
We are actually delivering on our education
commitment to rebuilding those schools in Bendigo.

In this year’s budget, as part of the press release headed
‘State budget delivers boost to regional and rural
education’ it was announced that $49.1 million will be
used to continue or commence school regeneration
programs in Colac and Bendigo. Since then the
Minister for Regional and Rural Development, Jacinta
Allan, has informed the Bendigo community that
$41 million of that $49.1 million will go towards that
plan, giving the plan a total of $61 million allocated to
it at this stage, which leaves an $11 million hole in that
budget.

Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — I ask the
Treasurer whether the $11 million is in this budget.

Teachers in Bendigo have advised me that they have
been led to believe that the remaining $11 million is in
the forward estimates of this budget. Can the minister
confirm whether that $11 million black hole is in this
budget or when it will be filled?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I find it interesting
that Ms Lovell is describing something as a black hole.
In my response to Mr Viney’s question I made it quite
clear that the government is committed to either build,
modernise or regenerate 500 schools over four years.
We made a specific-figure budget promise, a
$1.9 billion election commitment, which, if you take
out the TAFE component, becomes $1.83 billion, or
something of that order, of actual funding for schools.
What we have committed to date is approximately
$1.1 billion to $1.2 billion of that $1.8 billion over two
budgets, which means there is still around $700 million
left which the government has pledged that it will use.
If we go through the forward estimates, there is
unallocated capital in all the forward estimates years for
the highest infrastructure spends this state has ever had.
Ms Lovell talks of a black hole. There is no black hole.
What we have is simply a commitment to rebuild
500 schools. She has mentioned some schools in
Bendigo, in her community and in her electorate, and
she has mentioned the Minister for Regional and Rural
Development in another place, Jacinta Allan, who is a
passionate advocate for Bendigo, and what she has
done in those areas. What we can see is that for two of
the four budgets we have acquitted probably 80 or
90 per cent of the four-year commitment. There is no
black hole. There is a commitment by this government
to deliver all the schools it promised. If those Bendigo
schools were among the listed schools in 2006, which
from my memory of the portfolio they certainly are,

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I think the
Treasurer actually answered that question.
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — Just on
the commitments on schools, the budget overview in
the 2007–08 budget indicated 131 schools. In the
interests of better understanding this allocation, I
wonder if the Treasurer might provide a list of the ones
that have been completed. I am referring to the ones
that were originally put out. I think it is instructive to
know exactly where the program is at the moment so as
to gauge where it is going.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — What we have here
is an appropriation bill. We have a department under
schedule 1, and we have what appropriation bills are.
This is an approval for me to issue warrants for
$6.654 billion regarding operating costs and for
$2.27 billion regarding capital. That is what this is
seeking approval for. What we have actually done in
the budget papers is outline the number of schools, and
the progress reporting on individual capital in schools is
something that will come, on the very large projects
through a budget information paper report in a few
months time, and that will be reported in the annual
report of the Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development. I suggest to David Davis that
he can actually go onto regional websites and look at
the schools. I am not wishing to withhold information,
but as part of an appropriation bill this is an
appropriation for money to go forward. I can assure
Mr Davis, without going into the specifics of schools,
that schools are being built and being delivered. I can
certainly tell him that in my eight months in the
portfolio I have had trouble keeping up with the
openings.
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Mr LENDERS — I suggest to Mr Davis that the
first port of call is simply asking the department or
going through the annual report. But what we are
seeking here is to appropriate money to build schools
and the completion of that process is one that is covered
off in other areas of government. But I can assure
him — and he can take my assurance — that schools
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are being built across the state, and 500 will be done by
November 2010.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — A
few weeks ago I asked the Treasurer a question in this
chamber about the federal Labor government’s promise
to provide every senior student in Victoria with a
computer. At the time the Treasurer said he would work
with the commonwealth to make sure these computers
were rolled out in our schools in the best possible way.
Since then of course we have also found out that some
very well resourced government schools have been
provided with significant numbers of computers, whilst
small schools, such as Aurora, which specialises in the
education of deaf and blind students, received only one
extra computer. Was the Treasurer involved in the
development of the guidelines to make sure these
computers were being rolled out to schools in the best
possible way, and can he confirm that the reason why
there is only one computer for every two students is that
that diminished amount of funding is being redirected
to the installation and maintenance costs that the federal
government had not accounted for?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — They are levels of
detail on the administration of the Department of
Education and Early Childhood Development that I am
certainly not privy too. What I would suggest is that the
most expeditious way for Mrs Peulich to get an answer
is to just put a question on notice to the Minister for
Education through me, and we will seek to get an
answer for her. I am not privy to that sort of detail. That
is a level of detail, when we are talking of an
appropriation bill of $32 billion, that I am just not on
top of.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
have one further question to ask, if I may. Presumably
in his role of providing oversight over all of the
departments, is the Treasurer confident or can he
guarantee that the $60.5 million allocation for ultranet
will indeed be met?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — Ultranet obviously is
a large IT component of the budget of the Department
of Education and Early Childhood Development, and it
is one that obviously will be phased in and set up over
several years. That project is being managed by my
colleague Bronwyn Pike, as the Minister for Education,
who has responsibility for that. I have full confidence in
Ms Pike and the Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development to manage a project. IT
projects are never simple and never easy. They will
work through it with schools and providers; they will
work through that and manage that project.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! If there are
no further questions on education, I propose we move
to the Department of Human Services items on page 7.
Are there any questions in respect of that section?
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question to the Treasurer relates to health and the
Victorian public hospital capital spend over the next
four years. Among that capital spend in different
hospitals for the forward planning, how many
additional multistay or overnight stay beds will be
added to the current number of beds in the system?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — The delineation
between capital and output on health expenditure is a
complicated area. If we are talking of capital in relation
to a bed, in the scheme of things a bed is a very small
part of it. Obviously the cost of a bed is the output cost
of actually having the bed staffed and serviced and
operated during its life. Again, perhaps I can suggest to
Mr Davis the same course as I did to Mrs Peulich: that
if he wants that level of detail perhaps he can put a
question on notice to the Minister for Health, and we
will obviously try to expedite an answer to that. But I
cannot provide that level of detail on that now.
Mr D. Davis — Take it on notice.
Mr LENDERS — By taking it on notice, I am not
being difficult. I am just suggesting that is the most
expeditious way for that to happen. There is an
accountability in this place on questions on notice. So I
think that is an appropriate course.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! If there are
no further questions on that section, the committee will
move onto the Department of Innovation, Industry and
Regional Development items on page 8. Does anyone
have a question on the Department of Innovation,
Industry and Regional Development?
Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
refer to the schedule 1 allocation for the Department of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development,
particularly item 1, which relates to the provision of
outputs for $1.43 billion. Within this allocation, how
much is allocated to assist the government’s response to
reduce the energy-intensive element prevailing in the
government’s IT sector?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I would suggest to
Mrs Kronberg the same thing: to put a question on
notice to the Minister for Information and
Communication Technology, presumably, or the
Minister for Innovation — to the appropriate
minister — to get an answer. This is an output for
$1.4 billion that covers the entire gambit of regional
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development. It covers skills and it covers industry
facilitation and support. That is a specific item which I
suggest the member put on notice for the minister.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
refer the Treasurer to item 3. This is the first instance
this item has appeared as we have gone through the
different departmental items. It lists a figure of
$27 million for ‘payments made on behalf of the state’.
There was no such entry in the previous year. Can the
Treasurer explain what that allocation of $27 million is
about?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I will seek advice on
that, Chair, but I am pretty sure that is the regional gas
connection. No, I have sought advice and I am told that
is the first of the payments for the Melbourne
Convention Centre that comes in, so it is a
public-private partnership. It is the first of the stream of
payments that will go forward. The accounting
treatment of some of these again goes back to
Mr Thornley’s question early on, about where the
accounting treatment is, but that is the accounting
treatment of it, so that is the first of the payments for
the Melbourne Convention Centre.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — In
terms of it being a payment, I just need clarity on what
the payment is for. The Treasurer says it is for the
Melbourne Convention Centre. Is that payment to the
property developers? Is it payment as part of the
component for the PPP? How is it made up in terms of
what it is used for?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I guess my response
is that I would suggest Mr Dalla-Riva put a question on
notice for the Minister for Major Projects. In a sense,
like Mr Barber earlier today, he has lost an opportunity.
He had the minister for 3 hours at the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee to go through that. This will
be the first of a series of payments that are simply made
out of the convention centre. Part of that is for the
capital; part of that is for the 30 years or 25 years,
whatever the contractual period is, for the maintenance
component of that. This was the first of the payments
for the convention centre. The specific details of it
within that particular output — and this is my
suggestion to him — I suggest he put on notice for the
minister.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
refer the Treasurer to the provision of outputs. Just for
clarity, we know that the government has allocated up
to $35 million for Toyota. Are any of those funds out of
these forward estimates in respect of that payment or
would it be a Treasurer’s advance?
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Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — There are a couple of
things about that. Firstly, Mr Dalla-Riva says he knows
the government has made a $35 million payment
towards Toyota.
Mr Dalla-Riva — I did not say that.
Mr LENDERS — We know that the
commonwealth government has made a $35 million
payment towards Toyota. The issue of investments
facilitation and support are items that he should address
to the Minister for Industry and Trade, which he
periodically does in this place on that particular issue,
but if he is talking about an appropriation that is
actually seeking appropriation, clearly this budget is
before the announcement that he particularly made, so
there is clearly no effort to seek appropriation for
Toyota in this budget.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
final question relates to that. Given that we have heard
from the minister about the fact that the industry
portfolio is one about attracting investment, and we
have heard the minister himself argue that a lot of that
is about ensuring that there is some financial incentive,
although he is not specific often as to what those
financial incentives are, as the Treasurer, as part of that
componentry of the $1.4 billion, does he have an
allocation consideration in the forward estimates in
terms of the money that he may use for investment
attraction into Victoria and, if so, is it within this
section of the budget papers?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — What I will say to
Mr Dalla-Riva — and I am not sure where he is
heading with this — is an investment facilitation falls
much into the same area that Mr Rich-Phillips raised
before about the Treasurer’s advance. There are areas
of investment facilitation where government for
obvious reasons goes through a process where these
things are scrutinised by the Auditor-General and
reported at various times and places when there are
commercial discussions and a range of things going on.
For those reasons, clearly investment facilitation is
something that comes through the Department of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development.
Clearly investment facilitation depends on what form it
comes in. If it comes through a Treasurer’s advance,
there is a whole range of areas, but the fundamental
point I would make, Chair, in addition to my earlier
comment is that Mr Dalla-Riva has the option as a
member of this house to ask whatever question he
wants, and I have the option to answer the questions,
but what I would say to him is it is a lost opportunity.
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As I said before, he has had 3 hours with the Minister
for Industry and Trade at the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee inquiry into the estimates, and
much as I said to Mr Barber earlier in the house today,
it is up to him how he wishes to use the opportunity. I
would say quite clearly he is asking questions here
when he could have got an answer from the minister
who is responsible for administering that act and every
part of that act at the hearing.
I will take the question on notice. If he raises it as a
question on notice, I will obviously put it forward to
Minister Theophanous for response. We are in the same
house. This is a general appropriation bill. They are
details he could ask of the minister at any time.
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — My question
relates to item 4, payment to the Regional Infrastructure
Development Fund. I was wondering if the minister
could explain what mechanisms or systems are in place
in the way in which funds are allocated through that
fund in a manner that ensures an equitable distribution
throughout regional Victoria?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I thank Ms Pulford
for her question about the Regional Infrastructure
Development Fund. This is a fund that is administered
by my colleague — —
Mr Dalla-Riva interjected.
Mr LENDERS — I take up Mr Dalla-Riva’s
interjection. I have answered a lot of questions in this
house and been as helpful as I can be with information
at my fingertips. Where information is available
through other sources, I will advise members of it.
Ms Pulford raises the issue of the Regional
Infrastructure Development Fund, and that is a fund
that I am more familiar with than some others because
when I was finance minister I needed to countersign
those issues with the minister responsible at the time for
the Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional
Development, so I am familiar with the fund and the
history of it.
This fund is one where its processes are generally that it
is through municipalities, but also through other people
or organisations who seek small amounts of assistance
to make a critical difference in a region who come
forward to the government. So they should go to
Regional Development Victoria or directly to the
Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional
Development with proposals and they will be assessed,
and in the end, after going through a process, the
minister will make a decision on where this funding can
be put forward to facilitate investment in Victoria.
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We have seen some extraordinary efforts of investment
in Victoria in places where the extra $1 million or
$2 million from government, or sometimes $400 000 or
$500 000 for government, is enough to leverage a
municipality or to put critical infrastructure in place that
often then gets an investment and jobs into a regional
community. People seeking it should simply approach
the Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional
Development or Regional Development Victoria direct
and speak to people and see how they can do it.
Similarly I would say in response to Mr Dalla-Riva’s
interjection, if people wish to access investment support
on the same basis, they should approach the department
also. The department will deal with all comers who are
seeking to make Victoria a better place to live, work,
invest and raise a family.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Is there
anything further on that schedule? If not, I propose to
move to the Department of Justice schedule. Are there
any questions regarding the Department of Justice
schedule? If not, I intend to move to page 10, the
Department of Planning and Community Development.
Are there any queries on that?
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — I will save the
house’s time and be very quick. I wanted to ask a
question in relation to the budget outlay for the new
residential zones proposal implementation. I ask the
Treasurer why an allocation has been made for a
document that the minister says is not a fait accompli; it
is in a 7 or 8 months consultation phase, and whether
that is a normal occurrence — for the government to
fund a document that is not even necessarily going to
be implemented?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I would invite
Mr Guy to put that on notice for the Minister for
Planning. Presumably he is referring to funding
somewhere in budget papers 2, 3 or 4 which refer to
this document and funding for it. I do not recall seeing
that particular line in budget papers 2, 3 or 4, but the
work of the Department of Planning and Community
Development is one that involves a lot of preparation of
documents, a lot of planning. It is a planning
department and it is a core part of that department to do
so. If he has a particular line somewhere which is new
in there, I would certainly refer that also to the Minister
for Planning for his response to Mr Guy.
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — I wonder if
the Treasurer would be able to inform us very quickly
in relation to page 10 in schedule 1 where we have
listed no. 3, payments made on behalf of the state, if he
could inform us what those are?
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Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — Payments made on
behalf of the state vary from department to department
and accounting treatment to accounting treatment, so
we have a figure here of $500 000 that is an increase on
a previous year. I will see if I can find out. We have
been advised, and I am delighted to advise Mr Guy, it is
money for the Anzac Day Trust.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Anything
further? Page 11, Department of Premier and Cabinet,
are there any matters on that? Page 12, Department of
Primary Industries, any matters?
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) —
Again in item 3, there is $27.9 million but nothing in
the forward estimates. I am just wondering what has
fallen off or what has been satisfied in that process?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I am confident I have
got it right this time that it is actually the last year of the
network tariff rebate. That was phased out over a
number of years and in its place there have been some
solar panel rebates.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Are there
any questions on Department of Sustainability and
Environment, page 13? Are there any questions on
page 14, Department of Transport?
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question here is relating to the Department of Transport
output. I notice that the Auditor-General’s report
Maintaining the State’s Regional Arterial Road
Network, which was released this week, says at
point 3.4.3 on page 24:
VicRoads was unsuccessful in its bid for additional
maintenance funding in 2008–09, but secured more resources
to address a small number of urgent backlog items within the
2007–08 financial year.
VicRoads made the case for an additional $25 million of
maintenance funding in 2008–09 to start addressing the
backlog of high priority works. This bid was successful.

I wonder if the minister might explain why that bid was
unsuccessful. Given the Auditor-General’s report and
the matters of backlog he has drawn attention to, I
wonder if the minister might explain why the
government knocked back that bid for funding.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I am not going to
commence discussing the deliberations of cabinet or
cabinet committees. I give David Davis full marks for
trying, and I also make the observation that hindsight
on his part is a wonderful thing. The Auditor-General’s
report was received by the Parliament on Tuesday and
the budget was presented to the Parliament 51 days ago,
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so that is a substantive issue here. What I will say to
David Davis, though, is two things: if he looks at the
outputs for the Department of Transport, what he will
see is a substantial increase in both the capital and
output funding for that department. It is a significant
increase in capital. I do not think you see many times in
the history of the state of Victoria that the capital for a
department has gone from $650 million to $1.1 billion
in a single budget. What David Davis sees is a massive
extra increase in capital expenditure in transport, and
the points he makes about the Auditor-General’s report
were addressed by me in this place and certainly far
more eloquently and thoroughly by my colleague the
Minister for Roads and Ports in the Legislative
Assembly.
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — Just on
the matter relating to page 14, Department of Transport,
I want to talk to the Treasurer about the Transport
Ticketing Authority. Given the ongoing delays with the
new ticketing solution, the myki public transport
ticketing smartcard, have there been any supplementary
payments or additional appropriations made to the
Transport Ticketing Authority since 1 January 2008?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — The Department of
Transport has a line item here, a large one in
appropriation, and the Minister for Public Transport
will be administering a portion of that for the Transport
Ticketing Authority for its funding over a period of
time. I do not have the exact figure in front of me here,
and I suggest Mr Davis puts a question about that
particular figure on notice for the Minister for Public
Transport. The issue Mr Davis is talking about is one
that the government is very focused on, and if he puts a
question on notice today to the Minister for Public
Transport, that is probably the best way to facilitate a
detailed answer.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Is there
anything further on the Department of Transport? If
not, then we move to page 15, Department of Treasury
and Finance. Anything further? We have already
ranged across some of that with Mr Rich-Phillips.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
know we have already covered item 4, but I would also
like clarity on item 3. Can the Treasurer explain what
the $1 billion of payments out of that department are
for?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — Primarily
superannuation.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Anything
further? If not, that concludes our walk through
schedule 1.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — In response to
Mr Dalla-Riva before, I said that line item 3 on
page 15, Department of Treasury and Finance, was
predominantly superannuation. I was incorrect. First
home buyers, not superannuation, are the largest single
part of that payment.
Schedule agreed to.
Schedule 2
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I draw
attention to the Primary Industries section of schedule 2
on page 17; for line item ‘National Heritage Trust’
there is an allocation of $387 606. I wonder if the
minister would explain what that payment is for.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I can certainly seek
that for Mr Davis. Where we are now in schedule 2 is
formally for the appropriation coming back to the
Parliament to outline areas where moneys have been
spent already — that is the Treasurer’s advance. All of
these areas will have been reported in the annual report
for 2006–07; each of these will have been reported
already so they are on the public record. Mr Davis or I
could look through the annual financial report for that
year; the details would all be reported there. This is a
way that this is acquitted back to the appropriation, but
the information has been out there on the public record
since August last year.
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I indicate
to the Treasurer that I have six points that I would like
to discuss about the St Kilda Triangle funding. Could
the Treasurer please provide some details of the
$1.414 million set aside for the St Kilda Triangle legal
costs?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — This must be a day
for Southern Metropolitan Region. I will say to
Mrs Coote what I said to David Davis: this figure
simply reports what has already been reported in the
annual financial report which I tabled in the Parliament
in August last year. I could certainly take Mrs Coote
through that annual report, through the $1.414 million
for legal costs, but it will be reported in the annual
report that that is what it was for.
Presumably the details of the legal costs will need to be
taken on board by the Department of Sustainability and
Environment, so presumably it will be for the Minister
for Environment and Climate Change. It will be
something that was reported in August last year. I could
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take the question on notice for my colleague
Mr Jennings, to see what else he has to offer.
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — That
answers the question I had, excepting to ask whether
this is the only occasion on which the Treasurer has
made funds available for an advance for a government
department to take legal advice against a community
organisation?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — That question would
be more appropriately asked of the relevant minister. I
should not speculate, but we are talking of the 2006–07
financial year. I suspect they were not legal costs that
involved a community group; I suspect they involved
the developer. Probably Mrs Coote should put that on
notice for my colleague the minister.
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — I refer the
Treasurer to the line item for the Bendigo pipeline of
$25 million. Can the Treasurer clarify whether that
amount is for the first pipeline that went through to
Bendigo or the second one that is going through at the
moment?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I am not trying to be
unhelpful here, but these were Treasurer’s advances
that were signed off in the 2006–07 financial year by
my predecessor as Treasurer. I would imagine that
some of these documents are quite historic and would
have been reported in the annual financial report to the
Parliament, and they are now being acquitted as part of
the appropriation in this schedule.
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — Therefore it
must have been for the first pipeline, which the
Treasurer announced in the budget would be
$30 million. I ask the Treasurer: what percentage of that
project does that $25 million cover?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I suggest that
Ms Lovell put that as a question on notice to the
Minister for Water in the other place. The procurement
of the water pipeline is a responsibility of that minister,
and this is simply a reporting to the Parliament of a
Treasurer’s advance — specifically the second report
that the Parliament has received of a Treasurer’s
advance made in the 2006–07 financial year towards
that project. The annual report of the department, which
is the annual financial report to the Parliament, will
have more details in it, and I suggest to Ms Lovell that
she could get that information from there.
Schedule agreed to.
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Schedule 3
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
have a question about page 19 of the bill, and
specifically about the Department of Innovation,
Industry and Regional Development. On page 16 the
figure is $16.6 million. Could the Treasurer clarify why
it appears to have gone down? Could the Treasurer
please give an explanation for the difference in those
figures?
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I stand by my
substantive response to Mr Dalla-Riva earlier on. The
schedules are essentially funds used by the department
either under different sections of the appropriation bill
in previous years in the Financial Management Act,
some of them being a department’s additions to outputs
and some of them being Treasurer’s advances. Two
different sources of funding are being reported under
separate schedules to the act, and both of them are for
the 2006–07 financial year, but under the requirements
of the Financial Management Act, they are reported in
two separate parts of this appropriation.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) —
Some people might accuse me of being a smart artist
occasionally, but page 20 of the bill refers to a painting
View of Geelong by Eugène von Guérard at a cost of
$733 000. I know that Mr Rich-Phillips raised this
matter, but what is it? I am just curious.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — I was also curious
how to spell one of the words that you mentioned.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — Could I suggest that
Hansard resort to Latin; that might be easier! What we
are reporting here is an acquittal of Treasurer’s
advances made during the 2006–07 financial year.
Obviously that was a Treasurer’s advance in the arts
portfolio for that period of time. It was very publicly
communicated at the time, and there was a public
debate about it, and it is now being formally acquitted
by being put in schedule 3 of this appropriation bill.
Schedule agreed to.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! That
concludes the committee’s consideration of the bill. I
indicate that this is a unique situation. I think the
Treasurer referred to the fact that he delivered the
speech in the Assembly and closes it in the Council. He
has been prepared to respond to quite a range of
questions on the budget, and I thank him for his
participation in that debate. It has been an interesting
exercise on legislation which is a bit different.
Reported to house without amendment.
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Report adopted.
Third reading
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I thank the committee, the house and
certainly the Department of Treasury and Finance and
my office for great assistance over the last period in
getting this budget ready. Can I say that at 5.45 p.m. it
has been a long 51 days. I commend the bill to the
house.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

BUDGET PAPERS 2008–09
The PRESIDENT — Order! The question is:
That the Council take note of the budget papers 2008–09.

Question agreed to.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday, 29 July
2008.

Motion agreed to.

TOBACCO (CONTROL OF TOBACCO
EFFECTS ON MINORS) BILL
Assembly’s refusal
Returned from Assembly with message relating to
refusal to entertain bill.
Ordered to be considered next day.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AMENDMENT
(ELECTIONS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
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Read first time for Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister
for Planning) on motion of Mr Lenders.
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning),
Mr Lenders tabled following statement in
accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities, I make this statement of compatibility
with respect to the Local Government Amendment
(Elections) Bill 2008.
In my opinion, the Local Government Amendment
(Elections) Bill 2008, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with the human rights protected by the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview of bill
The purpose of the Local Government Amendment
(Elections) Bill 2008 (‘the bill’) is to amend the Local
Government Act 1989 (‘the LG act’) and the City of
Melbourne Act 2001 (‘the Melbourne act’) to improve a
number of electoral processes for local government.
Specifically, the bill proposes to:
make changes to electoral dates and times for councils;
alter candidate nomination processes;
clarify enrolment requirements for corporations,
ratepayers and absentee voters;
amend procedures for council countback process;
create offences for making false declarations; and
make other technical amendments to clarify or correct
minor legislative anomalies.
Human rights issues
1.

Human rights protected by the charter that are
relevant to the bill

The bill engages three of the human rights provided for in the
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities (‘the charter’).
Section 13: Privacy and reputation
Section 13 establishes a right for an individual not to have his
or her privacy, family, home or correspondence unlawfully or
arbitrarily interfered with and not to have his or her reputation
unlawfully attacked.
The right to privacy concerns a person’s ‘private sphere’,
which should be free from government intervention or
excessive unsolicited intervention by other individuals. An
interference with privacy will not be unlawful provided it is
permitted by law, is certain, and is appropriately
circumscribed. An interference will not be arbitrary provided
that the restrictions on privacy are reasonable in the particular
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circumstances and are in accordance with the provisions, aims
and objectives of the charter.
In the bill, there are certain provisions which engage the right
to privacy. However, in each instance, the interference with
privacy is neither unlawful or arbitrary for the reasons set out
below:
Clause 9 of the bill provides that under the LG act, the
chief executive officer (‘the CEO’) of a council may
request any person to provide information either orally
or in writing, to determine the eligibility of the person to
be enrolled in a council election.
The type of information that can be requested by the
CEO is limited to information that can help determine
whether a person is entitled to be enrolled on a voters’
roll in accordance with the LG act. Further, the
interference with privacy is lawful and not arbitrary,
because the power to request information from a person
is confined to information necessary to determine the
eligibility of a person to be enrolled.
Clause 27 of the bill restates a requirement for a person
wishing to nominate as a candidate, who is a ratepayer
that has been omitted from the voters’ roll, to submit
together with their nomination form, a statutory
declaration stating that they are entitled to be enrolled
and including an additional requirement that it specify
the grounds on which entitlement to be enrolled is
claimed.
The information required in the statutory declaration is
similar to the information that would be required if the
person was applying for enrolment and is only required
if the person has been omitted from the voters’ roll in
error. Entitlement to be on the voters’ roll is a key
eligibility requirement to be a candidate under the LG
act. The interference with privacy is reasonable and
circumscribed.
In addition, clause 11 and clause 43 of the bill provide that
under the LG act and under the Melbourne act, persons
entitled to be enrolled on the voters’ roll for a council election
by virtue of being enrolled on the state electoral roll, cannot
lodge a request with the CEO that their address not be shown
on the voters’ roll. Persons enrolled on the state electoral roll
can already apply to the Victorian electoral commissioner
requesting that their personal details not be shown on the state
electoral roll, and as such, there is no limitation of the privacy
right.
Accordingly, the bill does not provide for the unlawful or
arbitrary interference with privacy and therefore there is no
limitation on the right to privacy. Therefore, this right is not
discussed further in this statement.
Section 15: Freedom of expression
Clause 16 and clause 19 of the bill limit the right to freedom
of expression and are discussed in part 2 of this statement.
Section 18: Taking part in public life
Section 18 establishes a right for an individual to participate
in the conduct of public affairs, to vote and be elected at state
and municipal elections, and to have access to the Victorian
public service and public office, without discrimination.
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The right to participate in public affairs is a broad concept,
which embraces the exercise of governmental power by all
arms of government at all levels. The right to vote must be
established by law and is confined to ‘eligible persons’. The
right to be elected ensures that eligible voters have a free
choice of candidates in an election, and as with the right to
vote, the right to be elected is limited to ‘eligible persons’ as
determined by legislation.
Numerous provisions of the bill engage but do not limit the
right to take part in public life, for the reasons set out below:
In clause 5 and clause 6 of the bill, which relate to
entitlements to enrol on the voters’ roll for a council
election, the reference to ‘a ward’ is substituted with
reference to ‘the municipal district’.
This is a technical amendment and clarifies that
eligibility to vote in a council election in the case of
ratepayers, is determined according to whether a person
owns or occupies a rateable property within the whole
municipal district, rather than a single ward of the
council. It does not alter actual voting entitlements in
any way.
Clause 5 also amends the process of preparing the voters
rolls to specify that the CEO should not include on the
list of property owners, any person who lives in the
municipality, unless that person applies to be on the roll.
This extends the existing limitation that applies if the
person lives in the property they own.
The purpose of this amendment is to avoid duplicating
people on the council voters roll, as residents who are on
the state electoral roll are already automatically included
on the council roll. The amendment relates to the roll
preparation process and does not alter any person’s right
to apply for enrolment.
Clause 9 of the bill provides that on receiving an
application from a person for enrolment on the voters’
roll for the municipality, the CEO of the council may
refuse to enrol the person.
The power to refuse to enrol a person can only be
exercised by the CEO where he or she believes the
person, based on the information submitted in their
application, is not eligible under the LG act to be
enrolled. The bill further provides that the CEO must
advise the person of the reasons of the refusal and may
allow the person the opportunity to provide further
information in support of their enrolment application. In
addition, under the Local Government (Electoral)
Regulations 2005, a person who is not enrolled and who
believes they are entitled to vote may apply to vote as an
unenrolled voter.
Clause 13 of the bill provides that in the case of a
by-election, a person does not have a right of entitlement
to be enrolled on the voters’ roll for a ward of the
municipality, if the same person was enrolled for
another ward at the time of the last general election.
This amendment simply ensures that persons are
excluded from voting in respect of more than one ward
within the municipality within a single term of office of
the council. The bill does provide exemptions so that
persons are entitled to be enrolled for a different ward if
the person’s primary place of residence has changed, or
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the person has ceased to have a right of entitlement to be
enrolled in respect of the previous ward.
Clause 15 of the bill provides that in the case of a
by-election to fill an extraordinary vacancy, if the
minister considers the holding of the election within 100
days after the extraordinary vacancy, as required under
the LG act, would be adversely affected by the
Christmas and New Year holiday period, the minister
may fix the date of the election to no later than 150 days
after the extraordinary vacancy.
This enhances the right to vote as it ensures elections are
not conducted at times when voters are likely to be
absent and limited in their ability to cast a vote.
Clause 17 of the bill provides that voting at a general
election or by-election must be conducted by the same
means, whether attendance or postal voting, as the
previous election was conducted, unless the council
resolves to change the voting system at least eight
months before a general election or within seven days of
a vacancy for a by-election.
This does not limit the right to vote since voters will be
informed about the system of voting through public
notices and provided appropriate voting materials by the
returning officer if the voting is to be by means of postal
voting. Under the proposed amendment, the default
system for any council election will be the system used
at the previous general election, which is appropriate to
minimise voter confusion.
Clause 27 of the bill restates a provision requiring a
returning officer to reject as being void a nomination as
a candidate for a council election from a person who is
not enrolled or entitled to be enrolled on the voters’ roll
for the municipality.
There is no limitation on the right because the right to be
elected only applies to ‘eligible persons’ which is
limited to persons enrolled on the voters’ roll who have
a direct interest in the affairs and governance of the
municipality.
Clause 16 of schedule 3 to the LG act, which sets out a
mechanism to request a poll of voters by a council, is
repealed under clause 31 of the bill.
This is a technical amendment and ensures consistency
with other legislation. Provisions enabling voters to
request a poll of voters in relation to specific matters
under the LG act have been repealed under previous
amending acts. The proposed amendments retain
provisions required for the conduct of polls of voters at
the request of the minister, under section 193(7) under
the LG act or if required by a council under section 18 of
the Liquor Control Reform Act 1998. This amendment,
therefore, does not interfere with the ability to undertake
a poll of voters and does not limit the right.
Clauses 3 and 39, and clause 23 of the bill limit the right to
take part in public life and are discussed in part 2 of this
statement.
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Consideration of reasonable limitations — section 7(2)
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Section 18: Taking part in public life

Section 15: Freedom of expression

(a) the nature of the right being limited

(a) the nature of the right being limited

The right to take part in public life protects the right to
participate in public affairs, the right to vote in genuine,
periodic and free elections and right to have access to the
public service and office. However the right to take part in
public life is not absolute and may be subject to reasonable
limitations.

The right to freedom of expression protects a person’s right to
hold an opinion without interference, and includes the
freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas,
whether orally, in writing, in print by way of art, or other
medium. However the right is not absolute and may be
subject to reasonable limitations necessary to respect the
rights and reputations of other persons, or for the protection of
national security, public order, public health or public
morality.
(b) the importance of the purpose of the limitation
Clause 16: Compelling a person enrolled on the State
electoral roll to exercise their right to vote at a council
election ensures the person meets their civic obligation as a
member of that municipality, providing for more democratic
representation in local government.
Clause 19: Prohibiting the distribution of information that is
likely to deceive a voter in relation to the casting of his or her
vote improves the voting system in local government by
ensuring candidates are elected fairly and honestly. It also
prohibits action that may lead to another person’s vote being
invalidated because of misinformation.
(c) the nature and extent of the limitation
Clause 16 clarifies an existing requirement under the LG act
that makes it compulsory for an enrolled person to vote if
they live in the ward where the election is being held. The
amendment specifies that compulsory voting only applies to
people who are enrolled for that ward on the state electoral
roll. The amendment therefore confines the extent of the
limitation on the right.

(b) the importance of the purpose of the limitation
Clause 3 and clause 39: Owners or occupiers of a rateable
property in a municipality have specific interests in local
issues, and as eligible voters, have a free choice of candidates
who can represent those interests on council. The franchise
for local government elections includes residents and
ratepayers in each municipality on the basis that these people
have a significant interest in the way that a council is
governed. It is proposed to exclude from the franchise, people
whose only interest is in relation to a single vehicle car park, a
single boat mooring, or a single storage unit because the
extent of their direct interests in council governance is
substantially less than that of residents and owners or
occupiers of more substantial properties and does not warrant
the same voting rights.
Clause 23: The right to stand for council election ensures that
eligible voters have a free choice of candidates in an election,
and that candidates elected can in turn best represent local
communities’ interests. The proposal to prevent a person from
nominating for a council if they have been removed from
office at that council because of a specific failure on their part
recognises that there are standards that are required of people
who hold public office and that the community is entitled to
be represented by people who will properly perform their
duties as councillor.
(c) the nature and extent of the limitation

Clause 19 prohibits a person, at any time, to or cause, permit
or authorise someone to print, publish or distribute any matter
or thing likely to mislead or deceive a voter in relation to the
casting of their vote. It also prohibits the printing, publishing
or distribution of an electoral advertisement, handbill,
pamphlet or notice that contains a representation or purported
representation of a ballot paper for use in that election likely
to induce a voter to mark their vote otherwise than in
accordance with the directions on the ballot paper.

Clause 3 and clause 39 of the bill prevent a person from being
enrolled on the voters’ roll as a ratepayer for a council
election, if their only entitlement is as an owner or occupier of
a single vehicle car park, or a single boat mooring, or a single
storage lockable unit with a floor area not exceeding 25
square metres. A person who owns or occupies such a
property will continue to be entitled to be enrolled if they are
also a resident of the municipality or if they own or occupy
other rateable property in the municipality.

(d) the relationship between the limitation and its purpose

There are no less restrictive means reasonably available to
achieve the intended purposes.

Clause 23 of the bill limits the right to nominate as a
candidate for a council election for persons whose position on
the council became vacant in the previous four years because
they failed to take the oath of office, were absent from four
consecutive ordinary meetings of the council without
obtaining leave, or the minister has ordered that the person is
incapable of remaining a councillor on the grounds that the
councillor failed to attend or remain at a call of the council
without a reasonable excuse. This limitation will apply to
persons who cease to be councillors because of one of these
grounds after the commencement of clause 23.

(f)

(d) the relationship between the limitation and its purpose

There is a direct relationship between the limitation and the
purpose of maintaining a fair and democratic voting system in
local government.
(e) any less restrictive means reasonably available to
achieve its purpose

any other relevant factors

There are no other relevant factors to be considered.

There is a direct relationship between the limitation and the
purpose of ensuring that elected councillors properly
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undertake the duties of office and act in a manner appropriate
to a community leader.
There is a direct relationship between the limitation and the
purpose of ensuring that voters have a substantive interest in
the way a municipality is governed.
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than 57 days as is currently required. This will more closely
resemble the caretaker period that applies during
parliamentary elections.

(e) any less restrictive means reasonably available to
achieve its purpose

Councils in caretaker mode may not enter into major
contracts or entrepreneurial ventures or make decisions about
the employment or remuneration of a permanent chief
executive officer. Nor may they publish electoral matter
unless it is only information about the election process.

There are no less restrictive means reasonably available to
achieve the intended purposes.

The bill includes changes to electoral dates and times for
councils:

(f)

any other relevant factors

There are no other relevant factors to be considered.
Conclusion
I consider that the bill is compatible with the Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities because, although it does
limit two human rights, the limitations are reasonable and
proportionate. The limitations strike the correct balance by
providing persons the right to take part in public life and
serving the interests of the local council.
JUSTIN MADDEN, MLC
Minister for Planning

Second reading
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I inform the house
that there were two minor amendments to this bill in the
Legislative Assembly. I move:
That, pursuant to standing order 14.07, the second reading
speech be incorporated into Hansard.

Motion agreed to.
Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
For the first time, in November 2008, elections will be held
concurrently for all councillor positions in all Victorian
councils.
In some ways these elections will comprise the biggest
electoral event ever held in this state. They will involve
elections for 79 councils where more than 2000 candidates
are expected to contest 600 positions.
This bill will amend the Local Government Act 1989 and the
City of Melbourne Act 2001. It includes a number of reforms
to electoral processes for local government. Many of these
changes will apply in the forthcoming elections. The bill also
includes amendments to clarify or correct minor legislative
anomalies.
The ‘election period’ for local government elections is
proposed to be amended to specify that it commences on the
last day of nominations.
This will mean that ‘caretaker’ provisions for councils will
apply for a period of 32 days before the election day, rather

The date for the close of nominations will be changed to
32 days before the election for all council elections,
replacing the current arrangement where nominations
close on different days for postal and attendance
elections.
The time for the close of nomination will change from
4.00 pm to 12 noon, which will bring it into line with the
practice in state elections.
The setting of dates for by-elections will be clarified in
some circumstances where the act is currently unclear,
such as when a by-election is required after a failed
countback.
Provision will be made to allow a by-election date to be
delayed by up to 50 days when necessary to ensure that
election processes do not occur during the Christmas
and summer holiday period.
The bill amends some candidate nomination processes,
including a requirement that each candidate must sign their
nomination declaration in the presence of the returning officer
or provide an appropriate statutory declaration explaining
why they cannot do so. This effectively requires candidates to
nominate in person.
The purpose of this change to nominations is to ensure the
legitimacy of each candidate’s nomination. It will also enable
returning officers to directly advise each candidate about what
is required during the election.
A person whose position as councillor on a council becomes
vacant as a result of a particular failure in office will not be
eligible to nominate as a candidate for election to that council
for a period of four years.
This will include anyone whose position on council becomes
vacant after the commencement of this bill because they:
fail to take the oath of office,
are absent from four consecutive meetings of the council
without leave,
fail to attend and remain at a call of the council without a
reasonable excuse.
A number of minor amendments to voters’ rolls are included
in this bill, with the purpose of clarifying processes and
addressing anomalies:
Councils will no longer be required to automatically
enrol absentee owners who live within the municipality
because, as residents, they should be already enrolled as
state roll voters. The change will enhance the accuracy
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of voters’ rolls by reducing the potential for
duplications.
People who are owners or occupiers of single vehicle car
parks, single boat moorings or single storage units with
floor areas of no more than 25 square metres will no
longer be entitled to enrol to vote unless they have
another entitlement as a resident or ratepayer.
A corporation that jointly owns a property with another
corporation will be able to appoint an office-bearer to be
its voting representative. The current provision is
inconsistent in only allowing corporations that are sole
owners or joint owners with persons to appoint a voter.
Statutory corporations will no longer be entitled to
appoint an office-bearer to be on the voters roll. Office
bearers in statutory corporations are accountable to
another level of government and should not be voters in
council elections.
Enrolments for corporations that own rateable property
will be limited to a single term of the council, which will
ensure consistency with other corporation enrolments
and assist with the accuracy of the voters’ rolls. Councils
will be required to notify a corporation affected by this
change before its previous appointment lapses.
When a vacancy occurs in a ward or district where the
councillors were elected by proportional representation, it is
filled by a countback process using the votes cast in the
original election. The bill amends the procedures for a
countback to ensure consistency between the processes for
electronic and manual counts.

Statement of compatibility
For Mr LENDERS (Treasurer), Mr Jennings tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities (the charter), I make this statement of
compatibility with respect to the Unclaimed Money
Bill 2008.
In my opinion, the Unclaimed Money Bill 2008, as
introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible with the
human rights protected by the charter. I base my opinion on
the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview of bill
The purpose of the Unclaimed Money Bill 2008 is to
safeguard unclaimed money and ensure that the rightful
owners of unclaimed money can be identified and located.
The bill rewrites the Unclaimed Moneys Act 1962 in modern
drafting style using plain English.
The bill also makes a number of changes to the administration
of unclaimed money designed to reduce regulatory burden on
Victorian business, and secure a contemporary policy and
legislative framework which best achieves the purposes of the
bill. In particular the bill:
removes the requirement that business advertise
unclaimed money in the Gazette;
reduces the time that business is required to hold
unclaimed money to one year;

The bill will insert a new offence in the Local Government
Act for people who make false declarations as candidates,
scrutineers or voters. The act and the regulations require
people to sign declarations in various instances to attest to the
accuracy of the information they provide or to state that they
meet certain criteria.

modernises compliance and enforcement powers in a
manner which is consistent with best practice;
gives clear protection to information obtained in relation
to the administration of unclaimed money and prescribes
when this information may be disclosed; and

This bill continues the government’s process of democratic
reform for the local government sector. A number of the
changes in this bill have been the subject of prior consultation
with the sector.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria)
on motion of Ms Lovell.

facilitates the transfer of the administration of unclaimed
superannuation to the commonwealth.
Human rights issues
1.

Human rights protected by the charter that are
relevant to the bill

Right to privacy

Debate adjourned until Thursday, 3 July.

UNCLAIMED MONEY BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Mr LENDERS (Treasurer) on
motion of Mr Jennings.

The right to privacy is protected by section 13 of the charter.
In accordance with this right a person must not have his or her
privacy, family, home or correspondence unlawfully or
arbitrarily interfered with.
An interference with privacy will be unlawful if it is not
permitted by law, or it is not certain and appropriately
circumscribed. An interference will be arbitrary if the
restrictions on privacy are unreasonable in the circumstances
and not in accordance with the provisions, aims, and
objectives of the charter.
Clause 12 of the bill requires business to pay unclaimed
money and lodge a return with the registrar, which includes
information about unclaimed money held by the business.
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Clause 14 requires a trustee to lodge a statement with the
registrar which includes details of unclaimed trust property
converted into money pursuant to the bill. Clauses 28 and 94
require the registrar to advertise or publish details of
unclaimed money and unclaimed superannuation benefits
respectively. All of these requirements raise the right to
privacy.
These clauses do not, however, limit the right to privacy
under the charter. The details of unclaimed money and
unclaimed superannuation benefits provided and published
are fundamental to the bill achieving its purpose of
identifying and locating the rightful owners of those moneys,
and the relevant requirements will be permitted by law.
Furthermore, clauses 28 and 94 provide that only the
minimum amount of information necessary to locate and
identify the rightful owners of unclaimed money will be
published. In these circumstances the provision of and
publication of details about unclaimed money and unclaimed
superannuation benefits is not arbitrary and is clearly lawful.
The bill also contains certain safeguards concerning the use of
information obtained under or in relation to the administration
of the bill. For example, clause 76 makes it an offence to
disclose this information except in the limited circumstances
prescribed by the bill.
To the extent that the confidential information is also personal
information, the Information Privacy Act 2000 provides a
further safeguard that will assist in ensuring that the right to
privacy is not unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with.
Part 6 division 1 of the bill also engages the right to privacy to
the extent that it provides authorised officers with the power
to conduct investigations, enter, search and inspect premises
and apply for a search warrant. In particular:
Clause 69 provides that a person may be required, by written
notice, to provide written information, produce a document,
or attend before the registrar to answer questions.
Clause 70 provides that an authorised officer may enter,
search and inspect a premises for the purposes of an
authorised investigation.
Clause 71 provides that an authorised officer may apply for `a
search warrant in relation to the premises where an authorised
officer believes on reasonable grounds that there is, or may be
within the next 72 hours, on the premises a thing relevant to
the administration of the bill.
Notwithstanding that these clauses raise the right to privacy
they do not limit that right because they are neither unlawful
nor arbitrary.
The bill establishes a self-assessment regime for the collection
and payment of unclaimed money to the registrar.
Non-compliance with these obligations may result in a
business or trust receiving a windfall from money to which it
is not legally entitled. Therefore, it is reasonable that
authorised officers have sufficient powers to enable effective
monitoring, compliance and enforcement of the bill. In this
context the powers serve a legitimate purpose and are not
arbitrary. The powers are also consistent with the charter
insofar as they help to protect the property rights of the lawful
owners of unclaimed money.
The powers conferred under the bill will be permitted by law
and subject to additional constraints. For example, the powers
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of investigation and entry, search and inspection can only be
used for the purposes of an authorised investigation. An
authorised investigation is confined by clause 68 to
monitoring compliance, investigating suspected offences or
other matters reasonably related to the administration of the
bill. An authorised officer may enter premises for the purpose
of an authorised investigation, but only with the consent of
the occupier or on the authority of a warrant. A warrant must
be issued by a magistrate, in accordance with rules relating to
search warrants under the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989. The
exercise of a warrant is further circumscribed by clause 72
which provides that an announcement must be made before
entry, and clause 73 which provides that a copy of the warrant
must be given to the occupier. Any information obtained in
the exercise of powers is also protected by clause 76, which
makes unauthorised disclosure an offence. For these reasons
the powers in clauses 69 to 71 are clearly lawful and not
arbitrary.
The requirement under clause 70(4) that an authorised officer
may not exercise the power to enter and inspect premises if
that officer fails to produce, on request, his or her identity
card is a further constraint on the power under the act. Under
clause 10 this identity card must contain the officer’s name,
signature and photograph. This requirement may be said to
engage an authorised officer’s right to privacy. However,
given the powers of an authorised officer, the requirement to
carry and produce an identity card is reasonable and is not of
itself an unlawful or arbitrary interference with the right to
privacy.
Clause 77 of the bill specifies a number of circumstances in
which information obtained under or in relation to the
administration of the bill can be disclosed. In each instance
the disclosure permitted may engage the right to privacy but
does not limit that right because the disclosures are neither
unlawful nor arbitrary. Each disclosure will be permitted by
law and will be appropriately circumscribed. For example,
clause 79 prohibits the disclosure of information provided by
an authorised person unless disclosure is necessary to enforce
a law or protect the public revenue and the registrar consents
to the disclosure. A criminal sanction is imposed for unlawful
disclosure. The reasons the permitted disclosures in clause 77
are not arbitrary are set out below.
Clauses 77(1)(b) to (d) permit disclosure in connection with
the administration of the bill, a taxation law, the First Home
Owner Grant Act 2000 and corresponding laws in other
Australian jurisdictions. The registrar of unclaimed money is
the Commissioner of State Revenue (the commissioner). In
this context it is not arbitrary that information obtained under
the bill may be disclosed when necessary to assist in the
administration of other laws administered by the
commissioner. Making this information available in respect
of equivalent laws in other jurisdictions is consistent with the
government’s commitment to increased harmonisation and
inter-jurisdictional cooperation.
Clause 77(1)(e) permits the disclosure of information
obtained under the bill in accordance with an order made
under the Family Law Rules 2004 of the commonwealth.
This disclosure is not arbitrary because the registrar may be
ordered by the Family Court to pay unclaimed money to a
person other than the legal owner as part of a property
settlement. This provision ensures that any information
disclosed in compliance with a Family Court order is not
disclosed unlawfully.
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Clause 77(1)(g) specifies a number of ‘authorised persons’ to
whom the registrar is permitted to disclose information
obtained under or in relation to the administration of the bill.
These include the Ombudsman, the Auditor-General and the
privacy commissioner. In each instance the disclosure is not
arbitrary because it recognises the registrar has an obligation
to provide information to these bodies in accordance with
their specific powers and functions. Clause 77(1)(g) also
permits disclosure to a member of the Victoria Police, a
member of the Australian Federal Police, the director of
consumer affairs and the Victorian WorkCover Authority.
These disclosures are not arbitrary because issues may be
identified in the administration of the bill, which are outside
the registrar’s jurisdiction, but are in the public interest to be
further investigated by the relevant regulator. For example, a
visit to a business premises may reveal workplace safety or
consumer protection issues. Similarly, information obtained
by the registrar may be relevant to criminal investigations
being conducted by the Victorian or Australian federal police.
Importantly, disclosure in these circumstances may also help
to protect and promote other rights protected by the charter.
Clause 92(2) provides that the application form for the
payment of unclaimed superannuation benefits may include a
request for a person to provide his or her tax file number
(TFN). While this clause engages the right to privacy it does
not limit that right. The requirement is not arbitrary because it
reflects a requirement of commonwealth law and under
clause 92(3), a person is not obliged to provide their tax file
number and non-compliance does not prevent the person
from being paid an unclaimed superannuation benefit.
Finally, Clause 93(3) permits the registrar to give the
commonwealth commissioner of taxation information
contained in the unclaimed superannuation register. While
this clause engages the right to privacy it does not limit that
right because it is neither unlawful nor arbitrary. Clearly, the
disclosure will be permitted by law. In addition, disclosure is
not arbitrary because the commonwealth and states have
historically shared administration of unclaimed
superannuation.
Right to property
Section 20 of the charter provides that a person must not be
deprived of his or her property other than in accordance with
law.
Clause 69 of the bill engages this right because it permits the
registrar to compel a person, by written notice, to produce a
document. Similarly, the power of entry and inspection in
clause 70 raises the right because a person may be required to
produce a document for inspection, and an authorised officer
may retain a document for inspection, to make a copy of it, or
take extracts from it. Clause 71 is also relevant because, under
the authority of a warrant, it permits an authorised officer to
seize or secure against interference a thing named or
described in the warrant and, if reasonably necessary, to break
open any receptacle for those purposes.
Notwithstanding that the exercise of these powers may result
in the deprivation of property they do not limit the right to
property because in each instance the deprivation will not be
unlawful or arbitrary. That is, each deprivation will be
permitted by law and is appropriately circumscribed for the
reasons set out above in relation to the right to privacy. The
deprivation is not arbitrary because in a self-assessment
regime it is essential to have sufficient powers to investigate
and collect evidence to enable effective monitoring,
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compliance and enforcement. These powers also help to
ensure that the registrar can adequately protect the property
rights of the rightful owners of the unclaimed money.
Freedom of movement
In accordance with section 12 of the charter every person
lawfully within Victoria has the right to move freely within
Victoria and to enter and leave it and has the freedom to
choose where to live.
Clause 69 provides that the registrar may require a person to
attend at a specified time or place to answer questions
relevant to an investigation. To the extent to which this
provision may require a person to move to, or from, a
particular location it may represent a limit on that person’s
freedom of movement.
Freedom of expression
Section 15(2) of the charter gives a person the right to
freedom of expression, which includes the freedom to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, whether
within or outside of Victoria, in a variety of forms. The right
to freedom of expression encompasses a freedom not to be
compelled to say certain things or provide certain
information.
Clause 69 of the bill provides that the registrar may, by
written notice, require a person to provide written
information, attend before the registrar to answer questions, or
to produce a document. Similarly, in the exercise of the
registrar’s powers of search, entry and inspection under
clause 70(1) the registrar can require a person to produce a
document, or answer questions relevant to an investigation.
To the extent these clauses compel a person to provide
information or answer questions they may represent a limit on
that person’s freedom of expression.
Clauses 76, 79 and 80 of the bill may also engage the right to
freedom of expression so far as they prohibit the disclosure of
certain information by authorised persons, and the secondary
disclosure of information which is obtained from authorised
persons under the bill. ‘Authorised persons’ are defined in
clause 3 of the bill to mean an authorised officer or any other
person engaged in the administration of the bill.
Clause 76 prohibits the disclosure of information obtained
under or in relation to the administration of the bill, except
where expressly authorised. Clause 79 then prohibits a person
who obtains information as a result of an authorised
disclosure from disclosing that information to others. A
further restriction on disclosure is provided by clause 80,
which sets out that an authorised person is not required to
disclose or produce certain information to a court except as
provided by the bill.
In each instance, these clauses prevent a person from
imparting information. Therefore, clauses 76, 79 and 80 limit
the right to freedom of expression.
Clause 70(7) also engages the right to freedom of expression
because it makes it an offence to use threatening language to
an authorised officer carrying out an authorised investigation,
or a person assisting an authorised officer. In creating this
offence clause 70(7) restricts the things a person may say
during the conduct of an investigation. Therefore,
clause 70(7) is a limit on the freedom of expression.
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Presumption of innocence
Section 25(1) of the charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent
until proved guilty according to law.
The bill creates a number of offences, which include the
defence of ‘reasonable excuse’. In particular, clause 17
provides that a person must not fail, without reasonable
excuse, to make entries on their unclaimed moneys register.
Clause 18 provides that a person must not, without reasonable
excuse, fail to pay an amount or lodge a return with the
registrar. Clause 19 provides that a trustee must not, without
reasonable excuse, fail to comply with the trustee’s
obligations in respect of unclaimed trust property.
Clause 70(6) provides that it is an offence for a person to
refuse or fail, without reasonable excuse, to comply with a
requirement made by an authorised officer in the exercise of
that officer’s powers of search, entry and inspection. In each
instance the offence attracts a monetary penalty.
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running until such time as that person becomes a ‘represented
person’ under that act.
To the extent that clause 87 provides more favourable
treatment to persons under the age of 18, and certain persons
with an impairment, it may limit the right of recognition and
equality before the law.
2.

Consideration of reasonable limitations — section 7(2)

Freedom of movement
The right to freedom of movement under section 12 of the
charter may be limited by operation of clause 69 of the bill.
(a) What is the nature of the right being limited?
The right to move freely within Victoria encompasses a
right not to be required to move to, or from, a particular
location.

These clauses require the person charged to point to evidence
that he or she had a reasonable excuse for failing to comply
with certain requirements under the bill. This may limit the
right to be presumed innocent, because in the absence of any
evidence of reasonable excuse, a conviction may ensue
without the prosecution proving all the elements of the
defence in the usual way. Accordingly, clauses 17, 18, 19 and
70(6), which include the defence of ‘reasonable excuse’, limit
the right to be presumed innocent under section 25(1) of the
charter.

(b) What is the importance of the purpose of the
limitation?

Clause 26 may also engage the right to be presumed innocent
under section 25(1) of the charter. Clause 26(1) provides that,
if a body corporate contravenes a provision of the bill, a
person who is concerned in, or who takes part in the
management of the body corporate will be deemed to have
contravened the same provision. However, clause 26(2) goes
on to provide there is no deemed contravention if the person
charged can produce evidence of certain matters. These
matters include that the body corporate contravened the
offence without the person’s knowledge, the person was not
in a position to influence the conduct of the body corporate in
relation to the contravention, or that the person used all due
diligence to prevent the contravention by the body corporate.

(c) What is the nature and extent of the limitation?

To the extent that clause 26(2) requires the person charged to
adduce evidence of certain matters to avoid liability, it may
limit the right to be presumed innocent under section 25(1) of
the charter.
Recognition and equality before the law
Section 8(3) of the charter provides that every person is equal
before the law and is entitled to equal protection of the law
without discrimination. Discrimination, in relation to a
person, means discrimination within the meaning of the Equal
Opportunity Act 1995 on the basis of an attribute set out in
section 6 of the act.
Clause 87 of the bill provides that money paid into court
which has not been claimed after a period of 15 years is
required to be paid into the Consolidated Fund. However,
where a person entitled to the money is under the age of 18,
the 15-year period does not start running until that person has
turned 18. Likewise, where a person entitled to money has a
disability within the meaning of the Guardianship and
Administration Act 1986, the 15-year period does not start

The bill establishes a self-assessment regime for the
collection and payment of unclaimed money to the
registrar. The limitation is important because it forms
part of the suite of powers required for the registrar to
effectively monitor, investigate and enforce compliance
with the bill where cooperation with an investigation is
not forthcoming.

A person may be required to attend before the registrar
at a specific time or place to answer questions relevant to
an investigation. The limitation only extends to that
individual who is required to attend before the registrar
at the specified time and date and the limitation only
operates for the period of time a person is required to
attend before the registrar or an authorised officer.
(d) What is the relationship between the limitation and
the purpose?
Given the bill establishes a self-assessment regime it is
essential that the bill has sufficient powers of
investigation to ensure the registrar can identify and treat
non-compliance. This provision recognises there may be
circumstances where a person withholds or demonstrates
reluctance to answer questions relevant to an
investigation. In these circumstances it may be necessary
to require that an individual attend before the registrar to
answer questions. In this context, the limit is
proportionate because it will apply only to an individual
in the specific circumstances outlined above.
(e) Are there any less restrictive means reasonably
available to achieve its purpose?
Ordinarily, a person will be asked to answer questions
relevant to an investigation on a voluntary basis, or
provide the relevant information in writing. However,
attendance may be considered necessary where a person
withholds or demonstrates reluctance to answer
questions relevant to an investigation, and the relevant
information cannot be obtained from other sources. In
these circumstances there is no less restrictive means
reasonably available to the registrar to obtain the
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information necessary to monitor, investigate and
enforce compliance with the bill.
(f)

Conclusion

The limitation is reasonable and necessary to achieve the
legitimate aim of establishing a compliance regime
which operates effectively in a self-assessment
environment. In doing so it is necessary to have some
powers which can be used where cooperation with an
investigation is not forthcoming. Ultimately, these
powers will help to ensure that unclaimed money is
protected for its rightful owners.
Freedom of expression
The right to freedom of expression under section 15 of the
charter may be limited by the operation of clauses 69 and 70
of the bill.
(a) What is the nature of the right being limited?
The freedom of expression is a right of fundamental
importance in our society and is an essential foundation
of a democratic society. It encompasses the right not to
be compelled to express information of all kinds,
including in documents.
(b) What is the importance of the purpose of the
limitation?
To the extent that clauses 69 and 70 compel a person to
answer questions, provide information or produce
documents, they may limit the right to freedom of
expression. The purpose of this limitation is to ensure
that the registrar can effectively monitor, investigate and
enforce compliance with the bill where cooperation with
an investigation is not forthcoming, the ultimate purpose
of those powers being to ensure the registrar can
safeguard and protect unclaimed money for its rightful
owners.
(c) What is the nature and extent of the limitation?
Under clauses 69 and 70 a person may be compelled to
answer questions, provide information or produce
documents. However, the circumstances in which a
person can be asked to do so are limited to during the
exercise of the registrar’s search, entry and inspection
powers, or upon written notice from the registrar. In
each instance the request can be made only in relation to
matters relevant to an authorised investigation. In
addition, these powers are generally reserved for
circumstances where an individual has failed to
cooperate with an investigation by withholding
information or demonstrating a reluctance to answer
questions. In addition, the use of information gathered
under these clauses is further limited by clause 74,
which provides that the information cannot be used
against the person in any proceeding in respect of an
offence against the bill. In this context the limitation is
considered proportionate.
(d) What is the relationship between the limitation and
the purpose?
The limitation is the registrar’s ability to compel an
individual to answer questions, produce documents or
provide information. This is directly related to the
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purpose of that limitation, which is to ensure that the
registrar can obtain the information, which is necessary
to monitor, investigate and enforce compliance with the
bill, and ultimately protect and safeguard unclaimed
money.
(e) Are there any less restrictive means available to
achieve its purpose?
No other means are considered reasonably available to
achieve the purpose of the limitation imposed.
(f)

Conclusion

The limitation is reasonable and necessary so that the
registrar can gather the information necessary to
effectively administer the bill where cooperation with an
investigation is not otherwise forthcoming.
The right to freedom of expression under section 15(2) of the
charter may be limited by clauses 76, 79 and 80 of the bill.
(a) What is the nature of the right being limited?
The freedom of expression is a right of fundamental
importance in our society and is an essential foundation
of a democratic society. It encompasses the right not to
be compelled to impart information of all kinds,
including in documents.
(b) What is the importance of the purpose of the
limitation?
The purpose of the limitation is to ensure that an
individual’s right to privacy is protected by restricting
the disclosure of information that has been obtained in
relation to the administration of the bill. This limitation
is important because the registrar has an overarching
duty to maintain an individual’s right to privacy.
(c) What is the nature and extent of the limitation?
Clauses 76, 79 and 80 of the bill limit the right to
freedom of expression by restricting the disclosure of
information obtained in relation to the administration of
the bill, unless that disclosure is expressly permitted by
the bill. The limitation only applies to authorised persons
or the authorised recipients of information under the bill.
The information to which the restriction relates is limited
to information obtained under or in the administration of
the bill, and does not apply to other information that an
authorised person or authorised recipient may wish to
impart. The bill also provides several significant
exceptions to the general prohibition. For example,
clause 77 prescribes a number of circumstances where
disclosure is permitted, and clause 78 provides for
certain disclosures which are of a general nature.
Accordingly, the nature and extent of the limitation is
confined.
(d) What is the relationship between the limitation and
the purpose?
There is a direct relationship between the limitation and
the purpose of ensuring the privacy of information
obtained in relation to the administration of the bill is
protected.
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(e) Are there any less restrictive means reasonably
available to achieve its purpose?
No other means are considered reasonably available to
achieve the purpose of the limitation imposed.
(f)

Conclusion

The limitation is reasonable and necessary to ensure
personal information obtained in the administration of
the bill is adequately protected. In this case it is
necessary to balance the right of an authorised person or
authorised recipient to freedom of expression with an
individual’s right to privacy.
The right to freedom of expression may also be limited by
clause 70(7) of the bill.
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(f)

Conclusion

The limitation is reasonable and justified to protect
authorised officers from threatening language in the
conduct of an authorised investigation under the bill.
Presumption of innocence
The right to be presumed innocent under section 25(1) of the
charter may be limited by the operation of clauses 17, 18, 19
and 70(6) of the bill.
(a) What is the nature of the right being limited?
The right to be presumed innocent is a fundamental
common-law principle that requires the prosecution to
prove all elements of a criminal offence beyond
reasonable doubt.

(a) What is the nature of the right being limited?
The freedom of expression is a right of fundamental
importance in our society and is an essential foundation
of a democratic society. It encompasses the right to
impart information and ideas of all kinds both orally and
in writing.
(b) What is the importance of the purpose of the
limitation?
The purpose of this limitation is to provide a penalty for
the use of threatening language in the conduct of an
authorised investigation under the bill. The importance
of this limitation is to protect authorised officers from
threatening behaviour in the conduct of an authorised
investigation.
(c) What is the nature and extent of the limitation?
Clause 70(7) limits a person’s freedom of expression by
making it an offence to use threatening language.
However, the limitation applies only during the conduct
of an authorised investigation, and in relation to the use
of threatening language to an authorised officer or an
assistant. In addition, the limitation only applies in
relation to language which is threatening, being
language which amounts to a declaration of the intention
to inflict harm, or that indicates that harm, danger or
pain are imminent.
(d) What is the relationship between the purpose and
the limitation?
The purpose of the limitation is to protect officers from
the use of threatening language during an investigation.
This purpose is directly related to the limitation on the
freedom of expression which arises by making it an
offence for a person to use threatening language to an
authorised officer carrying out an authorised
investigation, or an assistant.
(e) Are there any less restrictive means reasonably
available to achieve its purpose?
No other means are considered reasonably available to
achieve the purpose of the limitation imposed.

However, the courts have recognised that this right may
be subject to limits particularly where, as here, defences
have been enacted for the benefit of the defendant in
respect of what would otherwise be an absolute liability
offence.
(b) What is the importance of the purpose of the
limitation?
The importance of the purpose of this limitation is to
enable a person who has a ‘reasonable excuse’ to escape
liability for what would otherwise be unlawful conduct.
The limit recognises that individuals may make honest
and reasonable mistakes, or fail to comply because of
circumstances which are beyond their control. These are
facts that are within the knowledge of the defendant and
therefore it is reasonable that the defendant adduce or
point to the evidence which puts these matters in issue.
(c) What is the nature and extent of the limitation?
The relevant clauses require the defendant to point to
evidence that he or she had a reasonable excuse for
failing to comply with particular provisions in the bill.
This may limit the right to be presumed innocent if the
effect of the defence is that, in the absence of any
evidence of reasonable excuse, a person can be
convicted without the prosecution proving all the
elements of the offence in the usual way. The limitation
will only apply where a defendant is charged with an
offence under clauses 17, 18, 19 and 70(6). In addition,
when evidence of reasonable excuse is adduced the
prosecution will have the burden of disproving the
matters raised beyond reasonable doubt. In this respect,
the nature and extent of the limitation are confined.
(d) What is the relationship between the limitation and
its purpose?
The purpose of the limitation is to enable a person to
escape liability for an offence where that person has a
reasonable excuse. The imposition of the evidential onus
on the person charged is directly related to the purpose
of that limitation.
(e) Are there any less restrictive means reasonably
available to achieve its purpose?
Less restrictive means would not achieve the purpose of
the limitation. The matters pertaining to reasonable
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excuse are in the knowledge of the person charged and
therefore it is reasonable that they point to evidence
which puts this matter in issue. Removing the defence
altogether would mean that the relevant clauses no
longer imposed a limit on the right to be presumed
innocent, but this would defeat the purpose of the
limitation, because a person charged could not avoid
liability even if they could point to a reasonable excuse
for non-compliance. In the context of the bill, this would
result in an unfair outcome for the defendant. To the
extent the limitation requires the defendant to meet an
evidential onus, rather than requiring that matter be
proven on the balance of probabilities, the limitation
already represents a less restrictive means of achieving
the purpose.
(f)

Other factors

The offences provided for in clauses 17, 18, 19 and
70(6) are regulatory and not of a serious criminal nature.
Contravention of these offences attracts only a small
fine.
(g) Conclusion
The limitation is necessary to provide a means for an
individual to escape liability for an offence, where he or
she can provide a reasonable excuse for
non-compliance. Given that the circumstances giving
rise to a reasonable excuse are known principally to the
defendant, it is reasonable that they point to the evidence
which puts these matters in issue.
The right to be presumed innocent under section 25(1) of the
charter may also be limited by the operation of clause 26 of
the bill.
(a) What is the nature of the right being limited?
The right to be presumed innocent is a fundamental
common-law principle that requires the prosecution to
prove all elements of a criminal offence beyond
reasonable doubt.
However, the courts have recognised that this right may
be subject to limits particularly where, as here, defences
have been enacted for the benefit of the defendant in
respect of what would otherwise be an absolute liability
offence.
(b) What is the importance of the purpose of the
limitation?
Under clause 26(1) if a body corporate contravenes a
provision of the bill, a person who is concerned in, or
takes part in, the management or control of the body
corporate, is deemed to have contravened the same
offence. This provision is necessary so that a person
cannot avoid liability by hiding behind the corporate
veil. In this context, the purpose of the limitation in
clause 26(2) is to ensure that there is no deemed
contravention if a person charged can produce evidence
that they had no knowledge of the contravention, they
were not in a position to influence the contravention, or
they used all due diligence to prevent the contravention.
The limitation is important, because it would be
unreasonable to convict someone of an offence if there
was evidence of any of the matters referred to above,
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and this evidence could not be disproved beyond
reasonable doubt.
(c) What is the nature and extent of the limitation?
Clause 26(2) requires the person charged to give
evidence of certain matters to avoid being convicted of
an offence. This may limit the right to be presumed
innocent if, in the absence of evidence of those matters,
a person is convicted without the prosecution proving all
the elements of the offence in the usual way. The
limitation will only apply where a defendant is charged
with an offence under clause 26 and only relates to
matters which are principally in the knowledge of the
person charged. If the person charged adduces evidence
of one of the relevant matters, it will be up to the
prosecution to prove those matters beyond reasonable
doubt. Accordingly, the nature and extent of the
limitation are confined.
(d) What is the relationship between the limitation and
the purpose?
The purpose of the limitation is to enable a person to
escape liability under clause 26(2) where it would be
unreasonable for that person to be deemed to have
committed an offence. It would be unreasonable to deem
an offence where a person had no knowledge of the
contravention, was not in a position to influence the
contravention, or took all due diligence to prevent the
contravention. These are all matters which are in the
knowledge of the person charged. In this context, the
limit, being the imposition of the evidential onus on the
person charged, is directly related to the purpose of that
limitation.
(e) Are there any less restrictive means reasonably
available to achieve its purpose?
Less restrictive means would not achieve the purpose of
the limitation. The matters which indicate a person
should not be convicted are principally in the knowledge
of the defendant. Therefore, it is reasonable that they
adduce evidence which puts these matters in issue.
Removing the defence altogether would mean that the
relevant clause did not impose a limit on the right to be
presumed innocent. However, removing the defence
would defeat the purpose of the limitation since liability
could not otherwise be avoided, resulting in an unjust
outcome for the defendant. To the extent the limitation
requires the defendant to meet an evidential onus, rather
than requiring that matter be proven on the balance of
probabilities, the limitation already represents a less
restrictive means of achieving the purpose.
(f)

Conclusion

The limitation is necessary to ensure a person is not
deemed to have contravened a provision under clause 26
where the defendant can show evidence of one or more
of the matters described in clause 26(2). Given that the
circumstances giving rise to these matters are known
principally to the person charged, it is reasonable that
they point to the evidence which puts these matters in
issue.
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Recognition and equality before the law
The right to recognition and equality before the law under
section 8 of the charter may be limited by the operation of
clause 87 of the bill.
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certain impairments by ensuring the 15-year period after
which moneys in court are required to be paid into the
Consolidated Fund does not start running until those
individuals have the legal capacity to recover those
funds.

(a) What is the nature of the right being limited?

Conclusion

The right to recognition and equality before the law is
one of the cornerstones of human rights instruments and
this is reflected in the preamble to the charter. However,
the right is not absolute and can be subject to reasonable
limitations in section 7 of the charter.

I consider that the bill is compatible with the Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities because, even though it
does limit a human right, this limitation is reasonable.

(b) What is the importance of the purpose of the
limitation?
The purpose of the limitation is to ensure that the
15-year period after which moneys in court are required
to be paid into the Consolidated Fund does not start
running until the person entitled to that money is legally
capable of claiming it. This limitation is important
because it protects the rights of those who are more
vulnerable due to their lack of independent legal
standing because of age or impairment. It ensures
money is retained in court for those persons until they
have attained the legal capacity necessary to take action
to recover it.
(c) What is the nature and extent of the limitation?
The nature of the limitation is the favourable treatment
provided to those under 18 and to those with certain
disabilities, because it provides them with extra time to
recover unclaimed money from the court into which it
was paid. The favourable treatment does not extend
beyond those persons who are not otherwise legally
capable of recovering money in court. In addition, even
where the 15-year period has run against a person,
clause 89 of the bill allows that person to recover that
money out of the Consolidated Fund. Therefore, the
primary benefit of the limitation is that those people to
whom it applies can claim the moneys from the court
rather than taking action to recover that money from the
Consolidated Fund. The limitation does not in any way
affect an individual’s fundamental entitlement to the
money. Accordingly, the nature and extent of the
limitation is confined.
(d) What is the relationship between the limitation and
its purpose?
There is a direct relationship between the more
favourable treatment of persons under the age of 18 and
persons with certain disabilities, and the purpose of
protecting the rights of those who are more vulnerable
because of age and impairment.
(e) Are any less restrictive means available to achieve
the purpose?
No other means are considered reasonably available to
achieve the purpose of the limitation imposed.
(f)

Conclusion

The limit on the right to recognition and equality before
the law is reasonable and justified because it protects the
rights of persons under the age of 18 and persons with

JOHN LENDERS, MP
Treasurer

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated on motion of Mr JENNINGS
(Minister for Environment and Climate Change).
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time

Incorporated speech as follows:
This bill rewrites the Unclaimed Moneys Act 1962 and seeks
to ensure the effective and efficient administration of the
unclaimed money regime. The rewrite in legislation has
occurred following consultation with a selection of those
businesses affected by the legislation and is in accordance
with the government’s dual commitments to modernising the
Victorian statute book and reducing the regulatory burden on
Victorian business.
The overall purpose of the bill remains to safeguard
unclaimed money and ensure that the rightful owners of such
money can be identified and located. The types of unclaimed
money dealt with under the bill remain the same — money
paid into court, general unclaimed money such as share
dividends, salaries and wages, rent and bonds, debentures and
interest and unpresented cheques and unclaimed
superannuation benefits.
The administration of unclaimed money is an important
public service designed entirely to benefit those who have
somehow lost touch with money to which they are legally
entitled. In the 2006–07 financial year the State Revenue
Office collected over $25 million in general unclaimed
money and, to date, has been able to return $15 million to the
rightful owners.
The current act was introduced in 1962 and, while it has been
amended over time, numerous opportunities for further
modernisation and improvement have been identified. This
bill makes a number of changes to the administration of
unclaimed money. These changes are designed to reduce the
regulatory burden for Victorian business and secure a
contemporary policy and legislative framework which best
achieves the purpose of the bill. The key changes include:
removing the requirement that business advertises
unclaimed money in the Government Gazette and
introducing a more effective advertising regime;
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reducing the time that business must hold unclaimed
money from two years to one year;

the interests of business and the registrar’s obligation to
protect unclaimed money on behalf of legal owners.

modernising the registrar’s compliance and enforcement
powers in a manner consistent with current best practice;

The enforcement provisions in the bill have also been
modernised to ensure they provide an effective deterrent for
non-compliance. The bill introduces administrative penalties
for failure to comply, and new offences have been created for
failing to keep records and providing false and misleading
information. The new offences will help ensure that details of
unclaimed moneys are accurate and verifiable, and are a
necessary and integral part of a self-assessment regime.

giving clear protection to information obtained in
relation to the administration of unclaimed money and
setting out the circumstances in which this information
can be legally disclosed; and
facilitating the transfer of the administration of
unclaimed superannuation to the commonwealth.
Removing the requirement that business advertises
unclaimed money in the Government Gazette and
introducing a more effective advertising regime
Under the 1962 act, a business is required to advertise details
of unclaimed money in the Government Gazette annually.
The bill transfers this requirement for advertising from
Victorian businesses to the registrar of unclaimed money, a
role currently undertaken by the commissioner of state
revenue. In doing so, the regulatory burden for Victorian
business will be reduced.
The bill requires the registrar to advertise, but provides more
flexibility to use contemporary means of advertising, such as
electronic publication on the SRO website and advertisements
in major regional and metropolitan newspapers sooner in the
unclaimed money process. Electronic advertising provides a
much more modern, effective and efficient vehicle for owners
to locate money, thereby fulfilling one of the predominant
purposes of the act — to identify and locate rightful owners of
unclaimed money.
Additionally, the bill enables the registrar to advertise earlier
in the process (after one year instead of two) thereby
increasing the potential for owners to be reunited with their
money sooner.
A reduction in the time that business must hold
unclaimed money
Under the 1962 act, a business is required to administer and
retain unclaimed money for at least two years before that
money can be paid to the registrar. The bill reduces this
period to just over one year, thereby further reducing the
regulatory burden on Victorian business.
Modernising the registrar’s compliance and enforcement
powers in a manner consistent with current best practice
The bill updates the powers of investigation by adopting
powers typical of other acts which protect public money —
for example the First Home Owner Grant Act 2000. These
include the powers to require a person to give information and
to attend to answer questions or produce documents, the
power of entry and inspection and the power to apply for a
search warrant.
Non-compliance with the requirements of the bill may result
in a business receiving a windfall from money to which they
are not legally entitled. Therefore, it is important that the
registrar has effective means for monitoring compliance and
investigating suspected offences. These powers have been
designed with the public benefit purpose of the bill in mind,
and are circumscribed to ensure an adequate balance between

To complement the introduction of administrative penalties, a
business will now have the right to seek review in the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal or the Supreme
Court in relation to certain decisions made by the registrar
about unclaimed money.
Giving clear protection to information obtained in
relation to the administration of unclaimed money and
setting out the circumstances in which this information
can be legally disclosed
The privacy provisions in the bill will protect the
confidentiality of all information obtained in the
administration and execution of the bill, and will clearly
prescribe when such information may be disclosed. Only the
minimum information necessary to identify and locate the
owners of unclaimed money will be published by the
registrar. Provision will also be made for the sharing of
information with other agencies where this is in the interest of
the greater public benefit.
Facilitating the transfer of the administration of
unclaimed money to the commonwealth
The bill makes changes to provisions dealing with unclaimed
superannuation. These changes will give effect to an
agreement between the Victorian and commonwealth
governments for the transfer of administration of unclaimed
superannuation to the commonwealth. This transfer will make
it easier for individuals searching for lost superannuation by
providing a single access point and a simpler national claims
process. This approach will also avoid the duplication of
administration costs inherent in the current system, which
divides administration between the commonwealth and the
states.
The Victorian government is committed to the effective
administration of unclaimed money. This bill makes
important changes which will enable the registrar to better
safeguard such money and increase the prospect of rightful
owners being reunited with their funds. The bill also
represents an important step in reducing the regulatory burden
on Victorian business which has long been associated with
the administration of unclaimed money.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 3 July.
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CRIMES (CONTROLLED OPERATIONS)
AMENDMENT BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister
for Planning) on motion of Mr Jennings.

Thursday, 26 June 2008
restrict or interfere with any human rights protected by the
charter.
JUSTIN MADDEN, MLC
Minister for Planning

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated on motion of Mr JENNINGS
(Minister for Environment and Climate Change).

Statement of compatibility
For Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning),
Mr Jennings tabled following statement in
accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities, I make this statement of compatibility
with respect to the Crimes (Controlled Operations)
Amendment Bill 2008.
In my opinion, the Crimes (Controlled Operations)
Amendment Bill 2008, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with the human rights protected by the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview of bill
The bill removes all references to the Australian Crime
Commission (ACC) and the commonwealth Ombudsman
from relevant definitions in section 3 of the Crimes
(Controlled Operations) Act 2004 (the act).
The bill also makes consequential amendments to the act and
to the Major Crime Legislation (Office of Police Integrity)
Act 2004.
The underlying purpose of the bill is to remove a
constitutional impediment to the act commencing operation.
The bill will enable, as an interim measure, the
implementation of the controlled operations regime in
Victoria, and will enable Victorian law enforcement agencies
to conduct controlled operations under the regime contained
in the act.
In due course, if and when the commonwealth Parliament
amends its own controlled operations legislation, the
Victorian government proposes to introduce complementary
and constitutionally valid amendments enabling the ACC to
avail itself of the Victorian controlled operations regime.
Human rights issues
1.

Human rights protected by the charter that are
relevant to the bill

The provisions of the bill do not affect any human rights
protected by the charter.
Conclusion
I consider that the bill is compatible with the Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities because it does not limit,

Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
This bill will enable the Crimes (Controlled Operations) Act
2004 (the act) to be commenced in Victoria.
The act is one of four cross-border investigative powers acts
enacted in Victoria in 2004, that were based on model laws
developed as part of a national initiative to combat
cross-border criminal activity.
This initiative recognised that, while organised criminal
networks such as drug cartels are able to operate across the
nation, police have often been hampered in investigating
cross-border crime because the laws on police investigations
vary across Australia.
The act delivered in part on Victoria’s commitment to
implement cross-border investigative laws at the leaders
summit on terrorism and multijurisdictional crime in 2002. It
was based on model laws developed by a joint working group
of the Australasian Police Ministers Council (APMC) and
Standing Committee of Attorneys-General (SCAG).
These model laws reflected the need for a nationally
coordinated approach to law enforcement, and were designed
to cover controlled operations, surveillance devices, assumed
identities and witness identity protection, and to enable
relevant authorities or warrants issued in one jurisdiction to be
recognised as valid in participating jurisdictions.
A controlled operation is an investigative method where an
operative (who can be a law enforcement officer or a civilian
who is assisting a law enforcement agency) conceals his or
her identity in order to associate with people suspected of
being involved in organising or financing crimes.
As part of the investigation, it may be necessary to authorise
the operative to commit an offence (such as to purchase
drugs) in order to gather evidence or intelligence. Controlled
operations can play a particularly important role in the
investigation of organised crime such as drug trafficking,
where it can be difficult to obtain evidence by other means.
The act, once it commences, will implement the model
controlled operations laws in Victoria. It will apply the model
provisions to regulate both cross-border investigations and
investigations that occur wholly in Victoria. It will largely
replace the existing patchwork of legislative provisions that
govern controlled operations in this state with a more
comprehensive, regulated scheme.
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The Australian Crime Commission (ACC) was included
under the definition of ‘law enforcement agency’ in the act, so
that the ACC could avail itself of Victorian controlled
operations powers when investigating any relevant state
offences without a federal aspect. The act also establishes an
inspection and reporting regime in relation to law
enforcement agencies’ use of controlled operations, including
monitoring of the ACC’s use of Victoria’s regime by the
commonwealth ombudsman.
After the model bill was enacted in Victoria, the
commonwealth raised concerns about the constitutional
validity of the states’ monitoring and reporting arrangements
in the model bill that had originally been agreed by the
APMC and SCAG. These concerns arose from the High
Court’s decision in R v. Hughes (2000) 202 CLR 535 that
provisions that seek to confer functions, duties or powers on a
commonwealth body will be of no effect until the
commonwealth consents to those provisions. Accordingly, in
November 2006 the commonwealth introduced the Crimes
Legislation Amendment (National Investigative Powers and
Witness Protection) Bill 2006 (cth), which sought to address
this issue by giving the commonwealth ombudsman oversight
of the ACC’s use of state and territory-controlled operations
legislation.
In response, the Victorian government considered drafting
legislation amending the act to accommodate the
commonwealth’s proposed monitoring and reporting regime.
However, the commonwealth amendment bill lapsed with the
calling of the federal election in late 2007.
As an interim measure, this bill removes all references in the
act to the ACC and the commonwealth ombudsman. Once
enacted, these amendments will enable the Victorian act to be
proclaimed and commence operation in relation to Victorian
law enforcement agencies in advance of the commonwealth
passing its amending legislation.
There are two important potential uses of the controlled
operations regime contained in the act: firstly, its potential use
by Victorian law enforcement agencies for investigations
including cross-border investigations; and secondly, its
potential use by the ACC to investigate Victorian offences
without a federal aspect across borders. The purpose of this
bill is to disable the second potential use in order to enable the
first to commence operation.
If and when the commonwealth enacts amendments to its
controlled operations regime to address the constitutional
issue I have outlined, the Victorian government intends to
introduce complementary and constitutionally valid
amendments to enable the ACC to use the Victorian
controlled operations regime to investigate Victorian offences
without a federal aspect. In other words, the government
proposes to legislate to enable the second potential use of the
principal act I have mentioned to be achieved in a
constitutionally valid way, as soon as it is in a position to do
so.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 3 July.
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MELBOURNE CRICKET GROUND
AMENDMENT BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister
for Planning) on motion of Mr Jennings.
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning),
Mr Jennings tabled following statement in
accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities, I make this statement of compatibility
with respect to the Melbourne Cricket Ground Amendment
Bill 2008.
In my opinion, the Melbourne Cricket Ground Amendment
Bill 2008, as introduced to the Legislative Council, is
compatible with the human rights protected by the charter. I
base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview of the bill
The purpose of the bill is to amend the Melbourne Cricket
Ground Act 1933 to facilitate the proposed widening of the
southern concourse of the Melbourne Cricket Ground from
gate 1 to light tower 4.
The purpose of widening the concourse is to improve
pedestrian flows during peak crowd times and in the event of
an emergency evacuation.
The outcome of the project will be to widen the concourse by
up to 6 metres, extending over Brunton Avenue. This
structure will be supported by existing columns and a small
number of additional columns on the northern (MCG) side of
Brunton Avenue and a new concrete wall erected on the
southern side of Brunton Avenue.
The wall will be built on a narrow section of unpaved land
between Brunton Avenue and the railway line that is an
isolated part of Yarra Park (‘the unpaved land’). As Brunton
Avenue is still formally part of Yarra Park, the platform of the
extended concourse over Brunton Avenue will be built in air
space that is currently also part of Yarra Park.
The bill relates to a new Crown allotment 2065 on the plan
numbered OP112691 which contains a stratum comprising a
number of parcels that are required to accommodate all
elements of the construction including wall, columns,
platform and footings. The stratum is above ground, at site
level and below the ground.
New subsections 11F(3) and 11F(4) revoke an order in
council and Crown grant in relation to the stratum included in
the Crown allotment.
The bill permanently reserves the stratum in the Crown
allotment as part of the site for the Melbourne Cricket Ground
under the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 and deems the
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relevant stratum to be part of the land reserved as the ground
under the order in council dated 20 February 1934 and
referred to in Crown grant volume 5925 folio 1184828 (new
subsection 11F(5)).
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movement and safety on the MCG concourse, and the limits
are reasonable. Unlike the unpaved land, the MCG concourse
is frequently used by members of the public and it is here that
the community requires improved access, movement and
safety.

To avoid doubt, new subsection 11F(6) of the bill removes
any right of way in relation to any stratum in the Crown
allotment that is, or is being used as, a road. There are,
however, no known rights of way in relation to the stratum.

(e) Any less restrictive means reasonably available to
achieve its purpose

Human rights issues

There are no practicable less restrictive means available that
would achieve the purpose of the limitation on freedom of
movement.

1.

Human rights protected by the charter that are
relevant to the bill

The right under the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006 upon which the bill would have an
impact is identified as:
Section 12: freedom of movement
Every person lawfully in Victoria has the right to move
freely within Victoria and to enter and leave it and has
the freedom to choose where to live.
This right would be limited because the bill blocks access to
the unpaved land, by making it part of the MCG reserve and
subsequently the site for a wall, and removes any right of way
in relation to any stratum in the Crown allotment that is, or is
being used as, a road.
2.

Consideration of reasonable limitations — section 7(2)

Conclusion
I consider that the Melbourne Cricket Ground Amendment
Bill 2008 is compatible with the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities because it does limit, restrict or interfere
with a human right, being the right to freedom of movement
under section 12 of the charter, but the limitation is
reasonable and proportionate. This is in view of the important
objective of the legislation, which is to improve the
convenience and safety of patrons on the MCG concourse.
JUSTIN MADDEN
Minister for Planning

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated on motion of Mr JENNINGS
(Minister for Environment and Climate Change).

(a) The nature of the right being limited
The right to freedom of movement is an important right in
international law. It includes freedom from physical barriers
and procedural impediments. It can be engaged by proposals
that involve changes in land use that limit the ability of
individuals to move through, remain in, or enter or depart
from areas of public space.
(b) The importance of the purpose of the limitation
The purpose of the limitation on freedom of movement is of
critical importance to the efficient operation of the Melbourne
Cricket Ground. It is necessary to facilitate the widening of
the concourse to improve pedestrian flows during peak crowd
times and in the event of an emergency evacuation.
(c) The nature and extent of the limitation
The nature of the limitation is to make the unpaved land part
of the MCG reserve and subsequently the site for a wall,
making it impassable to pedestrians. However, there will be
no significant deprivation on freedom of movement because
the unpaved land is currently rarely accessed by pedestrians
as it is a very inconvenient and dangerous place to walk with
poor amenity due to its location. Further, the removal of any
right of way in relation to any stratum in the Crown allotment
that may be a road is unlikely to limit freedom of movement
as there are no known rights of way in relation to the stratum.
(d) The relationship between the limitation and its purpose
There is a rational and proportionate relationship between the
limitation imposed by the bill and the purposes of the
limitation. The limitation on freedom of movement is directed
towards the important purpose of improving access,

Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The MCG is an iconic sporting arena that is well renowned
throughout the world. The stadium’s close proximity to the
CBD and the quality of its facilities add enormously to
Melbourne’s ability to host major events and accommodate
the elite teams who utilise this world-class facility.
The MCG hosts two of Australia’s most important annual
sporting events — the AFL Grand Final and the Boxing Day
test match. It has also hosted huge international events such as
the 2006 Commonwealth Games and of course the 1956
Olympic Games.
The MCG is widely known as ‘the people’s ground’. Central
to the MCG’s reputation is its ability to provide a comfortable
and safe environment for the public to attend events.
It has recently become apparent that the narrowness of some
sections of the concourse on the southern side of the MCG is
affecting the flow of patrons in and out of the ground. The
area in question runs behind the Great Southern Stand from
gate 1 to light tower 4.
The width of the concourse in this area is a particular problem
when the ground is hosting events that attract large crowds.
But it can also be an issue with smaller crowds if patrons
arrive or depart from the ground at the same time. For
example, for Friday night AFL matches when patrons are
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attending after work, the concourse can become heavily
congested even if the venue is only half full.
The proposal to expand the width of the concourse will also
be of benefit should an emergency evacuation of the MCG be
required. Of course we all hope that this never happens.
However, it is prudent to plan for the possibility of incidents
occurring similar to the scoreboard fire in 1999 which
required a section of the ground to be evacuated.
As the manager of the MCG, the Melbourne Cricket Club
(MCC) has developed a proposal to expand the width of the
narrow sections of the southern concourse. The state
government has agreed to provide the funds to enable this
project to proceed expeditiously.
The proposed expansion will add up to 6 metres to the width
of the concourse at its narrowest point. According to specialist
consultants this will greatly assist the MCC to safely manage
an emergency evacuation at the ground as well as
significantly improve the flow of patrons around its exterior.
The MCC would like to start work immediately after the
2008 grand final to ensure completion of the extension in time
for the Anzac Day AFL match in 2009.
In order to enable the widening of the concourse to occur, it is
necessary to ensure that the additional concourse space and its
footings are added to the area defined as the MCG under the
relevant legislation.
The proposed amendment to the act will incorporate stratum
title provisions over Brunton Avenue. The ongoing
management arrangements for Brunton Avenue itself are not
proposed to be altered.
It is not proposed to build in the rail reserve and therefore
none of the rail reserve area is proposed for inclusion.
Similar amendments to those proposed in the bill have been
made in the past, such as in 2004 when parts of the roof of the
Great Southern Stand were required to be added to the area
defined as the MCG.
It is also proposed to include the footings that will support the
new concourse deck as part of the MCG. This is the most
efficient way in which to facilitate commencement of work
on the footings as well as to ensure that the footings can be
properly managed and maintained by the MCC in the future.
These footings will be located in the narrow strip of land
between Brunton Avenue and the fence on the railway land
on the southern side of Brunton Avenue.
Because the area of the MCG is defined in legislation, an
amendment is required to add these additional areas to it.
In summary, the bill amends the Melbourne Cricket Ground
Act 1933 to:
revoke the existing order in council and Crown grant in
relation to the area required for the construction of the
expanded concourse; and then
permanently reserve the area required for the
construction of the expanded concourse under the
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 as part of the
Melbourne Cricket Ground.
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In conclusion, this is a straightforward and sensible
amendment to the Melbourne Cricket Ground Act 1933
aimed at facilitating improved patron comfort and safety at
one of Melbourne’s sporting icons.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr DALLA-RIVA
(Eastern Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 3 July.

COURTS LEGISLATION AMENDMENT
(JURIES AND OTHER MATTERS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister
for Planning) on motion of Mr Jennings.
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning),
Mr Jennings tabled following statement in
accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities, I make this statement of compatibility
with respect to the Courts Legislation Amendment (Juries and
Other Matters) Bill 2008.
In my opinion, the Courts Legislation Amendment (Juries and
Other Matters) Bill 2008, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with the human rights protected by the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview of bill
The bill contains amendments to the Constitution Act 1975,
the Juries Act 2000 and the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989.
The amendment to the Constitution Act 1975 will preserve
the entitlement to a pension at age 60 and after 10 years
service for County Court judges appointed to the Supreme
Court after the commencement of section 18 of the Judicial
Remuneration Tribunal Act 1995 but who before that
commencement had service as a County Court judge.
The amendments to the Juries Act 2000 will place beyond
doubt the power of the juries commissioner to exercise a
power to excuse or not excuse a pool member from being part
of a pool from which a panel would ultimately be chosen, to
provide for the juries commissioner to be able to receive
complaints from current or former jurors about jury
irregularities, to prohibit panel member and juror
investigations, and to repeal section 51 of the Juries Act 2000
and replace it with an amended section to enable the relevant
minister to set the rates for payment of jury remuneration and
allowances and vary such remuneration and allowances and
notify such rates in the Government Gazette.
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The amendment to the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 will
provide that only persons prescribed by the rules of court can
witness a statement to be tendered at committal proceedings.
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effective administration of the justice system and the right to a
fair hearing.

Human rights issues

(e) Less restrictive means reasonably available to achieve
the purpose

1.

There are no less restrictive means of achieving this purpose.

Human rights protected by the charter that are
relevant to the bill

(f)

Other relevant factors

Section 11: freedom from forced work
Nil.
Section 11 of the charter provides that a person must not be
held in slavery or servitude and must not be made to perform
forced or compulsory labour.

(g) Conclusion
The limits upon the right are reasonable and justifiable.

Clause 5 of the bill provides for remuneration and allowances
for jury service. Section 11(2) of the charter is engaged.
However, section 21(3)(c) provides that forced or compulsory
labour does not include work or service that forms part of
normal civil obligations. Jury service is part of normal civil
obligations and therefore the right is not limited.

Section 13: privacy and reputation
Section 13 establishes a right for an individual not to have his
or her privacy, family, home or correspondence unlawfully or
arbitrarily interfered with and not to have his or her reputation
unlawfully attacked.

Section 12: freedom of movement
Section 12 of the charter provides that every person lawfully
in Victoria has the right to move freely within Victoria and to
enter and leave it and has the freedom to choose where they
live.
The right is limited by clause 7 of the bill which inserts a new
section 78A in the Juries Act 2000. Section 78A limits the
right to the extent that it prohibits a person who is on a panel
for a trial or a juror in a trial from ‘viewing or inspecting a
place or object that is relevant to the trial’, which may restrict
a person from travelling to particular locations.
However, the limit upon the right is clearly reasonable and
justifiable in a free and democratic society for the purposes of
s 7(2) of the charter having regard to the following factors:
(a) The nature of the right being limited
The right to move freely within Victoria encompasses a right
not to be forced to move to, or from, a particular location and
includes freedom from physical barriers and procedural
impediments.
(b) The importance of the purpose of the limitation
The purpose of the limitation is to ensure the ability of parties
to obtain a fair trial and the effective administration of the
criminal justice system. The right of a person charged with a
criminal offence or a party to a civil proceeding to have the
charge or proceeding decided by a competent, independent
and impartial court after a fair and public hearing is enshrined
in section 24 of the charter and is a fundamental right in the
legal system. The purpose of the limitation on the right to
freedom of movement is therefore very important.

Clause 6 of the bill inserts a new section 78(4A) into the
Juries Act 2000 which provides that if a complaint about the
deliberations of a jury or the disclosure of information about
those deliberations is made to the Juries Commission during
the course of a trial, the Juries Commission must refer the
complaint to the trial judge. This may interfere with a
person’s information privacy where the complaint contains
personal information, and also a person’s communication
privacy including privacy of mail.
The right to privacy concerns a person’s ‘private sphere’,
which should be free from government intervention or
excessive unsolicited intervention by other individuals. An
interference with privacy will not be unlawful provided it is
permitted by law, is certain, and is appropriately
circumscribed. An interference will not be arbitrary provided
that the restrictions on privacy are reasonable in the particular
circumstances and are in accordance with the provisions, aims
and objectives of the charter. The purpose of the interference
is to ensure a fair trial which is reasonable and consistent with
the charter right to a fair hearing. The extent of the
interference is circumscribed and clear. Accordingly, clause 6
does not provide for the unlawful or arbitrary interference
with privacy and there is therefore no limitation on the right
to privacy.
Section 15: freedom of expression
Section 15(2) of the charter provides that every person has the
right to freedom of expression — this includes the right to
seek, receive and impart information and not to express.
Clause 7 of the bill engages the right in two ways:

(d) The relationship between the limitation and its purpose

The new section 78A engages the right to the extent that
it prohibits a person who is on a panel for a trial or a
juror in a trial from making an inquiry for the purpose of
obtaining information about a party to the trial. Making
an inquiry includes ‘consulting with another person’,
‘conducting research by any means’, ‘viewing or
inspecting a place or object that is relevant to the trial’,
‘conducting an experiment’ or ‘requesting another
person to make an inquiry’.

The limitation on the free movement of a person is directly
and rationally connected to the purpose of ensuring the

The new section 78B engages the right to the extent that
a person may be forced to express information to a judge

(c) The nature and extent of the limitation
The right is limited only to the extent that a person is
prevented from travelling to locations to view a place or
object which is relevant to the trial.
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under examination. The right to freedom of expression
includes the right not to express.
Section 15(3) of the charter provides that special duties and
responsibilities attach to this right and it may therefore be
subject to lawful restrictions reasonably necessary to respect
the rights and reputation of other persons or for the protection
of national security, public order, public health or public
morality. Public order can be defined as the sum of rules that
ensure the peaceful and effective functioning of society.
Clause 7 interferes with freedom of expression with the aim
of protecting a party’s ability to obtain a fair trial and the
effective administration of the justice system. These are key
elements of public order. Clause 7 therefore constitutes lawful
restrictions on the freedom of expression under section 15(3)
of the charter.
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Incorporated speech as follows:
The bill contains three distinct sets of amendments regarding
the operation of the Victorian justice system. These
amendments rectify an anomaly concerning the pension
entitlements of some judicial officers, streamline the
operation of the Victorian jury system and promote efficiency
in ensuring rules of court are used effectively.
I will address each set of amendments in turn.
Constitution Act amendment
The first amendment rectifies an anomaly concerning the
pension entitlements of former judges of the County Court of
Victoria who have been subsequently appointed to the
Supreme Court of Victoria.

Section 21: right to liberty and security of the person
Section 21 of the charter provides that every person has the
right to liberty and security, that a person must not be
subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention and that a person
must not be deprived of his or her liberty except on grounds,
and in accordance with procedures, established by law.
Clause 7 inserts a new section 78B into the Juries Act 2000
which engages the right to liberty because a person who is on
a panel for a trial or a juror may be required to be physically
present at the court or another location for a limited time for
the purpose of giving evidence on examination, and to this
extent constitutes a detention.
However, the detention cannot be regarded as arbitrary as it is
for a reasonable purpose (to ensure that the court is able to
examine a person in relation to a contravention of the new
section 78A, in order to ensure a fair trial). The right is not
limited as the deprivation of liberty will be on grounds and in
accordance with procedures established by law.
Section 25(2)(k): right not to be compelled to testify
against oneself
Section 25(2)(k) of the charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence is entitled not to be compelled to
testify against himself or to confess guilt. At the time a person
may be compelled to provide information under oath to a
judge under examination, pursuant to the new section 78B,
he/she will not have been charged with an offence. On this
basis the right in section 25(2)(k) of the charter would have
no application.
Conclusion
I consider that the bill is compatible with the charter.
JUSTIN MADDEN, MLC
Minister for Planning

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated on motion of Mr JENNINGS
(Minister for Environment and Climate Change).
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

In 1995, section 18 of the Judicial Remuneration Tribunal Act
1995 amended the County Court Act 1958 and the
Constitution Act 1975, to raise the minimum age of
entitlement to a pension to age 65 for subsequent appointees
to the Supreme and County courts. Existing judges retained
their entitlement to a pension at age 60, with 10 years or more
of service.
In 2003, the Courts Legislation (Amendment) Act 2003
amended the Constitution Act 1975 to recognise the prior
service of judges from courts other than Victorian courts.
The amendment in 2003 to the Constitution Act 1975
inadvertently disadvantaged judges appointed to the Supreme
Court of Victoria from the County Court of Victoria by not
recognising previously existing pension entitlements.
The amendment will give former County Court judges the
same rights as have been given to judges from other
jurisdictions.
Juries amendments
I turn now to the amendments in this bill which are designed
to streamline and improve the efficiency of Victoria’s jury
system.
Jury service is the cornerstone of our legal system and these
amendments are designed to ensure those who perform this
important function have an enhanced and fulfilling experience
as a juror.
Under the Justice Legislation (Further Amendment) Act
2006, the Juries Act 2000 was amended to allow the juries
commissioner to inquire as to the availability of persons
called to a jury pool to sit on lengthy trials. The juries
commissioner relied on this section in preparing for an
eight-week trial. The validity of the juries commissioner’s
action was challenged and ruled upon by Justice Coldrey,
who recommended that the section be amended to place
beyond doubt the power available to the juries commissioner.
The second amendment to the Juries Act 2000 will enable the
juries commissioner to act as a point of contact for current or
former jurors who have concerns about jury irregularities. If
the juries commissioner is satisfied that a legitimate allegation
exists, he or she will refer the matter to Victoria Police to be
investigated.
In light of advances in technology, there are ever-increasing
opportunities for jurors to undertake research relating to trial
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participants and events. A number of appeals in New South
Wales have emphasised the damage caused by undirected
juror investigations, not only to the viability of public
prosecutions, but also to the peace of mind of victims of
crime. Such investigations can lead to jurors accessing
potentially irrelevant and prejudicial material, which will
affect the result of the trial. The bill prohibits jurors from
undertaking investigations to ensure that a jury’s decision is
based solely on the evidence heard and seen in court.
Juror allowances recognise the contribution made by
members of the public to Victoria’s justice system.
Historically, any adjustment to the rates of juror remuneration
and allowances has required the preparation of a regulatory
impact statement and regulations, both of which require
significant financial and time resources. The amendment to
section 51 of the Juries Act 2000 will provide the flexibility
required to enable the responsible minister to pass on
increases in allowances in a timely and cost-effective manner.
Magistrates’ Court Act 1989
This amendment will ensure that the rules of court are used
exclusively as the method for authorising persons to witness
statements tendered at committal proceedings. Amending the
rules of court is a much more efficient mechanism than ad
hoc legislative amendments.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 3 July.

Thursday, 26 June 2008
Overview of bill
The purpose of the bill is to enact a new legislative scheme
which promotes and protects public health and wellbeing in
Victoria. It provides a modern and flexible legal framework
that strengthens Victoria’s ability to respond quickly and
decisively to existing and emerging risks to public health,
while at the same time safeguarding the rights of individuals
who may be affected by measures taken to improve public
health.
The right of everyone to enjoy the highest attainable standard
of health is recognised by international human rights law,
including article 12 of the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). Article 12
requires parties to the ICESCR to take steps to achieve the
full realisation of this right, including measures necessary for
the prevention, treatment and control of epidemic diseases,
the improvement of all aspects of environmental hygiene, and
the healthy development of children. Health is a fundamental
human right that is essential for the enjoyment of many of the
individual rights protected by the charter, and in particular the
right to life.
International human rights law recognises that a state may
have to limit certain rights of individuals in order to address
serious threats to the health of the population or individual
members of the population. Such measures must be
specifically aimed at preventing disease or injury and must
not be arbitrary or unreasonable. In addition, the law must
provide adequate safeguards and effective remedies against
the illegal or abusive imposition or application of limitations
on human rights. The bill clearly defines the circumstances in
which coercive measures may be taken against individuals
who, for a range of reasons, are unwilling to accept
constraints voluntarily and who, by their actions, may pose a
serious risk to public health. The bill also provides a range of
mechanisms that enable decisions to be reviewed.

PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELLBEING BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Mr JENNINGS
(Minister for Environment and Climate Change).
Statement of compatibility
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) tabled following statement in
accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act, I make this statement of
compatibility with respect to the Public Health and Wellbeing
Bill 2008.
In my opinion, the Public Health and Wellbeing Bill 2008, as
introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible with the
human rights protected by the charter. I base my opinion on
the reasons outlined in this statement.

The bill is in 12 parts which are each directed at achieving
discrete public health outcomes.
Part 1 sets out the purpose of the bill and defines key terms
used in the bill. It does not engage any of the rights protected
by the charter.
Part 2 sets out the objective of the bill and the principles that
are intended to guide its administration. Clause 9 of the bill is
particularly relevant to any assessment of the bill’s
compatibility with the charter because it specifically requires
that decisions made and actions taken in the administration of
the act should be proportionate to the public health risk
sought to be prevented, minimised or controlled and should
not be made or taken in an arbitrary manner.
Part 3 sets out the roles and functions of the Secretary of the
Department of Human Services, the chief health officer
(CHO) and municipal councils for the purposes of the act.
Part 4 makes provision for consultative councils.
Part 5 requires the Minister for Health to ensure a state public
health and wellbeing plan is prepared, enables a public
inquiry to be conducted with respect to serious public health
matters; and makes provision for the collection and disclosure
of information.
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Part 6 confers specific responsibilities on councils in relation
to investigating and remedying nuisances and the regulation
of certain businesses that may pose a risk to public health.
Parts 3–6 engage but do not limit any of the rights protected
by the charter.
Part 7 sets out the regulatory scheme that will apply to
cooling towers and pest control and which will be
administered by the Secretary of the Department of Human
Services. Part 7 limits the right to equal protection of the law
without discrimination but this limitation is reasonable in the
circumstances.
Part 8 of the bill creates the legal framework for the
management and control of infectious diseases and notifiable
conditions. Part 8 limits a number of rights but in each case
the limitation is reasonable and compatible with the charter.
Part 9 sets out the powers and responsibilities of authorised
officers. This part engages but does not limit any of the rights
protected by the charter.
Part 10 confers various powers that are needed to investigate,
eliminate or reduce public health risks and the powers
available if the minister declares a state of emergency arising
out of any circumstances that are causing a serious risk to
public health. Part 10 contains some limitations on rights
protected by the charter, but these are reasonable in the
circumstances.
Part 11 sets out various mechanisms that enable people to
challenge various decisions made under the bill. Several of
the clauses in part 11 that engage rights protected by the
charter are identical to clauses in part 12 of the bill that will
amend the Food Act 1984. The compatibility of these clauses
is considered together.
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Section 8(3) of the charter recognises that every person is
entitled to the equal protection of the law without
discrimination. As a result, legislation should not have a
discriminatory effect on people.
The rights protected by section 8 of the charter are engaged
by some clauses in parts 7 and 8 of the bill.
Section 10(1)(c) — right not to be subjected to medical
treatment without his or her full, free and informed consent
Section 10(1)(c) of the charter protects a person’s right not to
be subjected to medical treatment unless the person has given
their full and free informed consent. In this context ‘medical
treatment’ encompasses all forms of medical treatment and
medical intervention, including compulsory counselling,
examinations and testing.
In its general comment on article 12 of the ICESCR, the
United Nations Economic and Social Council stated that the
right to health embraces the right to control one’s health and
body, and includes the right to be free from non-consensual
medical treatment. It also observed that article 12 of the
ICESCR imposes an obligation on state parties to respect the
right to health by refraining from applying coercive medical
treatment.
The right not to be subjected to unwanted medical treatment
is not, however, an absolute right in international human
rights law. It is an accepted principle of international human
rights law that it may be legitimate to require a person to
undergo medical treatment in exceptional circumstances,
including where it is necessary for the prevention and control
of infectious diseases.
Clauses in part 8 of the bill engage this right.
Section 11 — freedom from forced work

Part 12 makes provision for various matters to enable the bill
to be implemented smoothly.
Parts 11 and 12 engage but do not limit any of the rights
protected by the charter.
Human rights issues
Human rights protected by the charter that are relevant to
the bill
The bill engages a number of rights which are specifically
protected and promoted by the charter. This statement
provides an overview of the nature of each of the rights
protected by the charter and the parts of the bill that engage
each of these rights. The statement then discusses each part in
turn. It examines the particular clauses which engage rights,
and, to the extent that certain rights may be limited by the bill,
whether such limitations are reasonable and can be
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.
Section 8 — right to recognition and equality before the law
Section 8(2) of the charter establishes the right of every
person to enjoy his or her human rights without
discrimination. In this context, ‘discrimination’ refers to both
direct and indirect discrimination within the meaning of the
Equal Opportunity Act 1995 on the basis of an attribute set
out in section 6 of that act. The attributes listed in section 6 of
the Equal Opportunity Act include age, impairment and
religious belief.

Section 11(2) of the charter recognises that people must not
be made to perform forced or compulsory labour.
Section 11(3) of the charter clarifies that ‘forced or
compulsory labour’ does not include work or service that
forms part of normal civil obligations. The Human Rights
Committee (HRC) has considered the meaning of ‘normal
civil obligations’ in the context of article 8 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). The HRC
has expressed the view that to qualify as a normal civil
obligation, the labour in question must, at a minimum, not be
an exceptional measure; must not possess a punitive purpose
or effect; and must be provided for by law in order to serve a
legitimate purpose under the covenant (see Faure v.
Australia, communication no. 1036/2001, UN Doc, CCPRC,
85, D/1036/2001 (2005)).
The right to freedom from forced work is engaged by clauses
in parts 9 and 10 of the bill.
Section 12 — freedom of movement
Section 12 of the charter protects various rights in relation to
freedom of movement. These rights include the right to move
freely within Victoria; the right to choose where to live in
Victoria; and the right to be free to enter and leave Victoria.
The right to freedom of movement is not an absolute right at
international law. Article 12 of the ICCPR (which provided
the model for section 12 of the charter) expressly recognises
that this right may be subject to restrictions that are necessary
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to protect public order, public health or morals or the rights
and freedoms of others.

A number of clauses in parts 4–9 and 11 of the bill engage the
right to freedom of expression.

The right to freedom of movement is engaged by various
clauses in parts 8, 10 and 11 of the bill.

Section 16 — peaceful assembly and freedom of association

Several clauses in the bill permit individuals to be detained.
While the detention of a person will limit his or her freedom
of movement, lawful detention affects more specifically the
right to liberty and security of persons (see general
comment 27 by the HRC). As a result, where this statement
considers the compatibility of clauses with section 21 of the
charter, it does not separately consider whether such clauses
are compatible with section 12.
Section 13 — privacy and reputation
Section 13(a) of the charter recognises a person’s right not to
have his or her privacy, family, home or correspondence
unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with. The explanatory
memorandum to the charter explained that ‘the right to
privacy is to be interpreted consistently with the existing
information and health records framework to the extent that it
protects against arbitrary interferences’. The right to privacy
recognised by section 13 of the charter goes beyond the right
to information privacy, and embraces a right to bodily privacy
and territorial privacy. Provisions that enable people to be
required to undergo a medical examination, test or treatment
without consent will therefore engage section 13 of the
charter as well as section 10(1)(c) of the charter.
The requirement that any interference with a person’s privacy
must not be ‘unlawful’ imports a requirement that the scope
of any legislative provision that allows an interference with
privacy must specify the precise circumstances in which an
interference may be permitted. The requirement that an
interference with privacy must not be arbitrary requires that
any limitation on a person’s privacy must be reasonable in the
circumstances and should be in accordance with the
provisions, aims and objectives of the charter.
Various clauses in parts 3 to 12 of the bill engage the rights
protected by section 13 of the charter.
Section 14 — freedom of thought, conscience, religion and
belief
The right to freedom of religion and belief (including the
freedom to demonstrate one’s religion or belief in worship,
observance, either individually or as part of a community) is
protected by section 14 of the charter.
The application of some clauses in parts 8 and 10 of the bill
could temporarily limit an individual’s freedom to
demonstrate his or her religion in community with others.
Section 15 — freedom of expression
Section 15 of the charter recognises a qualified right to
freedom of expression. It embraces an individual’s right to
express information and ideas, as well as the right of the
community as a whole to receive all types of information and
opinions.
Section 15(3) of the charter provides that the right may be
subject to lawful restrictions reasonably necessary to respect
the rights and reputation of other persons; or for the protection
of national security, public health or public morality.

Section 16(1) of the charter protects the right to peaceful
assembly, which encompasses the rights of individuals and
groups to meet in order to exchange ideas and information
and express their views publicly. The recognition of this right
in the charter may give rise to a positive obligation on public
authorities to take reasonable and appropriate steps to ensure
that the right can be exercised.
The right to freedom of assembly is not an absolute right at
international law. Article 21 of the ICCPR (which provided
the model for section 16(1) of the charter) is subject to a
number of permissible limitations, including those which are
necessary in a democratic society in the interests of public
health.
Part 11 of the bill engages the right to freedom of assembly.
Section 17 — protection of families and children
Section 17(1) of the charter provides that families are entitled
to be protected by society and the state. Decisions made under
a number of clauses in parts 8 and 10 of the bill have the
potential to engage the right to protection of families and
children.
Section 19 — cultural rights
Section 19(1) of the charter protects the rights of people from
a particular religious background to declare or practise their
religion. The clauses in parts 8 and 10 of the bill that may
engage the rights protected by section 14 of the charter may
also engage cultural rights.
Section 20 — property rights
Section 20 of the charter recognises a person’s right not to be
deprived of his or her property other than in accordance with
law. The requirement that a permissible deprivation can only
be carried out ‘in accordance with law’ imports a requirement
that the law not be arbitrary. A provision that confers a
discretionary power to deprive a person of their property will
be consistent with the charter if the limits of the power are
defined and the criteria that govern the exercise of the
discretion are specified.
Parts 9 and 11–12 of the bill contain provisions that engage
property rights.
Section 21 — right to liberty and security of person
Section 21 of the charter establishes an individual’s right to
liberty and sets out certain minimum rights of individuals
who are detained to minimise the risk of arbitrary or unlawful
detention. More specifically, section 21 of the charter
recognises the following rights:
the right not to be subjected to arbitrary arrest or
detention;
the right not to be deprived of his or her liberty except
on grounds, and in accordance with the procedures,
established by law; and
the right to be informed at the time of arrest or detention
of the reason for the arrest or detention and to be
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promptly informed about any proceedings to be brought
against him or her.
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ANALYSIS OF PARTS 3–12
Part 3 — administration

Several clauses in parts 8 and 10 of the bill engage the right to
liberty.
Section 24 — fair hearing
Section 24(1) recognises an individual’s right to a fair and
public hearing. However, section 24(2) of the charter
recognises that a court or tribunal may exclude members of
media organisations or other persons or the general public
from all or part of a hearing if permitted to do so by a law
other than the charter.
Several clauses in parts 8 and 12 allow courts and tribunals to
determine proceedings in private in specified circumstances.
Section 25 — rights in criminal proceedings
Section 25 of the charter protects a number of rights that
apply to a person who has been charged with a criminal
offence.
Section 25(1) protects the right of a person charged with a
criminal offence to be presumed innocent until proved guilty
according to law. It requires the prosecution to prove the guilt
of an accused beyond reasonable doubt. Provisions that
merely place an evidential burden on the defendant (that is,
the burden of showing that there is sufficient evidence to raise
an issue) with respect to any available exception or defence
are consistent with section 25(1) of the charter because the
prosecution still bears the legal burden of disproving that
matter beyond reasonable doubt.
When assessing whether a clause which creates a summary
offence is compatible with section 25(1) of the charter, it is
necessary to consider whether section 130 of the Magistrates’
Court Act 1989 will apply. Section 130 of the Magistrates’
Court Act applies to summary offences that provide
exceptions, exemptions, provisos, excuses or qualifications,
and only requires the defendant to point to evidence that
suggests a reasonable possibility of the existence of facts that,
if they existed, would establish the exception, exemption,
proviso, excuse or qualification. The burden remains on the
prosecution to disprove those facts beyond reasonable doubt.
As a result, if section 130 applies to a clause it will be
consistent with section 25(1) of the charter. Clauses 61, 69,
176, 183, 188, 193 and 203 of the bill are consistent with
section 130 of the Magistrates’ Court Act and are therefore
compatible with section 25 of the charter. The compatibility
of these clauses with section 25(1) of the charter is therefore
not discussed further in this statement.
Section 25(2)(k) of the charter recognises that a person
charged with a criminal offence is entitled not to be
compelled to testify against himself or herself or to confess
guilt. The right against self-incrimination is an important
aspect of the right to a fair trial. However, international case
law suggests that obtaining evidence compulsorily from a
person where the evidence has an existence independent of
the will of the person does not limit this right (see the decision
of the European Court of Human Rights in Saunders v.
United Kingdom, 43/1994/490/572 at [69]). This right is
engaged by clause 212 in part 11 of the bill.

One of the key purposes of part 3 of the bill is to set out the
statutory functions and powers of the Secretary of the
Department of Human Services (the secretary).
Clause 17(2)(e) of the bill engages the right to privacy
because it enables the secretary to establish and maintain a
comprehensive information system with respect to the health
status of persons and classes of persons in Victoria (including
information about the extent and effects of disease, illness and
disability); the determinants of individual health and public
health and wellbeing; and the effectiveness of interventions to
improve public health in Victoria. As the explanatory
memorandum to the bill notes, this clause will continue a
function already performed under section 9 of the Health Act
1958. Information collected by the secretary is used in the
preparation of publications and reports such as the population
health survey, epidemiological studies and infectious disease
surveillance reports such as the Surveillance of Notifiable
Infectious Diseases in Victoria. These reports and findings
assist the secretary to adjust policy and resources as required.
As the information is collected and used for legitimate
purposes and the Information Privacy Act 2000 and the
Health Records Act 2001 will govern how personal and
health information is handled, the clause does not authorise an
unlawful or arbitrary interference with a person’s privacy.
The clause is therefore consistent with section 13 of the
charter.
Part 4 — consultative councils
The purpose of part 4 of the bill is to enable a consultative
council to be established; to confer functions, powers and
obligations on consultative councils that are created under this
part; and to set out the functions, powers and obligations of
the Consultative Council on Obstetric and Paediatric
Mortality and Morbidity (CCOPMM).
There are three consultative councils in addition to
CCOPMM that have been established under the Health Act:
Consultative Council on Anaesthetic Mortality and
Morbidity;
Surgical Consultative Council; and
Quality Assurance Committee (QAC).
One of the most important functions performed by
consultative councils is the review and analysis of cases of
morbidity and mortality in the health system and the
dissemination of the results of this research as widely as
possible. The research conducted by consultative councils
assists health service providers to make systemic changes to
the treatment and care they provide.
Section 13 — privacy and reputation
Exchange of information
Clause 37 engages the right to privacy because it enables the
chairperson of a consultative council to disclose information it
has collected in the course of performing its functions to
another consultative council. The council chairperson may
only disclose information if he or she considers that the
information is relevant to the functions of the other
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consultative council. The purpose of allowing a consultative
council to disclose information in these circumstances is to
enhance the ability of consultative councils to perform their
functions as efficiently as possible using the most reliable
information available. As clause 37 would not authorise an
unlawful or arbitrary interference with a person’s privacy, the
provision is consistent with section 13 of the charter.
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significantly restrict a person’s right to request access to
information held about them by an organisation and to seek
that the information be corrected. The clauses do not,
however, alter a person’s right to obtain documents relating to
their health care from the person or organisation who
provided that care, unless those documents were created
solely for the purpose of providing information to a
consultative council.

Provision of information to prescribed consultative councils
Clauses 38–40 and 47 engage the right to privacy because
they allow the chairperson of a prescribed consultative
council to request or require a health service provider to
provide information the chairperson believes is necessary to
enable the council to perform its functions (clause 264 of the
bill will insert a clause into the Health Act that is identical to
clause 47). These clauses will enable or require health service
providers to provide information about their patients
regardless of whether the patient has consented to the
disclosure of this information.
These clauses authorise the collection of information for a
legitimate public health purpose — to enable prescribed
consultative councils to perform their statutory functions. The
clauses also adequately specify the circumstances in which
information may be collected — that is, where the
chairperson of the council considers it necessary to perform
the council’s functions. This establishes an effective
precondition to the collection of information. Clauses 41 and
42 impose appropriate restrictions on the ability of
consultative councils to disclose information collected under
these provisions. For these reasons these provisions do not
limit the right to privacy because they are neither unlawful
nor arbitrary.
Requirement to provide birth reports
Clause 48 of the bill engages the right to privacy because it
requires a report of every birth of a live or stillborn child to be
submitted to CCOPMM in the form approved by CCOPMM
within the prescribed period. The form will be designed to
collect information on, and in relation to, the health of
mothers and babies which will be stored in the Victorian
perinatal data collection unit. The information collected
includes identifying information.
This information has been collected by CCOPMM since
1982. The collection of this information enables CCOPMM
to identify and monitor trends in respect of perinatal health
(including congenital abnormalities) over time; provide
information to the Secretary of the Department of Human
Services on issues relating to the planning of neonatal care
units; and undertake research on the causes of infant and
maternal mortality and morbidity. CCOPMM’s review and
analysis of this information promotes both public health and
the right to life. As the collection of this data is neither
arbitrary nor unlawful, and given that clauses 41–43 constrain
the circumstances in which identifying information may be
disclosed, clause 48 is consistent with section 13 of the
charter.
Restrictions on right to access information held about oneself
Clauses 42 and 43 engage the right to privacy because they
provide that the Freedom of Information Act 1982 and part 5
and health privacy principle 6 of the Health Records Act do
not apply to documents referred to in clause 42(4) and
clause 43(1)–(2) respectively. More specifically, the clauses

The purpose of this limitation is to enable consultative
councils to continue performing their important quality
assurance functions, which in turn promote and protect public
health. For example, the function of the Victorian
Consultative Council on Anaesthetic Mortality and Morbidity
(VCCAMM) is to identify avoidable causes of morbidity or
mortality related to anaesthesia and to identify means to
improve the safety and quality of anaesthesia practice. The
ability of the VCCAMM to perform this task depends on the
continued willingness of anaesthetists and other medical
practitioners to provide relevant information. Given that
information provided may be relevant to potential civil or
criminal proceedings, it is unlikely that practitioners would
continue to provide information to councils if that information
could be readily disclosed. This would significantly impair
the capacity of the councils to perform their functions. These
clauses are therefore reasonable in the circumstances and do
not permit unlawful or arbitrary interference with an
individual’s privacy.
Power to disclose information to specified persons and bodies
if it is in the public interest to do so
A prescribed consultative council may disclose information to
any of the persons or bodies specified in clause 41(1) of the
bill if it considers it is in the ‘public interest’ to do so.
Clause 265 of the bill will amend section 162FB of the Health
Act by adding the secretary to the persons and bodies a
consultative council may provide information. The disclosure
of information would interfere with the privacy of any
identifiable individual who is the subject of the information
disclosed.
The use of the expression ‘in the public interest’ in this clause
would enable a consultative council to disclose information in
a range of circumstances. For example, a consultative council
might determine that it is in the public interest to disclose
information to the relevant professional registration board if
information provided to it indicated that a registered health
practitioner had engaged in professional misconduct within
the meaning of the Health Professions Registration Act 2005.
The Report into the System for Dealing with Multiple Child
Deaths prepared in 2003 at the request of the then Premier,
the Hon. Steve Bracks, MP, specifically recommended that
CCOPMM members and staff should be able to provide
information to the coroner and the Victorian Child Death
Review Committee to assist their inquiries into child deaths
and to notify the Child Protection Service if they form the
reasonable belief a child is in need of protection. Permitting a
prescribed consultative council to disclose information to the
individuals and bodies specified by the clause is therefore
reasonable in all the circumstances, and is not an arbitrary
interference with a person’s right to privacy. Moreover, even
though the discretion conferred by this clause is cast in broad
terms, the circumstances in which the discretion could be
lawfully exercised are sufficiently clear from the context of
the division and the bill as a whole to enable a person to
regulate his or her conduct by it. For these reasons, clause 41
is consistent with section 13 of the charter.
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Disclosure of information to facilitate medical research
The provision of information for research into the
epidemiology of perinatal health including birth defects and
disabilities is one of CCOPMM’s functions (clause 46(1)(c)).
Clause 233(h) enables regulations to be made with respect to
the conditions under which access to information held by a
consultative council for the purpose of medical research and
studies is to be permitted. The effect of clause 42(7) of the bill
is that personal information within the meaning of the
Information Privacy Act 2000 (personal information) or
health information within the meaning of the Health Records
Act 2001 (health information) could only be disclosed to a
person who is not referred to in clause 42(1) if this were
permitted by regulations made under the bill. The disclosure
of information about identified or identifiable individuals in
order to facilitate medical research may be legitimate. If
regulations are made under clause 233(h) it will be necessary
at that time to consider whether the conditions under which
access is given to the information adequately protect the
privacy of the individuals to whom the information relates.
Section 15 — freedom of expression
Clause 42 of the bill engages the right to freedom of
expression because it prohibits members and employees of
prescribed councils from disclosing information about an
identifiable person and restricts access to information under
the Freedom of Information Act and part 5 and HPP 6 of the
Health Records Act.
These restrictions on an individual’s right to freedom of
expression are necessary to create an environment that
enables the reporting of adverse medical events without fear
of repercussions or inappropriate exposure of individuals’
confidential information. If health service providers are not
candid when they provide information to consultative
councils the ability of the councils to perform their statutory
functions effectively would be severely compromised. These
restrictions are therefore reasonably necessary for the
protection of public health and are compatible with the charter
because they fall within the scope of section 15(3) of the
charter.
Part 5 — general powers
Part 5 of the bill will assist the government to fulfil its
obligations to protect and promote the health of all Victorians
and to cooperate with other jurisdictions in protecting public
health from risks that may arise on a state, national and
international scale.
Section 13 — privacy and reputation
Clause 52 engages the right to privacy because it imposes an
obligation on the secretary to publish the report of a public
inquiry. The report could only disclose ‘personal information’
or ‘health information’ if the disclosure would be consistent
with the Information Privacy Act or the Health Records Act.
Given that the clause must be exercised compatibly with both
these acts, it does not unlawfully or arbitrarily interfere with a
person’s right to privacy.
Clause 55 authorises, but does not compel, a person to
disclose information to those responsible for dealing with
risks to public health. The chief health officer could request,
for example, that he or she be provided with the names of
persons who were present at a place, such as a medical clinic
or a university lecture room, at the same time as a person who
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is later diagnosed as having a communicable disease. The
chief health officer may wish to identify and contact those
concerned to advise them to have a medical check in the
interest of preventing further spread of the disease. This
provision will allow people to disclose that information in
response to the request. The provisions do not limit the right
to privacy because such disclosures will be neither arbitrary
nor unlawful. The clause establishes an appropriate balance
between the privacy of the individual and the protection of
public health by only authorising a person to disclose
information if he or she reasonably believes that the
disclosure is necessary for the administration of the act or
regulations made under the act.
Clause 56 allows the secretary to disclose information to a
range of government and international bodies where this is for
the purpose of promoting or protecting public health and
disclosure is in accordance with a formal agreement. For
example, it will enable the secretary to disclose information to
the commonwealth in accordance with a National Health
Security Agreement made for one or more of the purposes
specified in section 7 of the National Health Security Act
2007 (cth). This commonwealth legislation includes rigorous
privacy protections for all information provided to it and
provided by it to bodies such as the World Health
Organisation. Such arrangements may include the sharing of
information in relation to communicable diseases to enhance
the ability within Australia to identify and respond quickly to
public health events of national significance, and the sharing
of information to protect against the international spread of
disease.
Given the dual requirements that there be a formal agreement
and that the purpose of the agreement must be to promote or
protect public health, any potential interference with a
person’s privacy is neither arbitrary nor unlawful.
Clause 57 engages the right to privacy because it allows
administrators to share information with each other in defined
circumstances. Subclause (1) allows the secretary or the CHO
to disclose information held by the secretary or the CHO to a
council for the purposes of the bill if the secretary or CHO
considers that the disclosure would assist the council to
perform its duties or functions under the bill or any
regulations made under it. Subclause (2) confers a similar
power on councils to disclose information to the CHO and the
secretary. These would not allow an individual’s privacy to be
arbitrarily interfered with because it limits the purposes for
which information may be disclosed. These powers will allow
councils and the secretary to share information to enable them
to respond more effectively to complaints about nuisances,
prescribed accommodation and prescribed businesses.
Subclause (3) enables the secretary or the CHO to disclose
information they hold under or for the purposes of parts 6 and
7 of the bill or any regulations made under the bill for the
purposes of those parts to a government department, statutory
body or other person responsible for administering another act
or regulations, if the secretary or the CHO consider that the
disclosure would assist that person to perform their functions
or exercise their powers under that act or the regulations made
under that act. Subclause (4) confers a similar power on
councils.
The discretion conferred by these subclauses is likely to be
exercised in a range of circumstances. For example, the
subclauses would allow:
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information relating to the use of pesticides (including
information about a person who holds a pest control
licence under the bill) to be disclosed to the Department
of Primary Industry (DPI) where this would assist DPI
to administer the Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals
(Control of Use) Act 1992. The disclosure of this
information would assist DPI to protect and promote
public health as well as to protect the environment;

Section 25 — rights in criminal proceedings

information regarding cooling tower systems to be
disclosed to the Environment Protection Authority
(EPA) for the purpose of enabling the EPA to take steps
to ensure that cooling tower systems are connected to
the sewer rather than the stormwater system. EPA
performs this task to ensure the biocides in cooling
tower system water are not released into the stormwater
system;

Part 6 — regulatory provisions administered by councils

the secretary to disclose information to the Department
of Sustainability and Environment so that it can take
steps to encourage people who manage cooling tower
systems to take various measures that would conserve
water; and
the secretary or a local council to disclose information
about a nuisance to the EPA.
The secretary and councils will be required to comply with
information privacy principle 1.3 when information is
collected from individuals under or for the purposes of part 6
or 7 of the act. Individuals will therefore be aware of the
kinds of organisations to whom DHS may disclose their
personal information, and the circumstances in which this
may happen. Clause 57 does not authorise unlawful or
arbitrary interferences with a person’s privacy and is therefore
compatible with section 13 of the charter.
Section 15 — freedom of expression
Clause 51 provides that in the conduct of a public inquiry,
certain provisions of the Evidence Act 1958 apply. The effect
of this is that the convenor of that inquiry may compel a
person to give evidence before the inquiry or to produce
documents or materials the subject of the inquiry. Compelling
a person to give evidence engages the right to freedom of
expression. Clause 51 also engages the right to freedom of
expression because it prohibits a person from giving
information which he or she knows is false or misleading to
the convenor.
The purpose of these restrictions on the right to freedom of
expression is to ensure that the secretary can adequately
investigate serious public health matters. It may be necessary
to conduct an inquiry into a broad range of public health
matters, such as the most effective way to respond to an
emerging infectious disease or the contamination of a public
water supply. The ability of the inquiry to achieve its
objectives would be compromised however if it did not have
the power to require people to give evidence and produce
documents. A person required to give evidence to such an
inquiry would retain their privilege against self-incrimination
and would have the right to legal representation if they were
affected by a public inquiry.
These lawful restrictions on the right to freedom of expression
are reasonably necessary for the protection of public health
and therefore come within the scope of section 15(3) of the
charter.

Clause 51 is compatible with the rights contained in
section 25 of the charter. It does not abrogate the right to
protection from self-incrimination. It also provides that a
person whose interests are affected by a public inquiry is
allowed legal representation, and that others may be
represented.

Part 6 of the bill sets out the regulatory provisions
administered by local governments. These provisions give
councils the ability to address specific matters within their
municipality for the protection of public health.
Section 13 — Privacy and reputation
Clauses 58 and 61 engage the right to privacy because they
impose limits on the way a person uses their home. They
regulate the activities that a person may engage in on their
land by making it an offence for a person to cause a nuisance
or knowingly allow or suffer a nuisance to exist on, or
emanate from, any land owned or occupied by that person.
For example, it would be an offence to keep chickens in a
way that attracts rats. The ordinary use of residential premises
does not constitute a nuisance. In imposing these restrictions
the provisions protect the right to privacy of other property
owners by ensuring they are not subject to unreasonable
interferences that are dangerous to health (such as discharges
of poisonous gases) or offensive (such as odours that are so
unpleasant people are unable to enjoy spending time in their
gardens).
Clauses 60, 62, 65 and 66 engage the right to privacy because
they require that councils must investigate any notice of a
nuisance and give councils the power to enter unoccupied or
occupied land in limited situations if a nuisance exists on the
land.
The provisions do not limit the right to privacy because they
are neither unlawful nor arbitrary. The scheme ensures that
there is an appropriate balance between an individual’s right
to use and enjoy his or her property with the rights of others
to have use and enjoyment of their property, including their
homes, without undue interference. The restrictions are also
‘lawful’ in the sense that the bill adequately specifies the
circumstances in which interferences with a person’s right to
privacy will be permissible and decisions about whether to
interfere with that right will be made by councils and the
Magistrates Court on a case-by-case basis.
Clauses 67, 69 and 71 engage the right to privacy because
they require the proprietors of prescribed accommodation and
certain businesses to apply to the relevant council for a
registration to be issued, renewed or transferred using a form
approved by the council. Where the proprietor is a natural
person, he or she will be required to provide the council with
personal information.
The requirement to provide this information engages but does
not unlawfully or arbitrarily interfere with a person’s right to
privacy. The proprietors of prescribed accommodation and
the businesses specified in clause 68 are required to register
with the relevant council because these businesses have the
potential to pose a risk to public health. The maintenance of a
register of these businesses assists local councils to monitor
that they are complying with their obligations under the bill
and any regulations made under the bill. Clause 71 of the bill
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limits the types of information that must be included in the
application to that which is prescribed by regulations under
the act and any information in respect of the prescribed
accommodation or the premises required by the council.
Councils are required to handle personal information in
accordance with the Information Privacy Act. As a result,
these clauses are compatible with section 13 of the charter.
Section 15 — freedom of expression
Clause 71 requires proprietors to provide certain information
in order to be registered and therefore engages the right to
freedom of expression. In this case, however, proprietors are
required to provide the information for the purpose of
protecting public health, and this falls within the exception
contained in section 15(3) of the charter.
Part 7 — regulatory provisions administered by the
secretary
Part 7 of the bill sets out the regulatory provisions
administered by the secretary.
Section 8 — right to equal protection of the law without
discrimination
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The nature and extent of the limitation
As individuals are required by law to attend school until they
are 16 years of age, the selection of this age as the minimum
age requirement for obtaining a restricted pest control licence
does not significantly limit a young person’s ability to engage
in paid work. As individuals are required to attend school
until they are 16 years of age, it would be very unusual for a
person who is under 16 years of age to be enrolled in a
prescribed course of training or to be undertaking training in
the prescribed units of competency. This minimum age
requirement for a restricted pest control licence would
therefore rarely result in a person who is less than 16 years of
age being treated less favourably because of their age.
An individual who is at least 16 years of age may be given a
restricted pest control licence provided the secretary is
satisfied that the person is enrolled in a prescribed course of
training or undertaking training in the prescribed units of
competency. In practice, it is unlikely that individuals who are
less than 18 years of age would be working as a pest control
operator without supervision because they would be ineligible
for a probationary drivers licence.
The relationship between the limitation and its purpose

Clause 101 engages the right to equal and effective protection
against discrimination because it restricts a person’s right to
obtain a pest control licence on the basis of the person’s age.
More specifically, a person must be at least 16 years of age in
order to be eligible for a pest control licence issued under
clause 101(3) of the bill. The holder of a licence issued under
clause 101(3) of the bill can only use the pesticides entered on
his or her licence under the supervision of a person who holds
a pest control licence issued under clause 101(2) of the bill
(see clause 103(1)(d)). A person must be at least 18 years of
age to be eligible for an unrestricted licence (see
clause 101(2)).

While individuals mature at different rates, the age of 18 is
frequently used as a minimum age requirement for positions
that require a person to exercise sound judgement or to make
decisions independently. It is therefore appropriate to select
the age of 18 as the minimum age requirement for a licence
that enables a person to lawfully engage in activities that may
potentially pose a risk to public health as well as their own
health.

Reasonableness of the limitation

Any less restrictive means reasonably available to achieve the
purpose that the limitation seeks to achieve

Nature of the right
The nature of this right is considered above in the general
overview of the nature of the rights engaged by the bill. There
are many circumstances in our society where it is necessary to
treat children differently from adults in order to provide them
with the protection they need in accordance with
section 17(2) of the charter.
The importance and purpose of the limitation
The pesticides that are used by pest control operators are
dangerous to public health and the health of the operator if
they are applied incorrectly or the operator fails to take
adequate precautions. It is therefore important that licences
are only given to individuals who have successfully
completed appropriate training and are sufficiently mature to
understand the risks that are associated with applying
pesticides, and the importance of taking adequate precautions.
Adolescents, as a class, have repeatedly been shown to be
more likely to engage in risk-taking behaviour than adults and
to be less concerned about the immediate or long-term
consequences of risky behaviour. The purpose of the
limitation is to prevent young people from undertaking this
work until they have reached an age where they are likely to
be sufficiently mature to perform the work safely. This
purpose is consistent with section 17(2) of the charter.

It is appropriate to allow individuals to commence their
training as a pest control operator at the age of 16 because this
is the age that some people commence vocational training.

A less restrictive option would be to assess whether each
applicant for a pest control licence between the ages of 16 and
18 is sufficiently mature to hold an unrestricted pest control
licence. While this would have less impact on those
adolescents who may be sufficiently mature to safely perform
the tasks of a pest control operator, it would be
administratively burdensome. It would also be difficult to
develop or adapt a test that assessed the relevant components
of a person’s maturity. Given these difficulties, it is
reasonable for the Parliament to use age as a proxy for
maturity.
Other relevant factors
The national standard for licensing pest management
technicians, which was developed by the National
Environmental Health Forum in 1999, provided that an
applicant for a licence must be at least 18 years of age
(although individuals may begin training at an earlier age).
However, it should be noted that the current Health Act does
not provide that a person must be a particular age in order to
be eligible for a licence.
Conclusion
This limitation on the right to equal protection of the law
without discrimination is reasonable because it seeks to
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protect children and does not unduly restrict the participation
of children in the paid workforce.
Section 13 — privacy and reputation
Clause 81 allows a person in one of the specified classes to
apply to the secretary for registration of a cooling tower
system in the approved form. Clause 101 allows a person to
apply to the secretary for the issue or renewal of a pest control
licence in the approved form.
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specified criteria are satisfied, including that the person has an
infectious disease or has been exposed to an infectious disease
in circumstances where a person is likely to contract the
disease; if infected with the disease the person constitutes a
serious risk to public health; and the making of the order is
necessary to ascertain whether the person has the infectious
disease.

If the applicant in either of these cases is a natural person, he
or she will be required to provide the secretary with limited
personal information relevant to the application.

Clause 117 of the bill enables the CHO to make a public
health order that requires a person comply with conditions
that are designed to minimise the person’s risk to public
health. These conditions range from being required to
participate in counselling to undergoing specified
pharmacological treatment and submitting to detention.

The requirement to provide this information engages but does
not unlawfully or arbitrarily interfere with a person’s right to
privacy. The secretary is required to handle personal
information in accordance with the Information Privacy Act
and the information is being collected for a specific purpose.

Clause 112 of the bill specifically requires that where
alternative measures are available which are equally effective
in minimising the risk to public health, the measure which is
the least restrictive of the rights of the person should be
chosen.

Section 15 — freedom of expression

The powers in this division have been conferred on the CHO
because the CHO must be a registered medical practitioner
(see clause 20). This ensures that decisions are only made by
people who are skilled at assessing whether a particular
person poses a serious risk to public health, and the measures
that need to be taken to reduce that risk.

Clause 81 requires owners of cooling tower systems to
provide information to the secretary in order for the system to
be registered. Clauses 87 and 88 require the owner to notify
the secretary of further information during the registration
period. Clause 108 obliges a pest control operator to maintain
records.
In these cases, although the clauses engage the right of
freedom of expression, owners and operators are required to
provide the information for the purpose of protecting public
health, and this falls within the exception contained in
section 15(3)(b) of the charter.
Part 8 — Management and control of infectious diseases,
micro-organisms and medical conditions
Part 8 of the bill provides for the management and control of
infectious diseases, micro-organisms and medical conditions.
Each division regulates a discrete aspect. This part of the bill
engages a number of human rights and for this purpose each
division is discussed in turn.
Division 1 — principles applying to the management and
control of infectious diseases
The objective of this division is to set out the principles that
should be taken into account when interpreting and applying
the provisions in part 8 of the bill insofar as they relate to
infectious diseases. The division does not limit any of the
rights specifically protected by the charter.
Division 2 — examination and testing orders and public
health orders
In broad terms, the purpose of division 2 is to ensure that
people who have an infectious disease, or who have been
exposed to an infectious disease in circumstances where they
are likely to contract the disease, take steps to reduce the risk
of transmitting the disease to others. The division gives the
CHO the power to make two different kinds of orders —
examination and testing orders and public health orders.
Clause 113 enables the CHO to make an examination and
testing order that requires a person to undergo one or more
tests or examinations. The CHO may only make such an
order with respect to a person if the CHO believes that

The division includes a number of mechanisms that will
safeguard the rights of individuals who are subject to an
examination and testing order or a public health order.
The following rights protected by the charter are engaged by
this division:
the right of every person to enjoy his or her human rights
without discrimination is engaged by the division
generally;
the right not to be subjected to medical treatment
without one’s full, free and informed consent is engaged
by clause 117;
the right to freedom of movement is engaged by
clauses 113 and 117;
the right not to have one’s privacy, family or home
unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with is engaged by
clauses 113–115 and 117–119;
the protection of families and children is engaged by
clauses 113 and 117; and
the right to liberty and security of person is engaged by
clauses 113, 117 and 123 of the bill.
Section 8 — right of every person to enjoy his or her human
rights without discrimination
The powers available in this division can only be exercised in
relation to a person who has an infectious disease or has been
exposed to an infectious disease in circumstances where a
person is reasonably likely to contract that disease. The
availability of these powers therefore directly discriminates
against people who have, or have been exposed to, an
infectious disease on the basis of impairment or personal
association with a person who has an impairment.
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receive specified prophylaxis, including a specified
vaccination, within a specified period; and

Nature of the right
The nature of this right is considered above.

undergo specified pharmacological treatment for the
infectious disease.

Importance of the purpose of the limitation

Reasonableness of the limitation

Taking measures to minimise the spread of infectious
diseases that pose a serious risk to public health is one of the
government’s most important responsibilities in relation to
public health.

Nature of the right

Nature and extent of the limitation

Importance and purpose of the limitation

The way in which the clauses in this division could affect a
person who has or may have an infectious disease is outlined
above. However, discrimination against a person on the basis
that they have an infectious disease is lawful under both the
Equal Opportunity Act (see section 80) and the Disability
Discrimination Act 1992 (cth) (see section 38).

The purpose of requiring a person to undergo a test or
examination is to ascertain whether a person has an infectious
disease that may constitute a serious risk to public health.
Ascertaining whether a person is infected with a particular
infectious disease will assist the CHO to make an informed
decision about whether a public health order should be made
with respect to the person.

It is also important to note that the equivalent powers
conferred by the current Health Act have only been exercised
in relation to people who have refused to voluntarily take
steps in order to minimise the risk of transmitting an
infectious disease to others. In practice, the overwhelming
majority of people who have or may have an infectious
disease are anxious to take steps to minimise the risk they
pose to others. As a result, most people who have or may
have an infectious disease that may pose a serious risk to
public health will not be subject to the exercise of the powers
conferred by this division.
The relationship between the limitation and its purpose
The ability to require people who have or may have an
infectious disease to take measures that would reduce their
risk to public health is directly and rationally connected to the
purpose of protecting the community from individuals who
may pose a serious risk to public health.
Any less restrictive means reasonably available to achieve the
purpose that the limitation seeks to achieve
There is no less restrictive alternative available that would
achieve the purpose the limitation seeks to achieve.
Conclusion
The limitations on the rights protected by section 10(2) of the
charter are reasonably and demonstrably justified in a free and
democratic society.
Section 10(c) — right not to be subjected to medical
treatment without his or her full, free and informed consent
Clauses 113 and 116 limit a person’s right not to be subjected
to medical treatment without his or her full, free and informed
consent because they enable the chief health officer (CHO) to
make an order that requires a person to undergo an
examination and/or test, and make it an offence to fail to
comply with such an order.
Clauses 117 and 120 also limit this right because they enable
the CHO to require a person to:
undergo an assessment by a specified psychiatrist or
specified neurologist;

The nature of this right is considered above in the context of
the overview of the rights engaged by the bill.

The purpose of requiring a person to undergo an assessment
by a psychiatrist or neurologist is to ascertain whether a
person is suffering co-morbidities that affect the person’s
ability or willingness to take steps to reduce the risk their
infectious disease poses to others. Access to this information
will enable the CHO to make an informed decision about the
most appropriate way to control the risk that person poses to
others.
The purpose of requiring a person to undergo specified
pharmacological treatment or receive specified prophylaxis
for the infectious disease is to reduce the risk that the person
would otherwise pose to public health. It is anticipated that
the power to require a person to undergo pharmacological
treatment will be predominantly exercised to require people
with tuberculosis (TB) to take antituberculosis medication.
Individuals with TB who do not adhere to prescribed
treatment pose a particularly serious risk to public health,
because they are more likely to develop multiple drug
resistant TB (MDR-TB) or extensively drug-resistant TB
(XDR-TB).
Nature and extent of the limitation
The circumstances in which the CHO can make an
examination and testing order or a public health order are
clearly specified in the bill. Moreover, when making either
order, the CHO will be required to have regard to the
principles set out in clauses 111 and 112 as well as part 2 of
the bill.
A person who fails to comply with an examination and testing
order will be guilty of an offence against the bill and may be
fined up to 60 penalty units. Such a person could also be
detained for 72 hours at a specified place for the purpose of
undergoing the specified examination or test. However, the
person could not be physically forced to undergo a test or
examination. Similarly, while a person who fails to comply
with a public health order will be guilty of an offence and
may be fined up to 120 penalty units, that person could not be
physically forced to undergo an assessment, or receive
prophylaxis or pharmacological treatment.
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There is a direct and rational relationship between these
limitations on the right not to be subjected to medical
treatment without one’s full, free and informed consent and
the purposes these limitations seek to achieve.
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that the least restrictive measure that would be effective in
minimising the risk to public health should be preferred. A
public health order should therefore only limit a person’s
freedom of movement to the degree necessary to protect
public health.
The relationship between the limitation and its purpose

Any less restrictive means reasonably available to achieve the
purpose that the limitation seeks to achieve
The Health Act does not enable a person to be required to
accept pharmacological treatment for the purpose of reducing
the person’s risk to public health. The current scheme is
therefore less restrictive of a person’s right not to be subjected
to medical treatment without one’s full, free and informed
consent. The disadvantage of not having the power to compel
a person to receive medical treatment is that in some
circumstances it may be necessary to indefinitely detain a
person who could be completely cured of the infectious
disease.

There is a direct and rational relationship between the
limitation and the purpose it seeks to achieve.
Any less restrictive means reasonably available to achieve the
purpose that the limitation seeks to achieve
As the CHO may only require a person to submit to
restrictions on his or her freedom of movement if less
restrictive options would not be as effective in minimising the
risk that the person poses to public health, there is no less
restrictive means reasonably available to achieve the purpose
that the limitation seeks to achieve.

Other relevant factors

Any other relevant factor

A number of other jurisdictions in Australia authorise a
person to be required to accept treatment for an infectious
disease (see section 23 of the Public Health Act 1991 (NSW);
section 130 of the Public Health Act 2005 (Qld) and
section 42 of the Public Health Act 1997 (Tas)).

The right of a person subject to a public health order to seek
review of that order at any time by the CHO or VCAT will
assist to safeguard the rights of a person whose freedom of
movement is restricted by a public health order.
Conclusion

Conclusion
These clauses limit a person’s right not to be subject to
medical treatment without his or her full, free and informed
consent. Nevertheless, these limitations are reasonable and
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society
because of the importance of protecting the community from
the spread of infectious diseases; a person cannot be
physically forced to receive medical treatment (broadly
defined); and the maximum penalty that may be imposed on a
person who fails to comply with an examination and testing
order or a public health order is a fine rather than a term of
imprisonment.
Section 12 — freedom of movement
The making of a public health order may also limit the right
to freedom of movement because an individual subject to a
public health order may be required to refrain from visiting a
specified place or a specified class of place or reside at a
specified place of residence at all times or during specified
times.
Reasonableness of the limitation
Nature of the right
The nature of this right is considered above in the general
overview of the rights engaged by the bill.

While clause 117 limits a person’s right to freedom of
movement, this is reasonable and demonstrably justified in a
democratic society because of the importance of containing
the spread of infectious diseases and the fact that the bill does
not authorise a person’s freedom of movement to be restricted
if there are less restrictive ways of minimising the person’s
risk to public health.
Section 13 — privacy and reputation
Clause 117(5) of the bill engages section 13 of the charter
because it enables the CHO to require a person who is subject
to a public health order to take a range of measures that would
interfere with a person’s privacy or home. In particular, the
CHO may:
require such a person to inform the CHO or the CHO’s
nominee if the person changes his or her name or
address;
reside at a specified place of residence at all times or
during specified times;
require a person to accept supervision from a person
nominated by the CHO. This may include receiving
visits from that person at home and providing that
person with information relating to any action,
occurrence or plan that is relevant to the health risk that
the person poses.

Importance and purpose of the limitation
The purpose of limiting the freedom of movement of a person
subject to a public health order is to contain the spread of an
infectious disease in the community.
Nature and extent of the limitation
While a public health order could potentially significantly
restrict a person’s freedom of movement, the bill provides

Second, registered medical practitioners are required to
provide information to the CHO in some limited
circumstances regardless of whether their patient consents to
the disclosure of this information. Clause 115 requires a
registered medical practitioner to provide the results of an
examination or test conducted by him or her in accordance
with an examination and testing order as soon as reasonably
practicable. Clause 119 requires a registered medical
practitioner to provide information on request to the CHO for
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the purposes of deciding whether to make, revoke, vary or
extend a public health order. This lawful interference with a
person’s privacy is reasonable in all the circumstances
because it will assist the CHO to make informed decisions.

period. Clauses 113 and 117 therefore limit the rights
protected by section 17 of the charter.

Clauses 113 and 117 of the bill engage the right not to have
one’s family unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with under
section 13 of the charter because they enable a person to be
detained. However, the circumstances in which a person may
be detained are clearly defined and therefore a lawful
interference with this right. Moreover, these limitations are
reasonable in all the circumstances for the same reasons
(which are outlined below) that limitations on the rights
protected by section 17 of the charter are demonstrably
justified in a free and democratic society.

Nature of the right

The power to require a person to undergo a medical
examination, test, assessment etc. in clauses 113 and 117 of
the bill would interfere with a person’s bodily integrity and
therefore engage the right to privacy. However, as this
interference is authorised by law and is reasonable for the
same reasons that the limitation on the right protected by
section 10(1)(c) of the charter is reasonable, these powers are
considered to be consistent with the rights protected by
section 13 of the charter.
Section 15 — freedom of expression
Clause 115 of the bill engages the right to freedom of
expression because it requires a registered medical
practitioner who conducts an examination or test pursuant to
an examination and testing order to provide the results to the
CHO and the person subject to the order. The CHO requires
this information to assess whether the person poses a risk to
public health. This lawful restriction of a medical
practitioner’s right to freedom of expression is therefore
reasonably necessary for the protection of public health. The
clause does not limit the rights protected by section 15 of the
charter.
Clause 119 of the bill also engages the right to freedom of
expression because it requires a registered medical
practitioner to provide information requested by the CHO.
This information will be used by the CHO for the purpose of
deciding whether to make, revoke, vary or extend a public
health order. As this information is reasonably necessary for
the protection of public health, this clause is also consistent
with the rights protected by section 15 of the charter.
Sections 14 and 19 — freedom of thought, conscience,
religion and belief and cultural rights
The making of a public health order could restrict an
individual’s ability to worship in community with others, or
to participate in cultural practices and thereby limit the rights
protected by sections 14(2) of the charter and 19 of the
charter. However, these limitations are reasonable and
demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society for the
same reasons that the limitation of the right to freedom of
movement under a public health order is demonstrably
justified.
Section 17 — protection of families
The detention of a person under an examination and testing
order or a public health order may interfere with family
relationships, particularly if the person is subject to isolation
and detention under a public health order for a significant

Reasonableness of the limitation

The nature of this right is considered above.
The importance of the purpose of the limitation
The purpose of detaining a person or detaining a person in
isolation is to protect others from the risk that person poses to
public health and thereby contain the spread of infectious
diseases in Victoria. The detention of a family member
protects others, including other members of the family, from
the infectious disease.
The nature and extent of the limitation
A person may not be detained for more than 72 hours under
an examination and testing order at the place he or she is to be
medically examined or tested. Under clause 114(5) of the bill,
the CHO could only detain a person under a further
examination and testing order if the CHO believed that since
the earlier examination and testing order ceased to have
effect, there had been a change in the person’s health which
presented a new serious risk to public health.
A person could be detained under a public health order for a
maximum period of six months, although this period could be
repeatedly extended.
Clause 125 of the bill, which requires the CHO to facilitate
any reasonable request for communication made by a person
subject to detention under an examination and testing order or
a public health order, will assist a person detained under this
division to maintain his or her relationships with family
members during the period he or she is detained.
Relationship between the limitation and its purpose
There is a direct and rational connection between the
limitation and its purpose.
Is there a less restrictive means reasonably available to
achieve the purpose that the limitation seeks to achieve?
There is no less restrictive means reasonably available to
achieve the purpose that the limitation seeks to achieve.
Conclusion
The limitations on the rights protected by section 17 of the
charter are reasonably necessary and demonstrably justified
because of the importance of containing the spread of
infectious diseases and the fact that the bill requires the CHO
to facilitate any reasonable request for communication made
by a person detained under this division.
Section 21 — right to liberty and security of person
Clauses 113, 117 and 123 of the bill engage the rights
protected by section 21 of the charter because they specify the
circumstances in which a person may be detained or arrested.
Clause 113 enables the CHO to detain a person who fails to
undergo a required examination or test. The maximum period
a person could be detained at the place he or she is to be
tested is 72 hours. Clause 117 of the bill enables a person to
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be detained under a public health order for a maximum period
of six months, although this period could be repeatedly
extended.
Clause 123 of the bill sets out how an examination and testing
order or a public health order may be enforced. The clause
permits police officers to use reasonable force to detain the
person subject to an examination and testing order or a public
health order and take the person to the place where he or she
is required to be under the order. Under clause 123 an
authorised officer can apply to the Magistrates Court for a
warrant to arrest a person subject to an examination and
testing order or a public health order if the authorised officer
considers it necessary to enforce the order. A warrant may be
issued subject to conditions imposed by the magistrate.
These clauses are consistent with the rights protected by
section 21(3) of the charter because they specifically define
the circumstances and the procedures by which a person may
be arrested or detained.
Clause 113(2) provides that an examination and testing order
must be in writing and specify: the purpose of the order; the
infectious disease the CHO believes the person has or has
been exposed to; and explain why the CHO believes that the
person is infected with the infectious disease or has been
exposed to the infectious disease in circumstances where a
person is likely to contract the infectious disease.
Clause 117(3) of the bill is cast in similar terms. Moreover,
clause 123 provides that a person who is arrested or detained
under clause 123 must be informed why they have been
detained or arrested. These clauses are therefore consistent
with the rights protected by section 21(4) of the charter.
The bill includes a number of procedural safeguards that will
assist in protecting individuals from their continued detention
becoming arbitrary. Clauses 114(4) and 118(3) of the bill
require the CHO to revoke an examination and testing order
and a public health order if the CHO ceases to believe that all
of the preconditions for the making of the order apply.
In addition, for people who are detained under a public health
order, clause 121 enables a person subject to the order to
apply to the CHO for the order to be reviewed at any time it is
in force. Clause 122 enables a person subject to a public
health order to apply to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal for a review of the order at any time
the order is in force. It is also worth noting that section 148 of
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998
enables a party to any proceeding to appeal, on a question of
law, from an order of VCAT in the proceeding to the
Supreme Court.
The division is consistent with the rights protected by
section 21(7) of the charter because it does not limit the
Supreme Court’s jurisdiction to review the lawfulness of a
person’s detention under order 57 of the Supreme Court
(General Civil Procedure) Rules 2005.
Clauses 113, 117 and 123 are therefore compatible with the
right to liberty and security under section 21 of the charter.
Division 3 — notifiable conditions and micro-organisms
The purpose of division 3 of part 8 is to establish a scheme
that requires medical practitioners and people in charge of
pathology services to provide information to the secretary
about notifiable conditions. The collection of this information
will enable the department to continue performing a number
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of important functions that promote and protect public health,
including understanding the prevalence of notifiable diseases
within Victoria; identifying and addressing outbreaks of
notifiable diseases; and ensuring that people who contract
certain infectious diseases are provided with information on
ways they can manage their disease and minimise the
likelihood of transmitting the disease to others.
Section 13 — privacy and reputation
Clauses 127 and 128 engage the right to privacy because they
require registered medical practitioners and people in charge
of pathology services to notify the secretary of the
‘notification details’ in accordance with the regulations or,
where applicable, the order in council. The notification details
will include ‘health information’ within the meaning of the
Health Records Act.
While these clauses interfere with a person’s right to privacy,
they do so in a manner that is neither unlawful nor arbitrary.
This is because the clauses specify the circumstances in
which registered medical practitioners and people in charge of
laboratories will have to disclose identifying information
about their patients to the secretary. It is also because the
department needs this information to perform the functions
referred to above, which are directly relevant to promoting
and protecting public health in Victoria. As the collection of
this information is reasonable in all the circumstances, these
clauses do not permit arbitrary interferences with a person’s
right to privacy.
Section 15 — freedom of expression
Clauses 127, 128 and 130 engage the right to freedom of
expression because they impose obligations on registered
medical practitioners, people in charge of pathology services,
and the proprietors of food premises or food-vending
machines to notify the secretary of certain information in the
circumstances specified by these clauses.
For the reasons discussed above, these minor restrictions on
the right to freedom of expression are reasonably necessary
for the protection of public health, and therefore fall within
the scope of section 15(3) of the charter. As a result, these
clauses are consistent with the rights protected by section 15
of the charter.
Division 4 — HIV and other prescribed diseases
This division has two key purposes — to ensure that people
who are tested for HIV or a prescribed disease receive pre and
post-test counselling, and to enable courts and tribunals to
take measures to protect people from the economic and social
consequences of the disclosure during court or tribunal
proceedings of any matter relating to HIV or any other
prescribed disease.
Section 15 — freedom of expression
Clause 131 engages the right to freedom of expression
because it compels expression by imposing an obligation on
registered medical practitioners not to carry out a test or
authorise the carrying out of a test for HIV or a prescribed
disease unless the registered medical practitioner is satisfied
that prescribed information has been given to a person. It is
anticipated that regulations will be made that require that
people who are to be tested are provided with information
about the medical and social consequences of being tested.
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Clause 132 of the bill also engages the right to freedom of
expression because it imposes an obligation on registered
medical practitioners or persons of a prescribed class to
ensure a person has been given prescribed information before
telling that person the results of their test. It is anticipated that
the regulations will be made that require the person to be
given information about the medical and social consequences
of being infected with HIV or a disease prescribed for the
purposes of this division, and steps that the patient can take to
minimise the risk of transmitting the disease to others.
These clauses are minor restrictions of the right to freedom of
expression. They are also reasonably necessary for the
protection of public health and are therefore consistent with
the rights protected by section 15 of the charter.
Section 24 — fair hearing
Clause 133 of the bill engages the right to a public hearing
and the right to public pronouncement of judgements and
decisions because it enables a court or tribunal to order that:
the whole or any part of the proceedings be heard in
closed session;
only specified persons be present during the whole or
part of the proceedings; or
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Organisation, 2007). For these reasons, the source of an
occupational exposure is routinely asked to provide their
informed consent to be tested for HIV and various types of
hepatitis. Consent to be tested is usually provided in these
circumstances.
The purpose of this division is to provide a framework for
obtaining information about whether the source has a
specified infectious disease in those rare circumstances where
that person is unable or refuses to consent to be tested for a
specified infectious disease.
Section 10 — right not to be subjected to medical treatment
without consent
Clauses 134 and 137 limit the right protected by
section 10(1)(c) of the charter because they enable the CHO
and a senior medical officer (SMO) to require a person to be
tested for a particular infectious disease without that person’s
consent.
Clauses 135 and 137 also limit the right protected by
section 10(1)(c) of the charter because they enable the CHO
or an SMO respectively to authorise the testing of a sample
from a person that has been taken for any purpose without
that person’s consent.
Reasonableness of the limitation

the publication of a report of the whole or any part of the
proceedings, or of any information derived from the
proceedings, is prohibited.
A court or tribunal may make such an order if evidence is
proposed to be given of any matter relating to HIV or any
other prescribed disease and the court or tribunal considers
that, because of the social or economic consequences to a
person if the information is disclosed, an order should be
made.
To the extent that clause 133 limits the right to a public
hearing and to the public pronouncement of all courts and
tribunals, the limitations fall within the scope of the
exceptions to these rights set out in section 24(2) and (3) of
the charter. Clause 133 is therefore consistent with section 24
of the charter.
Division 5 — orders for tests
The purpose of this division is to promote the occupational
health and safety of certain ‘caregivers’ (such as medical
practitioners and nurses) and ‘custodians’ (such as police
officers) who are exposed to blood or other body fluids during
the course of their work and may therefore have contracted a
specified infectious disease. In this context, ‘specified
infectious disease’ means HIV, any form of hepatitis which
may be transmitted by blood or body fluids, and any
infectious disease that has been prescribed to be a specified
infectious disease (see clause 3).
While the risk of acquiring HIV or hepatitis following
occupational exposure to contaminated blood is low, such an
incident may cause significant distress to the relevant person
and his or her family. Knowing whether the person who was
the source of the exposure (the source) has a specified
infectious disease can minimise the anxiety of the exposed
person as well as inform decisions about the person’s medical
treatment (see post-exposure prophylaxis to prevent HIV
infection joint WHO/ILO guidelines on post-exposure
prophylaxis to prevent HIV infection, World Health

Nature of the right
The nature of this right is considered above in the general
overview of the nature of the rights protected by the charter.
Importance of the purpose of the limitation
Knowledge of whether the source is infected with a specified
infectious disease is valuable for three reasons. First, it helps
the exposed person and their medical practitioner to
accurately assess the risk of the exposed person contracting a
specified infectious disease. If the test results show that the
source is not infected with a specified infectious disease this
will significantly alleviate the exposed person’s anxiety.
Second, knowledge of the source’s HIV status will help the
exposed person to make an informed decision about whether
he or she should commence or continue taking post-exposure
prophylaxis to minimise the risk of contracting HIV
(HIV-PEP). A study conducted by the US Centres for Disease
Control (CDC) found that the administration of zidovudine to
health care workers occupationally exposed to HIV was
associated with an 80 per cent reduction in the risk for
occupationally acquired HIV infection (see HIV
post-exposure prophylaxis guidance from the UK Chief
Medical Officers Expert Advisory Group on AIDS,
Department of Health, 2004 at 5). Unfortunately, HIV-PEP
causes a number of unpleasant side-effects and must usually
be taken for 28 days. If the source of the exposure is not
infected, it would usually be unnecessary for the exposed
person to continue the course of HIV-PEP.
Third, if the source is infected with HIV, information about
the virus present in the person (such as information about
antiretroviral drug resistance) will be relevant to the decision
of which HIV-PEP drugs are most likely to prevent the
exposed person from contracting HIV.
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Nature and extent of the limitation
Clause 134 enables the CHO to make an order that requires a
person to be tested for a particular disease and to provide a
sample of blood or urine for that purpose. This power may
only be exercised if the making of the order is necessary in
the interest of rapid diagnosis and clinical management and,
where appropriate, treatment for any of those involved in the
incident. If a magistrate is satisfied that the circumstances are
exceptional, a magistrate may make an order that authorises a
member of the police force to use reasonable force to enforce
the order.
Clause 137 enables an SMO to make a similar order with
respect to an incident relating to the health service where the
SMO works. However, an order made under clause 137 of the
bill cannot be enforced by a member of the police force.
The powers conferred on the CHO and SMOs to test a sample
of a person that has been taken for another purpose is less of a
restriction on the rights protected by section 10(1)(c) of the
charter but are nevertheless inconsistent with the right not to
be subjected to medical treatment without having provided
one’s full, free and informed consent.
Relationship between the limitation and its purpose
There is a direct and rational relationship between the
limitations and their purpose.
Any less restrictive means reasonably available to achieve the
purpose that the limitation seeks to achieve
A less restrictive means available to achieve the purpose of
the limitation in clause 134 would be to make it an offence for
a person to fail to comply with an order made under the
clause, but not enable the order to be enforced by use of
reasonable force. However, this measure is considered
inadequate because there may occasionally be people who
refuse to comply with the order.
There are no less restrictive means reasonably available to
achieve the purpose of the limitations in clauses 134 and 137
of the bill.
Other relevant factors
People who are the source of an occupational exposure are
usually willing to consent to being tested for HIV and other
blood-borne diseases. As a result, it is anticipated that this
power will be rarely exercised.
Conclusion
The limitations of this right are considered reasonable in all
the circumstances because of the importance of promoting
and protecting the occupational health and safety of those
who are at increased risk of contracting a specified infectious
disease during the course of their work.
Section 13 — privacy and reputation
In broad terms, clauses 134–137 interfere with a person’s
right to information privacy because they enable information
about the health status of the source to be collected, used and
disclosed without that person’s consent. Clause 134 also
interferes with a person’s bodily privacy because it enables
the chief health officer to make an order that requires a person
to submit to a blood or urine test and permits a magistrate to
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authorise a member of the police force to use reasonable force
to enable a registered medical practitioner to take a sample.
Clauses 135 and 137 of the bill engage the right to privacy
because they enable the CHO or an SMO to make an order
that authorises the testing of a sample provided by a person
for any purpose for a specified infectious disease without the
person’s consent. These powers are only available if the CHO
could have made an order with respect to the same person
under clause 134 of the bill and obviate the need for the
person to provide a further sample.
Clause 136 engages the right to privacy because it enables the
CHO to examine any relevant health information held by the
Department of Human Services that relates to the person as
well as require a health service provider to give the CHO any
relevant health information held by the health service
provider relating to that person. The clause creates a means by
which the CHO may be able to obtain information about the
source that is less intrusive than requiring the person to
provide a sample. The clause includes several safeguards that
are designed to reduce the risk of this information being used
for unrelated secondary purposes. First, the CHO may only
use relevant health information obtained under subclause (1)
for the purposes of this division. Second, subclause (3) limits
the circumstances in which information collected under
subclause (1) may be disclosed. Importantly, information
collected under subclause (1) is not admissible in any action
or proceedings before a court, tribunal, board, agency or other
person.
Clause 140 of the bill minimises the extent of these
interferences with a person’s right to privacy in two ways.
First, the clause prohibits any of the persons to whom the
disease could have been transmitted and who have received
notice of the test results from disclosing, communicating or
recording anything in those results that would identify that
other person. The penalty for this offence is 60 penalty units.
Second, the clause prohibits the CHO or a senior medical
officer including information that would identify the person
tested when informing a relevant person of the results of a test
performed under this division.
While these clauses interfere with a person’s right to
information privacy, they would not authorise an interference
that is unlawful or arbitrary. This is because any interference
would be reasonable in the particular circumstances and the
clauses adequately specify the circumstances in which these
interferences may occur.
Clause 134 also engages a person’s right to bodily privacy
because it enables a magistrate to authorise a member of the
police force to use reasonable force to enforce the order made
by the chief health officer. Clause 134 provides that a
magistrate may only make an order that authorises the use of
force if the magistrate is satisfied by evidence that the
circumstances are so exceptional that the making of the order
is justified. The clause is consistent with section 13 of the
charter because the use of force is authorised by law and is
reasonable in the circumstances for the same reasons that the
limitation on a person’s right not to be subjected to medical
treatment without one’s consent is a reasonable limitation of
that right.
Section 15 — freedom of expression
Clause 136(1)(b) of the bill engages the right to freedom of
expression because it enables the CHO to require a health
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service provider to give the CHO any relevant health
information held by the service provider with respect to a
person in the circumstances specified by the bill. The CHO
may only exercise this power if the CHO believes that the
circumstances exist for the making of an order under
clause 134 of the bill. The purpose of requiring a health
service provider to disclose this information to the CHO is to
ensure that people are not unnecessarily required to undergo
tests pursuant to orders made under clause 134 of the bill.
Clause 139 of the bill also engages the right to freedom of
expression because it requires a pathologist or registered
medical practitioner who conducts a test under an order or
authorisation to give the results to either the CHO or SMO.
The clause also requires the CHO or SMO to give notice of
the results to the person tested and the ‘appropriate person’.
These requirements are necessary in order to achieve the
objectives of the division.
As these restrictions are reasonably necessary for the
protection of public health, clauses 137 and 139 are consistent
with the rights protected by section 15 of the charter.
Clause 140(1) restricts the right to freedom of expression
because it prohibits a person who receives a notice of the
results of the test on another person from disclosing anything
in those results that would identify that other person.
Clause 140(2) also restricts the right to freedom of expression
because it imposes an obligation on the CHO and an SMO
not to include information that would identify the person
tested when advising a person of the test results for the
source. These restrictions on the right to freedom of
expression are reasonably necessary to protect the privacy of
the source, and therefore come within the exception to the
right to freedom of expression contained in section 15(3)(b)
of the charter. The clause is therefore consistent with the
rights protected by section 15 of the charter.
Section 21 — right to liberty and security of person
Clause 134 engages section 21 of the charter because it
enables a magistrate to authorise a member of the police force
to take the person named in the order to a specified place. A
magistrate may also authorise a member of the police force to
use reasonable force to restrain that person so as to enable a
registered medical practitioner to take a sample if the person
fails to cooperatively submit to the test.
The clause specifically defines the circumstances in which an
order may be made and provides that an order does not have
effect until it is served on the person who is subject to it. The
clause does not limit the Supreme Court’s jurisdiction under
order 57 of the Supreme Court (General Civil Procedure)
Rules 2005. The clause is therefore consistent with the rights
protected by section 21 of the charter.
Division 7 — immunisation
The purpose of this division is to require parents of children
who attend primary schools to give an immunisation status
certificate (ISC) in respect of each vaccine-preventable
disease to the person in charge of the relevant primary school.
Clause 238(1)(z) of the bill will enable the Governor in
Council to make regulations that prevent a child who has not
been vaccinated against a particular vaccine-preventable
disease from attending school during an outbreak of that
infectious disease.
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Section 13 — privacy and reputation
Clause 145 engages the right to privacy because it requires
the parents of a primary school child to give an ISC in respect
of each vaccine-preventable disease to the person in charge of
the primary school their child attends. The information may
be used by the person in charge of a primary school when
making decisions about whether a child should be temporarily
excluded from school during the outbreak of an infectious
disease in order to minimise the risk of the child becoming
infected. This lawful interference with a child’s privacy is
necessary to protect children who have not been immunised
against vaccine-preventable diseases, and is therefore
consistent with section 13 of the charter.
Section 15 — freedom of expression
Clause 145 restricts a parent’s right to freedom of expression
because it requires parents to provide information about their
child’s immunisation status to their child’s school. For the
reasons outlined above, this limitation is reasonably necessary
for the protection of public health and therefore falls within
the scope of section 15(3) of the charter.
Division 8 — blood and tissue donations
This division extends a scheme of statutory defences to
actions brought on or on behalf of a person who claims to
have been infected with HIV, hepatitis C or a prescribed
disease because he or she was given blood, blood products or
tissue donated by another person. The purpose of the division
is to help maintain the viability of the Australian Red Cross
Society and to encourage those who regularly donate or are
considering donating blood in good faith to continue doing so.
Section 13 — privacy and reputation
The division engages an individual’s right to privacy because
the society or a health society must ensure that potential
donors complete a statement in the approved form in order to
have the benefit of a statutory defence against legal action
(see clauses 151 and 152 and schedule 1 to the bill). The
approved form will ask potential donors to answer various
questions directed at assessing the risk of the person’s blood
being contaminated with an infectious disease.
The statement is the first step in a two-step screening process
of blood donors (the second step is the testing of a sample of
the donor’s blood). It is not sufficient to rely on testing alone
because:
infection with some contaminants involves a window
period. In the window period, the virus may be present
in the blood, but not detectable by available tests;
of the possibility of new variants of known viruses
developing which may not currently be detectable;
of the possibility of human error in carrying out the tests
which cannot be entirely eliminated; and
tests are not always 100 per cent effective, especially
when first developed in response to an emerging disease
(see Review of the Human Tissue Act 1983 Report —
Blood Donation and the Supply of Blood and Blood
Products, April 2002, NSW Health at 30).
Requiring people who wish to donate blood or tissue to
provide the information that is needed to assess the risk of
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their blood or tissue being contaminated is reasonable in all
the circumstances and therefore does not arbitrarily interfere
with a person’s right to privacy. Moreover, the approved form
will specify the information that is to be collected about
potential donors, and therefore provides a lawful basis for the
handling of this information about the donor. The clauses in
this division are therefore considered to be consistent with
section 13 of the charter.
Section 15 — freedom of expression
Clause 155 of the bill engages the right to freedom of
expression because it prohibits relevant persons from making
a statement that is false in a material particular.
The purpose of this restriction on a person’s freedom of
expression is to minimise the risk of a person contracting an
infectious disease as a result of receiving contaminated blood,
blood products or tissue. This lawful restriction on a person’s
right to freedom of expression is therefore reasonably
necessary for the protection of public health and falls within
the scope of section 15(3) of the charter.
Division 9 — autopsies
The purpose of this division is to enable the CHO to order an
autopsy to be performed for the purpose of ascertaining
whether there is a serious risk to public health.
Sections 8, 14 and 19 — equality before the law, freedom of
religion and belief and cultural rights
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permits an autopsy to be conducted in very limited
circumstances which are specified by the bill.
The relationship between the limitation and its purpose
There is a direct and rational connection between the need for
an autopsy in certain cases and the purpose of minimising or
preventing the spread of an infectious disease. If the
deceased’s family strongly objects to the conduct of an
autopsy on the body the senior next of kin may apply for an
order from the Supreme Court that the autopsy not be
performed in the circumstances. In the context of autopsies
performed under the Coroners Act 1985, the Supreme Court
has attached considerable weight to the religious and cultural
beliefs of the deceased person’s family (see Green v.
Johnstone [1995] 2 VR 176 at 179).
Any less restrictive means reasonably available to achieve the
purpose that the limitation seeks to achieve
There is no less restrictive means available to achieve the
purpose the limitation seeks to achieve because in some
circumstances the conduct of an autopsy will be the only way
to ascertain whether the person died from a particular
infectious disease that may pose a serious risk to public
health.
Conclusion
Given that the bill would only enable the CHO to require an
autopsy to be conducted in very limited circumstances, and
that the deceased’s senior next of kin may challenge the
CHO’s decision to require an autopsy to be conducted, the
manner in which clause 156 limits the rights protected by
sections 8, 14 and 19 of the charter can be demonstrably
justified in a free and democratic society.

The conduct of an autopsy may interfere with a person’s right
to exercise his or her religious beliefs (see the Human Rights
and Equal Opportunity Commission’s report entitled Article
18 — Freedom of Religion and Belief, 1998 at pp 45–46).
Clause 156 could therefore be considered to limit the rights
protected by sections 8, 14 and 19 of the charter. The clause
may also discriminate against a person on the basis of
religious belief, one of the attributes in respect of which
discrimination is unlawful under section 6 of the Equal
Opportunity Act and therefore limits the right protected by
section 8 of the charter.

The purpose of division 10 is to require brothels and escort
agencies to take a range of measures designed to minimise the
risk to sex workers and their clients of contracting infectious
diseases.

Reasonableness of the limitation

Section 15 — freedom of expression

Nature of the right

Clause 162 engages the right to freedom of expression
because it requires brothel proprietors to provide medically
accurate information about the transmission of sexually
transmitted infections in a range of languages to clients and
sex workers. Where a sex worker has difficulty in
communicating in English, the clause requires proprietors of
brothels and escort agencies to provide information in a
language with which the sex worker is familiar.

The nature of these rights is discussed above in the context of
the general overview of the rights protected by the charter.
Importance and purpose of the limitation
It may very occasionally be necessary to conduct an autopsy
on a body for the purpose of verifying whether the person’s
death was caused by an infectious disease that may pose a
serious risk to public health. This information would assist the
CHO to decide whether it is necessary to take other measures
to minimise or prevent the spread of an infectious disease. It
may also be necessary to require an autopsy to be conducted
on the body of a person who is suspected to have died from
an emerging infectious disease to enable medical practitioners
to learn more about the nature of the disease.
The nature and extent of the limitation
The conduct of an autopsy may cause significant distress to
the family members of the deceased person because it is
contrary to their religious beliefs. However, the bill only

Division 10 — brothels and escort agencies

Clause 159 also engages the right to freedom of expression
because it prohibits proprietors from expressly or impliedly
discouraging the use of condoms in the brothel or in any
encounter arranged through the escort agency. The purpose of
this clause is to minimise the spread of sexually transmitted
diseases in the community.
The bill makes it an offence for an escort agency proprietor or
a brothel proprietor not to comply with these obligations. The
maximum penalty that may be imposed for one of these
offences is a modest fine ranging between 10 and 60 penalty
units.
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As each of the minor restrictions on the right to freedom of
expression referred to above is designed to contain the spread
of sexually transmitted diseases in the community, they are
considered to be reasonably necessary for the protection of
public health within the meaning of section 15(3) of the
charter. As a result, each of these clauses is consistent with
section 15 of the charter.
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clause (such as the provision of prescribed accommodation)
provided that it is a reasonable hour during the daytime or the
premises is open to the public. Second, an authorised officer
may enter premises at any time if it is necessary to
investigate, eliminate or reduce an immediate risk to public
health. Third, an authorised officer may enter any premises at
any time if a warrant has been issued. Clause 170 specifies
the circumstances in which a warrant could be issued.

Part 9 — authorised officers
Part 9 sets out the powers and obligations of authorised
officers with respect to investigating and managing risks to
public health, as well as monitoring compliance with the bill
and regulations made under it.
Section 11 — freedom from forced work
Consideration was given to whether clause 176 engages the
right to freedom from forced work because it enables
authorised officers to require a person to operate equipment to
access information from that equipment. Requiring a person
to operate equipment would form part of that person’s normal
civil obligations and would not be considered to amount to
‘forced or compulsory labour’. The clause therefore does not
engage section 11 of the charter.
Section 13 — privacy and reputation
Clauses 166–170 and 175–176 engage the rights protected by
section 13(a) of the charter.
Obligation to provide information
Clause 166 engages the right to privacy because it requires
authorised officers to produce their identity cards for
inspection when exercising their statutory powers. The card
will display the name, photograph and signature of the
authorised officer (see clauses 29–30). This requirement does
not arbitrarily interfere with the privacy of authorised officers
because the requirement is designed to ensure authorised
officers are accountable for the way they exercise their
powers and functions, and is therefore reasonable in the
circumstances.
Clause 167 engages the right to privacy because it enables an
authorised officer to request a person to provide information
(including information about an identifiable person) that the
authorised officer believes is necessary to investigate, manage
or control a risk to public health. The clause requires
authorised officers to inform the person at the time of making
the request that he or she may refuse to provide the
information requested.
Entry of premises
Clauses 168–170 engage the right not to have one’s privacy
or home unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with because they
permit authorised officers to enter premises, including
residential premises, in specified circumstances.
Clause 168 permits an authorised officer to enter residential
premises with the consent of the occupier for the purpose of
investigating whether there is a risk to public health or to
manage or control a risk to public health.
Clause 169 allows authorised officers to enter premises
without the occupier’s consent in three circumstances. First,
an authorised officer can enter any premises that he or she
believes is being used for one of the purposes specified by the

Division 3 of part 9 requires authorised officers to comply
with various procedures (such as announcing who they are)
when entering premises that are designed to ameliorate the
intrusiveness of these powers. Where an authorised officer
enters a residential premises without a warrant, the authorised
officer must comply with clause 187 of the bill.
Clause 175 sets out the powers authorised officers may
exercise where they have entered premises under the powers
conferred by the bill. They include the power to inspect,
examine, seize, photograph or do any other thing that is
reasonably necessary for the purpose of exercising a function
or power under the act or the regulations. An authorised
officer who enters any premises under clause 169 can also
direct a person at the premises to do certain things, including
answering questions or producing documents (clause 176).
As these powers might be exercised with respect to residential
premises they engage section 13 of the charter.
Clause 185 provides an important safeguard against the
misuse of the powers conferred upon authorised officers
because it allows anyone to complain about the exercise of
these powers to the secretary (if the authorised officer was
appointed by the secretary) or the relevant council (if the
authorised officer was appointed by the council). The
secretary or the council is required to investigate any such
complaint, and to provide a written report to the complainant
on the results of the investigation.
Clauses 166–170 and 175–176 enable authorised officers to
investigate risks to public health, take measures to alleviate
those risks and monitor whether businesses conducted at
certain premises are being conducted in accordance with
requirements imposed by the bill and the regulations made
under it. The conferral of these powers on authorised officers
is reasonable in the circumstances and does not arbitrarily
interfere with an individual’s rights protected by section 13(1)
of the charter. Moreover, the clauses adequately specify the
circumstances in which interferences with these rights may be
permissible. The above clauses are therefore consistent with
section 13 of the charter.
Section 15 — freedom of expression
Clause 176 engages the right to freedom of expression
because it enables authorised officers who have entered
premises for the purpose of monitoring compliance with the
bill or investigating a possible contravention of the bill to
require a person to answer questions and to produce
documents located at the premises that are in the person’s
possession or control. Before directing a person to produce
such a document or to answer questions, an authorised officer
must warn the person that failure to comply with the direction
without reasonable excuse is an offence, and inform the
person that he or she may refuse to answer any question if
answering would tend to incriminate him or her. The
maximum penalty that may be imposed on an individual who
fails to comply with the direction is 60 penalty units.
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Clause 184 could also be considered to engage the right to
freedom of expression because it prohibits a person who is
not an authorised officer from holding himself or herself out
to be an authorised officer. The maximum penalty that may
be imposed for this offence is 60 penalty units.
It is reasonably necessary for the protection of public health
that authorised officers have the power to require people at
regulated premises to assist them when they are monitoring
compliance with the bill or possible contraventions of the bill.
It is also reasonably necessary for the protection of public
health that people who are not authorised officers are deterred
from misrepresenting their status. As these restrictions on the
right to freedom of expression come within the scope of
section 15(3) of the charter, these clauses are consistent with
the rights protected by section 15(1) of the charter.
Section 20 — property rights
The charter provides that a person must not be deprived of his
or her property other than in accordance with law.
Clauses 175, 178, 179, 181 and 182 variously authorise the
seizure, forfeiture and disposal of things in circumstances
where owners cannot be found, where there is a risk to public
health or the things are required as evidence or to prevent the
commission of an offence. Deprivation of property in these
circumstances would be in accordance with a lawful exercise
of statutory power and for a specified purpose and is
compatible with section 20 of the charter.
Part 10 — protection and enforcement provisions
The purpose of division 1 is to enable the chief health officer
with the assistance of authorised officers to swiftly and
effectively respond to a wide range of risks to public health.
Division 2 enables improvement and prohibition notices to be
issued and thereby provides a means of remedying risks to
public health. Division 3 creates a legal framework that will
enable Victoria to rapidly and effectively respond to a public
health emergency such as an influenza pandemic.
Section 13 — privacy and reputation
Clause 188 engages the right to privacy because it enables the
CHO to require a person to provide information which the
CHO believes is necessary to investigate whether there is a
risk to public health or to manage or control a risk to public
health. The clause safeguards the rights of an individual by
requiring the CHO to warn the person that a refusal or failure
to comply with the direction without reasonable excuse is an
offence and advise the person that they can refuse to provide
the information if it would tend to incriminate him or her.
Clause 190 engages the right not to have one’s privacy or
home unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with because it
enables an authorised officer, in very limited circumstances
specified by the bill, to require a person to:
provide their name and address;
provide information needed to investigate, eliminate or
reduce the risk to public health; and
enter and inspect any premises (including parts of
residential premises) without a warrant if the authorised
officer reasonably believes there may be an immediate
risk to public health and that entry is necessary to enable
the authorised officer to investigate, eliminate or reduce
the risk.
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These clauses do not allow a person’s privacy to be
unlawfully interfered with because they specify the
circumstances in which the powers may be exercised.
Moreover, to the extent that these clauses permit an
interference with a person’s rights under section 13 of the
charter, the interference is reasonable in the circumstances
because they enable the CHO and authorised officers to
investigate risks to public health. These clauses are therefore
compatible with section 13 of the charter.
Section 12 — freedom of movement
Clause 190(1)(b) engages the right to freedom of movement
because it enables an authorised officer to direct a person or
group of persons not to enter or to leave any particular
premises.
Clause 200(1) of the bill also engages the right to freedom of
movement because it enables an authorised officer, in
narrowly defined circumstances, to restrict the movement of
any person or group of persons within the emergency area
and to prevent any person or group of persons from entering
the emergency area.
Reasonableness of the limitation
Nature of the right being limited
The nature of this right is considered in the overview of the
rights protected by the charter that are engaged by the bill.
Importance of the purpose of the limitation
It may be necessary to exercise the power conferred by
clause 190(1)(b) of the bill in two circumstances. First, it may
be necessary for an authorised officer to direct people not to
enter particular premises to prevent them from hindering
efforts to eliminate or reduce the risk the premises poses to
public health. Second, it may be necessary to exercise the
power to restrict people’s exposure to a substance that may
pose a risk to public health.
The purpose of the limitation in clause 200 is to control the
movement of persons during a state of emergency which may
help to contain the emergency. It may be necessary to
exercise this power, for example, if there were an outbreak in
a geographically confined area of a highly infectious disease
that caused unusually severe illness in order to slow the
spread of that disease.
Nature and extent of the limitation
The making of a direction under clause 190(1)(b) is likely to
only temporarily interfere with a person’s freedom of
movement. Clause 190(5) provides that a person may be
directed to remain at a particular premises for a period no
longer than 4 hours. Such a direction may be extended as
many times as is reasonably necessary for the purposes of
investigating, eliminating or reducing the risk to public health,
but not so as to exceed a continuous period of 12 hours (see
clause 190(6)). The maximum penalty that could be imposed
on a natural person who failed to comply with a direction
given under clause 190(1)(b) is 120 penalty units (see
clause 193).
Clause 200 of the bill limits the right more significantly
because it permits a person’s or group of person’s freedom of
movement to be constrained for a maximum period of six
months. The maximum penalty that could be imposed on a
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person who failed to comply with a direction given under
clause 200 of the bill is 120 penalty units (see clause 203).
Relationship between the limitation and its purpose
There is a direct and rational relationship between the
limitation and the purpose it seeks to achieve.
Any less restrictive means reasonably available to achieve the
purpose that the limitation seeks to achieve
There may not be a less restrictive means reasonably
available in a particular circumstance to achieve the purpose
the limitation seeks to achieve.
Conclusion
The limitations contained in clauses 190 and 200 of the bill
are compatible with the charter even though they limit the
right to freedom of movement because the limitations are
reasonable and proportionate in the circumstances.
Sections 14 and 19 — freedom of thought, conscience,
religion and belief and cultural rights
The exercise of the emergency powers conferred by
clause 200 of the bill could restrict an individual’s ability to
worship in community with others, and thereby limit the
rights protected by sections 14(2) and 19 of the charter.
However, these limitations are reasonable and demonstrably
justified in a free and democratic society for the same reasons
that the limitation of the right to freedom of movement during
a state of emergency is demonstrably justified.
Section 15 — freedom of expression
Clause 188 of the bill engages the right to freedom of
expression because it requires a person to provide information
that the chief health officer believes is necessary to investigate
whether there is a risk to public health. Clause 190 also
engages the right to freedom of expression because it permits
authorised officers exercising public health risk powers to
require people to provide information.
These lawful restrictions on the right to freedom of expression
are reasonably necessary for the protection of public health,
and therefore come within the scope of section 15(3) of the
charter.
Section 16 — freedom of assembly and freedom of
association
Clause 200(1) limits the right to freedom of assembly because
a person or group of people could be prevented from entering
or leaving an emergency area as well as moving within the
emergency area. These restrictions on the right to freedom of
assembly are demonstrably justified in a free and democratic
society for the same reasons that these limitations on the right
to freedom of movement are demonstrably justified.
Section 20 — property rights
Clause 190 engages the right to property because authorised
officers are permitted to close premises for the period of time
reasonably necessary to investigate, eliminate or reduce the
risk to public health. The clause also permits authorised
officers to require the destruction or disposal of things if this
is necessary to eliminate or reduce the risk to public health.
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Clause 190 specifies the circumstances in which interferences
with a person’s property will be permissible. The provision is
not arbitrary because the power may only be exercised by
authorised officers acting in circumstances where the chief
health officer believes that is necessary to investigate,
eliminate or reduce a risk to public health. Deprivation of
property in these circumstances would be in accordance with
a lawful exercise of statutory power and is compatible with
section 20 of the charter.
Section 21 — right to liberty and security of person
Clause 190 engages the right to liberty because it enables a
person to be directed to remain at particular premises for up to
4 hours (although this direction could be repeatedly extended
for up to 12 hours if this were reasonably necessary for the
purpose of investigating, eliminating or reducing the risk to
public health). Clause 200 also engages the right to liberty
because it allows a person or group of persons to be detained
in the emergency area for a period no longer than is
reasonably necessary to eliminate or reduce a serious risk to
public health. Both clauses are consistent with the rights
protected by section 21(3) of the charter because they
specifically define the circumstances in which a person may
be detained.
Clause 200 minimises the risk of a person’s detention
becoming arbitrary by requiring an authorised officer to
review whether the continued detention of the person is
necessary to eliminate or reduce a serious risk to public health
at least once every 24 hours. An authorised officer who
decides to detain a person or continue that person’s detention
must notify the CHO of that fact. The notification must
include the name of the person detained and briefly explain
why the person has, or continues to be, subject to detention.
The CHO must then inform the Minister for Health of any
notice he or she has received.
Neither clause limits the Supreme Court’s jurisdiction to
review the lawfulness of a person’s detention under order 57
of the Supreme Court (General Civil Procedure) Rules 2005.
Both clauses require a person who is detained to be informed
of the reason for their detention (see clauses 190(2) and (3)
and 200(3)) unless it is not practicable to do so in the
particular circumstances. These clauses are therefore
consistent with section 21(4) of the charter.
Section 25 — rights in criminal proceedings
Clause 197(7) engages the right to be presumed innocent until
proved guilty according to law. This offence arises after
proceedings in the Magistrates Court in relation to
improvement or prohibition notices to address a nuisance,
where there has been a failure to comply or where the
nuisance is likely to recur. If the Magistrates Court has made
an order, clause 197(7) makes it an offence for a person to fail
to comply with the order unless in seeking to comply with the
order they have exercised due diligence. This places a legal
burden on the defendant with respect to the exception to the
offence.
Reasonableness of the limitation
Nature of the right
The nature of this right is discussed above in the general
overview of the nature of the rights engaged by the bill.
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Importance of the purpose of the limitation
The purpose of the limitation is to protect public health by
providing a mechanism for ensuring compliance with an
order made by the Magistrates Court. The offence only arises
where less coercive measures have failed to achieve the
desired outcome of abating a nuisance.
Nature and extent of the limitation
As knowledge of the measures the defendant has taken to
comply with the order will be peculiarly within the
defendant’s knowledge, it would be relatively easy for the
defendant to prove, on the balance of probabilities, that he or
she has exercised due diligence in seeking to comply with the
order. It should also be noted that the clause places the legal
burden with respect to the elements of the offence on the
prosecution, and that the maximum penalty for this offence is
a fine rather than a term of imprisonment.
Relationship between the limitation and its purpose
The imposition of a legal burden with respect to the defence
of exercising due diligence in seeking to comply with the
order is intended to secure compliance with the order made
by the Magistrates Court. There is a direct relationship
between the limitation and its purpose.
Any less restrictive means reasonably available to achieve the
purpose the limitation seeks to achieve
It is necessary to structure the offence in this way because
evidence of the steps the defendant has taken to comply with
the order will be in the possession of the defendant rather than
the prosecution (see R v. Wholesale Travel Group [1991] 3
SCR 154). There is therefore no less restrictive means
reasonably available of achieving the purpose the limitation
seeks to achieve.
Conclusion
The limitation is compatible with the charter because, even
though it limits the right to the presumption of innocence, the
limitation is reasonable and proportionate.
Part 11 — general provisions
Part 11 of the bill deals with a range of matters that affect
how the bill is to be interpreted and implemented. It includes
several mechanisms that will assist to safeguard the rights of
individuals who are affected by the exercise of certain powers
conferred by the bill.
Section 13 — privacy and reputation
Clause 229 engages the right not to have one’s privacy or
home unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with because it
permits specified people to enter onto any land, including
residential premises, to take actions necessary to ensure
compliance with a direction, requirement, or notice. This
interference with a person’s rights protected by section 13 of
the charter is reasonable because the power is only available
in circumstances where less intrusive interventions have not
resulted in the person complying with the direction,
requirement or notice. It should also be noted that the general
restriction on entry to residential premises set out in
clause 187 applies to the exercise of these powers. The
circumstances in which the powers may be exercised are
defined in detail by the clause. For these reasons clause 229 of
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the bill does not authorise unlawful or arbitrary interferences
with a person’s right to privacy or home, and is therefore
consistent with section 13 of the charter.
Section 15 — freedom of expression
Clauses 210 and 261 (which will insert a provision in the
Food Act that is almost identical to clause 210) engages the
right to freedom of expression by prohibiting a person from:
giving false or misleading information to the secretary, a
council, the chief health officer or an authorised officer;
making a false or misleading entry in a document
required to be kept; or
under the act or regulations.
For example, a person must not intentionally or negligently
produce a document under the bill that is false or misleading
in a material particular, without indicating the respect in
which it is false or misleading and if practicable providing the
correct information.
Clauses 211 and 261 (which will insert a provision in the
Food Act that is identical to clause 211) provide that a person
must not, without lawful authority, destroy or damage any
record required to be kept in accordance with the bill or
regulations made under the bill.
The purpose of these clauses is to maximise the effectiveness
of the regulatory regime provided by the bill and thereby
contribute to the protection of public health. The clauses
lawfully restrict the right to freedom of expression to a degree
reasonably necessary to protect public health, and are
therefore consistent with section 15 of the charter.
Section 20 — property rights
Clauses 228 and 229 could be considered to engage the right
not to be deprived of property other than in accordance with
law. The clauses enable action to be taken to ensure
compliance with a direction, requirement or notice issued in
relation to a public health risk power (clause 190) or
emergency power (clause 200), and for reasonable costs
incurred to be recovered. For example, this might include
entry onto land to decontaminate an area and recovering the
expenses, such as removing lead-contaminated soil that is
posing a risk to public health.
The clauses enable risks to public health (to which the
relevant direction, requirement or notice related) to be
remedied, following failure of a person to do so. The clauses
specify the circumstances in which non-compliance with
directions, requirements or notices may be addressed. The
clauses confine cost recovery to ‘reasonable costs’ as defined.
The debt remains a charge on the relevant land until
recovered through a court of competent jurisdiction.
It is noted that the directions or requirements to which the
clauses apply are made under part 10, following an
authorisation of the chief health officer. Such an authorisation
can only be made where the chief health officer believes that
the authorisation was necessary to address a public health risk
(see clauses 189 and 199). If a direction or requirement made
in relation to a state of emergency (either under an emergency
power or public health risk power) was authorised on
insufficient grounds, a person who suffers loss may seek
compensation (clause 204).
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As the engagement with property rights is neither unlawful
nor arbitrary, the clauses do not limit section 20 of the charter.

limitation is reasonable and proportionate in the particular
circumstances.

Section 24 — fair hearing

Section 25 — rights in criminal proceedings — right not to be
compelled to confess guilt

Division 1 of part 10 promotes the right to fair hearing in
relation to the creation of specified review and appeal rights
arising under part 6, part 7 and part 10 of the bill.
Section 25 — rights in criminal proceedings
Clauses 210 and 261 engage the right to be presumed
innocent until proved guilty according to law because they
place a legal burden on the accused with respect to the only
available defence. The clauses, which are cast in identical
terms, prohibit a person from giving information, making a
statement, or producing a document that is false or misleading
in a material particular. It is a defence for the accused to prove
that at the time the offence was committed he or she believed
on reasonable grounds that the information was either true or
not misleading.
Reasonableness of the limitation
Nature of the right

Clause 212 provides for a qualified privilege against
self-incrimination. The privilege against self-incrimination is
relevant to the right in section 25(1)(k) which protects a
person from being compelled to testify against himself or
herself, or to confess guilt, in criminal proceedings. However,
the qualification of the privilege in the bill only applies to
requirements made under the act or the regulations to produce
a document, or a requirement of a person to give their name
or address (which is similar to the Occupational Health and
Safety Act 2004). Under international law, obtaining evidence
compulsorily from a person where the evidence has an
existence independent of the will of the person (such as
documents) would not limit the right in section 25(1)(k).
It is noted that the bill requires the chief health officer or
authorised officer, when exercising a relevant power (to
require documents, information or a person’s name or
address), to inform the person of the privilege against
self-incrimination (see clauses 176 and 188).

The nature of this right is discussed above in the general
overview of the nature of the rights engaged by the bill.

Part 12 — miscellaneous

Importance of the purpose of the limitation

Part 12 of the bill sets out savings and transitional provisions
and provides for amendments (including consequential
amendments) to other acts.

The purpose of the limitation is to protect public health by
deterring people who might otherwise be tempted to provide
false or misleading information, statements or documents
under either the bill or regulations made under it or the Food
Act. The provision of false or misleading information to the
CHO or an authorised officer could make it more difficult for
the CHO and authorised officers to promptly determine the
cause of risks to public health and delay the taking of steps
that would eliminate or ameliorate the risk to public health.
Nature and extent of the limitation
The onus only applies where the accused seeks to rely upon
the defence — it does not apply to any of the elements of the
offence. Further, the onus relates to matters that are peculiarly
within the knowledge of the accused.
Relationship between the limitation and its purpose
There is a direct relationship between the limitation and its
purpose.
Any less restrictive means reasonably available to achieve the
purpose the limitation seeks to achieve
It is necessary to structure the offence in this way because
knowledge of the circumstances that led to the accused
believing on reasonable grounds that the false information
was true or that the misleading information was not
misleading are matters that are solely within the knowledge of
the accused. Merely placing an evidential burden on the
accused with respect to the defence would not adequately
address this problem because the prosecution would still have
to disprove the matter beyond reasonable doubt.
Conclusion
The limitation is compatible with the charter because, even
though it limits the right to the presumption of innocence, the

Section 13 — privacy and reputation
Clause 247 amends section 49B of the Births, Deaths and
Marriages Registration Act 1996 by requiring the registrar of
births, deaths and marriages (the registrar) to supply
CCOPMM with any medical certificate in the registrar’s
possession relating to a maternal death; and any information
that appears on the certificate of death that is requested by
CCOPMM which it needs to perform its functions.
Clause 250 substitutes a new section 22A of the Coroners Act
1985. The current section 22A of the Coroners Act enables,
but does not require, the coroner to notify CCOPMM of the
death of a child. New section 22A will require the coroner to
notify CCOPMM of the particular of the death of a child. It
gives effect to recommendation 29 of the Victorian
Parliament Law Reform Committee’s final report on the
Coroners Act. New section 22A will also require the coroner
to provide CCOPMM with the particulars of any maternal
death reported to the coroner.
While the charter only protects the rights of people while they
are alive, the certificates referred to above may contain
identifying information about family members of the
deceased. Requiring the registrar and the coroner to provide
certificates or information that appears on certificates to
CCOPMM therefore engages section 13 of the charter.
These new notification requirements are necessary to enable
CCOPMM to perform its function of conducting study,
research and analysis into the incidence and causes in Victoria
of maternal deaths, stillbirths and the deaths of children
(clause 46(1)(a)). Both part 4 of the bill and part IXB of the
Health Act prohibit the disclosure of confidential information
except in defined circumstances. These clauses only permit
information to be collected for legitimate purposes, and are
therefore not arbitrary for the purposes of section 13 of the
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charter. Moreover, the clauses adequately specify the
circumstances in which information about identified people is
collected, and consequently do not permit unlawful
interferences with the right to privacy. As a result, these
clauses do not limit section 13 of the charter.
Section 20 — property rights
Clause 261 inserts a new provision (section 59C) into the
Food Act relating to compliance with directions and cost
recovery. Like clauses 228 and 229 of the bill, the purpose of
the clause is to create a mechanism that allows actions to be
taken to comply with a direction or order and to recover costs
of doing so. Unlike clause 230, new section 59C will apply to
any direction made under the Food Act. However, this is
appropriate given that a narrower range of directions may be
given under the Food Act than under the bill.
Clause 261 adequately defines the circumstances in which
this power may be exercised. It is therefore consistent with
section 20 of the charter.
Section 24 — fair hearing
Clause 267 of the bill amends schedule 1 to the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act by inserting a new part
16B to apply to reviews relating to public health orders under
division 2 of part 8 of the bill. The new part 16B engages the
right to a fair hearing in that:
the publishing or broadcasting of reports of proceedings
that identifies, or could reasonably lead to the
identification of, parties is prohibited unless the tribunal
considers it is in the public interest to order otherwise;
and
a person subject to a public health order may have
restricted access to relevant evidence, submissions or
documents if the tribunal is of the opinion that it is
necessary to do so to prevent serious harm to the health
or wellbeing of that person or any other person.
As the prohibition on publishing or broadcasting is authorised
by law, it does not limit any rights protected by section 24 of
the charter. It is noted that the tribunal may order that the
prohibition on publishing or broadcasting a report does not
apply if it considers that it would be in the public interest to
make such an order, and the clause is similar to other
provisions in schedule 1 to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal Act (see part 9 (Guardianship and
Administration Act 1986), part 12 (Instruments Act 1958)
and part 14 (Medical Treatment Act 1988)).
The potential restriction on access to information by the
person subject to a public health order is limited to
circumstances to protect a vulnerable person’s health or
wellbeing from serious harm. The right of the person’s
representative to access information is not limited. The
restriction does not, therefore, limit the person’s right to a fair
hearing.
Conclusion
I consider that the bill is compatible with the charter because
to the extent that some provisions may limit rights, those
limitations are reasonable and demonstrably justified in a free
and democratic society.
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GAVIN JENNINGS, MLC
Minister for Environment and Climate Change and Minister
for Innovation

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech, except for
statement under section 85(5) of the Constitution
Act, be incorporated on motion of Mr JENNINGS
(Minister for Environment and Climate Change).
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.
The introduction of this bill is part of the Victorian
government’s commitment to promoting and protecting the
health and wellbeing of all Victorians. By repealing the
Health Act 1958 and introducing this new bill, we are
updating and modernising Victoria’s public health
framework.
Progress in health is most often measured in terms of access
to hospital and medical services. These are important
signposts for government and contribute enormously to
public confidence about how their health system is travelling.
But there is another dimension to the operation of Victoria’s
health system which relates to the ways in which the health of
the population as a whole is protected and nurtured — the
investments which governments make in what is broadly
called ‘public health’ through the systematic protection of
communities from infectious disease and other mass hazards
to health, through the regulation of water and food supplies,
through the promotion of safe and healthy behaviours and
environments and through preparations made to enable health
services to respond effectively to disasters and other mass
casualty events.
The Brumby government is strongly focused on prevention.
The 2008 statement of government intentions noted that the
government has invested heavily in Victoria’s health system
and pursued the case for comprehensive national health
reform around three key areas:
shifting the focus to prevention;
placing people and their needs at the centre of the health
care system; and
restoring effective funding of the public hospital system.
The new Public Health and Wellbeing Bill is a key initiative
in the government’s overall strategy of promoting prevention
wherever possible.
It is designed to provide a modern legislative population
health framework that is focused on prevention and is
sufficiently flexible to enable swift and effective responses to
emerging new threats to public health, as well as well-known
risks to public health.
The bill recognises that the state has a significant role to play
in protecting ‘public health and wellbeing’, which is defined
to include the absence of disease, illness, disability or
premature death, and the collective state of public health and
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wellbeing. The bill signifies that the state has a role to play in
reducing health inequalities, as well as aiming to improve
health status overall. This throws out a major challenge to
government. Research indicates that people’s health
outcomes are highly influenced by the whole environment
that they experience, as well as by genetic factors and their
general capacity for resilience. People suffering from social
disadvantage generally have poorer health outcomes than the
rest of the community.
We as a government have an important role in addressing
these important areas of social policy. But we also need the
tools to demonstrate the need for action to tackle these social
conditions that directly influence health outcomes. The bill
provides the government with key tools to enable data
collection, to support evidence-based policy and effective
agenda setting.
Public health delivery impacts directly on public confidence
in the health system when the risks of failure are palpable —
for example, when there is an outbreak of legionnaire’s
disease or when water supplies are contaminated by E. coli, or
when the response to disasters is slow or ill planned.
The bill provides for responses to risks to health and enables
the Department of Human Services to investigate and manage
these risks, through a graduated scheme that enables a
proportionate response to matters ranging from small
incidents to emergencies, such as an influenza pandemic. The
emergency powers in the bill will complement Victoria’s
detailed emergency planning system.
In 2007 a review process was commissioned to provide
critical commentary of the responses by the Department of
Human Services to people living with HIV who place others
at risk, in the context of past failings in these processes. These
reviews and the report of an international expert provided a
body of work that gives overall support for the current
approach undertaken by the Department of Human Services
in the management of people living with HIV who put others
at risk, namely a public health approach. These reviews have
been taken into account in drafting this legislation.
Unlike these immediate risks and their control, the
performance of public health programs in reducing the ‘slow
burning’ risks which undermine the community’s health in
the longer term — the risky behaviours such as smoking, the
diseases preventable by immunisation in childhood, or
detectable at early stages by good screening services —
contribute less to immediate public confidence in the system
but have far-reaching consequences for life expectancy, the
burden of disease and the sustainability of the health system
itself.
At the same time, public health must be involved in working
beyond even the ‘slow burning’ risks. The determinants of
health precede risk, and risk may in fact be an outcome of
failure in the areas where the determinants are at work —
education, employment and healthy workplaces, good
housing and livable communities, good social networks and
social inclusion.
The bill contains a number of specific new initiatives which
will enable a strategic and planned strategy to tackle these
broader public health problems in a proactive way and reduce
health inequalities:
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it requires preparation of a state public health and
wellbeing plan every four years, with the first plan to be
produced by 1 September 2011 at the latest. This
initiative is part of the Brumby government’s wider
commitment to accountability and public
engagement — other examples include the recent
statement of government intentions;
it enables the secretary to conduct a public inquiry in
respect of any serious public heath matter. The minister
may also direct the secretary to conduct such an inquiry;
and
it enables the minister to direct that a health impact
assessment be carried out of the public health and
wellbeing impact of a matter specified in the direction.
Improving the health of Victorians is also an important part of
national economic reform. Victoria launched the Third Wave
of National Reform, which sets out the path to securing
Australian prosperity for future generations. The Third Wave
notes that ‘the most effective way to boost productivity and
participation is to develop our human capital’. Improving
health is identified as a key component to building a healthy,
skilled and motivated society, and a high-income economy
that is among the world’s best.
The bill deals with a broad range of matters and has been
developed following thorough consultation. In 2004, the
government released a discussion paper regarding the review
of the Health Act and in 2005 it released a draft policy paper.
The government greatly appreciates the submissions that it
received in relation to both of these papers from a wide
variety of sources, including local government, professional
associations, academics, peak health bodies, health workers,
industry representatives and members of the public.
I turn now to the parts of the bill.
Parts 1 and 2
Part 1 of the bill contains the purpose of the bill, the
definitions and the commencement provisions. The stated
purpose of the bill is to enact a new legislative scheme which
promotes and protects public health and wellbeing in
Victoria.
The commencement provision allows the bill to be
implemented over a period of time, with the possibility of
some sections being proclaimed before the default
commencement date of 1 January 2010. The default
commencement date will allow adequate time for the
remaking of eight existing sets of regulations and provides for
the development of new regulations, should these be required.
Allowance must also be made for the development of
protocols and guidelines with agencies involved in
enforcement of the new legislation, including Victoria Police
and municipal councils.
Part 2 of the bill contains the objectives and principles of the
bill. For the first time in Victorian health legislation we are
enshrining in the objectives the state’s role in protecting
public health and wellbeing. These principles provide an
important guide to the officers who exercise a broad range of
powers under the bill. The principles support informed and
transparent decision making that involves a proportionate
response to risks to public health. The principles also note the
importance of collaboration and prevention. The
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precautionary principle is included and provides that if a
public health risk poses a serious threat, lack of full scientific
certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing
measures to prevent or control the public health risk.
Part 3
Part 3 sets out the functions of the secretary, the chief health
officer and local councils in administering the act. The chief
health officer is being recognised for the first time as a
statutory position that exercises a range of powers,
particularly with regard to the control of infectious diseases.
The chief health officer is also required to develop and
implement strategies to promote and protect public health and
wellbeing.
Part 3 outlines the public health functions of municipal
councils. These will not change the major role of local
councils in enforcing public heath standards within their
community.
The bill clarifies that councils have the role of coordinating
and providing immunisation services to children living and
being educated in their municipal districts. I applaud the
outstanding efforts of councils throughout Victoria in
performing this statutory duty to protect residents from
vaccine-preventable diseases. Victoria’s state government is a
strong supporter of councils’ immunisation work.
As a result of the hard work of Victorian councils and general
practitioners, by the final quarter of 2006 Victoria achieved
greater than 90 per cent coverage for full vaccination in
children aged one, two and six. This is the first time a state or
territory in Australia has achieved this level of coverage.
Part 3 provides that councils must prepare public health and
wellbeing plans. These provisions are similar to those in the
Health Act, but have been revised to allow public health
planning to be better integrated into other council planning.
Part 4
Part 4 provides for consultative councils, which promote
public health and improvements in clinical practice by
inquiring into specific areas of medical specialisation with a
view to monitoring services and improving prevailing
systems and standards. One such council is the Consultative
Council on Obstetric and Paediatric Mortality and Morbidity,
the functions of which are set out in part 4. These functions
remain as they are in the Health Act, having been reviewed
and updated in 2004.
Part 4 includes tight confidentiality provisions, which enable
the consultative councils to gather all relevant information
and make well-informed recommendations on improved
practice.
Part 5
Part 5 provides for a state public health and wellbeing plan,
which will establish the framework for promotion and
protection of public health in Victoria. The state public health
and wellbeing plan will be a public document that establishes
Victoria’s objectives and policy priorities over a four-year
period to meet the public health and wellbeing needs of the
people of the state of Victoria. The state plan will
complement public health and wellbeing planning, which is
undertaken by all municipal councils and will specify the
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collaborative measures to be taken by the state in achieving
these objectives and priorities.
Part 5 also provides for the conduct of public inquiries to
investigate any serious public health matter. These provisions
are similar to those in other jurisdictions with modern public
health legislation.
The health impact assessment provision will enable the
minister to be informed of the impact that a specified matter
may have on public health and wellbeing.
Part 6
Part 6 sets out provisions relating to nuisances. Municipal
councils must investigate and address nuisances within their
municipal districts.
The part also continues the requirement for hairdressers,
beauty parlours and tattooists, businesses that perform skin
penetrations and prescribed accommodation to be registered
with their local council. Businesses conducting colonic
irrigation will also now be required to register.
The government recognises the infection control risks that
may be posed by such businesses and requires registration as
a means of enabling those risks to be managed.
It is not the intention of the bill to establish a regulatory
framework governing these businesses that relates to matters
other than public health. This is a continuation of the current
regulatory requirements in the Heath Act and regulations.
Part 7
Part 7 provides for the registration of cooling tower systems
and the development and auditing of risk management plans.
These legislative provisions were originally introduced into
the Building Act in 2001 and have lead to a significant
decrease of Legionella in cooling tower systems in Victoria.
Given the public health focus of these provisions, it is more
appropriate for the provisions to be in this bill.
Part 7 also regulates the use of pesticides in specified areas,
where the pesticide use is not for the purposes of horticulture
or agriculture, and specifies the licensing requirements for
pest controllers. These provisions are complemented by the
regulation of pesticides under the Agricultural and Veterinary
Chemicals (Control of Use) Act 1992.
Part 8
Part 8 relates to the management and control of infectious
diseases and micro-organisms.
A critical aspect of appropriate public health interventions is a
good disease surveillance system. The part provides for
notifications of certain infectious diseases and
micro-organisms by doctors and pathology services. It also
allows for the prompt addition by the Governor in Council of
an infectious disease to the list of notifiable diseases, to allow
for a rapid response to any new threat to public health.
The principles under which this part is to be administered are
set out in the bill. This is important as this part provides
powers that may interfere with an individual’s behaviour and
movements. The bill states that in those circumstances the
measure that is the least restrictive of the rights of the person
should be chosen.
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Clause 113 of the bill empowers the chief health officer to
make orders requiring a person to be examined or tested by a
registered medical practitioner for an infectious disease. The
chief health officer may make such an order if there is reason
to believe that a person may have an infectious disease and
may pose a risk to public health and the chief health officer is
unable to assess the level of that risk posed by that person’s
infectious status due to a lack of information. An examination
and testing order is designed to make that information
available.
The purpose of public health testing and examination orders
made under clause 113 is to confirm the infectious status of a
person who may have an infectious disease so that the
behaviour and conduct of that person with the potential to
pose a risk to others can be managed, either cooperatively or
if necessary with further orders. The threshold for the making
of the order is that there is reason to believe the person has an
infectious disease in circumstances where the disease will
pose a serious risk to public health.
In this, these orders can be distinguished from the compulsory
testing orders that may be made by the chief health officer
under clause 134 of the bill, which will be discussed later.
In addition to examination and testing orders, the bill
empowers the chief health officer to make public health
orders in relation to a person who has an infectious disease
and who needs to take particular action to prevent posing a
serious risk to public health. It should be noted that the vast
majority of persons who are diagnosed with an infectious
disease behave appropriately to avoid posing a risk to others.
There are a small minority who, for a number of reasons, may
not be capable of taking that action, and a smaller number
who may not be willing to do so.
The chief health officer is empowered to make a range of
orders to deal with the various circumstances of these
persons. These provisions have been revised as a result of a
number of recent reviews of the administration of public
health order powers both nationally and in Victoria. The bill
contains a right of internal review and a right of appeal to the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal against a public
health order as a result of the recommendations of those
reviews. The maximum period of a public health order is six
months, although there is provision to extend an order. The
bill provides that it must be varied or revoked if the
circumstances that justified it being made should change.
The person subject to the order may apply at any time to the
chief health officer for a review of the order and the chief
health officer must within seven days of receiving such an
application revoke, vary or confirm the order.
The person subject to the order may also at any time apply to
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal for a review
of the order.
Although it remains an offence not to comply with an order,
the offence of knowingly or recklessly infecting another
person with an infectious disease previously found in
section 120 of the Health Act has not been included in the
bill. Since that offence was enacted in 1988, there has been no
successful prosecution of the offence. The offence of
‘knowingly’ infecting another, apart from being very difficult
to prove, has been superseded by the inclusion in section 19A
of the Crimes Act of an offence to intentionally infect another
person with HIV. The Crimes Act also contains a hierarchy of
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offences that can be used to prosecute conduct that recklessly
puts others at risk of their life or of serious harm, and this
includes the reckless transmission of an infectious disease.
Other factors are that the Crimes Act makes provision for
charges of ‘attempting’ to commit the offence, and that a
criminal penalty is more appropriate than the existing civil
penalty. The prosecution of these offences under the criminal
law, rather than health legislation, is also in keeping with the
recommendations of the reviews of the administration of
public health orders mentioned earlier. It is appropriate that
conduct by a person with an infectious disease that amounts
to criminal behaviour be referred to the police and be dealt
with by the criminal justice system.
Part 8 re-enacts provisions for the making of compulsory
testing orders when an incident involving a caregiver (such as
a doctor or nurse) or custodian (such as a police officer) could
have resulted in a person involved in the incident contracting
a blood-borne infectious disease, such as HIV or hepatitis C.
The most common example of such an incident is a
needle-stick injury involving a health worker at a hospital.
After such an incident, it is necessary for both people
involved to be tested so the risk of infection having been
transmitted can be established.
Most people involved in these incidents consent to being
tested and no orders are necessary. The bill continues the
current system by which in those cases where it does prove
necessary a senior medical officer at a health service can
order a test to be conducted on a person involved.
These provisions were amended as recently as 2005, remain
substantially the same, and are working well. However, the
definition of ‘caregiver or custodian’ has been expanded and
made more explicit in the bill. It includes a wider range of
health workers, and any police officer while acting in the
course of their duties as a police officer.
There is now explicit provision made in the bill for the chief
health officer to obtain existing health information about a
person involved in one of these incidents, either from
departmental records or from records held by a health service,
and to disclose that information to the person who may be at
risk. This will eliminate the necessity for testing of a person
previously diagnosed as having one of these infectious
diseases.
In cases where no health records are available, the chief
health officer may make an order for testing.
Compulsory testing orders are not intended to control the
conduct of persons who have an infectious disease. Rather
they are aimed at obtaining information in order to give a
person who may have been exposed to infection a better
understanding of their risk of contracting the disease, and
what may be required for clinical management or treatment of
the risk.
Compulsory testing orders are subject to a much lower
threshold and are only made if there is a possibility that if a
person had an infectious disease, then that disease may have
been transmitted to a caregiver or custodian, depending on the
nature of the incident. These orders are primarily made in the
interests of the caregiver and custodian and not the person
being tested, who may not in fact have any disease or who
may have a disease but not pose any risk to the public at large.
These compulsory testing orders are of more restricted scope
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than other examination and testing orders. They are serving a
narrower purpose in recognition of the risks that those such as
health professionals and police officers may be exposed to
when performing their everyday work.

transmissible infections. These provisions will not affect the
regulation of brothels and escort agencies that currently
occurs under the Prostitution Control Act, but will enhance
safe sex practice.

The vast majority of incidents involving caregivers and
custodians do not result in the transmission of a blood-borne
virus, and preventive therapy can be taken to further reduce
the risks of acquisition of hepatitis B and HIV. For example,
the risk of transmission from needle-stick injury to a caregiver
or custodian from someone who is hepatitis B positive and
infectious is estimated to be around 33 per cent, for a
hepatitis C-positive person the risk is around 3 per cent and
from an HIV-positive person the risk is around 0.3 per cent.
Caregivers and custodians should be routinely protected
against hepatitis B as a vaccine is available and, if they are
not, a course of vaccination can be commenced after the
injury. With hepatitis C there is presently no vaccine or
post-exposure prophylaxis available, and with HIV the risk
assessment will take into account the risk of transmission
according to the nature of the injury. A post-exposure
prophylaxis is available for HIV and would be used if the risk
was considered high.

Part 9

If the chief health officer is satisfied that it is necessary and
orders a person to undergo a blood test and that person refuses
to comply with the order, there is provision in the bill for the
chief health officer to make application to the Magistrates
Court to allow Victoria Police to use reasonable force to
enforce the order. This may involve using reasonable force
both to take a person to a place to be tested, and to undergo
the test.
What can be considered reasonable will depend on the
circumstances of each case. The use of unreasonable force
would expose those using it to civil liability. It is envisaged
that force will be used very rarely, and its use would be
appropriate and only to the extent necessary in those rare
cases.
In order to increase the transparency of the chief health
officer’s decisions relating to both compulsory testing orders
and public health orders, de-identified information regarding
these orders must be included in the Department of Human
Services annual report.
Part 8 also provides for immunisation status certificates,
which must be provided by a parent to their child’s primary
school. These certificates are a means of encouraging parents
to know whether their child is fully immunised. A certificate
recording whether or not a child is immunised assists the
school in responding to outbreaks of vaccine-preventable
diseases. This provision is not intended to prevent parents
from objecting to their children being immunised.
The part re-enacts the provisions regarding blood and tissue
donations. These provisions provide a statutory defence for
blood donors against claims that a recipient has contracted an
infectious disease from a donation, if specified facts and
matters can be proven.
The part also makes provision for autopsies to be conducted
where the coroner does not have jurisdiction and the chief
health officer believes that an infectious disease caused or
contributed to the person’s death.
The part also regulates brothels and escort agencies in order to
reduce the likelihood of the transmission of sexually

Part 9 provides for powers to be exercised by authorised
officers. The powers of entry to be exercised are consistent
with current government policy, but make allowance for
response to risks to public health, as well as the investigation
of offences.
For the purposes of investigating risks to public health,
authorised officers may enter public places and any other
premises, including residential premises, with the consent of
the occupier.
For the purposes of monitoring compliance with the act and
regulations, or to investigate a possible contravention of the
act or regulations, authorised officers can enter any regulated
premises at any reasonable hour during the daytime, or when
the premises is open to the public. The categories of regulated
premises are specified in the bill. If a business premises is part
of a residential address, the officers may only enter that part
of the premises that is registered for the business.
Entry to any premises, including residential premises, is with
consent or with a warrant.
However, in relation to any contravention of the act or
regulations, an authorised officer may, without a warrant,
enter any premises at any time if they believe on reasonable
grounds that there may be an immediate risk to public health
that must be dealt with.
The rules regarding announcement of entry, identification
cards, and the powers of search and seizure under warrant
reflect current government policy and are consistent with like
provisions in recent statutes dealing with such matters.
Part 10
Part 10 provides for powers for the chief health officer to
respond to risks to public health. These are the powers used to
deal with the investigation and management of the most
common risks to public health, such as outbreaks of
salmonella and gastroenteritis. However, they have been
made flexible enough to deal with other less common risks as
they arise.
Part 10 also provides for the declaration of a public health
emergency by the Minister for Health. An emergency will
only be declared after consultation with the relevant
authorities under the Emergency Management Act. Should
that consultation determine that action is more appropriately
taken under the Emergency Management Act, the minister
would not declare an emergency under these provisions.
Whilst it is hoped that such an emergency will not often arise,
it is essential that Victoria has the appropriate planning and
legal framework to address these risks.
The powers would allow the chief health officer to order
persons or groups of persons to remain at a place, or not to
enter particular areas. An order to detain people will be
subject to a requirement that it be reviewed every 24 hours.
Decisions to detain people for more that 24 hours will be
supervised by the chief health officer, and reportable to the
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minister. The vast majority of people are cooperative with
authorities in such circumstances, through both self-interest
and civil duty. Those who are not could be made subject to
more specific public health orders if necessary to protect
public health.
The bill provides mechanisms for the chief health officer to
obtain the assistance of council officers and the police in the
course of an emergency. It is envisaged that council officers
will be authorised to perform specified roles, and that the
police would carry out normal policing duties, in accordance
with agreed protocols.
Part 11
Part 11 has general regulation-making provisions, general
powers of authorised officers, provisions regarding review
and appeals and matters regarding offences and legal
proceedings. The part also enables the secretary or a
municipal council to issue an improvement or prohibition
notice in relation to a contravention or likely contravention of
the act.
Part 12
Part 12 contains saving and transitional provisions and
amendments to other acts, including the repeal of the Health
Act 1958.

Section 85 of the Constitution Act
Mr JENNINGS — I make the following statement
under section 85(5) of the Constitution Act 1975 of the
reasons why it is the intention of clause 240 of the bill
to alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.
Clause 240 states that it is the intention of this section
to alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975
to the extent necessary to prevent the bringing before
the Supreme Court of an action of a kind referred to in
sections 124 and 142.
The actions referred to in sections 124 and 142 are
actions against a registered medical practitioner.
Section 124 provides that no action will lie against a
registered medical practitioner who in good faith and
with reasonable care conducts a test, examination and
assessment, or provides counselling, pharmacological
treatment or prophylaxis, in relation to an examination
and testing order or a public health order made under
division 2 of part 8 of the act. Division 2 deals with the
management and control of infectious diseases, and
empowers the chief health officer to order a person to
undergo any of a range of measures to reduce the risk
they may pose to public health. Often these measures,
such as an examination or counselling about the nature
of the disease, will be undertaken by a registered
medical practitioner.
Similarly, section 142 provides that no action lies
against a registered medical practitioner who in good
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faith and with reasonable care takes a blood or urine
sample, conducts a test or provides test results or
counselling in relation to a test on a person who has
been involved in an incident with a caregiver or
custodian. In relation to these incidents, the chief health
officer may order that a test be conducted on a person
who has refused to be tested, and a registered medical
practitioner will be asked to perform the test and
provide results.
The aim of sections 124 and 142 is to protect registered
medical practitioners who implement measures ordered
by the chief health officer as part of the response to a
threat to the health and wellbeing of the community. It
is appropriate that registered medical practitioners be
protected from legal liability for their actions in these
circumstances. If registered medical practitioners were
not provided with this protection, the regulatory
framework for the protection of the public from
infectious disease would not be effective.
Incorporated speech continues:
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr D. DAVIS
(Southern Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 3 July.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Calder Highway: Taradale signage
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — My
adjournment issue is for the attention of the Minister for
Roads and Ports in the other place. It concerns
directional signage for services in Taradale, a town that
has been bypassed by the latest section of the Calder
Highway duplication works. The action that I seek is
for the minister to upgrade signage to Taradale to
include services available in that town.
The latest section of the Calder Highway duplication
between Kyneton and Bendigo has recently been
opened. This is a project that has been completed ahead
of time, because the previous federal government, led
by John Howard, had the vision to inject massive
funding into the improvement of Victoria’s road
network. The new section, which opened in April,
bypasses the towns of Malmsbury and Taradale, and
signage on this new section directs passing motorists to
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accommodation and refreshment opportunities at
Malmsbury, including the town’s famous bakery, but
there is no signage directing motorists to service
opportunities in Taradale because of VicRoads strict
signage criteria. Under VicRoads criteria motorists are
directed to only within 5 kilometres of the freeway, and
unfortunately Taradale falls just outside the 5-kilometre
limit.
Taradale offers motorists the opportunity to refuel, a
service that is not available in nearby Malmsbury. In
fact Taradale has not one but two service stations, but
no signage to direct motorists from the freeway to the
stations. Taradale service station operators have
expressed their disappointment, but the situation has
now reached a crisis point. One operator has reported
that takings have dropped to around $40 a day and that
on one occasion they took zero takings for that day.
Operators are concerned that if signage is not provided
they may be forced to close within a month. So I call on
the minister to upgrade signage to Taradale to include
services available in that town.

Water: Smart Water Fund
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — I wish to raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Water in the
other place, Tim Holding. The action I seek is for him
to assist rural communities to innovate and develop
new ways to recycle and conserve water. Yesterday the
Minister for Water announced a new round of grants of
up to $500 000 for innovative water-saving projects to
help reduce demand on our drinking water supplies. Up
to $5 million is available for businesses, sports clubs,
research centres and other organisations throughout
Melbourne and regional Victoria as part of the Smart
Water Fund. Two streams of funding are now available:
$3 million for community groups and businesses with
innovative water projects throughout Melbourne and
regional centres, and $2 million for research and
development into the key challenges facing the water
industry.
The Smart Water Fund provides seed funding for water
conservation, water recycling, research and
development projects and biosolids management
projects. Over $25 million in seed funding has already
helped more than 150 projects in water conservation,
recycling, research and development and biosolids
management projects. Past recipients, I am pleased to
say, include Murray Goulburn Cooperative and
Bendigo Health.
Finding new and innovative ways to conserve and
recycle water is essential to securing Victoria’s water
future, and for this reason the action I seek is for the
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water minister to assist rural communities to innovate
and develop new ways to recycle and conserve water.

Rail: Pakenham pedestrian crossing
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I raise a
matter this evening for the attention of the Minister for
Public Transport in the other place. It concerns the lack
of a railway crossing on the western side of McGregor
Road, where the Pakenham railway line intersects with
McGregor Road, Pakenham.
For the minister’s information, McGregor Road is one
of the main ways to access the Pakenham bypass from
the township and surrounds of Pakenham, and the
opening of that bypass has significantly increased
traffic flow down McGregor Road. The south side of
the railway line, in and around McGregor Road, has
seen significant residential development and growth in
recent years, and the combination of increased traffic
flow along McGregor Road and increased population
growth in and around that road has seen increased
pedestrian traffic, particularly around the four schools
to the north of the railway line near McGregor Road.
These schools are St Patrick’s Primary School, the
Pakenham Consolidated Primary School, Beaconhills
College and Pakenham Secondary College.
The lack of a pedestrian crossing across the railway line
on the western side of McGregor Road means that
students and other pedestrians who need to cross that
road must use the crossing on the eastern side. Given
the traffic volumes and the lack of a pedestrian crossing
over the railway line, this is a dangerous endeavour. I
have had representations from a number of constituents
who are concerned on behalf of their children or
themselves about the need to cross McGregor Road to
access the railway crossing on the eastern side. Many
people are choosing to cross on the western side
without a safe crossing over the railway line, and this is
dangerous as well.
The action I seek from the minister is to construct a
crossing over the railway line on the western side of
McGregor Road as a matter of urgency. I raised this
matter with the minister about a month ago in
correspondence, and I failed to receive a response. I
seek the minister’s action as a priority, particularly in
view of the coming school holiday period. It is time for
action, and I ask her to take that action as soon as
possible.

Kangaroos: harvesting
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
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Agriculture in the other place. It relates to the fact that
Victoria remains the only mainland state to impose a
ban on the processing of kangaroo meat. I have noted
recent signs that the government may be preparing to
change its position. The minister indicated in
discussions with the Kangaroo Industries Association
of Australia that the government was prepared to look
at the feasibility of processing kangaroo meat. Previous
attempts to open the matter for discussion were met
with the blunt response, ‘No, it is not government
policy’. This is a heartening sign which, I remind the
house, is in line with the Liberal Party policy position
issued for the 2006 election. The evidence strongly
supports such a move.
The kangaroo industry in Australia has developed
significantly over the past 30 years. It generates more
than $200 million a year and employs more than
4000 people in rural communities. The industry’s
critics raise the spectre of a threat to kangaroo species
and the issue of cruelty. The first point is countered by
a paper prepared by the Kangaroo Industries
Association in 2002 which put kangaroo numbers at
58.6 million, more than twice the number of cattle and
about two-thirds of the current Australian sheep
population. The average harvest of kangaroos is a bit
over 2 million a year, hardly enough to pose a threat to
their continuing existence. In fact, harvesting is part of
a management strategy to ensure that numbers do not
rise to an unsustainable level. It also ensures a balance
on grazing pressure between the wild kangaroos and
animals such as sheep and cattle that are raised
domestically.
Kangaroo harvesting is conducted under state
management plans that require the approval of the
federal department, Environment Australia. Licensed
harvesters have to be trained and have to adhere to the
national code of practice for the humane shooting of
kangaroos, a stringent safeguard against cruel practices.
They must tag all harvested kangaroos, and processors
are required to file monthly reports on the numbers of
tags, where they are used, and details about the animals
they are attached to. As the industry association paper
points out, intensive use and scientific effort have
answered the questions of potential impact and enabled
the industry to defend itself based on demonstrated
science.
In effect, harvesting for meat processing makes
practical and environmental sense. It has the potential to
be an industry of considerable value to country
Victoria, and the market has demonstrated a demand.
At present Victorians can eat kangaroo meat, but it
cannot be processed here. My request to the minister is
that he follow through on his discussions with the
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association by correcting the anomaly — that is, enable
the establishment of the kangaroo harvesting and
processing industry.

Tourism: Western suburbs
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I wish to raise
a matter for the attention of the Minister for Tourism
and Major Events in the other place. It follows a visit to
the Western Metropolitan Region by the deputy
opposition leader and shadow tourism minister in the
other place, Louise Asher, last week when she and I
met with representatives of Western Melbourne
Tourism and later that day with Mr Glenn Goodfellow
from the Wyndham Tourism Association.
As I have mentioned in this house before, the west of
Melbourne has much to offer in terms of tourism, and I
commend the municipalities of Wyndham, Hobsons
Bay, Brimbank, Maribyrnong, Moonee Valley and
Melton for pooling their resources in a bid to highlight
what the west has to offer.
Scienceworks at Newport is a long-time favourite, and
Williamstown offers not just the most magnificent
views of Melbourne by day or night but it also has one
of the most impressive restaurant districts in Australia.
The minister should try it.
The Werribee Open Range Zoo is a must-see attraction
and I must say I feel quite sorry for those who have not
taken the opportunity to experience its wonders. As I
have mentioned before, the meerkats are my favourites,
but the hippos are growing on me! The tortoises are not
bad either. Next door to the zoo is Werribee Park
Mansion, which this past January celebrated its 130th
birthday, and just up the road is the Werribee Park Golf
Club, offering a challenge to even seasoned golfers,
with a magnificently picturesque backdrop of the
Werribee River and sandstone cliffs.
Mr Jennings — I just want to go!
Mr FINN — The minister should go. Whilst in the
general vicinity, a trip to the Victoria State Rose
Garden is mandatory for garden enthusiasts, and those
partial to a spot of shopping are doing themselves a
grave disservice if they have not visited the home of
Dame Edna Everage, Puckle Street in Moonee Ponds.
A visit to the Point Cook homestead and the nearby
RAAF Museum, a stroll along the banks of the
Maribyrnong River and much more ensure visitors to
the west will not leave disappointed.
As I mentioned a little earlier, there continues to be a
conscious effort to tell the rest of Melbourne and
Victoria that Melbourne’s west has much to offer either
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the day tourist or those who wish to stay a little longer,
but as we know this sort of promotion costs money, and
this is where the Minister for Tourism and Major
Events in the other place comes in. A plan is currently
being produced which will oversee a campaign to give
a huge boost to tourism in Melbourne’s west. My
understanding is that it will also tackle some of the false
perceptions those on the other side of town may have of
the western suburbs and what we have to offer. I ask
the minister to view this plan favourably and provide
sufficient financial support to allow tourism in the west
of Melbourne to bloom.

Bayside and Kingston: synthetic playing
services
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Youth Affairs in the other place. It is in
regard to the provision of funding to the cities of
Bayside and Kingston for feasibility studies to be
conducted into the use of alternative playing surfaces
on sports grounds.
It was interesting to see that in the excitement of the
by-election on the weekend in Kororoit the then acting
Premier, Mr Hulls, announced on 17 June that the
government would give $300 000 to Kororoit for a new
weather-resistant sports field. This is very unfair to
those of us who live in the south-east and it is important
that the cities of Bayside and Kingston are given the
same type of opportunity as those in the west. The
feasibility studies are required to determine what type
of all-weather field would be appropriate throughout
the cities of Bayside and Kingston given the fact that
these councils are under such pressure due to the
drought. There is not sufficient water to maintain their
sports fields.
It is encouraging to see that there has been a 40 to
50 per cent increase across the board in membership of
the Bayside soccer club from 2004 to 2007. However, it
is disturbing that not only has this increase come to a
halt but memberships have declined by over 400 this
year because of the drought. We know that sports
facilities are a crucial part of the community, yet this
government is not doing what needs to be done to
ensure their survival — and the survival of soccer in
particular, which is our growth sport — for the good of
residents. The City of Bayside and its adjoining City of
Kingston are keen to do something that will work for
both those communities, which I think is a terrific
initiative and something that should be encouraged at
all costs. I praise the Kingston and Bayside
communities and councils and urge the government to
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act as a matter of urgency to ensure that the sports fields
and clubs in those cities are not lost forever.
The action I am seeking is for the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Youth Affairs as a matter of urgency to
allocate additional funding to the cities of Kingston and
Bayside so that feasibility studies can be undertaken
into the use of alternative surfaces for sports grounds.

Ringwood: transit city
Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) — I have a
matter that is perhaps in the first instance for the
Minister for Planning, but it crosses over a number of
portfolios. It is about the Ringwood transit city project,
which is in the city of Maroondah. It is quite an
important project for the eastern suburbs. Ringwood is
increasingly one of the gateway areas of the eastern
suburbs, and it has been recognised by the government
as a very significant activity centre. Under the
stewardship of the Maroondah City Council the
Ringwood area has been able to attract considerable
significant investment. In particular it has secured
investment from QIC towards an expansion of the
shopping centre facilities in Ringwood, and also the
addition of hotel facilities, residential units and other
commercial space.
There have also been moves by prominent car
dealerships, including Patterson Cheney Honda, and the
Barro concrete group, which has a significant
landholding, to make major investment decisions based
on two premises: firstly, that the EastLink project will
provide access to this location and be a significant
factor in the ongoing investment potential of and
community involvement in the Ringwood area; and
secondly, the government’s commitment to the transit
station and to public transport facilities within the area.
Their hopes were dashed — and the Maroondah City
Council and the broader community were very
concerned — by the state budget, which provided
effectively no funding towards that transit city project.
It was surprising, given that they have been given
considerable encouragement by the government and,
more importantly, given the opening of the EastLink
project this weekend. As I indicated in my early budget
speech, one would presume that the government would
have wanted bus public transport to integrate with the
rail line at Ringwood, and therefore that this project
would have enjoyed some priority. That was not the
case in this current budget.
QIC needs to make a number of decisions by
September with regard to its investment in Ringwood. I
would hate to see its investment lost, downgraded or
slowed simply because this government had not
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provided the right signals to that developer and that
community. I therefore ask the minister for a timetable
for the government’s meeting its commitment on the
Ringwood transit city project and an assurance that
funds will be provided in next year’s budget.

Schools: Catholic sector
Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is directed to the Minister for
Education in the other place. One of my constituents
recently wrote to me asking why students in Victorian
Catholic schools have been relegated to second-class
citizens. The Catholic sector plays a significant role in
the delivery of quality education for families in this
state. In Victoria the sector educates over
186 000 students, or more than one in five of its
students. Unfortunately for far too long state
government funding for Catholic schools has continued
to languish at the bottom of the table when compared
with all other states. Victorian Catholic schools receive
$578 less per child each year than Catholic schools in
New South Wales, or a staggering $104 million less
each year.
This government is aware of the disparity that is
manifest by the fact that Catholic schools receive only
16 per cent of Australian government school recurrent
costs (AGSRC) from the Victorian government. The
government is also aware that the Catholic sector has
for some time asked the government to contribute
25 per cent of the AGSRC. In order that all state
recurrent and targeted grants maintain their actual
value, I ask that the minister undertake a review of this
iniquitous funding situation with a view to committing
to the full indexation of recurrent and targeted grants, as
we all realise that inadequate indexation means that the
real value of state grants to this sector continues to
diminish.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I was to
call Mr Vogels on the adjournment debate, but he has
indicated to me that his matter is the same as the one
just raised by Mrs Kronberg. As it is the same matter he
will not be proceeding with it, but perhaps the minister
should be aware that there are other members who are
also interested in the matter raised by Mrs Kronberg.

Responses
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Environment and
Climate Change) — I have a number of written
responses to adjournment debate matters raised by
members earlier. They are: one from Mr O’Donohue on
7 May 2008; two from Philip Davis, one on 27 May
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2008 and one on 28 May 2008; and one from
Ms Lovell on 28 May 2008.
In the interests of diplomacy and the desire to get out of
here as quickly as possible, I shall refer to the relevant
ministers all the matters raised this evening, including
Ms Lovell’s one for the Minister for Roads and Ports in
the other place dealing with upgrade of signage on a
road at Taradale; Candy Broad’s matter for the
attention of the Minister for Water in the other place
seeking his support for rural communities in relation to
the Smart Water Fund grants program;
Mr O’Donohue’s matter for the Minister for Public
Transport in the other place asking her to construct a
railway crossing on the western side of McGregor
Road, Pakenham; Philip Davis’s matter for the attention
of the Minister for Agriculture in the other place
seeking his support to encourage the development of
the kangaroo meat industry in Victoria; and Mr Finn’s
perfectly penned submission in relation to the virtues of
the western suburbs, and calling on the Minister for
Tourism and Major Events in the other place to join
him in his flourish around those municipalities.
Andrea Coote raised a matter for the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Youth Affairs in the other place seeking
his support to provide for the ongoing viability of sports
grounds in Bayside and Kingston.
Mr Atkinson raised a matter for the Minister for
Planning asking him to give undertakings and
commitments about the timetable for government
support for the Ringwood transit activity centre. Jan
Kronberg voiced, and Mr Vogels apparently joined her
in solidarity, a claim for financial support for Catholic
schools funding. Perhaps he was in the confessional at
the time.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! The house
now stands adjourned.
House adjourned 6.35 p.m. until Tuesday, 29 July.
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Family violence: legislation
Raised with:

Women’s Affairs

Raised by:

Mr Scheffer

Raised on:

7 February 2008

REPLY:
The Brumby Government is committed to tackling family violence and that is why we have agreed to reform the
laws relating to intervention orders to ensure that victims of family violence are better protected and the
perpetrators are held to account for their actions.
The proposed Family Violence Bill is being developed in response to recommendations made by the Victorian Law
Reform Commission (VLRC) in its Review of Family Violence Report. This report was based on extensive
community consultation by the VLRC across Victoria over a two-year period.
The Department of Justice has undertaken extensive consultation with key stakeholders on the form and scope of
the new Family Violence Bill announced in the Premier’s statement of legislative intent. A number of forums have
been held to explore the best way to implement recommendations. Many organisations have made submissions
about the content of the Bill and participated in the forums. These organisations include No To Violence; the
Federation of Community Legal Centres; Women’s Legal Service Victoria, Domestic Violence Victoria and the
Domestic Violence and Incest Resource Centre. Further consultation will take place as the Bill nears introduction.
The Brumby Government is also exploring ways in which the community can be further educated about the nature
of family violence and its unacceptability. The introduction of new legislation will provide an ideal way to
highlight the problem of family violence and enable the justice system and the community to support and build
consistent and shared understandings of the nature of family violence.

Youth: alcohol abuse
Raised with:

Sport, Recreation and Youth Affairs

Raised by:

Mr Drum

Raised on:

26 February 2008

REPLY:
In late 2007, the Premier declared that alcohol is the biggest social issue facing Victoria and one of the biggest
threats to young Victorians. The Victorian Government is committed to preventing and reducing alcohol misuse
among young people, so I thank the member for the question and his keen interest in the matter.
I agree with the Member that under-age drinking and binge drinking are serious and pertinent issues that require a
strong understanding of issues around young people and alcohol, and a co-ordinated, strategic response. In this
regard two important projects are already in progress.
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In December 2007 the Victorian Drug and Alcohol Prevention Council was created to assist the government in
relation to the prevention of binge drinking. Specific assistance is being provided in relation to:
identifying best practice in preventing alcohol bingeing;
achieving the right balance between regulation and prevention;
enabling effective responses to immediate threats to public safety;
identifying clearer roles for schools and youth organisations in equipping young people with strategies to say
no;
requiring cafes and restaurants that operate as bars or nightclubs late into the night to have appropriate
security;
encouraging greater awareness of the differential alcohol content of products; and better support and
guidelines for parents who host parties for young people.
This advice has been incorporated into a Whole of Government alcohol strategy. ‘Restoring the balance’ the
Victorian Alcohol Action Plan 2008 -2013 (VAAP) outlines the Victorian Government’s commitment to
preventing and reducing harm associated with alcohol misuse in Victoria. ‘Restoring the balance’ provides a vision
for long term change and identifies clear priorities for action. These priorities are in four key areas:
families–including more support for mainstream health services to help people reduce their drinking early;
culture–which includes promoting safe and sensible alcohol use through community awareness campaigns
and education in schools;
community–enforcing controls on the sale and marketing of alcohol, particularly to young people; and
preventing and reducing the consequences of alcohol- fuelled violence ;
partnerships with the Commonwealth and other governments to ensure a consistent approach.
In the recent State Budget, the Government announced that $4.3 million dollars would be made available to
increase community awareness about the consequences of risky drinking and to encourage responsible drinking.
In addition the Government is piloting the introduction of an early morning (2 am) lock out in bars, pubs and clubs,
aimed at discouraging binge drinking, pub crawling and alcohol related violence in the inner city where many
young people congregate. The initiative will be trialled over a three month period.
The Office for Youth also funds a range of programs which effectively communicate with and support young
people and reinforce the Government’s key prevention and harm minimisation messages in relation to alcohol
misuse.
The Schoolies Week Interagency Steering Committee (SWISC) has developed communication material to promote
harm minimisation messages to young school leavers, and information for safer schoolies week celebrations is
promoted on the Victorian Government’s youthcentral website.
FReeZA events are alcohol free and organised by committees of young people who emphasise the fun you can have
at an event where there is no alcohol or drugs. In 2007 over 145 000 young people attended 450 FReeZA events, all
of which are promoted as being drug, alcohol and smoke free. These events are all planned and staged by a local
committee of young people.
In 2008-2009, 78 local government and community organisations will again receive grants to deliver the FReeZA
program across Victoria, giving young people access to alcohol and drug free entertainment and youth cultural
events in 72 local government areas.
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I look forward to continuing to work with colleagues across government to ensure the strategies and programs
outlined above have maximum positive impact and minimise harm from alcohol use to young people across
Victoria.

K Road, Werribee: cliff fencing
Raised with:

Environment and Climate Change

Raised by:

Mr Finn

Raised on:

8 April 2008

REPLY:
The Department of Sustainability and Environment has taken action to address the potential risk posed to the public
by the unstable K Road cliffs. The Department in partnership with the City of Wyndham has installed “no entry”
and “unstable cliffs” signs and erected additional fencing to restrict access to the cliffs.
The Department is taking a holistic approach to the issue of access to K Road cliffs. Officers are working closely
with Parks Victoria, Melbourne Water and VR Fish to provide safe and sustainable access to the Werribee River
for the public and recreational fishers. To facilitate this access, the Department, in partnership with VR Fish, is
currently developing a concept plan for access to two new fishing areas immediately south of the K Road cliffs
with a view to directing recreational anglers away from the cliffs (refer to map provided).
The Department regards the management of K Road cliffs and adjoining Crown land as a high priority and is
working with Parks Victoria, Melbourne Water and Wyndham City Council to implement a long term management
arrangement that addresses potential risks to public safety posed by the cliffs whilst enhancing the environmental
and community values of the area.
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Croajingolong National Park: Narrows walking track
Raised with:

Environment and Climate Change

Raised by:

Mr P. Davis

Raised on:

16 April 2008

REPLY:
The 7 kilometre, 2-3 hour return Mallacoota Walking Track crosses multiple land tenures, and is managed in
partnership with the Friends of Mallacoota, the Department of Sustainability and Environment, East Gippsland
Shire Council and Parks Victoria. Some 3 9 kilometres of this walk is on land managed by Parks Victoria in the
Mallacoota Coastal Reserve, Shady Gully Bushland Reserve and Mortirners Paddock Bushland Reserve. Parks
Victoria appreciates your recognition of the value and condition of the track.
Parks Victoria has recently inspected the Narrows Walking Track from Buckland’s Jetty to Captain Creek Jetty and
removed small trees and branches, comprising one obstruction and six partial obstructions. Trees and limbs do
occasionally block tracks of this type, usually due to weather events, and are removed as part of regular
maintenance works.
A damaged sign along this walking track has also been identified, and will be replaced in the coming months as
part of the annual production of new and replacement signs. The Parks Victoria office in Mallacoota is currently
staffed for public inquiries on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, from 9.00 am to 5.00 pm. However, a
planned change in staffing arrangements will soon mean the office is open five days a week for shorter daily hours.
The opening hours are posted outside the front door.
I apologise that there was no one in attendance on 3 April when you visited. Unfortunately the Mallacoota Office
was closed to the public on that day due to extenuating circumstances. The officer who was rostered to provide
public contact was away, and was unable to be replaced on short notice due to staff engagement at a prescribed
burn near Cann River, and maintenance activities at Wingan Inlet. However, the office phone is covered by an
answering service when; unattended, and had you left a message Parks Victoria would have been able to respond
promptly.

Bannockburn: community hub
Raised with:

Community Development

Raised by:

Ms Pulford

Raised on:

16 April 2008

REPLY:
A grant of $300,000 was recently approved through the Victorian Community Support Grants program towards the
Bannockburn Community and Cultural Hub development project.
A letter has been sent to Golden Plains Shire Council notifying them of this funding outcome.
Bannockburn is the fastest growing town in Golden Plains Shire, and the Shire has identified the need for new
facilities to meet increasing demand.
Thanks to this funding, the Bannockburn public hall will be transformed into a 200-seat multipurpose space
designed for performing arts, cinema and events.
A new community learning and neighbourhood centre will be built next to the hall, providing space for youth
programs and activities, adult learning programs, community meetings, consultation rooms and ‘hot desk’ facilities
for local community groups.
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The project will make a valuable contribution to Bannockburn and surrounding areas by facilitating a variety of
social, recreational and cultural activities.
I thank you for raising this matter in the adjournment debate on April 16 2008, and for your advocacy of the needs
of the Bannockburn community. The work of yourself and your colleague, the Hon Gayle Tierney MLC, Member
for Western Victoria, has been crucial in ensuring that the Golden Plains Shire is able to meet the needs of
Bannockburn’s growing population.

Nepean Highway–Bay Road, Cheltenham: red light camera
Raised with:

Police and Emergency Services

Raised by:

Mrs Coote

Raised on:

17 April 2008

REPLY:
Since the camera’s installation, regular servicing and testing has been conducted by independent external technical
contractors on this site and no incidents of inaccuracy or inappropriate operation have been detected. The camera is
certified under the provisions of the Road Safety Act 1986.
The Department of Justice advises that regular servicing and testing is conducted at all fixed digital camera sites
around Victoria as part of a rigorous maintenance program.

Water: Wimmera–Mallee pipeline
Raised with:

Water

Raised by:

Mr Koch

Raised on:

7 May 2008

REPLY:
Since November 2005, Grampians Wimmera Mallee Water (GWMWater) has had a policy that: “Lands that are
currently within the channel supply system and within the designed (Wimmera Mallee) pipeline network are to be
automatically classified and rated as a property capable of being supplied”.
Water Supply System 6 is within the proposed pipeline network. I am aware that the property owners you represent
in your question are concerned that the pipeline may lead to their land being reclassified and rated.
Although these land-holders are not represented on GWMWater consultative committees, GWMWater has actively
consulted them about this and other issues. These land-holders made submissions to several consultative
committees, which have brought the matter to the attention of the GWMWater Board. Also, a series of public
meetings were held in the area earlier this year, and four of the land-holders have met with senior GWMWater
staff. GWMWater plans to consult the land-holders individually in July.
Under the Water Act, GWMWater is required to ‘integrate both long-term and short-term economic,
environmental, social and equitable considerations’. GWMWater is considering the interests of all land-holders in
the region, and the most appropriate and equitable cost sharing arrangements for the pipeline.
Consultation is continuing with the property owners. GWMWater will consider the outcomes from this
consultation in light of the interests of all land-holders in the region, and advise the Supply System 6 land-holders
of its decision.
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I note your reference to the “Government’s poor management of its water assets” and I reject it entirely. This
Government has made substantial investment in rural and regional water infrastructure to strengthen the long-term
viability and prosperity of regional communities. Within Western Victoria, these investments include:
–
–
–
–

$30 million for the Hamilton-Grampians pipeline.
$70 million for the Goldfields Superpipe providing water to Ballarat and Bendigo.
$20 million for the Melbourne-Geelong pipeline.
$266 million for the Wimmera Mallee Pipeline.

These investments have been designed as an integrated package to provide Victorians with water security in the
face of drought and climate change.

Mount Hotham: airline services
Raised with:

Tourism and Major Events

Raised by:

Mr Hall

Raised on:

8 May 2008

REPLY:
The Victorian Government is disappointed by QantasLink’s decision to suspend scheduled services for the 2008
ski season. However, I am advised that it has been made in the context of a world-wide pilot shortage created by
unprecedented growth in the global airline industry.
This situation is not unique to Victoria. Services across Australia are being affected as regional airlines lose
experienced pilots to the larger airlines, which are expanding to meet domestic and international demand.
Regional Express currently operates Saab aircraft, which are unsuitable for commercial services into Mt Hotham
airport. In addition, Regional Express is also affected by the pilot shortage, and has recently withdrawn its service
between Sydney and Cooma in the Snowy Mountains as well as reducing flights on the routes from Mount
Gambier to Melbourne and Adelaide, Melbourne to Mildura, Melbourne to Albury and Sydney to Griffith.
QantasLink has indicated an intention to resume its seasonal service to Mt Hotham for the 2009 ski season, and is
currently working to provide connections to Mt Hotham from Albury Airport for the five per cent of ski-season
visitors who fly in.
The Victorian Government will continue to work with other carriers to encourage increased air services to the Mt
Hotham region. The Government is also committed to working with the industry on the pilot shortage issue and has
commissioned a review of aviation training in Victoria to help meet the needs of the domestic and international
airline industries as they grow.

Road safety: speed cameras
Raised with:

Police and Emergency Services

Raised by:

Mr Dalla-Riva

Raised on:

8 May 2008

REPLY:
Victoria Police’s placement of speed or red light cameras is influenced by accident statistics and other risks factors,
in consultation with VicRoads, Community Road Safety Councils, the Transport Accident Commission (TAC) and
the Department of Justice. In addition, some new roads such as EastLink have cameras placed on them because
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past experience with similar high quality roads has indicated a significant level of risk of casualty crashes in the
event of speeding.
Contrary to your suggestion, there is no covert road safety cameras policy in Victoria. All fixed and mobile camera
sites are freely available on the Department of Justice website www.justice.vic.gov.au/roadsafety.
There is a general policy of placing signs where fixed cameras operate, for example the entries to EastLink will
indicate the presence of road safety cameras in operation.
In the case of mobile cameras the ‘Mobile Speed Camera Policy & Operations Manual’, which is also freely
available on the Department of Justice website, indicates that although the cameras are not signed they are not
deliberately hidden. There is, therefore no deliberate “covert” detection in Victoria.
Using both signed and unsigned cameras achieves substantial reductions in excessive speeds and casualty rates
across the whole system. Not knowing if a camera is around the corner when entering a suburb is a reason to take
the foot off the accelerator and stick to the speed limit. Less speed means fewer deaths on Victorian roads.
The Monash University Accident Research Centre has undertaken a number of research projects on the impact of
Victoria’s road safety camera programs. The evaluations show that speed cameras do in fact offer a successful
means of countering the negative effects of speeding.
Findings were that the use of road safety cameras to address specific areas in which casualty crash frequency or
excessive speed is high is a cost effective means of reducing both casualty crashes and average speeds around the
camera sites. Further findings were that Victoria’s mobile road safety camera program achieves substantial
reductions in excessive speeds and casualty crashes across the whole road system, not just at the specific locations
at which fixed cameras are operated.

Stonnington and Port Phillip: clearways
Raised with:

Premier

Raised by:

Mrs Coote

Raised on:

8 May 2008

REPLY:
The Government is committed to addressing congestion to minimise its impact on Melbourne’s livability and
prosperity. I announced a number of short-term measures to ease congestion in the Keeping Melbourne Moving
plan. The plan includes a number of measures to address congestion, including expanding VicRoads’ Rapid
Response Service, a targeted tram and bus priority program, investment in walking and cycling infrastructure,
providing better information to commuters and extending and standardising clearway times on arterial roads and
key public transport routes.
This package follows a round table I held earlier this year with a number of community and industry leaders.
Improving the operation of clearways was one of the ideas raised at the round table. An extension of clearway
times is estimated to benefit more than 300,000 tram and bus passengers in Melbourne every day. Improved travel
time and reliability for trams and buses will help encourage more people to use them, helping take pressure off the
roads.
The Government is continuing to consult with stakeholders on congestion as a broad issue, and to discuss the
implementation of the clearways policy specifically. A Clearways Implementation Reference Group will be
established, including peak body representatives from local government, the business community and other key
stakeholders. Meetings are also being held with a range of stakeholders, including the Cities of Stonnington and
Port Phillip.
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Regional and rural Victoria: event planning
Raised with:

Community Development

Raised by:

Ms Tierney

Raised on:

27 May 2008

REPLY:
Local councils and the Department of Planning and Community Development (DPCD) Regional Teams are useful
resources for community members interested in planning local events.
Local councils play an important role in providing recreation and cultural services to local communities as
organiser or working with local communities to plan events and activities. Local councils are a useful source of
information and advice, particularly as operators of recreation or cultural facilities. Community members interested
in planning local events should be encouraged to contact their local council. By doing this, local councils can
advise them on issues of relevance to the proposed event and any implication on infrastructure.
DPCD Regional Teams, strategically placed across regional Victoria, help facilitate partnerships across
government and local communities as part of their role. They can also offer assistance in increasing community
involvement in local priorities, creating new partnerships and effective governance, and providing access to
information on government programs, services and grants.
Local councils and the DPCD Regional Teams work in close partnership on a range of regional priorities and
activities. They should be the first point of contact as they carry the repository of local knowledge of events and
activities including networks that can help inform local event planning.
The Government strongly supports local community events as they provide the opportunity to highlight unique
local attractions as well as building community pride.

Ambulance services: Altona North
Raised with:

Police and Emergency Services

Raised by:

Ms Hartland

Raised on:

27 May 2008

REPLY:
Matters relating to ambulances are the responsibility of the Minister for Health.
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Disability services: supported accommodation
Raised with:

Community Services

Raised by:

Mr O’Donohue

Raised on:

7 May 2008

REPLY:
To meet unmet demand for disability support, the Brumby Labor Government’s 2008-09 State Budget included a
$233.4 million funding package which represents the single biggest investment in disability services in Victorian
history. Funding focuses on improving access to accommodation, expanding and reforming respite services, more
aids and equipment and greater access to individual support packages.
The government is supporting many innovative accommodation initiatives. In the region in which
Frankston/Peninsula Carers’ Inc is based more than 50 additional housing opportunities are being created for
people with a disability as a result of investment in new and redeveloped facilities, initiatives such as
Neighbourhood Connections and HomeShare and collaborative projects with the Disability Housing Trust (now
Housing Choices Australia) and housing associations. The growth in individual support packages is also allowing
many people with disabilities to live more independently in the community.
I am advised that senior staff from the Department of Human Services have previously met with representatives of
the Frankston/Peninsula Carers’ Inc to discuss their proposal to acquire land and build new accommodation. I
understand a further meeting is planned to consider how to best address the support needs of the individuals
concerned.

Dental services: denture scheme
Raised with:

Health

Raised by:

Mr P. Davis

Raised on:

27 May 2008

REPLY:
The Government acknowledges the importance and values the contribution of Victoria’s private prosthetists in
providing services to concession card holders through the Victorian Denture Scheme.
Victoria, along with New South Wales and South Australia, is one of the three of the six states which does not
match the Department of Veteran’s Affairs (DVA) rates in their various dental voucher schemes. Of the other three
states, Western Australia and Tasmania do so by requiring their public dental clients to contribute higher
co-payments than is the case in Victoria.
I have asked the Department of Human Services to prepare a paper on issues relating to the difference between fees
paid to private dental practitioners under the Dental Health Program and the dental fees schedule set by DVA. The
paper will take into consideration the concerns of the Australian Dental Prosthetists’ Association (Victoria).
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Community health centres: tax ruling
Raised with:

Health

Raised by:

Mr P. Davis

Raised on:

28 May 2008

REPLY:
Community Health Centres (CHCs) in Victoria are a major vehicle for the delivery of a wide range of state funded,
community based health and human services.
This government has determined to undertake a review of CHC governance and accountability. The decision to
undertake a review recognises that the role of CHCs in the health service system has changed over time and that the
provisions of the Health Services Act 1988 which may have once been appropriate may no longer represent an
appropriate framework.
In relation to the ATOs findings, this government considers a regulatory regime should be established which
enables CHCs to maintain their status as charities or public benevolent institutions while balanced with the
simultaneous need for an appropriate regulatory framework to ensure good governance, accountability,
transparency and to ensure public funds are appropriately distributed.
The department has developed a discussion paper that I have endorsed. The department has also been in regular
contact with the Australian Taxation Office regarding the matter. The paper is now in a consultation phase with the
sector to ensure we have their feedback regarding implications for the options presented. This phase will be
completed before the end of June.

Palliative care: nurses
Raised with:

Health

Raised by:

Ms Lovell

Raised on:

28 May 2008

REPLY:
It is outside Government policy to directly fund wage increases as a result of organisational negotiations with
professional groups. However, in recognition that nurses make up between 45–85% of the community palliative
care workforce, it is the intention of this government to increase the CPI for non-government (NGO) palliative care
services from 2.9 per cent to 3.5 per cent from 1 July 2008. This will bring CPI in line with acute health services
CPI and the remaining palliative care services auspiced by acute health services.
Eight NGO community palliative care services will benefit from this decision, increasing funding across these eight
services by approximately $100,000 annually. Goulburn Valley Hospice, as a NGO will directly benefit, increasing
total annual indexation from $13,919 in 2007/08 to $16,799 in 2008/09.
In addition, the difference between 2.9 per cent and 3.5 per cent will be back-paid from 1 October to correspond
with the new nurses’ enterprise bargaining agreement. This will provide an additional $73,000 across the eight
NGO community palliative care services. Goulburn Valley Hospice will receive approximately $3,000 from 1
October 2007–30 June 2008.
This government is committed to ensuring increasing demand for community palliative care is met. In the 2006/07
State budget an additional $2 million recurrent was provided to community palliative care services. Goulburn
Valley Hospice receives an additional $20,000 recurrently from this funding.
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In the 2008/09 State budget, a new $2 million recurrent funding was announced for community palliative care.
Goulburn Valley Hospice will benefit from this funding again in 2008/09.
Victoria’s Cancer Action Plan also recognises the importance of palliative care in caring for people whose cancers
are incurable. The Cancer Action Plan provides funding to increase Nurse Practitioner positions in rural regions,
improve training positions in palliative medicine and support packages of care for people with incurable cancer
who wish to die at home.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Tuesday, 24 June 2008
Public transport: myki ticketing system
679.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Industry and State Development (for the Minister for
Public Transport): In relation to the proposed myki transport ticketing system being developed by the
Transport Ticketing Authority, the myki web site states that some concession card holders will have to
have a registered and personalised myki card to travel on the system:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Which types of concession card holders will be required to have such a card in order to travel on
the system.
How many people will be affected.
Will this style of ticket incorporate a photo of the person.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
(1-3) The Government was still considering issues related to the management of concessions.

Public transport: Southern Cross Station Authority
784.

MR KOCH — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the Southern Cross Station Authority:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

Does the Southern Cross Station Authority monitor the provision of facilities for tenants at
Southern Cross Station.
On what date were the portable buildings in the Spencer Street coach station that are currently
used by Firefly Express and Greyhound Australia installed.
Is the Authority or its lessee, Southern Cross Station Pty Limited, responsible for any building of
permanent facilities for these tenants similar to that already provided for Skybus staff.
What is the anticipated cost of permanent buildings at the coach station for —
(a) Firefly Express; and
(b) Greyhound Australia.
Will such buildings be constructed at the coach station; if so, when.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
(1)

The role of the Southern Cross Station Authority (SCSA) is to monitor the operational performance, in
particular the Service Standards and Key Performance Indicators, of the station operator Southern Cross
Station Pty Ltd as outlined under the Services & Development Agreement between the parties.
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The Services & Development Agreement does not deal with the provision of leased facilities at Southern
Cross Station as it is viewed as a commercial arrangement between the station operator and their current
and/or prospective tenants.
(2)

The SCSA understands from SCSPL that the portable buildings were installed in August 2006.

(3-5)
These are matters relating to commercial arrangements between SCSPL and Firefly Express and Greyhound
Australia.

Public transport: rail — infrastructure
1023.

MR GUY — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
(1)

What is the Government’s estimated cost for —
(a) the railway extension from Epping to South Morang (the cost for this project by itself);
(b) the duplication (including bridge construction) from Clifton Hill to Westgarth;
(c) the rail duplication from Keon Park to Epping;
(d) the rail extension from Epping to Mernda; and
(e) the rail extension from Epping to Whittlesea.

(2)

What is the Government’s estimated cost for the railway extension from Lalor to the Aurora
estate.
Has the Government conducted any studies or cost analysis for the railway duplication from
Greensborough to Eltham.
What is the estimated cost of the duplication of the railway line from Greensborough to Eltham.
What are the train capacity limitations (numbers of metropolitan passenger trains each way per
hour) for:
(a) the Keon Park to Clifton Hill section;
(b) the Heidelberg to Clifton Hill section;
(c) the Clifton Hill to Jolimont section;
(d) the Jolimont to Flinders Street section, with trains running via the City Loop first; and
(e) the Jolimont to Flinders Street section, with trains then running after Flinders Street through
the City Loop.

(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

Does the Government have operational modelling for both the Epping and Hurstbridge lines for
pre and post infrastructure upgrades as proposed in the Meeting Our Transport Challenges
document.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
(1-6) The Government is currently completing work on the Clifton Hill junction and has announced funding in
relation to South Morang in the 2008-09 budget.

Public transport: train drivers
1090.

MR KOCH — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to train drivers for each of Connex Melbourne and V/Line:
(1)

How many drivers were employed as full time, part time or casual drivers as at —
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1 May 2007;
30 June 2007;
30 September 2007; and
31 October 2007.

How many drivers were in training on each date specified in (1).
How many drivers, employed or in training, were on sick leave or WorkCover on each date
specified in (1).

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
(1)

Full time, part time or casual drivers:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(2)

V/Line

646
660
656
663

285
279
279
279

Connex

V/Line

92
91
111
102

24
20
22
26

Drivers in training:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(3)

1 May 2007
30 June 2007
30 September 2007
31 October 2007

Connex

1 May 2007
30 June 2007
30 September 2007
31 October 2007

Connex and V/Line have advised that the provision of resources at this time to review and export the data that
is required to answer this question cannot be justified.

Public transport: rail — regional lines
1094.

MR KOCH — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the weekday ‘flagship’ express services once a day in each direction, being the 7:46 a.m.
from Ballarat, 4:36 p.m. to Ballarat, 6:02 a.m. or 6:05 a.m. from Bendigo, 4:53 p.m. to Bendigo,
7:17 a.m. from South Geelong, 5:29 p.m. to Marshall, 5:38 a.m. from Traralgon and 4:47 p.m. to
Traralgon:
(1)
(2)

(3)

Between 4 March 2007 and 22 October 2007 on the Geelong, Ballarat, Bendigo and Latrobe
Valley lines, how many times has each service operated.
On how many occasions did each service arrive at its terminus, according to the timetable on the
relevant date —
(a) 1 second to less than 6 minutes late;
(b) 6 minutes to less than 11 minutes late;
(c) 11 minutes to less than 20 minutes late; and
(d) 20 minutes or more late.
By date, what reasons were officially recorded each time one of the trains was six minutes or more
late and how many minutes was each separate cause of delay accorded.
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ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
(1-3) Details of V/Line’s performance can be found at www.vline.com.au.

Public transport: seniors concessions
1192.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public
Transport): In relation to the number of seniors using Seniors Daily Concession in Metropolitan
Melbourne in each of the years 2000 to 2007:
(1)
(2)

How many Seniors Daily tickets were sold each year.
What is the average number of trips set to have been made per Seniors Daily in each year.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
(1-2) The number of Seniors Daily tickets sold has reduced as customers have transitioned to cheaper concession
tickets such as the 5xDaily and 10x2hr.
The number of Seniors Daily tickets sold is not indicative of the number of Seniors using public transport.
Sales of the Seniors Daily (formerly the 60 Plus ticket) are given in the table below along with the average
number of trips made.
Year
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007*

Sales
4,145,214
4,334,853
4,489,609
4,457,131
4,436,998
4,335,196
3,471,725

Avg trips
2.6
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.5

Note: * 2007 data from 01/01/07 to 27/10/07
Data from 2000 is incomplete and has not been included.

Public transport: seniors concessions
1194.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public
Transport): In relation to the number of seniors using Seniors Daily Concession in Victoria in each of
the years 2000 to 2007:
(1)
(2)

How many Seniors Daily tickets were sold each year.
What is the average number of trips set to have been made per Seniors Daily in each year.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
(1-2) The number of Seniors Daily tickets sold has reduced as customers have transitioned to cheaper concession
tickets such as the 5xDaily and 10x2hr.
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The number of Seniors Daily tickets sold is not indicative of the number of Seniors using public transport.
The number of Seniors Daily tickets sold and the average number of trips made per ticket was:
Year
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007*

Tickets Sold
4,145,214
4,334,853
4,489,609
4,457,131
4,436,998
4,335,196
3,471,725

Average Trips
2.6
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.5

Notes: * 2007 data is from 01/01/07 to 27/10/07
Data from 2000 is incomplete and has not been provided.

Public transport: myki ticketing system
1203.

MR KOCH — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

When will the proposed public transport user trial of myki ticketing scanners installed on a
Benders Busways Geelong bus commence.
What was the cost of installing myki scanners on this bus.
On what date was the equipment installed.
When will similar user trials commence on —
(a) Ballarat buses;
(b) Bendigo buses;
(c) Latrobe Valley buses; and
(d) on-board V/Line trains.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
(1–4) Benders Busways is not taking part in the trial in Geelong, which is testing a number of devices including
ticketing scanners.

Public transport: rail — Werribee line
1376.

MR KOCH — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
(1)

(2)
(3)

Did both the 8.26 a.m. train from Werribee to Flinders Street and the 8.28 a.m. train from Flinders
Street to Werribee on Monday 19 November 2007 run ‘direct’ between Laverton and Newport
instead of via Altona.
What was the reason for these diversions.
Were any other trains, in either direction, similarly diverted on this day; if so, what was the —
(a) originating station;
(b) time of scheduled departure; and
(c) destination station.
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(4)

How many times since 1 July 2007 have trains in both directions between Werribee and Flinders
Street scheduled to operate via Altona been diverted to operate via the ‘direct’ Geelong line on —
(a) Mondays;
(b) Tuesdays;
(c) Wednesdays;
(d) Thursdays;
(e) Fridays;
(f) Saturdays; and
(g) Sundays.

(5)

How many times since 1 July 2007 has the 8.26 a.m. weekday Werribee to Flinders Street train
been so diverted.
Did passengers at Altona on 19 November have to wait up to 40 minutes for their next train as a
result of the diversions in (1); if not, what alternative transport arrangements were made.

(6)
ANSWER:

As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
(1-8) Information on Connex performance on the Werribee line can be found on their website and in the ‘Track
Record’ bulletin. ‘Track Record’ can be viewed online at www.transport.vic.gov.au.

Public transport: media and communications staff
1412.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public
Transport): For the financial year 2006-07, what was the total amount spent on advertising and
promotion by the Department of Infrastructure and how many full-time equivalent staff were employed
in media and communications roles by the Department.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
Staffing numbers and expenditure details can be found in the Department of Infrastructure’s Annual Report, which
can be found online at www.doi.vic.gov.au.

Senior Victorians: mental illness program
1730.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Senior Victorians) In relation to the Mental Illness Program:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

How much funding did the program receive in 2000-01.
How much funding will the program receive in 2007-08.
How much funding did each of the sixteen service providers receive in 2007-08.
Does the Government have any plans to expand the program.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
There is no mental health funded program by the name of the ‘Mental Illness Program’. The Government funds a
range of mental health services and it is not clear which is being referred to in the question.
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Public transport: rail — Ferntree Gully station
1736.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public
Transport): During afternoon peak periods, on how many days were Connex officers present at Ferntree
Gully station in each of the financial years 2000-01 to 2006-07 and for the first 6 months of the 2007-08
financial year.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The data required to answer the question is not held by the Department of Infrastructure. Connex has advised that
the provision of resources to interrogate and export the required data cannot be justified at this time.

Industry and trade: media monitoring
1753.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade: What was the expenditure by the
Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development on media monitoring for each of the
financial years 2002-03 to 2007-08 to date.

ANSWER:
I am informed that the records for the Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development are as
follows:
Information on contracts entered into by the Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development
concerning media monitoring can be found at the website www.tenders.vic.gov.au.

Community services: Koori aged-care services
1785.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to $60,000 worth of funding promised on 5 July 2000 to boost Koori
aged care services:
(1)
(2)

How much of this funding was expended in the 2000-01 financial year.
How was the use of these funds evaluated.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

It is not possible to answer these questions without further details being provided.

Public transport: bus route 203 — service standards
1793.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public
Transport): In relation to bus route 203 City–Doncaster Shoppingtown (via Kilby, Thompsons Road
and Manningham Road) in 2006 and 2007:
(1)
(2)
(3)

What were the patronage figures.
How many times was the service cancelled.
How many times did the service run late by more than five minutes.
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ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
Patronage figures for calendar years 2006 and 2007 on bus Route 203:
Year
Patronage

2006
176,676

2007
180,221

Community services: Office of the Disability Services Commissioner and Disability Services Board
1819.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): What budget allocation has been made for the financial year 2007-08 for the
Office of the Disability Services Commissioner and the Disability Services Board.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The allocation made to the Office of the Disability Services Commissioner and the Disability Services Board from
the 2007-08 budget was $1.5 million.

Public transport: Seniors Card — travel vouchers
1829.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public
Transport): In relation to benefits for Seniors Card holders:
(1)
(2)
(3)

How many Seniors Card holders took advantage of the two off peak travel vouchers for travel
within Victoria offered to them in each of the financial years 2004-05 to 2006-07.
What was the most frequently visited destination for Seniors Card holders who took advantage of
the two off peak travel vouchers for the financial year 2006-07.
Has the Government considered any alternative arrangements for benefits for Seniors Card
holders.

ANSWER:
The Minister for Public Transport - As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
(1)

The number of free off-peak travel vouchers exchanged by seniors for travel within Victoria:
2004-05 Vouchers became available for use from September 2006.
2005-06 Vouchers became available for use from September 2006.
2006-07 53,894 off-peak travel vouchers were exchanged for travel on V/Line services. The number of
off-peak travel vouchers exchanged for free travel on metropolitan services is not available.

(2)

The information required to answer the question is not readily available and the resources required to
manually extract the data cannot be justified at this time.

(3)

The Victorian Government is constantly assessing and reviewing concession arrangements for all groups to
ensure the travel needs of Victorians are best served.
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Housing: Office of Housing— Box Hill
1917.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Box Hill Office in Eastern Metropolitan Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Box Hill
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Office of Housing manages properties from local offices, the regions, and central office.
Details on stock numbers are available in the Summary of Housing Assistance Programs 2006-2007, which can be
accessed from the Office of Housing website.
The Office of Housing makes every effort to ensure that vacant properties are allocated as soon as is practicable to
avoid properties being left unoccupied. The Office of Housing vacancy rate was 0.9% at June 2007, compared to
the private rental market vacancy rate at the time of 1.4% (REIV June 2007). Properties may remain vacant for a
range of reasons, including the need for maintenance, work to modify properties to meet client needs, or in the case
of disposing of goods abandoned by vacating tenants, time for actions such as inspections by Consumer Affairs
Victoria.
From time to time, the Office of Housing has land which is held for a range of purposes such as redevelopment and
construction. Information on redevelopments can be accessed from the Office of Housing website.
The Office of Housing maintenance contracts require that works are completed within the following time lines:
– Urgent works within 24 hours,
– Priority works within 7 days, and
– Normal works within 14 days.

Housing: Office of Housing — Ringwood
1918.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Ringwood Office in Eastern Metropolitan Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Ringwood
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Ascot Vale
1919.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Ascot Vale Office in North West Metropolitan Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Ascot Vale
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Footscray-Flemington
1920.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Footscray/Flemington Office in North West Metropolitan Region as at
1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the
Footscray/Flemington Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Broadmeadows
1921.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Broadmeadows Office in North West Metropolitan Region as at 1 March
2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the
Broadmeadows Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
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What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Preston
1922.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Preston Office in North West Metropolitan Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Preston
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Sunshine
1923.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Sunshine Office in North West Metropolitan Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Sunshine
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Fitzroy-Collingwood-Richmond
1924.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Fitzroy/Collingwood/Richmond Office in North West Metropolitan Region
as at 1 March 2008:
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What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the
Fitzroy/Collingwood/Richmond Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — North Melbourne-Carlton
1925.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the North Melbourne/Carlton Office in North West Metropolitan Region as at
1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the North
Melbourne/Carlton Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Cheltenham
1926.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Cheltenham Office in Southern Metropolitan Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Cheltenham
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.
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Housing: Office of Housing — Dandenong
1927.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Dandenong Office in Southern Metropolitan Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Dandenong
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Frankston
1928.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Frankston Office in Southern Metropolitan Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Frankston
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — South Melbourne-Prahran
1929.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the South Melbourne/Prahran Office in Southern Metropolitan Region as at
1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the South
Melbourne/Prahran Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Geelong
1930.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Geelong Office in Barwon South West Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Geelong
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Portland
1931.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Portland Office in Barwon South West Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Portland
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Warrnambool
1932.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Warrnambool Office in Barwon South West Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the
Warrnambool Office area.
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What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Sale
1933.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Sale Office in Gippsland Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Sale Office
area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Bairnsdale
1934.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Bairnsdale Office in Gippsland Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Bairnsdale
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Morwell
1935.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Morwell Office in Gippsland Region as at 1 March 2008:
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What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Morwell
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Ballarat
1936.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Ballarat Office in Grampians Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Ballarat
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Horsham
1937.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Horsham Office in Grampians Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Horsham
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.
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Housing: Office of Housing — Benalla
1938.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Benalla Office in Hume Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Benalla
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Seymour
1939.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Seymour Office in Hume Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Seymour
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Shepparton
1940.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Shepparton Office in Hume Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Shepparton
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Wangaratta
1941.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Wangaratta Office in Hume Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Wangaratta
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Wodonga
1942.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Wodonga Office in Hume Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Wodonga
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Bendigo
1943.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Bendigo Office in Loddon Mallee Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Bendigo
Office area.
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What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Mildura
1944.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Mildura Office in Loddon Mallee Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Mildura
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: Office of Housing — Swan Hill
1945.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the Swan Hill Office in Loddon Mallee Region as at 1 March 2008:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What was the total number of properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant properties being managed.
What was the total number of vacant lots owned by the Office of Housing within the Swan Hill
Office area.
What was the average wait time for urgent maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for priority maintenance within the area.
What was the average wait time for normal maintenance within the area.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Please see my response to question 1917.

Housing: registered housing associations
1946.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to Registered Housing Associations:
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How much public money to date has been received by each housing association.
How much money have these associations been able to raise through borrowings.
How much money have these associations been able to raise through third party contributions.
How many dwellings has each of these associations delivered to date.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

To date housing associations have been allocated funding of $167 million.

(2)

To date housing associations have contributed $56 million towards project costs.

(3)

Housing associations contribute to overall project costs with land, cash or borrowings

(4)

Housing associations have and will deliver over 1,000 units from this total allocation.

Housing: housing integrated information program
1949.

MS LOVELL — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Housing): In relation to the 5-stage Housing Integrated Information Program (HiiP):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

How many of the five stages have been developed.
How many of the five stages are fully operational.
What is the estimated date for completion of the replacement IT system known as HiiP.
What has been the total cost of HiiP to date.
What is the estimated cost for delivery of the completed HiiP.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Responsive Repairs module of HiiP has been completed and is fully operational.
The remaining aspects of HiiP are being developed concurrently, and they will be implemented in accordance with
operational requirements from 2008. The completion date is subject to successful testing outcomes as the project is
rolled out.
HiiP budget and net costs are consistent with the Victorian Auditor General’s report (follow up of Selected Audits)
- June 2007 (page 77)

Community services: Stella Anderson Nursing Home
1987.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to Stella Anderson Nursing Home:
(1)
(2)

How much has the Government spent on the redevelopment of the facility to date.
What is the expected date of completion.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

A total of approximately $110,000 has been spent to date on the redevelopment. This includes expenditure on
design fees and site surveying.
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A finalised date has not yet been established.

Planning: planning policy technical committee
2002.

MR GUY — To ask the Minister for Planning: In relation to the Planning Policy Technical Committee,
as announced in ‘The Government’s Five Point Priority Action Plan’ document (Department of
Planning and Community Development, October 2007):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

What are the names of each member.
What is the total remuneration to be paid to the Committee.
What are the dates of all past meetings.
What are the dates of all scheduled future meetings.
What are the terms of reference.
On what date was the Committee established.
Have any external consultants been engaged; if so —
(a) who are the consultants;
(b) how much has been paid for each consultancy to date; and
(c) what is the budget for external consultants.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The members of the Planning Policy Technical Committee are:
– Peter Allen, Executive Director, Statutory Systems, Department of Planning and Community Development
(Chair)
– Margaret Abbey, Group Manager Environment and Planning Services, Nillumbik Shire Council (MAV
nominee)
– Jeff Akehurst, Director City Development , Glen Eira City Council
– Cr Beth Davidson, President, Victorian Local Governance Association
– Steve Dunn, former Executive Director Metropolitan Planning Services, Planning Urban Design and
Heritage
– Mark Dwyer, Deputy President, Victorian Civil Administrative Tribunal
– Wolfgang Haala, Director Planning Systems, Department of Planning and Community Development
– John Keaney, Director, Keaney Planning
– Kathryn Mitchell, Chief Panel Member, Planning Panels Victoria

(2)

No remuneration is paid to any of the members.

(3)

The Committees inaugural meeting was on 17 April 2008.

(4)

The committee meets as required and no meetings have been formally scheduled. Subject to the outputs of the
Making Local Policy Stronger projects, it is anticipated that a next meeting will be mid year.

(5)

The terms of reference input into the implementation of the Government’s five point priority action plan for
Making local policy stronger. In particular on:
– Issues that arise in developing the new residential zones.
– Issues put forward by the expert group reviewing the State Planning Policy Framework.
– The outcomes of the pilots investigating the restructure of the Local Planning Policy Framework.
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– New guidelines and procedures that make it easier to write, implement and review local policy in planning
schemes
The Committee will also contribute to ongoing improvements to planning schemes by providing advice and
guidance on the implementation of State and local policy in planning schemes.
(6)

The Committee was established in February 2008.

(7)

No external consultants have been engaged.

Planning: planning fees review
2008.

MR GUY — To ask the Minister for Planning: In relation to the Department of Sustainability and
Environment’s Planning Fees Review:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What timetable has been adopted for the project.
What Departmental resources have been allocated to this project.
Which fees are to be reviewed.
What are the terms of reference for the review.
Who is conducting the review.
Have any external consultants been engaged; if so —
(a) who are the consultants;
(b) how much has been paid for each consultancy to date; and
(c) what is the budget for external consultants.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The DPCD Planning Fees Review will be completed by mid 2010, in time for the regulations’ sunset.

(2)

Appropriate senior project management and project support staff.

(3)

Planning and Environment (Fees) Regulations 2000

(4)

The scope of the review is to determine:
– the appropriate level of cost recovery for planning activities and services taking into account the public
good component of planning;
– the cost of delivering planning activities and services taking account of direct and indirect costs;
– the best model for prescribing fees.

(5)

The Department of Planning and Community Development.

(6)

(a)
(b)
(c)

PriceWaterhouseCoopers and Arup for stage one.
A total of $107,644.
Apart from above, the final budget is under preparation.

Premier: Landmark Education Corporation
2039.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Treasurer (for the Premier):
(1)

How many staff from the Department of the Premier and Cabinet have attended courses
conducted by Landmark Education Corporation.
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Have any Victorian taxpayer funds been paid to the Landmark Education Corporation for courses.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Department of Premier and Cabinet continues to provide training opportunities to employees from a number of
credited training organisations. Landmark Education Corporation was not one of the credited training organisations
departmental staff attended.

Community services: Villamanta Legal Service
2058.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to $50,656 worth of funding for Villamanta Legal Service announced
on 5 September 2001:
(1)
(2)

How much of this funding was expended by 30 June 2004.
Has the use of these funds been evaluated; if so, what were the results of that evaluation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

All of the funds were expended by 30 June 2004.

(2)

Use of these funds was reviewed through reports provided by the recipient organisation against key
performance indicators funded through the grant.

Community services: counselling services
2059.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to $278,000 worth of funding for additional counselling services
announced on 19 September 2001:
(1)
(2)

How much of this funding was expended by 30 June 2004.
Has the use of these funds been evaluated; if so, what were the results of that evaluation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The question raised sits within the portfolio responsibility of the Minister for Consumer Affairs.

Community services: community and home-based support services
2070.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to $4 million worth of funding for community and home based
support services promised in the 2002-03 budget:
(1)
(2)

How much of this funding was expended in the financial year 2002-03.
Has the use of these funds been evaluated; if so, what were the results of that evaluation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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(1)

This initiative contributed to the output and financial performance reported in the Department of Human
Services Annual Report for 2002-03. Retrospective disaggregation of this reported performance would
involve a significant diversion of departmental resources.

(2)

The use of the funds forms part of ongoing service and demand evaluation that is undertaken.

Community services: futures for young adults program
2071.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to $1 million worth of funding to the futures for young adults
program promised in the 2002-03 budget:
(1)
(2)

How much of this funding was expended in the financial year 2002-03.
Has the use of these funds been evaluated; if so, what were the results of that evaluation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

This initiative contributed to the output and financial performance reported in the Department of Human
Services Annual Report for 2002-03. Retrospective disaggregation of this reported performance would
involve a significant diversion of departmental resources.

(2)

The use of the funds forms part of ongoing service and demand evaluation that is undertaken.

Community services: shared supported accommodation program
2072.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to $2 million worth of funding for the shared supported
accommodation program promised in the 2002-03 budget to allow 25 people with a disability to receive
intensive accommodation support:
(1)
(2)
(3)

How much of this funding was expended in the financial year 2002-03.
How many people with a disability received intensive accommodation support in the 2002-03
financial year because of these funds and what did this intensive support entail.
Has the use of these funds been evaluated; if so, what were the results of that evaluation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

This initiative contributed to the output and financial performance reported in the Department of Human
Services Annual Report for 2002-03.

(2)

Retrospective disaggregation of this reported performance would involve a significant diversion of
departmental resources.

(3)

The use of the funds forms part of ongoing service and demand evaluation that is undertaken.

Community services: Kew Residential Services
2074.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to $25.4 million worth of funding for the redevelopment of Kew
Residential Services promised in the 2002-2003 budget:
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How much of this funding was expended by 30 June 2006.
Has the use of these funds been evaluated; if so, what were the results of that evaluation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

All of the funding was expended by 30 June 2006.

(2)

Yes and they were positive.

Community services: Forgotten Australians report
2075.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to the Senate Community Affairs References Committee’s 2004
report ‘Forgotten Australians — A report on Australians who experienced institutional or out-of-home
care as children’:
(1)
(2)

What is the Government’s response to each of the recommendations that relate to State
Government affairs.
What action has been taken regarding recommendations that the State Government accepts.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government’s response to the recommendations of the Forgotten Australians Report has not
yet been released.

(2)

See the response to question (1) above.

Mental health: alcohol and drug treatment services
2088.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Mental Health): In relation to Victorian Drug and Alcohol Association’s budget submission
recommending that the Government significantly increase funding to the alcohol and drug treatment
system: Does the Government support this recommendation —
(a)
(b)

if so, how much extra funding will the Government commit in this year’s budget;
if not, what are the Government’s reasons for opposing this recommendation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1) and (2)
Budget outcomes have now been announced and details are available on the Victorian
Government website.

Senior Victorians: national reciprocal transport scheme
2089.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Senior Victorians): In relation to the National Reciprocal Transport Scheme for Victorian Seniors:
(1)
(2)

How much funding does the Victorian Government intend to commit to the Scheme.
When will this Scheme be in operation.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The proposed reciprocal public transport entitlement is currently under negotiation with the Commonwealth
Government.

(2)

The scheme is expected to be in operation during this term of Government.

Senior Victorians: carers reward card
2092.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Senior Victorians): In relation to the Carers’ Reward Card, which was promised in the 2006 ALP
Election Plan for Helping Carers: Was the Carers’ Reward Card funded in the 2007-08 Victorian
Budget —
(a)
(b)

if so, how much funding was provided;
if not, will the Card be funded in the 2008-09 Victorian Budget.

ANSWER:
(a)

The Carer’s Reward Card was not a funded initiative in the 2007-08 Budget.

(b)

Budget outcomes have now been announced and details are available on the Victorian Government website.

Mental health: alcohol and drug treatment services
2093.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Mental Health): In relation to Victorian Drug and Alcohol Association’s budget submission
recommending that the Government significantly increase funding to alcohol and other drug treatment,
prevention and education services for young people: Does the Government support this
recommendation —
(a)
(b)

if so, how much extra funding will the Government commit in this year’s budget;
if not, what are the Government’s reasons for opposing this recommendation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1) and (2)
Budget outcomes have now been announced and details are available on the Victorian
Government website.

Mental health: alcohol and drug treatment services
2094.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Mental Health): In relation to Victorian Drug and Alcohol Association’s budget submission
recommending that the Government significantly increase funding to the alcohol and other drug
treatment system to meet the needs of people dually diagnosed with substance use issues and symptoms
of mental illness: Does the Government support this recommendation —
(a)
(b)

if so, how much extra funding will the Government commit in this year’s budget;
if not, what are the Government’s reasons for opposing this recommendation.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1) and (2)
Budget outcomes have now been announced and details are available on the Victorian
Government website.

Mental health: pharmacotherapy
2095.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Mental Health): In relation to Victorian Drug and Alcohol Association’s budget submission
recommending that the Government provide more funding to alcohol and other drug agencies for the
purpose of delivering pharmacotherapy programs: Does the Government support this
recommendation —
(a)
(b)

if so, how much extra funding will the Government commit in this year’s budget;
if not, what are the Government’s reasons for opposing this recommendation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1) and (2)
Budget outcomes have now been announced and details are available on the Victorian
Government website.

Mental health: pharmacotherapy
2096.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Mental Health): In relation to Victorian Drug and Alcohol Association’s budget submission
recommending that the Department of Human Services consider implementing a range of dispensing
models for pharmacotherapies that do not rely on the traditional pharmacist figure: Does the
Government support this recommendation —
(a)
(b)

if so, how much extra funding will the Government commit in this year’s budget;
if not, what are the Government’s reasons for opposing this recommendation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1) and (2)
Budget outcomes have now been announced and details are available on the Victorian
Government website.

Mental health: alcohol and drug treatment services
2097.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Mental Health): In relation to Victorian Drug and Alcohol Association’s budget submission
recommending that the Government develop a funding model that adequately funds service agencies:
Does the Government support this recommendation —
(a)
(b)

if so, how much extra funding will the Government commit in this year’s budget;
if not, what are the Government’s reasons for opposing this recommendation
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1) and (2)
Budget outcomes have now been announced and details are available on the Victorian
Government website.

Community services: disability services — aids and equipment
2100.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to Victorian Council of Social Services budget submission
recommending that the Government immediately release the remainder of funds committed for aids and
equipment and home and vehicle modifications in the 2007-08 budget and commit an additional
$20 million per annum for aids and equipment and home and vehicle modifications: Does the
Government support these recommendations —
(a)
(b)

if so, how much extra funding will the Government commit in this year’s budget;
if not, what are the Government’s reasons for opposing these recommendations.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The provision of aids and equipment, including vehicle modifications, is of great importance to supporting people
with a disability and increasing their quality of life. This Government is committed to continuing to provide
appropriate supports to people with a disability in this regard and has provided significant investment in this area.
Budget outcomes have now been announced and details are available on the Victorian Government website.

Mental health: disability services — early intervention and support services
2101.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Mental Health): In relation to Victorian Council of Social Services budget submission recommending
that the Government increase investment in locally based early intervention community-based mental
health services and increase funding for Psychiatric Disability Rehabilitation and Support Services to
enable improved integration of supports for people with complex needs: Does the Government support
this recommendation —
(a)
(b)

if so, how much extra funding will the Government commit in this year’s budget;
if not, what are the Government’s reasons for opposing this recommendation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Budget outcomes have now been announced and details are available on the Victorian Government website.

Community services: disability services — supported accommodation
2102.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to Victorian Council of Social Services budget submission
recommending that the Government bring forward the $70 million committed in the 2007-08 budget for
supported accommodation and index this to account for disability population growth: Does the
Government support this recommendation —
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if so, how much extra funding will the Government commit in this year’s budget;
if not, what are the Government’s reasons for opposing this recommendation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The provision of supported accommodation is of critical importance to supporting people with a disability and
increasing their quality of life. This Government is committed to continuing to provide appropriate supports to
people with a disability in this regard and is providing significant investment, both for supported accommodation
and for the provision of more individualised home-based supports.
Budget outcomes have now been announced and details are available on the Victorian Government website.

Community services: disability services — supported accommodation
2103.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to Victorian Council of Social Services budget submission
recommending that the Government commit recurrent funding of $50 million and capital funding of
$74 million to create up to 650 new supported accommodation places: Does the Government support
this recommendation —
(a)
(b)

if so, how much extra funding will the Government commit in this year’s budget;
if not, what are the Government’s reasons for opposing this recommendation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The provision of supported accommodation is of critical importance to supporting people with a disability and
increasing their quality of life. This Government is committed to continuing to provide appropriate supports to
people with a disability in this regard and is providing significant investment, both for supported accommodation
and for the provision of more individualised home-based supports.
Budget outcomes have now been announced and details are available on the Victorian Government website.

Community services: disability services — population-based benchmarks
2104.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to disability funding: What is the Government’s view regarding the
introduction of population based benchmarks for disability services.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Commonwealth, State and Territory Ministers have agreed that one of the priority areas for consideration
during the next Commonwealth, State and Territory Disability Agreement will be to consider “Moving Towards
National Population Benchmarks for Key Disability Services Under the CSTDA.”

Community services: disability services — data collection
2105.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to data on those requiring disability services:
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Does the Government believe the current system of data collection is adequate.
Would the Government support the establishment of a new system to reliably capture demand.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In relation to data on those requiring disability services:
The Government considers the current system of data collection for disability services to be adequate; however, the
Commonwealth, State and Territory Ministers have agreed that one of the priority areas for consideration during
the next Commonwealth, State and Territory Disability Agreement will be the better measurement of current and
future needs for disability services.

Community services: disability services — standard chart of accounts
2106.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to a standard chart of accounts for disability service providers: What
is the Government’s view regarding the development of a standard chart of accounts in partnership with
the disability services sector.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
This is a community sector initiative that proposes the development of standardised reporting and data to assist
service funding and planning. The Government would be receptive to considering the development of a standard
chart of accounts for use by disability service providers. The initiative would need to have regard for the statutory
financial accounting and reporting requirements of community service organisations across a diverse range of
services, including business units operated by some of these organisations.

Community services: disability services — pricing principles
2107.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to disability funding: What is the Government’s view regarding the
introduction of a transparent unit price funding formula.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The department published a set of pricing principles in October 2005 which is available on the Department of
Human Services website in the Disability Services Division publications library.

Community services: disability services — support organisations
2108.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to capital expenditure for disability service providers: What is the
Government’s view regarding the development and dissemination of a survey of disability support
organisations in order to inform a program of increased capital expenditure on items such as vehicles,
computer equipment and building maintenance.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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Issues relating to asset replacement and maintenance will be considered as part of the department’s review of
pricing and funding arrangements for disability services.

Community services: disability services — funding
2109.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to individualised funding: Has a risk analysis regarding the impact of
individualised funding on organisational sustainability been undertaken; and if not, will one be carried
out.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The department is working with National Disability Services Victoria on an implementation plan that will assist
sector sustainability while moving from agency attached funding to individualised support packages.

Community services: disability services — funding
2110.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to individualised funding: What is the Government’s view regarding
the development of a transition plan to make sure that disability service providers are financially viable
as the number of individualised funding packages increases.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
A plan and transition strategy to move from agency attached to individually attached funding will be developed and
agreed.

Community services: disability services — funding
2112.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to extra disability funding of $1.9 billion promised by the Federal
Government at the last election: Will the Government match the Commonwealth’s contribution dollar
for dollar as promised in the Federal ALP’s election policy.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Commonwealth Government committed to provide up to $901 million for inclusion in the Commonwealth
State/Territory Disability Agreement. Negotiations are continuing on the funding arrangement.

Mental health: Austin Hospital
2113.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Mental Health): In relation to the Child and Adolescent Mental Health Unit at the Austin Hospital: Will
the Government fund a full redevelopment of this facility in the upcoming budget.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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Budget outcomes have now been announced and details are available on the Victorian Government website.

Mental health: Dandenong Hospital
2115.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Mental Health): In relation to mental health inpatient beds at Dandenong Hospital: Will the Government
fund the 73 extra beds it promised in the 2006 election in the upcoming budget.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Budget outcomes have now been announced and details are available on the Victorian Government website.

Children and early childhood development: program for students with disabilities
2141.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Treasurer (for the Minister for Children and Early Childhood
Development): In relation to previous reviews of the Program for Students with Disabilities, such as the
Better Services, Better Outcomes report: Were the recommendations made to improve the Program for
Students with Disabilities enacted; if so, how.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The most recent review of the Program for Students with Disabilities (PSD) was initiated in March 2007 by the
Victorian Auditor-General’s Office (VAGO). This review had a focus on the following two key questions:
– whether the Department of Education and Early Childhood Development has an accountability framework for
PSD that provides clear measures of performance and an appropriate level of accountability; and
– whether the Department is working to further develop the accountability framework for the PSD.
The high-level findings of the review acknowledged the Department’s monitoring and accounting for PSD program
inputs and outputs. The Department’s focus on outcomes at an individual student and school level was also
acknowledged, but the report identified room for improvement at a whole-of-program level. The report
acknowledged that the Department’s performance reporting was at least as good as any other Australian
jurisdiction for similar disability programs.
The Auditor General’s report identified many strengths in the PSD and the focus on achieving outcomes at an
individual and school level.
The report made four recommendations–that the Department:
– establish a clear objective for the PSD that is outcome-focused and measurable (Recommendation 4.1)
– establish performance indicators to monitor outcomes for the PSD at the whole-of-program level that are
relevant to the program’s objective, and are measurable and auditable (Recommendation 4.2)
– manage the collection and analysis of performance data under the School Accountability and Improvement
Framework so that outcomes for PSD-funded students can be identified, both for students in special schools and
mainstream schools, at the whole-of-program level (Recommendation 4.3)
– continue to improve program accountability for the PSD, so that measuring and reporting on whole-of-program
level achievements is in place within 2 years (Recommendation 4.4).
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The Department is committed to continuously improving the accountability framework for the PSD and accepted
the Auditor-General’s recommendations. The Departmental response forwarded to VAGO accepted all of the
audit’s recommendations while reiterating key findings of the audit on the positive directions that the Department is
taking in continuing reform of the PSD program.
The Departmental response also included recognition of the opportunity to capitalise on the reshaping of the
program that commenced in 2005. The Department will incorporate reporting on outcomes into the PSD’s forward
strategy.
Work has already commenced on the implementation of all four recommendations, with an initial focus on
recommendation 4.1.
The Department has commenced a project to establish objectives and performance indicators for the PSD.
Following on from this the Department will be working to expand the collection and analysis of performance data
under the School Accountability and Improvement Framework so that outcomes for PSD-funded students can be
identified in all school settings and at the program level.
Through these reforms to the PSD and the development of the Abilities Index, the Department is well placed to
refine its focus on outcomes at all levels of the program.

Treasurer: Origin Energy — state purchase contract
2180.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Treasurer: In relation to the State Purchase Contract with Origin
Energy for the supply of electricity to government sites consuming greater than 160 megawatt hours
(MWh) and less than 750 MWh per annum that commenced 1 November 2005 and is set to expire on
31 October 2008:
(1)

How much electricity (in MWh) was purchased under the contract for the periods —
(a) 1 November 2005 to 31 October 2006;
(b) 1 November 2006 to 31 October 2007; and
(c) 1 November 2007 to present.

(2)

How much of the electricity purchased under the contract (in MWh) came from renewable sources
of energy for the periods detailed in (1).
What was the amount, in dollar terms, charged to the Victorian Government under contract for the
periods detailed in (1).
With the current contract set to expire in October 2008, will any future contract include a
mandatory quota for renewable energy; if so, what will that quota be.

(3)
(4)
ANSWER:

I am informed that:
Information regarding this contract can be found at www.tenders.vic.gov.au.

Public transport: fair payments policy
2208.

MR RICH-PHILLIPS — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public
Transport): In relation to the Government’s Fair Payments Policy, which requires a department or
agency to pay invoices for work done by small businesses within 30 days or pay penalty interest, with
respect to the Department of Infrastructure:
(1)

On how many occasions has penalty interest been paid in the period since the 2002 election.
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How many small businesses received penalty interest for bills not paid within 30 days in the
period since 2002.
What is the total amount of original bills received from small businesses on which penalty interest
was paid in the period since 2002.
What is the total amount of penalty interest paid in the period since 2002.
If penalty interest has been paid, on what date was the first payment made in the period since
2002.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Department of Infrastructure, for the period in question has not paid any penalties or interest resulting from the
late payment of supplier or vendor invoices under the terms and conditions of the Fair Payment Policy.

Community services: home and community care — Glen Eira
2221.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): Per capita, what was the State Government Home and Community Care funding
contribution in the City of Glen Eira in 1999.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
– Data for the Home and Community Care Program is not available by Local Government area for 1999.

Community services: home and community care — Glen Eira
2222.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): Per capita, what was the State Government Home and Community Care funding
contribution in the City of Glen Eira in 2000.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
– Data for the Home and Community Care Program is not available by Local Government area for 2000.

Community services: home and community care — Glen Eira
2223.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): Per capita, what was the State Government Home and Community Care funding
contribution in the City of Glen Eira in 2001.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
– Data for the Home and Community Care Program is not available by Local Government area for 2001.
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Community services: home and community care — Glen Eira
2224.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): Per capita, what was the State Government Home and Community Care funding
contribution in the City of Glen Eira in 2002.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
– Data for the Home and Community Care Program is not available by Local Government area for 2002.

Community services: home and community care — Glen Eira
2225.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): Per capita, what was the State Government Home and Community Care funding
contribution in the City of Glen Eira in 2003.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
– Data for the Home and Community Care Program is not available by Local Government area for 2003.

Corrections: stress leave
2258.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Corrections): In relation
to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration for each financial year
from 2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the details of all stress related leave, including —
(a)
(b)
(c)

the number of days taken;
the estimated cost; and
the total number of staff in the section.

ANSWER:
I am informed that a detailed response to this request would be too voluminous and an unreasonable diversion of
departmental resources.

Environment and climate change: salary levels
2271.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change: In relation to each
department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration, for the financial year 2006-07:
How many public servants are paid more than the base salary rate for Victorian Members of Parliament,
indicating their —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

classifications;
salary package;
position; and
responsibilities.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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Information on staff numbers and VPS classification is provided in the annual reports of departments, agencies and
authorities. Information relating to the Department of Sustainability and Environment can be found on page 56 of
the 2006-07 Annual Report.

Industry and trade: salary levels
2274.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade: In relation to each department,
agency and authority within the Minister’s administration, for the financial year 2006-07: How many
public servants are paid more than the base salary rate for Victorian Members of Parliament, indicating
their —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

classifications;
salary package;
position; and
responsibilities.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Please refer to the Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development’s Annual Report for this
information.

Information and communication technology: salary levels
2275.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Information and Communication Technology: In
relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration, for the financial
year 2006-07: How many public servants are paid more than the base salary rate for Victorian Members
of Parliament, indicating their —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

classifications;
salary package;
position; and
responsibilities.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Please refer to the Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development’s Annual Report for this
information.

Innovation: women — boards, councils and committees
2392.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Innovation: In relation to each department, agency or
authority within the Minister’s administration: How many women hold positions on boards, councils or
committees, indicating in respect of each board, council or committee the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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The Government is committed to equal opportunity for women and increasing their representation in statutory
offices, boards, commissions, committees and advisory bodies. Further information can be found at
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au

Health: women — boards, councils and committees
2403.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Health): In relation to each department, agency or authority within the Minister’s administration: How
many women hold positions on boards, councils or committees, indicating in respect of each board,
council or committee the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Government is committed to equal opportunity for women and increasing their representation in statutory
offices, boards, commissions, committees and advisory bodies. Further information can be found at
www.publicboards.vic.gov.au

Multicultural affairs: women — boards, councils and committees
2411.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Multicultural Affairs): In
relation to each department, agency or authority within the Minister’s administration: How many
women hold positions on boards, councils or committees, indicating in respect of each board, council or
committee the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The information you seek is available publicly at http://www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.

Gaming: women — boards, councils and committees
2419.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Gaming): In relation to
each department, agency or authority within the Minister’s administration: How many women hold
positions on boards, councils or committees, indicating in respect of each board, council or committee
the total number of members.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
The government is committed to equal opportunity for women and increasing their representation in statutory
offices, boards, commissions, committees and advisory bodies.
Further information can be found at www.publicboards.vic.gov.au.

Tourism and major events: women — boards, councils and committees
2424.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Tourism and
Major Events): In relation to each department, agency or authority within the Minister’s administration:
How many women hold positions on boards, councils or committees, indicating in respect of each
board, council or committee the total number of members.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
In March 2008 the State Services Authority Public Entities web-site became available to the public. This web-site
enables every Victorian wishing to obtain information about public entities, including membership to each Board to
do so. This information can be found by accessing www.publicboards.vic.gov.au

Public transport: motor vehicle registration concessions
2445.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public
Transport): In relation to the Fair Go for Pensioners Coalition 2008-09 Budget Submission
recommending the reintroduction of the pensioner motor vehicle registration concession discount: Does
the Government support this recommendation —
(a)
(b)

if so, how much extra funding will the Government commit in this year’s budget;
if not, what are the Government’s reasons for opposing this recommendation.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was received, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Senior
Victorians.

Public transport: Windsor railway station — crime
2475.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Windsor Train Station, Prahran, in the 2000-01
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Windsor railway station — crime
2476.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Windsor Train Station, Prahran, in the 2001-02
financial year —
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rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Windsor railway station — crime
2477.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Windsor Train Station, Prahran, in the 2002-03
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Windsor railway station — crime
2478.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Windsor Train Station, Prahran, in the 2003-04
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
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offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Windsor railway station — crime
2479.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Windsor Train Station, Prahran, in the 2004-05
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Windsor railway station — crime
2480.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Windsor Train Station, Prahran, in the 2005-06
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.
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Public transport: Windsor railway station — crime
2481.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Windsor Train Station, Prahran, in the 2006-07
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: South Yarra railway station — crime
2482.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at South Yarra Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2000-01 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: South Yarra railway station — crime
2483.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at South Yarra Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2001-02 financial year —
(a)
(b)

rape;
robbery;
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assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: South Yarra railway station — crime
2484.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at South Yarra Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2002-03 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: South Yarra railway station — crime
2485.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at South Yarra Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2003-04 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.
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ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: South Yarra railway station — crime
2486.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at South Yarra Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2004-05 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: South Yarra railway station — crime
2487.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at South Yarra Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2005-06 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.
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Public transport: South Yarra railway station — crime
2488.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at South Yarra Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2006-07 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Prahran railway station — crime
2489.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Prahran Train Station, Prahran, in the 2000-01
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Prahran railway station — crime
2490.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Prahran Train Station, Prahran, in the 2001-02
financial year —
(a)
(b)

rape;
robbery;
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assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Prahran railway station — crime
2491.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Prahran Train Station, Prahran, in the 2002-03
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Prahran railway station — crime
2492.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Prahran Train Station, Prahran, in the 2003-04
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.
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ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Prahran railway station — crime
2493.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Prahran Train Station, Prahran, in the 2004-05
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Prahran railway station — crime
2494.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Prahran Train Station, Prahran, in the 2005-06
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.
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Public transport: Prahran railway station — crime
2495.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Prahran Train Station, Prahran, in the 2006-07
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Hawksburn railway station — crime
2496.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Hawksburn Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2000-01 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Hawksburn railway station — crime
2497.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Hawksburn Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2001-02 financial year —
(a)
(b)

rape;
robbery;
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assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Hawksburn railway station — crime
2498.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Hawksburn Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2002-03 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Hawksburn railway station — crime
2499.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Hawksburn Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2003-04 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.
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ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Hawksburn railway station — crime
2500.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Hawksburn Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2004-05 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Public transport: Hawksburn railway station — crime
2501.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Hawksburn Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2005-06 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.
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Public transport: Hawksburn railway station — crime
2502.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Hawksburn Train Station, South Yarra, in the
2006-07 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The question does not fall within my portfolio responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

Police: Nepean Highway — traffic red light cameras
2503.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services): In relation to the traffic lights at the intersection of Nepean Highway and Bay Road, and the
Nepean Highway and Karen Street, particularly as they relate to right hand turns which are monitored
by red light cameras: How many motorists were fined in February 2008 for having entered the
intersection against a red light arrow for a time of 0.9 of a second or less.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
Only one motorist was fined in February 2008 for having entered the intersection against a red arrow for a time less
than 1 second.

Community services: incident reporting system
2504.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for
Community Services): In relation to the Department of Human Services incident reporting system for
Disability Accommodation Service incident reports:
(1)

Are incidents recognised with an initial numbered incident reporting system at the time of the
incident: if not —
(a) why not;
(b) at what stage in the incident reporting procedure does an incident report acquire an incident
number;
(c) at what time after the initial incident does an incident report acquire an incident number;
(d) at what geographic location after the initial incident does an incident report acquire an
incident number; and
(e) what procedure is in place to ensure that all incidents remain accounted for, to the people
involved before they acquire an incident number.
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(2)

Do direct care staff have a numbered, logged, record of their incidents at their place of work
available for them and Occupational Health and Safety officers; if not, why not.
(3) When did work commence on the development of “Event, Recording, Information Centre”
(ERIC).
(4) Does the ERIC system involve an initial numbering system for incident reports.
(5) How much money has been spent on the development of ERIC.
(6) When will ERIC be implemented.
(7) If ERIC is going to be implemented in the future, will there be an interim measure put in place to
ensure incidents are given an initial number, prior to ERIC being implemented; if so, when will
this commence.
(8) If ERIC is not going to be implemented, when is a Client focused, Initial Numbered Incident
Reporting System going to be implemented.
(9) What numbered documentation system is in place to ensure all incident reports are recorded from
the initial incident through to the quality development sector.
(10) Do Disease, Injury, Near Miss, Accident (DINMA) Incident Reports have an initial numbering
system; if so, is there any reason for incidents involving injuries to staff having an initial
numbering system, if disability accommodation system incident reports do not have an initial
numbering system.
(11) When will the Category Section on Incident Reports include Physical Restraint, Seclusion and
Chemical Restraint.
(12) For what reasons was the cost effective Incident Report Draft submitted by Matthew Potocnik to
the Department of Human Services on 16 September 2007 rejected by the Department.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1–4) Information relating to the Department’s incident reporting system can be found
(6–9) on the Department of Human Services Funded Agency Channel ‘Incident reporting departmental instruction
2008’.
(5)

Development work is continuing. Detailed analysis would be required to provide a full cost estimate.

(10)

Yes the Disease, Injury, Near Miss, Accident (DINMA) reports have an initial numbering system, whilst the
current incident reporting system does not have a process to assign a number at the site of the incident.

(11)

It is not proposed that the category section on incident reports will include physical restraint, seclusion and
chemical restraint.

(12)

Mr Potocnik’s proposal was received by the department and considered.

Industry and trade: media and communications staff
2510.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade: In relation to each department,
agency and authority within the Minister’s administration for each financial year from 2000-01 to
2006-07:
(1)
(2)

What is the number and cost of staff working in the Minister’s office.
What is the number of staff working in each public relations/ communications unit under the
Minister’s control, indicating —
(a) the total operating budget; and
(b) the total promotional budget.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
This question does not fall within my portfolio responsibilities as the engagement of ministerial staff, including
salaries and superannuation falls within the budget of Department of Premier and Cabinet.

Information and communication technology: media and communications staff
2511.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Information and Communication Technology: In
relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration for each financial
year from 2000-01 to 2006-07:
(1)
(2)

What is the number and cost of staff working in the Minister’s office.
What is the number of staff working in each public relations/ communications unit under the
Minister’s control, indicating —
(a) the total operating budget; and
(b) the total promotional budget.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
This question does not fall within my portfolio responsibilities as the engagement of ministerial staff, including
salaries and superannuation falls within the budget of Department of Premier and Cabinet.

Regional and rural development: media and communications staff
2537.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Regional and
Rural Development): In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s
administration for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07:
(1)
(2)

What is the number and cost of staff working in the Minister’s office.
What is the number of staff working in each public relations/ communications unit under the
Minister’s control, indicating —
(a) the total operating budget; and
(b) the total promotional budget.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
This question does not fall within my portfolio responsibilities as the engagement of ministerial staff, including
salaries and superannuation falls within the budget of Department of Premier and Cabinet.

Skills and workforce participation: media and communications staff
2538.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Skills and
Workforce Participation): In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s
administration for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07:
(1)
(2)

What is the number and cost of staff working in the Minister’s office.
What is the number of staff working in each public relations/ communications unit under the
Minister’s control, indicating —
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the total operating budget; and
the total promotional budget.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
This question does not fall within my portfolio responsibilities as the engagement of ministerial staff, including
salaries and superannuation falls within the budget of Department of Premier and Cabinet.

Industry and trade: advertising
2590.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade: In relation to each department,
agency and authority within the Minister’s administration: What the details are of all advertising
undertaken for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07, indicating —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

the date of approval for each contract;
the cost of each contract;
the purpose of advertisement;
the duration of advertisement;
where and when each advertisement was published or broadcast; and
to whom each contract was awarded.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Details relating to advertising for the 2006-07 financial year can be found in the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee 79th Report to Parliament–Report on the 2006–07 Financial and Performance Outcomes.
Further information can be found at www.contracts.vic.gov.au

Information and communication technology: advertising
2591.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Information and Communication Technology: In
relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration: What the details
are of all advertising undertaken for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07, indicating —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

the date of approval for each contract;
the cost of each contract;
the purpose of advertisement;
the duration of advertisement;
where and when each advertisement was published or broadcast; and
to whom each contract was awarded.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Details relating to advertising for the 2006-07 financial year can be found in the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee 79th Report to Parliament–Report on the 2006–07 Financial and Performance Outcomes.
Further information can be found at www.contracts.vic.gov.au
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Industry and trade: entertainment expenses
2630.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade: In relation to each department,
agency and authority within the Minister’s administration for each financial year from 2000-01 to
2006-07: What are the details are of all entertainment expenses incurred, indicating —
(a)
(b)

total costs incurred by each section, including the Minister’s office; and
itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including the —
(i) date incurred;
(ii) cost;
(iii) number of guests;
(iv) purpose; and
(v) name of service provider.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
A detailed response to this question would be too voluminous and an unnecessary diversion of the department’s
resources.

Information and communication technology: entertainment expenses
2631.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Information and Communication Technology: In
relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration for each financial
year from 2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the details are of all entertainment expenses incurred,
indicating —
(a)
(b)

total costs incurred by each section, including the Minister’s office; and
itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including the —
(i) date incurred;
(ii) cost;
(iii) number of guests;
(iv) purpose; and
(v) name of service provider.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
A detailed response to this question would be too voluminous and an unnecessary diversion of the department’s
resources.

Regional and rural development: entertainment expenses
2657.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Regional and
Rural Development): In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s
administration for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the details are of all
entertainment expenses incurred, indicating —
(a)
(b)

total costs incurred by each section, including the Minister’s office; and
itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including the —
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date incurred;
cost;
number of guests;
purpose; and
name of service provider.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
A detailed response to this question would be too voluminous and an unnecessary diversion of the department’s
resources.

Skills and workforce participation: entertainment expenses
2658.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Skills and
Workforce Participation): In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s
administration for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the details are of all
entertainment expenses incurred, indicating —
(a)
(b)

total costs incurred by each section, including the Minister’s office; and
itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including the —
(i) date incurred;
(ii) cost;
(iii) number of guests;
(iv) purpose; and
(v) name of service provider.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
A detailed response to this question would be too voluminous and an unnecessary diversion of the department’s
resources.

Treasurer: professional development expenses
2666.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Treasurer: In relation to expenditure on conferences, seminars,
workshops and training courses or like events by each department, agency or authority within the
Minister’s administration for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07:
(1)

What was the name of each conference, course, seminar, workshop or like event attended
indicating the —
(a) locality and venue; and
(b) purpose.

(2)

What was the cost of each event indicating —
(a) accommodation;
(b) entertainment;
(c) meals and refreshments;
(d) travel;
(e) car hire;
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taxis and hire cars; and
other expenses.

Was the event externally organised; if so, what was the name of the person(s), organisation(s) or
companies engaged and at what cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
To compile information for the past seven financial years would place a large burden on the department, agency or
authority within my administration. A detailed response to this question would be too voluminous, however, should
you indicate in a further question what information you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Public transport: Moorabbin railway station — crime
2713.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Moorabbin Train Station, Moorabbin, in the
2000-01 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Moorabbin railway station — crime
2714.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Moorabbin Train Station, Moorabbin, in the
2001-02 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.
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ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Moorabbin railway station — crime
2715.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Moorabbin Train Station, Moorabbin, in the
2002-03 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Moorabbin railway station — crime
2716.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Moorabbin Train Station, Moorabbin, in the
2003-04 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services
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Public transport: Moorabbin railway station — crime
2717.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Moorabbin Train Station, Moorabbin, in the
2004-05 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Moorabbin railway station — crime
2718.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Moorabbin Train Station, Moorabbin, in the
2005-06 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Moorabbin railway station — crime
2719.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Moorabbin Train Station, Moorabbin, in the
2006-07 financial year —
(a)
(b)

rape;
robbery;
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assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Bentleigh railway station — crime
2720.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Bentleigh Train Station, Bentleigh, in the 2000-01
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Bentleigh railway station — crime
2721.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Bentleigh Train Station, Bentleigh, in the 2001-02
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.
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ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Bentleigh railway station — crime
2722.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Bentleigh Train Station, Bentleigh, in the 2002-03
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Bentleigh railway station — crime
2723.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Bentleigh Train Station, Bentleigh, in the 2003-04
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services
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Public transport: Bentleigh railway station — crime
2724.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Bentleigh Train Station, Bentleigh, in the 2004-05
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Bentleigh railway station — crime
2725.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Bentleigh Train Station, Bentleigh, in the 2005-06
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Patterson railway station — crime
2727.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Patterson Train Station, Bentleigh, in the 2000-01
financial year —
(a)
(b)

rape;
robbery;
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assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Patterson railway station — crime
2728.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Patterson Train Station, Bentleigh, in the 2001-02
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Patterson railway station — crime
2729.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Patterson Train Station, Bentleigh, in the 2002-03
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.
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ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Patterson railway station — crime
2730.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Patterson Train Station, Bentleigh, in the 2003-04
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Patterson railway station — crime
2731.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Patterson Train Station, Bentleigh, in the 2004-05
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services
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Public transport: Patterson railway station — crime
2732.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Patterson Train Station, Bentleigh, in the 2005-06
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Patterson railway station — crime
2733.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Patterson Train Station, Bentleigh, in the 2006-07
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: McKinnon railway station — crime
2734.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at McKinnon Train Station, McKinnon, in the
2000-01 financial year —
(a)
(b)

rape;
robbery;
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assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: McKinnon railway station — crime
2735.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at McKinnon Train Station, McKinnon, in the
2001-02 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: McKinnon railway station — crime
2736.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at McKinnon Train Station, McKinnon, in the
2002-03 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.
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ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: McKinnon railway station — crime
2737.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at McKinnon Train Station, McKinnon, in the
2003-04 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: McKinnon railway station — crime
2738.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at McKinnon Train Station, McKinnon, in the
2004-05 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services
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Public transport: McKinnon railway station — crime
2739.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at McKinnon Train Station, McKinnon, in the
2005-06 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: McKinnon railway station — crime
2740.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at McKinnon Train Station, McKinnon, in the
2006-07 financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Ormond railway station — crime
2741.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Ormond Train Station, Ormond, in the 2000-01
financial year —
(a)
(b)

rape;
robbery;
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assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Ormond railway station — crime
2742.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Ormond Train Station, Ormond, in the 2001-02
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Ormond railway station — crime
2743.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Ormond Train Station, Ormond, in the 2002-03
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.
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ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Ormond railway station — crime
2744.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Ormond Train Station, Ormond, in the 2003-04
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Ormond railway station — crime
2745.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Ormond Train Station, Ormond, in the 2004-05
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services
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Public transport: Ormond railway station — crime
2746.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Ormond Train Station, Ormond, in the 2005-06
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Public transport: Ormond railway station — crime
2747.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Public Transport):
How many of the following crimes were reported at Ormond Train Station, Ormond, in the 2006-07
financial year —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

rape;
robbery;
assault;
property damage;
theft of bicycle;
weapons/explosives;
harassment; and
offensive behaviour in public.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
This question does not fall within my responsibility and should be directed to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services

Health: in-vitro fertilisation and pre-implantation genetic diagnosis
2754.

MR FINN — To ask the Minister for Environment and Climate Change (for the Minister for Health):
In relation to women undergoing IVF and pre-implantation genetic diagnosis:
(1)

Do the Reproductive Services Department at the Royal Women’s Hospital or Melbourne IVF at
the Freemasons Hospital require a woman to sign a waiver releasing the Royal Women’s Hospital
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or Melbourne IVF from liability if the woman does not agree to chorionic villus testing or
amniocentesis.
Will the Minister act to ensure that these women are not subject to coercive pressure to agree to
procedures intended to facilitate selective abortion.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

Pre-implantation genetic diagnosis (also known as embryo biopsy) is a treatment procedure provided by
Melbourne IVF to couples with a reproductive history of implantation failure, recurrent miscarriage or
genetic problems such as sex-linked disorders and translocations.
There is an ethical, medical and legal requirement for patients to understand that the procedure of PGD does
not guarantee a “normal” pregnancy (in the context of their medical indication for PGD). Due to the
possibility of error in the PGD test results (2% risk), further testing in early pregnancy is recommended to
confirm the PGD result.
It is the decision of the individual patient whether to have chorionic villus testing or amniocentesis in a PGD
pregnancy. Full information is provided to enable the provision of informed consent. If the patient does not
want further testing this decision is recorded in writing, witnessed and placed on the patient medical record.

(2)

There is no “coercive pressure” on women to have chorionic villus testing or amniocentesis.

Treasurer: Victorian Government Purchasing Board — procurement policies
2755.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Treasurer: In relation to each department, agency and authority
within the Treasurer’s administration:
(1)
(2)

How many breaches of the Victorian Government Purchasing Board’s procurement policies
occurred in each of the financial years from 2004-05 to 2006-07.
What were the details of those breaches.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
To compile information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A detailed
response to this question would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what
information you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Premier: Victorian Government Purchasing Board — procurement policies
2762.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Treasurer (for the Premier): In relation to each department, agency
and authority within the Premier’s administration:
(1)
(2)
(3)

How many breaches of the Victorian Government Purchasing Board’s procurement policies
occurred in each of the financial years from 2004-05 to 2006-07.
What were the details of those breaches.
What action was taken in response to those breaches.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Premier: annual reports
2802.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Treasurer (for the Premier): In relation to each department, agency
and authority within the Premier’s administration: What was the total cost of each annual report for each
financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
To compile the information requested from the past seven financial years would place a large burden on the
department’s time and resources. A detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a
further question what information you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Treasurer: trade union grants
2835.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Treasurer: In relation to each department, agency and authority
within the Treasurer’s administration: What are the details of all grants made to trade union groups for
each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
To compile information for the past seven financial years would place a large burden on the department, agency or
authority within my administration. A detailed response to this question would be too voluminous, however, should
you indicate in a further question what information you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Agriculture: trade union grants
2872.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Agriculture):
In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration: What are the
details of all grants made to trade union groups for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
A detailed response to this question would be too voluminous and an unnecessary diversion of my Department’s
resources.

Treasurer: workplace bullying
2875.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Treasurer: In relation to each department, agency and authority
within the Treasurer’s administration for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the
details of bullying in the workplace indicating —
(a)
(b)
(c)

the number of cases reported;
the number of claims resulting in WorkCover cases being established;
the total cost of these claims; and
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the dollar increase in premiums for each individual department or agency due to claims for
bullying in the workplace.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
To compile information for the past seven financial years would place a large burden on the department, agency or
authority within my administration. A detailed response to this question would be too voluminous, however, should
you indicate in a further question what information you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Premier: trade union board representatives
2978.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Treasurer (for the Premier): In relation to each department, agency
and authority within the Premier’s administration: What provision has been made for elected
representatives or trade union nominated representatives on their boards, indicating —
(a)
(b)
(c)

what the basis is of their representation and when it was established;
who the current trade union representatives are and who held the positions previously; and
what fee or remuneration is paid to the representatives.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Premier: alcohol purchase expenses
3018.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Treasurer (for the Premier): Since the Premier’s appointment, what
are the details of all alcohol purchased by the Minister or the Minister’s office, indicating, in respect of
each purchase —
(a)
(b)
(c)

the date;
the value; and
the items.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Treasurer: uniforms
3050.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Treasurer: In relation to each department, agency and authority
within the Treasurer’s administration:
(1)
(2)

How many employees are supplied with uniforms.
Which company or companies supply these uniforms.
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In what country were these uniforms manufactured.
What safeguards have been established to ensure that uniforms are manufactured by workers
employed under safe and humane conditions free of exploitation, including child labour.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
To compile information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A detailed
response to this question would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what
information you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Premier: uniforms
3057.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Treasurer (for the Premier): In relation to each department, agency
and authority within the Premier’s administration:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

How many employees are supplied with uniforms.
Which company or companies supply these uniforms.
In what country were these uniforms manufactured.
What safeguards have been established to ensure that uniforms are manufactured by workers
employed under safe and humane conditions free of exploitation, including child labour.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Treasurer: staff attrition rate
3090.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Treasurer: In relation to each department, agency and authority
within the Treasurer’s administration: What was the staff attrition rate for each of the financial years
2000-01 to 2006-07.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
To compile information requested from the past seven financial years would place a large burden on the
department’s time and resources. A detailed response to this question would be too voluminous, however, should
you indicate in a further question what information you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Wednesday, 25 June 2008
Major Projects: Hepburn Springs bath house
1999.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Major Projects: What is the financial impact of the
much publicised delays in the completion of the Hepburn Springs Bath House redevelopment on the
local economies of Daylesford and the Macedon Ranges area of Central Victoria.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
Tourism Victoria has reported significant growth in day visit and overnight stays to the region. To my knowledge
there is no financial impact on the region.

Major Projects: Hepburn Springs bath house
2000.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Major Projects: In relation to a March 2008 project
update, in which reference is made to an accelerated and streamlined work program for the Hepburn
Springs Bath House redevelopment: Has this accelerated and streamlined work program included any
deviation from the initial architectural plans submitted through the tender process; if so, what are the
details of those changes.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The same contracted scope as was originally tendered is being delivered. There are no variations or deletions from
the original scope, and the streamlining has not incurred any additional cost.

Energy and resources: Landmark Education Corporation
2032.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources):
(1)
(2)

How many staff from the Department of Primary Industries have attended courses conducted by
Landmark Education Corporation.
Have any Victorian tax payer funds been paid to the Landmark Education Corporation for
courses.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised:
The Department of Primary Industries continues to provide training opportunities to employees from a number of
credited training organisations. Landmark Education Corporation is one of the credited training organisations
departmental staff attended.
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Attorney-General: stress leave
2255.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Attorney-General): In relation to each
department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration for each financial year from
2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the details of all stress related leave, including —
(a)
(b)
(c)

the number of days taken;
the estimated cost; and
the total number of staff in the section.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
I am informed that a detailed response to this request would be too voluminous and an unreasonable diversion of
departmental resources.

Racing: stress leave
2256.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Racing): In relation to
each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration for each financial year from
2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the details of all stress related leave, including —
(a)
(b)
(c)

the number of days taken;
the estimated cost; and
the total number of staff in the section.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
I am informed that a detailed response to this request would be too voluminous and an unreasonable diversion of
departmental resources.

Police and emergency services: stress leave
2257.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services): In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration for
each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the details of all stress related leave,
including —
(a)
(b)
(c)

the number of days taken;
the estimated cost; and
the total number of staff in the section.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
I am informed that a detailed response to this request would be too voluminous and an unreasonable diversion of
departmental resources.
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Gaming: stress leave
2259.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Gaming): In relation to
each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration for each financial year from
2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the details of all stress related leave, including —
(a)
(b)
(c)

the number of days taken;
the estimated cost; and
the total number of staff in the section.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
I am informed that a detailed response to this request would be too voluminous and an unreasonable diversion of
departmental resources.

Attorney-General: salary levels
2295.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Attorney-General): In relation to each
department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration, for the financial year 2006-07:
How many public servants are paid more than the base salary rate for Victorian Members of Parliament,
indicating their —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

classifications;
salary package;
position; and
responsibilities.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
The Department of Justice Annual Report 2006-07 contains information on salary packages of executive officers as
well as the number of departmental staff employed at each salary grade.
Further information on public service positions, classifications, salaries and responsibilities is available on the
Victorian Government website.

Racing: salary levels
2296.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Racing): In relation to
each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration, for the financial year
2006-07: How many public servants are paid more than the base salary rate for Victorian Members of
Parliament, indicating their —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

classifications;
salary package;
position; and
responsibilities.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
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The Department of Justice Annual Report 2006-07 contains information on salary packages of executive officers as
well as the number of departmental staff employed at each salary grade.
Further information on public service positions, classifications, salaries and responsibilities is available on the
Victorian Government website.

Police and emergency services: salary levels
2297.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services): In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration, for
the financial year 2006-07: How many public servants are paid more than the base salary rate for
Victorian Members of Parliament, indicating their —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

classifications;
salary package;
position; and
responsibilities.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
The Department of Justice Annual Report 2006-07 contains de-identified information on salary packages of
executive officers as well as the number of departmental staff employed at each salary grade.
The provision of further information which may lead to the identification of particular public servants, without their
consent, would be inconsistent with the Department’s requirement to protect the information.

Corrections: salary levels
2298.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Corrections): In relation
to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration, for the financial year
2006-07: How many public servants are paid more than the base salary rate for Victorian Members of
Parliament, indicating their —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

classifications;
salary package;
position; and
responsibilities.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
The Department of Justice Annual Report 2006-07 contains de-identified information on salary packages of
executive officers as well as the number of staff employed at each salary grade for the Department of Justice.

Gaming: salary levels
2299.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Gaming): In relation to
each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration, for the financial year
2006-07: How many public servants are paid more than the base salary rate for Victorian Members of
Parliament, indicating their —
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classifications;
salary package;
position; and
responsibilities.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
The Department of Justice Annual Report 2006-07 contains de-identified information on salary packages of
executive officers as well as the number of departmental staff employed at each salary grade.
The provision of further information which may lead to the identification of particular public servants, without their
consent, would be inconsistent with the Department’s requirement to protect the information.

Energy and resources: salary levels
2306.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources): In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration,
for the financial year 2006-07: How many public servants are paid more than the base salary rate for
Victorian Members of Parliament, indicating their —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

classifications;
salary package;
position; and
responsibilities.

ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
Executive salary details are published in the Department of Primary Industries (DPI) Annual Report on the DPI
website at www.dpi.vic.gov.au. Non-executive Victorian public sector salary information can be found on the
Business Victoria website at www.business.vic.gov.au (Victorian Public Service Agreement 2006).

Major projects: women — boards, councils and committees
2396.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Major Projects: In relation to each department, agency
or authority within the Minister’s administration: How many women hold positions on boards, councils
or committees, indicating in respect of each board, council or committee the total number of members.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Major Projects portfolio has no boards, councils or committees. Therefore, there are no women holding
positions on boards, councils or committees within the Major Projects portfolio.

Energy and resources: media and communications staff
2542.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources): In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration
for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07:
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What is the number and cost of staff working in the Minister’s office.
What is the number of staff working in each public relations/ communications unit under the
Minister’s control, indicating —
(a) the total operating budget; and
(b) the total promotional budget.

ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
This question does not fall within my portfolio responsibilities as the engagement of ministerial staff, including
salaries and superannuations, falls within the budget of the Department of Premier and Cabinet.

Energy and resources: legal expenses
2582.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources): In relation to legal expenses incurred by each department, agency or authority within the
Minister’s administration for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07:
(1)
(2)
(3)

What expenses were incurred.
What was the purpose for engaging legal representation in each case.
What were the names of legal counsel engaged.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
This question is the same as LC2386, which has already been answered.

Energy and resources: advertising
2622.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources): In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration:
What the details are of all advertising undertaken for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07,
indicating —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

the date of approval for each contract;
the cost of each contract;
the purpose of advertisement;
the duration of advertisement;
where and when each advertisement was published or broadcast; and
to whom each contract was awarded.

ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
To provide a detailed response to this question would be too voluminous and an unnecessary diversion of the
Department’s resources.
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Police and emergency services: entertainment expenses
2653.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services): In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration for
each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the details are of all entertainment expenses
incurred, indicating —
(a)
(b)

total costs incurred by each section, including the Minister’s office; and
itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including the —
(i) date incurred;
(ii) cost;
(iii) number of guests;
(iv) purpose; and
(v) name of service provider.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
I am informed that a detailed response to this question would be too voluminous and an unreasonable diversion of
the Department’s resources.

Corrections: entertainment expenses
2654.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Corrections): In relation
to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration for each financial year
from 2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the details are of all entertainment expenses incurred, indicating —
(a)
(b)

total costs incurred by each section, including the Minister’s office; and
itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including the —
(i) date incurred;
(ii) cost;
(iii) number of guests;
(iv) purpose; and
(v) name of service provider.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
I am informed that a detailed response to this question would be too voluminous and an unreasonable diversion of
the Department’s resources.

Energy and resources: entertainment expenses
2662.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources): In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration
for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the details are of all entertainment expenses
incurred, indicating —
(a)
(b)

total costs incurred by each section, including the Minister’s office; and
itemised details of all expenditure in excess of $500, including the —
(i) date incurred;
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cost;
number of guests;
purpose; and
name of service provider.

ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
A detailed response to this question would be too voluminous and an unnecessary diversion of my Department’s
resources.

Police and emergency services: professional development expenses
2693.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services): In relation to expenditure on conferences, seminars, workshops and training courses or like
events by each department, agency or authority within the Minister’s administration for each financial
year from 2000-01 to 2006-07:
(1)

What was the name of each conference, course, seminar, workshop or like event attended
indicating the —
(a) locality and venue; and
(b) purpose.

(2)

What was the cost of each event indicating —
(a) accommodation;
(b) entertainment;
(c) meals and refreshments;
(d) travel;
(e) car hire;
(f) taxis and hire cars; and
(g) other expenses.

(3)

Was the event externally organised; if so, what was the name of the person(s), organisation(s) or
companies engaged and at what cost.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
I am informed that a detailed response to this question would be too voluminous and an unreasonable diversion of
the Department’s resources.

Corrections: professional development expenses
2694.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Corrections): In relation
to expenditure on conferences, seminars, workshops and training courses or like events by each
department, agency or authority within the Minister’s administration for each financial year from
2000-01 to 2006-07:
(1)

What was the name of each conference, course, seminar, workshop or like event attended
indicating the —
(a) locality and venue; and
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purpose.

(2)

What was the cost of each event indicating —
(a) accommodation;
(b) entertainment;
(c) meals and refreshments;
(d) travel;
(e) car hire;
(f) taxis and hire cars; and
(g) other expenses.

(3)

Was the event externally organised; if so, what was the name of the person(s), organisation(s) or
companies engaged and at what cost.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
I am informed that a detailed response to this question would be too voluminous and an unreasonable diversion of
the Department’s resources.

Energy and resources: professional development expenses
2702.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources): In relation to expenditure on conferences, seminars, workshops and training courses or like
events by each department, agency or authority within the Minister’s administration for each financial
year from 2000-01 to 2006-07:
(1)

What was the name of each conference, course, seminar, workshop or like event attended
indicating the —
(a) locality and venue; and
(b) purpose.

(2)

What was the cost of each event indicating —
(a) accommodation;
(b) entertainment;
(c) meals and refreshments;
(d) travel;
(e) car hire;
(f) taxis and hire cars; and
(g) other expenses.

(3)

Was the event externally organised; if so, what was the name of the person(s), organisation(s) or
companies engaged and at what cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
To ascertain the expenditure on conferences, seminars, workshops and training courses or like events for each
financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07 would require an analysis of the individual transactions related to such
payments.
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To provide details as requested would be unreasonable diversion of my Department’s resources.

Police and emergency services: workplace bullying
2902.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services): In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration for
each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the details of bullying in the workplace
indicating —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the number of cases reported;
the number of claims resulting in WorkCover cases being established;
the total cost of these claims; and
the dollar increase in premiums for each individual department or agency due to claims for
bullying in the workplace.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
I am informed that a detailed response to this question would be too voluminous and an unreasonable diversion of
the Department’s resources.

Corrections: workplace bullying
2903.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Corrections): In relation
to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration for each financial year
from 2000-01 to 2006-07: What are the details of bullying in the workplace indicating —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the number of cases reported;
the number of claims resulting in WorkCover cases being established;
the total cost of these claims; and
the dollar increase in premiums for each individual department or agency due to claims for
bullying in the workplace.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
I am informed that a detailed response to this question would be too voluminous and an unreasonable diversion of
the Department’s resources.

Energy and resources: property sales
2951.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources): In relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration
involved in the sale of properties for each financial year from 2000-01 to 2006-07:
(1)

How many properties have been sold, indicating —
(a) whether they were sold by —
(i) selected tender;
(ii) public tender;
(iii) private sale; or
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(iv) public auction.
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(2)

the address of each property;
the valuation of each property and the name of the valuer;
what advertising costs were incurred and attributed to each; and
the sale price for each property and the terms offered.

Were there any defaults in the performance of any contracts of sale arising from those sales.

ANSWER:
I am informed that, as at the date the question was raised:
The Department of Primary Industries has no authority to acquire or sell Crown land. All transactions are managed
by the Land and Property Group in the Department of Treasury and Finance.

Industry and trade: trade union board representatives
2975.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade: In relation to each department,
agency and authority within the Minister’s administration: What provision has been made for elected
representatives or trade union nominated representatives on their boards, indicating —
(a)
(b)
(c)

what the basis is of their representation and when it was established;
who the current trade union representatives are and who held the positions previously; and
what fee or remuneration is paid to the representatives.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Information and communication technology: trade union board representatives
2976.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Information and Communication Technology: In
relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration: What provision
has been made for elected representatives or trade union nominated representatives on their boards,
indicating —
(a)
(b)
(c)

what the basis is of their representation and when it was established;
who the current trade union representatives are and who held the positions previously; and
what fee or remuneration is paid to the representatives.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.
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Major projects: trade union board representatives
2977.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Major Projects: In relation to each department, agency
and authority within the Minister’s administration: What provision has been made for elected
representatives or trade union nominated representatives on their boards, indicating —
(a)
(b)
(c)

what the basis is of their representation and when it was established;
who the current trade union representatives are and who held the positions previously; and
what fee or remuneration is paid to the representatives.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Industry and trade: alcohol purchase expenses
3015.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade: Since the Minister’s appointment,
what are the details of all alcohol purchased by the Minister or the Minister’s office, indicating, in
respect of each purchase —
(a)
(b)
(c)

the date;
the value; and
the items.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Information and communication technology: alcohol purchase expenses
3016.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Information and Communication Technology: Since
the Minister’s appointment, what are the details of all alcohol purchased by the Minister or the
Minister’s office, indicating, in respect of each purchase —
(a)
(b)
(c)

the date;
the value; and
the items.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.
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Major projects: alcohol purchase expenses
3017.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Major Projects: Since the Minister’s appointment, what
are the details of all alcohol purchased by the Minister or the Minister’s office, indicating, in respect of
each purchase —
(a)
(b)
(c)

the date;
the value; and
the items.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Industry and trade: uniforms
3054.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade: In relation to each department,
agency and authority within the Minister’s administration:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

How many employees are supplied with uniforms.
Which company or companies supply these uniforms.
In what country were these uniforms manufactured.
What safeguards have been established to ensure that uniforms are manufactured by workers
employed under safe and humane conditions free of exploitation, including child labour.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Information and communication technology: uniforms
3055.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Information and Communication Technology: In
relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

How many employees are supplied with uniforms.
Which company or companies supply these uniforms.
In what country were these uniforms manufactured.
What safeguards have been established to ensure that uniforms are manufactured by workers
employed under safe and humane conditions free of exploitation, including child labour.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.
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Major projects: uniforms
3056.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Major Projects: In relation to each department, agency
and authority within the Minister’s administration:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

How many employees are supplied with uniforms.
Which company or companies supply these uniforms.
In what country were these uniforms manufactured.
What safeguards have been established to ensure that uniforms are manufactured by workers
employed under safe and humane conditions free of exploitation, including child labour.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Industry and trade: staff attrition rate
3094.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Industry and Trade: In relation to each department,
agency and authority within the Minister’s administration: What was the staff attrition rate for each of
the financial years 2000-01 to 2006-07.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Information and communication technology: staff attrition rate
3095.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Information and Communication Technology: In
relation to each department, agency and authority within the Minister’s administration: What was the
staff attrition rate for each of the financial years 2000-01 to 2006-07.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Major projects: staff attrition rate
3096.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Major Projects: In relation to each department, agency
and authority within the Minister’s administration: What was the staff attrition rate for each of the
financial years 2000-01 to 2006-07.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
To compile the information requested would place a large burden on the department’s time and resources. A
detailed response would be too voluminous, however, should you indicate in a further question what information
you are particularly seeking, I may be able to assist you.

Major projects: EastLink — guardrail system
3131.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Major Projects: In relation to the EastLink Tollway:
(1)
(2)

What standards/specifications were set for the manufacture of EastLink Tollway’s Guardrail
Systems (particularly in terms of base material thickness of guardrail posts).
Do all of the EastLink Tollway’s Guardrail Systems meet those standards; if not, what percentage
of the EastLink Tollway’s Guardrail Systems fail to meet those prescribed standards.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The issue raised falls within the portfolio responsibility of the Minister for Roads and Ports.
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